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This document contains Volume III of a set of four Volumes which describe
the 5RB-II program. Volume I contains the engineering description,
Volume II contains the User's Manual, Volume III contains the sample case
prediction, and Volume IV contains the program listing.
The sample case presented in this Volume is a performance prediction
for the sample solid rocket motor shown in Figure 1-1 on the following
page. This motor contains a five segmented grain.. The first segment
has a 14 pointed star configuration with a web which wraps partially
around the forward dome. The other segments are circular in cross-
section and are tapered along the interior burning surface. Two of
the segments are inhibited on the forward face. The nozzle is not
assumed to be submerged.
This performance prediction is broken into two simulation parts. Part
One determines the delivered end item specific impulse and the pro-
pellant properties which are required as inputs for the Internal
Ballistics Module. Part Two presents the internal ballistics simulation
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FIGURE 1--1.











2.0	 SAMPLE PREDICTION, PART ONE
This portion of the sample prediction contains the simulation required
to obtain the delivered end item specific impulse and the propellant
combustion products properties to be used by the Internal Ballistics
Module in the second part of the sample prediction. The Internal
Ballistics Module requires combustion gas properties input data for
temperature, specific heat ratio, characteristic exhaust velocity at
the nozzle throat, and either the molecular weight or the gas constant.
The data for each input can be set as a constant. However, a more
accurate performance simulation is obtained if these data are input as
variables. Part One establishes these propellant combustion products
as functions of pressure.
The propellant chosen for the sample motor is a PBAN type propellant





This is a hypothetical propellant and is used only for sample pre-
diction purposes. The assumed density is 0.064 LB/IN 3 and the
assumed nominal burn rate e quation.as a function oY pressure is
r = 0.066P0..
The Isp Scaling Module (SISCAL) was chosen to determine the gas properties.
SISCAL was called by setting NSI=l in the Control Data Package. Input
used by this module are the expected average nozzle entrance total
pressure, PCAVE, the expected average throat diameter, OTE, the ex-
pected average nozzle area ratio, ARETE, the nozzle half-angle in radians,
and the expected characteristic exhaust velocity efficiency, ETACS.
Subroutine LEWIS was exercised (NLEWIS =1) and the combustion gas data
was printed (IRK01=1) for several pressure points. These data were
used in the prediction in paragraph 3.0. The pressure points evaluated
were PCAVE and 500, 700, and 900 PSIA. Required data for Subroutine
LEWIS were the REACTANTS, species, and INSERT cards to describe the
constituents of the propellant and combustion products.
The printout for Part One of the sample prediction begins on page 2-5
with a listi.ng of the.input data cards exactly as they were arranged







lists the major program constants and indicators. The propellant
combustion products output begins an page 2-9 with the data generated
by Subroutine LEWIS. Page 2-17 presents the data that was generated
by the Specific Impulse Scaling Module.
Figure 2-1 presents a flowchart of the SRB-II program and shows the
simulation steps taken in Part One of the sample prediction.
D256-10020-3
FIGURE 2-1	 SAMPLE PREDICTION, PART ONE













CARD IMAGE OF INPUT DATA FOR CASE I
CONTROL DATA CARDS
&INPUTI

















C	 1.	 11.158 5 298615 F
H	 1.	 3.708 S 298.15 F
O	 1.	 39*078 S 298.15 F
N	 1.	 8.783 5 298.-15 F
AL 1.	 15.999 5 298915 F


















































































































THESE ARE THE INITIAL VALUES FOR CASE 1
- PROGRAM CONSTANTS
MOTOR CONSTANTS CORVE FIT CONSTANTS	 ODD CONSTANTS
MC(	 I)= 0.171800onE-03 AK(	 1)=	 246,62000
	 OK(11=	 I.D000000
MC( t)= 5184.0000 AK(	 2)x	 5.4059992
	 OK(2)=	 i.00000no
MC( 31= R.R199991 AK( 3)=-0.14399999	 GK(3)=	 I.DOV0000
MC( 4)= 10O0.UO00 AK( 41-	 1.4938993	 OK(4)=	 10D.V0000
MC( 51= 0..16999991E-01' AK( 5)= 0 n 62402999	 OK(5)=	 6.0000000.
MCC	 . 6) .= 5144.0000 AK( A)=-0.30534999E-02
MC(	 7)= 5144.M0 AK'( 7)=-0.42780000E-03
MC{ 8)= -1.00n0000 AK( 81= 0.116193995E-05
MC(	 9)'= 2.4582996 AK( 9)=-0.46339999E-07
MC(10).= 2.9582996 AK{101= 0.85429996




MC(13)= O.D CSCOEF(1)=	 4735 0266	 DISLIM(	 1)= 0.0
MC{141= 0.0 CSCOEF(2)= 0.95469534E-01
	
DISLIM( 2)= 0.n'
MC(15)= 68.194997 CSCOEF(3)=-0.3599019OE-04	 DISLIM( 31= 0.0
MC(lb) = 0.0 DISLIM( 4)= 000
MC(17)= 0.0 UNIVERSAL CONSTANTS	 DISLIM( 51= 0.0
MC(1H)= 0.0 CK(1)=	 32.173996	 DISLIM( 61= O.O
MC(19)= 0.0 CK(2)=
	 14.695999	 DISLIM( 71= 0.0
MC(201= 0.0 CK(3)=
	 778.00000	 DISLIM( 8)= 0.0
MC(21}= 0.(] CY(4)=	 3.141589?	 DISLIM( 9)= D.D
MC(22)= 0.0 DISLIM(10)= 0.0
MC(23)= 4r;A&.0000 DISLIM(11)= 0.0




j	 CLAME = 0.0 080	 0.0
DPH	 = 0.0 D.0	 0.0
I	 [)PL U.O. 0.0	 0.0
LISTI - T 0.89999974E-01	 0.14999998




NCASES= 1 0025500000	 0932499999














OPTIONAL PRINT INDICATOR$ INERT MASS ISP(SII)=	 190.00000
IRKT01= I TOTAL INERT MASS(MITOT)=	 9770.0000
i.	 E
4.
!	 THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
PC z	 58000.PSIA
----•-------.---	 ----- -_.___,___.__.__. WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL;	 C	 .1.000on 0.11158 040 S 298.15 0.0
=	 FUEL
	
H- 1.00000. _ __ _ _	 --------_-_-^__,.__.^- __ _ W --.---.------ 0, 03708 GOO S 298415 010
FUEL
	
0	 1.000oo 0,39078 000 S 298415 0.0












-- -. _ . a415999 000 S 298.1S 040
FUEL
	 CL I.00Onn 0.21274 -o72000.D00 S 298.15 010






	 39.466 . _	 22046	 0.9787 ...
Ts DEG K	 3440	 3245	 2315
RHOS-G/CC








Me HOL WT	 -28.3B1-	 28.641	 29.440
(DLV/DLP)T
	 -1.02063 -1.01596 -1.00220 ¢
(0LV/DLT)P	 1.3659	 1.2952	 000 cwn
CPe CAL/(G)(K)	 0.9201	 0.8376	 0.0 O1
16	 GAMMA	 (5)'	 1.1381


























































tCL2 0.00002 0.00002 0.00000
H 0.03886 0.03185 0.00523
HCL. 0.13071 0.13RnO 0.15991
HCo 0.00002 0.00001 0.00000.
H2 0.24624 0.25084 0.26895
H2O 0.14732 0.14749 0.14632
N 0:00001 O.n0000. 0.0n000
MH2 0..00001 0.00001 0.00000	 .
NH3.: 0.00001 0.00n01 0.00000
NO 0.00085 0.00054	 .0.00001
N2 0.08210. O.o82Bn G,OA489. .
0 0.00098 0.00057 0.00001
OH 0.01047 0.00746 0.00046
02 0.00023 0.{]0014 0.00000
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS WHICH( WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE HOLE FRACTIONS WERE LFSS THAN 0.500OVE •-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNEE} CONDITIONS
AL M AL (L) ALCL3(5) ALCL3(L) ALN(S) ALN AL2CLA	 AL202 C(5) C
CCL .. CCL2 CCL3 CCL4 CH CH2 CH2O CH3 CF14 C.N
CNN CN2 COCL2 C2 C2CL2 C2H C?H? C2H4 C?Fi6 C?N
C2N2 C20 C3 C362 C4 C5 CLCN CL02 CI.?o HALO
HCN HNCo HNO H02 H20(5) H2()(L) H?02 NCO NH NOCL
M2 NO2C(. NO3 N2H4 N20 N204 N3 03










THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING EQUILI8RIUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
PC =	 5:00.0 PSIA
!	 _.,,.	 _	 __-•--.-, KT FRACTION .ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL	 C	 1.00060 0111158 060 S 298415 0.0
FUEL. -- .K -•-I.00060
	 ----	 -	 - •	 -- -..._...------__.._	 .__ 0.03708 0.0 S_	 .. 298.15 060
FUEL	 0	 1.00000 0.39078 0.4 S 298.15 00




	 - • - --• -- --	 --	 -	 - _ -_	 --.- ___	 ._----..___ -_ .	 .--- 0,15999 040 5 298415 0.0
FUEL
	
CL 1.0000n 0.21274 -72000.000 S 298.15 0.0







Ps ATM	 34.D23-	 19,616	 -:0a8455. --
	 -	 -
7 9 DEG K	 3425	 3234
	 2315
RHO, G/. CC-	 3,4302-3 2.1144-3 1.3100*4 Z










	 -i.D2139 -1..01662 -1.00236 ro(DLV/DLT)P	 1.3809	 1 4 34B4	 0 4 0 toj	 CPP CAL/IG)(K]	 0.9414 _	 0.8565	 0.0J	 GAMMA	 (5)	 1.1372	 1.1393	 0,9976 c
SON VEL.M/SEC	 1069.1	 1034.9
	
807.8




CSTAR,.FT/SEC	 5169	 .__-	 5169	 --
CF	 06657	 1.54B
i	 IVACsLS-SEC/LB	 19862	 2276.0
ISPs
	




-	 ALCL	 .0.00459	 0400292
	
0,00005
ALCL?	 8.00322	 :0,0D2P9-	 0,0.DDIa.--
















































H2O 0.14664 0.14694	 0.14624










OH 0.01078 .0:00772 0.00050
02 0.00025. 0.00015
	 0.00000
ADDITIONAL P40DUCTS,WHIM WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN
	
0.50annE-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNE(1 CONDITIONS
AL M AL(L) ALCL3(S)	 AlCL3(L1 ALN(S) ALN Al,?CL6 AL202 C(57 C
CCL CCL2' CCL3	 CCL4 CH CH2 CH20 CH3 CH4 Cif
CNN CN2 COCL2
	 C2 C2CL2 C2H C2H2 C2H4 C2H6 C?N
c2N?.. UO C3	 C302 C4 C5 CLCN C.LO2 CUD HALO
HCN: HNCO HNO	 H02 H20(S1 H2O(L) H202 NCO NH NOCL
MO2 NO2CL NO3	 N2H4 N20 N204 N3 03









WT_FRACTION ENERGY STATE 7EMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL	 C	 1.00000 0811158 000 S 298.15 000
FUEL---M -K-4 * 00000 - -	 -	 --	 -0,03708 . 0 ► 0	 ..., S 298115 . 000
FUEL	 0	 1.00000: 0,39076 0.0 S 298.15 0.0
FUEL
	 N - 1.00000 0.08783 00 S. 298.I5
.FUEL--
	 AL--
	 -- -. 1.4000(^ -	 _--..-^____ ---_	 ___ _ _-	 _	 O.1S499 600. S 298.15 0100.0
FUEL	 CL	 1.00000 0.21274 -72000.000 S. 298.15 0.0a
0/F;;_._0..0..___. _:._-PERCENT _.FUEL=10 1 . 000U. EQUIVALENCE_ RATIOT	 1.6725	 REACTANT DENSITY= 0.0
CHAMBER THROAT	 EXIT
PC/P	 1.G.000 1.735E	 40.434
Po	 ATM	 __._474632 ..	 27.440--	 1.1.780
TO DEG K	 3457" 3259
	 2315
RHOS G/CC	 4.7744-3 2.9435-3 198264-4
He	 CAL/6	 _..43P.i}-. e560.9	 t-11454 ...
S. CAL/(G)(K1	 2.2835 2.2835	 2.2835
M+ MOL WT	 ..28.436 -	 28.689	 29.451
(ULV/I]LP)T . 	-1.01468 -1.01515 -1.00200
i	 (DLV/DLT)P
	 1.3473 102790	 0.0 rn
't	 CPO	 CAL/(G) (K)	 0,6939: _.0.8146
w	 GAMMA	 (5)	 1.I393 1.1415	 0.9980 0
SON VELUM/SEC	 )073.1 1038.4	 807.6 0
MACH NUMBER	 0,0 14000
	 31025
AE/AT 1.0000	 608500


















f	 ALH	 000002 0.00001	 0.0
ALD	 G..00014 .. D.0000fi-	 0.000DA__.__
ALOCL ',	 0#00177 0.00116
	
0.00003
ALOH	 0.00044 0 n OD025	 0 n 00000
AL02H
	 0.00078 o.00n45	 0.00000








COCL	 _ ... __..:_ 0-.-00fl 	 11.0D ail 1_-n-MnIl.-
CO2	 0.01723 '0.01763	 0.02244
CL	 0.01318 o.n1126	 0.00207
cLO	 n_nnnnl O.n0oo1	 O.nnOnn
^ y
0 .	 CL2 -5.00OD2 0:00002 0.00000
H 0.03693 0.03013 0.00477
HCL 0.13147 D.13875 0.16017
HC0 0.00002 0.00001 0 n 00000
H2 0.24704 0.25156 0.26916
H2O 0.14817 0.14817 0.14641
N 0.00001 0000000 000no00
.	 NH2 0.00001 0.00001 0000000
NH3 0.00001. 0.0000.1 0100000
NO 0.000A? 0400052 O.Go001
N2 0.08226 0.08293 0.08492
O 0.00089 0,00052 0.00001
Oh 0.01009 0.00714 0.00042
,.	 02 0.00021. 0.00012 0.00000









AL(L) ALCL3(5) ALCL3(L) ALMS) ALN AL2CL6 AL202 C(S) r.
CCL CCL2 CCL3 CCL4 CH CH2 CH2O CH3 CH4 CN
CNN ClV2 COCL2 C2 C2CL2 UH C2H2 C2H4 C?H6 C?N
C2N2 C20 C3 C302 C4 C} CLCN CL02 CL20 HALO
HC14 HNCO HNO H02 1120(S) H2U(L) H?O2 NCO NH NOCL
NO2 NO2CL NO3 N2H4 N20 N204 N3 013
NO E. WLIGHT FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIDANT IN TOTAL OXIDANTS
N
THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING EOUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DUPING EXPANSION
PC =	 900.0 PSIA
wT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SF.F NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL	 C	 1.00006 0.11158 000 S 298.15 0.0
FUEL
	
H A.03708 D.0 S 298.15 0.0
FUEL	 0	 1.0000n 0,39078 040 S 298.15 0.0
FUEL	 N	 1.000n0 0,08783 0 n 0 S 298.15 040
FUEL
	 AL	 1.0.0000 . 0415999 000 S 298.15 0.0
FUEL	 CL 1.0000n 0,21274 -72000.000 S 298015 0.0
0/Fa .. D . Q.
	 ....PERCENT 
€UEL.x10D . Q0(L0 ._ _	 EQUIVALENCE, RATIO= 1.6725	 REACTANT DENSITY= 0.0
-	 CHAMBER	 THROAT EXIT
PC/P	 1.0001)
	 1.7369 49.570
P+ ATM	 61.241`-.	 35.260- .	 1.5095---.-
T. DEG K	 3481	 3278 2315
RHO * G/CC	 6.1130-3 3«7695-3 24341S-4
1	 H. CAL/6	 -432.0	 .	 _^561.5 -1147.2--
So	 CAL/(G](K)	 2.2660	 2.2660. 2.2660
Me MOL wT	 28.508'..28.751 29.465
(DLV/OLP1T	 -1.01844 -1.01410 -1.00177 N(ULV/DLT)P	 1,3234	 1.2581 0.0 ^n
^'.	 CP.	 CAL/(G] (K)	 0.86D5 ..	 0.7853 ... 040




MACH NUMBER	 04'D.	 1 8000 -	 3.029	 .. ^
'-	 AEIAT	 120000 6.9500
CS.TAR. FT/SEC . ..	 5189
-- 5184
CF	 04658 1.547
•	 IVACsL8-SEC/LB	 199.0 27697





ALCL	 D.00424.	 0.00265 0.00D04
ALCL2	 0.00368	 0.00260 0.00010




ALO	 0.0001.3	 0400005 D.00000 .., 	 .-
ALOCL.	 0.00170	 0,00111 0.00002
ALOH	 000043	 6.00.024 .0000000
AL02	 0.GD.4U4-. Q.00001__,0.0_.., _.








AL203(L)	 0.07272	 0.07519 0,01900
CO	 0.22827	 0.22934 0.22931
COCL	 0.00D01^.0-00001__D4000Q0..




!"LO	 n..nnon	 Q.000Q] 0.0n0nn
kCL2 0100003 0.00002 0.00000
H 0.03443 0.02791 0.00421
HCL 0.13245 0.43972 0.16048
HCN 0,.00001 00.00000 0.00000
HLO 0: 00003 0 . 00001 4.00000
H2 0.24808 0.25248 0.26940
H2O 0.14928 0.14905 0.14653
N 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000.
NH2 0.00001 0.00001 0.00000
NH3 O.00DOI 0.000001 o.nn000
NU 0.00079 0.00049 0.00001
N2 n.OR246 0.08311 0.08496
0 0.00079 0.00045 0.00000
OH D.00956 0,00671 0.00037
..02 0..00019 0.00n11 0.00000
ADDITIONAL PROIJtFCT5 WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE HOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN	 n,50000F.-05 FOR ALL A591rNF0 CONnITIONS
AL M AL(L) 4LCL3 (S )	 ALCO M ALN I51 ALN Al 2CL6 AL202 C(S) r.
CCL CCL2 CM3 CCL4 CH CH2 CH2O CH3 C144 CN
CNN CN? COCL2 C2 C2CL2 C2H C?H2 CPH4 C?HF C2N
C2N?, C24 C3 C302 C4 Ct^ CLCN CL02 CL?n HALO
HNC[I HDIU HO2 H2O(5) H2O(L) H4O2 NCO NH NnCL NO2
NU?CL NO3 N?H4 N20 N204 N3 n3










W    
iTHESE ARE THE VALUES FROM THE SPECIFIC IMPULSE SCALING MODULE
y
PARAMETER-.-- 	 1,NTERNATxOAIAL ----- ENGLISH
END ITEM ANALYTICAL • SPECIFIC IMPULSEF SIAE(M/SfS)
	
27080757	 276,17749
DELIVERED END ITEM SPECIFIC IMPULSEv SIDE(M/S.S)
	
2558.2449	 260.86841
'. ..END ITEM . FLOWRASE,.WA1.. KCi/5,L9MLS.)---
	 37 Li+05D^ :.---_ _ B1BI.4883
END ITEM . NOZZLE EFFICIENCY, ETANZ 	 0.97266811
DIVERGENCE CORRECTION FOR NOZZLES CLAME	 007815329
THEO. PROPELLANT CSTAR. AT PCA .VE.--CSTAR2-l M/S,FT/S)--
 1577 + 1G86.._-. __ .5174.2422
PREDICTED END ITEM CSTARv CSTAR ( M/SIFT/S)	 1565 , 7527	 5136 n 9844
CSTAR CURVE FIT COEFFICIENT NO. 1
	 508847539
CSTAR: CURVE FI:T-COEFFICIENT. N09_-2__.___. 	
_..-0w1E1736638






















3.0	 SAMPLE PREDICTION, PART TWO
This portion of the sample prediction presents the internal ballistics
simulation for the entire burn duration of the sample solid rocket
	 -^
motor. An internal ballistics simulation is performed when NF=1
is set in the Control Data Package.
The combustion gas properties data generated in Part One were com-
piled into arrays for use by the Internal Ballistics Module (IBM).-
Data for characteristic exhaust velocity, CSTR(I), ratio of specific
heats, GAMAG(I), combustion temperature, TCOMB(I), and molecular weight,
AMWG(I), were input as functions of the pressure array, PRESS(I). The
characteristic exhaust velocity, temperature, and molecular weight
are obtained from the LEWIS output for each pressure. These data
are obtained for conditions entitled CHAMBER. The ratio of specific
heats is also obtained from the CHAMBER data but is determined as the
negative product of.GAMA(S) and (DLV%DLP)T. The characteristic exhaust
velocity data is obtained from the conditions entitled THROAT. The
characteristics exhaust velocity data enable the module to obtain a
partially independent calculation for nozzle flowrate which is used to
test for convergence of the head-end pressure iteration scheme.
The printout for Part Two of the sample prediction begins on page 3--7
with a listing of the input data cards exactly as they were arranged
in the data deck. This is followed by a title page and a page which
lists the major program constants and indicators. The Internal Ballistics
Module reference plane and end sections geometry data are presented on
pages 3-11 through 3-17. The solid rocket motor performance prediction
starts on page 3-18. This prediction begins. with the start of motor
ignition (TIME=O.O SEC) and terminates with the end of motor taiioff
(TIME=127.0 SEC). Three pages of output are presented for each prediction
"time step". The output for the major motor performance parameters is
given on the first page, and the increment dividing plane data and
segment slot data are given on the second and third pages, respectively.
Figure 3-1 presents the simulation steps which were exercised in Part
Two of the sample prediction. Figure 3-2 presents the Internal
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INDICATORS ASSUMED TO BE ZERO UNLESSSET
j OTHERWISE.	 ALSO. THE ORDER IN WHICH THE
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C	 I,	 11.15B	 S 2913.15 F
s	 i H	 1^
	 3,308	 S.29a.15 F
J . O	 1.	 39.078	 S 29d.15 F
It N	 It	 B.783	 5 298..15 F
AL '1.	 15.999	 5 298x15 F











































y , NAKEND=3 ►
NAKk=9 r
TIMAKR(1)=0.0+7.IP54..71+6 ► B9.+106.3r113r3p.124.6+130 n r





























TIMECM( 1)=0 n 0r31.+32.+38.0+4 6.pb4.958.p76.r110.p116.+1200+124. ► 14U. ►













ALL DATA CARUS FOR THIS CASE HAVL BEEN TRANSFERED TO DISK

THESE ARE THE INITIAL VALUES FOR CASE 1
PRDt3RAM CONSTANTS
CURVE FIT CONSTANTS	 ODD CONSTANTS
	






.AK( 3) =-0.14399999	 OK(3)= 1.00U0000
	


















CSCOLF(31=-0.35990190E-04 	 DISLIM( 31= 4.0
DISLIM( 41= 0.0






CK(2)= 14.695999 	 DISLIM( 7)= 0.0
	
CK(3)= 778.00000	 DISLIM( 8)= 0.0

















































"MP	 =	 0 .















INERT MASS ISP(SII) m 190.00000.
TOTAL INERT.MASS(MITUTJ= 9770.0000
t.	 r
LOCATION OF PLANE 1	 010
Al	 A2	 A3	 A4	 AS	 Ri	 R9	 THi
2.9670596E-01 2.967D596E-01 2.9670596E-01 0.0	 0.0	 .2.3000000E Ol 6.2799988E Ol 2.2439939E-01
T2M	 T4M	 T5M	 X45	 Y45	 LC	 X03	 Y03
5r0000000E-01 S.OUOODOOE-01 5.0000000E-01 2,3907614E 00 2.2769 1058E 01 3.8169510E 01 4,7815239E-01 2.3353806E 01
RU3
	 X05	 Y05	 R05	 XD7	 Y07	 R07	 T6M
2.3358704E 01 4.7815239E-01 2.335379DE 01 2.33SB673E 01 1.355U445E 01 5.9270737E 01 6.0799942E 01 1.2169588E 01
T7M	 T12M	 X76	 Y76	 LD	 X09	 Y09	 R09
1.6252914E 01 O.O 	 060	 6..27999B8E 01 0.0	 000	 6.2799988E 01 6.2799973L 01
XO11
	 YO11	 ROM	 T10H	 T9M	 TAUM	 TH2	 TH3
000	 6.2799988E Ol 6.2799973E 01 0.0 	 8.70OV113E 00 1.6252914E 01 2,247557OL:-01 0.0
TH4	 B71H	 B72M	 691M	 L392M
3.b631657E-04 4.3748981E-0I 1.06135461E 00 1.5707960E 00 0 n 0
LOCATION OF PLANE 2. 1.158000E 02
Al	 A2	 A3	 A4	 AS	 R1	 R9	 TH1
269670596E.-01 2,9670596E-01 2.9670596E-01 0.0
	
000	 2.3000000E 01 6.2799988E O1 2.24395139E-01
12M	 T4M	 T5M	 X45	 Y45	 LC	 X03	 Y03
5.0000000E-Ul 5.00000OOE-01 5.0000000E-01 2.3907614E 00 2.2761U58E 01 3.8169510E 01 4.7815239E-01 2.3353806t 01
R03	 X05	 Y05	 R05	 X07	 Y07	 R07	 T6M
.2,33587U4E 01 4.7815239E-01 2.3353790E 01 2.3358673E 01 1.355U445E 01 5.9270737E O1 6.0799942E 01 1.2169588t 01
T7H	 T12H	 X76Y76	 LD	 X09	 Y09	 R09
1.6252914L 01 0.0	 O.0	 6.2799988E OL O.0	 0.0	 6.2799980L 01 6.2799973E 01
XOII	 Y011	 ROLI	 TIOM	 T9M	 TAUM	 THE	 TH3
r	
Ufa	 6.2799988E 01 6.2799973E 01 0.0	 8970OU113E 00 1.6252914E 01 2.2475570E-01 0.0
TH4
	 871M	 B72M	 B91H	 B92H
3.56316SIE-04 4.3748981E-01 1.0613546E 00 1.570796DE 00 0.0
LOCATION OF PLANE 3	 1.188000E 02
Al	 A2	 A3	 A4	 AS	 RI	 R9	 TH1
000	 010	 0+0	 O.0	 0.0	 .3.5100006E 01 3.51000ObE 01 7.85.39601E-01
T2M	 T4M	 T5M	 X45	 Y45	 LC	 X03Y03
0.0
	 O,0	 0.0	 O.0	 3.510u006E 01 0.0	 [).a	 3.5100006E 01
R03	 X05	 YU5	 RO5	 X07	 Y07	 R07	 TbM
3.5099991E 01 O.0
	
3.5100006E 01 3.5099991E 01 0.0 	 3.5100006E Ol 3.5099991E U1 0.0
17M	 112H	 X76	 Y76	 LO	 X09	 Y09	 R09
3.6399979E 01 0.0	 O.O	 3.5100006E 01 O.O	 000	 3.5100OU6E 01 3.5099991E 01
X011	 YOIi	 R011	 T10M	 T9M -	 TAUM	 TH2	 TH3
0.0	 3.5100006E 01 3.5099991E 01 00	 3.6391979E O1 3,6399979E 01 0.0 	 0.0
TH4
	
67.1m	 872M	 B91M	 .892M
	
7,8539BOLE-01 1.5707960E 00 0.0 	 1.5707960E 00 000
LOCATION OF PLANE 4 4.145999E 02
Al	 A2	 A3	 A4	 AS	 R1	 R9	 TH1
010
	
O.O	 0.0	 010	 0,0.	 3.BDOOOaOE 01 3.BOOROOOE 01 7.853980IE-Ol




a.0	 3.800UDOOE O1 O.0	 0,0	 3.8000000E 01
R03
	 X05	 Y05	 ROS	 X07	 Y07	 R07	 T6M
3.7999985E 01 0.0	 3.BUa0000E 01 3.7999985E 01 0.0	 3.8000000E 01 3.7999985E 01 0•0
T7M
	 T12H	 X76	 Y76	 LD	 X09	 Y09	 R09
3.3499985E 01 0 4 0	 0.0	 3.SOOOOOOE 01 O.O	 0.0	 3.8000000E 01 3.7999905L U1
xOli	 Y031	 Roll	 T10H	 T9M	 TAUM	 THE	 TH3
Ora
	
3.BO000OOE.01 3.7999985E 01 0.0	 3.34999 85E 01 3.3499985E Oi O.0	 O.0






7.b!,398u1E-01 1.5707960E 00 0.0 1.57117960E 00 0.0
LOCATION OF PLANE 5 4.175999E 02
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 RI R9 TH1
0.0 0.0 0.0 U.0 0.0 3.5100006E 01 3.5.100008E 01 7.85391301E-01
T2M T4M T5M K45 Y45 LC X03 903
0.0 0.0 O.0 0..0 3.5100006E 01 0.0 040 3.51000061 01
k03. X05 Y05 ROB X07 Y07 k07 T6M
3.SU99991E 01 0.0 3.5100006E 01 3.5099991E 01 0.0 3.5100006L 01 3.50999911 01 0.0
37M T12M x76 Y76 LO X09 Y09 R09
3.6399979E U1 U.0 0.0 .3.5100006E Ol 0.0 000 3.5I00006E: 0I 3.50999911 01
A011 YUII RO11. TIOM T9M TAUM TH2 TH3
E	 0.0
	 - 3.5100005E 01 .3.5099991E 01 0.0 3.6399979E 01 3.6399979E 01 0.0' 040
TH4 871M B74M 691M B92M
7.65391101E-01 .1.57078601: 00 0.0 1.5707960E 00 0.0
LUCA110N OF PLANE 6 6.9N0999E 02
Al A2 A3 A4 A5 R1 H9 TH3
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8000O00E 01 3.800OOUOE U1 7.85398O1k-01
TRM TO TSM X45 Y45 LC X01 Y03
0.0 010 0.0 010 3.80ODUOOE 01 00 0.0 308000000k al
k03 X05 Y05 R05 X07 Y07 RUl T6M
3.7999955E 01 0,0 3,8000000E 01 .3.7999985E Ol 0.0 3,8000000E 01 3.7999985E 01 0.0
v
T7M T12H X16 Y76 LU X09 Y09 R09
Ln
3.3499985E U1 0.0 000 3.8000000E 01 0.0 0.0 3.80000001= 01 3.7999YSbL 01 0
XUII YOI1 RU11 T10M T9M TAUM TH2 TH3 0
N	 11.0 3.0000000E 01 3.7999985E 01 U.0 3.3499985E O1 3.34999BSE, 01 0.0 0.0 N0
TH4 871H E172H U91M B92M W
7.8539801E-01 1.5707960E 00 0,0 1.5707960E 00 0.0
LOCATION OF PLANE 7	 7,010999E 02
	 RAl	 A2	 A3	 A4	 A5	 kl	 R9	 TH1
0.0
	 O.0	 O.0	 0.0	 000	 3.5l00006E: U1 3 ►5100Od6E 01 7.853980Ik-01
T2M	 T4M	 T9M	 X45	 Y45	 LC	 X03	 Y03
U.0
	 0.0.	 000	 0.0	 3.5100006E 01 0.0	 0.0	 3.SI000UbE 01
k03
	 X05	 Y05	 R05	 X07	 907	 R07	 T6M
3.5099991E Ul 0,0	 3.5100006E 01 3.5099991E 01 0.0 	 3.5100006E 01 3.5099991E 01 0.0
TV4
	 T12M	 X76	 Y76	 LO	 x09	 YU9	 R09
3.6399979E 01 0,0 	 0.0	 3.5100006E 01 U.0	 0.0	 3.SI000U6E 01 3.5099991L 01
X011	 YOU	 RO11	 T10M	 19M	 TAUM	 TH2	 TH3
0.0	 3.5100006E 01 3.S099991E OI 0 9 0	 3.6399979E 01 3.63999791, 01 0.0 	 O,O
IH4
	 VIM	 B72H	 1391M	 B92M
7.8539801E-01 1.5707960E 00 0.0	 1.5707960E 00 0.0
LOCATION OF PLANE 8	 9.968999E 02
Al	 A2	 A.3	 A4	 A5	 kl	 R9	 TH!
0.0	 040	 000	 0.0	 0.0	 3.8000000E O1 3080000UOE 01 7.85398011-01




0.0	 3.8000000E 01 O.0	 a.0	 3.80110OU01 O1
R03	 X05	 Y05	 R05	 X07	 Y07	 R07	 76H
. 3.7999985E 01 0.0 	 3.8000000E 01 3.7999985E 01 0.0 	 3.80000UUE OI 3.7949985E O1 GOO
T7H	 T12M	 X76	 Y76	 LO	 X09	 Y09	 R09
3.34999115E 01 0.0	 0.0	 3.8000000E 01 0.0	 0.0	 3.BUO00001 01 3.7 .7 .39985E 01
XUII	 YO1]	 RO11	 T1OM	 T9M	 TAUM	 TH2	 TH3
0.0	 3.8000000E 01 3.7999985E 01 0.0	 3.34999135E 01 3.3499985E 01 0.0 	 090
^04	 B71H	 872H
	 891H	 rs92M




LOCATION OF PLANE 9 9.998999E 02
Al A2 A3 A4 AS Rl R9 TH1
U40 O.0 ONO 0.0 0.0 3.5100006E 01 3a5100006E 01 7.b539801E.-01
T2M T4M 75M X45 Y45 LC X03 Y03
080 0.0 0.0 020 3,5IOu0O6E 01 0.0 Oro 3.51000u6E 01
R03 X05 Y05 H05 X07 Y07 U07 T6M
305099991E O1 0.0 3.5100006E 01 3.5099991E 01 0a0 3.5100006E 01 3@5099991L 01 040
T7H T12M X16 Y76 LD X09 Y09 R09
3.6399979E 01 0.0 0.0 3.5100006E 01 0.0 O.0 3.5100006E 01 3.5099991E 01
x011 YOU R011 T10M T9M TAUµ TH2, TH3
0.40 3.510000-6E 01 3.5099991E 01 040 3.6399979E 01 3.6399979E.OL 0.0 0.0
TH4 B71M B72M 891M B92M
7.8539801E-U1 1.5707960E 00 0.0 1.5707.960E 00 0.0
LOCATION OF PLANE 10 1.258900E 03
Al A2 A3 A4 AS R1 R9 TH1
080 0.0 0.0 010 0.0 3 n 900000UE O1 3.9000000E 01 7.8539HOIL-01
l2M TO 75H X45 Y45 LC X03 Y03
O.O Ono 060 000 3.9000000E 01 O.0 O.0 3.9000000E 01
k03 X05 Y05 R05 X07 Y07 R07 T6M
3.9000000E Ul 0.0 3.9000000E of 3.900000UE 01 0.0 3.9000000E 01 3.9000OQoE 01 090
T7M T12M X76 Y76 LD X09 Y09 Rog
3.250UO00E Ul 0.0 0.0 3.9000000E 01 0.0 040 3.9000000E 01 3.9000000E 01
X011 Y011 R011 Tlam T9M TAUM TH2 TH3
0.0 3.9000000E 01 3.9U00000E 01 0.0 3.2500000E 01 3.2500000E 01 0.0 000
TH4 871M U72M 691H 892M
7.8539B01E-'O1 la5707960E 00 0.0 1.5707960E 00 0.0
HEAD END
BH	 BTAOE. RIG
1.000100UE OU. 1.0000000E 00 1.8000000E 01
NOZZLE END.
.UE1 BE AUEM
. 8.0000000E 01 1.0000000E 00 ba5619995E 01
HEl ALFEM ALFE RE?- HE1 HE2 HEO HER
4.0000000E 01 9.7075206E-01 9.7075206E-01 4.0374542E O1 c.56e6242E-01 5.9009689E 01 5.9265943E of 5.926'b945E 01
VFEU VCE TAUEO TAUEl CAE CBE CCCT; COVE
4.506590.0E 05 7.3385219E 05 6.7117050E 01 4.5391969E-01 0.0 Ono 2 .0449805E 04 0.0
COCE CDVE CECF. CEVE








0.0	 5.00DOE-01 2.0000E 00 4.0000E 00 6.0000E 00 8.7000E 00 9.0000E DO 1.0000E 01
1.2000E 01 1.4000E 01 1.6253E 01 1.7000E 01
AUHO
5.5000E 04 5.530OF 04 5.5400E 04 5.4700E 04 5.2700E 04 4.8200E 04 4.4000E U4 3.4000E 04
2.1000E 04 I,OSOOE 04 O.D 	 000
AFT-hrAD SECTION
TAUN
0.0 2POU00E 00 4.0000E 00 6.0000E 00 8.0000E 00 1.0000E 01 1.2000E 01 1.4000E O1
I.6000E 01 1.8U08E.01 2.00OOE 01 2.2000E 01 2.4000E 01 2.6000E 01 2.80UDE 01 3.0000E 01
3.26DOE 01 3.2490E O1 3.2500E 01
ABN
1.4771E 04 I.5049L 04 1.5407E 04 1.5710E 04 1.5912E 04 1.6031E 04 1.6058E 04 1.5982E U4
1.5788E 04 1.5459E 04 1.4972E 04 1.4296E.04 1.3384E 04 1.216SE 04 1.0510E 04 8.1253E 03




040 19U000L 00 2.0000E 00 3.0000E 00 4.0000E 00 5.0000E 00 6.0000E 00 7.0000E 00
8.0000E 00 8.7UOOE 00 8..7100E 00 9.2100E 00 9.7100E OD ' 1.U21DE 011.0710E 01 1.1210E 01
1.171UE D1	 1.2210E 01 1.2710E 01 1.3210E 01 1.3710E 01 1.4210E 01 1.4710E 01 1.5210E 01
1.5710E 01	 1.6210E 01 1.6243E 01 1.6253E 01
ALPPL(1t D=
1.1705E 03 1.1489E 03 1.0992E 03 1.0496E 03 1.0000E 03 9.5039E 02 9.0070E D2 0.5116E 02
8.0.154E 02 7.6681E 02 7.5214E 02 6.3007E O2 5.6709E 02 S.0407E 02 4.4480E 02 3.8773E 02
3.3207E 02 2.7743E 02 2.3044E 02 1.9071E 02 1.5494E 02 1.2170E 02 9.0215E 01 6.0002E 01








1.0000E OU 2,U0OUE DU 3.0000E 00 4.0000E 00 5.0000E 00 6.UOODE 00 7.00001 00
b.D000E 00 8.7000E 00 8.7100E 00 9.2100E OD 9.7100E 00 1.0210E 01 1.0710E 01 I.1210E 01
1.1710E 01	 1.2210E 01 1.2710E 01 .1.3210k O1 I- MDE 01 1.4210E 01 1.4710E 01 1.521DE 01
1.5710E 01	 1.6210E 01 1.6243E O1 1.6253E 01
ALPPL(li 21=
1.1705E 03 1.1489E O3 1.0992E 03 1,0496E 03 1-viAD E 03 9- 1-ju39E 02 9.0078E 02 8.5116E 02
8.0154E 02 7.6681E 02 7.5214E 02 6.3807E 02 5.o7M 02 5.040.7E 02 4.4480E 02 3.8773E 02
3.3207E 02 2.77431: 02 2.3044E 02 1.9071E 02 1.5494E D2 1.2170E.02 9.0215E 01 6.0002E 01









000 2.0000E 00 4.0000E 00 6.0000E 00 8.0000E 00 1 n OOOOE.01 1.2000E 01 1.4000E 01
1.6000E 01 1.d0QOE 01 2.0000E 01 2.2000E 01 2.4000E 01 2.60OOE 01 4.8000E 01 3.0000E 01
3.2000E 01 3.4000E 01 3s6000E 01 3.6390E 01 3.6400E 01
ALPPL(1v 3?=
2.2054E 04 2.3311E 02 2056TE 02 2.5824E 02 2.7081E 02 2.8337E 02 2.9594E 02 3.OB50E 02
3.2107E 02 3.3364E 02 3.4620E 02 3.5877E 02 3.7134E 02 3.8390E 02 3.9647E 02 4.0904E 02
4.2160E 02 4.3417E 02 4.4673E 02 4.4918E 02 090
REFERENCE PLANE 4
TAUPL(1r 4)=
0.0 2.00OOE 00 4.0000E DD 6.O000E 00 8.0000E 00 1.0000E 01 1.2000E 01 1.4000E U1
1.6000E 01 IOGOOF 01 2.0000E 01 2.2000E 01 2.4000E 01 2.6000E 01 2.8000E 01 3.0000E 01
3.2000E 01 3.3490E 01 3.3500E 01
ALPPL(1s 4)=
2.3876E 02 2.5133E 02 2.5389E 02 2.7646E 02 2.8903E 02 3.0159E 02 3.1416E 02 3.2673E 02
3.3929E 02 3.5186E 02 3.6442E 02 3.7699E 02 3.8956E 02 4.0212E 02 4 .1469E 02 4.2726E 02





000 2.0000E 00 4.0000E 00 6.0000E 00 8.0000E 00 1.0000E 01 1.2000E 01 1.4000E 01
1.600DE 01 1.8000E O1 24000E 01 2.2000E 01 2.400DE 01 2.6000E 01 2.8000E 01 3.0000E 01
3.MDE 01 3.40DOE 01 3960DOE 01 3,6390E O1 3.6400E 01
ALPPL(1v 5)=
.2.2054E 02 2.3311E 02 2.4567E 02 2.5824E 02 2.7081E 02 2.8337E D2 2.9594E 02 3.0850E D2
3.2407E 02 3.3364E 02 3.4620E 02 3.SB77E 02 3.7134E 02 3.8390E 02 3.9647E 02 4.0904E U2
4.2160E 02 4.3417E 02 4.4673E 02 4.4918E 02 0.0
REFERENCE PLANE 6
TAUPL(1Y 61=
0.0 2.00DOE 00 4.0000E 00 6.0000E 00 8.0000E 00 1.0000E 01 1.2000E 01 1.4000E 01
1.6000E 01 1.8000E 01 2'.0000E 01 2.2000E 01 2.4000E 01 2.6000E O1 2.BOODE 01 3.ODOOE 01
3.2000E 01 3.3490E 01 3.3500E 01
ALPPL U . 6 )
2.3876E 02 2.5133E 02 2.6389E O2 4.7646E 02 2.8903E 02 3.U159E,02 3.1416E 02 3.2673E 02
3.3929E 02 3.5186E 02 3.6442E 02 3.7699E 02 3.8956E 02 4.0212E 02 4.1469E 02 4.2726E ill









0.0 2,OOOOE 00 4.0000E OU6.0000E 00 8,0000E 00 1.0000E 01 1.2UDOE 01 1.4000E 01
1.6UOUE 01.1.60DOE 01 2.0000E at 2.2000E 01 2.4000E 01 2.6000E 01 48D00E Ol 3.Oo00E 01
302000E: 01 3,4000E 01 3.6DOOE 01 3.639DE 01 3.6400E 01
ALPPL(li 7)= .
2r2U54E 02 2.3311E 02 2.4567E 02 2.5824E 02 2.7081E 02 2.8337E 02 2.9594E 02 3.085DE 02
3.2107E 02 3.3364E 02 3.462UE o2 3.5877E 02 3.7134E o2 3.8390E 02 3.9647E 02 4.0904E 02
4.2160E 02 w.3417E 02 4.4673E 02 4.4918E 02 0.0
REFERENCE PLANE 8
TAUPL(1. 8)=.
000 2.0000E UO 4.0000E OU 6.0000E 00 8,0000E 00 1.0000E 01 1.2000E 01 1,4000E 01
1.600DE 01 1.8000E 01 2.0000E 01 2.2000E 01 2,4000E 01 2.600DE 01 2.80ODE ill .3.0000E U1
3.2000E 01 3.3490E 01 3.35OUE 01
ALNPL(1. 8),
2.3876E 02 2.5133E 02 2.6380E 02 2.7646E 02 2.8903E 02 3.0159E 02 3.1416E 02 3.2673E U2
3.3929E 02 3.5186E 02 3.644dE 02 3.7699E 02 3.8956E 02 4.0212E 02 4.1469E 02 4.2726E 02




0 4 0	 2.0000E 00 4.UOOUE OU 6.0000E 00 e.O000E 00 1.0000E 01 1.2000E Ul 1.4000E 01
1.6000E of 1.BDDOE of 2.00DOE 01 2.2000E 01 2.4000E 01 2.6000E U3 2.8000E 01 3.0000E D1
3.200DE 01 3.4OOOE O1 3.6000E 01 3,6390E 01 3.6400E 01
ALPPL(1. 9)=
2.2U54E 02 2.J311E 02 2.4567E 02 2.5524E 02 2.7081E 02 2.8337E 02 2.9594E 02 3.08501: 02
3,2107E O2 3.33641: 02 3.4620E 02 3.5877E 02 3.7134E 02 3.8390E 02 3.9647E 02 4.0904E 02





2.0000E DO 4.O000E OU 6.0000E 00 B.0000E 00 1.0000E 01 191000E 01 1.4000E Ol
1,6000E at 1.8000E 01 2.0000E 01 2.2000E 01 2.4000E 01 2.6000E 01 2.800DE 01 3.0000E 01
3.2000E 01 .3.2490E 01 3.2500E 01
ALPPL(lilOJ=
2.4504E 02 2.5761E 02 2.7018E 02 2.8274E 02 2.9531E 02 3.0788E 02 .3.2044E 02 3.3301E 02
3.4557E 02 .3.5814E 02 3.7071E 02 3.8327E 02 3.9584E 02 4.0841E 02 4.2097E 02 4.3354E 02








rIGNITION TIHE,	 TIME	 (S)	 040
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH.
MOTOR PARAMETERS1
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NgLBF ► FTDEL 090 000
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	
(N1LUF) FTVAC 000 0.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF 1NERTS (N1LUF1 FI 060 0,u
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*StLHF*S) SRMDTI 0.0 000
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*59LBF*S) SRMVTI 000 000
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 0.0 0.0
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S1 WDOT 0.0 0.0
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (K6*LbM) 5WOOTN 0.0 0.0
INERTMASS FLOWRATE ( KG/SlLBM/S) HIF 0.0 0.0
'	 INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM) MIR 4431.5936 9770.0000
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**29IN**2) ABTOT J45.S3589 535581.81
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**31IN**3) VF 4b6.86B65 15675095.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM) WF 455046,19 1003205@3
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG g LBM) WGTOT 1.8069124 30835615
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1*1612101 181612101.
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS TKG/MOLE*LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.705o85 48.009918
CHARACTERISTLC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/SPFT/S) CSTAR 1551.4697 5090#1250
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 000 060
HEAD END PARAMETER51
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**21L6F/IN"21 PH 101352900 14,699997
PRESSURE INTEGRAL 	 (N*S /14**2 g L.BF*5/IN**2) SPHOT 0.0 D.o J
BURN AREA ( M**2.IN**2) AHH J5.483795 55000.000r	 bURN RATE (M/5,1N/5) RBZ(I) 0.0 0.0 r°°^
DISTANCE BURNED ( M,1N) TAUZlI1 0.0 0.0 0
PROPELLANT VOLUME ( M**39IN**3) VFH 90401390 594360.00 w
GAS VOLUME (M**3vlN* *3) VPH 4 7857990 170000.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(lt31 3309.1272 5956.4297
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
RADIAL BURN AREA ( M**29IN**21 ABCYL 255,55794 396115#63
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2+IN**2) ABSLOT 44*964584 69695.Z5O
'PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**391N**3) VFCYL 239s74356 14630056.	 .




(N/M**ZvLBF/ IN**2) PON 1U135290. 14.699497
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2wLB F *S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.0 060
BURN AREA ( M*p2,IN**2) AAN 'J.5296249 14770.949
bURN RATE (M/S * IN/SEC) RBL(NIFl) 000 050
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M,IN)- TAUZ ( NI+l) 0.0 060
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3sIN**3) VFN 7.3849745 450659,00
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3 ► IN**3) VPN 4.6407022 283193,19
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(N1s3) JJ09.127Z 5956.4297
PORT AREA	 (M**2sIN 0 *2. 1 AP 300828056 4778*3594
NUZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA (M**2plN**2). AT 194233408 2206,1836
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.9995146 6,9995146
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO L60000000 1400uaQoO
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS)
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0,0 O.0
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 140000000 1,0000000






























































































































































U H LP aP WDOT DWOOT DW/DT RR TAU ROW TAUTn
FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC it',.
000 0.0 1170452 5317.92 0.0 0.0 U.o 0.0 o*U o.0 G.0
0 * 0 060 1170.52 5311993 0.0 000 010 0 1 0 0.0 0*0 0.0
000 000 1170.52 5317.93 '0,0 0.0 0.0 0.o O.d 040 0.0
0.0 0.0 1170.52 5317.93 080 090 000 0.0 000 0.0 0.0
000 0.0 1170.52 531f n 92 0.0 0,0 0.0 . 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
0.0 000 220.54 3810.47 090 000 0.O (}oil 0.0 O.O 0.0
0.0 0.0 222.39 39.15.61 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0
0.0. 0.0 224.44 40U1.29 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0. 0 000 226.06 4GO1.52 0.0 080 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.0
0.0 0.0 227.93 41-34.29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o
0.o 0.0 229.78 42U1.60 000 0.0 0.0 own 040 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 231.63 4269.45 000 0*0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 O.O
010 0*0 233.45 43s7.B5 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0
Ono 040 23502 44Ub * 79 080 0.0 0*0 U.0 000 040 040
0:o 01-0 237.17 441h * 27 010 090 010 0*0 0.0 000 0.0
0 * 0 0.0 238,76 453b.46 000 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0*0
O.0 000 220.54 3610.47 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 U n 0 0.0 000
010 0*0 222.49 3939.18 050 O.0 000 0.0 0.0 040 010
0.0 0.0 224.44 40U8.49 0.0 0.0 O*0 0 4 0 000 O.O 0 n 0
0 6 0 0.0 226.39 4016.41 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 n.0
0.0 040 228.33 41 1+13.92 o.0 000 060 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 230.28 4220.05 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.0 0.0
9.0 0.0 2:32.23 42`!1.76 040 000 0.0 Goo 0.0 0.0. O.0
0.0 O00 234.18 43b4.11 own 0*0 0.0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0.0 Ono
0.0 0.0 236.13 4431.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 U.0 0.0 0.0 000
0.0 060 236.08 451U * 59 0.0 000 O.0 0.0 040 0.0 050
0.0 060 238.76 4536.46 040 000 coo U.0 O.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 220 n 54 3810.47 010 019 040 U.0 0*0 0.0 Ono
000 0.0 222.39 3935.62 0.0 0.0 090 U.0 040 010 O.0
04o- 060 224.24 4001.30 0*0 000 0.0 0 4 0 0*0 040 0.0
0.0 0.0 226.06 4067 4 52 0.o 060 000 0.o O.0 0.0 O.0
0 * 0. 0.0 227.93 4134 * 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 own n.0
O.D D on 229.78 42U1.60 0.0 own 0.0 040 0.0 0.0 040
040 . 0.0 231.63 4269.45 Goo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 O.0 233.48 43.37.85 040 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 000 0.0
040 0.0 235.32 4406.79 040 Goo 0.0 000 040 O.0 not)
0.0 020 237.17 441b.27 0.0 0.0 0..0 000 0.0 0.0 0.0
040 000 238.76 45.16.46 0.0 0*0 0.0 0,0 040 090 Ono
0.0 000 220.54 3810.47 Goo 0.0 0.o 0 .0 0*0 O.O 000
0.0 000 223.38 3910.74 000 000 000 0.0 0.0 000 not)
000 0.0 226.22 4012.30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 9 0 0.0 000 010
Ono 0.0 229.05 4115.13.. 0.o 0.0 0-.0 0.o 090 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 231489 4219.24 O.O 000 own 0.0 0.0 0.0 000
000 040 234.73 43d4.64 0.0 0.0 0*0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
040 0.0 237.57 4491.32 0.0 0*0 000 0.0 000 0.0 n.0
000 0.0 240.41 4599.27 0.0. 0.0 O.0 U.0 000 0.0 O.0
000 0.0 243.25 4708.52 090 000 0.0 0 * 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 * 0 O*0 245.04 4718.3b U.O 0.0 000 0 0 0 0.0 000 0*0

















INTERFACE,	 PO P T U. AP DWDOT AU RS DELTA WSLOT
LOCATION TAU
IN *	PSIA PSIA DEG, R FT/SEC 50,	 IN. LH/SEC SO4.	 IN. IN/SEC IN. LH/SEC
FOREWARD	 1.1580E,02 1.4700E 01 1.4700E O1 0 n 0 000 1.6061E 04 0.0 1.0743E 04 U.0 0.0 0.0
AFT	 1.1880E 02 1.4700E 01 1.4700E 01 5.9564E 03 0.0 1.6061E 04 0.0 040 0.0 0.0 0.0
GAS alllLOUP IN SLOTS VW/UT - 0.0
FUREWARD
	
4.1460E 02 1.4700E 01 .1.4700E 01 0.0 000 1.6061E 04 0.0 1.1524E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0
AFT	 4.1.760E 02 1.4700E; 01 .1.4700E 01 5.9564E 03 0.0 1.6061E 04 0.0 1.2190E 04 0.0 0.0 D.0
GAS BUILDUP . IN.SLOT. DW/UT = 11.0
FOREWARD	 6.96.10E 02 1.4700E 01 1,4700E 01 0.0 090 1.6061E 04 U.0 1.1524E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0
AFT	 7.0110E 02 1.4700E 01 1.4700E 01 5.9564E 03 0.0 1.6061E .04 0.0 0.0 U.0 0.0 0911
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/DT = 0.0
FOkEMARD
	
9.96.90E 02 1.4700E 01 1.4700E 01 0.0 000 1.6061E 04 0.0 1.1524E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0
AFT	 9.4990E 02 1.4700E 01 1.4700E 01 5.9564E 03 0.0 1.6061E 04 0.0 1.2190E 04 0.0 O.U. 0.0













(UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INILUNATIONAL ENGLISH
HU70R PARAMETERSI
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST	 (N,L8F) FTLIEL 1370886.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST 	 (NPLHF) FTVAC 1107754.0 1597881.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NrLBFI FI 0.0 0.0
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S,LUF*S) SRMDTI 162250.50 171360.75
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*52LHF*S) SRMVTI dd8469.31 1997:35.68
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6210384 1.6210384
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SPLBM/S) WOOT db05.2454 6194.5078
FLOWRATE . INTEGRAL	 (KGPLHM) SWDOTN 350*65552 173.Ub341i
INERT MASS FLOWkATE
	
(Kb/SYLHM/S) MIF 0.0 0.0
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGvLaM) MIR 4431.5938 9770.0000
TOTAL UURN.AREA
	
(M**2rIN+*2) ABTOT 345.53589 5355B1.di
TOTAL PRUPELLANT VOLUME {M**3 * IN°*3} VF dbb*66665 75675095.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KGPLUM) WF 445046.19 ]0.03405..!
TOTAL GAS MASS
	
(KGrLtiM) WGTOT 311.95190 667.73633
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA i*1615436 l.lhl543ti
MOLECULAR WL16HT OF GAS (KG/MULE9L8M/MOLE) AMW 144847545 28.323990
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/59FT/5) CSTAR 1563.0332 512B.0625




(N/M 9 *2rLdF/IN**2) PH 0.33784269E U9. 489.94976
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2rLBF*S/IN*°2) 5PHDT 43497264. 63.087463
BURN AREA	 (M**2rIN**2) AHH 35.483795 55000.000
BURN RATE	 (M/SPIN/5) RBZ(11 0.65610334E-02 0*25830d47
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,.IN) TAUZ(1) O.0 000
PROPELLANT VOLUME.	 (M**3 ►IN**3) VFH y*74U1390 594380.00
6AS VOLUME (M**3vlN**3) VPH c47657990 170000.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KjOLb R) PRNT(1r.3) 3420.5249 6156.9453
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RAUTAL BURN AREA (M**2rIN**2) ABCYL 455.55794 396115.63
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2plN**2) ABSLOT 44.964584 69695.250
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	
{M**.J,IN**3) VFCYL dJ9;7435t) 14630056.
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3rIN**3) VP na.421814 5395N33.0
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)	 ()V/M**2,L8F/IN**2) PON 0..108.05555E 09 446.19712
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2PL0 A S/IN**121. SPONDT 39773872. 57.681134
BURN AREA
	
(M**2,1N**a) AAN Y.5496249 14770.949
BURN RATE (M/5rIN/SEC) N8Z(NI+1) 0*636031)IE-02 0.25040603
DISTANCE BURNED (MPIN1 TAUZINI*1) 0 *u 0.0
PROPELLANT.VULUME	 (M**3oIN**.3) VFN /.3849745 450h59.00
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3.IN**3) VPN 4.6407022 483193.19
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K.UEG RI PRNT(NIo3) .1399.2617 6118.61'19
PORT AREA (M**2rIN**2) AP 390828056 4770.3594
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA:(M**2rIN**2) AT 1.4233427 2206.11165
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b*9995050 609995050
PRESSURE RATIO PEP0. U.42I69322E»01 0.241b3322E -u1
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS?
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.60999103E-01 0.60999103{:-01
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U M LP AP WUUT DWOOT
FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. LB/SEC LH/SEC
106,93 0,030 1170,52 5317.92 B29.10 909.24
172.41 0.049 1170.52 5317.93 1334.46 5B0448
238.24 0,067 1170.52 531703 1839 * 82 580935
304.62 0.086 1170.52 5317.93 2345.13 580.09
362.29 O.IU2 1170.52 5317,92 2779.57 498.54
531.82 O.i50 220.54 3B7D.47 2948.83 420.36
533,88 0.151 222.39 3935 * 61 3004.12 109,44
535.84 0,151 224.24 4001.29 3059.40 110.23
537,70 0.152 226.OB 4067.52 3114#74 111.09
539.49 0.152 227.93 4114.29 3170.14 11.1095
541,19 0,153 229,78 42UI.60 3225.59 112.80
542,81 0,153 231,63 42b9,45 328109 113,66
544.35 0.154 233.48 4337.85 3336.62 114,52
545,82 0.154 235.32 44U6.79 3392.20 115.3E
547,21 0.155 237.17 4416.27 3447.80 116.24
548.35 0.155 238.76 .45Jb ,46 3495.64 100.64
725,45 0,205 220.54 3810.47 3894.27 203.o0
724.08 a,205 222,49 3939olB 3950.55 108.69
722,64 0.204 224.44 40UB.49 4006.73 109.44
721,17 0.204 226,39 40(B.41 4062,97 110.36
719,67 .0.203 228,33 4148.92 4119.27 111.28
718.14 0.203 23tl.28 4220.05 4175.61 112.20
716 n 58 0,203 232.23 429 1.76 4231.99 113412
714,99 0.202 234.18 4364,11 4288,40 114.04
713,38 0.202 236.13 407,04 4344.85 11406
711.74 0,201 238,08 4510,59 4401 * 31 115,88
711.51 0.201 238,76 4536,46 4421 * 08 40.77
879080 0,249 220,54 381U,47 4602,93 414.83
977.39 0.248 222.39 3936.62 4659.90 I07.98
874,94 0.248 224.24 40U1,30 4716.79 108.67
872,50 0.247 226,08 40b7.52 4773.78 109.53
870,05 0,246 22703 4I J4 .29 4830,84 110.38
867.59 0.249 229,78 42U1.60 4887.98 111,24
B65.14 0,245 231,63 42b9,45 4945,18 112010.
862.6E 0.244 233,48 43d7.85 5002.46 112.96
860.22 0.243 235.32 4406 9 79 5059,79 113.81
B57,76 0,243 237.17 4416,27 5117,16 114.67
855.64 0.242 238,76 45s6.46. 5166.55 99930
1108.4E 0.314 220.54 3810,47 5560,96 a.o
1093.12 0,310 22308 3910474 5619,18 107,28
1078.16 0005 226,22 40f2.30 5677.17 108.26
1063.63 0,301 229,05 4175,13 5735,30 109.60
1049,52 0.297 23loB9 4219,24 5793,54 110.94
1035979 0.293 234 4 73 4384.64 585I087 112.28
1022.43 04289 237,57 449 1.32 5910,29 113.62
1009,43 0,286 240.41 4599.27 5968 n79 114.96
99606 0,282 243.25 4708.52 6027.33 116.30
985,90 0,280 245,04 471B,36 6064,43 74.35
101403 0,287 ..,., 4778.36 6184.51 236.72
iSLUT
INTERFACE PU P T U AP DKDUT AU RK DELTA WSLUT
LOCATION TAU
. i
	IN, PSIA PSIA DEG. R FT/SEC 5O.	 IN. LH/SEC Sd.	 1N.. IN/SEC 1N.. LH/SEC
FOHEWAND	 1.1 580E 02 448737E U2 4.8442E 02 6.1522E 03 1.2823E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9164E 02'1.0743E 04 2.7614F-01 0.0 2.9712E 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 4.8349E 02 4.8056E 02 6.1462E 03 1.2816E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 f1.0 0.0 000 2.948HF 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUT# DW/DT = 2.2386E 01
FUHEWAkO
	 4.146.0E 02 4.7793E 02 4.7133E 02 6.1455E 03 1.6394E 02.1.6061E 04 2.0428E . 02 1.I524E 04 2.7697F-01 0.0 3.699YP 03
AFT	 4.1760E 02 4.7102E 02 4.6451E 02 6.1366E 03 1.6513E 02 1.6061E 04 2 n 160BE 02 1.2190E 04 2.7697F-01 0.0 3.6782F 03
GAS EJUILUUP IN SLOT ► 6W/UT - 2.1 7 17E of
FUHEWARU	 6.9810E..02 4.6969E 02 4.5880E 02 6.1373E 03 2.102UE 02 1.6061E 04 2.0300E 02 1.1524E 04 2.75?3E-01 0.0 4.62419 03
AFT	 7901104 02 4.6272E 02 4.5200E U2 6.1267E 03 2wldG2E 02 1.6061E 04 0 9 0 0.0 090 O,U 4t6O29F tFd
GAS:HUILUUP IN 5L679 VW/DT = 2.1148E 01
FOHEWAND	 9.9690E 02 4.6057E 02 4.4520E 02 6.1284E 03 2.5111E 021.6061E 04 2.0158E 021.1524E 04 2.73:T1E-01 0 n 0 5.3681E 03
AFT	 9.9990E 02 4.4708E 02 4.3216E 62 6.1087E 03 2.5688E U2 1.6061E 04 2.1323E 02 1.2194E 04 2.7331E-01 0.0. 5.3477E 03









IGNITION TIME. TIME	 (S)
	 0050000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSI
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NfLVI FTDEL 9801678.0 22048540
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NfLBF) FTVAC 1081742B. 243185540
..THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NsLUF) FI 131766600. 29622,188.
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SoLBF 0 Sl SRMDTI 2750460*0 618328.25
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SoLBF*S) SRMVTI J129117.0• 703453.63
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF i.6409292 1,6409292
GRAIN OISCHARaE MASS FLOWRATE (Y.G/S,LHH/S) WDOT 4206.5000 9273.75oD
FLOWRATE .INTEGRAL
	
(KG,LBM) SWOOT14 1227.1240.. 2705.3457
INERT MASS FLUWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) MIF 10.717880 ISS.90625
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGiLdM) MIN 4413.9141 973i.0234
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**Z,IN**2) ABTOT .l45.55347 535609.25
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VF 256.30103 15640463.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING .(KGyLBM) WF 454040 n BB 1000988.8
TOTAL GAS MASS CKGvLBH) WGTOT 465.13770 1025,4536
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1@1617241 1.1617241.
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE*LBM/MOLE) AMW 14900161 28.43998T
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S@FT/S) CSTAR 1567.1624 5141.6094




(N/M**2sL8F/IN** 2) PH 0.49986970E 09 725.00000
PRESSURE INTEGRAL IN*S/M**2.L8F*S/IN**2) SPHDT 0.14821130E.09 214 n 96234 Lch 
BURN AREA(M**2tlN**2) AHH :i5.508789 5503B.746
BURN RATE RBZIl) 0.19986192E-02 0.31490636 °o
w	 DISTANCE.EUHNLD (M,IN) TAUZ(1) 0.16402561E-02 0.64577103E-01 0
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3iIN**3) VFH 99 6819153 590H2700 w
GAS VOLUME
	 (vl* c, 3tIN**3) VPH 48440228. 17355300
GAS STATIC TExPERATURE (DEG K 9 DEG R) PRNT(113) .1460.2969 6228,5352
'	 CYLIND81CAL SECTION PARAMETERS(
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2vlN**2) ABCYL 455,64120 396244.69
SEGMENT FACE OURN . AREA	 (M**2plN**2) ABSLOT 44.B68454 69546.250
PROPELLANT VOLUME VFCYL 239.24942 14599902.
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3lIN**3) VP U8.607129. 5419346s0
AFT END PAKAMETERSS
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) PON 0.46312269E 09 671.70288
PRESSURE INi"l_GRAL {N*S/M*#2fLBF nS/1N**2) SPONDT 0.13617118E 09 197,49963
BURN AREA	 (9* p2jIN**2) AAN V.5352449 14779.660
BUHN RATE *1/59IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+I) Oa77833161E-D2 0.30642960
UISTANCE BURNED (H}IN) TAUZINI*1) 0.15900760E-02 0.62601507E-01
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3ilN**3) VFN 1.369816E 449734.OD
GAS VOLUME 1M**3fIN**31 VPN 4.655B609 284118919.
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEC: K,DEG M PRNT(NIe3) 3439 n 0317 61909257E
PORT AP.EA AP 3.0927095 4793.7109.
NOZZLE PARAMETERSI
THROAT AREA (M**2tIN**21 AT 1.423436E 2206.3311
LA PANSION RATIO EPR b.9990463 6,9990463
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0=22161439E-01 0.22161439E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERSI
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.67877054E-01 0.67877054E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 4*0000000 4#0000000
l
IKktMENT DIVIUING PLANE DATA:
MASS PU P T U M LP AP WDOT DWOOT DW/DT RR TAU RHTU TAUTn
ADDITION
MUIUN5 PS1A PS1A DEG, R FT/SEC INCHES 50•	 IN. L8/SEC LH/SEC LH/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
F014E 725,00 724.72 6228.54 92.34 0.026 1169.12 53VJ646 1066.52 1109925 42.73 0 n 3149 04065 0.3146 0.065
.;0.000 7R4m71 723.96 6227.97 150.36 0.042 1169.12 5393.43 1734931 706.84 39.05 0.3148 0.065 0,3149 n.ObS
60.000 724,18 722,73 6227.14 208,57 0,059 1169.12 5393.40 2401,99 706,72 39,04 0.3148 0.065 0.3148 0.065
900000 723x39 721,U2 6226,04 267.12 0.075 1169.12 5393.36 3069.45 706.50 39.03 0,3147 0.065. 0.3147 0,065
115,730 722.49 719.15 6224.86 317.70 0,089 1169,12 539.1.34 3641.90 605966 33.21 00145 0,064 0.3145 0.061*
1189800 .722.06 714.85 6220.18 467.32 0.131 220.94 3864.69 3838.36 461.08 12.18 0.3143 0.064 0.3141 0.064
148.800 7,1.20 713.83 6219.97 473,00 0.133 222.79 3949,96 3944.72 133.80 27.44 0.3139 0.064 0.3139 0,064
178.800 720.35 712.81 6219.7b 47B,52 0.135 224.64 4015.76 4051.62 134.80 27.89 0.3138 0.064 0.3138 0.064
208.800 719.48 711.78 6219,55 483.92 0.136 226.49 4002.11 4159.1 $+ 135.86 28.35 0.3137 0.064 U.3131 0.064
238.000 718.61 7I0.15 6219.35 489.19 0.138 228,34 4148.99 4267,27 136093 28,80 0.3136 0.064 0.3136 0.064
2b8.800 717.72 : 709,72 6219.15 494.34 0.139 230.18 4216.41 4376.00 138400 29.2b 0.3135 0.064 0.3135 0.064
298,800 716,84 708.68 b218.95 499.36 0.140 232.03 4ZU4 .37 4485.35 139.06 29.72 0.3133 0.064 0.3133 0.064
328.800 715.96 707,64 6218.75 504.27 0.142 233.88 4352,87 4595.29 *	 140.13 30.18 0.3132 0,064 0.3132 0.064
358.800 715.07 706.60 6218.56 509.08 0.143 235.73 4421.91 4705.84 141.19 30.64 U.3131 0.064 0.3131 0.064
388,800 714.17 705.56 6218437 51307 0.145 237.57 4491.49 4816.98 142.25 31.11 0.3130 0.064 0.3130 0.064
414.531 713.40 . 7U4.67 6218.20 517.73 0.146 239,16 4551.61 4913.00 122.85 26.83 0.3129 0.064 0.3129 0064
417,669 711,4; 696.95 6211409 668.48 0.188 220.95 3884.76 5360.95 222,46 13.12 0.3128 0064 0.3128 0 n 064
447.600. 710.02 695.47 621004 671..24 0.189 222.89 3953.44 5466.78 132081 26.98 0,3120 0.064 0.3120 0.064
W	 477.600 708.64 694.00 6210.80 6,3491 0.190 224.64 4022.88 5573.25 134,00 27.60 0.3119 0,064 0.3119 0.064
.507,600 . 707.26 b92.53 6210.b6 676,53 0.190 226.79 4042.92 5680.45 135.18 27.9B 0.3117 0,064 0.3117 0,064
537.600 705,88 691.08 b210.52 679.10 06191 22B.74 41 03 ,56 5788.37 136.28 28.36 0.3116 0.064 0.3116 O,U64
567.600 704.51 6B9.63 .6210.38 681,63 0.192 230.68 4234 n 79 5897.01 137.38 28,73 0.3114 0,064 0.3114 0,064
5979600. 703.15 688.18 6214.25 664910 0.193 232.63 43U6.64 6006.37 138.48 29.11 0.3113 0.064 0.3113 0.064
627.600 701.79 686.75 6210.11 686.53 0.193 234.58 4379.07 6116.45 139.57 29.49 0.3111 0.064 0.3111 0.064
657,600 .. 700.43 685.32 6209#98 688,92 0x194 236,53 4472,11 6227,25 140.67 29.87 0.3110 0.064 0.3110 0.064
687.600 69909 68300 6209,86 691.27 0.195 23B.48 4525,75 6338.77 141.76 30.24 0.3108 0.064 0.3108 0.064
698.031 698.62 683,41 6209.81 692 n 09 0.195 239.16 4551.49 6377,91 49.54 10.40 0.3107 0.064 0.3107 0,064
701,100. 697.39 674,74 6200.30 847.20 0.239 220,94 38H4,5I 6588.72 454.99 11.64 U.3106 0.064 0.3106 0.064
731.100 696441 673,75 6200.27 847.83 0,239 222.79 3949.78 6694.67 132.11 26.16 0.3097 0.063 0.3097 0.063
7b1.100 695.43 672.78 6200.22 848,41 0.239 224.63 4015,58 6801.10 132. 99 26.56 0.3096 0.063 0.3096 0.063
791,100 694.47 . 671.82 6200,19 848.97 0.239 226.48 4081.92 6908,17 134.04 26.97 U.305 0.063 0.3095 0.063
" 8210100 693,51 670. 86 6200015 849,52 0.239 228.33 4 1 ++8 .B0 7015.88 135910 27.38 0.3094 0.063 0 n 3094 0.061
851.100 , 692956 669,92 6200.11 B50.04 0,240 230,18 4216.22 7124 .24 136.15 27.79 0.3093 0.063 0.3093 0.063
881,100 691.61 668.98 6200,08 B50.54 0.240 232.03 4264,18 7233.23 137920 28.21 0.30 92 0.063 0,3092 0.061
911.100 690.68 668.05 6200,05 851 0 02 0.240 23307 4352,68 7342,86 138,25 28.62 0.3091 0.063 0.3091 0.063
941,100 66905 667,12 6200.02 851949 Oa240 235.72 4421,71 7453,12 139,30 29.04 0.309n 0.063 0.3090 0.063
971.;00 688.83. 666,21 6199,98 851.93 0,240 237.57 4491,29 7564,01 140.36 ;	 24.46 0,3089 0,063 0.3089 0,063
996.832 6BB904 665443 6199.96 852,32 0.240 239.15 4551.40 7659.82 121.22 25.41 0.3088 0.063 0.3088 0.061
999.968 684081 648.96 6182.43 1080,06 0 n 305 220.94 38x4,64 6102,46 0.0 12.33 0.3087 0.063 0.3087 0,063
1029.900 683,40 648,44 6183950 1067,67 0001 223.77 3984 .89 820B.13 131,10 25.42 0.3069 0.063 093069 .0.063
.1059,900 682.05 647.93 6184.5E 1055.59 0.298 226,61 4086 .63 8314.51 132.67 26.29 0.3068 0.063 0.3068 0.063'
.1089,900 680.74 647 4 41 6185450 1043,93 0.294 229,45 41+19,64 8421,89 134,3P 26.94 0,306A 0.06.3 0,3068 0,063
1119.900 . 679.47 646490 6186.43 1032,65 0.291 232.29 4243,92 8530.26 135.97 27 n 59 0,3067 0.063 0.3067 0.,063
1149000 678.23 646.39 6187.32 1021.74 0.288 235,13 4399.48 8639.62 137.bl 28,26 0.3n67 0.063 0.3067 n.061
1179.900 677.03 645,89 6188,18 1011.20 0.285 237.96 4506.31 8749.95 139026 28.92 0.3066 0.063 0.3066 0.063
1209000 675 n 86 645 4 38 .6188499 1000.98 0,282 240,80 4614,41 8861.25 140.90 29460 .0,3065 0.063 0.3065 0.063
1239.900 674,71 644.8E 6169.78 991 0 09 0,279 243.64 47E3.79 8973.51 14245 30.28 .0.3065 0063 0.3065 n.063
12580900 674.01 644 n 57 6190,26 984.98 0.279 245.44 47 93.71 9045.10 91.13 19.54 0.3064 0.063 0.3064 0.061






INTERFACE	 PO p T u AP MOT AB RP DELTA WSLOT
LOCATION TAU
IN.
	 PSIA PSIA DEG. R FT/SEC S09	 IN * Lg/SEC SO,	 IN * IN/SEC IN, LR/SEc
FOREWARD
	 1-1573E 02 702249E 02 7.1915E 02 6.2249E 03 1.1290E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0865E 02 1.0667E 04 3 * 0562E701 6.9685E-02 3.8505E 03
AFT	 101880E 02 7.1517E OZ 7e1485E 02 6.2202E 03 1.1304E 02 1.6061E 04 OsD 0.0 000 0.0 3,8384F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DWYDT 1.21135E 01
FijkEWARD	 491453E.02 7.1340E 02 7 * 0467E 02 6.2182E 03 1.5342E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2405E 02 1.1509E 04 3.0418E-01 6.9242E-02 5.1370F 03
AFT	 4o1767E 027a0558F- 02 6.9695E 02 6.2111E 03 1 * 5454E 02 1 * 6061E 04 2.3703E 02 1.2176E 04 3@0418E-01 6.9242Ei-02 5.123q r 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. OW/0T x 1.3121E 01
FOREwAND	 6,9603E 02 6.9862E.0E 6v11341E 02 6m2098E 03 2,029BE 02 1 * 6061E 04 2 * 2246E 02 1.1509E 04 390401E-01 6e8809E-02 6.6004F 83
AFT	 7.0110E 02-6.B976E 02 6.7474E 0;! 6.2003E 03 2o0491E 02 146061E 04 0.0 060 ..0g0 0.0 6.58B7F 03
GAS: BUILDUP IN SLOT. DWAIT 1.1636E 01
FOREWARD	 9.9483E 02 6.8804E 02 6.6543E 02 6.2000E.03 2.4851E 02 1.6061E 04 2 21DSE 02 1.1509E 04 3s0014E-01 6o8328E-02 7.8809F 03
AFT	 9.49997E 02 6.7102E 02 694896E 02 6ol824E.03 295370E 02 146061E 04 2:33a9E 02 1.2176E 04 3o0014E-01 698328E-02 7.8686E 03







	 TIME	 (5)	 0.75000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR:PAkAMETEKSI
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST 	 (N * LBFI FTUEL 11054132. 2485068.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (N * Ll3F) FTVAC 12063BR2* 2712069,0
THRUST CONTHIHUTION OF INE.RTS 	 (N * LBF) FI 158626,31 35660.625
DELIVERED	 IOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S*LUF*S) SRMDTI 5348184.0 1204568*0
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S*LBF*S) SRMVTI X989276.0 1346443.0
IHHUST COEFFICIENT CF i.6424866 1.6424866
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LUM/5) WDOT 4686*2500 10331.416
FLUWRAIE INTLGRAL	 (KG * LBM) SWOOTN 2338.7168 5155*9883
1NLR1 MASS FLOWRATE	 (K6/6 * LBM/S) MIF 05.133606 187.68750
1NLRT MASS RLMAINING	 (KG * LUM) MIR 4392.6328 9664.1016
TOTAL BURN AREA (M** 2*IN4 *2) ABTOT -145.58813 535663.06
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME
	
(M**3.IN**31 VF 255.61786 15598766.
PRUPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KGoLUM) WF 4521130.44 998320*2S
TOTAL 6AS MASS (KG*LBM) WGTOT 518,65694 1143*4475.
HATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA 1.1617994 1.1617994
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS	 (KG/MOLE * LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.913768 28.469986
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S*FT/S1 CSTAR 1568.3064 5145.3633
MAXIMUM CHAMWkR MACH NUMBER AMPN 0*30103624 0,3()103624
HLAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURL	 (N/M**2*LBF/INr*2) PH 0.45158042E 09 130U.00000
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 (N*S/M**2vL8F*5/IN**2) SPHOT 0.27964237E 09 40S.58716
BUNN AREA (M**2*IN**2) AHH 65.539261 550115.980
BUN N RATk	 (M/S * IN/SI RUZ(ll 0.81002973E-•04 0.31890941
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN) TAUZ(1) 0..36399134E-02 0 n 14330369
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 ( M**JiIN**3) VFH 9.6108799 586492.13
GAS VOLUME
	
(M** 3*IN**3) VPH 4*9150581 177B87.88




(M **2tlN* *2) AUCYL 255*75599 396422.44
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA	 (M**2*IN*42) 48SLOT 44.751114• 69364.315
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 IM**39IN**3) VFCYL 238.65570 14563671.
GAS VOLUME IM**3*IN**31 VP u9.281219 544821760
AFT LN(1 PARAMETERS)
IOTAL.PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)	 (N /M**2 * LFlF/INa*21 PON 0.51594624L 09 748.31689
PRESSURE INTLURAL	 (N*S/M**2*LBF*S/IN**2.1 SPONDT 11.25855472E 09 375.00195
BURN AREA	 (M**2 n IN**2) AAN 9.5421219 14790.320
BURN.RATL'(M/S * TN/SECT RBZ(NI.+1) 047fd99?322E-02 0.31nv9349
DISTANCE BURNED IM * INI TAUZ(NI+I) 0.,35359059E-02 0 *1392U891
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3*IN**3) VFN r*3512545 448601431
GAS VOLUME
	
{M# *3 *IN** 31 VPN 4.6744223 285?50*88
GAS STATIC TLMPERATURE (DEG KvUEG 4) PRNT(N1.3) 344907695 6209.5859




(M**2*IN**2) AT 1*4235764 2206.5488
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.9983559 6.9983559
















INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATAI
MASS PU P T U M LP AP WDOT DWOOT DW/DT RR TAU RBTO TAUTn
ADDITION
REGIONS PSIA PS1A DEG, R FT/SEC INCHES 5O.	 IN. LB/SEC LF3/SEC LB/SEC IN/S£C IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 1100.00 799.73 6247.71 85.64 0.024 1167.41 5465,44 1107.75 1124.31 16.57 0.3189 0.143 00150 0.143
30.000 799.75 799.04 6247.22 139.94 0,039 1167,42 5485,38 1608.23 714.79 14930 001 89 0.143 0.3189 0,141
60.000 799.28 797.90 6246.49 194,40 0055 1167.42 5465,31 2508'.61 714669 14 ► 31 0.3188 0 9 143 0 n 3188 P,141
900000 798,59 796.32 6245.52 249.12 0,070 1167,42 5485.25 3208.77 714,50 14.33 0.3187 0.143 0,3187 0.141
1159654 797.78 794.58 62.44950 296.21 0,083 1167:42 54d5,19 3807.57 610.74 11*95 0.3106 0.143 0,3186 0.143
"	 1.18,BOO 797.39 790.31 6240924 441.09 0.124 221,44 39U2,07 4014.58 471.53 4,71 0.3184 0.143 0.3184 0.14'1
14808D0 796.64 789.34 6240POO 448.04 0.126 223.29 390.50 4141 * 26 135.85 9.17 0.3180 0.143 0.3180 0.143
178000 795987 78807 6239.75 454,83 0.128 225.13 4033,45 4268480 136.BB 9.33 0.3179 0.143 0.3179 0.141
"	 208*800 795.11 787.3E 6239.51 461,48 04130 226.98 4V9.94 4397.27 137.96 9,49 0.3178 G.143 0.3I78 04141
23B.B00 794,32 78b.39 6239.27 467.99 04132 228.83 416607 4526.65 139,05 9.64 0.3177 0.143 DO M 0.143
"	 26.8,600 793.54 785,39 6239.03 474.37 0.133 230.68 4234.53 4657.01 140.14 9.80 0.3176 0.143 00176 n.143
29E.E00 792,74 784.39 6238.79 48.0.62 0,135 232,52 4302,63 4788.27 141,22 906 0.3175 0,142 0.3175 0.147
328 n 800 791,93 783.38 6238.55 486,74 O.I37 234 9 37 4311.2b 4920.46 142,31 10,12 0.3174 0.142 0.3174 0.14a
358.800 791.13 782,37 6238.32 492,74 0.138 236.22 4440o42 5051.S6 143.39 10.28 0,3174 0.142 0.3174 0.14?
3869800 790.30 781,35 6438.09 498.62 0.140 238,07 4510,12 9t87,59 144.47 10.44 0,3173 0.142 0.3173 0.14?
414 ► 454 789.6U 780,48 6237.69 503.58 D n 142 239.65 451U n 15 53U3.20 124.40 8.79 0.3172 0.142 0.3172 0.142
417.745 787,64 772.65 6231.29 647,38 0.182 ZZ1,44 39U2.23 5768,85 227,69 5.81 0,3171 0.142 0,3171 0.14?
447.600 78606 771,21 6231909 651,23 0,183 223,38 3910.90 5894,50 134.59 8994 0.3163 O.I42 D.3163 0.142
477.6G0 785.06 7b9.76 623000 654.99 0.184 22503 4040.50 6U21.36 136.24 9.37 00162 0.142 0.3162 0,14Pw
507.600 783.77 768.33 6230.70 b5B.69 0,185 227,28 4110.6E 6149#19 137636 9.53 0,3161 OsI42 0.3161 0.14P
537.600 782.48 766.89 6230.52 662.31 0.186 229.23 41 8 1.46 6277.91 138,48 9.69 0.3I59 0.142 0.3159 0.14a
567.600 781 * 19 765.47 6230.32 665.87 0.187 231,17 4252.84 6407.71 139.60 9.86 0,3158 0.142 0.3158 0.14P
597.600 779,90 764,04 6230.14 669,37 0.18E 233.12 4324.82 653B.40 1 4 0.72 10.03 U.3156 0.141 0.3156 0,141
627 * 600 778,62 762.62 6229.96 b72981 0.189 235.07 4397.38 6670.05 141.84 10.19 0.3155 0914I 0.3155 0,141
657.600 777.34 761,21 6229,77 676919 0.190 437,02 4470 * 54 6802,64 14206 10.36 0 0 3154 0.141 0.3154 0.141
687@600 716,87 759.80 6229.59 679.51 06191 238697 4544 4 30 6936.1E 144,08 10.53 0.3152 0.141 0.3152 0.141
'	 697.955 175.63 759.32 6229.53 680.67' 0.191 239.64 45b9,90 69B2.75 49,99 3,42 0.3151 .0.141 "0.3151 0.141
71,16100 774.40 750.20 6', ,o.44 831.47 0,234 221,43 39UI,69 7205,70 465.84 4.67 093151 0.141 0.3151 0.141
731.100 773.43 749,17 6U0.34 833.10 0.234 223,27 390,11 7330.83 134.31 9.1.7 00142 G.141 0,3142 0,141
761.100 772.46 748.15 6220.23 834,67 0,235 225.12 40.33.05 7456,73 135422 9.31 .D.3141 0.141 0.3141 n.141
7919100 771,51 747,14 ",220.13 836.22 0.235 226.97 4099.54 7583.55 136.29 9.46 0.3140. 0.141 0.3140 0*141
8216100 770.56 746.13 6220.02 837.75 0,236 228.B2 41bb.56 7711.30 137.36 9.60 0.3139 0.141 0.3139 0.141
8.51.100 769.61 745.13 6219.93 839925 0,236 230,66 4234,11 7839,98 138.43 9.75 0.313E 0.141 0.3138 0,141
B81.100 768,68 744.14 6219.82 840w73 0,237 232,51 43U2,20 7969,57 139,50 9990 0,3137 0.141 0.3137 0.141
911,100 767.75 743.15 6219973 842.18 0.237 234.36 4310.82 8100.09 140,56 10905 0,3136 0,140 0.3136 0.140
941olOO 766.82 742.17 6219.63 843.61 '0,237 236.21 4439 * 98 8231,52 141.63 10.19 0.3135 0.140 0.3135 0.14n
971olOO 765,91 741,20 6219.54 845 ► 03 0,238 238,05 45U9,67 8363,88 14200 10,34 0.3134 0.140 0,3134 0,140
996.756 764,45 739.68 6219.40 847.04 0.238 239.63 4569..70 8478.09 122.89 8 n 67 0.3133 0.140 0.3133 0,140
1060,043 761,19 722,28 6202.51 1066@09 01301 221,43 3901,96 8938 ► 12 000 5.59 0,3131 0.140 0.3131 0.140
1029 * 900 759,78 721.77 6203m49 1056,74 0.298 224 4 26 4002 n 20 9062@36 132.97 8.72 00114 0,139 0.3114 0,139
1059.900 758944 721.26 6204.41 1045 * 67 0,295 227.10 41U4 9 17 9188908 134,92 9020 0,3114 0,139 0,31I4 0,139
10840900 757.13 720.75 620SP30 1035,01 0.292 229,93 4207 * 41 9315.25 136,59 9,42 0.3313 0.139 0,3113 0.139
1119.900 755.85 720.24 6206,14 1024.73 0.289 232.77 4311.91 9443.86 138027 9.65 0.3113 0.139 0.3113 0.139
1149000 754.61 719.73 6206.95 1014 * 83 0.286 235.61 4417.67 9573,91 139,94 9.88 0.3112 0.139 0.3112 0.139
1179,900 753,41 719.22 6207.72 1005 * 27 0.283 238.45 4524.69 9705.40 141.61 10.12 0.3111 0.139 0.3111 0.13q
1209@900 752923 718.70 620SP45 996.05 0.281 241.28 46.32.96 983B.32 143.28 10.35 0.3111 0.139 0.3111 0.13a
1239.900 751.08 718.19 6209.16 987.15 0.278 244,1Z 4742051 9972.68 144.96 10.59 0.3110 0.139 0.3110 0.139
1258,900 750,37 717.87 6209.59 9B1,66 G.277 245.92 4812.53 16058.52 92.67 6.83 0.3110 0.139 0.3110 0.13n











PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 50. TN.	 Lb/SEC	 S(!. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LH/SE(
FOREWARD	 1 . 1565F 02 1.971BE 02 7 n 945BE 02 6.2445E 03 1.0679E 02 1,6061F. 04 2.1172F 02 1.0575E 04 3.1281E-01 7.6405E-02 4.0193F 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 7.9350E 02 7.9031£ 02 6.2402E 03 1.0717E 02 1.6061E 04 0,0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 4.0146F 03
GAS HUILOUP IN SLOTS DW/DT = 4.7053E 00
FOREWAHO	 4.1445E 02 7.8960E 02 7,8048E 02 6.2379E 03 1.4949E 02 1.6061E 04 2.290RE 02 1.1490E 04 3.1150E-01 1.6044E-02 5.5323 E 03
AFT	 4.1774E 02 7.B16BE 02 7.7265E 02 6,2313E 03 1,506SE 02 1.6061E 04 2.42398 02 1.2158E 'S4 3.1150E-01 7.6044E-02 5,5265F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUT. UW/DT = 5.8089E 00
FOREWARD	 6.9796E 02 7.7563E 02 7.5932E 02 6,2295E 03 1.9999E 02 1,606IE 04 2.2762E 02 1.1491E 04 3.0952£-01.7.5503E-02 7.2104E 03
AFT
	
7.0110E 02 7.6632E 02 7.5020E 02 6,2204E 03 2.0199E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 7.2057F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, VW/UT 	 4.5707E 00
FOREWA.RD	 9.9676E 02 7.6445E 02 7,3968E 02 6,2194E 03 2.4744E 02 1.6061F 04 2.2624F.02 1.1491E 04 3.0763E-01 7.S03SE-02 8.7043E 03 b
AFT	 1.0000E 03 7.4646E 02 7.22,28E 02 6.2025E 03 2.5255E 02 1.6061F 04 2.3938E 02 1.215 9E 04 3.0763F'-D1 7:5035E-02 8.6987E 03 ro
m





IUNITION TIME, TIME	 (S)	 140000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLI5H
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NPLBF) FTDEL 11329499. 2546973.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N+LBF) FTVAC 12339249. 2773974@0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NoLHF) FI 161003.31 36195.000
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE IN*S,LBF*S) SRMOTI BI56138.0 1833573.0
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SiLBF*S) SRMVTI 9039666.0 2032198,0
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6422987 1.6422987
.GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS'FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S) WDOT 4791.5781 10563.629
FLOWHATE	 (KG P LBM).INTEGRAL SWDOTN U523.4451 7767.8672
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SYLBM/S) HIF 86.409332 190.50000	 .
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM) MIR 43714313 9636.4766
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**29IN**2) ABTOT J45,62231 53571504
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**31 VF 454.92439 16556448.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBH) WF 451601.94 995611.88
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG.LBM) WGTOT 533.19507 1175.4944
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1,1618061 1.1618061
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MDLE,LBM/MOLE) AMW 12,916148 28.475235
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S1FT/S) CSTAR 1568.5613 5146*1992
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN Or29865497 0,29865497
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**2 ► LBF/IN**2) PH 0.56192256E 09 8I5.GUaao
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**29LBF*5/IN**2) SPHDT 0.41B83034E 09 607.46216
BURN AREA (M**29IN**2) AHH 35 n 570129 55133.816 0
BURN RATE (M/SvIN/S) RBZ(1) 0.798650B3E-02 0.31442958
w	 DISTANCE BURNED ( M, IN) TAUZ(1) 0.56649856E-02 0,22303104 m
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFH 9.5388775 582098.31 0
GAS VOLUME (M**3•IN**3) VPH 4,9870596 I82281,69 0




(M**291N**2) ABCYL 25S.87112 396601.06
'	 SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) ABSLOT 44.632126 69119,936
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFCYL 438P05310 1452689B.
GAS VOLUME (M**3vI Na *3) VP 69.74^1520 5477587.0
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**2 g L8F/IN**2) PON 0.52772557E 09 765.40137
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**29LBF*S/IN**2) SPONDT 0.38901350E 09 564,21655
BURN AREA (H**2tlN**2) AAN 9.5491009 14801.137
BURN RATE	 (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(NI*1) O.T7958256E-02 0,30692238
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZ(Ni*1) 0.55107139E-02 0,21695727
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFN 1*3324032 44745004
GAS VOLUME (M**3,IN**31 VPN 4.6932735 286401.25
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K i UEG R) PRNT(NIr3) J4 51,3865 6212,4961
PORT AREA (M**2,IN**2) AP 3.1171980 4831,6680
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (MK*2,IN**2) AT 1*4237328 2206,7910
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.9975882 6.9975882
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22163045E-01 0.24i63045E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
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1NC;RtritNT UIVIUING PLANE UATAI
MASS	 PO	 P	 T	 U
FT/SEC
M	 LP	 AP	 WOOT
























































UWOUT Ow /OT RN M, ^14Tll IWit -,
LH/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
1109.48 6.25 0.3144 0.223 0.3132 0.221
703.71 4.70 0.3144 0.223 0.3144 0.227
703.62 4.71 0.3141 0.223 0.3143 n.221
703.45 4.72 0.3143 0.223 0.3143 0.221
599.49 3 n 70 0.1141 0.223 0.3141 n.l?7
472.96 1.18 0..1140 0.223 0.3140 0.221
134.27 2.23 0.3136 0.222 0.1136 0.221
135.28 2.26 U.3135 0.2x2 (3.3135
136.36 2.30 0.3134 0.222 0.113 x+ 0.2??
137.43 2.34 0.3133 0.222 0.3133 0.2?.?
138.50 2.3H 0.1131 0.222 0.1133 n.2?.;l
139.58 2.4? 0.3132 0.221 0.113? 0.21
140.65 2.46 0.3131 0. p4e U.3111 n.22,3
141.72 2050 003130 0.222 0.1130 0.221
142.79 2.54 0.:3129 0.222 n .1l? y 1162/
122.58 1.91 0.3128 0.222 0.3128 O.22P
?28.40 2.82 0.3127 0.221 0.3127 0,2?1
132.70 2.02 0.3120 0.221 0.3120 11.221
134.68 2.32 0.3119 0,221 0.3119 0.221
135.79 2.31+ 0.311A 0.221 0.3118 0.221
136.90 2.40 0.3116 0.221 0.3116 0.221
1311.01 2.44 0.3115 0.2?0 0.3115 0.220
139.12 2.48 U.3114 0.220 0.3114 0.2?n
140.22 2.53 0.3111 0.220 0.3113 0.22n
141.33 2.57 U.3111 0.220 0.3111 0.22n
142.43 2.61 0.3110 0.220 0.3110 0.22n
49.05 0.63 0.3109 0.220 0.3109 n.22n
467,36 1.70 U.3I08 0.2?0 11.3106 0.?20
132.8I 2.31 0.310n 0.219 0.3100 0.211+
133.70 2.35 0.3099 ,0.21 1) 0.3099 0.213
134.76 2.38 0.3098 0.219 0.3098 n.219
135.82 2.42 0.3097 0.?19 0.3097 0.21'1
136.88 2.45 0.3093 0.219 0.3096 n.21Q
137.93 2.49 0.3095 0.219 0.3095 n.219
138.99 2.53 0.3094 0.219 0.3094 0.21)
140.04 2.56 0.3093 0.219 U.3093 0.20
141.10 2.60 U.3n92 0.219 0.3092 0.219
121.1 4 1.98 0.3091 0.219 U.3091 0.210
0.0 2.72 0.3090 0.219 0.3U90 0.210
131,17 2.Oli 0.3013 0.213 0.3073 0.217
133.44 2.30 0.3073 0.217 0.3073 0.217
135.09 2.43 0.3072 0.217 0.3072 0.217
136.74 2.49 0 n 307? 0.217 0.3072 0.217
138.39 2.55 0.31171 11.217 U. 3071 0.71 ►
140.04 2.b0 0.301 0.217 U.3071 n.211
141.70 2.66 0#3n70 0.417 0.3010 0.e 1 ►
143.34 2.72 0.3070 0.217 0.307n n.rlt
91.64 1.75 0.3n69 0.217 0.30h9 0.417




INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWOOT	 AM	 RH	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 OEG. A	 FT/SEC	 Sa. IN.	 LH/SEC	 Eno IN n 	 IN/SEC	 IN n 	 LH/SEC
FOREWARD	 1.1556E 02 8.1296E 02 8.0996E 02 6.2473E 03 1.0446E 02 1.6061E 04 2.I079E 02 I.ii482E 04 3,1421E-01 7.8202E•-02 4.0064F 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 8.0877E 02 8.0577E 02 6.2432E 03 1.0488E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 4.0D47F 03
GAS HUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/DT - 1.7823E DO
FOREWARD	 4.1436E 02 8*0533E 02 7.9630E 02 6.2407E 03 1.4783E 0 1 1.6061E U4 2.2977E 02 1.1472E 04 3.1296E •-01 7.7B76E-02 5.5602F 03
AFT	 4.1782E: U2 7.51752E 02 7.B858E 02 6,2.344E 03 1.4905E 02 1.6061E 04 2.4317E 02 1.2141E 04 3.1246E-01 T.7B76E-02 5.5774F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr DW /DT = 2.6156E 00
FUHEWARD	 6.97ES8E 02 7.9197E 02 7.7565E 02 6.2324E 03 1.9872E 02 1,606IE 04 2.2838E 02 1.1472E 04 3.1I05E-01 7.7379E-02 7.3167F 03
AFT	 7.ul10E.02 7.6270E 02 7.6657E 02 6.2236E 03 2.0074E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 040	 0.0	 0.0	 7.3149F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. OW/DT = 1.7776E 00
FOkEWAH0	 9.9668E'02 7.8109E 02 7.5610E 02 6.2223E 03 2,4677E 02 IA,061E 04 2.2703E 02 1,1.472E 04 . 3.0921E-01 7.6908E-02 8.671OF 03
AFT1.0001E 03 7.6312E 02 7.3871E 02 6.2057E 03 2.5183E 02 1.6061E 04 2,4026E 02 1 . .214 1E 04 . 3.09?lE-Qi 7.6906E-02 8.8683E p3
W	














PARAMETER DESCRIPTION IUNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LSF) FTDEL 11492713• 258366540
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N,LBF) FTVAC 12502464. 281066690
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (No(BF) FI 159218.94 35793.848
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*StLBF*S1 SRMDTI 3097833A. 6964211.0
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*StLBF*S) SRMVTI -73881376. 7616838.0
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6416826 1.6416026
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE IKG/S,LBM/S) WDOT 4857.3008 10708.516
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (i.G,LBM) SWOOTN 13172.324 29040.012
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) MIF 85.451660 188 n 38867
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGtLBM) MIR 4ZOD41250 9259.6992
TOTAL BURN ARLA (M**2olN**2) ASTOT 345.75000 535913.75
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M M *3vIN**3) VF 249143796 1522I645,
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG i LBM) WF 441082.63 974184.50
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGtLBM) WGTOT 571o7B809 1260.5774
RATIO-OF SPECIFIC HEATS GANA 1.161B12B 1.1618128
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE} AMW 12.918058 28.479446
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SIFT/S.1 CSTAR 1568.7102 5146.6875
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.28700644 0.28700644
HEAD' ENO PARAMETERS;
TOTAL PRESSURE	 (N/M**2rLB(:/IN**2) PH 0.57024128E 09 827.06543
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2tLBF*S/IN**2) SPHDT 0.15509944E 10 2249.5276
BURN AREA IM**2,IN*-2) AHH 35.692474 55323.457
`^	 BURN RATE	 (M/S,IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.80277659E-02 0.31605387 NEn
w	 DISTANCE BURNED (MEIN) TAUZ11) 0.21638006E-01 0.85189021 rn
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**31IN* *3) VFH x.9697390 547367.31 0
GAS VOLUML (M**3tIN**3) VPH 3.5561991 F17012.69 N
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT09.3) 34e°3,5479 625203867
w
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS;
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2tIN**21 ABCYL 256.76123 397981900
:.	 SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2fIN**21 ASSLOT 43.692047 67722.813
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3rIN n*3) VFCYL 233.28511 142359374
GAS VOLUME
	
(M*±t 3 +IN**31 VP 93654,5349 5708490.0
AfT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**2tLBF/IN**2) PON 0.53457357E 09 775,33374
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2tLBF*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.14513129E 10 2104.9517
BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) AAN 946042109 14886.559
BURN RATE (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+11 0.78372061E-02 0.30855149
[DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN1 TAUZ(NI+1) U.21102369E-01 0.83080202
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3jIN**3) VFN 7oIB30864 438339,06
GAS VOLUME (M**391N**3) VPN 4.8425903 295513013
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (.DEG K 9 0EG R) PRNT(NIt3) 3453.B664 52166.9492
PORT AREA	 (Mw*2,IN**2) AP 3.2155447 4984.1055
NOZZLE.PARAMETERS;
THROAT AREA (M**Z,IN**2) AT 1.4246197 2208.1650
EXPANSION RATIO EPR br9932337 6.9932337
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22180829E-01 0.22180829E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 690000000 310000000
4
INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE OATA1
MASS PO P T U M LP AP WOOT DWDOT ow/0T RR TAU RBTO TAUTO
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A P51A DEG, R FT/SEC INCHES 5Q.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 827407 826,B6 6252 * 39 72,56 0,020 1152 * 06 6307@21 1115 * 26 1119,12 3.85 0.3161 0,B52 00702 0,852
30.000 626,89 826.36 6252.04 117,9E 0,033 1152,07 63U604 '181106 699olD 2,50 0,3161 0.852 0.3161 0.85?
60,000 82b.55 825.55 6251053 163.49 0,D46 1152.07 6306,66 2508:41 699 9 05 2 n 5D 0,.3160 0.852 0,3160 0.857
90.000 926,06 824942 6250@85 209915 0,059 1152 * 08 63U6.39 3204:83 698.93 2.51 0.315. 9 0.851 0.3159 0.851
114 * 947 B25,52 823.21 6250.16 247.30 0.069 1152.08 6306.16 3784915 581.05 1.74 0.3158 0.851 0.3158 0.851
118980D 825.34 819,14 6246.03 405,7D 0.114 225,88 4060,32 3979.93 550889 1,12 0.3154 0.851 0.3154 0.851
148.800 824,7D 818:.27 6245979 413,25 0.116 227.73 41 27.19 4116,63 137.33 0.63 0.3154 0,849 0.3154 0,849
178,800 B24.05 817.40 6245.54 420.66 0,118 2251 .5E 4194.54 4254.4? 138,43 0.64 0.3153 0.849 0,3153 0.849
208.800 823,40 81642 6245.29 427.92 0,120 231,42 4262,38 4393,29 139,51 0,64 0.3152 0,849 00152 0.84q
.238@800 822,73 B15:62 6245,05 435.05 0,122 233.27 4330,71 4533.23 140,60 0,65 0,3151 0,849 0,3151 0,84q
268PBOO 822,05 814,72 6244.80 442,03 0,124 235,11 4399,53 4674.25 141.68 0.66 0,3150 0.848 0,3150 0,84R
298,B00 821.36 813982 6244.56 448,89 0.126 236,96 4468,84 4B16.33 142,76 0,67 0,3150 0.848 0,3150 0.649
328.800 820,b7 812.90 6244.32 455.61 0,12E 23B.80 4538.64 4959,49 143,84 0,67 0.31 4q 0.848 U,3149 0.848
358.1300 B19.97 811,98 6244.06 462.22 0,130 240,65 4608.93 5103@72 144,92 0.6B 0,1148 0048 0,3148 0.84A
388.B0D 819.26 81106 6243,84 468.7l 0,132 '242 n 50 4679.71 5249.D3 145.99 0,69 0,3147 0.847 D.3147 0.847
413 * 750 818.66 810.28 6243.64 474.04 0.133 244.03 4738.96 5370.97 122.24 0.29 0.3146 0.847 0,3146 0.847
418 4 448 816.91 B03,28 6237.96 6D5.82 0.170 225.92 40b1,50 5837 * 36 267.09 2.12 0,3139 0.847 0.3139 0.847
a
447.690 815081 802.00 6237,75 610,25 0.17Z 227,81 4129.98 5969.84 13?,87 0,38 00139 0.1945 0.3139 0 n 84ri °1
477.600 81.4.60 800.70 6237.53 61400 09173 229,75 42UO.98 6107,06 137,87 0.65 0 n 3138 0.845 0.313E 0,849 0
507*600 613.56 799,39 6237,31 619,09 0.174 231.70 4272.54 6245.39 13809 0.66 0.31 37 0.844 0.3137 0.844 N
t>	 537,600 1312.43 798.08 6237.1D 623.40 0,175 233.64 4344,64 63B4.B3 140.11 0,66 0,3136 0.844 0.3136 0.844
567.600 811,30 796 n 78 6236,89 627,65 0.176 235,59 4417.29 6525.38 141.23 0,67 0.3135 0.844 0.3135 0.844 u'
597.600 810417 795,48 6236,68 631,83 .0,178 237.53 4490.49 6667.03 142.34 0,69 0.3133 0,843 0,3133 0.841
627,600 809.04 7" .18 6236,47 63505 00179 239.4E 45b4.23 6B09.80 143.46 0,69 0.3132 0.843 0.3132 0.841
657.600 807.91 V12,88 6236.26 640.02 041BO 241,42 46s8.51 6953,67 144.57 0,70 0.3131 0.842 0,3131 0.84?_
687 * 600 806.78 791 n 59 6236 * 06 644,02 00181 243 n 37 4713,35 7098.65 145.69 0,70 00130 0.842 0 n 3130 O.B4?
b978256 806.42 791.17 6235.99 645.31 0.181 244.00 4737.55 7145.82 47.12 -0.05 0.3129 0.842 0.3129 O.114:1
701.100 805.31 78200 b2211.07 784.29 0.221 225483 4058,32 7371,18 548,57 1.09 0.3121 0.842 0.3121 0,842
731.100 803972 701.18 6227.87 787.45 0,222 227.67 4145,13 7506.39 135,86 0.65 0.3121 0.839 0,3121 D.839
761.100 802,I4 779,46 6227,67 790.59 0,222 229.52 4192.43 7642,67 136.93 0.64 .0.3119 0.839 0.3119 0.83q
791@100 800 * 56 .. 777.75 6227.4E 793,70 0,223 231,36 42b0.21 7779 * 99 137.96 0.64 0,3117 0.839 0.3117 11.B3a
821.100 79B.99 776.05 6227.28 796 4 79 0.224 233.21 4328.4E 7918.35 13B.99 0.63 0.3116 0.838 0,3116 0.83R
851.100 797,42 774.36 6227@09 799,86 0.225 235.05 4397.26 8051,75 140.03 0.63 0.3114 0.838 0.3114 O.83R
881,100 795.86 772.67 6226.B9 802.90 0.226 236.90 44tb.52 8196.18 141606 0,62 0.3113 0.838 0.3113 0.83q
911.10o 794.31 770.99 6226470 805093 0.227 238.74 4536,2T B339.65 142.09 0.61 0.3111 0.838 0.3111 0.83R
941.106 792,77 769.32 6226.50 808.93 6.228 240.59 46Ub.52 8482.16 143.12 0.61 0.3109 0.837 0.3109 D.837
971olOO 791.23 767.65 6226,31 811691 0,228 242,43 461T 9 25 8625o70 144.15 0,60 0.3108 0.837 0.31D8 0.817
996,061 789,95 766,27 6226,15 814,40 0,229 243,97 4736,49 8746.18 120.71 0.23 00106 0.837 0.3106 0.637
1000,739 786,97 750,31 6211.19 1018,87 0,287 225.BB 4000.04 9206.07 0.0 1.95 0.3090 0.837 0.3090 0.837
1029.900 785,73 749.81 6211,93 1009.27 04284 228.63 41b0.13 9336.79 131.05 0.32 u.3n90 0.832 0.3090 0.832
1059.900 784.51 749.30 6212.74 99907 0,282 231.46 4264,24 9472.68 136.46 0,51 0.3D89 0483Z 0.3OB9 0.83P
10699900 783.31 748.79 6213.46 990.64 0.279 234.30 4309.50 9610.21 13B.12 0,58 0.3089 0,832 0.3D89. 0.83P
1119.900 782.15 748.27 62.14.15 981.BB 0.277 237 4 13 4475 * 93 9749,40 139.78 0.59 0.3069 0.831 0,3088 n.831
1149.900 7111.01' 747,75 6214 * 81 973,47 0.274 239o97 45d3.51 9S90.23 141.44 0.60 0.308 D.831 0.3088 n.+131
11790900 779.90 747.23 6215943 96508 0,272 242,80 46-12.24 10032.72 143.10 0.61 0.3067 0031 0.3067 0.831
1209.900 776.82 746.11 6216,03 957.60 0.270 245,63 4BU2.13 1017605 144.75 0.62 0.3087 0.831 0.3087 0.8.31
1239@900 777.76 746.18 6216,60 950011 0.268 248.47 4913.IB 10322.63 146.41 0.62 D.3n86 0.831 0.3046 0.831
1258.900 777.11 745.86 6216995 945,52 D.266 250.26 49ts4.11 10415.91 93.5B 0.40 0.3a86 0.831 U.3066 O.d31
AFT 715.33 742.10 b214.5b 97,6.63 0.275 ..... 49b4911 1D708.52 293.97 1.26 0.3086 00831 .... ....,
l
SLOT
INTERFACE	 PO P T U AP DWOOT AH RR DELIA WSLOT
LOCATION TAU
I+Y.	 PSIA PSIA DEG. R FT/SEC SO.	 IN. L13/SEC SO.	 IN. IN/SEC IN.. LR/SLr
FOREWARD	 1.1495E 02 8,2552E G2 6.2321E 02 6.2502E 03 1.0215E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9690E 02 9.7544E 03 3.1540F-01 6.2841E-01 3.9810E 03
AFT	 1,18BOE 02 8,2144E 02 8.1914E 02 6.2460E 03 1.0257E 02 ;.606lE 04 0.0 ..G.O 000 0,0 3.9799E 03
GAS BUILDUP. 1N SLOTP DW/DT = 1,1164E 00
FOREWARO	 4.1375E 02 8.1866E 02 8.ID26E.02 6.2436E 03 1.4580E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2769E 02 1.1322E 04 3.1424E-• 01 6.2593E-01 5.5987F 03
AFT	 4.1845E 02 861L59E 02 8.0326E 02 6.2380E 03 1.4686E D2 1.6061E 04 2.4063E D2 1.1999E 04 3,1360E-01 6.2593E-D1 5.5965F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT = 2..1215E 00
FOREWARD
	
699726E 02 B.G642E 02 7,9117E 02 6.2360E 03 1.9639E 02 1.6061E 04 2,2646E 02 1.1323E 04 3.1249E-01 6.2211F-01 7.3723F 03
AFT	 7,0110E 02 7.9799E.OR
fl	 .
7.6290E 02 6.2281E 03 1.9318E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 763712F 03
_.	 GAS BUILDUP. IN SLOT+ DW/D7 = 1.0655E 00 
FOREWARD	 9,9606E 02 7,8995E 7.6627E. 02 02 6,2261E 03 2,4635E 02 1,6061E 04 2.2480E 02 1.1324E 04 3.1017E-01 6,1842E-01 81971OF 03
Aft	 1.0007E 03 7.7350E 02 7.5031E D2 6.2112E 03 2.5093E 02 1.6661E 04 2.3705E 02 1.2001E 04 3.0864E-01 6.1842E-01 6.9690E 03























































































































































IGNITION T M-v TIME (5)	 500000000
PARAMETER ()ESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MOTOR PARAMETERSI
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NrLBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NrLSF)
THRUST CONTRI6UTION OF INERTS (NrLBF)
DELIVERED FOTAL IMPULSE .CN*5vLIJF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SrLBF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE HASS FLOWRATE (KG/SrLSH/5)
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KU*LBM)
INERT HASS FLOWRATE (KG/SrLBM/5)
INERT HASS REMAINING (KGiLOM)
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2rIN**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KGrLBM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGrLBH)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEeLBH/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (H/SrFT/S)











	 DISTANCE BURNED (Mr1N)
PROPELLANT VOLUME (MO*3,IN**3)
GAS VOLUME (M**3.rIN**3)
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KrUEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETEH5t
RADIAL BURN AREA (M*02rIN**2)


















ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS
INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA1
MASS PO Y T U M LP AP WDOT DWDOT DW/1)T RR TAU R810 TAUTn
ADDITION
RLGION5 PS1A P51A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES 5O.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC WSEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN*
FUME 820.48 820.32 6251.31 65.60 0.018 1124.64 7026.84 1114.56 1117.88 3.33 0.3155 1.484 0.3161 1.484
30.000 820.34 819.93 6251 * 04 105.66 0.030 1124,86 7026.44 1793.8H 6131.32 2.01 0.3155 1,484 0.3155 1.484
60.000 820.09 819.29 6250.63 14508 0,041 1124.88 7026..05 2473.16 681.30 2.01 0.3154 1.484 0.3154 1.484
90.000 819.71 818.41 6250.10 186.01 0.052 1124.89 7025,64 3152.36 681.21 2.01 0.3154 1.463 0.3154 1.481
114.316 819929 817 * 50 6249.57 218.75 0.061 1124,91 7045.33 3703.16 552.04 1.23 0.3353 1,483 0.3153 1.4871
118.800 819025 813.70 6245.57 384.97 0*108 229.85 4204 * 04 3884.28 462.B2 0.97 0.3149 1.481 0.3149 1,481
148.800 818.66 812.90 6245.33 392.77 0.110 231.69 4272.21 4023.44 139 * 51 0.35 0.3140 1.480 0.3149 1.480
178.8011 818 * 07 812.08 6245.09 400.42 0.112 233.54 4340.82 4163.70 140.61 0.35 a,31 4s1 1.400 0.3146 1.480
206,800 817 * 47 811,26 6244.84 40703 00115 235.38 4409.89 4305.04 141. 1 0.35 0,3147 1.479 0.3147 1.479
238.800 816.86 810.43 6244 * 60 41500 0.117 237 * 23 4479.41 4447,45 142.78 0.36 0.3147 1.479 0.3147 1.474
26B * 800 816.23 809.58 6244.36 422.52 0.119 239.07 4549.37 4590.95 143.86 0.3h 0.3146 1,479 0.3146 1,479
298,800 815 * 60 80 8 .73 6244.12 429,62 0.121 240 * 92 46!9.79 4735.52 144.94 0.36 0.3145 1.478 0.3145 1.470
328 * BDO 814.96 807.88 6243.88 436.59 0.123 242.76 469U.65 4881.16 146.01 0.36 0.3144 1.418 0.3144 1.474
358.800 814.32 807 n 01 6243 * 64 443,44 O.I25 244.61 4761.97 5027,88 147.09 0.37 0.3143 1.477 0.3143 1.477
38B.800 813,66 606.14 6243.40 450.16 0.126 246,45 4833,74 5175.68 148.17 0.37 • 0.3143 1.477 0.3143 1.477
413.122 B13,12 805.42 6243 * 20 455,56 00128 247,95 4992.26 5296,58 120091 0.01 D.3142 1, 476 0,3142 1.47h
419 * 075 811,51 799.09 6238,07 579.98 0.163 229.90 4206.08 5756.57 223.63 1.94 0.3135 1.475 00135 1.475
447.600 810.53 797,93 6237,85 584.64 0.164 231,75 4214.37 5886,59 132,1? 0.09 0.3135 1.473 0.3135 1.473
477,600 809.49. 796 * 70 6237.63 589.44 0*166 233.69 4346.68 6028.30 140.09 0.36 0.3!34 1 * 472 0.3134 1.47?
w	 507.600 R08,45.. 795,47 6237.40 594.16 0.167 235.64 4419.50 6169 * 13 141020 0,37 0.3133 1.472 0.3133 1.477 r^'„14	 537.600 807 * 41 794925 6237 * 18 598 * 82 0*168 231.58 4492.82 6311.08 142.32 0.37 0.3132 1.471 0.3132 1.471 ?'
5679600 806.37 793.02 6236.96 603.40 0.170 239.53 4566,64 6454,14 143.43 0.37 0.3131 1.470 0.3131 1.41n o
597,600 805.32 791.79 6236.74 607,92 0,171 241.41 4640.96 6598.31 144.55 0.3A 0.3130 1.470 0.3130 1.47n N
627.600 .804,28 790.57 6236.53 61207 0.172 243.41 4715.78 6743.59 145.67 0*38 0.3129 1. 469 0.3129 1.460 ,q
657.600 803 * 23 789.35 6236.31 616 * 76 0.173 245,36 4791,11 6889.99 146.78 0,3B 0.3128 1.469 D * 312B 1.46q w
6B7.6UD 802.18 788 * 12 6236.10 621609 0,175 24700 4866 * 95 7037,50 147.90 0.38 0..3127 lo468 0.3127 14469
6969631 BD1.B7 787.75 6236.'03 622.41 0.175 247 * 69 4869 * 88 7082.40 44.73 -0.17 0.3125 1.468 0 * 3125 1.4hR
701.100 800085 7BU.25 6228.B3 753 * 61 0.212 229.75 42U0.4B 7304.64 456.86 0.94 0 * 3118 1.466 0.3118 1.46x,
731,100 799,38 778,63 6228.63 157.12 0.213 231.59 4268 * 54 7442.36 138.10 0.37 0.3118 1.463 0.3118 1.461
761.100 797.92 777.02 6228 * 41 760.61 0.214 233.44 4337 * 05 7581.15 139.17 0.37 , 0,3117 1.463 0.3117 1.461
791.100 796.46 775,41 6228.20 764,07 0.215 235,28 44U6 * 01 7720.97 140 * 20 0.38 0.3115 1.462 0.3115 1.46a
821.100 795.01 773.81 6227 * 99 767,50 0,216 237.12 4475.43 7861.82 141,24 0.38 0.3114 1.462 0.3114 1.467
6514100 793.55 772.21 6227,79 77000 0.217 238.97 4545,30 6003.70 142.27 0939 0.3112 1.461 00112 1:461
881 * 100 792.11 770,62 6227.57 714.29 0.218 240.81 4615.61 8146.61 143.30 0.39 0.3111 1.460 0.3111 1.460
911.100 790.67 769.03 6227.37 777.64 01219 242.65 4686 * 39 B290.55 144.33 0.39 0.3109 1.460 0.3109 1.460
9419100 789.23 767.45 6227 * 16 780.97 0.220 244.49 4757.61 8435 4 52 145.36 0.39 0.3108 1.459 0.3108 1.45q
971.100 787.80 765.86 6226 * 95 784.28 0.221 246.34 48L9.29 8581.51 146939 0 n 40 0.3106 1.459 0.3106 1.459
995 * 441 786.64 764.60 6226.79 786.97 0*221 247,83 4887.77 8700.99 119453 0.05 0.3105 1. 458 0.3105 1. 454 .
1001,355 783.90 750,10 6213.22 979.43 0.276 229.82 42U2.96 9155,03 900 1.85 0.3090 1.455 0 * 3090 1.455
10290900 78208 749,60 6213.88 971,05 04273 232,51 4302.95 9285.36 130.47 0,14 0.3090 1.450 0.3090 1.450
1059.900 781.64 74907 6214.54 962.58 0,271 235,35 4409.06 9423.71 138,76 0.40 0.3089 1.450 0.3089 1.450
1089.900 780.52 748.54 6215.16 954.47 0.269 238.18 4516.23 9563,73 140.41 0.40 0.3089 1. 449 0.3089 1.449
111900D 779 *44 748.01 6215.75 946.71 0.267 241.01 4624 9 46 9705 * 39 14207 0.40 0.3088 1.449 0.3088 1,449
1149.900 778.38 747,47 6216 * 30 939,26 0.264 243 * 85 4733.76 9848.71 143.73 0.41 0.3088 1.449 0,3088 1.449
1179.90.0 777.34 746.94 6216.84 932,13 0.262 246.68 4844.11 9993.68 145.38 0.41 0.3087 1.449 0.3087 1,44q
1209.900 776,33 746,40 6217 * 34 925.28 0,261 249.51 49b5,51 10140,29 147.04 0.42 0.3087 1.448 0.3087 1.449
1239000 775,33 745.86 6217.83 91B * 71 0.259 252.35 5067.98 10288 * 56 148 * 69 0,42 0 n 3086 1.448 0.3086 1.448
1258.900 77402 745.52 6218 * 12 914.68 0.258 254.14 513905 10383.32 95*02 0.27 0.3086 1.446 0.3086 1.449
AFT
f
773.05 742.00 6215.09 944977 0*266 .,.*. 5IJ9475 10678.11 295.63 0.84 0.3045 1.448 .... .....
:
SLUT
INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 AB	 PH	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN,	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.'	 LH/SEC	 so, IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN,	 LB/SEC
FOREWARD	 1,1432E 02 8.1929E 02 8.1750E 02 6.2496E 03 1.0039E 02 1.6061E 04 1.8208E 02 9.0353E 03 3.1489E-01 6 "079E-01 3.8852E 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 8.1549E 02 8.1370E 02 6.2456E 03 1,0077E 02 1,6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0,0	 0.0	 3.8843F 03
GAS DUILDUP IN SLOTS OW/DT	 9.6572E-01
FOREWARD
	
4.1312E 02 8.1312E 02 8.0542E 02 6.2432E 03 1.4464E 02 1.6061E 04 2,2429E 02 1.1168E 04 3.13ROE-01 6.2847E-01 5.5209E 03
AFT	 4.190BE 02 8.0673E 02 7,9909E 02 6,2381E 03 1.4562E OZ 1,6061E 04 2.3763E 02 1,1855E 04 3.13?2E-01 6,2720E-01 5.5189F 03
-	
GAS HUILDUP IN SLOTP DW/UT = 1.9365E 00
FOREWARD	 6.9663E 02 8.0187E 02 7,877SE 02 6.2360E 03 1.9547E 02 1.6061E 04 2,2318E 02 1.1171E 04 3.12I8E-01 6.2499E-01 7.3056F 03
k AFT	 7.0110E 02.7.9483E 02 7.8025E 02 6.2288E 03 1.9710E 02 1.6061E.04 0.0 	 000	 p.0	 0.0	 7.3046E 03
A	 GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT* DW/DT = 9.4209E-01
FOREWARD
	
9.9544E 02 . 7,8664E 02 7,6460E 02 6,2268E 03 2,4560E OR L,6061E 04 2.2168E 02 1.1173E 04 3.1002E-01 6,2035E-01 B.9227F 03 Q
AFT	 1,0014E 03 7.7172E 02 795O10E 02 6.2132E 03 2,4976E 0? 1.6061E 04 2.3421E 02 1.185HE 04 3.0862E-01 6,1728E-01.8,9208F 03 Ln
m





TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST 1N*LBF) FTDEL 11390978* 2560794.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N*LUF) FTVAC 12400728* 2787795.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS IN*LBF) FI 159014.25 35747,832
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*5*LBF*S) SRMDTI 16796000. 17264432,
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S * LBF*S) SRMVTI 83738080. 188250728
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6415663 1,6415663
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S *LUM/S) KDOT 4816*5742 10618.730
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG*RBM) SWOOTN 32533.203 71723.438
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S * LBM/S) MIF 8b.341797 188,14648
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG * LBM] MIR 3857.9836 8505.3984
TOTAL BURN AREA IM**2•IN**2] ABTOT 343,49365 532416.50
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VF 238.45419 14551374.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG * LHM) WF 422424.75 931267919
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG*LBMI WGTOT 623.68823 1374.9973
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1618042 1,1618042
MOLECULAR WE16HT OF GAS (KG/MOLE*LBM/MOLE) AMW 12,915561 28*473938
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S*FT/S) CSTAR 1568*5957 5146.3125
MAXIMUM CHAMUER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0926562828 0.26562828
HEAD END PARAMETERSI
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**2*LBF/IN**2) PH 0.55939072E 09 811*32788
PRES5URE INTEGRAL	 (N*S/M**2*LBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.38120328E 10 5528.8867
BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2) AHH 354715897 55359,770
w	 BURN RATE (M/S * IN/S) ROM) 0.79920515E-02 0,31464785
U3	 DISTANCE BURNED	 (M*IN) TAUZ(I) 0.53719364E-01' 2.1149359
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3*IN**3) VFH 1,8240509 477453.13
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3*IN**31 VPH 4*7018662 286926,88
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE	 (DEG K*UEG R) PRNT(1*3) 3472.0981 6249.7773
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS9
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2) ABCYL 256 n 25244 397192.25
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2) ABSLOT 41.808731 64803.676
PROPELLANT VOLUME I4**3*IN**3) VFCYL 223.74988 13654061.
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3*IN**3) VP 101olOB03 6169994.0
AF7 END PARAMETERSI
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) 	 IN/M**2*LBF/IN**2) PON 0.52929946E 09 767 n 68408
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2 ► LBF*S/IN**2) SPUNOT 0935B11771E 10 5194.0586
BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2) AAN 9.7166786 15060.883
BURN RATE (M/S * IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+11 0.78277327E-02 0.30617860
DISTANCE BURNED IM * IN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.52449554E-01 2 n 0649433
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3*IN**3) VFN 698802395 419858,19
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3*IN**3) VPN 501454372 313994.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K * DEG R) PRNT(NI*3) 3454,7695 621805859
PORT AREA	 (M**2*IN**2) AP 3.4179163 5297.7813
NOZZLE PARAMETER52
THROAT AREA	 (M**2*IN**2) AT 1.4272079 2212.1777
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b,9B05489 6.9805489
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22234239E-01 0.22234239E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERSS
ANISOTROPIC UURN RATE COEFFICIENT






















MASS NO P T U M LP AP WUOT DWOOT OW/DT RR TAU RBTO TAUP11
AUDITION
REGIONS PS1A PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES S0.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 811.33 811.19 6249,78 60.17 0.017 1093 n 54 7726.66 1111.68 1114.85 3.16 0.3147 2.115 00148 2.115
300000 811.21 810987 6249.55 95,88 0,027 1093 n56 7726.19 1770.49 660.64 1,83 0.3146 2.115 0.3146 2.115
60000 811,00 81006 6249.23 131.65 0.037 1093.58 7725,70 2429;28 660.62 1,83 0.31 4 5 2.11 5 00146 2,115
909000 810,70 B09 n 66 6248.80 167,49 0,047 1093.60 7725,22 3088,00 660.55 1,84 0.3146 2.114 0,3146 29114
113.687 810.37 808.95 6248.39 195.88 09055 1093.62 7724.84 3608.45 521,46 1.01 063145 2.113 0.3145 2.111
1184800 810.43 B05.49 6244.60 365.26 0,103 23300 4350,03 3775910 455.05 0.92 0.3141 2.111 0.314i 2.111
148,800 809.90 804474 6244.36 373.31 0,105 235,65 4419.50 3916.37 141.57 0.30 0.3141 2.110 0.3141 2.110
1186800 809.35 803.99 6244.13 381.20 0.107 237.49 448909 4058.73 142.67 0.31 0,3141 2.109 0,3141 2.109
208.800 808 * 80 803.22 6243.89 388,94 0,109 239.34 4559.68 4202.17 143.75 0.31 0.3140 2.109 0.3140 2.109
238.800 808,24 802,44 6243.65 396.54 00111 241.1d 46JU.38 4346,68 144.83 0.31 0.3139 2.106 0.3139 2.104
268.800 807.67 801.65 6243.41 404001 0.114 243 n 02 4701,48 4492.27 145.91 0 n 31 0.3139 2.108 0.3139 2.10R
2984800 807.09 800,d6 6243918 411.34 0,116 244 n B7 4713.01 4638.94 146,98 0.31 0.3138 2.107 0.3138 2.107
328,800 BU6.50 800.05 6242.94 418.54 04116 246,11 4844.94 4786.68 148,06 0.31 0,3137 2,107 0.3137 2.107
358,800 80500 799.24 6242,70 425.63 0,120 248,56 4917.27 4935,50 149.14 0 n 32 0.3136 2,106 0.3136 2.106
3884800 805929 798.42 6242.46 432.59 0.122 250,40 4990,03 5085,39 150021 002 0,3136 2,105 00136 2,105
412.494 804.81 797.76 6242927 438.03 0,123 251.86 5047,77 5204,84 119.40 -0.05 0,3135 2.105 0.3135 2,105
419.702 803.33 792.04 6237.61 555.72 0.156 233.88 4353.02 5657,85 219076 1086 003129 2,102 0.3129 2.107
447.600 802.45 790.97 6237.39 560.58 09158 235.69 4421.06 5788.9A 131.17 0003 0,3129 2.100. 0.3129 2.100
477.600 801.49 789.82 6237.16 565.71 0.159 237.63 4494,69 5930.82 I42,I6 0.32 0,3128 2.099 0.3128 2.090
5U7.600 800.53 788.67 6236.93 570.77 0.160 239.57 4568.76 6073.77 143,28 002 0,3127 2.098 0.3127 2.098
537,600 799,57 787,51 6236.71 57505 0,162 241.52 464300 6217.84 144.39 0.32 003126 2,097 0.3126 2x097
567.600 798.60 786.36 6236.48 580.66 0.163 243,46 4718,29 6363.02 145.5I 0.32 0,3125 2.097 00I25 2.097
597.6an 797.64 785,20 6236.25 585.50 0.165 245.40 4793.74 6509.32 146.63 0.33 0.3124 2.096 0.3124 2.095
627.600 796.67 764.05 6236.03 590,27 0.166 247.34 48b9,64 6656.73 147.T4 0.33 0,3123 2,095 0.3123 2.095
657.600 795.70 782.89 6235.81 594.98 0,167 249.29 4946,01 6805,25 148,85 0.33 0.3122 2.094 0.3122 2.094
687,600 794.73 78104 6235.99 599.63 00169 251.23 5022,84 6954.88 149.97 0,33 0.3121 2.093 0.3.121 21093
696,006 794.46 781,41 6235.52 600994 0,169 251,77 5044,45 6997429 42.22 -0.20 0,3119 2.093 0.3119 2,093
7010100 793.52 774,61 6228,96 725.05 0,204 233.67 4344,98 7216.07 449.59 0.90 003113 2.089 003113 2.089
73I,100 792.16 773.09 6228.74 728.91 0.205 235.51 4414,29 7355.95 140.20 002 003113 2.087 063113 2.087
7619100 790481 771.57 6228.52 732.74 0.206 237.35 4484,02 7496.89 141.27 0.33 40111 2.086 0.3111 20013A
791.100 769.46 770.05 6228.29 736.53 0.207 239,19 4554.16 7638.86 142.31 0.33 00110 2.085 0.3110 2.085
821.100 768.11 768.54 6228407 740.30 0.208 241,03 46d4.71 7781.86 143.34 0,33 0.3109 2.084 0.3109 2.084
8518100 766.76 767.03 6227.85 744.04 0.209 242.87 4695.68 7925.90 144,38 0.34 0.3107 2.083 0.3107 2.087
881.100 785,42 765.53 6227,63 747.76 00210 244.72 4767,05 8070.97 145.41 U.34 0.3106 2083 0.3106 2,081
9110100 784,09 . 764.03 6227.41 751.44 0.211 246 4 66 48.38,84 8217.07 146.44 0,34 U.3104 2.0 112 0.3104 2.08?
941,100 782.75 762.54 6227.19 755.10 0.212 248.40 4911.05 8364.19 147,47 0.34 0.3103 2.081 0.3103 2.081
971.100 761.42 761.04 6226.97 758.74 0.213 250,24 4983.66 8512.34 148.50 0.34 0.3101 2.080 0.3101 ?.080
9944821 780.36 759.87 622b.80 761.62 0.214 251,70 50-+1.38 8630.48 118.14 -0.01 0.3100 2.079 0,3100 2.07'1
1001.973 777.84 746.bB 6214,44 943.31 0.266 233.76 4348.39 9078.10 0.0 1.79 0.308h 2.012 0.3086 2.07?
1029.900 776,82 746.18 6214.99 936404 0.264 23609 4448 0 17 9207.69 129.67 0.08 0.3086 2.068 0.3086 2.068
1059.900 775.75 745.63 6215.55 928.53 0.261 239.23 455b.29 9348.25 140.91 0.35 0.3086 2.067 0.3086 2.067
1089,900 774.71 745,09 6216.06 921.37 0.259 242.06 4665.36 9490,46 142.56 005 0.3085 2.067 0.3085 ?.067
1119.900 773.b9 . 744.54 6216.5d 914.53 0.257 244.89 4715.39 9634.32 144.22 0.35 0.3085 2.067 0.3085 2.067
1149.90a 77200 743.99 6217.05 908.00 0.256 247.73 48db.39 9779.113 145.87 0.36 0.3a84 2.066 0.3094 2.064
1179.900 771.73 743.44 6217.50 901.75 0,254 250.56 4918,36 9926.99 147.52 0.36 0.3084 2.066 0 n 3084 ?.u6r-
1209.900 770,77 742.89 6217.93 895,77 0.252 253.39 5111.28 10075.80 149,17 0.36 0.3063 2.066 0.1083 2.Oh6
1239.900 769.84 742.34 6218.34 890.05 0.251 256.22 5225.16 10226.26 150.83 0.36 0.3n83 2.065 0.1083 ?.06r-
1258#900 769.26 741.99 6218.59 886.55 00250 258.U2 5297.78 10322.39 96.37 0.23 0.3118? 2.065 0.3082 2.065
AFT 767.68 738468 6216.49 915.78 0.258 ..... 52`11.78 10618.73 297.05 0.71 0.3n82 2.065 .... .....
SLOT






FT/SEC	 Sd n IN,
	
L8/SEC	 SOr IN.	 IN/SEC
	 Me	 LH/SEr
FOREWARD . 1.1369E 02 8.1037E 02 8.089SE 02 6.2484E 03 9.8592E 01 1.6061E 04 1.6758E 02 8.3358E 03 3.1412E-nt 6.2977E-01 3.7760E 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 8.0691E 02 8.0549E 02 6.2446E 03 9.8931E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 000	 0.0	 3.7751P 03
GAS 5UILDUP IN SLOT * DW/UT = 9.1U61E-01
FOREWARD.	 4.1249E 02 8.0481E 02 7.9776E 02 6.2423E 03 1.4351E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2068E 02 1.10131: 04 3.131OF-01 6.2759E-01 5 n 4255F 03
AFT	 4.1970E 02 7.9904E 02 7.9204E 02 6.2376E 03 1.4439E 02 1.6061E 04 2.3421E 02 1.1708E 04 3 n 1257E-01.6.2644E-01 5.4236F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTP DW/UT = 1.8642E 00
FONEWAND	 6.9601E 02 7.9446E 02 7.B141E 02 6.2355E 03 1.9467E 02 1,6061E 04 2.196BE 02 1.1016E 04 3.1159E-01 6.2436E-0I 7.2170F 03
AFT




0.0	 0.0	 762I61F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTi DW/DT = 9.0019E-01
FOREWARD	 9.9482E 02 7.80361: 02 7.5987E 02 6.,2268E 03 2.4512E 02 1.6061E 04 2.1832E 02 1.1019E 04 3.0957E-01 6.2003E-01 8.8488F'03
AFT	 1.0020E 03 7.6682E 02 7.4668E 02 6.2144E 03 2.4890E 02 1.6061E 04 2.3109E 02 1.1712E 04 3.0830E-01 6.172SE-01 80470r 03






IGNITION TIMEe TIME	 (S)	 9.0000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETEMSI
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST	 (N * LBF) FTDEL 11272926. 2534255.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N#LBF) FTVAC 12282677. 2761256*0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NeLBF) FI 112911.63 25383.555
DELIVERED 'TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S * LbF*S) SRMOTI 99459872* 22359472.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S * LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.10842150E 09 24374128*
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6354218 1.6354218
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S * LBH/S) WDOT 4788.1992 10556.176
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG * LBM) SWDOTN 42137*961 92898013
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S * LBM/S) MIF b0*598862 133.59766
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG*LBM) MIR 3736.7859 8238.2031
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2} ABTOT -142.10059 530257 n 31
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3*IN**31 VF 233,00748 14218995.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG * LBM) WF 412775,61 910014#94
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG,LBM) WGTOT 648*34253 1429,3508
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1,1618004 1.1618004
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE*LBM/MOLE) AMW 1?,91430B 28,471176
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S*FT/S) CSTAR 1568.5195 5146*0625
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0*25559056 0025559056
HEAD END PARAMETERSI
TOTAL PRESSURE. (N/M**2 ► LBF/IN**2) PH OoSS393613E 09 803.41675
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2*L8F*S/IN**2) SPHDT 0.49253bSIE 10 7143.6289
BURN AREA	 (M**2*1N**2) AHH .15.573807 55139.516
BURN MATE	 (M/S * IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.79739690E-02 0.31393588
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M * IN) 7AUZ(1) 0.69703460E-01 2.7442312
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3#IN*°3) VFH 1*2543001 442684.75
GAS VOLUME	 (M**39IN**31 VPH 5.2716379 321695025
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K * DEG R) PRNT(1r31 3471*3647 6248.4570
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS(
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2) ABCYL 455.86285 396588*25
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2#IN**2) ABSLDT 40*876419 63358.586
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3*IN**3) VFCYL 41902562 13365769*




( N/H**2*LBF/IN**2) PON 0.52575718E 09 762.54639
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2#LBF-*S/IN**21 SPONDT 0.46362337E 10 6724*2891
BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2) AAN 9* 7877369 15171023
BURN RATE
	
(M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+ll 0.78193806E-02 0630784971
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M * IN) TAUx(NI+1) 0068104982E-0I 2.6813002
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3 *IN**3) VFN 647275467 410540.31
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3*IN**3) VPN b02981300 323311088
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (OEG K,DEG R) PRNT(NI93) 3455.0801 6219.1445
PORT AREA	 (M**2*lN**2) AP 3.5212975 5458.0234
NUZZLE PARAMETERSI
THROAT AREA (M**2*1N**21 AT 1.4284925 2?I4.16H9
EXPANSION RATIO EPR o.9742708 6*9742708
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22260763E-01 0.22260763E-01
M15CELLANEDUS PARAMETERS;
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICILN( AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.6595140TE-01







INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA1
MASS PO P T U H LP AP WDOT DWOOT OW/DT R8 TAU RSTO TAUTn
ADDITION
RLGIONS PS1A P51A DEG, R FT/SEC INCHES 500	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC I".
FORE 803.42 603.30 6248.46 55.51 0 n 016 1062.31 8405,00 1104.77 1107.89 3,12 0.3139 2.744 0.3139 2.744
30.OU0 803.32 803.04 6248.27 87.63 0.025 1062.34 8404.45 1743.33 640932 1.76 0.3139 2.744 0.3139 2 .144
60,000 803.15 002.62 6248900 119879 0.034 1062.36 8403.91 2381088 640.31 1.77 0.3139 2.744 0.3139 2.744
904000 802990 802,05 6247,b6 152x02 04043 1062,39 6403,36 3020,38 640627 1.77 0,3139 2.743 00139 2,743
113.058 802.65 601.50 624703 176.86 0.050 1062.41 8402.94 3511.55 492,06 0.88 0.3139 2.742 0,3138 2.743
11BOBOO 802.77 79B.38' 6243.81 345 n 90 0.097 237.75 4498.16 3664.26 447.79 0.91 0.3135 2.T39 0.3135 2.739
148.800 802.28 797.69 6243.5E 354,16 0.099 239.59 4568,94 3807,59 143.66 0.32 0 n 3135 2.738 0.3135 2.734
178.800 801,79 796 9 98 6243.34 362.27 01102 241,44 4640.09 3952.02 144.75 0.32 0.3134 2.738 0.3134 2.733
208,800 801928 796.27 6243.11 370.22 0.104 243.28 4711.60 4097.52 145.83 0.32 0.3134 2. 737 0.3134 2.737
238.800 800077 795,54 6242.8E 37803 0.106 245.12 47113.48 4244.10 146.91 0.33 0.3133 2.736 0.3133 2.736
268,800 800.24 794.80 6242.64 385,71 01108 246.97 4855,73 4391.75 147.98 0.33 0.3132 2.735 0.3132 2.735
298.800 799.70 794 # 06 6242.41 393.25 0.110 248.81 4928.36 4540.48 149.06 0.33 0,31 32 2.73*3 0.3132 ?.135
328.800 799.16 793,30 6242918 400,66 0.113 250.65 50U1.35 4690.29 150,14 0.33 0.3131 2.734 0.3131 2,734
358.800 798.60 792.54 624104 40705 0.115 252.50 5014.71 4841.16 15102I 0.33 0.3130 2.733 0.3130 2.731
388.800 798.04 791,77 6241,71 415,11 09117 25404 5148.44 4993.11 152.29 0.34 0.3130 12.733 0.3130 2.731
411.868 797,60 791.17 6241.53 420,57 0,118 255.76 5205.39 5110.98 117.83 -0.05 0,3129 2.732 0.3129 2.732
420.327 796,26 786.00 6237.30 531.82 0.149 237.85 45U2.17 5557.04 216.15 1.84 0,3123 2.728 0.3123 2.72tt
447.600 795.46 785.02 6237.09 536,85 0.151 239.62 4569,92 5667.16 130.16 0.04 0.3123 2.726 0.3I23 2.72A
477.600 794,58 783.94 6236.B6 542028 0.152 241.56 4644.85 5831.09 144,26 0.33 0.3123 2.725 0.3123 2.725
507,600 793.70 782.86 6236.62 547.64 0.154 243,50 4740.19 5976,13 145.38 0.34 0,3122 2. 7 24 0.3122 2.724
W	 5379600 792,81 781.77 6236.39 552.91 06155 245.44 4795494 6122.29 146.50 0.34 0.3121 2.723 0.3121 2.721
b67.640 791.92 780.69 6236.16 558.12 0,157 247,38 4872.10 6269.55 147,61 0.34 0.3120 2.722 0,3120 2.727
597.600 791.02 779,60 6235,93 563.25 0.158 249,33 4948,68 6417.94 148,73 0.34 0,3119 2.721 00119 2.721
627+600 790.13 778.51 6235,70 568.31 0.160 251,27 5025,67 6567.43 149.84 0,34 0,3118 2.720 0.3118 ?.720
b57.600 789.22 777.42 6235.48 573.31 0.161 253,21 5103.07 671804 150096 0.35 0.3117 2.719 0.3117 2.T1q
687.600 788.32 776.33 6235.25 578.24 0,163 255,15 5160.89 6869.75 152.07 0.35 0.3115 2.718 0,3115 2.718
695.383 788,08 776,04 6235.19 579,54 0.163 255.65 5201.15 6909,58 39.63 -0.21 0.3114 2.716 0.3114 2.114
701.100 787.22 769.88 6229.22 696.86 0,196 237,58 4491.66 7124.89 442,83 0.90 3108 2.712 0.3I08 2.712
7314100 765.96 768.45 6228999 701,04 0,197 239,42 4562.24 7266,89 142.34 0.34 V109 2,710 0.3108 2,714
761.100 784,72 767.02 6228.75 705.18 0.198 241.26 4633.18 7409.95 143.41 0.34 0.3107 2.708 0,3107 ?0789
791.100 763.47 765,59 6228.52 709929 0.199 243010 47U4.49 7554.04 144.44 0.35 0,3106 2.707 0.3106 2.TO7
8218100 762.22 764.16 6228.29 713.36 0.201 244.94 4776.18 7699.16 145.48 0.35 0.3I04 2.706 0.3104 ?.704
B51.100 78007 762.74 622B.06 717.41 0,202 246.78 4848.25 7845.32 146.51 0.35 0.3103 2.705 0.3103 2.709
BB1.100 779.72 761.32 6227983 721.42 0,203 248,62 4920.68 7992.50 147.54 0035 0,3102 2.704 0.3102 2.704
9114100 778.47 759.91 6227960 725.41 0.204 250.46 4993.49 8140.71 148657 0.36 0.3100 2,703 0,3100 2.703
941.100 777#23. 758.49 6227.37 729,37 6.205 252,30 506,67 8289.95 149.6U 0.36 0.3099 2.701 0.3099 2.701
971,1U0 775.99. 757.08 6227x14 733,31 0,206 254.14 5140,22 8440.22 150.63 0.36 0.3098 2.700 0.3098 2.700
994.201 775404 755.99 6226.96 736,34 0,207 255,55 5197,13 8556.92 116.69 -0.01 0.3096 2.699 0.3096 ?.b90
1002.589 772.71 744.01 6215.72 907.80 0.256 237.69 4496,14 8998.10 0.0 1.78 0.3084 2.690 0.3084 2.69x1
1029.900_ 771.78 743.51 6216.18 901653 0.254 240.27 4595.63 9126,83 128081 0.08 0.3084 2.685 0.3084 ?.685
1059.900 770.7 8 742.95 6216.65 894.94 0,252 243,10 4705.75 9269.55 143.09 0,36 0.3083 ?,685 0.3083 2.685
1089000 769,81 742.40 6217010 888.66 0,250 245.94 4816.72 9413.92 144.74 0.37 0.3083 2.684 0,3083 2.684
11194900 768,86 741,84 6217.52 882,69 0.248 248.77 4948.56 9559.94 146.39 0.37 0.3082 2.684 U.3082 2.684
1149.900 767093 741.28 6217.92 877.00 0.247 251.60 5041027 9707.61 148.04 0,37 0,3082 2.683 0.3082 ?.681
1179,900 767.02 740.72 6218.30 871658 0.245 254.43 51 54 .84 985602 149.69 0.38 0.3081 2.683 0.3081 2.681
1204.900 766.12 740.16 6218965 866,42 0.244 257 n 27 5209,26 10007,88 151934 0,38 '0,3081 2.682 0.3081 2.b8?
1239.900 765,24 739.60 6218.99 861.49 0,242 260.10 5384956 10160.48 152.99 0.38 0.3080 2.682 0.3080 2.68?
1258,900 764.03 738,57 6219414 859.28 0,242 261.89 508.02 10257999 97.74 0.24 0.3080 2.681 0.3080 2.681



















	 LB/SEC	 $l1. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LB/SEr
FOREWARD	 1.1306E 02 8.0265E 02 8,0150E 02 6.2473E 03 9.6581E 01 1.6061E 04 1.5361E 02 7.6576E 03 3.l344F-01 6.2823E-01 3.6652F 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 709521; 02 7.9838E 02 6.2438E 03 9.6879E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 000	 060	 000	 3.6643F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTP DW/DT = 9.0921E-01
FOREWARD	 4.11. 87E 02 7.9760E 02 701171= 02 6.2415E Q3 1.4210E 02 1.6061E 04 2.1710E 02 1.0855E 04 3.1249E-01 69262DE-01 5.3281F 03
AFT	 4.2033E 02 7.9240E 02 7.8600E 02 6.2373E 03 1.4289E 02 1.6061E 04 2.3081E 02 1.15SBE 04 3,1202E-01 6i2514E-01 5.3262E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOle DW/DT = 1.8436E 00
FOREWARD	 6.95.18E 02 7.0808E 02 7.7604E 02 6.2352E 03 1.9355E 02 1.6061E 04 2.1621E 02 1,0859E 04 3,1in 9E-01 6.2318E-01 7.1258F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 7,8182E 02 7.6988E 02 6,2292E 03 1.9489E OR 1.6061E 04 0 n 0	 0.0	 000	 000	 7.1249F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS Ow/DT x 8.9538E-01
FOREviARD
	
9.9420E 027.7504E 02 7.5599E 02 6,2270E 03 2,4426E 02 1.6061E 04 2.1497E 02 1.0863E 04 3.0920E-01 6.1914E-01 8.77199 03
AFT
	 1.0026E 03 7.6275E 02 7.4401E 02 6,2157E 03 2.4770E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2799E 02 1.1564E 04 3.0804E •-01 6.166DE-01 8.7701F 03 ur",
rn








PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSt
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTDEL 111979520 2517400.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (NPLBF). FTVAC 12207702. 2744401.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS 	 (N*LBF) FI IIISB2081 25084.824
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S ►LBF*S) SRMDTI 0.12193072E 09 27411120.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S * LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.132911841: 0.9 29879776.
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6352062 1.6352062
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S*LBM/S) WDOT 4759.9258 10493.844
FLOwRATE INTEGRAL IK6 9 LBM) SWDOTN 51686.082 113948.31
INERT MASS FLOWHATE (KG/S*LBM/S) MIF b9.885696 132.02530
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG9L8M) MIR 36170144 7974.1523
TOTAL BOHN AREA (M**29IN**2) ABTOT 340.72656 528127.38
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M1 +* 3vIN* *3) VF 227.59247 1388855[.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG * LBM) WF 403183.06 888H66.5b
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (KG * LBM) WGTOT e7105547. 1481.1880
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1617937 1.1617937
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE*LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.912875 28.468018
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (k/S.FT/S) CSTAR 1568.4409 5145.8047
MAXIMUM CHAMTIER.MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.24638754 0.24638754
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/MO*2vLBF/IN* O2) PM O.b4819558E 09 795*09082
PRESSURE INTEGRAL ( N O S/M**2*LBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0460274852E 10 8742.1328
w	 BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2) AHH .15.432022 54919.762
BURN RATE	 (M/S * IN/5) RBZ(1) 0.79547614E-02 0.31317967
DISTANCE BURNED JM91N) TAUZ(I) 0.8565139BE-01 3.3721027
PROPE.LLA14T VOLUME	 (M**3*IN**3) VFH 6.6B81018 408133.19
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3*IN**3) VPH 5.8378363 356246.81




(M**2*IN**2) ABCYL 255.48532 396003.06
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2*IN+*21 ABSLOT 39.950577 61923.523
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3olN**3) VFCYL 214.33047 13079254.
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**3*IN**3) VP [08.56125 6624817.0
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**29LBF/IN**2) PON 0.52215040E 09 757.31519
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2iLBF*S/IN**2) SPONDT. 0.56841380E lO 8244.1484
BURN AREA	 (14**2 * IN**21 AAN 9.8567341 152814070
BURN RATE (M/S * IN/SEC) RBZ(NI.1) 0.78104101E-02 0.30749649
DISTANCE BURNED (M*IN1 TAUZCNI+1) 0.83743751E-01 3.2469990
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3*IN**31 VFN 6.5738735 401162.56
GAS VOLUME (M N*391N**3) VPN 5.451BD32. 332689.63
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (OEG KvDEG R) PRNT(NI*3) 3455.0344 6219.0625
PORT AREA	 (M**2sIiV**21 AP 3.6261292 562005117
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M**2*1N**2) AT 1*4297686 2216.1465
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b*9680471 6.9680471
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22287272E-01 0.22287272E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
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IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG, R	 FT/SEC	 SO4 IN..	 LH/SEC	 S4. IN.	 IN/SEC
	
IN•	 LB/SEC
FONEWAHD	 1.1243E U2 7.9446E 02 7.9352E 02 6.2457E 03 9.4629E 01 1.6061E 04 1.4011E 02 7.0006E 03 3.1271E-01 6.268BE-01 3.5559E 03
AFT	 1 n 1880E 02 7.9166E 02 7.9073E 02 6.2425E 03 9.4891E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 000	 0.0	 3.5550r 03
GAS UUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/DT = B.BI65E«01
FUREWARD	 4.1124E 02 7.898BE 02 7.B39BE 02 6.2402E 03 1.4080E 02 1.6061E 04 2.1345E 02 1.0695E 04 3.11K3E-01 6.2499E-01 5.23dUF 03
AFT	 4.2095E 02 7.8517E 02 7.7931E 02 6.2364E 03 1.4151E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2733E 02 1.1407E 04 3.1139E-01 6.2403E-01 S.2302F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/DT = 1.7953E 00
FOREWARD	 6.9476E 02 7.8110E. 02 7.6996E 02 6.2343E 03 1.9260E 02 1.6061E 04 2.1266E 02 1.0701E 04 3.1052E-01 6.221RE-01 7.0355E 03
AFT







GAS BUILDUP IN SLUT. OW/DT = 8.7101E-01
FOKWARD	 9.9358E 02 7.e899E 02 7.5126E 02 6.2265E 03 2.4367E 02 1.61161E 04 2.1154E 02 1.0706E 04 3..0875E-01 6.1840E-01 8.6956E 03
AFT	 1.0032E 03 7.5781E 02 7.4034E 02 6.2162E 03 2.4681E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2477E 02 1.1414E 04 3.0769E-01 6.160HE-01 8.6938F 03








I6NITION TiHE, TIME	 (S)	 13000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION {UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTOEL 11124307. 2500844.4
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N,LBF) FTVAC 12134057. 2727845.0
1HRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS MiLUF) FI 110915.94 24934.902
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SiLUF*S) SRMOTI 0.14425296E 09 324293609
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*StLBF*S) SRMVTI 0.15725358E 09 35352016.
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 106350803 1.6350803
GRAIN DISCHARGE HASS FLOWRATE (KG/SPLBH/S) WDOT 4731.8984 10432.051
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL IKG,LBH) SWDOTN b3177.898 134814.19
INERT MASS FLOWPATE (KG/SvLBM/S) MIF 69.527786 131.23633
INERT HASS REMAINING (KG,LBM) MIR .1497.9590 7711.6797
TOTAL BURN AREA ABTOT 339.37134 526026.69
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M+*39IN**31 VF 222.20982 13560081.
PROPELLANT HASS REMAINING.(KG,LBM) WF 393647.63 867844.50
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG t LBM) wGTOT 694*87061 1531.9277
14ATIO.OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1617861 1.1611861
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEsLBM/MOLE) AMW 12011428 28.464828
CHARACTER15TIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SPFT/S) CSTAR 15680635 5145.5508,
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.23768228 0.23768228
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**21LBF/IN**21 PH 0.54271232E 09 787.13194
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**29LBF*5/IN**2) SPHDT 0.71183933E 10 10324.359
BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) AHH .!5.290588 54700.535
BURN RATE (M/S•IN/S) R8Z(i) 0.79362653E-02 0.31245154
m	 DISTANCE BURNED (M*IN) TAUZ(1) 0.10156089 3.9984617
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3*IN**31 VFH 0.1255207 373802.38
bAS VOLUME (M**3+IN**3) VPH 6*4004173 390577 n 63
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KoDEG R) PRNT(1o3) .1469.2380 6244.6289
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2) ABCYL 265011987 395436.63
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2sIN**2f ABSLOT .19.031326 60498.680
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3*IN**31 VFCYL eo9*66501 12794550 n
GAS VOLUME (M**3*IN**3) VP 112.24620 6849bB7.0
AFT ENO PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSUME(NOL ENT)	 (N/M**2iL8F/IN**2) PON 0.51857997E 09 752.13696
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2,L8F*S/IN**21 SPONOT• 0.67248660E 10 9753.5977
BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2f AAN 1.9296513 153900942
BURN RATE	 (M/S,:IN/SEC) R5Z(NI+l) 0.78012459E-02 0.30713576
DISTANCE BURNED (H•IN) TAUZ(NI+iI 0.99364519E-•01 3.9119911
PROPELLANT VOLUME lM**3 T IN* p -3) VFN 0.4192686 391728.00
BAS VOLUME	 (M**3.IN**3) VAN 596064081 342124.19
BAS STATIC TEMPERATURE fOEG K * DEG R) PRNT(NT.3l .1454.8044 6218.6484
PORT AREA (M**2*IN*#2) AP 147323732 5185.1914
NUZZLE PARAMETERS.
THROAT AkEA	 (M**29IN*02) AT 1.4310379 2218*1133
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6*9618692 6.9618692
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO D.22313666E-01 0.22313666E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951401E-Ul








INCREMENT OIVIUING PLANE DATAI
MASS PO P T U M LP AP wOOT DwDOT 0+7/DT PR TAU RBTU TAUTn
ADDITION.
REGIONS PS1A PS1A DEG, R FT/SEC INCHES SQ.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC L6/SEC IN/SEC IN, IN/SEC IN.
FORE 7B7.14 787.U6 6244.63 48.46 0.014 1000.08 9698,36 1090.92 1093.87 2.94 0,3125 3.998 0.3132 3.991
30.000 787,07 786.87 6244.49 75.08 0,021 1000.11 9697.74 1689 n 33 599.97 1.56 0.3125 3.998 0.3125 3.999
600000 786.95 786.58 6244.30 101.71 0.029 1000.15 9697.11 2267.73 599.97 1.56 0.3124 3.998 0.3124 3.99A
90.000 7B6,78 786 n 19 6244,06 128938 0.036 100D.18 9696.49 2886,11 599.94 1.56 0.3124 3.997 0.3124 3.997
1116806 796 * 61 185.82 6243.85 147,82 0.042 1000,20 9646.04 3321.57 436.05 0.59 0.3124 3.996 0.3124 3,99j,
118.800 786.81 783 n 33 6240987 310.73 0.087 245,62 48UO.88 3447.79 434.66 0,86 0,3121 3,992 0.3121 3,997
148.800 786,40 782.73 6240,65 31907 0 n 090 247,46 4874.27 3595.22 147.74 0,3I 0.3121 3.991 0.3121 3,991
178.SOD 7B5,99 762.12 .6240.43 327.86 0.092 249.30 4947.94 3743974 148.83 0.31 0.3121 3.990 0.3121 3.994
208.800. 7B5,55 781.50 6240.21 336,19 0094 251,15 5041.90 3893.33 149.91 0.31 0.3120 3.989 0.3120 3.96o
238,800 745,12 780.86 6239.99 344,38 0.097 252.99 506.15 4043,99 150098 0.32 0.3119 3.988 0.3119 3.98A
268.800 784.68 780.22 6239.77 352,43 0 n 099 254,83 5170.68 4195,72 152.05 0.32 0.3119 3.987 0,3119 3.987
298.800 784.21 779.56 6239.54 360,35 0.101 256.67 5245.50 4348.53 153,13 0.32 0.3114 3.986 0.3118 3.98A
328.800 7B3,75 778.90 6239.32 368.13 0.103 258.51 5320.61 4502.41 154.20 0.32 0.3118 3.985 0.3118 3.985
3580800 783.28 778.22 6239.09 375.79 0,106 260,35 5396,00 4657.36 155.27 0.32 0.3117 3.984 0.3117 3.984
388,800 782.79 777.54 6238,86 363.33 04108 262.20 5411.68 4813.37 156.34 0.32 0.3116 3,983 0,3116 3.981
410.619 782.43 777.03 6236.70 388.77 0.109 263.54 5526.91 4927.83 114,38 -0.08 0.3116 3.982 0.3116 3.947
421,573 781,30 772.80 6235.21 48B.54 0.137 245.78 4BU1.16 5359.68 209.59 1,76 0,3111 3.976. 0.3111 3.97A
447.600 780.66 771.98 6235.00 493.82 0.139 247.46 4874.17 5487.48 127,81 0.00 0.3111 3.974 0.3111 3.974 a.
477.600 779.90. 771.02 .6234.76 499480 09141 249.40 4951,71 5635.54 148.38 0,32 0.3110 3.972 0.3110 3 n 972 o
507.6UO 779.15 770,06. 6234953. 505.70 06142 251.34 5029.57 5784.71 149.50 0,32 0.3110 3.911 0,3110 3,971
to	 537.600 778.39 769.10 6234,29 511,51 0.144 253.28 `5107.75 5935.00 150061 0.33 0.3109 3.970 0.3109 3.97n
567,600 777461 768,13 6234.05 517.25 0,145 255,22 5166,25 608609 151.73 0.33 U.3109 3.968 0.3108 3.966
597-600 776.84 767.16 6233.82 522,92 0.147 .257.15 5205.0 B 6238,90 152.84 0.33 0.3107 3.967 0.3107 3.967
6279600 776.07. 766.19 6233,59 528.51 0.149 259,09 5344,23 6392.52 153.95 0.33 0.3106 3.965 0.3106 3,965
657.600 775.29 765.21 6233.35 .534.03 0,150 261.03 5423.70 6547924 155.06 D.33 0,3105 3,964 0.3105 3.964
687.600 714.50. 764.23 6233.12 539,48 0,152 262.97 5503.50 6703.07 156.1 7 0,34 0.3104 3.963 0.3104 3.961
6949139 774.33 764.02 6233.07 540.69 0.152 263.39 5520.93 6737.50 34019 -0,24 0.3103 3.961 0,3103 3.961
701.100. 773.60 758,93 622809 646.02 0.182 245.39 4791.66 6945.71 430.69 0,B6 0.3098 3.954 0.3098 3.954
731.100 772.52 757.65 6227.84 65007 0.183 247.22 48b4.75 7091.89 146.51 D.33 0.3098 3.952 0.3098 3.957
761.100 711.44 . 756.38 6227.59.. 655.49 0,184 249.06 49.18,13 7239.13 147.58 0.33 0.3097 3.950 0.3097 3,95n
791,100 770.36 755,11 6227.35 660-17 0.186 250,90 5011,80 7387.40 146.61 0.33 0.3096 3,949 063096 3,944
8210100 769.26 753.83 6227.11 664.81 D.187 252,73 5065.76 7536.70 149.64 0.34 00094 3.947 0,3094 3.947
851.10.0 768.20 752.56. b226,86 669.42 0.188 254 4 57 51 b0.02 768704 150.67 D.34 0.3093 3.945 0,3093 3.945
8810100 767.12:. 751.29 6226,61 673.99 0.190 256.41 5234.57 7838.39 151.71 D.34 0.3092 3.943 0.3092 3.943
911.106 766.03 750.02 6226.37 678.53 0,191 258.24 5309.41 7990,79 152,74 0.34 0.3091 3,942 0.3091 3.947
941.100 764.95 748.75 6226,13 683.04 0.192 260.08 5384,54 8144.20 153.77 0,35 0.30 9 0 3.940 0.3090 3,94n
9716100 763986. 747.47 6225.88 687.52 0,193 261,92 5459 .97 8298.65 154.79 0.35 0.3089 3.938 0.3088 3.939
992,965 763.OB 746.55 6225970 690.79 0.194 263.25 5515.13 8412,16 113.46 -D.05 0.3087 3,937 0.3087 3,937
1003.820 761,10 736.58 6216.30 844.32 0.238 245 4 56 4798,66 8840.02 040 1.72 0.3077 3.923 0.3077 3.923
10296900 760.32 736 9 09 6216 * 61 039,77 0,236 248.02 4897.31 8966.70 126.73 0.04 0.3077 3.918 0.3071 3.919
1059.900 759,44 735.52 ,6216.95 83409 0.235 250.85 5011.42 9113.68 147.33 0.35 0.3076 3.917 0.3076 3.917
1089.900 758,59 734.96 6217.26 830.09 0.234 253.6E 5126.19 9262.30 148.98 0.35 0.3076 3.917 0.3076 3.917
1119.900 757.74 134,39 6217.55 B25.65 06232 256.51 5241.63 9412.57 150.62 0.35 0 n 3075 3.916 0.3075 3.916
1149.900 756.91 733.82 6217.83 821.47 0,231 259.34 5357,75 9564,48 152.27 0.36 0.3D74 3.915 0.3074 3.915
1179,900 756010 733925 6218,09 817.52 0.230 262.17 5414.51 9718.03 153091 0.36 0.3074 3.915 0.3074 3.915
1209.900 755.31 732.68 6218.33 813,80 0.229 265,00 5591095 9873.21 I55,55 0.36 0.3073 3.914 0.3073 3.91+
1239.900 754.52 732.11 6218,55 810028 0.228 267,83 5710.05 10030.05 157.20 0.36 0.30 7 3 3,913 0.3073 3.911
1258.900 753.47 731.IB 6218,65 808.79 0.228 269 4 63 5765.19 10130.21 100.40 D.23 0,3072 3.913 0 n 3072 3.911
AFT 752.14 728.39 6216,88 835,84 0.235 ,,... 57115.19 10432.05 302,54 0.'0 0.3071 3,912 .+.. .....
SLUT
	





IN,	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 So l IN,
	
LB/SEC	 504 IN • 	IN/SEC	 IN.	 LB/SEC
FOREWARD	 1.1181E 02 7.8661E 02 7.8582E 02 6.243SE 03 9.2651E 01 1.6061E - 04 1.2709E 02 6.3645E 03 3.1200E-01 6,2542E-01 3.4487E 03
AFT,	 1.1880E 02 7.8412E 02 7.8333E 32 6.2409E 03 9.2884E 01 1.6061E'04 0.0
	
0.0	 040	 0.0	 3.4478F 03
€	
GAS HUILDUP IN SLUT, DW/UT : 8 .6433E-01
f	 FOREWARD	 4.1062L 02 7.8243E 02 7M7703E 02 6.2387E 03 1.3948E 02 ls6061E 04 2.0979E 02 1.0534E 04 3..1118E -01 6.2366E -01 5.1376F 03
AFT	 4,.2157E 027.7817E 02 7.7280E 02 6.2352E 03 1.4012E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2383E 02 1.1253E 04 3.1079E-01 6.2279E-01 5.1359' 03
GAS HUILDUP IN SLOTv DW/DT : .1.7622E 00
FOREWARD.	6.9414E 02 7.7433E 02 7.6402E 02 6.2331E 03 1.9163E 02 1.6061E 04 2.090BE 02 1.0540E 04 3.0996E -01 6.2104E-01 6.9466E 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 7.6917E 02 7.5893E 02 6.2291E 03 1.9274E 02 1.606IF'.04 0.0	 0.0	 000	 040	 6.9457F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT+ DW%DT
	
8.5663E-01
FOkEWARD	 9.9297E o2 7.63063E 02 7.4655E 02 6.2257E 03 2.4308E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0807E 02 1.0545E 04 3.0829E-01 6.1749E-01 8.6202F 03
AFT
	
1.0038E 03 7.5289E 02 76365SE 02 6.2163E 03 2.4595E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2151E 02 1,1262E 04 3.0733E-01 6,1538E-01 8.6185F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT* DW/DT a 1.71B8F 00 	 0w	 N1 •	 ^
m
00
16NITION TIME, TIME	 (S)	 15.00000u
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
• MOTOR PARAMETERS(
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST {NiLBF) FTOEL 11031940• 2480079,0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NPLBF) FTVAC 12041690. 2707080.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERT5 (NrLBF) FI 101364.94 22787.754
UELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE (NMSYLBF*S) SRMDTI 0.16640923E 09 37410286.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S#LBF*S1 SRMVTI 0.18142934E O9 40786944.
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6337633 1,6337633	 .
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S^LBM/S) WOOT 4699.9805 10361.691
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL(K(39LBM) SWDOTN 10604.750 155667.88
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) MIF 54.401840 119.93555
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG*LBMI MIR 3389.1553 7471.8086
TOTAL BURN AREA
	 (M**2,IN**2) ABTOT 437.76343 523534.50
TOTAL PRUPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN**31 VF 216486082 13233665.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING.(KG,LBM) WF 384171.75 846953.88
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGvL8M) WGT07 116.75317 .1580.1707
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1617775 1,1617775
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (WHOLEPLUM/MOLE) AMW 124909920 28.461502
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST IIELUCITY
	 (M/SIFT/S) CSTAR 1568.2778 5145.2695
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.22940928 0,22940928
HEAD END PARAMETERS?
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**2 1 LBF/IN**2) PH 0.53697126E 09 778.81104
PRESSURE INTEGRAL {I;*S/M**ZoLBF*S/IN**2) SPHDT D.H1980744E 1D 11890.305
BURN AREA
	 iM**2,I1v**2) AHH 34.888077. 5407b.633-
BURN FATE (M/S.IN/S1 RI3Z(1) 0,79167448E-02 0.3llb8294
-.	 DISTANCE BURNED
	 (HfIN) TAUZ(1) 0.11743343 4.6233644
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN**3) VFH 5.5685644 339814.81
GA.S.VOLUME
	
(M**39IN**3) YPH 6.9573736 424565.19
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K 9 OEG R) PRNT(1o31 3468.0640 6242.5156
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS1
RADIAL BURN AREA (4**2*IN**2) ABCYL 254.76556 394887.44
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA {M4*2*IN**2) ABSLOT .78.118546 59083.887
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.IN**3) VFCYL 405.02843 12511609.
OAS VOLUME (M**3eIN**3) VP 11500390 7072893.0
AFT END PARAMETERS(
TOTAL PRESSUHE(NOZ ENTI
	 (N/M**ZiLBF/IN**21 PON 0.51459405E 09 746.35571
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2vLBF*S/IN**21 SPONDT 0..17580411E 10 11252009P
BURN AREA AAN 9.9913197 15486.576
BURN RATE (M/StIN/SEC) RBZ(NI+.I) 0.77902898E-02 0,30670446
DISTANCE BURNED . (MoIN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0+11496705 4.5262623
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFH 6.2638130 382241,5D
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**3+IN+*3) VPN 5.7618637 351610469
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K i DEG R) PRNT(NIr3) .!454,4551 6218.0195
PORT AREA	 (M**2rIN**2) AP 4.8480240 5952.0508
NOZZLE PARAMETERS)
THROAT AREA (M**21IN**2) AT 1.4322977 2220.0664
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.9557438 6.9557438
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22339940E-01 0.2233994DE-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAHETERSt
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.659514071=-01










INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA$
MASS PO P T U M LP AP WDOT OWUOT DW/DT RH TAI! RHTO TAUTn
ADDITION'
REGIONS PS1A PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES , 509 IN. LU/SEC LB/SEC Ld/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN,
FORE 778.61 776.74 6242.52 45.42 09013 969.08 10313.62 1075.90 1078.73 2,82 0.3117 4.623 041125 4.624
30.000. 718.75 778.58 6242.40 69.86 0,020 969.11 10312.98 1654.39 579.94 1.45 0.3117 4.623 0.3117 4.621
60.000. 778.65: 778.34 6242.24 94.32 00027 969.14 10312.34 2232:88 579.94 1.45 0.3117 4.623 0,3117 4.621
909000 778.51 778.00 6242.03 116.81 0.033 969.18 10311,69 2811.35 579.93 1.45 0 n 3116 4.622 0.3116 4.62?
111.182 778937 . 777 9 71 6241.86 136.14 0.038 969.20 10311.23 3220.35 409.45 0.45 0.3116 4 ,621 0.3116 4.621
11B.800 778.58 775.50. 6239,15 294,00 0.083 249.54 4955.42 3334.04 427,41 0.14 0.3114 4.616 0.3114 4.(31R
14B.80 p 778.21 774.95 6238.94 302.82 0.085 251,38 5030.11 3483.48 149,74 0.30 0.3114 4.615 0.3114 4.515
178.800 777.B3 774 * 3B 6238.73 311.49 04,088 253,23 5105.05 3634.00 150.83 0.30 0.3I13 4.614 0.3113 4.614
208.800 177.44 773.80 6238.51 320.00 0.090 255.07 51 0 0.23 3785.60 151090 0.30 0,3113 4.613 0.31I3 4.611
2389800 777.04 773.20 6238930 32807 0,092 256.91 52 55.66 3938.27 152.98 0.31 093112 4 * 612 0.3112 4.612
268,800 776.63 772.60 b238.QB 336.60 0,095 258.75 5331.34 4092.01 154,05 0031 0.3112 4 . 6 11 0.3112 4.611
29B * 800 776.20 77108 6237.86 344.69 0.097 260,59 5407.25 4246.82 155,12 0.31 0.3111 4.610 0.3111 4.610
3280800 775.77 771.36 6237.64 352.65 0.099 262443 5483.41 4402 4 x0 156.19 0.31 0.3111 4.608 0.31I1 4.600
358,800. 775933 770972 6237.41 360.49 0.101 264.27 555p.82 4559.65 157.26 0.31 0.3110 4.607 0.3110 4.607
3889800 774.88 770.08 6237919 368.20 00103 266.11 5646.47 4717.66 158.33 0.31 0.3109 4.606 0,3109 4.60(i
409.997 774.56 769.62 6237.03 373.61 01105 267.41 5690.78 4830.27 112.51 -0.10 0.3104 4.605 0.3109 4.605
422.195 773.52 765,79 6233.66 468015 0.132 249.73 4942.96 5254.613 205.97 1.71 0.3105 4.598 0.3105 4.598
447.600 712.93 765.03 6233.66 473.53 4,133 251937 5Od9.51 538108 126.48 -0.02 0.3105 4.596 0.3105 4.596
477.600. 772.24 764.13 6233.42 479.77 0.135 253.31 5108,36 5531.46 150.40 0.31 0.3104 4.595 0.3104 4.595
507.600 77.1.54 763.23 6233.18 485.92 0.137 255.24 51B7,,47 5682.66 151.52 0.31 0.3103 4.593 0.3103 4.593
b37,600 770.63 762.32 6232.95 491.99 0.138 257,18 526b.87 5834.97 152.63 0.32 0.3107 4.591 0.3102 4.591
5b7.600 710.12 761.41 6232.71 497,98 0.140 259012 5346.54 5988,39 153.74 0.32 0.3101 4.590 0.3101 4.590
597.600 7b9.40 760,50 6232.48 503 0 89 0.142 261.06 5426.49 6142.92 154,85 0.32 0.1101 4.588 0.3101 4.bH9
627.600 768.68 759.57 6232.24 549.72 0.143 262.99 550 6 .71 6298,56 155096 0.32 0.3100 4.587 0.3100 4.587
b57.600 767.95 758.65 6232.00 515.49 0.145 264.93 5587.22 6455.31 157407 0.32 0.309q 4.585 0.3099 4.585
68796U0 767x22 757.72 6231.77 521.19 0.147 26607 SbbB 4 O0 6613 * 16 158916 0.32 0.309 4.583 0.3098 4.583
693.519 767.06 757.54 6231.72 522,33 0.147 261.25 56b3.97 b644.75 31.34 -0.26 0.3n97 4.562 0.3097 4.580
701.100 7(36.41 752.91 6227.16 622.23 06175 249.28 4944.91 6649 n 36 423.83 0.83 0.3n92 4.574 0.3092 4.b14
731.100 765.40 751.71 6226.91 627,26 0.176 251.11 5019.26 6497.59 148.55 0.3? U.3n9? 4.572 0,3092 4.St;)
761.100 764.4Q 750.50 6226.66 632.25 0,178 252,95 5093,86 7146.1313 149.61 0.32 0.3091 4 n 510 0.3091 4.Sin
7910100 763.39 749,30 6226.41 637.19 0,179 254,78 51bc1.70 7297.20 150,65 0.32 0.3090 4.568 0.3090 4.564
8214100 762.38 148.09 6226.16 642.10 0.181 256.62 52,+3.80 7448.55 151.6s 0.32 0.3o8q 4.566 0.3089 4.b&4
851.100 7b1038: 746.89 6225.91 646.97 O.IR2 258.46 5319.16 7600.94 152.71 0.33 0.3064 4.564 0.106R 4.564
8810100 76007 745.68 6225.6b 651.130 O.1B3 260.29 53Y4 6 76 7754.35 153,74 0.33 Q.,3n87 4.562 0.30#11 4.56?
9111100 759.35 744.48 6225.41 656,60 Q.1B5 262.13 5470.62 7908.79 154.77 0.33 0.3085 4.560 0.3005 4.56n
941 * 100 750.34 743.27 6225.16 661 0 37 0,186 263.96 5546.73 8064.25 155.80 0.33 0.3004 4.558 0.3084 4.550
971.100 757.33 742.06 6224.91 666.10 0.187 265.8Q 5643.09 8220,74 15603 0.33 U.3D63 4.5Sb 093083 4.556
992.349 756661 741.21 6224.73 669 n 46 0.188 267.10 5677.33 8332.51 111070 -0.07 0.3nB2 4.554 0.3082 4.594
1004.435 754 4 78 732.10 b216.13 814.97 0.229 249.48 49nJ.36 8753.51 0.0 l.bb 0.307? 4.538 0.3012 4.534
1029000 754.07 731. 62 6216.38 611.17 0.228 251,88 505 1.47 8879.01 125.52 0,02 0.3n7? 4 ,531 0.3072 4.531
1059.900 753.25 731.06 6216.65 606.92 0.227 254.71 5lb7.57 9028,08 149.40 0,34 0.3n72 4.532 0.3072 4.519
lUb9.9uo 752.44 730.49 6216.91 802.93 00226 257.54 5284.24 9178.79 151.05 0434 0.11171 4.532 0.3071 ..51;)
11199900 751 * 65 729.92 6217.14 799.20 0.225 26007 5401.48 9331.13 152.69 0.34 0.31171 4.531 0.3U71 4.531
1149000 7bO.86 72905 .6217.37 795.70 04224 263.20 5519.28 9485.11 154.33 0.34 U.3oln 4.5.10 0.3n10 «.bin
1179.900 750.10 728.18 6217.51 792.42 0.223 266,03 5637.65 9640.73 155.97 0..15 0.307n 4.`*c y O.1G74 4.5? 1
1209.900 749.34 728.20 6217.77 789,35 0.222 266.86 577b.58 9798.0n 157.61 0.35 0.36169 4.S?.4 0.3Uh ll 4.5411
1239.900 748.59 727.63 621705 706.47 0.221 271.70 5816.08 9956.89 159.25 0.35 0.?n6a 4.546 0.3Ubd 4.521
1258.900 747.62 726.74 6218.02 785.32 0.221 273.49 5952.05 10058, 37 101.70 0.22 0.306.1 4.52 0.106H 4.t2dl











PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 Sp. IN.	 LB/SEC	 SU. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 Lp/5Er
FOREWARU
	
1.1118E 02 7.7B37E 02 7.7771E OR 6.2419E 03 9.0516E 01 .1.6061E 04 1.1453E 02 5.7494E 03 3.1125E-01 6.2400E-01 3.3344F 03
AFT	 1.18BDE OR 7.7616E OR 7.7550E 02 6.2391E 03 9.0712E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 000	 0.0	 3.3340E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTo OW/UT = 8.3672E-01
FUREWARD	 4.I000E 02 7.7456E 02 7.6962E 02 6.2370E 03 1.3BO3E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0606E 02 1.0370E 04 3.1049£-01 6.223'TE-01 5.0363E 03
AFT	 4.2219E 02 7.7070E 02 7.6579E 02 6.2339E 03 1.3860E 02 1.6061E 04 2.2027E 02 1.1098E 04 3.1013E-•01 6.2157E-01 5.0346E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv DW/UT = 1.7127E 00
FOREWARp	 6.9352E 02 7.670BE 02 7.5754E 02 6.2317E 03 1.9057E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0544E 02 1.0377E 04 3.0935E-01 6.1992E »01 6.6502E 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 7,6239E 02 7.5291E 02 6.2E72E 03 1.9158E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 O.0	 010	 6.R494F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTi OW/DT = 8.3200E-01
FOREWARU. 9.9235E 02 7.5661E 02 7.4121E 02 6.2247E 03 2.4246E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0453E 02 1.0343E 04 3.0778E-01 6.1659E-01 8.53TOE 03 v
AFT	 1.0044E 03.7.4732E 02 7.3210E 02 6.2161E 03 2.4509£ 02 1.6061E 04 2.1616E OZ 1.1107E 04 3.0689E-01 6.1465E-01 8.5354E 03 M
rn








IbNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (5)	 17.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NPLHF) FTDEL 10925876. 2456235.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N,LUF1 FTVAC 11935627. 2683236.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N,LBF) FT 17624.500 17450,684
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SPL8 F*S) SRMOTI Da18836701E 09 42346592.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SrLSF*S) SRMVTI 0.20540661E 09 461712489
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6704913 1.6304913
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LUM/S) WDOT 4668.2576 10291.750
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL CKGvLBM) SWDOTN 19978.000 176321.31
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (Kb/S * LBM/5) MIF 41.660507 91.845703
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LdM) MIR 3305.6342 7288.1172
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) ABTOT 336.17261 521068.88
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.IN**31 VF z11454831 12909476.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KGtLBM) WF .74760.63 826205.81
TOTAL GAS MASS
	
(KGrLBM) WGTOT 138.06055 1627.1455
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1617699 1.1617699
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS	 (KG/MOLE,LHM/MOLE) AMW 12.908466 28.458298
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S*FT/S) CSTAR 1568.1921 5144.9883
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.42202182 0.22202182
HLAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M #*2rL8F/IN**2) PH 0.53143322E 09 770.1788]
PRLSSURE INTEGRAL {N *:i/M**2*LBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.92664791E 10 13439.895
bURN AREA
	 (M**2*IN**2t AHH 34.485901 53453.70
BURN RATE (M/StIN/S) RBZ(1) 0.78977346E-02 0.31093460
UISTANCE BUNNFO (M;iN) TAUZ11) 0.13326693 5.24x7299
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M*43 * IN* 03) VFH b.01934B1 306299.56
UAS VOLUME
	
(M**3,IN**3) VPH 7.5065899 458080.44




(M**2,IN**2) ABCYL db4*42314 394356.69
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2,INp*2) ABSLOT .17.21237+7 57679.316
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M*43,IN**3) VFCYL 2UO.42133 12230465.
bAS VOLUME
	 (M**.3+1N**3) VP 119.53401 7294416.0
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRLSSUHEL(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**2,LBF/IN**2) PON 0.51063910E 09 740.619b3
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**29LSF*S/IN**2) SPONDT 0.87832699E 10 12739.063
BURN AREA
	
(M**2oIN**2) AAN 10.051380 15579.672
BURN RATE IM/59IN/SEC1 RBZ(NI+1) 0.77791177E-02 0.30626464
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(MrIN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.13054758 5.1396704
PROPELLANT VOLUME IM**3rIN**3) VFN b.1D762BB 372710.56
GAS VOLUME IM**3,IN**31 VPN b*9180479 361141.63
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE	 [DEG KvDEG N) PRNT(NIs3) 3454.0859 621743b55
PONT AREA	 (M**2*]N**2) AP 3. 9490490 6121.0391
NOZZLE PARAMETERS(
THROAT AREA IM**2*IN pp 2} AT 1.4335489 2222.0059
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.9496727 6.9496727
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22366010E-•01 0.22366010E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.659b1407E-01 0.65951407E-U1








sINCREMENT UIVIDING PLANE DATAI
MASS YO H T U H LP AP NDDT DWDOT DM/DT RR TAU RBTO 7AUTn
ADDITION
REGIONS PSIA PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES 50.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC, IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 770.78 770.71 6240.47 42.78 00012 938.15 10908,07 1061900 1063.73 2.73 0,3109 5.247 0.3117 5.247
30.000 770.72 770.58 6240.38 65.32 0.018 938.18 10907,41 1619.72 560.08 1.37 0.3109 5.247 0.3109 5.247
60.000 770.63 770,36 6240.24 87,89 0.025 938,22 10904.76 2178,44 560.09 1.37 0,3109 5 n 246 0.3109 5.24A
904000 770.52 770.08 6240.06 110.47 0.031 938.25 10906.10 2737.15 560.08 1.31 0.3109 5.245 0.3109 5.245
110,560 710.40 769 n 84 6239.91 125.99 0.035 938,28 10905.65 3120.63 383.82 0.33 0.3109 5.244 0.3109 5.244
118.800 770.b1 767.89 6237.4b 278,12 0.078 253.46 5112.04 3222.26 420.03 0.82 0.3107 5.239 0.3107 5.239
148.800 770.27 767.37 6237.26 287.11 0.081 255.30 5188.04 3373.69 151.73 0.30 0.3107 5.236 0.3107 5.238
178,800 769.93 766.84 6237.05 295.94 0,003 257,14 52b4.24 3526.20 152.82 0.30 0.3106 5.237 0.3106 5.237
208.800 769.56 766 n 30 6236.85 304.62 0.086 256.98 53wU n 64 3679.79 153.89 0.30 0,3106 5,235 0.3106 5,230+
2389800 769.19 765.14 6236,64 313.15 0.088 260.82 5417.25 3634.44 154.96 0,31 043105 5.234 0.3105 5.2.34
.268,800 768.81 765.18 6236,43 321.54 0.090 262,66 5494.05 3990.16 15603 0.31 U0105 5.233 0.3105 li.233
298.800 7bB.43 764.60 6236.21 329.79 0.093 264.50 5511.07 41 46x 95 157.10 0.31 0.3104 5.232 U.31O4 5.237
328,800 7b8.02 764,01 6236.00 337,91 0095 266,34 5648.29 4304,81 158.17 0.31 0.3104 5.231 0.3104 5.231
356,800 767.62 763.41 6235.78 345,91 0.097 268.18 5725 4 70 4463.74 159.24 0.31 0.3103 5.229 0.3103 5.22-1
38136800	 . 767919 762.80 6235.56 353.79 0.099 270,02 5603.32 4623.73 160.31 0.31 0.3102 5.228 0.3102 5.22q
409.375 766.90 762.38 6235.41 359,14 0.101 271.28 SBb6.6B 4734.41 110.56 -0.12 0.3102 5.227 0.3102 5.227
4229815 765.95 758.91 6232.52 448.79 0.126 253.67 5140.91 5151.72 202.28 1.68 0.3n98 5.219 0.3098 5.21'
447,600 765,43 758.22 6232.32 454.23 0.128 255.27 5186.95 52T6.aa 125.06 -0.03 0.309 6 5.217 0.3098 5.217
477.600 764.78 757.37 6232.09 460.71 00130 257.21 52b7.1O 542800 152.41 0.31 0.3098 5.2I5 0.3098 5 n 215w
507,600 764.13 756.52 6231.Bb 467.1O 0,131 259.14 5347.48 5582.10 153.52 0.31 0.3097 5.214 0.3097 5.214
uti	 5374600 763.48 755.67 6231.62 473.40 0.133 261.08 5428.09 5736.42 154.63 0.32 0.3096 5.212 0.3096 5.21?
.	 567.600 762682 754,81 6231,36 479.62 0.135 263.02 5508,93 589104 155.74 0.32 0,3095 5.210 0.3095 5.21x1
597,600 762.15 753.94 623101 4 485.76 0.137 264.95 5590.00 604807 156.85 0.32 0.3094 5.208 0.3094 5.208
627.600. 761.47 753.07 6230.91 491.82 0.138 266,89 5611,30 6206.01 157.96 0.32 0.3093 5.207 0.3093 5.207
6570600 76009 752.19 6230.67 497.81 0.140 268.83 5752.83 6364.75 159.07 0 n 3x 0.3093 5.205 00093 5.205
687.600 740,11 751.31 6230.44 503474 0.142 270.76 5814,59 6524.60 160.18 002 0.3092 5.203 0.3092 512014
692.900 759.99 751.16 6230.39 504,80 0.142 271,10 5849.06 6553.28 28.41 -0.27 0.3091 5,201 'U.3091 54201
701.100 759,37 746,94 6226.22 599.63 0.169 253.16 51U0,29 6754.23 416.81 002 0.3OH7 5.192 0,3087 +.19P
731,100 756,44 745,81 6225.97 604,91 0.170 255,00 5175.89 6904,49 150.513 0.32 0.3087 5.190 0.3067 5.19n
761.100 757.50 . 744,67 6225.71 610615 0,I72 256.83 5251.71, 7055.81 151.64 0.32 0.3086 5.188 0.3086 5.18a
791.100 756.56 743.53 6225.46 61504 0.173 258.67 5327.73 7208.16 152967 0.32 0.3085 5.186 0.3085 5.1H6
821,100 755,62 742.39 6225.21 620.50 0.175 260,50 5403.97 7361.54 153.71 0.32 0.3099 5,184 0.3083 5.184
851.100 754.68 741,25 6224.95 625,61 0,176 262,33 5460.42 751504 154.74 0,33 O.3n82 5,181 0.3082 5.181
8811300 753,74 740,10 6224,70 630.69 0.177 264,17 55h7.08 7671.38 155.77 0.33 0.3081 5.175 0.3081 5,179
9114100 752.80: 738.96 6224.45 635 4 73 0.179 266.00 5633.95 7827.84 156.80 0.33 U.3n8O 5.177 0.3080 5.177
941+100 751.85 737481 6224.19 b40.73 0.180 267.84 5711.03 798502 157.82 0.33 O.3n79 5.175 0.3079 5.175
971.100 75000 736.66 6223.94 645.71 0.182 269.67 5788.32 8143.84 158.85 0.33 0.3n78 5,173 0.3078 5.171
991.733 750.25 735.87 6223,76 649.13 0.103 270,93 5841,59 8253.76 109.84 -0.09 O.307 5.171 0.3077 5.171
1005.049 748.56 727.55 6215.86 787,16 0,222 253.40 5110.30 8667.82 0,0 1.65 O.3n68 5.152 0.3068 5,15P
10299900 747490 727.08 6216.06 784,03 0.221 255.74 52U7.78 8792.04 124.22 0.00 0.3068 5.148 0..3068 5.140
1059,900 747.13 726.51 6216.28 780.46 0.220 258 9 57 5325.88 8943.16 151.46 0.33 0.3067 5.147 0.3067 5.147
1089,900 746.36 725,95 6216.49 777,14 0,219 261.40 5444.44 9095,92 153.10 0.34 0.3067 5.146 0.3067 5.146
1119.900 745.62 725,38 6216.68 774,05 0.218 264,23 55x3.47 9250,32 154.74 0.34 O.3n66 5.145 0.3066 5.145
1149,900 744.87 724.81 6216.86 771.18 0,217 267.O6 5602.97 9406.35 156.38 0.34 0.3066 5.144 0.3066 5.144
1179.900 744.15 724.24 6217.02 768.52 0.216 269,89 5BU2.93 956402 156.02 0.34 0,3065 5.143 0.3065 5.149
1209000 743.44 723,67 6217,17 766,06 0.216 272.72 5923.35 9723.32 159.65 0.35 0.3065 5 n 142 0.3065 5.14?
1239.900 742.73 723.10 6217.30 76309 0,215 275.55 60+4,24 9884.26 161.29 0.35 00464 5.142 0.3064 5.14P
1258.900 741,81 722.24 6217.36 762.95 0,215 277.34 6121.04 9987003 102099 0.22 0.3063 5.141 0,3063 5.141










PO	 A	 T	 U	 AP	 OWDOT	 AB	 RP	 DELTA	 w5LOT
LUCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SW. IN.	 LR/SEC	 Su. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LA/SE C:
hOREwARD
	 1.1056E 02 7.7040E 02 7.6984E 02 6.2399E 03 8.8359E 01 1.6061E 04 1.0244E 02 5.1549E 03 3.1051E -01 6.2249E-01 3.2231F 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 7.6844E 02 7.6789E 02 6.2375E 03 8.8526E U1 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 D.0	 0.0	 010	 3 .2223c' 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT# DW/DT.- 8.1896E-01
FOREWARD
	 4PO93SE 02 7.6690E 02 7.6238E 02 6.2354E 03 1.3656E 02 196061F D4 2.0232E 02 1.0204E 04 390981E-01 6.2098E-01 4.9367E D3
AFT,	 492281E 02 7.6342E 0? 7.5891E'02 6.2325E 03 1.3708E 02 1.6061E 04 2.1668E 02 1.0940E 04 3,0948E-01 6.2025E-01 4.9350E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/DT = 1.6781E 00
FORE WAND
	 6.9290E 02 7.5999E 02 7.5116E 02 6.2304E 03 1.8950E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0177F 02 1.0212E 04 3 . 0874E-01 6.1869E -01 6.755UF 03
AFT	 7 . 0110E 02 7 . 5572E 02 7 . 4694F 02 6.2262E 03 1.9042E 02 1,6061E 04 .0.0	 0.0	 000	 0 0 0	 697542r 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, UWIUT = 6. 1630E-01
FOREWARU	 9.9173E 02 7.5025E 02 7.3587E 02 6.2238E 03 2.4185E 02 196061E 04 2.0095E 02 1.0219E 04 3.0726E-01 6.1556E -01 8.4541F 03
AF1
	 1,0050E D3 7.4174E 02 7.2755E 02 6.2159E 03 2.4426E 02.1.6061E 04 2.1476E 02 I.U950E 04 3.n644E-01 6.1378E-01 8. 4531F 03
































































IUNITION TIME, TIME	 (S)	 194000000.
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTDEL 108461066
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	 (N,LBF) FTVAC 11855857.
THRUST CUNTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N,LBF) FI 77099,563
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S*L8F*S) SRMOTI 0.21013894E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*59LBF*S) SRMVTI Oo22919805E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT. CF 1.6303654




INERT MASS FLOWRATE (Kb/SsLRM/S) MIF 41.378784
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG * LBM) MIR .1223.0767
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) ABTOT 334,60034
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VF 206.27177
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM) WF 365413,13
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGsLBM) WGTOT 159051I47
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1*1617632
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/M0LE9LBM/M0LE) AMY( 12,907199
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S,FT/5) CSTAR 1568,1089
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 4.23585435
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**29LBF/IN**2) PH 0.52664090E 09
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**Z,LBF*S/IN**21 SPHOT 0.10324550E 11
BURN AREA AHH 34.084702
BURN RATE (M/S,IN/S) R13Z(I) 0.78$12093E-02
Ln DISTANCE BURNED
	 (MsIN) TAUZII) 0 n 14906240




GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE	 (DEG KsDEG R) PRNT(1,3) .1465*9502
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS[
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2*IN**21 ASCYL 25409169
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**29IN**2) ABSLOT 3b,312729
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN**3) VFCYL 195.84323
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VP 123.13712
AFT ENO PARAMETERS[
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)
	 (N/HA*21LBF/IN**21 PON 0,50682650E 09




BURN RATE (M/SPIN/SEC) RBZENI+;) 0.77681653E-02
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZ(NIfl) 0.14610583
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,1N**3) VFN 5,9507370
GAS VOLUME (M**39IN**3) VPN bo0749397
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(NIs3) 3463,8125.
PORT AREA (M**EvIN**2) AP 4,0594397
NOZZLE PARAMETERS[
THROAT AREA (M**2,IN**Z) AT 1.4347897
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.9436607
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22391833E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS AN40PS 2x0000000




INCREMENT UIVIUING PLANE DATA:
MASS NO P 7 U M LP AP KDDT DWOOT DN/DT Rlt TAU ROTO TAUT+1
ADDITION
REGIONS PSIA PS1A UEG, R FT/SEC INCHES SO. IN. LB/SEC LR/SEC LA/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SF.0 IN.
FORE 763.83 76307 6238.71 40.44 00011 907.29 11481,88 1046,46 1049.15 2.69 0.3103 5.869 0.3109 5.86n
300000 763.78 763.65 6238.62 61,29 0,017 907.33 114 131.22 1585.67 540.53 1.32 00103 5.869 0.3103 5.869
60.000 763.71 753.47 6238.50 82.16 0.023 907.37 11440,55 2124.88 540.54 1,32 0,3103 5,868 0.3103 5.868
90.000 763.60 763.23 6238.35 103905 0,029 907,40 11419.89 2664.09 540.53 1.32 0.3103 5.867 0.3103 5.867
109.939 763.50 763.03 6238.23 116.96 0.033 907.43 11419.45 3023,08 359.24 0.25 0.3102 5.866 0.3102 5 n 864
118.800 76302 761630 6236.02 262.83 0,074 257.36 5210.73 3I13.12 412.61 0.82 0,3100 5.860 0.3100 5.86n
148.806 763.41 76002 6235.82 271.96 0.076 259.20 5348,04 3266 n 55 153:75 0.32 U,3100 5.859 0.3100 54854
1780800 763.08 760433 6235.63 280.93 0079 261,04 5425x50 3421.06 154.84 0.32 0.3100 5.858 063100 5.859
208.800 762975 759,82 6235643 269075 0.081 262,88 5503.12 3576.65 155.91 0.32 0.3100 56857 0.3100 5.857
238.800 762.42 75901 6235022 298042 0.084 26402 55d0.90 3733.30 156.98 0.33 0.3099 5.855 0.3U99 5.d55
268.800 762.06 758.78 6235902 30605 0.086 266,56 SW38.84 3891.02 158105 0.33 0,3099 5.854 0,3099 5.854
298000 761+70 75B,24 6234,81 315.34 0.089 268.40 57.36.95 4049.81 159,12 0.33 0.3098 5.853 0.3098 5.851
328.800 761.33 757.68 6234.60 323.60 0.091 270.24 5815.21 4209.67 160.19 0,33 0.3A99 5.851 0.3098 5.851
358.800 760.95 757.12 6234.39 331.73 0,093 272013 5893.64 437049 161.25 0.33 0.3097 5.650 0.3097 5.850
388.800 7b0.56 756.55 6234.18 339.75 0.095 273.92 5912,23 4532.57 162.32 0.33 0.3P97 5.849 0.3097 5.844
408.756 7b0.30 756.16 6234.03 345.04 0.097 275.14 602'4.59 4641.24 108.56 -•0.12 0.30 9 6 5047 0.3096 5.847
423x434 759.43 75302 6231.41 430,00 0.121 257.60 5281.00 5051.29 198.57 1.67 0.3093 5.839 0.3093 9.839
447c600 758995 752.38 6231.22 435.49 0.122 259.16 5346.48 5174x81 123.59 -0.03 0.3093 5.837 0.3093 5.837
477.600 7}8.36 751.59 6230.98 442.18 0.I24 061.10 5427.93 5329.02 15404 0.33 0.3082 5.835 0.3092 5.835
507.600 757.75 750.78 62JO.75 448977 0.126 263.03 5509,57 5484.24 155.56 0.33 0.3091 5.833 0.3091 5.831
537.600 757.14 749.98 6230.52 455.29 0.128 264.97 559109 5640.57 156.67 0.33 0,3090 5.831 0.3090 5.831
567.600 756.53 149,16 6230.28 461.71 0.130 266.90 56/3,40 5798.01 157.78 0.34 0.3090 5.829 0.3090 5.82Q
597.600 755.90 748.34 6230.05 468,06 04132 268,84 5755.59 5956.55 158.89 4.34 0.3n89 5.827 0.3089 5.827
627.600 755.28 747,52 6229,81 474,33 0.133 270.78 58.3706 6116,21 159099 0.34 0.3084 5.825 0.3088 5.825
657.600 754.64 746.69 6229.57 480.52 09135 272.71 5920.52 6276.96 161410 0.34 0.3n87 5.823 0.3087 5.823
b87.600 754.00 745.135 6229.34 486.64 0,137 274.65 b0U3.26 6438.82 162.21 0.34 0..1P87 S.621 0.3087 5.821
692x283 753.90 745.72 6229.30 487,62 0,137 274.95 6016.20 6464.51 25.42 ^0.28 U.3 g86 5.819 0.3086 5.81'1
701.100 7`53.33 741.89 6225.48 577.61 0.162 257 n 04 5257.77 6661.82 409.72 0.82 0.3062 5.810 0.3082 5.81D731.100 752.46 740.81 6225.23 583.12 0.164 258.88 5334,64 68 14.13 152.64 0.33 0.308? 5.8117 0.3062 5.807
761.100 751.59 739,74 6224.97 588,59 0.166 260.71 5411.67 6967.419 153.70 0.34 0.3081 5.805 0.3081 5.805
791.100 750.72 738.66 6224.72 594.01 0.167 262.54 5468.87 7121.87 154.73 0.34 0.30130 5.803 0.3080 'i.801
8210100 749,84 737,58 6224.46 599.39 0.169 264.37 55bb.24 7277.29 159.76 0.34 0..3079 5.800 0.3079 S.80n
851.100 748.96 736,50 6224,21 604.72 0.110 266.21 56-+3.79 7433.73 156.79 0.34 0.3074 5.798 0.3011; 5.7911
881+100 748.08 735.41 b223.95 610.02 0.172 268,04 5721.50 7591.20 157,82 0.35 0.3077 5.795 0.3017 5.795
911.100 747.20 73402 6223.69 615,28 0.173 269.87 5799.38 7749.70 158.85 0.35 0.306 5.793 00076 5.79;
94I,100 746.30 733.23 6223.44 620.50 0,175 271.71 5817.43 7909.22 159.138 0.35 0.3n7vi 5.791 0.3075 5.791
971.100 745.42 732614 6223.18 625.68 0.176 273.54 5995.65 8069.77 160.90 0.35 0.30/3 b.788 0.3013 5.781
991.110 744a83 731641 6223.00 629.15 0.177 274.76 6OU7694 8177.79 107.93 -0.09 0.307? 5.786 0.3072 5s TAA
10056661 743.26 723.80 b215.76 760.06 0.214 257.31 5269.47 8584.90 000 1.65 0.3064 5.766 0.3064 5.165
IU296900 141.98 722.64 6215.87 758927 0.213 259.60 5366.23 8707.77 122.85 -0.00 0.3064 5.761 0.3064 5 n 761
IUS9.900 741.24 722.07 6216.05 755.33 0.213 262.43 54136.33 8860.96 153.53 0.34 0.3063 5.760 0.3063 5.768
1089.900 740.52 721.51 6216.21 752.63 0.212 265.26 5bub.79 9015.77 155.15 0.34 0,,:3063 5.759 0.3063 5.75'7
1119.900 739.81 720.94 6216.36 750.14 0.211 268.05 5711.61 9172.21 156.79 0.34 0.306P 5.7`58 0.3062 5.75•t
11494900 739.12 720.37 6216.49 747687 0.211 270.91 5848.79 9330.29 158.42 0.35 D..in61 ri.N 1 0.3061 56151
1179000 738.43 719.80 6216.62 745.78 0.210 273.74 5910.34 9490,00 160.06 0.35 0..1061 5.156 11.3061 5.75E1209.900 737.75 719.23 6216.73 743,89 0,209 276.57 6092.25 9651933 161.69 0.35 0.3060 5.755 0.3060 4,1.3r.
1239.900 737.08 718467 6216.83 742.16 0.209 279.40 6214.52 9814.30 163.32 0.35 0.3na0 5.7!4 0.1060 '1.154
1258.900 736.22 717.85 6216.86 741.62 0.209 281.19 6292.14 9918,36 104.28 0.22 11.3051 5.753 0.3059 S.r>>











PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 AB	 RH	 DELTA	 WSLUT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN,	 PSIA
	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN,
	
LE3/SEC	 SO. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LR/SEC
FOREWARD
	 1.0994E 02 7 . 6350E 02 7 . 6303E 02 6 . 2382E 03 $.6114E 01 1.6061E 04 9,0851E 01 4.5811E 03 3.0987E-01 6.2102E -01
 
3.1139E 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 7.617BE 02 7.6130E 02 6.2360E 03 8.6256E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 3.1131F: 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/OT = 8.1746E-01
FOREWARD	 4.0876E 02 7.6030E 02 795616E 02 6.2340E 03 1.3497E 02 1.6061£ 04 1.9861E 02 1.0035E U4 3.0921E-01 6.1961E-01 4vA398F 03
AFT	 4.2343E 02 7,57L4E 02 7.5302E 02 6,2314E 03 1.3543E 02 1.6061E 04 2s1312E 02 1.0780E 04 3.U891E-01 6.189SEr01 4.8382w 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/DT = 1.671 .0E 00
FOHEWAHD
	 6.9228E 02 7.5390E 02 7.4572E 02 6.2293E 03 1.8826E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9813E UG i.0044E 04 3.08?2E
-
01 6,1747E - 01 6.6626E 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 7.5002E 02 7.4189E 02 6 9 2255E 03 Ia8909E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	
0.0	 040	 0.0	 6.6618F OJ
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT = 8.167BE-01
FOREWARD
	 9.9112E 02 7,4483L 02 7.3141E 02 6.2230E 03 2.4103E 02 1,6061E 04 1,9740E 02 1.0053E 04 3.06R3E
-
01 6.1452£-01 8.3752F 03 0
AFT	 1,0057E 03 7.3707E 02 7.2380E U2 6.2158E 03 2.4324E 02 1.6061E 04 2,1139E 02 1.0791E 04 3.0608E-01 6.1289E-01 893735F 03 n,
cn
of




I i3 NIII 0N TIMES TIME (S)	 210000000
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N@LBF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NvLBF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SvLBF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LBF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARUE MASS FLONRATE (KG/59LBM/5)
FLUWRAIE INTEGRAL (KGvLHM)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM1
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG.LBM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEoLBM/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (A/S,FT/5)






c	 DISTANCE BURNED (MrIN)
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3rIK**3)
GAS VOLUME (M**3+IN**3)
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KoDEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2vIN**2)











GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,UEG R)






ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
















































































































































INCkEMENt DIVIDING PLANE BATA=
MASS PU P T U M LP AP WO OT DWOOT BW/BT RR TAU RBTO TAU M
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A PS1A BEG. R FT/SEC INCHES S0,	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LH/SEC IN/SEC 1N. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 758,89 758.85 6237.46 38907 00011 876.50 120.15.34 1026.09 1028.81 2.72 0.3098 6.489 0.3103 6 n 489
30.000 758,86 758.74 6237.38 57.38 0.016 876.54 1203x.70 1546.16 521.40 1.33 0.3098 6.489 0.3098 6.484
60.000 758.79 758.59 6237.28 76.70 0.022 876.58 1203x.03 2066:25 521.42 1.33 0.3098 6.489 0.3098 6.9+89
90.000 758,70 758.38 6237915 96.04 0.027 876.62 12033.37 2586.34 521.42 1.33 0.3098 6.488 0.3098 6.488
109.319 758,62 758.21 6237.04 108 n 52 0 n 031 876,64 12042.94 2921.91 335 9 77 0.20 0.3098 6.486 0.3098 6.486
118.800 758,82 756.70 6235.08 247.33 0.070 261.26 5431.52 3000.82 405926 0.84 0.3896 6.4aO 0.3096 6.48n
148.800 758.55 756.26 6234.89 256.57 0.072 263,10 5510913 3156.32 155085 0.36 0.3096 6,479 0.3096 6.474
178,800 758.25 755.80 6234.70 265.66 0,075 264.93 5568.85 3312.89 ]56,94 0.36 0.3n96 6.478 0.3096 6.479
20B.B00 757.95 755,33 6234.51 274.59 0.077 266.77 5667,69 3470.54 158.01 0.36 013095 6.476 0.3095 6.475
2380800 75703 754.85 6234.32 283,38 0.080 268.61 5746.65 3629.25 159.08 0.37 0,3895 6.475 0.3095 6.47h
268.800 757.31 754.35 6234.12 292502 0.082 270 n 45 5825,73 3769.03 160.15 0.37 0.3094 6.474 0.3094 6,474
2980800 756098 753.85 6233.92 300.52 0.084 272.29 590403 3949.67 161.22 0.37 0.3n94 6,472 0.3094 6.47P
328.800 756.63 753.33 6233.71 308,90 0.067 274.13 5984.24 4111.78 162.28 0.37 0.30 93 6.471 0.3093 6.471
3584800 756.28 752.80 6233.51 317.15 0.089 275.97 6063.67 4274.75 163.35 0.37 0.30 9 3 6. 469 0.3093 6.468
3889800 755,92 752.26 6233.30 325928 0.091 277.81 61 43.22 4438.79 164942 0.38 0.3092 6.468 0.3092 6.468
408.137 755.69 751.91 6233.16 330.48 0,093 278.99 6194.56 4545,42 106,54 -0.10 0.3092 6.466 0,3092 6.466
424.051 754,89 749.U7 6230.79 410.83 00115 261,53 5443,27 494Br-?b 194.89 1.70 0.3089 6.457 0.3089 6.457
447.600 754.41 748.49 6230.61 416.32 0.117 263.05 5SOB.13 5070-46 122610 -0.01 0.3089 6.455 0.3089 6.45r,
477.600 753.91 .747.74 6230.3B 423.20 0.119, 264.98 5590.89 5226465 156,56 0.37 0,3088 6.453 0,3088 6.45.3
i"	 507.600 753.35 746.99 6230.15 429.98 04121 266.92 5673.78 5383.95 157,68 0.37 0.3888 6.451 0.3088 6.451
537.600 752.78 746.23 6229.92 436.68 0.123 268.85 5796,81 5542.36 158.79 0.37 0.3087 6,449 0.3087 6.449
567.600 7'x2.21 745,46 6229,69 443.28 01125 270.79 5839.98 570loSA 159.90 0.38 0.3086 6,447 0.3086 6.447
597.600 751.63 744.69 6229.46 449.81 09126 272.72 592'3.29 561x2.50 161.00 008 0.3085 6.445 0.3085 6.445
6279600 751005 743991 6229.22 456,16 0.128 274.66 60U6.74 6024.22 162.11 0.39 0.3085 6.443 0,3085 6.441
6574600 750.46 743.12 6228.99 462.63 0,130 276.59 6090.31 6187905 163.22 0.38 0„3084 6.441 0.3084 6.441
6147.600 749.86 742,33 6228.76 468993 0,132 278.53 6114.04 6350.98 164.32 0439 0.3083 6.439 0.3083 6.434
691.666 749.76 762.23 6228.72 469.80 0,132 278.79 6185.40 6373.63 22.36 -0.29 0.3082 6.436 '0.3082 6.436
701.100 749.25 738.74 6225.25 555001 0.156 260.92 5417.40 6567.36 402.68 0.84 0,307q 6.424 0.3079 5.4,26
731,100 748.45 737.72 6224.99 560.73 0.158 262,75 5495.53 672107 154.78 0.37 0.3079 6.424 0.3079 6.424
761.100 747.64 736.71 6224.74 566.40 0,159 264.58 5573.78 6877.22 155.64 0.38 0.3078 6.421 0.3078 6.421
7914100 746.82 735.69 6224.48 572.02 0.161 266.41 56b2,16 7033.71 156.87 0.38 0.3077 6,419 0.3077 6.419
8214100 746.00 734057 6224.23 577660 0.162 268.24 5730.66 7191.22 157.90 0.38 0,3076 6.416 0.3076 6.41E
8510100 745.18 733,64 6223.97 583.13 0.164 270,07 5SO9.30 7349,76 158.93 0.39 0.3075 6.413 0.3075 6,411
881.100 74406 732,bl 6223."I 588.62 0.166 271.91 58d8.07 7509,33 159.96 0,39 00074 6011 0.3074 6.411
911,100 743.53 731.58 6223946 594.08 0,167 273.74 59b6,96 7669.93 16009 0.39 0.3073 6.408 0.3073 6.409
941.100 742.70 730,55 6223.20 599,49 04169 27507 6045.98 7831.55 162.02 0.39 0.3072 6.406 0.3072 6.406
971.100 741.87 729.51 6222.94 604.86 0,170 277.40 6125,13 7994.19 163.04 0,40 0.3071 6,403 0 n 3071 6.403
9900504 741.33 728.84 6222.77 608635 0.171 278.58 6176.39 8100.26 106.110 -0,07 0.3070 6.400 0.3070 6.408
1006,273 739.89 72109 6216.16 732,26 0,206_ 261.22 5430 n 90 8500.60 0.0 1.69 0.3062 6.379 0.3062 6,370
1029.900 736,73 72002 6216.24 730 4 92 0.206 263,45 5526,86 8622.05 121.48 0.02 0.3062 6.374 0.3062 6.374
1059,900 738.04 720 n 26 6216.37 728058 0.205 266.27 5648.94 8777.36 155.70 0.39 0.3061 6.373 0.3061 6.373
1089,900 737.36 719.70 6216.50 726.47 0.204 269.10 57%1.28 8934.29 157.33 0.40 0.3061 6.372 0.3061 6.37P
11190900 736069 719.14 6216661 724,56 0.204 271.93 58;3,88 9092.84 158.96 0.40 0.3860 6 9 371 0.3060 6.371
1149,900 736,03 718.57 6216.70 722.84 0.203 274.76 6016,75 9253,02 160.59 0.40 0.3860 6.370 0.3060 6.378
1179000 734.69 71701 6216075 722.02 00203 277.59 6139,88 9414.84 162.22 0,40 0.3059 6.368 0.3059 6.368
1209,900 733,37 716.05 6216979 721.35 09203 280.42 6263.27 9578.29 163.84 0.39 0.3058 6.367 0.3058 6.367
12390900 732.OB 714,81 6216.82 720.82 0.203 283.25 6386.91 9743.35 165.43 0437 0.3057 6.366 063057 6,36E
1258.900 731,27 714,04 6216984 720.56 0.203 285.04 64b5.36 9848.70 105059 0,23 0.3055 6.365 0,3055 6.365










In.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SQ. IN.	 LE9/SEC	 S4. IN,	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LR/SE:C
FUREWARD
	
1.0932E 02 7.5862E 02 7.5821E 02 6.2370E 03 8.3526E 01 1.6061E 04 7 n 9756F 01 4.0276E 03 3.0941E-01 6.1973EE-01 3.0017F 03
AFT 	 1.1880E 02 7.5711E 02 7.5670E 02 6.2351E 03 8.3643E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.11	 020	 0.0	 3.0008E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLO v DW/OT = 8.3887E-01
FOREWARO	 4.0614E 02 7.5569E 02 7.5191E 02 6.2332E 03 1.3293E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9499E 02 9.8660E D3 3.OBAIE-01 6.1843E-DI 4.7404E 03
AFT	 4.2405E 02 7.5283£ 02 7.4907E D2 6.2308E 03 1.3334E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0965E 02 1.0617E 04 3.0854E-01 6.1763E=-01 4.7387F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUTY DW/DT = 1.7046E 00
FUREWARD	 6.9167E 02 7.4978E D2 7.4223E 02 6.2287E 03 1.8646E 02 1.6061E 04 I.9458E.02 9.8752E 03 . 3.0788F-Ot 6.1643E-0I h.S682F 03
API	 7.0110E 02 7.4626E 02 7.3874E 02 6.2252E 03 1.8721E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 040.	 000	 6.5674E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT* UW/DT = 8.407DE-01
FOREWARD	 9.9050E 02 7.4133E 02 7.2884E 02 6.2228E 03 2.3955E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9394E . 02 9,8842E 03 3.0658E-01 6.13b5E-01 8.2942E 03
1AFT	 1.0063E 03 7.3426E 02 7.2189E 02 6.2162E 03 2.4155E 02 .6061E 04 2.0810E 02 1.0630E 04 3.05P911 »01 6.1215E»01 8. ?925F 03





IGNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (S)	 23,000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE IN)ERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETEHSI
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTOEL 10681891. 2401385.0
TOTAL VACUUM " THRUST	 (NiLSF) FTVAC 11691642. 2628386.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N,LBF) FI (6069.500 17101.113
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S*LHF*S) SRMDTI 0,25321957E 09 56926032.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SvLBF*S) SRMVTI 0.27631770E 09 62118704,
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6301279 1,6301279
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) WOOT 4574,9297 10085.996
FL.UWRATE
	 INTEGRAL	 (KG,LBM) SWDOTN 107709.81 237459.63
INERT MASS FLUWRATE	 (KG/SoLBM/S) MIF 40.825958 900005859
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KG@LHM) MIR 3059,228B 6744.4453
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) ABTOT 330499951 513650.63
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M* *3,IN** 3) VF 195,82500 11949980.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM) WF -346906.56 764798.13
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (KG,LBM) WGTOT 803,44800 1771.2998
RATIO OF SPECIFIC BEATS GAMA 161617517 1,1617517
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.905269 28,451248
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1567,9397 5144.1602 m
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPH 0,20434564 0.20434564
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE	 (N/:1*027LBF/IN**2) PH 0.51929830E 09 753.17871
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M* *2,LBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.12416967E 11 16009.293 rn
3**	 **BURN AREA	 IM	 2,IN	 Z1 AHH 32.807663 50851.988 o'
`i	 BURN RATE
	
(M/S,IN/S) RBZ(I) 0,78556687E-02 0.30927843 a
w	 DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZ(I: 0.18056363 7.1088057
PROPELLANT VOLUME IH**3,TN**3) VFH -3.4237528 208930.31 w
GAS VOLUME	 (M**39IN**3) VPH 9 n 1021852 555449,69
GAS STATIC-TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(1o3) 3464.4485 6236.0078
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERST
RADIAL BURN AREA (MO*2,IN**2) ASCYL 253.46153 392866.19
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**29IN**2) ABSLOT .34.531540 53524.004
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFCYL 186,76599 11397165•
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VP 130926863 7949483.0
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**26LBF/IN**2) PON 0.49902413E 09 723.77368
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2,LSF*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.11813491E 11 17134.023
BURN AREA (M**21IN**2) AAN 10,199034 15808.535
BURN RATE (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+1) 0.77448264E-02 0,30491447
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN) TAUZ(NI+I) 0.17715937 6.9747801
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3tIN**3) VFN 5.6352367 343883,44
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3} VPN e.3904400 38996B.75
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(NI,3) 3453.5762 6216.4375
PORT AREA (M**2,IN**21 AP 4.2843180 6640,7070
NUZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA (M**29IN**2) AT 1.4372492 2227.7412
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.9317808 6.9317808
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22442888E-01 0.22442888E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERST
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01





INCREMENT VIVIUING PLANE DATA:
MASS PO P T U M LP AF wDOT OWDOT OW/OT RA TAU RSTO TAUTn
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A P5IA DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN ► LB/SEC LH/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN, IN/SEC IN.
FORE 753.18 753.13 6236.01 35.94 0.010 845.76 125x8,95 100401 1006.57 2.56 0,3093 7.109 00098 7.10 °4
306000 753.14 753.05 6235.94 53.88 0.015 845.60 125b8.29 1505.02 502.24 1.22 0.3093 7.109 0.3093 7.10Q
600000 753908 752.91 6235.85 71.83 0.020 845.B4 12567.63 2006:06 502.25 1.22 0.3093 7.108 0.3093 7.104
909000 753.01 752.73 6235473 8908a 0.025 845,88 12566.97 2507.09 502.26 1.22 0.3093 7.107 0,3093 7.107
108.700 752.94 752.59 6235.65 101.03 00028 84500 12566.56 2820.09 313.07 0.07 0,3092 7.106 0.3092 7.106
118.800 753.13 751.26 6233.90 232.77 0,065 265.15 5514.50 2888.35 393.09 0.81 0.3091 7.099 0.3091 7.09Q
148.800 752.87 750 .B5 6233.72 242.14 00048 266.99 5614.41 3045,92 1511.90 0.34 0.3091 7.098 0.3091 7.099
118.800 752.60 750.43 6233.54 251.34 0.071 268.82 5754.40 3204.55 158.98 0,34 0.3091 7,097 00091 7.097
208.800 75;2.32 749.99 6233.36 260,39 0.073 270.66 5834.45 3364.26 I60005 0.35 0,3090 7,096 0,3090 7.09+
238.800 752.04 749.54 6233.17 269.29 0.016 272,50 5914,59 3525,04 161.12 0.35 0.3090 7.094 U.3090 7.094
268.800 75104 749408 6232.98 278.05 0.078 274.34 5994.60 3686.88 162,19 0635 0.3089 7 ► 093 U.3089 7.U91
298.800 751943 748.60 6232,79 286,67 00081 276.1E 601509 3849.78 163.26 0.35 0,3889 7,091 0,3089 7.091
328,800 751.1I 748412 6232,59 295,16 0,083 278,02 6155,45 4013.76 164.33 0.35 0.3088 7.x90 0.3088 7,09n
358.800 750.78 747.62 6232.39 303.53 O,OB5 279.86 6235.88 4178.79 165.39 0.36 0.3n8A 7.088 0.3088 7.08n
388.800 750.45 747.11 6232.19 311.77 0088 281.69 6316.39 4344,83 166.46 0.36 0 ► 3087 7.086 0.3087 7.086
407.520 750.24 146.79 6232.06 316.88 0,089 282.84 6366,68 4449.41 104.40 -a.t3 0.3087 7.085 000B1 7,013-1
424.668 749.51 744.22 6229.91 392.97 0.111 265.45 5607.79 4845.13 1 9 1029 1.65 0.3n84 7.075 B 0 0a4 1.015
447.600 749.12 743.69 6229.73 398.47 0.112 266.93 5611.99 4965.65 120.49 -0.04 0.3084 1.013 0.30114 7.071
477.600 748.61 742.98 6229.51 405.53 O,ll4 268,86 5746 n 05 '4123.93 158.63 0435 0,3084 7.071 0.3084 7.071
507.600 748.09 742.20 6229.28 412.50 0.116 270.79 5840.20 5283.31 159.74 0.35 0.3083 7.069 0.3083 7.060
537.600 747.57 741.56 6229.05 419.37 0.118 272.73 5924.45 5443.80 160.85 0.36 0.3082 7.066 0.3832 7.064
567.600 747.U3 740.83 6228.11d 426.16 0,120 274.66 60u0 n 78 5605.34 161.96 0.36 0.3082 7.064 0.3082 7.064
547.600 746.49 740.10 6228.59 432.87 0.122 276,60 60Y.3.21 5768.09 163006 0.36 0.3081 7.062 0,3081 7.06?
627.600 745.95 739937 6228.36 439.49 0.124 278.53 6117472 5931.90 164.17 0.36 0.3080 1.060 093080 7.06n
657.600 745.40 738.62 6228.13 446.04 0,125 280.46 62b2.32 6096.81) 165.28 0.36 U.3n1111 7.057 0.3080 7.0157
607.600. 744.84 737.87 6227.90 452.51 0.127 282640 6347.02 6262.82 166638 0.37 0.3079 7.055 0.3079 7.05Q
691.050 744.77 737,79 6227.88 453x28 00127 282.62 6356.77 6282.32 19021 -0.30 0.3n78 7.053 0.3073 7.053
7UI n 100 744.30 734.61 6224.10 534.10 0.150 264.79 5519.25 6472.45 395.81 0.81 0.3075 7.042 0.3015 7.04?
731.lu0 743.54 733.65 6224.45 54002 0.152 266.62 5658.64 6628.95 156.86 0.36 0.3075 7.040 0.3075 7.040
761.100 742.75 132.69 6224.19 545.89 0.154 268.45 5738.11 6786.51 157.92 0.36 0.3074 7.031 0.3014 7.037
1919100 742.U3 731,73 6223.93 551.71 0.155 270.28 5811.67 6945.09 I58.95 0.36 0.3013 7.034 0,3073 7.034
821.100 741.26 730.76 6223.68 557449 0.157 272.11 5897.31 7104,71 159098 0.36 0.307? 1.031 0.3072 1.031
851.100 740449 729.79 6223.43 563.21 0.158 273.94 5917.04 7265.35 161.01 0.37 0.3071 1 .028 0,3071 7.029
8B1•l0a 739.12 720.81 6223.17 568,90 0.160 275,77 6056.86 7427,02 162.04 0.37 0.3070 7.026 0.3070 7.026
911•I00 738.95. 727,83 6222.91 574,54 a.162 277.60 61sx.77 7589.72 163.07 0.37 0.3069 7.023 0.3069 7.021
941 ► 100 738.17 726.85 6222.65 580.14 0.163 279.43 6216.75 7753.45 164.10 0.37 0.3068 7.020 0.3058 7.02n
971.100 73109 725.86 622209 585,70 0,165 281.26 6296.83 7918.20 165.13 0.37 0.3067 7.017 0.3067 7.017
989.891 736.119 725.24 6222423 589.19 0.166 282.41 63 ,+7.03 8022.24 103.95 -0.10 U.3065 7.014 0.3066 7.014
1006,885 735.57 718.88 6216.17 706.72 0.199 265.12 5594.67 8415.66 0.0 1.64 0.3059 6.991 0.3059 6.991
1029.900 734.51 717.90 6216.22 705.79 0.199 267.29 56d9.73 8535.63 119096 -0.01 0.3059 6.907 0.3059 6.947
10599 9 00. 733.16 716.63 6216.20 704.73 0.198 270.12 5813.79 8693.07 157.82 0.37 0.30511 6.985 0.3058 6.984
10894900 731.84 715.37 6216.33 703.85 0.198 272.95 59.38.00 8852.13 159.42 0.35 0.3057 6.984 0.3057 6.984
11190900 730x54 714,13 6216.37 703.14 0.198 275.78 6062.38 9012.80 161.01 0.34 0.3056 6.983 0.3056 6.98;
1149.900 729.26 712.91 6216.40 702.60 0.198 278.60 6106.91 9175.08 162.60 0.33 0.3a5S 6.982 x.3055 71.98?
1179.900 7211.00 711.10 6216.4d 702.22 0.190 281.43 6311.60 9338.95 164.20 0.32 U.3n53 6.980 0.3053 6.9oln
1209.900 786,77 7111.50 6216.43 701.98 0.198 284.26 6436,45 9504,42 165.79 0.32 003052 6.979 0.3052 6.910
1239,900 725.55 709.32 6216644 701088 0.148 287.09 6561.45 9671.47 167.38 0.32 1.3451 6.918 0.3051 7,.979
1458.900 724.79 708.58 6216,44 70loBA 0.198 288.88 664U.- 9778.09 10602 0.21 d.3a50 6.916 0.3050 6.915









INTENFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OWDOT	 Ali	 RA	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 Sp. IN.	 LS/SEC	 So. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LB/SEC,
FOREWARD	 1.aa70E 02 7.5294E 02 7.5259E 02 6.2357E 03 8.0985E 01 1.6061E 04 6.9070E 01 3.4940E 03 3.OnV E-ol 6.i8a2E-01 20892F 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 7.5161E 02 7.5126E 02 6.2339E 03 8.1083E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 2.8884F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLDTw OW/DT = 8.0872E-01
FOREWARD	 4.0752E 02 7.5024E 02 7.4679E 02 6.2321E 03 1,3102E 02 1.6061E 04 1,9128E 02 9.6939E 03 3.0832E-01 6.1762E-01 4.64o1F 03
AFT	 4.2467E 02 7.4766E 02 7.4422E 02 6.2299E 03 1.3138E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0609F 02 1.0453E 04 3.0807E-01 6.1707E-01 4.6390F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. *.DW/DT = 1.6502E 00'
FOREWAAD	 6.9105E 02 7.4477E 02 7.3779E 02'6.2279E 03 1.8486E 02 1.6061E 04 199094F 02 9.703BE 03 3.0745E-01 6.1576E:-01 6.4733F. 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 ?v4157E 02 7.3461E 02 6.2247E 03 1.8554E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 6.4724F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTP DW/DT = B.1142E-01
FOREWARD	 9.8989E 02 7.3689E 02 7.2524E 02 6.2222E 03 2.3837E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9037E 02 9.7136E 03 3.06?2E-01 6.131St_-01 8.2126F 03
AFT	 1,0069E 03 7.3043E 02 7.1888E 02 6.2162E 03 2.4020E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0469E 02 1.0466E 04 3.0559E-01 6.1178E-01 8-?110F 03
rn






rIUNITION T1MEv	 TIME	 (S)	 25.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSt
TOTAL UELIVEHEO THRUST 	 (N.LBF) FTDEL 1U5927o4. 2381335.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (NlLBF) FTVAC 11602455. 2608336.0
THRUST CUNTRIHUTION OF INERTS	 (NiLSF) FI 15533.000 16980.508
DELIVERED	 TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S,LtiF*S) SRMDTI 0.27449395E 09 61708736.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SoLBF*51 SRMVTI 0.29961165E 09 67355424,
THRUST CUEFFICIENT CF 1.6300116 1.6300116
GRAIN DISCHAkGE. MASS FLOWRATE	 (KG/S,LBM/S) wOOT 4541.0234 10011.250
FLUWRATE INTEGRAL
	
(KG,Lt3M1 SWOOTN 116825475 257556.81
INERT MASS FLO.WRATE	 (KG/S.LBM/S) MIF 40.538040 89.371094
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG}L8M) MIR 2978.1526 6565.7031
TOTAL UUHN AREA	 (M * 4 29IN**21 ABTOT 329.19312 510250.38
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3rlN**31 VF 140.65556 11634522.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG.LBM) WF 337748.81 744608.81
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGPLUM) WGTn_T 1121.80249 1811.7646
kATIU OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1617441 1.1617441
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLErLBM/HOLE) AMW 120903908 28.448029
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/SrFT/Sl CSTAR 1567.8494 5143.8633
MAXIMUM CHAMUER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.19897515. 0+19897515
HEAD END PARAME7ERSt
TOTAL PRESSURE	 (N/M**2.LBF/IN#*2) PH 0.51372877E 09 745.10083
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 (N*S/M**2oLBF*5YIN**2) SPHDT 0.13449994E 11 19501.570	 .
BURN AREA	 (M**2.IN**21 AHH 62.142548 49821.063 0
41	 BURN RATE	 (M/5 9 IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.18360736E-02 0.30650697 m
rn	 DISTANCE BURNED (M.IN1 TAUZ(11 0.19627494 7.7273617 1
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 IM**3o1N**3) VFH 2.9135246 1777`14.31 0
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3r1N**3) VPH 9.6124125 586585.69 N
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE	 (DEG K,UEG R) PRNT(1*3) .!463.3091 6233.9570 w
CYLINDRICAL SECTION FARAMETERS1
RADIAL BURN AREA	 (M- 2+IN**2) AUCYL 253.16219 392402.19
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2tIN**2) ABSLOT 33.649658 52151.0911
PROPELLANT VOLUME 	 (M**31IN O *31 VFCYL 182.26512 11122505.
GAS VOLUME	 (M**39IN 4*3) VP 133.79866 8164899.0
AFT END PAHANE; TkRS t
TOTAL PRESSURL(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**2vLHF/IN**21 NON 0.49483392E 09 717.69629
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2vL8F*5/IN 0 *2) SPONOT 0.12807348E 11 18575 n 492
BURN AREA
	
(M**29IN**2) AAN 10.238729 15870.063
BURN RATE	 (M/S .jIN/SEC) RHZ(NI*1) 0.77317432E-02 0.30439937
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M.IN) TAUZINI+11 0.19264901 7.5846090
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3:IN**3) VFN 5.4769115 334221.81
GA5 VOLUME	 (M**3iIN**3) VPN 0,5487652 399b30.38
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DE6 K.UE6 Rl PRNT(NIv3) 3453.0054 6215.4102
FORT AREA	 (M**2#IN**2) AP 4.3981532 6818.0820
NUZZLE PARAMETERS)
THROAT AREA	 (M**29TN**2) AT 1.4384651 2229.6260
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 0.9259214 6.9259214
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22468265E-01 0.22468265E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMLTER5s
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 2.0000000 2.0000000
Y
INCREMENT DIMING PLANE DATAI
MASS PO P T U M LP AP WDOT OWDOT DW/0T NH TAU RBTO TAUTn
ADDITION
REW UNS PS1A PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES 511,	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN, IN/SEC 1N.
!ORE 745.1D 745.06 6233.96 34.11 0.010 815.07 13082.61 981943 983.70 2.27 0.3n85 7.727 0,3093 7.729
30.000 745907 744.99 6233.89 50.86 0.014 615.11 1308 1.95 1463.21 462.80 1.02 0.3085 7.727 0.3085 7.727
600000 745.02 744.87 6233.82 67962 0.019 815.15 13001.30 1945:01 482.82 1.02 0.3na5 7.727 0.3085 7.7?7
90.000 744.95 744.71 6233.71 84.39 0,024 815.19 13060.65 2426.81 482.83 1.02 0.3085 7.726 0.3085 7.726
108.062 744.90 744.59 6233.64 94 n 53 0.027 815.21 13060.26 2717.93 291902 -0.09 a•30B5 7#724 0.3085 7.724
118.800 745.07 743,42 6232.08 219.55 0.062 269.03 5759.62 2775095 390.74 0.74 0.3883 7.718 0.3083 7.71R
148.800 744983 743.04 6231.91 229,05 0.064 270.87 5840.83 2935.48 159982 0.29 0.3n83 7.717 0.3083 7.717
178.800 744.59 742.65 6231.73 238.39 0.067 272.71 5922,07 3096.09 160.90 0.29 0.3083 7.715 093DBA 7.715
208.800 744.32 742.24 6231.56 247,57 0,070 274,55 60U305 3257.77 161,96 0.29 0.3003 7.714 0.3083 7.714
238.800 744,06 741.82 6231.38 256.60 0,072 276.38 60114,66 3420,51 163,03 0.29 0.3082 7,712 0.3082 7.71P
268.800 743.78 741.38 6231.11 265.49 0.075 278.22 61b6.OD 35B4.31 164.10 0.29 0.3082 7.710 0.3082 7.718
298.800 743450 740.94 6231.00 274.24 0.077 280.06 624 7.38 3749.18 165.16 0.29 0.3082 7.709 0.3082 7,704
328.800 743.21 740,48 6230481 282886 0.080 281.90 6328,78 3915,12 166.23 0.30 0.3nAl 7.707 0.3081 7.107
35B,B00 7442#90 740.01 6230.62 291,35 B.OB2 283.74 6410,22 4082,11 167.29 0.30 0.30 111 7.706 0.3081 7.705
388.BUO 742.59 739.53 6230.42 299,73 0.084 285.57 649 1.70 4250.17 16B.36 0.30 0,3n80 7.704 0.3080 7.104
406.903 742.39 739.24 6230930 304,75 0.086 286.68 6540.88 4352.45 102.10 -0.18 0.3080 7002 0.3080 7.702
425.284 741.73 73b.91 6228.34 377.05 00106 269.36 5714.52 4740.65 187,60 1.53 0.3n77 7.692 0.3077 7.692
4479600 741.3E 736.42 6228.17 382.54 OMID8 270,80 583709 4859.44 118.70 -0.09 0.3n77 7.690 0.3071 7.69n
477.600 740.90 735,76 6227.95 389.80 0.110 272,73 5923,36 5019.70 160955 0.30 0.3077 7.688 0.3077 7.6HR
`i	 5070600 740.42 735.09 6227972 396.96 01112 274.67 60U8.77 5181.06 161.67 0.30 0.3076 7.685 0.3076 7.685
537.6an 739993 734.41 6227.50 404.02 0.114 276960 6094,22 5343.53 162,77 0.30 0.3875 7.683 0.3075 7.683
567.600 739.43 733973 6227427 411.00 0.116 278.53 6119.72 5507.11 163.88 0.30 0.3075 1.681 0.3075 7.681
597.600 738.93 733.03 6227#U5 417 n 89 Della 280.47 6265.27 5671.79 164.98 0,30 0.3076 7.678 0.3074 7.6711
627.600 738.42 732.33 6226.8E 424.69 0.119 282,40 6350.85 5837.57 166.09 0.30 0.3073 7.676 0,3073 7,67x,
657.600 737,91 7':.63 6226.59 431.42 D.121 284.33 6436.47 6004.45 167.19 0.30 0#3073 7,673 0.3073 7,673
687.600 737.38 736„91 6226,36 438.08 0.123 286.27 6522.14 6172.44 168.36 0.30 0.3072 7.671 0.3072 7.611
690.435 737.33 730,65 6226.34 438.73 0.123 286.45 6530.24 618B.72 15.96 -0.32 0.3871 7.669 n.3071 7.669
701.100 736.89 727.95 6223.41 515.67 0.145 268.65 5743.28 6375,09 388.72 0.74 0.3068 7.657 0.306H 7.657
731.100 736.19 727.04 6223x16 521080 0.147 270.48 5B23.93 6533659 158.81 0.30 0.3068 7,655 0,3068 7 n 65K
761.100 735.47 726613 6222.90 527.88 0.148 272.31 5904 0 62 6693.15 159.86 0.30 8.3068 1.652 0.3D68 7.659
791.100 734.76 725.21 6222.65 533.91 0,150 274.14 5965.36 6853.74 160.89 0.30 0.3067 7.649 0.3067 7.649
8216100 734.05 724.29 6222.39 539.88 0,152 275.97 6066.13 7015,35 161.92 0.31 0.3n66 7.646 0.3066 7.646
851.100 733.33 723437 6222.14 545.81 0.154 277.80 6146.96 7177.99 162.95 0.31 0.3n65 7.643 0.3065 7,643
881.100 732x60 722.44 6221.88 551.69 0.155 279.63 6227.83 7341.66 163.98 0.31 0.3064 7.640 0.3064 7.64n
9119100 731088 721."xO 6221.62 557.53 0.157 2BI,45 6308,74 7506,35 165.01 0.31 0,3063 7.637 0.3063 7.637
941.100 731.14 720.57 6221936 563.33 0,158 283.28 6369,70 7672.07 166,03 0.31 0.3062 7.634 0.3062 7.634
971.100 730.41 719.63 6221910 569.09 0,160 285.11 6410,70 7838.81 167.06 0.31 0.3061 7.631 0.3061 7.631
989.279 729.96 719.05 6220.95 572.58 0,161 286,22 6519x80 7940.69 101.72 -0.15 U.3n60 7.628 0.3060 7.628
1007.496 72803 713.21 6215934 684.49 0.193 269,03 5760,72 8326,84 0.0 1052 0.3054 7.603 0.3054 7.603
1029000 727.78 712.30 6215.38 6B3.94 0.192 271.14 5654.79 8445.16 118026 -007 0.3054 7.598 0.3084 7.599
1059.900 726.51 711409 6215.41 683.34 0.192 273.96 5960,80 8604.63 159.78 0.32 0.3853 7.597 0.3053 7,597
10894900 725.87 709.90 6215.43 68201 0.192 276,79 6106.86 8765.68 161038 0.32 0,3852 7.595 0.3052 7.595
1119,900 724.06 708.72 6215.45 682.64 0.192 279,62 6232.98 8928.33 162.97 0.32 0.3051 7.594 0.3051 7.594
1149,900 722.86 707.55 6215445 682453 01192 282.44 6359 9 16 9092#S7 164.57 0,32 0.3049 7.592 0.3049 7.59E
1179.900 721.68 706.40 6215.45 682.56 09192 285.27 6495.39 9258,40 166.16 0.33 0.3048 7.591 0.3048 7.591
1209,900 720.52 705.25 6215.44 682,73 09192 268.09 6611.69 9425.82 167.75 0.33 0.3847 7.589 0.3047 7.589
1239.900 719,38 704.12 6215942 683.04 00192 290.92 6738.04 9594 n 82 169.34 0.33 0.3046 7.588 0.3046 7*58A
1258.900 718.66 703,41 6215,41 683.89 00192 292.71 6818.08 9702.66 108.06 D,21 0.3045 7 n 586 0.3045 7.586











INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OWOOT	 Ali	 RH	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 ASIA	 OEG, R	 FT/SEC	 50. IN.	 LH/SEC	 SO. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LR/SEr
FUREWAHU	 1.0808E 02 7.4490E 02 7.4459E 02 6.2336E 03 7.8652E 01 1.6061E 04 5.8760E 01 2.9803E 03 3.0811E-OI 6.1775E-01 2.7167F 03
AFT	 1.18BOE 02 7.4373E 02 7.4342E 02 6.2321E 03 7.8735E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 090	 000	 2.776OF 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, OW/OT = 7.4047£-01
FUNEWARO	 4.0690E 02 7.4239E 02 7.3924E 02 6.2303E 03 1.2946E 04 1.6061E 04 1.8740E 02 9.5197E 03 3.0759E-01 6.16b4E-01 4.s.398F_ 03
AFT	 4.2528E 02 7.4005E 02 7.3691E 02 6.2283E 03 1.2978E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0234E 02 1.0286E 04 3.0736E-01 6.1614E-01 4.5383F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. OW/OT = 1.5285E 00
FUREWAkO	 6.9U44E 02 7.3733E 02 7.3085E 02 6.2263E 03 1,83711E 02 1.6061E 04 1.8711E 02 9.5303E 03 3.0677E-01 6.14901_-01 6.37582 03
AFT	 7.0110E.02 7.3440E 02 7.2795E 02 6.2234E 03 1.8440E 02 1.6061E 0 4 00	 0 n 0	 000	 0.0	 6.3751E 03
GAS UUILUUP IN 5LOTP OW/OT = 7.435BE-01
FOREWARD	 9.8928E U2 7.2996E 02 7.1905E 02 6.2209E 03 2.3790E 02 1.6061E 04 1.866IE 02 9.5408E 03 3.0561E-01 6.1244E-01 8.1273F n3
AFT
	 1.0015E 03 7.2403E 02 7.1321E 02 6.2153E 03.2.3959E 02 1.6061E 04 2.0107E 02 1.0300E 04 3.0503E-01 6.1118E-01 8.1258F 03









IGNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (5)	 27.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSt
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NrLBF) FTOEL 10487900. 2357774.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NrLBF) FTVAC 11497650. 2584775.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NrLBF) FI 60470.352 13594.277
_	 DELIVEREL TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SrL BF"S) SRMOTI 0.29557453E 09 66447840,
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.32271181E 09 72548528.
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6278439 1.6278439
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/5) WOOT 4506.2656 9934,6211
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG,LdM) SWDOTN 125873,06 277502.63
INERT MASS FLOWRATE EKG/S * LBM/5) MIF 32 n 453995 71.548828
INERT MASS REMAINING IKG,LHM) MIR 4913.2446 6422.6055
TOTAL BURN AREA ABTOT x27,39066 507410.75
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3rIN**3) VF 185.52582 11321485.
•	 PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 IKG,LBH) WF J48661,38 724514.44
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG,LBM) WGTOT b39.47998 1850,7368
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1617355 1.1617355
F -	 MOLECULAR wEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE) AMW 12002354 28.444824
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1567.7576 5143.5625




4.	 HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE
	
(N/M**2+LBF/IN S+* 2) PH 0.30822733E 09 737.12158 N
.	
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N WS/M**2,LBF*S/IN**2) SPHDT 0.14471946E 11 20989.7E39
BURN AREA	 (M**2,IN**21 AHH 31.479095 48792.701 0
'	 BURN RATE	 (M/S,IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.78165308E-02 0030773753 0
1O	 DISTANCE BURNED	 (HrIN) TAUZ(1) 0.21194708 8,3443756 N
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M*#3oIN**3) VFH 2.4149809 147371.25
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3,IN**3) VPH 106110957 617008,75




(M**29IN n *2) ABCYL 252987331 391954.44
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) ABSLOT :12.774301 50800,285
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	
(M**39IN**3) VFCYL 177.79253 108495710
GAS VOLUME
	




(N/M +*29LBF/IN**2) PON 0,49060582E: 09 711.56396
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2*LBF*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.13792788E 11 20004.750
BURN AREA (M**2rIN**2) AAN 10x273159 15923.430
BURN RATE (H/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+1) 0.771B268BE-02 0.30386895
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0,20811248 BaI934071
PROPELLANT VOLUME. (M**3.IN**3) VFN 503182821 324541.63
GAS VOLUME
	 (M M *3rIN**31 VAN 4,7073956 409310456
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG RI PRNT(NI931 3452.4084 6214.3359
PORT AREA	 (M**2oIN**2) AP 4,5144987 .6997.4883
NOZZLE PARAMETER5t
1HROAT AREA	 (M**2rIN**2) AT 1.4396706 2231.4951
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.9201202 6,9201202
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22493500E-01 0.22493500E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS)
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 200000000 2,0000000
C.-5 0



























































































































































U M LP AP WOOT
FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN * LB/SEC
32.45 0.009 764.46 1351b,07 958.84
48.11 0.014 784.50 13515.43 1421.41
63978 0.018 784.54 13514.79 1883.99
79.46 0.022 784.58 13514.14 2346.59
88462 0.025 784.60 135/3.77 ?616.65
206.94 0.058 272.91 5926.72 2664.84
216956 0.061 274.74 6009.23 2826.27
226.02 0.064 276.58 6091.74 2988978
235.32 0.066 278,42 61 14 923 3152935
244 9 47 0.069 280.26 625b.71 3316.99
253.48 0.071 282909 6349.19 3482.69
26205 0.074 283.93 6421.65 3649.45
271.08 O.D76 285.77 65U4.10 3817928
279.69 0.079 287.61 65b6.54 39B6.16
288.18 0.081 289.44 66b8.97 4156.11
293.10 O.OB2 290.52 6711.02 4256.0?
361.82 0.102 273.27 5943.31 4636.58
367.29 0.103 274.67 600b.01 4753.50
374.72 0.105 276.60 6092,68 4915.67
3112.06 0.107 278.53 6119.34 5078.94
389.30 0.109 280.46 62bb.01 5243932
396.44 0.111 282,40 b352.66 5408.80
403.50 0.113 284.33 6449.32 557509
410.48 0.115 286.26 6525.97 5143.09
417.38 0,117 288.19 6612.41 5911987
424.20 0.119 290.13 6699.26 6081.75
424.73 0.119 290.27 6705.68 6094.73
498 9 01 09140 272.51 5909932 6277926
504.34 0,142 274.33 599 1.24 6437.70
510.61 0.144 276.16 6013.15 6599.18
516 9 82 0.145 277.99 6155.06 6761.69
522.99 0.147 279.82 62.16.97 6925.23
529.10 0.149 281965 6318.89 7089.80
535 9 17 0.151 283.47 6400.81 7255.39
541.19 0.152 285.30 6482.73 7422.00
547.,17 0.154 287.13 6564.65 7589.64
553.11 0.156 288.96 bb4b.57 7758.30
556.59 0.157 290.03 6694.55 7851.89
663.20 0.187 272.92 5928.90 823b.63
662.99 0.1117 274.97 60x1.89 8353.1x
662.82 0.187 277.80 6149.8b 8514.59
662.82 0.187 280.62 6217.76 8671.60
662,96 0.187 283 9 45 6405.64 8042920
663.26 0,187 286.27 65.13.46 9008.39
663,69 01187 289.10 6661.23 9176.15
664,25 0.187 291.92 6748.97 9345,50
664.94 _ 0.187 294 9 75 691b.65 9516945
665.44 0.187 296.54 6991.49 9625,52
688.54 0.194 ..... 6991.49 9934.62
nWOUT OW/nT RR TAU RHTO TAUTn
LR/5EC LH/SEC IN/SEC IN. I=J/SEC INN
960.99 2.16 U.3077 8.344 0.3085 8..145
463.51 0.94 0.3n77 8.344 0.3077 ".344
463.53 0.94 0.3077 8.344 0.3077 R.344
463.54 0.94 0.3017 8.343 0.3077 8.341
269.08 -0.18 0.3077 6.341 0.3077 8.341
383.03 0.72 0.3076 8.334 0.3076 8.334
161.72 06211 0.3076 8.333 0.3076 8.337
)62.79 0.29 U.3n76 8032 0.3076 8.339
163.86 0429 0.3n7 ci 8.330 0.3075 8.33n
164.93 0.29 0.3075 8.328 0.3075 8.328
165.99 0.29 0,3075 11.327 0.3075 8.327
167.05 0.29 0.3074 8.325 0.3074 8.329
168012 0.29 0.3n74 11.323 0.3074 8.323
169.18 0.29 0.3n73 8.322 0.3073 8.327
170.24 0.29 0,3073 8.320 0.3073 8,320
99072 -0.19 0.3072 8.31H 0.3072 R.31R
163 9 73 1.49 0.3070 8 n 307 0,3010 8.307
116.82 -0.11 0.3n70 8.305 0.3070 R.30S
lb2.46 0.29 0.3070 8.303 0.3070 8,303
163.57 0.29 0 9 3069 8.301 0,3069 8.301
164,68 0930 0.3n68 8.298 0.3068 8.290
165.78 0.30 0.3068 8.296 0.3068 8.296
166.89 0.30 0.30b7 8.293 0,3067 8.2511
167.99 0.30 0.3067 8.290 0.3061 9.29n
169.09 0.30 0.3066 8.288 0.3066 fl.?da
170,19 0.30 0.3n6''i 13.285 0.3065 9.2135
12.65 -0.33 U.3n65 4.283 0,3065 R.1di
381925 0473 0.3n62 6,271 0.3062 H,211
160.74 0.30 0.30P 8.26H 0.3062 8.269
161.74 0.30 .0.3061 d.265 0.3061 R.26'i
162.82 0.30 0.3060 8.262 0.3060 8.26?
163.85 0.30 0.3059 8.259 0.3059 8,2511
16407 0.30 0.3n5R 8.256 0.3058 8.254
165.90 0.31 0.3058 8.252 0.3058 8.25?
166.93 0.31 0.3n57 8,249 0,3057 8.249
167,95 0.31 0.3n56 8,246 0.3056 80244
168.97 0.31 0.3055 6.243 0.3055 8.247
99.42 -0.17 0.3054 8.240 0.3054 8,,24n
O.0 1.49 043048 8.214 0.3048 9.214
116.47 -0908 0.3048 ".209 0.3048 0.209
161073 0.31 0.3n47 8.207 0.3047 A.t07
163.33 0.31 0.3046 8.206 0.3046 R.20F
164,92 0032 U.3n45 8.204 0.3045 ".204
166.51 0.32 fl.3n44 8,202 0.3044 R.2n?
168,10 0.32 0.304 3 8.203 0.3043 9.101
169.68 0.32 U.3042 6.199 0.3042 0.197
171.27 0.33 0.3040 H-197 0.3040 8.197
10942a 0.21 00039 13.195 0.30351 H. 1'1S












PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 AS	 RB	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SD. IN.	 LB/SEC	 50, IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LH/SEr.
FORL WARD
	
1.0747E 02 7.3694C 02 7.3567E 02 6.2317E 03 7.6300E 01 1.6061E 04 4.8915E O1 2.4868E 03 3.0734E-01 6.1621E-01 2.6656F 03
AFT	 I.1880E 02 7.3592E 02 7.3566E 02 6.2303E 03 7.6367E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 000	 040	 2.6648F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/DT = 7.2058E-01
FOREWARD
	 4.0629E 02 7.3464E 02 7.3175L 02 6.2285E 03 1.2787E 02 1.6061E 04 1.8350E 02 9.3436E 03 3.0686E-01 6.1518E-OI 4.4395F 03
AFT	 4.25yOE 02 7.3252E 02 7.2964E 02 6.226BE 03 1.2816E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9856E 02 1.0117E 04 3.0665E-01 6.1412E-0I 4.4380E: 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, OW/DT = 1.4905E 00
FOREWARD	 6.8982E 02 7.2994E 02 7.2392E 02 6.224BE 03 1.8267E 02 1.6061E 04 1.8326E 02 9.3549E 03 3.0609E-01 6.1354E-01 6.2760F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 7.2727E 02 7.2127E 02 6.2221E 03 1.8324E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 060	 000	 000	 6.2773E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT = 7.2524E-01
FOREWARD	 9.8867E 02 7.23U4E 02 7.12B2E 02 6.2196E 03 P.3740E 02 1.6061E 04 1.8282E 02 9.3660E 03 3.0499E-01 6.1122E-01 8.0407E 03 c
AFT	 1.0081E 03 7.1759E 02 7.0746E 02 6.2145E 03 2.3896E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9742E 02 1.0132E 04 3.0445E-0I 6.1006E-01 8.0392E 03 Lnm
W	 GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/DT = 1.4863E 00 	 ci	 o
^t	 N
iW
WES BURNOUT INCREMENT LOCATION
0.0
WEb BURNOUT INCREMENT LOCATION
3.0000000E 01
WEB BURNOUT INCREMENT LOCATION
6.0000000E 01
NEb BURNOUT ANCREMENT LOCATION
9,0000000E UI

















































































































































TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBFI
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NPLHFI
THRUS T CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NPLBFI
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE- (N*SPLBF*5)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE iN*S,LBF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHAHUE MASS FLOWRATE EKG/S,LBM/S)
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KGPLBM)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/5)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM)
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**391N**31
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG,LbM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,L8M/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S,FT/S)




w	 BURN AREA (M**RoIN**21
bURN RATE (M/SPIN/5)
ro DISTANCE BURNED IM,IN)
PROPELLANT VOLUME IM**39IN0*3)
GAS VOLUME (M**3PIN**3)
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KPDEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS3
kAUTAL BURN AREA (M**21IN**2)


















ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS
J: a
- INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA$
MASS PO -	 A T U M LP AP WDOT AWDOT VW/DT RB TAU RBTO TAUto
ADDITION
REGIONS PS1A PS1A AEG, R FT/SEC INCHES Sox IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN, IN/SEC IN.
FORE 712985 712,92 6225,74 29,45 0,008 695@14 14091,39 570,26 870x86 0,59 D.3054 8.960 0,3077 8.96DI
'I 30.000 712.83 712,77 6225,70 43,25 0012 695.33 1403001 1277.92 407,60 -0.06 0.3054 8.960 0.3054 8.9fin
60.000 712x80 712,69 6225,64 57,06 0,016 695.52 14030.23 1685,68 407.70 -0.06 0.3n53 6.959 0.3053 8.95q
90.000 712975 712x58 6225.57 70.88 0,020 s95,71 14029.65 2093.54 407.81 -0.06 0.3053 8.958 0.3053 8.958
106.851 712.71 712.51 6225.53 78.67 0.022 695.82 1402902 2323.41 229911 -0.76 0.3053 8.957 0.3053 8.957a^
f
118.0On 712.84 711.73 6224.42 184928 0.052 276.17 6095.80 2362.76 375.33 0.30 0,3052 B-950 0.3052 8.95q
146.800 712.66 711.42 6224.27 194,39 00055 278.61 6179.61 252_L f-0 162.74 -0.10 0.3n5?- 8.948 0.3052 8.948
178,800 712.47 711.10 6224,11 204933 0.058 280.45 62b3.3B 2689.51 163.81 -0.10 0.3052 8.947 0„3052 8.947
20B•BOO 712,26 710.77 6223.95 214.10 0.060 282.28 6347.09 2854.49 164 n 87 -0,10 0,3n52 8.945 ^va3052 8,945
23.8.800 712.05 710.42 6223978 223.71 0.063 284.12 6430.73 3020.52 165.93 -0.11 0.3051 8043 0 n 3051 8,941
r 26B.80D 711.83 710,05 6223.61 233.16 0.066 285.96 6514.34 3187,62 166+99 -0.11 0.3051 8.942 0.3051 8.942
298.800 711.60 709.68 6223.43 242.48 0,068 28709 6597.88 3355x78 168,04 -0.11 0.3051 8.940 0,3051 8.940
328,800 711.36 709.29 6223,25 251.65 0.071 289.63 66b1.3B 3524.99 169.10 -0.12 0.3050 8.938 0.3050 8,938
358.BDO 711,11 708,89 6223@07 260.69 0.073 291.47 '6764.81 3695.27 170.16 -0012 0.3050 8.936 0.3050 8.935
388.800 710.84 708.48 6222.88 269.61 0.076 293,31 6048.20 3866.60 171.21 -0.12 0.3d5D 8,935 0,3050 8.935
405.674 710.70 708.24 6222,77 274.60 0077 294.34 6895,07 3963.79 96.76 -0.43 0.3049 8.933 0,3049 8.933
426&512 706.40 6221.18 339.49 0.096 277.17 6114.13 4335,41 i79.89 0,75 0.3047 8.921 0.3047 8.921 "'Ln
- 447.600 709.88 706.01 6221.03 345.17 0.097 278.52 6176.01 4450.04 114.26 -0.38 0.3047 8.919 0.3047 9.919
477.600 709+48 705,43 6220.81 353+10 0.099 280,46 62b3.98 4613,63 16340 -009 0.3047 5.917 4,3047 8.917 0
`i 507x600 709907 704,85 6220.59 360.93 0,102 282,39 '6351.90 477802 164061 -0.09 0,3046 8.914 0.3046 8.914 ,°„
w 537.600 708.66 704,26 6220@36 368.65 0.104 284.32 6439+78 4944x12 165.70 -0.09 0.3046 8.912 0.3046 8.912
567@600 709.25 703,65 6220 +14 376.28 00106 286 n 25 6527.59 5111.02 166.BD -0.10 0.3045 8.409 0.3045 8.909
597.600 707.82 703.05 6219,91 383.61 0.108 286,18 6615 n 36 5279.02 16700 -0.10 0.3044 8.906 0.3044 8.906
627,600 707.38 702„43 6219.68 391.25 0.110 290.11 6703.07 5448.11 168.99 -0.11 0.3044 8.904 0.3044 8.904
657.600 706.94 701,80 6219,45 398.60 0,112 292x05 6751003 5618.30 170 n 09 -0.11 0.3043 8.901 0.3043 8.901
687,600 706.49 701.17 6219,21 405.88 0.114 293.98 6878.34 5789.60 171.18 -D.11 0.3n42 8.098 0.3042 8.898
669.209. •706.47 701.13 6219.20 406.29 0,114 294,08 6883.04 5799.17 9 n 21 -0.36 0.3042 8.896 -0.3042 8.896
7019100 706.10 698„80 6216,77 475x68 0.134 276.35 6017.38 5977&3D 373.86 0.32 0.3039 8.883 0.3033 8.881
731.100 705.50 697.49 6216.51 482.50 0.136 278.18 6160.55 6139.17 161.BO -0.07 0.3039 8.881 0.3039 8.881
761.100 704.90 697.18 6216,25 489+26 0.138 280.91 6243.68 6302.09 162685 --0.08 .0.3O39 8,877 0.3039 8.877
791.100 704,28 696.37 6215,98 495.96 0,140 281.83 6326x77 6466.04 163.87 -O.OB 00038 8.874 D,3038 8.874
821+100 703 n 67 695.55 6215,72 502.59 0.141 283,66 6409.81 6631.00 264.89 -0.08 0.3037 8.871 0.3037 8.871
8510100 703.05 694.72 6215.46 509.17 0,143 285.49 .6492.82 6796.99 165,91 -0.08 0.3036 8067 0 n3036 8.867
881.100 702x42 693.89 6215&19 515,69 0.145 287.32 6515.79 6964.01 166.93 -0.09 0.3035 8.864 0.3035 8.864
911@100 701.79 693.05 6214.9E 522,I7 0.147 289.14 6658.71 7132.04 167.95 -0.09 0.3034 8.861 0.3034 8.861
941@1DO 701.15 692,21 6214,65 528.59 0.149 290.97 674106D 7301.10 16B.97 -•0.09 00034 8.857 0.3034 8.857
.971.l00 700.51 691,36 6214938 534.97 06151 292.80 6824,44 7471918 169.9E -0.10 0.3033 8.854 0.3033 8.854
988.057 700.14 690.88 6214.23 538,59 0.152 293,83 6871.25 7568,11 96.52 -0.41 0.3032 8.850 0.3032 8.85n
10080715 699,10 686+04 6209,45 640.42 00180 276.61 6099.19 7938,11 000 0.77 D.3026 8.823 0.3026 8.823
1029.900 69803 685.27 6209.44 640.72 0,180 278,80 6191,02 8052.44 113.99 -0.35 0.3026 8.819 0.3026 B,B19
10590900 697.24 684,19 6209.41 641.26 0.181 x81,63 6320 9 93 8215.30 162.80 -0.06 0 n3026 8.817 0.3026 8.817
-s
10896900 696.18 683.11 6209,38 641,94 0.181 284.45 6450.70 6379.75 164.39 -0.07 0 n3024 8,815 0.3024 8 n 815
1119.900 695.13 682.05 6209 n 33 64206 O•iBl 287.27 65B0,31 8545,79 165.97 -007 0.3023 8 @ 813 0.3023 8.813
1149000 694.09 680,99 62@9,29 643971 0.181 290.10 6709x79 8713@40 167&55 -0.08 0.3022 8.811 0.3022 8.811
1179.9DO 693,07 679.95 6209,23 644,79 0.18E 292.92 6839.10 8882.61 169.12 -0,08 0,3n21 8.809 0.3021 8.809
12090900 692@06 678.91 6209,17 54509 0,182 295&74 6968.26 9053.39 170.70 -0.09 0.3D20 8.80T 0.3620 8.807
1239.900 691.07 677,88 6209.10 647.29 0,182 298.57 7097&27 9225.75 172028 -0.09 0.3n19 8.805 0.3019 8.805
125B.900 690,44 677.24 6209,05 648017 0,182 300.35 7118.90 9335.73 109.92 -O,D6 0.3n18 8.8D3 0.3019 8.603
AFT 689,5N 675544 6207,84 671#24 00189 ..*.. 7118.90 Ci644.18 306.19 --0.27 0.3017 8.601 .... .....
JSLUT




PSIA	 DEG. R.	 FT/SEC	 50% IN.	 LB/SEC	 S0. IN.	 IN/SEC
	
IN.	 LR/SEr
fOkFWAkD	 1,0685E 02 7.1271E 02 7.1251E 02 6.2255E 03 6.9B90E 01 1.6061E 04 3.9643!:01 2.0313E 03 3.0496F.-01 6.1468E-01 2.3631 03
AFT .






GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/DT = 2.971BE-01
FORFwARD	 4.4567E 0?- 7.10TOL 02 7.0624E 02 4.222BE 03 1.2.120E 02 1.6061E 04 1.7R64F 02 9.1655E 03 3.0453E-01 6.1372E-01 4.1424E 03
AFT
	 4.26511= 02 7.0886E 02 7.064UE 02 6.2212E 03 1.2347E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9374F 02 9.9465E 03 3.0435E-01 5.1331E-01 4.1411F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/UT = 7.5300E-01
FOREWARD	 6. 489ZIE 012 7.0647E 02 7.0113E 02 6.2192E 03 1.7948E 02 1.6061E 04 1.78451: 02 9.1775E 03 3.03R2F-01 6.121NE-0I 5.9776E 03
AFT
	 7.0110E 02 7.0411E 02 6.98ROE 02 6.216BE 03 1.BO00E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 5.9773E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. Dw/07 = 3.1537E-01
FUREWARD
	 9.8806E 02 7.0014E 02 6.9088E 02 6.2142E 03 2.3585E 02 1.6061E 04 1.7R07E 02 9.1893F_ 03 .3.11278E-01 6.0998E-01 7.7462F 03
AFT
	 1.0U87E 03.6.9525E 02 6.8604E 02 6.2095E 03 2.3730E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9271E 02 9.9614E 03 3.02PBE-01 6.OB91E-01 7.7454F 03










aIGNITION TIMEi	 TIME	 (5)
	 31.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NyLBF) FTOEL 96872690 2177785.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	
(NoLBF) FTVAC 1U697020. 2404786.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NeLBF) FI 555991113 12499.180
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SvLBF*S) SRMDTI 0.33602995E 09 75542592.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S1LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.36720614E 09 82551280.
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6275301 1.6275301
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SvLBM/5) WOOT 4194.3906 9247.0506
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG i LBM) SWDOTN 143322.69 315912.56
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/5 9 LBM/S) MIF 29.839630 65.785156
INERT MASS REMAINING IKGvL8M1 MIR 2791.6802 6154.6016
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**21IN**2) ABTOT 309.08936 479089.50
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**31IN**3) VF 175.62033 10717015,
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG*LBMI WF 311113.69 68588R.38
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (KGiLBM) WGTOT 825.31934 161945181
RATIO OF SPECIFIC MEATS GAMA 1.1616812 1.1616612
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS	 (KG/MOLEILBH/MOLE:) AMW 12.892360 28.422791
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SOFT/S) CSTAR 1567.0039 5141.0898
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.18408751 0.18408751
HtiAO ENO PARAMETERS$ 0
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**2rL8F/IN* 0 2) PH 0.47021976E 09 681.99634
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**214Bi mS/IN**2) SPHDT 0.16433369E 11 23834.594'
BURN AREA
	
(M**2.IN**2) AHH 24.706070 38294.492 cn
`i	 BURN RATE	 (M/S ' IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.76764449E-02 0430222237 Cl
can	 DISTANCE BURNED (MvIN) TAUZ(1) 0.24309194 9.5705509
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3vlN**31 VFH 1.5296021 93342.125
GAS VOLUME (M**3v1N**3) VPH 104996336 671037.88
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KgDEG R) PRNT(193) 3454.3770 6217.8789
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL BURN AREA ABCYL 242.96611 376598.25
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA CM**2.IN**2) ASSLOT 31.097504 40201.230
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3vlN**3) VFCYL 16908925 10318444.
GAS VOLUME (M**3vlN**3) VP 144.07959 8792280.0
AFT ENDPARAMETERSt
TOTAL, PRE;SSURL(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**29LBF/IN**2) PON 0.45578522E 09 661.06079
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2oLBF*S/IN**2) 5PONDT 0.15690072E 11 22756.527
BURN AREA (M**2olN**2) AAN 104319739 15995.629
BURN RATE (M/SoIN/SEC) RBZINI+1) 0.75907111E-02 0.29884696
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(MoIN1 TAUZCNI+l) 0.23887682 9.4046011
PROPELLANT VOLUME lM**39IN**31 VFN 5.0014458 305207.13
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3rIN**3) VPN T.0242310 428645.06
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KsDEG R) PRNT(NIv3) 3445.6116 6202.1016
PORT AREA (M**2vlN**2) AP 4.7492390 73610359
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M**2tlN**2) AT 1.4420261 2235.1455
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b49088182 6.9088182
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22544891E-01 0.22544891E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTHOPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 3.0000000 3.0000000
r^	 INCREMENT UIVIUING PLANE DATA:




PS1A PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES' 50.	 1N. L8/SEC LH/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC Its. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 682.0[ 6B1.97 b217.B8 25.48 0,007 586.B9 14422.86 741.13 740.71 -0,42 0.3022 9 .511 0.3021 9.b71
30.000 681.98 681.94 6217.85 37.22 0.011 587.01 14422.36 1082.37 340.59 -0.66 0.3022 9.570 0.3022 q.574
606000 681.95 681.88 6217.81 48.96 0.014 587.13 14421.87 1423:68 340.65 -0.66 0.3022 9.510 0.3022 9.57n
90.000 681.92 681.80 6217.76 60,71 0.017 5B7.25 14421.36 1765,05 340.72 -0.65 0.3022 9.569 0.3022 9.565
106.241 681.90 681.76 621703 67.09 0.019 587.31 14421.11 1950.60 184.43 -1.07 0.3022 9.567 0.3022 9.967
T `
	
11B.B00 681098 681.21 6216.93 157.02 0.044 280,61 6265,93 1982.21 361.75 O.Ob 0.3021 9.560 0.3021 9.564
148.80[ 641.84 680.96 6216.79 167.76 0.047 262.44 63hF.04 2145.81 163.32 ^0.28 0.3021 8.559 0.3021 4.559
178.800 681.68 680.69 6216.64 178.32 0.050 284.28 6436.05 2310.47 164.38 -0.29 u.3021 9 .597 0.3021 9.557
208.800 681.51 680.40 6216.49 1BB.69 0.053 286.12 bb20.97 2476.19 165.43 -0.29 0.3n21 9.556 0.3021 9.55K
238.800 681.33 680.10 6216.33 198.90 0.056 287.95 6605.79 2642.96 166.48 -0.30 U.3n21 9.564 0.3021 9.554
a	 26B.B00 681015 679.78 6216.17 208,94 0.059 289.79 6690.51 2810.79 167.52 -0.30 0.3n20 9.552 0.3020 9.553
298.800 680.95 679.45 6216.00 218.83 0.062 291.63 6715.13 2979.67 168.57 -0.31 0.3020 9.550 0 n 3020 9.55n
328.800 6110.74 679.11 6215.83 228.57 0.064 293.46 6059.66 3149.60 169.62 -0.31 0.3020 9.548 0.30?0 9.544
358.800 680.53 678.76 6215.65 238.16 0.067 295.30 b g,+4.04 3320.59 170.66 -0.32 0.3019 9.546 0.301 9 9.544
388.800 6x30.30 678.39 6215.46 247.62 0.070 297.14 70x.41 3492.62 171.71 -0.33 0.3nl g 9.544 0.3019 9.544
405.065 680.18 67B n 18 6215936 252.72 06071 298.13 7074.10 3586.68 93053 -0.53 0.3019 q .542 0.3019 9.543
427.121 679.70 b76.64 6213.99 313.72 0.088 2B1.04 62d'6.07 3948.23 173419 0.33 0.3017 9.531 0.3017 9.531
447.600 619.47 616.29 6213.84 31 9 .67 0.090 282.35 6347.07 4060.10 111.38 -0.49 0.3017 9.529 0.3017 9.529
(	 ^,	 477.600 619.12 675,77 6213.62 328.23 0.092 284,28 6436935 4224.46 164.09 -0.27 0.3016 9.526 0.3016 9.525
507.600 678.16 675.24 6213.40 336.68 Q.095 286.22 6525.52 4389.91 165.18 -0.28 0.3016 4.524 0.3016 9.52.4
cn	 537.600 678.40 674.10 6213.17 345,01 0.097 288.15 6614..59 4556,46 166.27 -0.28 0.3015 9.5Li 0.3015 9.521
567.600 618.03 674.15 6212.94 353023 0.099 290.08 67U3.56 4724.11 167.36 -0.29 0.3n15 9.518 0.3015 9.518
597.600 617.65 673.59 6212.71 361,35 0.102 292.01 6792.43 4692.84 168.44 -0.30 0.3014 9.515 0.3014 9.515
627.600 677.26 673.03 6212,48 369.36 0.104 293.94 6881.20 5062.67 169.53 -0.30 0.3014 9.513 0.3014 9.513
b57.600 616.87 672.45 6212,24 377.29 0.106 295.87 6969.86 5233.59 170.61 -0.31 0.31113 9.510 0.3013 9.510
6B7.600 676,46 671.87 6212.01 385.11 01108 297.80 7058.43 5405.60 171.70 -0.31 0.3012 9.507 0.3012 9.507
688.602 676.45 671.85 6212.00 385.40 0.108 297.87 7061.39 5411. 7 0 505 -0.36 U.3n12 9.504 0.3012 9.504
701.100 616.11 669.83 6209.82 450.81 0.127 280.17 62y b.52 5584.86 360.36 0.09 0.3010 9.4 111 0.3010 9.491
731.100 675.58 669.09 6209,55 458.24 0.129 282.00 6330.95 5747.54 162.42 -0.25 0.3n1Q 9.4HII 0.3010 9.411.1
7610100 615.03 668 n 34 6209.29 465,60 0.131 283.82 6415,29 5911.25 163.46 -0.26 U.3n61 9.485 0.3009 9.485
791.100 674.4E 667.58 6209.01 472.89 0.133 285.65 6499.55 6075.98 164.47 -0,26 0,3008 9.481 0.3008 9.481
821.100 673.92 66602 6208.74 480.10 0.135 281.48 65ci3.73 6241.72 16b.48 -0.27 0.3nU7 9.47A 0.3007 q.414
-	 851.100 613436 666.05 6208.46 487.25 0.137 289.30 66bl.82 6408,48 166.49 -0.21 0.3006 9.,474 0.3006 9.4T4
881.100 672.79 665.27 6200.19 494.34 0.139 291.13 67b1.82 6576.26 167.50 -0.28 0.3006 9.471 0.3006 9.4T1
911010[ 672.22 664.49 6207.91 501.38 0.141 292.96 6835.75 6745.05 168.51 -0.28 0.3005 9.467 0.3005 9.467
941 n 100 671.63 663.70 6207.63 508635 0.143 294.78 6919.59 6914.86 169052 -0.29 U,3n04 9064 0.3004 9.464
971.100 611.[4 662.90 6207.35 515.27 0.145 296.61 T0VJo34 7085.67 170.52 -0.30 0.3003 9.4()0 0.3003 q.46n
967.451
(i
670.12 662.46 6207.19 519.05 0.146 297 6 60 1048.96 7179.53 93.36 -0.50 0.3002 9.457 0.3002 9.457
10090319 669 n 77 658,17 6202980 616.30 0.174 280.67 6210.65 7539.66 0.0 0.36 0.2997 9,429 0.2997 9.429
t	 10290900 669.09 657,47 620206 617,18 0.174 282.60 6301.25 7651.31 111.19 -0.46 0.2997 9.414 0.2997 9.424
1059.900 668.10 65b,45 6202,69 618.53 0.174 285.43 6493.11 7814.97 163.43 -0.24 0.2997 9.422 0.2997 9.4?'.,
1089.900 667 9 13 655,44 6202.62 620.01 0.175 288.25 6624.72 7980.22 165.00 -0.2'5 U.2995 9.420 0.2995 9.420
11190900 666.17 654.43 6202.54 621.60 0.175 291.07 6756.07 8147.04 166.56 -0.26 0.2994 9.418 0.2994 9.419
1149.900 665.22 653.44 6202.45 623.31 0.176 293,89 6Bd7 n 17 8315.42 166.12 -0.27 0.299; 9.416 0.2993 9.41A
1179.900 664.29 652 6 45 6202.36 625.13 00176 296.72 7018.01 8485.38 169.69 -0.2B 0.2992 9.413 0.2992 8.413
1209.900 663.36 651.47 6202.27 627,05 0.177 299.54 7148.59 8656.91 171.25 -0.29 0,2991 9.411 0.2991 8.411
i	 1239.900 6b2,45 650.50 6202.17 629.07 0.177 302.36 7218.93 8830.01 172.81 -0.30 0.2990 9.409 0.2990 9.409
1258.900 661.87 649 * 88 6202,10 630.39 0.178 304.15 7351.34 8940,45 110.25 -0.19 0.2989 9.407 0.2989 9.407









INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U.	 AP	 OWDOT	 AB	 R8	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 9AU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG, R	 FT/SEC	 Sp. IN.	 LG/SEC	 S4, IN,	 IN /SEC	 IN,	 WSEC
FOREWARD	 1.0624E 02 6 . 8190E 02 6 . 8176E 02 6.2177E 03 6.1222E 01 1.6061E 04 3.1671E 01 1. 6395E 03 3.01F14E-01 6.0992E- 0.1 1. 9823E 03
AFT	 I.18BOE 02 6.13135E 02 6.8121E 02 6,2169E 03 6.1261E 01 1.6061E 04 0,0
	 0.0	 040	 000	 1 . 9822F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW /0T = 6.1201E-02
FOREWARD	 4.0506E 02 6,8018E 02 6.7818E 02 6.2154E 03 1.1670E 02 1.6061E 04 1.7339E 02 8.9865E 03 3.0147E-01 6.0907E-01 3.7601F 03
AFT	 49 271ZE 02 6.7663E 02 6.7664E 02 6.2140E 03 la1693E 02 1.6061E 04 1.8849E 02 9,7745E 03 3,0131E-01 6,0870E-01 3.7597F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT: OW/DT = 3.2705E- 01
FOREWARD
	 6.8860E 02 6,.7645E 02 6.7185E 02 6.2120E 03 147487E 02 1.6061E 04 1.7325E 02 8.9992E 03 3.00RIE-01 6.0764E- 01 5,5850E 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 6.7442E 02 6.6983E 02 6.209BE 03 1.7534E 02 1.4061E 04 0.0 	 0,0	 040	 0.0	 5.S849V 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/OT = 8.6279E-02
FOREVARD	 9.8745E.02 6.7012E 02 6.6246E D2 6,2072E 03 2.3330E 02 1,6061E 04 1.7292E 02 9.0116E 03 2.9983E
-01 6,0556E-01 7.3525F 03
AFT	 1.0093E 03 6.6637E 02 6.5817E 02 6.202BE.03 2.3464E 02 1.6061E 04 I.B757E 02 9.7899E 03 2.9937E-01 6.0456E-01 T,3521F 03
cn





IGNITION TIMES TIME	 (S)	 33400000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION	 (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INILRNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS;
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N.L8F) FTOEL b3p59p6.0 2092276.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N}LBF) FTVAC 10316657, 2319277.0
THRUST CONTRI13UTION OF INEHTS	 (N.LSF) Fl b3449.895 12016+016
UELIVEREO TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LHF*S) SRMDTI 0.35502413E 09 79812640.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S9L8F*S) SRMVTI 0.38821990E 09 87275328.
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 146251545 1.6251545
GkAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S) WDOT 4052.3374 893349750
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KGvLHM) SWOO'TN (b1569.44 334153.44
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SeLHM/S) MIF 28.686172 63.242188
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGvLHM) MIR 2134 n 3079 602B.1172
.TOTAL BURN AREA(M**2slN**21 ABTOT 301.32275 467051.50
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.IN**3) VF 170.94540 10431733.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 (KG.LHM) WF J02832.00 667630.38
TOTAL GAS.MASS	 (KbvLEIMS WGTOT n17.19141 1801.5991
kATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA 1.1616554 1.1616554
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS	 1KG/HOLE p L8M/M0LE1 AMW 12.887806 28.412750
CHARACTER.I5T1C EXHAUST VELOCITY 	 (M/SIFT/S) CSTAR 1566.6587 5139.9570
MAXIMUM CHANHER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.17959666 0.17959666
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**2sLdF/IN**2l PH 0.45291878E 09 656.90332
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2tLBF*S /IN** 2) SPHOT 0.17356509E 11 23173 n 492
BURN AREA(M**291N**2) AHH z1.2UI584 32862.527
HUkN RATE (M/S.IN/S)V RB1(1) 0.76097921E-02 0.29959816
m	 DISTANCE BURNED (MvIN) TAUZ(I) 0.25844485 10.114995
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3tIN**3) VFH 1.1771946 71836 n 875
GAb VOLUME	 (M**3slN**3) VPH 11.348743 692543.13




(M**2fIN**2) ABCYL 439.46362 371169 n 38
SEGMENT FAZE BURN AREA (M**2.IN**21 AHSLOT 3U.315186 46988.648
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3s[N**3) VFCYL !64.92363 10064262.
GAS VOLUME
	
IM**3+IM**3) VP 147.29529 8988514.0
AFT END PARAMETLRSI
TOTAL PRESSURL(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**2eLBF/IN**2) PON 0.43986224E 09 637.99536
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2.LHF*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.16585736E 11 240554582
BURN AREA (M**211N**2) AAN 10.342594 16031455
BURN RATE	 (8/5 1 IN/SEC) RBZ(Nl#ll 0.73298026E-02 0.29644907
DISTANCE HORNED (M.IN1 TAUZ(NI+1) 0.23405824 10.002295
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3.IN**3) VFN 4.8445702 295633.94
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3+IN**3) VPN 7.1811075 438218.25
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K.UEG k) PRNT(NI93) 3442.5039 6196.5078
PORT AREA	 (M**21IN**2) AP 4.8672705 7544.2852
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (H**29IN**2) AT 1.4431372 2236.8682
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.9034977 6.9034977
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22569135E••O1 0.2R969135E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01







INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE UATAS
MASS, PO P T U H LP AP WOOT DMDOT OM/DT RB TAU RBTD TAUTn
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A PS1A UEG, R FT/SEC INCHES SQ.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 656.90 656.89 6211549 21099 0.006 508,48 14753.90 630,52 630.12 -0.40 0.2996 10.175 0.3022 10.179
30.0040 656.89 656,86 6211.46 32,21 06009 508,59 14753.47 923.60 292.52 -0.56 0.2996 10.175 0.2996 10,115
60.000 656.87 656.82 b211.43 42.43 0.012 508.69 14753.04 1216x75 ?92.58 -0.56 0.2996 10.1 74 0.2996 10.174
90.000 656.85 656.77 6211.39 52.67 0,015 508.80 14752,61 1509.95 292.64 -0.56 0„2996 1 0 .173 0.2996 10,173
105.638 656.83 656,73 6211.37 58.03 0.017 508.86 14752.38 1663,51 152.56 -1.00 0.2996 10.172 0.2996 10,170
118.800 657.05 656.50 6210.78 135,02 0.038 284.40 64.16.64 1688,43 355.20 0.13 0.2996 10,144 0.2996 ln,164
148.800 656.93 656.28 6210.66 146.24 0.041 286,24 6523,04 1852.71 164.10 -0618 0.2996 10.163 0.2996 10.163
178.800 666480 656,05 6210.52 157,26 0.044 288.08 66U9,29 201 8 .04 165.15 -0.18 0.2495 10.161 0.2995 10.161
20B.800 656.66 655.01 6210.36 168.10 0.047 289.91 6695.41 2184942 16692D -0.18 0.2495 10.160 0,2995 10.160_
238.800 656051 655.54 6210.23 178,75 0.050 291.75 676108 2351.85 167.24 -Oo19 0.2995 10.158 0.2995 10.159
2680800 656.34 655.27 6210,08 189.24 0.053 293.59 6867.21 2520.31 168.28 -0019 0.2995 10:156 0.2995 10.156
2984800 656617 654.98 6209.92 199.56 0,056 295.42 6952.90 2689,83 16902 -0.20 0.2994 10.154 0.2994 10.154
328.600 655.99 654.67 6209.76 209.73 0.059 297.26 7038.45 2860.39 170.36 -0.20 0.2914 10.152 0.2994 10.157
3584800 655.80 654,35 6209.59 219.75 0,062 299.10 7123.86 14031,99 171.39 -0.21 0.2994 10+150 0.2994 10.15n
3BR.800 655.61 654.02 6209,41 229.62 0.065 300.93 7209.13 :1.204.63 172,43 -0.21 0.2993 10.148 0.2993 10.14A
404.462 655,50 653,84 6209.32 234,75 0,066 301.89 7253,5B 3245.51 90943 •-0946 0.2993 10.146 0.2993 10.146




447.600 654.88 652.20 6207496 298.41 0.084 2286414 65tB.74 3756.21 108.64 -0.41 0.2991 10.132 0.2991 10013P Q1
477.600 654.57 651.73 6207.75 307.46 0 n 087 288.07 660900 3921.26 164689 -0.17 0.2991 10+130 0,2991 10.130 c
507.600 654.25 65I,25 6207.53 316.39 09089 290.00 6699.71 4087.41 165.97 -0.17 0.2990 10.127 0.2990 111.127 N
to	 537.600 653.92 650.75 6207930 325,19 00092 291.93 67H9.96 4254.63 167.05 -0.18 0.2490 1U.124 0.2990 10.124 0
5676600 653.59 650.24 6207.07 333.88 0.094 293.86 6880,07 4422.94 168,13 -00 18 0.2989 104121 0.2989 10.121
597,600 653.24 b49.73 6206.84 342.45 0.096 295.79 6970.04 4592.33 169.21 -0.19 0.2989 10.118 0.2989 10.119
627.600 652.89 649.20 6206.61 350.91 0.099 297.73 7059.86 4762.80 170.29 -Dg14 092988 10.115 0.2988 10.115
657.600 652.53 648.67 6206.38 359,27 00101 299.66 7149.52 4934.36 171.36 -0.20 0.2989 1001I2 062988 10,11?
6886000 h52916 b48.12 6206.14 367.54 00103 301.59 7239.04 5106,99 172.44 -0.20 0.2987 10.109 0,2987 l0,IO0
701.100 651.85 646.35 6204,17 429,59 0.121 28305 6416.30 5277.86 354.13 0.16 0.2985 10.093 0,2985 10.093
731.100 651.37 645.66 6203.90 437.50 0.123 285,78 6501.97 5441,26 163.25 -0.15 0.2985 10.090 0.2985 10.09n
761olOO 650.87 644.96 6203.63 445.33 0,125 287,60 65117,52 5605.69 164.27 -0.16 0.2484 10.087 0.2984 10,087
791.100 650.36 644.25 6203.35 453.08 0.128 289.43 6612,93 5771.12 165.28 -0.16 0.2983 10.083 0.2983 10.087
821,100 649,85 643.54 6203.07 460.75 0.130 291 9 26 6758,22 5937,56 166.28 -0.16 0.2982 10.079 0.2982 10.074
851.100 649.33 642,81 6202.79 46806 0,132 293.08 b843,39 6105.01 167.28 -0.17 0.2982.10.076 0.2992 10.07A
6810100 648.81 642.08 6202.50 475,89 0,134 294.91 6928,42 6273.46 168.28 -0,17 0.2981 10.072 0.2981 10.072
9114100 6443.28 641.35 6202.22 483.36 0,136 296,13 7013.33 6442,92 169.28 -0.18 002960 10.068 0.2980 10.068
941,100 W04 640. 60 620103 490,77 0,138 298.56 7096.12 6613.38 170.28 -0.18 0.2479 10.065 0.2979 10.06F
971.100 64T92O 639.85 6201.64 498.12 0.140 300,38 71x2.77 6784,85 171.28 -•0.19 U,2979 10.061 0,2979 10.061
986,852 646.91 639,45 6201.49 501.98 0.141 301.34 7227.18 5875.60 9003 -0.43 0.247A 10.057 0.2978 10.057
1009.918 646 * 04 635.59 6197.43 594,99 0.168 284.49 6442.82 7226,02 0.0 0,47 0,2973 10.028 0.2973 10.028
1029.900 645x43 63405 6197.37 596.30 0.168 286,37 6532.13 7334.93 108052 -0.39 0.2973 10.024 0.2973 10.024
1059.900 644 " 52 633,99 6197.28 598.33 0,169 289.19 66b5.91 7499,32 164.25 -0,15 0 9 2972 10.021 0,2972 10.021
I089.900 643.63 633.04 6197.18 600.46 0,169 292,01 6799,34 7665.29 165.81 -0.15 0.2971 10.019 0.2971 10.010
1119.900 642,75 632.09 619707 602.70 00170 294,83 6932.41 7832,80 167.37 -0916 0.2970 10.017 0.2970 10,017
11499900 6.41.$7 631.14 6196496 605.03 0.170 297,65 7065.12 8001.88 168.92 -0.16 0.2969 10014 0.2969 10,014
1179.900 641.100 630.21 6196.84 607.46 0,171 300.47 7197,4T 8172.51 170,46 -0.17 D.2968 10.012 0 n ?968 10,012
12090900 640,.15 629.28 6196.71 609,98 0,172 303.30 7349.47 0344.70 172001 -0.18 0.2967 10.009 0.2967 10.004
1239.900 63900 628.35 6196.59 612,59 0.173 306.12 7461 n 11 8518.44 173.56 -U,18 002966 100007 0.2966 1D.007
1258.900 638.76 627.76 6196.51 614.28 0.173 307.90 7544,29 8629.27 110.71 -0.12 0.2965 10.004 0,2965 10.004




INTEkFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 UwDOT	 AB	 HH	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
I	 IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 Su. IN,	 LH/SEC	 Su. IN.	 IN/SEC	 TN-	 LH/SEA
FOREWARO	 I.0564E 02 6.5683E 02 6.5673E 02 6,2114E 03 5.4102E 01 1,6061E 04 2.5052F U1 1.3082E 03 2.99a2F.-01 6.0368E-C1 1. 68B6E 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 6,5660E 02 6.5650E 02 6.210BE 03 5.4112E 01 1.6061E 04 0 * 0	 0.0	 U.0	 0.0	 1.hH84F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. OWLUT = 1.3129E-01
FOREWARD	 4.0446E 02 6.5550E.02 6.5394E 02 6.2093E 03 1.1144E 02 1.6061E 04 1.6648E 02 8.8070E 03 2.9892E-01 6.0294F-01 3.4640F 03
AFT	 4.2772E 02 6.5417E 02 6.5251E 02 6,2081E 03 1.1163E 02 1.6061E 04'1.8360F 02 9,6019E 03 2.9871E-01 6.0262E-01 3.4635E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS UW/DT = 4.4293E-01
FUNEWARD	 6-1380a02 6.5216L 02 6.4812E 02 6.2061E 03 1.7121E 02 1.6061E 04 1.6839F 02 8.920.1E 03 2.9870E-01 6.01b3E-01 S.2780 F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 6.5038E 02 6.4635E 02 6.2042E 03 1.71621: 02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0.0	 O.IS	 000	 6.2719F 03
°i	 GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/DT = I.SB76E-01
FOUEWARD	 9.8bBSE 02 6.4691E 02 6.3945E 02 6.2015E 03 2,3141E 02 1.6061F 04 1.681IE 02 8.8334E 03 2.9737F-01 5.9966E-01 7.0437E 03
`I	 AFT	 1.0U99E 03 6.4301E 02 6.3559E 02 6.1974E 03 2.3265E U2 1.6061E 04 1.8270E 02 9.617BE 03 2.9695E-01 5.4875E -01 I.0432F 03
41	 GAS HUILDUP IN 5LDT9 Dw/DT = 4,7221E-01
G















IGNITION TIME. TIME	 (S)	 35x000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NrLBF) FTDEL 9007563*0 20249R1,0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NrLBF) FTVAC 10017314. 2251982*0
f	 THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N7LBF) FI 51779,379 116406469
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S ► LBF*S} SRMOTI 0.37333862E 09 83929888.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LBF*S) SRHVTI 0.40855373E 09 91846576.
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6239109 1.6239109
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S) WDOT 393896096 8683.1484
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG.LBM) SWDOTN 159560.38 351770.44
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/5.4BM/5) MIF 27.789612 61.265625
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KG.LBM) MIR 2678,7285 5905.5859
'	 TOTAL BURN AREA (M**29IN**2) ABTOT 295.09204 457393.63
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.IN**3) VF 166.41646 10155360*
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG.LBMI WF 294808.94 649942.50
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGiLBM} WGTOT +112687158 1792.0752
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1616354 1.1616354
MOLECULAk WEIGHT OF GAS	 (KG/MOLErLBH/MOLE) AMW 12.884172 28.404739
CHARAC7;7kiSTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1566-3623 5139*0508
MAXIMUM .kAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0917tJ0638 0.17530636
HEAD END PARAMETERS) c
TOTAL PRE55Ukk (N/M**2rLBF/IN**2) PH 0.43910707E 09 636,87109
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	
(N*S/M**2.L8F*S /IN** 2) SPHOT 0.18248536E 11 26467*266 m
BURN AREA
	
(M*v-2rIN**2) AHH 18 n 688828 28967,762
BURN RATE (H/S.IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.75551756E-02 0429744798 N
f° 	 DISTANCE BURNED (M*IN) TAUZ(1) 0,27366441 10.774191k	
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN**3) VFH U*87363720 53312.637 w
4	 GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3rIN**3)f' VPH 11,652300 711067.31GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K.DEG R) PRNT(193). .)447*9902 6206.3828
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2rIN**2) ABCYL 436,49431 366566.94
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**29IN**2) ASSLOT 29,561142 45819.879
PROPELLANT VOLUME.(M**3pIN+*3) VFCYL 160.65406 981592240
GAS VOLUME	 (M**391N**3) VP 150.42302 9179380.0
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M* *2rLBF/IN**2) PON 0.42712832E 09 619.49731
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2.LBF*S/IN*! ►2) SPONDT 0.17452749E 11 25313.074
BURN AREA (M**2rIN**2) AAN 10.347783 16039.098
BURN RATE (M/S.IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+i) 0.74798614E-02 0.29448289
DISTANCE BURNED (H.IN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.26911783 10.595192
PROPELLANT VOLUME. (M**3rIN**3) VFN 4.6887407 286124.69
GAS VOLUME (M**3.IN**3) VPN 1.3369360 447727.50
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG. K,DEG R) PRNT(NI13) 4440.0757 6192.1367
PORT AREA (M**29IN**2} AP 4.9857855 7727,9844
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA (M* 02rIN**2) AT 1.4442110 2238.532E
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b*8983660 6.8983660
PRESSURE RATIO PEPD 0,22592328E-01 0,22592328E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUFSER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 2.0000000 2,Oo0000o
w
mN
U N LP AP WDOT nW OOT DN/DT HR TAU 98 TO TAUT-1
FT/SEC INCHES 54.	 IN. L8/SEC LH/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
19.46 0.005 437,48 15037.30 551 n 75 531.45 -0.30 0.2974 10.774 0.2996 In.774
28029 0.008 437.57 L4036,93 802007 249087 -0.45 0.2974 10.774 0.2974 10.174
37,12 0.010 437.67 15036,56 1052. 44 24903 -0.45 0.2974 10.173 0.2974 10.771
45,96 01013 437.77 150.16.19 1302.86 ?49.98 -0.45 0.2974 10 9 772 0,2974 10.77?
50.42 o.Ok4 437.82 150x600 1429.12 125.34 -0.92 0.2874 10.771 0.2974 1n.771
116.29 0.033 298.17 6608.16 1448.39 345.39 0.21 0.2974 10.763 0.2974 10.16'1
127.89 0.036 290.00 6695.83 1613.55 165,08 -0.08 0.2974 10.762 0.2974 10.76?
139.28 0.039 29I.84 67d3.32 1779.76 166.12 -0.09 0,2874 10.761 0.2914 10.761
150,48 0.042 293.68 6810,62 1947.01 167.16 -O.U9 0.2974 10.759 0.2914 I0.750
161.50 0.046 295.51 6957.73 2115.30 168.20 -0,09 0.2974 10.757 0.2974 10.157
172.33 0,049 297.35 7044.67 2284,63 169.23 -0.10 0.2973 10.755 0.2973 10.75G
163.00 0.052 299,18 7131.42 2454 n 99 170.26 -0410 0.2973 10.753 0.2973 10.71il
193,51 0.054 301.02 72L7.98 2626.39 171,30 -0.10 U,2973 10.75I 0.2973 10.151
203,86 0.057 302.86 73u4.36 2798,82 172.33 -0.11 0,2972 10,749 0.2972 10.749
214.07 0.060 304.69 7340.56 2972,28 173936 -O,li 0.297? 10.747 00972 10.147
219.17 0.062 305.61 74,13.77 3060.11 »7.43 -0.40 0,297? 10.745 0.2972 10.745
273,59 0.077 288.66 6632.10 3402645 165.03 0.55 0.2970 10.732 0.2970 10.73?
279.76 0.079 289.90 66'1 1.21 3508,82 106.02 -0..35 0.2970 10.730 0.2970 10,130
289.22 0.081 291.83 67 x33.04 3674.77 165.87 -0.08 0.2970 10+728 0.2970 10.72x4
298.54 0.084 293.76 6814.66 3841.80 166,95 -O.OB 0.2970 10.725 0.2970 10.129
307,72 0.087 295.69 6966.09 4009.91 168.03 -0608 {1 .2469 10.722 0.2969 ln.72?
316,78 06089 297.62 70!37.32 4179.10 169.10 -0009 0.2969 10.119 0.2969 10,719
325.72 0.092 299.95 7148.37 4.349.36 170.17 -0..09 0.2969 10.116 0.2968 10,716
334.55 0.094 301.48 7239421 4520,69 171.24 -0.09 0.2968 10.713 0.2966 10.71-4
343.28 0.097 303.41 7329.85 4693,09 172.31 -0.10 0.2967 10.710 0.2967 10.710
35105 0.099 305.32 7419 n 71 4865, x'53 172923 -0.21 0.2966 10.70 7 0.2966 10.707
410,56 0,116 287,70 651x6.92 5029.12 344.47 0.23 0.2964 10.690 0.2964 10.h9n
418.87 0.118 289.53 667.3.83 5193.44 164.26 -0.07 0.2964 10.6»7 0.2464 16.6H7
427,09 01120 291.35 6750.56 5348.78 165.28 -0.07 0 n 296; 10.683 0,2 1` 63 10.6dl
435.22 0.123 293.18 6841 n 13 5525.13 16fi.27 -0.07 0.2963 10.690 0.2963 10.68n
443.27 0.125 295.00 693.3.52 3692.46 167.27 -0.07 0.2462 10.676 0,2962 10,676
451,24 0.127 29b.83 7019.76 5860.80 168427 -0,08 0.2961 10.672 0.2961 10.67?
459.15 0.129 29B.65 71U5.81 6030614 169.26 -0.08 0.2961 10.668 0.2961 1n.b6A
466.98 0,132 300.48 7191.70 6200.48 170.26 -0908 0.2960 104664 0.2960 10.664
474.74 0.134 302.30 7217.43 6371.81 111025 -0.09 0,2959 10.661 0.2959 10.661
482.45 0.136 304.13 73h2.98 6544,13 172.24 -0.09 0.2 g5q 10.657 0.2958 10.657
486.34 0.137 305.05 7406.14 6631.90 87.39 »0.38 0.2957 10.653 0.2957 10.657
575.33 0.162 288.28 6615,91 6973.19 0.0 0.58 0.2953 10.623 0.2953 10 n 624
576.98 0.163 290.10 6703.86 7079,48 105.97 -0.33 0.2953 10.618 0.2453 10.b10
579.59 0.163 292.92 68.19,55 7244.80 165.27 -0.06 0.295? 10.616 0.2952 10.61E
582.28 0,164 295.74 6914.79 7411.68 166.82 -0.06 0.2951 10.613 0.2951 10,613
585.07 0,165 290.56 7109.56 7580.11 168.36 -0.07 0.2950 10.611 0.?950 10.611
587.94 0,166 301.38 7243.87 7750.08 169.90 -0.07 0.2g 4g 10.608 0.2949 10.b0A
590490 0.167 304.20 7317.73 7921.59 171.44 -O.OB 09?94R 10.606 0.2948 10.606
59303 0.167 307,02 7511.11 8094,64 172.98 -0.08 0.2947 10.603 0.2941 10.601
597.04 0.168 309x84 7644,04 8269924 174.52 -0.09 0.294!; 10.6110 0.2946 10.600
599005 06159 311.63 7727.98 6380.61 111.31 -006 0.?945 10,597 0,2945 10.511
































































































































































608,55 6191 n 02
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SLOT




PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 504 IN.	 LB/SEC	 SQ. iN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LH/SEC
FOREWARD	 1.0504E 02 6.3682E 02 6.3674E 02 6.2063E 03 4.7845E 01 1.6061E 04 1.9480E O1 1,0246E 03 2.9108E-01 5.9845E -01 1. 4486F 03
AFT	 1.1880E 02 6.3665E D2 6.3657E 02 6.2059E 03 4.7847E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 060	 000	 0.0	 1.4484F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN 5LOTr DW/DT = 2.0675£-01
FOREWARD	 4.0386E 02 6,3562E 02 6.3422E 02 6.2045E 03 1.0688E 02 1.6061E 04 1.6387E 02 8,6268E 03 206AOE-01 5.9783E-01 3.2240E 03
AFT	 4.2B32E 02 6.3447E 02 6.3307E 02 6.2034E 03 190T03E 02 1.6061E 04 1.7902E 02 9.4285E 03 2.96676-0l 5.9755E-01 3.2234F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT+ DW/DT = 5.5363E-01
FOREWARD	 6.B740E 02 6.3261E 02 6.2901E 02 6.2015E 03 1.6802E 02 1.6061E 04 1.6382E 02 8.6409E 03 2.96?3E-01 5.9661E-01 5.0293E 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 6,3104E 02 6.2745E 02 6,1997E 03 1.6838E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 090	 5.0291E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN 5LOT9 DW/DT = 2.2669E-01
FOREWARD	 9.8626E 02 6.2777E 02 6.2097E 02 6.1970E 03 2.2980E 02 1.6061E 04 1.6359E 02 $.6544E 03 2.953 4E-01 5.9474E-01 6.7955E 03
AF71.0105E 03.6.2424E 02 6.1748E 02 6.1936E 03 2 9 3094E 02 1.6061E 04 I.7829E 02 9.4447E 03 2.9496E-01 5.9390E-01 6.7949F 03 "
rn




















































































































































.16NIT10N TIME1 TIME 15) 	 37.000000
f	 PROGRAM






TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N1LBF)
.TOTAL VALUUM THRUST (N1LNF)
THRUST CONTHLOUTI00 OF INERTS (N1LBF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S1LUF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SoLBF*5)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (K(3/59LBM/5)
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG1L3M)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LRM/S)
INERT HASS REMAINING (KGrLSM)
TOTAL BURN AREA {M**2,IN+*2}
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME ( M**31IN*031
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (K69LBM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGILUM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAk WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEIL8M/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S%FT/S)









GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMEiERSI
kAUTAL allRN AREA (M**2rIN**2)


















ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT










































































































































































































U M LP AP WDOT DWDOT DW/DT RA TAU RBTO TAUTa
FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN, LB/SEC LB/SEC LH/5EC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
1607 0.005 370.02 I52fT.49 475.01 474.59 -0.43 0.2954 114369 0.2974 11.369
24.49 0.007 370,12 152 f7.18 685.41 209.91 -0.49 0.2954 11.369 0.2954 11.36q
32.01 0.009 370.21 152 76.86 895 0 86 209.96 -0.49 0.2854 11.368 0.2954 11.36a
39,54 0.011 370.31 15276 n 54 1106.37 210,02 -0.49 0.2954 11.367 0.2954 11.367
43.19 O,OI2 37006 15276.39 1208.43 101914 -0.92 0.2454 1I.366 0.2954 11.364
98.49 08028 291,91 6780668 1223.04 336,20 D.20 0.2954 11.358 0.2954 11.356
110945 0.031 293.74 6869.62 1389,18 166.08 -0.07 0.2954 11.357 0.2954 11,357
122.19 04034 295.58 6956.33 1556,37 167,12 -0.07 0.2954 11.355 0.2954 11*359
133.74 0.038 297.41 7046 0 82 1724,59 168 n 15 -0.07 0.2954 11.353 0.2954 11.351
145,09 0.041 299.25 7135,07 1893.84 169.18 -0.07 0.2953 11.352 0.2953 1105?
156.26 0,044 301.08 7223.10 2064.12 170.21 -O,OR 0.2953 11.350 0.2953 11.35n
167.25 0.047 302.92 7310.91 2235.44 171.23 -0.08 0.2953 11.348 0.2953 11.34K
178.08 01050 30u,76 7398.48 2407.78 172.26 -0.08 0.2953 11.345 0,2953 11.349
188.75 0.053 306,59 7465.82 2581.15 173.29 -0.09 0.2952 11.343 0.2952 11,341
199.27 0.056 308.43 7512.95 2755.55 174.31 -0.09 0.2952 11.341 0.2952 11.341
204.32 0,058 309.31 7614.89 2840.37 84.44 -0.38 0.2952 11.339 0.2952 11.339
255478 0.072 292,43 6806.60 3173.72 160.46 0.53 0.2951 11026 0.2951 11.326
262001 0.074 293.63 6864.70 3277.46 103.40 -0.34 0.2951 11.324 0.2951 11.324
271.83 0.077 295.56 6957.79 3444.40 166.89 -0.06 0.2950 11.322 0.2950 11.32?
281.52 0,079 297,49 7050,63 3612.42 167,96 -0.06 0.2950 11.319 0 1 2950 11.319
291.07 00082 299.42 7143.22 3781.51 169.02 -0.07 0.2949 11.316 0.2949 I1.31A
300.48 0,085 301.35 7235457 3951.67 170.09 -0.07 0.2949 11.313 0.2949 11.313
309.78 0.087 303.28 7327.68 412209 171.15 -0.07 0.2948 11.310 0.2948 11.31n
318,95 0.090 305.21 7419.54 4295.IR 172422 -O.On 0.2848 11,306 0.2948 11.306
328.02 0.092 307.13 7511.16 4468.54 173.28 -O.OB 0.2947 11.303 0.2947 11.303
336,76 0.095 309,01 7600,14 4638.69 16904 -0,41 0.2947 11.300 0.2947 11.30n
392.47 0.111 291.43 6758,59 479700 335,42 0.22 0.2945 11.283 0.2945 11.281
401.15 00113 293,25 6846.72 4963.14 165029 -0.05 0,2945 11.280 0.2945 11,280
409.74 0.115 295,08 6934,64 5129,49 166.30 -0.05 0.2944 11.276 0.2944 11.276
418.23 0.118 296,90 7022.34 5296.84 167,30 -0.05 0,2943 11.272 0.2943 11,277
426,64 0.120 298.72 7109.84 5465.18 166,29 -0.06 0.2943 11.2bB 0 n 2943 11.269
434.96 04123 300.55 7197913 5634.51 169x28 -0,06 0.2942 11.264 0,2942 11.264
443,20 0.125 302,37 7284 n 2D 5804,63 170,26 -0.06 0.2941 11.260 0.2941 11,26n
451.36 0.127 304,20 7311.07 5976.14 171.25 -0.06 0,2941 11.256 0.2941 11.256
459.48 00129 306.02 7457.72 6148.45 172.24 -0.07 0 9 2940 11.252 0.2940 11.257
467,52 0.132 3D7.84 7544.16 6321.73 173422 -0.07 0.2934 11.248 0.2939 11*24A
471.42 0,133 308.73 7546.06 6406.55 84.46 -0.36 0.2939 11.244 0.2936 11.244
556461 0.157 292.05 6790.13 6739.02 0.0 0.56 0.2934 11.213 0..?934 11.211
558.57 0.157 293.81 6816,64 6842.74 103.41 -0,31 0.2934 11.209 0.2934 11.204
561472 0	 158 296.63 7014,23 7009.09 166.31 -0.04 0.2434 11.206 0. 934 11.296
564.95 0.159 299.45 71bl,27 7176.98 16705 -0.05 0.2933 11.204 0.2933 11.204
568.26 0.160 302.27 7287.73 7346.41 169.38 -0.05 0.2932 i1n2U1 0.2932 11.201
571964 00161 305.09 7423 * 63 7517.37 170091 -0.05 0.2931 I1,198 0.2931 11,19q
575.09 0.162 307.91 7558.97 7689.86 172.44 -0.06 0 n 2930 11.195 0.2930 11.195
578,61 0*163 310.73 7693.75 7863.89 173,97 -0406 0.2429 11.192 0.2929 11,19P
582,19 0,164 313.55 7827,95 8039.46 175x50 -0.07 0.2928 11.189 0.2928 11.189
584.50 0,165 315.33 7912.65 8151643 111.93 -0.05 0.2927 11.187 0.2921 11.181















	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT
	
AB	 1111	 [DELTA	 WSLO T
LUCATIDN	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R
	
FT/SE=C	 5U. IN.
	 L8/SEC	 5O. IN *	IN/SEC	 IN.	 LH/SEr
FUHEWARD	 1.11445E 02 6,1840E 02 6.1835E 02 6.2016E 03 4.15&3E 01 1.6061E.04 1.4808E.01 7.8420E-02 2.9505F-01 5.9415E-01 1.2232 r 03
AF1.	 I.1880E 02 6.1828E 02 6.1823E.02 6.2013E 03 4.1582E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0
	
O.0	 0.0	 0.0	 1,P230F 03
GAS . HUILUUP IN SLOTt DW/DT = 2.0254£-01
FUREWARl1	 4.0327E 02 6.1734E 02.6.1616E 02 6.2000E 03 1.0231E 02 1.6061E 04 1.5935E 02 8.4457E 03 2.94R1E-01 5.9360E-01 2.9997E 03
AFT	 4.2891E 02 .6.1634E U2 6.1516E 02 6.1991E 03 1.0244E 02 1.6061£ 04 1.7453E 02 9.2540E 03 2.9470E-01 5.9334E-01 2.9992 P n3
GAS' HUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT =.5.9352E-01
FOREwARD
	 6.4bHl E 02 .6.1462E 02 6.1.142E . 02 6.1972E 03 1.6484E 02 1.6061E 04 1.5934E 02 8.4604E: 03 2..9428E-01 5.9246E-81 4.79HOF 03




GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr DW/i1T
	 2.2099E-0I
FUREWAND	 9-H567E 02.6.1014E 02 6.0393E 02 6.1929E 03 2.2820E 02 1.6061E 04 1.5915F. n2 8.4745E 03.2.9344E-01 5,9069E-01 6.5651s r
 03
AFT	 i an m 03 6.0694E 02.6.0076E 02 6.,1894E 03 2.2925L 02 1.6061E 04 1.7388E 02 9.2705E U3 2.9308E-01 B.8991L-01. 6,5651F 03









IGNITION TINE, TIME	 (S)	 390000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NDMENCI-ATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMET£RSs
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTOEL 8469373.0 1903991,0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST:(N,LBF) FTVAC 9479123.0 2130992.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERT$ (NiLBF) FI 49044.156 1ID25,566
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*StLBF*S) SRMOTI 0.40827878E 09 91784752.
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*59LBF*S) SRMVTi 0.44753306E 09 0.10060946E:09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6216192 1.6216192	 .
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE EKG/S,LBM/S) WDOT 3733.9119 8231.8672
FLOWRATE :INTEGRAL .(KG,LBM) SWDOTN 174900,56 385589,75
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBH/S) MIF 26.321640 58029297
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBM) MIR 2572.0156 5670.3242
TOTAL [TURN AREA
	
(M**29IN**2) ABTOT 283.46P40 439367.94
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VF 157.72104 9624733.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 EK69LHMI WF 479404.88 615982*44
TOTAL GAS.MA5S	 (KGvLBM) WGTOT 804.33521 1773.2559
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615992 1.1615992
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE+L8M/MGLE) AMW 12.877652 28.390366
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S*FT/S) CSTAR 156598157 5I37.1914
. MAXIMUM CHAMBER HACH NUMBER;. AMPN 0.16727424 0.16727424
HEAD ENO PARAMETERS?
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/N* 42,LBF/IN**2.) PH 0.41433088E 09 600.93628
PRESSURE INTEGRAL ( NO S/M**2iLBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.19954766E 11 28941.945
w	 BURN AREA (M**2tINO*2) AHH 13.716386 21.260.441
BURN RATE	 (M/5 9 IN/5} RBZI1) 0.74538067E-02 0.293457034	
DISTANCE BURNED (MvIN) 7AUZ(1) 0.30378222 11.959932
PROPEL.LANT.VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VFH 0.38564956 23533.793
GAS VOLUME.(M**3,IN**3) VPH 12.140288 740846.19
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(I13l 3442.9055 6197.2305
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS(
RADIAL BURN AREA (M0*2sIN**2) ABCYL 231.26279 358458,06 .
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) ABSLOT 28.125397 43594.469
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**39IN**3) VFCYL 152.95549 933392190
GAS VOLUME.[f4**3,1N**3) VP 156,456B0 9547584.0
AFT END PARAMETERS=
TOTAL PRESSUHE(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**29L8F/IN**2) PON 0.40417562E 09 586.20752
PRESSURE INTEGRAL RN*S/M**2,LBF*S/IN*w2} 5PONDT 0.19114799E 11 27723.680
BURN AREA (M**2,IN*42) AAN 10.358058 16055.023
BURN RATE (M/SvIN/SEC) RBZ(NI.1} 0.73B6896BE-02 0.29082274
DISTANCE BURNED (MtIN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.29894310 11.769416
PROPELLANT VOLUME '(M**3,1N**3) VFN 4.3798962 267277.81
GAS VOLUME (M**3rIN**3) VPN 1.6457806 466574.38
.GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(N1,3). 3435.7288 b184.3125
PORT AREA (M**2.IN'i*2) AP 6.2247095 8098.3164
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA IM**2,IN**2) AT 1.4462681 2241.7207
.EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.888S536 6.8885536
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22636626E--01 0.22636626E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01





INCREMENT DIVIllING PLANE DATA:
MASS YO 3± T U M. LW AP wDOI DWOOT DW/DT RP IAU U13TO TAUT's
ADDITION
REGIONS PSIA P51A DEC), R FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 1N. Lil/SEC L3+/SEC L8/SEC IN/5EC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 6UO.94 600.93 6197,23 14.51 0.004 304.76 13476.84 399.813 399.30 -0.58 0.2935 I1- 9b0 0.2954 11.960
304000 600.93 60002 6197.22 20.76 0.006 304.85 154(6.57 572.i11 171.74 -0.56 0.2435 11.960 0.2935 11.96n
60.000 600.92 60U,90 6197.21 27.02 0:008 304.95 15476931 744,53 171.79 -0.56 0.2935 11,959 092935 11.95Q
90.000 680.91 .600.88 6197.19 33.27 0.010 305.04 15416.05 916.93 171.84 -0.56 0.2935 11.958 0.2935 11.95A
103.855 600.91 6UO.87 6197.14 36.19 0.0IU 305.09 15415.93 997.24 79.38 -0.93 0.2935 11.957 0.2935 11.957
118.800 600.97 600.79 6196.97 B1.41 0.023 295.62 6904.23 1008-02 327.20 0.1S 0.2934 11.949 0.2934 11.947
14B.800 6UOo9l 600.67 6196.89 93.71 0.026 297.45 7044.44 1175.16 167.07 -0.06 0 n 2934 11.944 0.2934 11.94A
178.800 600.84 600.53 6196.79 105.79 0,030 299.29 7I 34.37 1343433 168.10 -0.07 0.293 1♦ 11.946 0.2934 11.94A
208.800 600.75 600.37 6196.69 117.87 0.033 301.12 ..7244.03 1512.52 169.13 -0.07 0.2934 11.944 0.2934 11.444
23R.BO0 600.66 .600.20 6196.57 129.35 0.036 302.96 7313,42 1682.74 170.15 -0.07 0.2934 11,942 0.2934 11.94P
268.800 600456 60U.U1 6196.45 140.83 0.040 304.80 7402.54 1853.99 171.17 -0.07 0.2034 11.940 0.2934 11.g4n
298.800 600.45 599.81 6196.32 152.14 0.043 306.63 749 i.39 2026.26 172.19 -0.08 0.2934 11.938 0.2934 11.934
3284800 6UO.32 599,59 6196.18 163.28 0.046 308.47 7519.96 2199.55 173.22 -O.OR 0.2933 11.936 0.2933 11.936
358.800 6U0919 599.35 6196.03 174.26 0.049 310930 7668.27 2373.87 174.23 -0008 0.2433 11.934 0.2913 11.934
388.800 h00.05 599010 6195686 185.08 0.052 312.14 7756.30 2549421 175.25 -0.09 0.2933 11.932 0.2933 11.93
402.680 599998 59808 6195.80 190.06 0,054 312.99 7796.95 2631.01 81.43 -0.37 0.?93? 11029 0.2932 11.929
429.503 599.69 598.12 6194.97 238.72 01067 296.18 69d2,1B 2955.52 155.98 0.49 0.2931 11. 9 16 0.2931 11.918
447.60(1 599,56 597.90 6194.86 244.97 0.069 297,34 7039,24 3056.60 100.75 -0.33 U.29.31 11.914 0.2931 11.914
477.600 599.33 597,54 6194.65 255.16 0.072. 299.27 71 33.57 3224.55 167.89 -0.06 U.2931 11.912 0.2931 11.91
507.600 599.09 597.16 6194,45 265.28 0.075 301.20 7217.62 3343.56 188095 -8.06 0.2831 11.989 0.2931 11.90 °1
co	 537.600 598.45 596.77 6194123 275.09 0.078 303.12 7341.37 3563.63 170101 -0.06 0.2030 11.906 8.2930 11.905 rn
967.600 598.60 596.37 6194.02 284.85 0.080 305.05 7414.84 3734.77 111.07 -0.07 0.2930 11.902 0.2930 11.90? o
597.600 598.34 595,95 6193.79 294.48 0.083. 306.98 75U8.01 3906.97 172.13 -0.01 0.2029 11,899 0.2929 11.89'3 n°3
627.600 598.07 595,53 6193.57 303.99 0.OB6 308,91 76U0.89 4080.22 173.19 -0.07 0.2829 11.896 0.2929 11.899 0
657,600 597079 595.09 6193.34 313,38 0.088 310.84 7693.48 4254.54 174.24 -0.08 U.2928 11.893 0.2928 ll."')3 w
686622? 597.51 594.66 6193.11 322.26 0.041 312.68 776 1.55 4422.16 167.22 -0.40 0.2829 11.889 U.?928 11.860
701.100 597,29 593.43 6191.65 375.14 0.106 295.13 69.31.32 4576.98 3?6.56 0.20 002926 11.871 0.2926 11.871
731.10.0 596.91 592.db 6191.;38 384.19 0.108 296.95 7020.67 4743.23 166.31 -0.05 0.2925 11.869 0.2926 11.46')
7610100 596.52 592.28 6191410 343011 0.111 298.78 71U9.77 4910.60 167.32 -'0.05 0.2425 11.865 0.2925 11.865
191.100 59b.12 .591.70 6190.82 401.95 0.113 300.60 7198,62 5078.95 168030 -0.05 0.2925 11,R61 U.2925 11.861
1121.100 595471 591.10 6.190.54 410.70 0.116 302.42 7247.21 5248.29 169.29 -0.05 0.2924 11.857 0.2924 11.857
851.100 595.30 590.50 6190.25 419.36 0.118 304.24 7375.54 5418.62 170.27 -0.06 0.2923 11.853 0.2923 11.893
881.100 594.48 589.88 61d9,96 427.94 0.121 306.07 7463,63 5589.93 171.26 -0.06 0.2923 11.849 0.2923 11.84Q
911.100 594.45 589.26 6189.67 436.44 0.123 30709 7551.46 5762,23 172.24 -0.06 0.2422 11.844 0.2922 li.844
941.100 594..02 5118.62 6189.38 444.86 0.125 309.71 7649.03 5935.50 173.22 -0.06 0.2921 11.840 0.2921 11.840
971.100 593.57 587.98 6189.08 453.22 0.128 311.54 7726.35 6109.77 174.20 -0.07 0.2920 11.836 0.2920 11.83,',
9B5.079 593.36 587.68 6188.94 457.12 0.129 312.39 7766.96 6191.62 81.50 -'0.36 0,2920 11.832 0.2920 11.832
1011-6613 592.69 584.81 6185.71 538.72 0.152 295.79 6965.48 6515.413 O.O O.SI U.291A 11.800 0.2916 11.800
1029.900 592925 584.31 6185.62 540.94 0.152 297.50 7050.48 6616653 100.83 -0.31 0.2916 11.746 0.2916 11.79A
1059,900 591.53 583.49 6185.46 544.61 0.154 300.32 718907 6783.91 167.34 -0.04 U.2g 15 11.793 0.2916 11.793
i089.900 590.81 582.68 6185.30 548.35 0,155 303.14 731d.79 6952.82 168987 -0.04 0.2419, 11.790 0.2915 11.790
1119.900 590.10 581,87 6185.13 552.16 0.156 305,95 7466.95 7123.25 170.39 -0.05 0.2914 11.787 0.2914 11.7117
1149.900 589.39 581.05 6184.96 55602 0.157 308.77 7684.43 7295.21 171.91 -0.05 0.2913 11.784 0.2913 11.784
1179000 588.69 580.24 6184.79 559.95 0.158 311.59 7741.25 7468,70 173.43 -'0.06 0.2912 11.781 0.2912 11.781
1209.900 581.99 579.44 6184.61 563.94 0.159 314.41 7817.39 7643.71 174.95 -0.06 0.2911 11.778 0.?911 11.779
1239.900 587.30 578.63 6184.43 567.98 0.160 31.7.22 8012.86 7820.23 176.47 -0.01 U.2g 10 11.775 0.2910 11.719
12580400 586.86 578.12 6184.31 570057 0-161 319,01 60VU.32 7932.62 112954 -0.04 0.2g09 11.772 0.2909 11,17?
AFT 586.21 576977 6183.26 593.36 0.167 .,.., 8098.32 823107 298.83 -0.23 0.2908 11.169 .... .....
....	 ._ ...	 .....	 .....
4 .. r
SLOT






DEG, R	 FT/SEC	 S0. IN,
	
LB/SEC	 SU. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LB/SEC
FOREWARD	 1.0386£ 02 6.0091E 02 6.0087E 02 6.1972E 03 3.5253E 01 1.6061E 04 1.0967E 01 5.B465E 02 2.9309E-0L 5.9011E-01 1.DOk 1 2 cr 03
AFT	 IP189DE 02 6.00B3E 02 6.007')E 02 6.1970E 03 3.5251E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 1.0080E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DYE/DT = 1.6381E-01
FOREWARD	 4.0266E 02 5.9998E 02 5.9898E 02 6.1956E 03 9,7699E 01 1.6061E 04 1.5489F 02 8.2636E 03 2.92R7E-01 5.8962E-D1 2.7859F 03
AFT	 4.2950E 02 5.9911E 02 5.9812E 02 6.1950E 03 9.7810E 01 1.6061E 04 1,7011E 02 9.0784E 03 2.9277E-01 5.8939E-01 2.7854F. 03
GAS UUILDUP IN SLOTv DW/DT = 4.8864E-01
FOREWARD	 66B622E 02 5.9751E 02 5.9466E 02 6.1931E 03 1.6161E 02 1.6061E 04 1.5492E 02 8,2790E 03 2.921BE-01 5.8856E-01 4.5771F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.9627E 02 5,9343E 02 6.1916E 03 1.6190E 02 L.6061E 04 D.0 	 0.0	 000	 000	 4.5769F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT* OW/DT = 2.01DIE -01
FUREWARD	 9.B50BE 02 5.9336E 02 5.8768E 02 6.1889E 03 2.2459E 02 L96061F 04 1.5477E 02 8.2936E 03 2.91SBE -01 5.8687E-01 6.3464F 03 0
AFT	 1.0I17E 03 5.9047E 02 5..8481E 02 .6.IB57E 03 2.2756E 02 1.6061E 04 1.6953E 02 9.0951E 03 2.9124E-01 5.8615E-01 6.3459F 03
cn

























































































































































TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N1LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NoLOF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N.LBF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SPLBF*S1
VACUUM T01AL IMPULSE (N*SrL8F*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SvLBH/S1
FLOWNATE INTEGRAL (KG,LBM)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/59LBM/5)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LdM)
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2pIN**2)
10TAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.1N**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING {KG,LHM)
TOTAL GAS HASS (KGrLBM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE}
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S7F7/S)









GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K.UEG R)
CYLINDRICAL.SECTION PARAMETERS;
RADIAL BURN AREA ( M**2lIN**2)











GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,UEG R)
PONT AREA IM**2,IN**21
NUZZLE PARAMETERS;




ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT




INCREMENT DIMING PLANE OATAS
MASS Po P T U M LP AP WOOT DWOOT Ow/DT RR TAU RBTO TAUTO
ADDITION
REGIONS PSIA PSIA DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SR.	 iN, LB/SEC LB/SEC LH/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 585.96 585,95 6191,93 12.48 0,004 245.77 15648.39 339905 338.49 -046 0,2917 129547 0,2935 12.547
30.000 5B5.95 585,94 6191.93 17.57 0,006 245.85 15638.18 477.25 137.69 -0.52 U.2Q17 12.547 0.2917 12.547
60.000 585.94 585,93 6191.92 22.66 0.007 245.93 15637,97 615:51 137473 -0.52 0,2917 12.546 0.2917 12.545
90.000 585.94 585.92 6191.91 27.75 0.008 246.02 15637.76 753.80 137.78 -0.52 0.2917 12.545 0.2917 i2.54,
1U3.269 585.93 585.91 6191.90 30402 0.009 246,05 15647.67 815.64 60.95. -a,BB 0.2917 12.543 0.29 17 12.541
118.A00 585,97 585.86 6191.77 66448 0.019 299.31 7128,81 623.31 318.30 0.22 0.2917 12.536 0,2917 12,536
148.800 585,93 585.76 6191.69 79.06 0.022 301.14 7220.27 991,48 168.16 -0.02 092917 12,535 0.2917 1P.535
178,800 585987 585.64 6191.61 91x42 0.026 30208 7311442 1160.69 169,18 -0.0Z 0.2917 12. 5 3 3 0.2917 12.512
208.800 585.80 585.51 6191.52 103.56 0.029 304.81 74112,25 1330.91 170,21 -0.02 0.2917 12.531 0.2917 12.531
238.800 585.7? 585.36 6191.41 115,50 0.033 306,65 7492.76 1502.16 171.22 -0.02 0.2917 12.529 0.2917 12.524
268,800 585.63 585.19 6191.30 127425 0,036 308,48 75d?,96 1674.42 172.24 -0,02 0.2QI7 12.527 0.2917 12.527
298.800 585,53 585.01 61 9 1.18 136.81 0,039 310.32 7612.86 1847.71 173.26 -0.03 0.2917 12.525 0. ?917 1?.525
328.800 585.43 584.82 6191.04 150,20 0,042 312.15 7762.43 2022.01 174.2B -0.03 0.2916 12.5d3 0.2916 12.523
358.800 585.31 584.60 6190.91 161.42 0,045 313.99 7851.68 2197,33 175.29 -0,03 0.2916 12.520 0.2916 1 ?.52n
388.800 585.18 584.38 6190.76 172,48 0.049 315,82 7940,63 2373.67 17600 -0.03 0.2916 12.518 0.2916 12.510
402.094 585.12 584,27 6190.69 177.36 0,050 316.64 7979,95 2452,47 78.45 -0.35 x.2916 12.516 0.2916 12,51E
430.089 584.86 563.52 618906 223.43 0.063 299.90 71 54 .85 2768.35 151.55 0.54 0.2415 12.503 U.29 15 12.503
447,600. 584.74 5B3,33 6189.85 229.65 0,065 301.02 7214,80 2866.79 98.14 •-0.30 0.2915 12.501 0.2915 12.501
477.600 584.54 582.99 6189.65 240,14 0,068 302.95 7310.39 3035.79 168.98 -0.01 0.2914 12.498 U.2914 12.499w
507.600 584.33 582.64 6189.45 250.48 0.071 304.88 74U5.63 3205.H5 170.04 -0.01 0.2914 129495 0,2914 12.495
- 	 537.600 584.11 582.28 6189.24 260,66 0,073 306.81 7500.54 3376,96 171.10 -0.02 x.2914 12. 4 92 0.2914 IP.497
5674600 583.87 581.90 6189.03 270,70 06076 308.73 7595.11 3549.13 172.15 -0.02 0,2913 12.488 0.2913 12.484
597.600 583963 581.52 6188.81 280.61 0.079 310.66 76H9.34 3722.3h 173.21 -0.02 0.2913 12.485 0.2913 1Z.485
627,600 583638 581.12 6188.59 290.40 0.082 312.59 77 83 .23 3896,64 174.26 -0.02 0.2912 12.482 0.2912 12.482
657.600 583012 580.71 6188.37 300.06 0.085 314.51 7876,77 4071,97 175.31 -0.02 0,2912 I2.478 0.2912 12.47A
685.637 58Z.B8 580.32 6188.15 309.01 0.087. 316.32 7963.90 4237.10 164.78 -0.35 0.2911 12.415 0.2911 12.475
701.1D0 582.6'7 579.22 6186.82 359.26 0.101 298:81 7105.10 4387.51 317080 0.23 0.2910 12.457 0.2910 12.457
731.100 582.32 578.68 6186.55 368,60 0.104 300.63 7195,67 4554.94 167.43 -0.00 0.2910 129454 0.2910 12.454
761.100 581.96 578,14 6186.27 377x83 0.106 302.45 721x5.95 4723.37 168.43 -0,00 0,2909 12,450 0.2909 12.45n
791.100 581.59 577.59 6186.00 386.96 0.109 304,27 7315,92 4892.78 169.41 -0.01 0,24011 12. 446 0.2908 12.446
821,100 581.21 57702 6185.71 395,99 0.112 306.09 7465.59 5063.18 170.39 -0,01 0.2908 12.442 0.2908 12.442
d51+100 580.82 576.45 6185.43 404,94 0.114 307,92 7554.98 5234955 171.37 -0.01 0.2907 12.437 0.?907 12.437
B81.10n 580.43 575,87 6185.14 413.84 0,117 309.74 7644.06 5406.91 172.35 -0.01 0.2906 12. 433 0.2906 12.43-4
911.100 580.03 575 n 28 6184.85 422.57 0,119 311,56 7732 4 85 5580.25 173.33 -0.01 0.2906 12.429 0.2906 1?..424
f	 9410100 579.62 574.67 6184.56 431.27 a.122 313.38 782104 5754.55 174.30 -0.02 0.24x5 12.425 0.2905 17.425
971,100 579.21 574 4 06 6184.26 439,90 0.124 315,21 7909.53 5929.84 I75,27. -0.02 0.2904 12. 420 0.2904 12.420
984,496 579,02 573.79 6184913 443,75 0,125 316 n 02 7948.02 6008.75 78.57 -0.33 0,29U3 12. 4 1 6 0,2903 12,416
-
1012.270 578939 571,17 6181.13 521.93 0,147 299.51 7141,96 6324.04 0.0 0.57 0.290n 12.384 0.2900 12.384
1029000 57800 570.72 6181.03 524.35 0,148 301 9 16 72?5.40 6422.59 98028 -0.28 0,2900 12079 0.2900 12.37Q
1059.900 517.32 569.94 6180.86 528.49 0.149 303,98 7366.77 6591.05 168.46. 0000 0.2900 12. 376 0.2900 12,376
1089.900 576.66 569.16 6180.68 532.67 0.150 306,80 75[!7.37 6761.03 169.99 0.00 0.21399 12.3 73 0.2B99 12.371
1119000 575.99 . 568.38 6180650 536.91 06151 309.61 7647.20 6932,52 171.50 -0.00 0.289 8 12.370 00898 12.37n
1149,900 575.33 567.61 6180.31 541.21 0.153 312,43 7786.25 7105 n 54 173,01 -0.00 0.2997 12.367 0.2897 12.367
1179000 574.67 566,84 6180.13 545.55 09154 315.25 7944.53 7280.06 174.52 -0.01 0.2E+96 12.363 0.2896 1?.361
1209.900 574.01 566.06 6179993 549,95 0.155 318406 8062,04 7456.10 176.03 -0.0I 0.2F95 14.360 0.2895 12.36n
1239000. 573.36 565.29 617904 554.39 0.156 320.88 81 98 .77 7633.66 177.54 -0.01 0.2R94 12 .357 0.2494 12.357
1258.900 '572895 564.80 6179.61 557.23 0.157 322.66 8284.96 7746.88 113922 -0,01 0.2893 12.354 0.21.'93 12.354
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IGNITION TINE. TIME (S)	 43.000000
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MOYOR PARAMETERS;
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST IN,LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N.LBF)
THRUST CONTR1bUTION OF INERTS (N.LBF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE: (N*S.LPF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE. (N*S.LBF*S)
(THRUST COEFFICIENT
!GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/s$*LBM/S)
IFLOWRATE INTEGRAL IKG.LBH)
INERT MASS FLOWRATl (KG/S*LBM/S)
INERT 14AS5 REMAINING (KG*LBH)
TOTAL DUHN.AREA (M**2.IN**21
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3 IN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KGOLBM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG*LBM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE.LBM/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SrFT/S)




41	 BURN AREA (M**Z,IN**2)
BURN RATE (M/S*IN/S)
w	 DISTANCE BURNED (MvIN)
PROPELLANT VOLUME {M**3tIN**3).
GAS VOLUME IM**391N**3)
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K * DEG R)
EYLINORICAL SECTION PARAMETERS;
kAUTAL BURN AREA (M**2$IN**21


















ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT



















































































































































INGRLH LN1 UIVIDING PLANE.DATA.
MASS NU P T U H LP 4P WOOT OWDOT DW/DT HA TAU RHTO TAUTn
AUUIIION
kEG.1DN5 PS1A P51A OEG. R FT/SEC INCHES So. IN. L8/SEC !_F3/5EC LH/SEC IN/SEC IN.. IN/SEC IN.
FUHE 513.27 .573.27 6187,38 10.46 0.003 197,04 15767.57 280,38 279,87 -0.51 0.2903 13,13D 0.2917 13.131
30.DOO 573426 573.26 6187.36 14,57 0,005 197,11 157 45 1.41 390.67 109.83 -0.47 0,2903 13,130 0.2903 13.134
60.000 513.26 573.25 6187.36 18469 04006 197.18 15747,24 501:01 109.87 :.	 -0,47 0.2903 1 3 .1 3 0 0,2903 13,130
909000 573.26 573,24 6167.35 22.80 0.007 197.25 157b7.07 611.38 109.90 -0.47 0,2903 13.128 0.2903 13.128
102,686 573.25 573.24 6187.35 24.57 0.007 197.28 157b7.00 658.71 46.49 -0.84 0.29U3 13.127 0.2903 13.127
1186800 513028 573.20 6187.26 53.45 0 n 015 302.97 -73U4,51 663.90 309.72 0,26 0.2903 1 3 .11 9 0.2903 13.119
148.800 513.24 573.13 6187.20 66.25 0.019 304.81 7397.22 833922 169.35 0.03 0.2903 13.118 0.2903 13.114
178.800 573.19 573.03 6187.13 78.82 0.822 306.64 74b9.58 1003.5;5 170.37 0.03 0.29D2 33.116 0.2902 13.11A
Z08.800 573.14 572.92 6187904 91.18 0.026 30B.48 7501.57 1174.92 171039 D.03 0.2902 1 3 .11 4 D,?902 x3.114
e380800 573,07 572.79 61B6,95 103 n 33 0.029 310.31 7613.21 .1347.30 172.40 0.03 0.2502 13.112 O.?902 13611?
268.800 512.99 572.64. 6186.85 115.213 O,o32 312415 7764.49 1520.69 173,42 0.02 0.2902 1 3 .110 0.2902 13,11n
298.800 512.90 572.48 6186.73 127.05 0.036 313.98 7895,41 1695,10 174.43 0.02 U;2902 13.108 0.2902 13.104
328,SU.0 572.81 572.30 6186.61 138.64 0.039 315.82 794508 1070.51 175.44 O.U2 0.2902 13.1.U 6 0.2902 13.1013
358.800 572..70 572.11 6186,48 I5O.06 0.042 317.65 8036,19 2046.95 176.45 0.02 0,2901 13.104 0.2901 13.104
388.800 512.59 571.90 6186.34 161.32 0.046 31 9 .49 812604 2224.39 177.46 0.02 0.2901 13.101 0.2901 13.1[11
4010512 572654 571.H1 6186,28 166.07 0.047 32U.26 81b4,01 2300.21 75.50 -0.32 0.2901 13.099 0,2901 13.099
430.671 512.30 571.15 6185.63 209.73 09059 303.60 7336.69 2607.74 147.27 0.60 0.2900 13.086 0.2900 13.4185
447.66D 512.20 570.98 6185.52 215.611 0.061 304.69 7391.50 2703.58 95.57 -0.27 0.2900 13.084 0.2900 13.084
477.600 572902 .570.67 6185,34 226.62 0.064 306.61 7488.34 2873.73 170.18 0,03 0.2900 1 3 .081 0,2900 13.081 c
507.60D 571.02 6(0.34 6185.14 237.19 0.067 308.54 7584.78 3044,94 171.24 0.03 0.290n 13.078 0.2900 13.078
537,600 571,62 570.00 6184.94 247.62 0.070 310.47 7600.83 321T.19 172.29 0.03 0.2899 13.074 0.2899 13.074
567,600 -571940 569.66 6184.73 257.59 0.073 312.39 7716.50 3390.50 113.34 U,ui 002899 13.011 0.2899 13.D71 0
597.640 571,IB 569429 6184.52 26B4O3 0.076 314.32 7811.79 3564.86 174.39 0.03 0.?A 99 13.068 0.2898 13460 ro
627.600 570.95 5611.92 6184,30 278,05 0.078 316.25 7966.68 3740.27 175,43 0.03 U.ZA9A 13.Ub4 0.2898 13.064 0
657,600 510.71 568.53 61114-U8 207.93 0.081 31B.17 8061,18 3916.72 176.48 0.0.1 0.2897 13.061 0,2897 13.061 w
685.055 570.48 568.17 6183.88 296,91 0.084 319.94 8147.34 4079.45 162.43 -0.30 0.2897 13.051 0.2897 13.057
7UI.100 510.30 567.18 6182.66 344.72 0.097 302.46 72x0.04 4225.69 30903 0.27 0.2895 13.039 0.2895 13.1130
731.100 569097 .566.68 6182.39 354.31 0.100 304.28 7311,83 4394.29 168.65 0.04 0.2895 13.03 6 0.2893 13.0.36
761.11)6 569.63 566.17 6182,12 363.79 0,103 306.11 74b3.27 4563.89 169,64 0.04 0.2895 13.032 0.2895.13.03?
791.100 569.29 .565.64. 6181.U5 373.16 0.105 307.,93 7534.36 4734.46 170.62 0.04 0.204 13.028 0.2894 13.04A
821.100 568693 565,11 6181.57 382,44 0.1013 .309.75 7645.12 4906.02 171660 0.04 0.2594 13,023 0.2894 13.023
bblo lOD 568957 564,57 6161.29 391 4 62 0,110 311.57 17.35,54 5078.55 172.57 0.04 0.2893 13.019 0.2893 13.01Q
881+100 568.20 564.01 6181.00 400071 0,113 313„39 7845,63 5252,05 173.54 0.04 0.2892 13.014 0.2892 13.014
911.1u0 567,83 563.45 . 6180.71 409,72 0.116 315.21 7915.37 5426.54 174,52 0.03 U.2892 13.01U 0.2892 13,010
941.100 5b7,45 562,88 6180,42 41B.65 0,1113 317.03 8004.77 5601.98 175.49 0.03 0.2891 13.006 0.2891 13.00A
971.100 567.05 562.29 6190.12 427,50 0,121 318.85 6093.83 5778,40 176.46 0.03 0,2890 13.001 0.2890 13.001
983.916 5b6.89 562.04 6179.99 431.29 0.122 319.63 81JI * 77 5854.38 15.67 -0.31 0.2R90 12.497 0.2840 12.997
1012.849 566.31 559.65 6177.21 506.19 0.143 303,21 7319.67 6161.44 0.0 0.62 0.2886 12.964 0.2886 12,964
IU29.900 565.95 559,23 b177c1D 508.77 0.143 304.81 7401,48 6257.45 95.76 -0.26 0.2886 12.959 0.2886 12.95°4
IU59.900 565.32 . 558.49 6176.92 513.31 0,145 307.62 1544.72 6421.09 169.68 0.05 0.2A86 32.956 0.2886 12.95A
1689.900 564.69 557.75 6176.73 517.89 0.146 310.44 7687.09 6598.24 171.20 0.05 0.2A85 12.953 O.r8H5 12.951
1119.900 564.07 557.01 6176.54 522.52 0,147 313,25 7828.58 6770.90 172.71 0.05 0.2884 12,949 0,2884 17,940
1149,900 563.44 556.26 6176.34 527.19 0.149 316,07 7969.20 6945,07 174.21 0.04 0.2883 12. 946 0.2883 12,94A
1179000 5b2,82 555.52 6176.15 531.90 01150 318.89 6108.94 7120,74 175.72 0.04 0.2R82 12.943 0,?882 12.943
1209,900 562.20 554.78, 6175.95. 536,65 0.151 321,70 11247.80 7297,93 .177022 0.04 0.28131 12. 939 0.2881 12.93Q
1239.900 561959 554.04 6175.74 541645 0.153 324,52 8385.78 7476.61 178.73 0.04 0.2881 12. 936 0.2891 12.9313
1258.900 561,20 553,57 6175.61 544.51 0.154 32600 8412.71 7590.55 113.96 0.02 0.2880 12.932 0.28Rn 12.93?
AFT 560.61 55206 6174.63 566,84 0,160 ,.,., 8472.71 7885.81 295.23 -0.04 0,2879 12.930 .... .....
^d
SLOT







	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SQ. IN.	 L6/SEC	 SU. IN.	 NN/SEC	 IN.	 LB/SEC
FbREWAkD .1.0269E'.02 5.7325E 02 5.7324E 026.1873E 03 2.4318E 01 1.6061E 04 5.4468E 00 2.9358E 02 2.89A9E-01 5.8274E-01 6.6415E 02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.7322E 02 5.7320E 02.6.1873E 03 2.4310E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0	 090	 0.0	 .000	 6.6390F 02
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/DT	 2.5720E-01
FOREWARD	 4.01.51E 02 5.7254E 02 5.7181E 02 6.1863E 03 8.9792E 01 1.6061E 04 1.4642E 02 7.8966E 03 2.8972E-01 . 5.8236E-01 2.44662 03
AFT	 4.3067E U2 5.7188E 02 5.711SE 02 6.IB56E 03 8.9864E 01 1.6061E 041.6172E 02 8.7239E U3 R.8964E-01 5.8218E-01 2.446OF 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT..DW/DT x 6.0183E-01
FUREWARD	 6.8b06E 02 5.7048E 02 5.6817E 02 6.1839E 03 1.5603E 02 1.6061F 04 1.4651E 02 7.9132E 03 2.8929F-01 5.8144E-01 4.2260E 03
AFT	 7..6110E 02 5.6949E 0.2 5.6718E 02 6.1827E 03 1.5626E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 010	 000	 010	 4.2257E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr OW/DT = 2.6995E-01
FOREWARD	 9.8398E 02. 5.668BE, 02 5.6204E 02 6.18p0E 03 2.2383E 02 I.6061E'04 1.4643E 02 7.928BE 03 2.8856E-01 5.7991E-01 6.00UR r 03 n
AFT	 I.0128E 03. 5.6447E 02 5.5965E 02 6.1772E 03 2.2466E 02 1.6061E . 04 Io6I27E 02 8.7409E 03 26882SE-01 5.7929E-01 6.0002E 03
axx






IGNITIUN TIMES TIME (5)::	 45.000000
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
mm	 MOTOR PARAMETERS]
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N.LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N.LHF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N}LBF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S9LbF1*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S*LBF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SoL UM/S)
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG,LBM)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SoLBM/S)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGoLBM)




RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEI6HT OF GAS. (KG/MOLEtL8M/MOLE)
CHARACTEkISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SPFT/S1





w	 BURN RATE (N/SIIN/S)
m	 DISTANCE BURNED (H ► IN)
PROOELLANT VULUME (M**.3,IN**3)
GAS VOLUME 4K**3o1N**31
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (UE6 K,uEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RAUTAL BURN AREA (M*w2tIN**2)








DISTANCE BURNED (MvIN) .
PkOPELLANT VOLUME (M**311N**3)
GAS:VOLUME (M++*3ilN* w 3) :.







ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT






SRMDTI 0.45724518E 09 0.10279282E 09
SRMVTI 0.50255770E 09 0.11297952E 09
CF 1.6185961 1.6165961
WDOT Jb 14.32B9 774767695
SWDOTN 196600.06 433429.00
MIF 24.096207 53.123047









PH 0.38758784E 09 562.14893











PON 0.37946394E 09 55U.36597
SPONOT 0.214607091: lI 31126.133
















































































































































































M LP AP WDOT DWDOT f1w/OT RR TAU RBTO TAUTn
INCHES SO-	 IN. LB/SEC LA/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
0.002 154.89 1386902 223.13 222.24 -0.89 0.2989 1.3.711 0.2903 13.711
0.004 154.95 15869.59 309,52 8504 -0,44 0,2989 13011 0.2889 13.711
01005 155.01 15869.46 39503 85098 -0.44 0.2889 13.710 0.2869 13.71n
0,006 155,07 15869,34 48208 66.01 -0.44 0,2889 13009 0.2889 134704
0.006 155,09 15869429 517.91 34,72 -0.81 0.2989 13.707 0.2889 13.707
O.Oi2 306.62 7481,44 521.17 301.41. 0.28 U.28B9 13.700 0,2889 13.700
0.016 308.45 7515.41 691.72 170.61 0.06 0.2989 13.699 0.2889 13.699
06019 310.29 7668.96 863.28 171.62 0.06 0,2AB4 13.697 0.2889 13.693
0.0.23 312.12 77b2.13 1035.86 172964 0.06. 0.2889 13.695 0.2889 13.695
0,026 313.96 7854,88 1209645 173.65 0,06 0.29,29 13.693 0.2889 13,693
0.029 315.79 7947,23 1384,05 174,66 0 n 06 0.2PB9 13.691 0.28B9 13091
0.033 317.63 8039.19 1559.66 175.67 0.06 0.2989 13.689 0,2889 13.689
0,036 319.46 8130,74 1736.28. 176.67 0.05 0.2889 13.686 0.2889 13.686
0.039 321.30 8221.89 1913.91 177.68 0.05 0.2989 13.684 0.2888 13.684
0,043 323.13 8312.63 2092.94 178,69 0.05 0.2988 13,6112 0,2888 13.bSP
0.044 323.87 8349.22 21b5.39 72.55 -0.31 0.2ASR 13.679 0.2888 13.679
0.056 307.28 751502 2464,79 143.12 0.63 0.298713 n 666 O.?887 13.66r-
0.057 308.33 7569.45 2558.04 92499 -0.26 0.2SB7 13.664 0.2887 13.664
0,060 310.26 7647,52 2729.43 171.45 0.07 0.2887 I3.661 0.2887 13.661
0.063 312.16 7765016 2901.86 172.50 0.06 0.2987 13.658 0.2887 13.658
0.066 314,11 78b2.36 3075.34 173,55 0.06 0.2886 13.654 0.2686 13.654
0.069 316 4 03 7959.13 3249.87 174.59 0.06 0.2881, 13.651 0.2686 13.651
0.072 317.96 8Ob5.45 3425.45 175.63 0.06 0.2986 13.647 0.2886 13.647
0.075 319,89 Bibl.35 3602.06 176.68 0.06 0.2885 13.644 0.2865 13.644
0.078 321.81 8246,80 3779.72 177.72 0606 0,2885 13.640 0.2885 134640
0,081 323,54 633106 3940.16 160.10 -0,27 0.2884 13.637 0.2884 13.637
0.093 306.10 7456,24 4082.27 301.13 0.29 0.2981 13.618 0.2883 13.610.
0.096 307,92 7549.23 4252.13 169,93 0.07 0,2883 13.615 0.2883 13.615
0.099 309,74 7641,83 4422,97 17002 0,07 0.2982 13,611 0.2882 13.b11
0,102 311.56 7734,05 4594.79 171489 O,OT .0.2P82 13,606 092882 13.60x+
0,104 313'.38 ,78,25469 4767.58 172.86 0,07 U,2881 13.602 0,2881 13.607
0.107 315.20 7917.34 4941.34 173983 0.07 0.2980 13.597 0.2880 13.597
0.110 317,02 8OU8442 5116.07 174.80 0.07 0.2880 13.593 0.2880 13.593
01112 318,85 8099.11 5291.78 175.77 0,07 0 9 2979 13.588 0.2879 13.588
0.115 320.67 0189.42 5468,45 176,74 0.07 0.2R7B,13.584 0.2878 13.584
0.117 322.49 8279034 5646,09 177.70 0906 O.2R7R 13.579 0 9 2878 13.574
0.118 323,23 8315,92 5719.14 72.77 -0.29 0,2RT7 13.575 0.2877 136515
0.139 306.89 7498,73 6018,20 0.0 0.65 0.2674 13.541 0.2874 13.541
0.139 303 4 43 7576,83 6111.67 93.24 -0,24 0.2874 13.536 092874 13.536
0.141 311,25 77,23.94 6262.56 170.97 0.08 0.2874 13.533 0,2874 13,533
0.142 314,06 7868.07 6454.96 172.48 0.08 0.2873 13.530 0.2873 13,53
06144 316.88 8011.22 6628,87 173.98 0.08 0.2872 139526 0.2872 13.526
0.145 319,69 81b3 6 .39 6804,27 175.48 0.07 0.2871 13.523 0 1 2871 13,523
0.146 322.51 8294.58 6981,16 176.98 0.07 0,2970 13.519 0.2870 13.519
04148 325.32 8434.79 7159,58 178.48 0.07 0.2869 13.515 6.2869 13.51+
0.149 328,14 857402 7339,48 179.98 0407 0,2869 13.512 0.2869 13.51?
0,1 50 3229,92 8661.68 7454,1 1) 114,75 0,04 0.2R6R 13.508 0.2868 13.bba
























































MILRFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 AS	 RR	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION.	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA
	 PSIA	 OEG..R	 FT/SEC	 SQ. IN.
	
Lb/SEC	 SO. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN•	 Ls/SEC
FOREWARD.
	 1.0213E 02 5.6214E 02 5.6213E 02 6.1834E 03 1.9462E 0l 1.6061E 04 3.5331F 00 1.9130E 02 2.HB47E-ni 5.7978E-01 5.?145F 02




GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr OW/DT - 2..7865E-01
FOkEWAk p	4..0093E 02.5.6151E 02 5.6088E 02 6.1B24E:03.8.6310E 01 1.5061F: 04 1.4234£ 02 7.7114E 03 8.8842E-01 5.79456 .. 01 2.3077ir 03
AFT	 4.3125E 02 5.6043E 02.5.6030E. 02 5.1818E 03 8.6368E 01.1..6061E 04 1.5769E 02 8.5448E 03 2.8815E-01 5.7929E-01 .2.3071 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DWIUT
	 6.3405E»01	 -
FOREWARD	 6. .844BE 02. 5.5963E 02 5.5753E 02 6.1801E 03 1.5355E 02 196 . 061F 04 1.4246E 02 7.128bE 03 ?.8802F-01 5.7[158F--01 4.nB26c 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.5873E 02 5.5663E 02 6.1790E
.
03 1.5376E 02 1.60b1E 04 0.0
	 000	 U.0	 0.0	 4.OB23F 03
GAS..HUILOUP IN SLOT, DW/DT = 2.9017E-01
FOREWARD	 9,8334E 02.5.5626E 62 5.5176E 02 6.1764E 03 2.2263E 02 1.6061E 04 1.4241E 02 7.7447E 03 2.87,12E-61 5.7712E-01 5.16166 03
AFT	 1.0134E 03 5.5405E 02 5.4956E 02 6.1738E 03 2.2340E 02 1.6061E 04 1.5729L 02 8.5619E 03 2.8706E-01 5.7655E-01 5.A60oF 03









IGNITION TIME. TIME (S)	 47.000000
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MOTOR PARAMETERS(
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N.LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NtLBF)
THRUST CONTR18UTION OF INERTS (N7LBF)
DELIVERED.TOTAL IMPULSE (NOS.LBF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LBF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
.GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S)
FLUWRATE INTEGRAL (KG.LBM)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/5)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG.LBM)
TOTAL BURN AREA {M#*2.iN"*2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.1N**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING {KG.LBMI
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGYLBM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEvLBM/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S+FT/5)




m	 BURN AREA {M**2.IN**2)
BURN RATE (M/S.IN/5)
^.	 DISTANCE BURNED (MiIN)
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN**3)
GAS VOLUME IM**39IN**3)
OAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K.UEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS(
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2.IN**2}


















ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
















































































































































INCREMENT UIVIDING PLANE DATA:
MASS PU P T U M L3' AP WDOT DWOOT U,1/11T PH TAU ROTO TAUTn
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A PS1A DEG, R FT/SEC INCHES 50.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SLC L8/SEC IN/SEc IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 552426 552.26 6179.81 6.48 0.002 116.75 36948 ,21 164 4 52 168.59 »0.94 U.2R78 14.289 0.2869 14.299
30.000 552.26 552.26 6I79.81 B,97 0,003 116,80 15948.11 234.46 64.52 +0.42 0.2R7R 14.289 0.2878 14.289
60.000 552.26 552925 6179.80 11.45 0.004 11606 15948002 299.43 64.55 -0,42 0.2R7R 14.268 0.2818 14.284
90.000 5b2.25 552.25 6179,80 1304 0.004 116.91 15947.92 364.43 64.58 -0.42 0.2978 14.287 0.2878 14.207
1010529 562.25 552.25 6179.80 14.92 00005 11603 15947.B8 390.05 2403 -0.79 0.2978 14.2+35 0,2872 1 4 .2H5 -
118.800 532926 552.23 6179.77 31.20 0.009 310.25 7659.68 391.82 243.29 0.29 0.2877 14.218 0.2817 14.274
148.600 552.24 552.19 6179.73 44,34 01. 013 312,08 7754.89 563 n 65 171.91 0.013 0.2917 14.277 0.2877 14.277
178.800 552.21 552.13 6179.68 57.24 0.016 313.92 7849.64 736.49 172.92 0.0B 0.2+177 1 4 .215 0.2871 14.275
2080800 552.17 552.05 6179.62 69.92 0.020 _	 315.75 7943.96 910.34 173.93 O.UR 0.2977 14.273 0.2877 14.271
238.800 552.12 551.95 6179.54 62.39 0.023 317.59 8031.8.3 1085.20 174.94 0.014 U.211 77 14.2 1 1 0.2671 14.2T)
268.800 552.07 551.84 6179.46 94.66 0.027 319.42 8131.25 1261.07 175.95 O.OR 0.2877 14.268 0.2877 14.268
2984800 552.00 SS1.71 6179.36 106.74 U.030 321426 8224.23 1437.,94 376.95 0.08 U.2R77 14.266 0.2877 14.261,
328.800 561,92 551.57 6179.25 118.64 0.033 323.09 8316.77 1615,82 177.96 0.08 0.21177 14.244 0+2077 14.264
359.800 551.84 551.41 6179.14 130.36 00037 324,93 8408.86 1794.71 178.96 O.OA 0,2877 14.262 0.2877 14.267
388.800 551.74 551.23 6179.01 141.93 0,040 326.76 86U0 9 50 1974.59 179.96 0.08 0.2A76 14 9 259 0.2876 14.258
400.355 551.70 551.16 6178.96 146.36 0,041 327.47 858.69 2044.47 69.58 -0.30 092876 14.257 0.2876 14.257
431.826 551.52 550,65 6178.45 185.62 0.052 310.94 7696.31 2335.89 139,07 0.66 0,2876 14.243 0.2876 14.241
447.600 551.44 550.51 6178.36 191.56 0.054 311,96 7748.71 2426.55 90.41 -0,25 0.2P76 14.241 0.2876 14.241
w	 477.600 551.29 550.24 6178,18 202.69 0.057 313.88 7848,02 2599.22 172.76 0.09 0.2R75 14.238 0.2875 14.2!=
507.600 551.12 549696 6178.00 213.65 0.060 315.81 7946.84 2772.94 173.81 0.09 0,2815 )4.235 0,8875 14.7.:o..	
537.600 550.95 549.67 6177.81 224.45 0.063 317,73 8045.18 2947.7{1 174.85 0.09 0.2875 14.231 0.2875 14.2.91
567.600 550,76 549.36 6177.62 235,11 0.066 319.66 8143.04 3123.51 175.89 0.09 0.2874 14.228 0.2874 14,22a
597.600 550.57 549.04 6177,42 245.62 0.069 321.58 8240.41 3300,36 176.93 0.09 0.2874 14.224 0.2874 14.224
627.600 550.37 548.71 6177.21 25509 0.072 323.51 83-37.30 3478.24 177.97 0.08 0.2874 14.221 0.2874 14.221
657.600 550.16 548.36 6177.OU 266 n 24 0,075 325.44 84.13.70 3657.17 179.01 0.08 0.2873 14.217 0.2873 14.217
683.901 549.97 548.05 6176.81 275.15 0.078 327.12 6517.83 3815.21 157.79 -0.25 0.2873 14.214 0.2873 14.214
101.100 549081 547 n 25 6175979 318.55 0.090 309.72 76.33.77 3953.39 293.10 0.30 0.2P71 14.194 062871 14.194
731.100 549.52 546,BO 6175.53 328155 0,093 311.34 7727.96 4124.54 371.26 0.09 0.2971 14.192 0.2871 14.197
761.100 549.23 546.34 6175.27 338.43 0,095 313.36 7821.72 4296.69 172.24 0.09 0.2871 14.107 0.2871 14.187
791,100 548.93 545.87 6175.00 .348.20 0.098 315.18 7915.06 4469,91 17342I 0009 0,2RTO 14.183 0,2870 14.181
821.300 548.62 545,39 6174.73 357.86 00101 317.00 8OU7,97 4643.89 174.18 0.09 0,2970 14.178 0.2870 14.178
851.100 548.30 544,89 6114.46 367.43 0.104 318.82 BlU0,45 4818 n 95 175.15 009 U,2Rh4 14.113 0.2869 14.171
8610100 547.97 544.39 6174+18 376.90 0.106 320.64 8192.52 4994.96 176.11 0.09 0.2869 14.169 0.2869 14.169
911.106 547,64 543.88 6173.89 386.28 0.109 322.46 8264,16 5171.95 177008 0.09 0.2R6R 1 4 .1 64 0.2868 34,164
941.100 547.29 543.36 6173.61 395.59 0.I12 324.28 8315.36 5349.90 178.04 0.09 0.2867 14.159 0.2867 14.150
971,100 546.94 542.82 6173.31 404,81 6.114 326.10 8466.14 5528,81 179.00 0.09 0r2R67 14.155 0.2867 14.15,
982.764 546.80 542,61 6173.20 408,40 0.115 326.81 85ul.33 5596.95 69.85 -0.29 0.2866 14.150 0.2666 14.150
1013.999 546.31 540.60 6170678 477,22 0.135 310.55 7619 1 18 5890,13 0.0 0.67 0.20 63 14,116 0.PB63 14.111;
1029.900 546.02 540,24 6170,67 480.01 0.135 312.04 7711,52 5981.06 90.70 -0.23 0.2863 14.111 0.2863 14.111
10594900 545.46 539.56 6170.47 485.24 0.137 314.86 7904.49 6153.26 172.30 0.10 0.2863 14.108 0,2863 14.10A
10894900 544.90 538.88 6170.27 490.49 0.138 317.67 8060,38 6326.97 173481 0.10 0.2R62 14.104 0.2862 14.104
1119.900 544.35 538.21 6170.06 495.78 0.140 320,49 61 95.18 6502.17 175.31 0.10 0.2861 14.101 0.2861 14.101
1149,900 543.79 537,53 616g .86 5a1,o9 0.141 323.30 8338.90 6678.87 176.80 0.10 0.2860 14.097 0.2860 14.097
11794900 543.24 536.85 6169.64 506,43 0.143 326.11 84di.53 6857.07 178.29 0.10 O.2R59 14.093 0.2859 14.093
1209.900 542.69 536,16 6169.42 511980 O.I44 328.93 8623.07 7036,75 179,79 0910 0.2859 14.089 0.2859 14.08q
1239.900 542.13 535.48 6169.20 517921 0.146 331,74 8763.54 7217,93 181.20 0.09 0.2B58 14.OB6 0.2858 14.086
12584900 541.78 535.U5 6169.06 520065 0.147 333.52 8851.93 7333.45 115.57 0.06 0.2957 1 4 .002 0.2857 14.08P










PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 MOT	 AD	 RR	 DELTA	 WSLUT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 50. IN,	 LB/SEC	 50. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LR/SEr
FUREWARD	 1,0153E 02 5.5225E 02 5.5225E 02 6.179BE 03 1.4892E O1 1.6061E 04 2.072BE 00 1.1270E 02 2.673 8E-01 5.7715E-01 3.9212F 02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.5224E 02 5.5223E 02 6,179BE 03 1.48BIE 011.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0 	 040	 0.0	 3.918?-F 02
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/UT:- 2.9391E-01
FUREWARD	 4.0036E 02 5.51.70 E 02 5.5116E 02 6.1790E 03 8.3049E 01 1.6061£ 04 1.3834E 02 7.5249E 03 2.8775E-01 5.7685E-01 2,1828F 03
i	 AFT	 4.3183E 02 5.5119E 025.5065E 02 6,1784E 03 B.3095E 01 1.6061E 04 1,5373E 02 8.3643E 03 2.8719E-01 5,7670E-01 2.1822E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT- DW/DT = 6,5627E-01
s
FUNEWARD	 6.6390E 02.5.4997E 02 5.4805E 02 6.1768E 03 1.5123E 02 1.6061E 04 1.3848E 02 7.542BE 03 2.86A7F-01 5.7604E-01 3.9537E 03
AfT	 7.0114E 02 5.4916E 02 5.4725E 02 6.1758E 03 1.5141E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	
0.0
	 ODD	 0.0	 3.9534E 03




9,6276E 02 5.46BOE 02 5.4261E 02 4.1732E 03 2.2152E 02 1.6061E 04 1,3846E 02 7.5593E 03 2.B6 p 1E-Ol 5.1465F.-01 5.7374c 03 cy
AFT	 1.0140E 03 5.4477E 02 5.4060E 02 6.1708E 03 2.2224E 02 1.6061E 04 1,5339E 02 8.3814E 03 2.8596E-01 5.7411E-01 5.7367E 03 roLn
-	 o,













SRMOTI 0.48823987E 09 0.10976G74E 09














PH 0.37454643E 09 543.23389
SPHDT 0.23878861E 11 34633.367
AHH 4. 1756668 647?.2969 0
RBZI11 0.72809607E-02 0.28665215 ^'
TAUZ(!1 0.37755126 14.864226 O1
VFH 090 0.0
VPH 12.525938 7643B0.U0






PON 0.36744422E 09 532.93311














TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NrLBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NrLBF).
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N,LBF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SrLUF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SrL[IF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN U15CHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SrLBM/S)
FLUWRATE INTEGRAL (KGrLBM)
IN ERT MASS FLOWRATE IKG/SrLBM/S)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG+LBM)
TOTAL BURN AREA (H**29IN**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,L8M)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGrL8M)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEILBM/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SIFT/S)
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**29LBF/IN**2J






GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KvDEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**271N*02)
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2r1N**2}
PROPELLANT VOLUME WM 031IN**3)
GAS VOLUME (M**311N**3)
AFT END PARAMETERSt














ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS
1
INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE RATA1
MASS PO P T U H LP AP WOOT OWOOT OW/OT RR TAU ROTO TAUT{
ADDITION
REGIONS PSIA PSIA OEG, R FT/SEC INCHES SQ6	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC TN/SEC IN, IN/SEC IN.
FORE 543.23 543 n 23 6176.56 4.63 00001 80.90 16005.08 119.59 1I6.74 -0.85 0.2867 14.864 0.2878 14,864
30x000 543.23 543.23 6176.56 6.37 0.003 80.95 16005,01 164.55 44.54 -0.42 0.2867 I 4 , 8 64 0.2867 14.864
60.000 543.23 543.23 6176.56 8012 04003 81,00 16004,95 209:54 44,57 -0,42 0.2967 14.863 0.2867 14.861
90.000 543.23 543.23 6176.56 9086 00003 81.05 16004 n B8 254.56 44.60 -0.42 0,2867 14.862 0.2867 14.862
100.954 543.23 543,23 6176955 10.52 0.004 81.07 160U4,86 271.62 16.29 -0.77 O.RR67 14.861 0.2867 14061
118.800 543.23 543,22 6176.54 21.53 00006 313,87 7839.26 272.34 285,30 000 0.2867 14.853 0.2867 14,853
148.800 543922 543.19 6176.51 34,80 0,010 315,70 79.15,71 445.48 173.25 0,10 062867 14.852 0,2867 14.852
178.800 543.20 543.14 6176.47 47,83 0,014 317,53 8031.67 619,64 174.25 0410 0.2A66 14.850 0,2866 14.850
208,800 543017 543.07 6176.41 60.64 0.017 319.37 8127.14 794.80 175.26 0,10 0,2865 14.848 0.2866 14.849
2384800 543.12 542,99 6176.35 73,23 0.021 321120 8222,12 970.97 176.27 0.10 0.2865 14.846 0 n 2866 14,846
268,800 543,07 542,89 6176,27 85.62 0.024 323.04 8316.61 1148.14 177,27 0.10 0 n 2966 14.844 0 n 2866 14.844
298.800 543401 542,77 6176,18 97.82 0.028 324.87 8410.62 1326,32 178.27 0,10 0,2865 14,B42 0.2866 14.84P
328,800 542994 542.64 6176908 109.84 0.031 326.71 8504.13 1505.49 179,27 0.10 0.2866 14.839 0.2866 14,839
358.000 542.87 542.50 6175,97 121.69 0,034 328.54 8597.15 1685.67 180.27 0.10 U.2A66 14.837 0.2866 14.837
388.800 542.78 542.34 6175.86 133.37 0.0313 330.30 8669.68 1866.85 181,27 0.09 0.2966 14.835 0.2866 14,835
399.781 542.75 542.27 6175.81 137.63 0.039 331,05 8723.43 1933.74 66.60 -0.29 0.2865 14.832 0.2865 14,832
432,401 542958 541.82 6175.35 174.86 0.049 314,59 7878,20 2217.28 135.07 0,66 0.2965 14.818 0.2865 14.819
4479600 542.51 541,70 6175.27 180.69 00051 315,57 7919.34 230503 87680 -0.24 O,2865 14016 0,2865 140816 ?^
47766U0 542437 541,45 6175.10 19107 0,054 317.50 8029,88 247903 174,10 0,10 0,2A65 14013 0,2865 14,813 0
!	 507.600 542.21 541,19 6174.93 203909 0.057 319.42 8.129,88 2654,37 175.14 0.10 0,2864 14.810 0.2864 14.81n
537.600 542,06 540,91 6174974 214.05 0.060 321.35 82e9,36 2830.45 176918 0,10 0.2864 14.806 0.2864 14.80, c
567.600 541,88 540.62 6174.55 224,85 0,063 323,27 8328,30 3007.57 177.22 0.10 0.2A64 14.803 0.2864 14.803 w
5979600 541.71 540.32 6174,36 235,51 0.066 325,20 8426.72 3185,73 178.26 0.10 0.2863 14.799 0.2863 14.79q
6279600 541.52 540,01 6174.16 246,04 0.069 327.12 8524.60 3364,92 179.29 0010 0.2863 14,796 0,2863 14.79E
-	 657.600 541,32 539,68 6173995 256144 0.072 329,05 8621.95 3545,15 180933 0.10 0.2.63 14.792 0.2863 14.79?
663.327 541x15 539.39 6173.77 265,28 0.075 330.70 8705,01 3700.86 155.47 -0.24 0.2862 14,788 0.2862 14.79u
701,100 541.00 538.66 6172983 306,67 00086 313.33 7812,67 3835.10 285.21 0.31 0,2861 14.768 0.2851 14.768
731.100 540.74 538.24 6172,58 316.84 0,089 315.15 79U8.06 4007 * 60 172,61 0.11 0.2861 14 n 766 0.2861 14.766
761.100 540.46 537.80 6172.32 326.88 0.092 316997 BOU2,98 4181.08 173459 0.11 O42A60 14,761 0.2860 14.761
791.100 540.17 537.35 6172.06 336,81 0.095 318.79 8097.43 435543 174.56 0.11- 0.2960 1 4 . 757 0.2860 14.757
821.100 539,88 536.89 6171.80 346,64 0,098 320,61 81 9 1,41 4530,94 175,52 0.11 0.2859 14,752 0.2859 14.75?
851.100 539.58 536,43 6171,52 356,37 0.101 322.43 8284.93 4707.32 176.49 0.11 0.2959 14.747 0.2859 14.747
881.100 539.27 535.95 6171.25 366.00 0.103 324.25 837707 4884.66 177,45 0.11 0.2858 14.742 0.2858 14.74?
911.100 538.95 535,46 6170,97 375.54 0,106 326,07 8410.55 5062996 178.41 0.11 012858 14.738 0.2858 14.738
941.100 538.63 534.95 6170.68 384,99 0.109 327.89 8562.65 5242.23 17907 0811 (f.2R57 14.733 0.2857 14,731
971.100 538.30 534.44 6170.39 394.37 0.111 329,70 86b4 2 29 5422.45 160.33 0,10 0424956 14,728 0.2856 14,72tt
982.191 538.17 534.25 6170,29 397,84 04112 330.38 8688,06 5469.64 66.91 -4,28 0,2956 146723 0,2856 14.723
1014.571 537071 532.40 6168.03 463,83 0,131 314,20 7861,08 5773.04 020 0,68 0.2853 14,668 0:2853 14 n 684
1029.900 537.44 532,.07 6167,93 466,68 O6I32 315.64 7937.59 5861.42 88615 -0.23 0.2853 14.684 0.2653 14.684
1059.900 536.92 531.42 6167,72 472.21 0,133 318.45 8086.42 6034.96 173.66 0,11 0.2853 14.681 0,2853 14.68]
1OB91900 536,39 530,77 6167.51 477.76 0.135 321.27 82.34,05 6210.01 175.17 0011 0.2852 14,677 0,2852 14.677
11196900 53507 530,12 6167.30 483,33 0.136 324.08 83UO.50 6386.5S 176.66 0,11 0.2851 14.673 0.2851 14.671
1149 * 900 535934 529.47 6167.08 488,92 0,138 326,89 8525.77 6564.58 178.15 0.11 0,2850 14,660 0.2850 14.669
1179000 534,82 528,81 6166.86 494.54 0,140 329,71 8669.84 6744,10 179.63 0.11 0.2R49 14,665 0,2849 I4.669
12 0 9.900 534.30 528.16 6166,64 500.18 0,141 332.52 8812.71 6925.11 181612 0.11 O.2A49 14.661 0.2849 14,661
1239000 533.77 5279'50 6166.41 505085 0.143 335.33 8954.40 7107,60 182.61 0.11 0.2848 149657 0,2848 14.657
12580900 533,44 527.08 6166,27 509.46 0.144 337.11 9043.52 7223.94 116041 0.07 0.2A47 14.653 0.2847 14.651
AFT 532,93 526,04 6165.39 53007 0,150 44646 9043.52 7513.84 289.99 0.09 0.2846 14,650 ,... .....
SLOT
INIFRFACE	 1'D	 P	 f	 U	 AN	 DWDOT	 AS
	 RR	 DELIA	 wSLUT
LUCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PS IA	 PSIA	 DEG. R
	
FT/SEC	 50. IN.
	 LH/SEC	 SO* IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LI}/SEr
FOREWAHD	 1..0095E 02 5„4323E 02 5,4323E 02 6.1766E 03 1.0522E 01 1.60 .61E 04 1.n210F 00 5.5726E 01 2.85?8F-01 5.1477E-01 ?.72b4r 02
AF7	 1.1BBOE 02 5.4322E .02 5.4322E 02 8,1765E 03 1.0b11E 01 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 090	 0.60	 2.7234E 02
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, Dw/!}F - 3, 0053E-01
FUkEWAHD	 3.99-7BE 02 . 5.4275E 02 5 . 4227E 02 6.1750E 03 7.9950E 01 1.6061F 04 1.3438E 02 7.3372E 03 2.B& W
-01 5.7450E-01 2.0681E 03
AFT:	 4.3240E 02 5.4229E 02 5.41182E .02 6.1753E 03 7.9985E 01 1.b061E 04 1.49B3E 02 6.1824E 03'2.B611F-01 5.7437E-01 2.0675E 03
GAS k3UILDUP IN SLOT. DW/DT = 6.63001:-01
FOHEMARD
	 6.6,333E 02 5.4115E 02 5-3939E 02 6.173BE 03 1.4901E 02 1.6061E 04 1.3455E 02 7.3556E .03 2.BSQIE- 01 5.7375E - 01 3. A354r 03
AFI	 7.0110E 02 5,4041E 02 5.3866E 02 6,172BE 03 1.4918E 02 1.6061E 04 O.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.8351E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT9 Dw /UT = 3.0995E-01
FOHEwARD	 9 . 8219E 02 5 . 31117E 02 5.3425£ 02 6.1703E 03 2.,2049E 02 1.6061E 04 1.3456E 02 7.3725E 03 2.8517F
- 01 5.7 41E-01 5.6242r 03
AFT	 1.01A+6E 03 5.3630E 02 5 .3240E 02 6 , 1680E 03 .2.211 5E 02 1,6061E 04 1.4953E 02 8,1995E 03 2 . 8494E-01 5,7192E-01 5.6235E 03













PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSS
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST IN.LBF) FTDEL 1489002.0 1683595*0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NRLBF) FTVAC 8498753,0 1910596,0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N.LBF) FI 43298.047 9733,7891
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE IN*S9L8F*S) SRMDTI 0.50334259E 09 0,11315594E 09
.	 VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LBF*S) SRMVTI 0,55471386E 09 0,12470466E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6169338 1,6169338
.	 GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) WDOT 3360.3308 7408.2617
FLUWRATE INTEGRAL (KG.LBMI SWOOTN 217208,75 47886308
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S) MIF 23„237747 51.230469
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG.LBM) MIR 2281.6528 5030.1836
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2I ABTOT 262*16553 406357.44
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.IN**3) VF 13406110 8180914.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG.LBMI WF 237491.00 523578.06
TOTAL GAS MASS 109 LUM) WGTOT 605,95288 1776,8225
RATIO OF.SPECIFIC HEATS GANA 101615667 1,1615667
MOLECULAR WEIGHT Of GAS (KG/MOLE.LBM/MOLE) AMW 12,85-9713 28,350815
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S.FT/S) CSTAR 1564,5952 5133.1875
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.14667022 0.14667022
MEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRE5SU8E (N/M**2fLBF/IN**2) PH 0.36866560E 09 534,70459 ro
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2.LBF*S/IN**2I SPHOT 0,24622076E 11 35711.305
m	 BURN AREA (M**2.IN**21 AHH 2,4518871 3800.4336 -m
BURN RATL (M/SvIN/5) R13Z(1) 0.72542578E-02 0 n 26560078 N
°	 DISTANCE BURNED (M.IN)u, TAUZI	 )1 0+392	 2113	 1 l5.k37531 a
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	 (M**3%IN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**391N**3) VPH 12.525938 76438000




(M**29IN**2) ABCYL 225,26396 349159.88
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2.1N**2) ABSLOT 24.215302 37533.816
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.IN**3) VFCYL 130958519 7968801.0
GAS VOLUME
	 ( M**39IN**31 VP 173.35468 10578756.
AFT END PAHAMETERSS
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)
	 (N/M**Z9LBF/IN**2) PON 0,36201344E 09 525.05640
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2.LBF*S/IN* i^2) SPONOT 0.23683432E 11 34349.922
BURN AREA
	 (M**2.IN**21 AAN 10.234426 15863,395
BURN RATE ( M/S1IN/SEC1 RBZ(NI+l), 0.72057582(:-02 0.28369141
DISTANCE BURNED (MiIN) TAUZ(NI*1.) 0.38657135 15.219348
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**31IN**3) VFN 3,4759073 21211300
GAS VOLUME (M**3tlN**31 VPN tl,5497694 521739.19
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K Y DEG R) PRNT(NI931 .)424,2402 6163.6328
PORT AREA IM**2 9 IN**2) AP b.9590092 9236.4844
NOZZLE PARAMETERSS
THROAT AREA (M**2vIN**21 AT 1,4519043 2250,4570
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.B618126 6061B126
PRESSURE RATIO PEPD 0.22754479E-01 0.22754479E-0!
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERSI
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0,65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 2.0000000 2.0000000
TNCRLMENT UIVIUING PLANE UATA1
MASS PU P T u M LP AN WOUT DWDOT DW/UT R14 TAU ROTO 7AUT+1
AWI TION
RLbIUNS PS1A PSIA OEG, H FT/5EC INCHES SO-	 TN. Ld/SEC LA/SEC LB/SEC 1N/SEC IN. IN/SEC TN.
FORE 534.70 534.10 6173 n 49 2.76 0.001 46.69 16041,65 70.27 69.47 -0.81 0.2BSh 15.438 0.2867 15.438
30.000 534.70 534.70 6173.49 3.78 0.003 46.74 16041.61 96 n 32 25.62 -0.44 0.2RSh 15.437 0.2856 15.437
60.000 534.70 534,70 6173.49 4,80 0,003 46.79 16041.58 122:41 25.64 -0.44 0.2856 15.437 0.2856 15.437
90.000 534,74 534.70 6173.49 5.83 00003 46.84 16041,54 148.51 25.67 -0,44 0,2856 15.43b 0.2856 15.43h
IU0,362 534.70 534.70 6173.49 6.21 0.003 46.86 160 4 1.53 158.16 8.B9 -0,76 0.2856 15.434 0.2856 15.434
118.800 534.70 534,70 6173.48 12.42 0,004 317.47 8020.23 158.21 277.40 0.30 0.2856 15.427 0.2856 15.427
148.800 534.69 534.67 6173.46 25480 0.007 319.30 8111.92 332,69 174.59 0.11 0.2956 15.425 0.2656 15,425
178.800 534.68 534,64 6173.43. 38.95 0.011 321.14 8215.07 508.19 175.59 0.10 0.2856 15.424 0.2856 15.424
208.800 534.65 534.5}i 6173.38 51.87 0.015 322.97 9311.70 '684.67 176.60 0,10 0.2956 15.421 0.2856 15.421
238.800 534.62 534.51 b173.32 64.5B 0.018 324.80 84U1,78 862.16 177.60 0.10 0.2R56 15. 4 1 9 0.2856 15.419
266,800 534.57 534.43 6173.25 77.08 0.022 326.64 8503,34 1040.66 178m60 0.10 0.2A56 15. 4 17 0.2856 15.417
298.800 534.52 534.32 6173.17 89.39 0.025 328.47 85')8,36 1220.15 179.60 0.10 0.2856 15.415 0.2856 15.415
326.80n 534.46 534,21 6173.08 101.52 0.029 330.31 8692.85 1400.65 180.60 U,10 0,2856 15.413 0.2856 15.413
358.800 534.39 534.07 6172.96 113.48 0.032 332.14 8786.80 1582.14 181459 0,10 0.2855 15.410 0.2855 14.41n
3880800 534.31 533.93 6172.87 125.27 0.035 333.99 8880.22 1764.63 182.59 0.10 0.2955 15. 40 8 0.2855 15.404
399 * 2UB 534.28 533,87 b172.83 129.34 0.036 334.61 8912.51 1828.50 63,58 -0630 U n 2855 15.405 0.28'65 15.405
432.973 534.14 533.47 6 112.41 164,68 0,046 318.23 80b1.52 2104.23 131.12 0.65 0.2R54 15.391 0.2854 15.391
447.600 534,07 533.36 6172.34 170.34 0.048 319.17 8111.35 2189.63 85.16 -0.24 0.2854 15.389 0.2854 15,38'
G,	 477,600 533.94 533.13 6172.18 181.77 0.051 321.09 8213.12. 2364.97 175.45 0.11 0.2854 15.386 0,2854 15,38A
507.606 533.80 532.88 6172.01 193.04 0.054 323.02 8314,31 2541.35 176.k9 0.11 0.2054 15.383 0.2854 15.383 f%3
537.600 533.65 532.63 6171.84 204.14 0.058 324.94 8414.92 2718,76 177.52 0.11 0.2H54 15.379 0,2854 15.370 cn
567.600 533.49 532.36 6171.66 215.08 0.061 326.87 8514.95 2897.21 178,56 0.11 0.2853 15.37 6 0.2853 15.378 ^.
597.600 533.32 532.07 6171.47 225688 n.064 328.79 8614.40 3076.70 179,59 0.11 0.285.3 15.372 0.2853 15.377 ^°o^
627.600 533.15 531.18 6171.27 236.55 0.067 330.72 8713,27 3257,22 180.63 0.11 0.2A53 15.368 0.2853 15.369 a
-	 6571600 532,97 531 0 47 6171,07 247.OR 0.070 332 4 64 8811.56 3438.77 181.66 0.11 0.21152 15064 0.2852 15.364
682055 532.81 531.20 6170.89 255,84 0.072 334,26 8853.53 3592,12 153.11 -0.24 0.2852 15.361 0.2852 15.361
7014100 532.68 530.54 6170.63 295,32 O.OB3 316.93 7992,98 3722.45 277.40 0.31 0.2851 15.341 0.2851 15.341
7319.100 532.43 530.13 6169.79 305.65 0,086 318.75 B089.57 3896.30 17307 0.11 0.2951 15.338 0.2851 15,33R
761.100 532,16 529,12 6169.54 315.85 0,089 320.56 81 65.64 .4071 . 14 174.95 0.11 0.2850 15.334 0.2850.15.334
7 9 1.100 531.119 529.29 6169.28 325.93 0,092 322 6 38 82H1.2U 4246,93 175.91 0.11 0.2850 15.329 0 n 2850 15.3291
821.100 531.62 528.85 6169.02 335.91 0.095 324.20 8316.25 4423.69 176.87 0.11 0.2949 15.324 0.2849 15.324
8510100 531.33 528,41 6168 75 345.78 0.098 326.02 8410.79 4601.41 177.H4 0.11 0,2x49 15,319 0.2849 15.319
8816100 531.04 527,95 6168.48 355.56 0.100 327.84 8564.81 4786.n9 178.80 0.11 0.2R4R 15.314 0.2848 lri.314
911.100 530.74 527.48 616B.20 365.24 0.103 329.66 86]8.32 4959.73 179.75 0011 0.2114g 15.309 0.2848 150309
941.100 53003 527.00 6167.92 374.B4 0.106 331.48 8751.32 5140.33 180.71 0.11 0.2847 15.304 0.7847 15.304
9718100 530.12 526..5.1 6167.63 384.36 00108 333,29 6843.82 5321.88 181.67 0.11 0. 2g46 15. 299 0.2246 IS.29n
5181+621 5.30600 526.33 6167r53 387.71 0.109 333.93 6816.14 5386.09 63.93 -0.211 0.2946 15.294 0.2846 15.294
1015.141 529658 524.62 b165.43 451.00 0.127 317.84 8044.46 5661.77 0.0 0.h7 0.2943 15.259 0.2843 15.25Q
10298900 529.33 524.32 6165.32 453.88 04128 319.23 8119.07 5747.55 85.55 -0.23 0.2343 15,254 0.2843 15,254
1059.900 528.84 523.70 6165.11 459.70 0.130 322.04 8209.76 5922.46 175.03 0.12 n.2A43 15.251 0.2843 15.251
1U89,900 528934 523.08 6164.90 465.53 0.131 324.85 84!9,14 6098,86 176.53 0.12 U.2P4? 15.247 0.2842 15.247
1119.900 527.84 522.46 6164.68 471.37 0.133 327.66 85b7.23 6276,7+9 178.01 0.12 0.2041 15.243 0.2841 T`+.241
1149.900 527.35 521.83 6164.46 477.23 0.135 330.47 8714.03 6456.13 179.50 0.12 u.2R41 15.239 0.2841 15.2311
1L79.900 526.85 521.20 6164.24 483.10 0.136 333.29 8859.54 6636.99 18n.98 0.1? 0.2P40 15.235 0.2840 15.235
1209.900 52b935 520.57 6164,01 489.00 0 n 138 336.10 9003.74 6819.34 182.46 0.12 U.2934 15.231 002839 15.231
1239.900 525.85 519.93 6163.78 494,92 0.140 338.91 9146.65 7003.16 1B3.94 0.12 0.2R36 15.227 0.2838 15.221
1258.900 525.53 519.53 6163.63 498.68 0,141 340.69 923b.48 7120,34 117.26 0.07 O.2P'i7 15.223 6.?837 1K,22;
AFT
.
525.06 518.54 6162.78 519 9 76 0.147 ..... 92.36.48 7408.26 288.02 0.10 0.21137 15.?1 9 .... .....
j;i
SLUT
INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 AH	 RB	 DELTA	 W5LOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 S0. IN.	 Le/SEC	 50, IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LS/SEC
FOREWARD
	 100038E 02 5.3470E 02 5.3470E 02 6.1735E 03 6.2133E 00 1.6061E 04 3.4780F-01 1. 9 05 3E 01 2.85?3E-01 5.7256E-01 1.5651F 02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.3470E 02 5.3470E 02 6.1735E 03 6.2017E 00 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 000	 1.5821E 02
GAS HUILQUP IN SLOTS DW/UT = 2.9631E-01
FONEWARU
	
3.992IE 02 5.3428E 02 5.3387E 02 6.1728E 03 7.6898E 01 106061E 04 1.30441: 02 7.1481E Ol 2.8513E-111 5.7233E-01 1.9589E 03
AFT	 4.3297E 02 5.33BBE 02 5.3347E 02 601724E 03 7.6925E 01 1.6061E 04 1.4594E 02 7.9991E 03 2.850TF-01 5.7222E-01 1.95B3F 03
GAS UUILDUP IN 5LOT9 DW/DT = 6.5162E-01
F0kkWAkD	 6.6276E 02 5.32B1E 02 5.3120E 02 6'1709E 03 1.4682E 02 1.,6061E 04 1.3063E 02 7.1671E 03 2.B479E-01 5.7162E-01 3.7228F 03
AFT	 700110E 02 5.3214E 02 5.3054E 02 6.1700E 03 1.4698E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 U.0	 0.0	 3.7224F 03
GAS UUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT = 3.0554E-01
FOkEWARU
	
9,8162E 02 5.3000E 02 5.2633E 02 6.1675E 03 2.1947E 02 1.6061E 04 1.3067E 02 7.1844E 03 2.8416E-01 5.1035E-01 5.5168F 03 c
AFT
	
1.0151E 03 5.2828E 02 5.2462E 02 6.1654E 03 2.2008E 02 1.6061E 04 1.4568E 02 8.0163E 03 2.8397E-01.5.69BBE-01 5.5161F 03
rn







TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NoLBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NPLBF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N,LBF)
IELIVEREO TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LHF*S)
1ACUUM TUTAL IMPULSE (N*S9LBF*5)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
3RAIN DISCHARbE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SoLSH/S)
'LOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG.LBMI
INLRT MASS FLOWkATE (KG/511-BM/0)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LdM)
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2,IN**Z)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING IK6wL8M)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG,L8M)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
.MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS EKG/MOLE,LBM/MOLEA
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S,FT/S)









GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,UEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RAOIAL BURN AREA (M**2.IN**2)


















ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT

















































































































































INCREMENT UIVIUING PLANE DATA]
MASS PO P T U H LP AP WOOT DWDOT OW/DT RR TAU RBTO TA13Tn
ADDITION
RL61ON5 P51A P5IA DEG. R F7/SEC INCHES 50.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 526857 526 n 57 6170.56 O,B6 00000 13,71 16858.90 21450 20.73 -0.77 0.2846 16.009 062856 16,009
30.000 526057 526.57 6170.56 1.17 000 13,76 16058,89 29.46 7.51 -0.45 0.2R46 . 16.009 0.2846 16.000
60.000 526.57 526.57 6170.56 1.49 040 13.81 16068,88 37;45 7.53 -0.45 0.2A46 16.008 0.2846 16.004
90.000 546.57 526.57 6170.56 1.81 D.0 13.86 I6058.B8 45.46 7.56 -0,45 0,2946 16.007 0.2846 16.007
994811 526957 526.57 6170056 1,94 0.0 13.88 160'38,88 48068 2.48 -0.74 0.2846 16005 0.2846 16.005
118.800 526,57 526.57 6170.56 3.77 00003 321.86 8202.59 48.42 269.55 0.29 0.2846 15,998 0.2849 15.990
148.800 526.53 526.53 6110.55 17.26 0.005 322.89 8341452 224.24 175.93 0.11 0.2P46 I5.997 0.2846 15.997
178.800 526.63 526.51 6170.52 30452 0.009 324.72 133 9 9.87 401.06 176.93 0.11 0.2946 15.995 0.2846 15.495
208.800 526.51 526.47 6170.48 43.54 0.013 32646 8497.63 578.88 177.93 0.11 D.2A46 15.993 0.2846 15.993
23B.B00 526.48 526.41 6170.43 56.36 0.016 326,39 8594.82 757.70 118.93 0.11 0.2846.15.991 0.2846 15.991
268.800 526.45 526.33 6170.37 68.96 0.020 330.23 8691.44 937.52 179.92 0.11 0.2A46 15.988 Or2846 15.9r3a
298.8U0 526.40 526.24 6170.30 81,38 0.023 332-.06 8781.48 1116.34 180.92 0611 0.2846 15086 062846 15.913F
328.800 526935 526.13 6170.21 93.61 0,026 333.90 8882.93 1300.15 181,92 0.11 0„2845 15 6984 00845 15.984
358.800 526.28 526.01 6178.12 105.67 0,030 335.73 8977,82 1482,96 182.91 O.IO 0.2945 15.98I 0.2845 15.981
388.4800 526.21 525 4 88 6170.01 117,56 o.o33 337.56 9012.13 1666.76 183691 0.10 0.2945 15,979 0.2845 15.974
398,638 526.19 525.83 6169098 121.44 0.034 338.17 9102.92 1727.58 60.5? -0.30 U.2945 15+ 9 7 6 0.2845 15.975
433.543 526.05 525.47 6169.61 154,95 0.044 321.85 8246.29 1995.53 127.19 0.64 0.2844 15.962 0.2844 15.96P
0
En
447,600 526000 525.38 6169,54 160.46 0,045 322,76 8294.77 2078.25 82.413 -0.25 0.2844 1506D 0.2844 I5.960 Q1
4770600 525.88 545. 4 16 616909 172..03 0,049 324.68 8391.76 2254.93 116.79 0.11 0.2Ay4 15 n 957 0.2844 15.957 0
507.600 525.75 524.93 6169.23 183.43 0.052 326.60 85U0.13 2432.65 177.83 .0.11. 0.2844 15. 954 0.2844 15.954 m
537.600 525.61 524.69 6169.06 194.66 0.055 328.53 8601.87 2611.40 178.86 0.11 0.2944 15.950 0.2844 15.95n
567.600 525.46 524.44 6168.88 205.74 0.058 330,45 8702.98 2791.18 179.89 0.11 0.2843 15.946 0.2843 15.946 w
597.600 525931 524.17 6168.70 216.67 0.061 332.38 8803.47 2972.00 180.93: 0,11 0 n 2843 15,942 0.2843 15.942
627,600 525.14 523.89 6166.51 227.46 0.064 334,30 8903.32 3133.84 181,95 0.11 0.2P43 15.939 0.2843 15.939
657.600 524.97 523.6U 6168,31 238.12 0.067 336,22 y0U2,54 3336,7? 182.98 0,I1 0.2842 15.935 0.2842 15,935
682.186 524.82 523,35 61611.15 246,79 0.070 337 4 80 90x3.40 3487.68 150072 -0.24 0.2842 15.931 0.2842 15.931
7010100 524.70 522.75 6167.36 284,46 0.080 320,51 (1114 9 70 3614,11 269.63 0,30 0,?841 15. 9 11 0,2841 15.911
731.100 524.47 522.3b 6167.11 294 n 93 0.083 322 n 33 8212,48 3789.32 175.33 0.12 0,2841 15. 9 08 0.2841 1'3,909
761,100 524.22 521.97 6166.87 305.27 0,086 324.15 8369.70 3965,51 176.30 0.12 0.2941 15004 0.2841 15.904
791.100 523.97 521.56 6166.62 315.50 .00089 325.96 8466,37 4142.65 177.26 0.12 0.2840 15.899 0,2840 15„H9n
821.100 523,70 521,15 6166,36 325.62 0.092 327.78 8562.48 4320.76 178.22 0.12 0.2840 15.894 0.2840 15.694
8515100 523,44 520.72 6166,10 335,63 0,D95 329,60 86`58.04 4499,82 179.18 0,12 O.?A39 15.889 0.2839 15.BAl)_
.	 881.100 523916 520.28 6165,83 345,55 0,097 331.42 8753.04 4679.84 180014 0.11 0,28.3.9 15.884 0 n 2838 15.884
9114100 522.87 519.83 6165 9 55 355.37 0,'100 333.23 88'+1.49 4860,82 181.09 . 0.11 D.2A3H 15.879 0.2838 15,874
941.100 522.58 519.37 6165.28 365,10 0.103 335.05 8941.38 5042.75 182.05 0.11 0.2837 15.874 0.2837 15.874
971.100 522.28. 518 n 90 6165.00 374.76 0.106 336.87 9034.72 5225.63 183.00 0.11 0.2A37 15.869 0.2837 15.864
961.052 522.18 518.74 6164790 377.97 0.107 337.47 9065.57 5286,83 60.92 -0.29 0.2836 15,863 0,2836 15.863
1015.709 521.79 . 517.17 6162 9 93 438.68 8.124 321.47 8229,33 5554,A2 0.0 0.65 0.2934 15.828 0 4 2834 15.829
1029.900 521.56 516.89 6162.03 441.58 0.125 322:80 830108 5637.96 82091 -0.24 0.2834 15,823 0.2834 15,(123
10590900 52109 516.29 6162.62 447,67 0.126 325.61 8454.51 5814.23 176.39 0912 0.2834 15.820 0,2834 15.820
1089.900 520763 515.70 6162,40 453.76 0.128 328.42 8605.64 5991.99. 177.A9 0.12 0.2R33 15. 815 0,2833 15.81x+
1119.900 520.16 515,10 6162.18 459.86 0.130 331,23 8755.37 6171624 179.37 0.12 002832 1 5 . 811 0.2832 15.811
1149 n 900 519.69 514.50 6161995 465,97 0.132 334,04 8903.70 6351,96 180.85 0.12 0.2031 15.U87 0.2631 15.007
1179,900 519.21 513,89 6161,73 472,09 04133 336.85 9050.63 6534 n 17 182.33 0912 0.2831 15003 0.2831 15.807
1209.900 518.74 513,28 6161.50 478,23 0.135 339.66 9196.15 6717.85 183.80 0012 0.2830 15.799 0.2830 15.795
12393900 518.2 6 512.67 6161.26 484.38 0.137 342.47 9340.28 6903,00 185.28 0.12 0.2829 15 0 794 0.2829 15.794
12580900 517.96 512.28 6161.11 488.29 0,138 344.26 94:30.83 702!,03 118.10 x'.07 0.2P28 15.790 0.2828 15.790
AFT 517950 511.34 6160,29 509.05 0.144 ...,. 9430.83 7307.02 286.09 0.09 0.2828 15 .,787 .... .....
^/ ^. ^^.
SLOT
INTERFACE	 PG	 H	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDGT.	 AB	 RR	 DELTA	 WSLUT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. N	 FT/SEC	 SG. IN.	 Lk/SEC	 SU. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 1.H/SEr,
FOREWABD	 9.9811E 01 5.2657E 02 5.2657E 02 6.1706E 03 1.938.4E 00 1.6061E 04 3.106PE-02 1.7077E 00 2.8421E-01 5.7046E-01 4 0T 13 r 01
AFT	 1.188.0E 02 5.2657E 02 5.2657E 02 6.1706E 03 r.926BE 00 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 000	 0.0	 4.8423F 41
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT ► DW/UT = 2.9021E-01
FOHEWAHD	 3.9864E 02.5.2619E 02 5.2583E 02 6.1700E 03 7.31374E 01 1.6061E. 04 1.2652E 02 fi.9577E 03 2.8412F-01 5.7025E-01 l. R54 1F 03
AF1	 4.3354E 02 5,Z5.83t 02 5.2547E 02 6.1696E 03 7.3894E 01 1.6061E 04 1.4207E 02 7.8143E 03 2.8407E-01 5.7015E-01 I.H535F 03
GAS.BUILDUP IN SLOT+ OW/11T = 6.3516E-01
POREWARD	 6.8219E 02 5.2482E 02 5.2335E 02.6.1661E 03 1.4465E 02 1.6061E 04 1.2673E 02 6.9772E 03 203R1E-01 5.6959E-01 3.6144E 03
AFT	 7.u110E 02 5,2422E 02 5.2275E 02 6.1674E 03 1.4479E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0,0	 .060	 3.6141F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN 5LOT q DW/U.T = 2.9821E-01
FOREWARD	 9,8105E 02 5.2218E 02 SoIB74E 02 6.1649E 03 2.1846E 02 1.6061E 04 1.2679E 02 6.9950E 03 2.8322F-01 5.6837E-01 5. 4 136E 03
AFT	 1.0157E 03 5.2059E 02 5.1717E 02 6,1629E.03 2.1903E 02 1.6061E.04 1.4185E 02 7.8313E 03 2.6302E-01 5.6793E-01 5.4130E 03






IGNITION TIME# TIME	 {SI	 55.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITSI NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETER5I
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST	 (NrLBF) FIDEL 1336557.0 1649324.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N*LBF) FTVAC 8346308.0 1876325.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS	 (NrLBF) FI 42730.203 9606.1328
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE IN*SrLBF*S) SRMOTI 0.53290701E Q9 0.11980Z30E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SrLBF*S) SRMVTI 0.5B831718E 09 0.13225902E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6165915 116165915
GRAIN DISCHARGE MA55 FLOWRATE IKG /S * LUM/S) WOOT 3300.5806 7276.5352
F.LOWHATE INTEGRAL	 (KG.LBM) SwDOTN &30498.44 508162.I3
INERT MASS FLOKHATE (KG/SrLBM/5) MIF 22.932983 50+558594
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG*LBM) MIR 2184.6550 4827.3633
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2*IN**21 ABTOT 259.00342 401456.38
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**39IN**3) VF 126.56470 772345500
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING I(G,LBM) WF 224211.00 494300.69
TOTAL GAS MASS {KG*LBM) WGTOT 817907617 1801.3450
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615610 1.1615610
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLErLBM/MOLE) AMW 12.856715 28.344208
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY IM/51FT/5) CSTAR 1564.3977 5132.5391
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACK NUMBER AMPN 0.14073175 0.14073175
HEAD END PARAMETERS3 c
TOTAL PRESSURE	 (N/M**2*LBF/IN**2) PH 0.36108134E 09 523.70459 NEn
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**ZvLBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.26077929E 11 37822,844	 ...
-'
.;,	 BURN AREA
	 {M**2,IN*"2) AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500
BURN RATE	 (M/SrIN/5) RBZ(1) U.12194003E-02 0.28422850 0ro
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.252914 0
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**4rIN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME
	 IM**3*IN**3) VPH 12,525938 764380.00




(M**2olN**2) ABCYL 225987030 350099.69
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA	 (M**2*IN**2) ABSLOT 22.985016 35626.867
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3rIN**3) VFCYL 123.38222 7529248.0
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3r1N**3) VP 178976587 109089680
AFT END PARAMETERS3
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**29LSF/IN**2) PON U.35516493E 0.9 515.12329
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 IN*S/M**2,LBF*S /IN**2) SPONOT 0.25114223E 11 36425.105
BURN AREA AAN 10.148122 15729.621
BURN RATE	 (M/SrIN/SEC) RBZINI+11 0.71753748E-02 0.28249520
DISTANCE BURNED	 (MrIN) TAUZINI*1} 0.41534746 16.352264
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 IM**3rIN**3) VFN -1.1824770 194206.75
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3*IN*M3) VPN 8.8431997 539645.44
GAS STATIC. TEMPERATURE 	 IDEG KwDEG R) PRNT(NI,3) 4422.4758 6160.4570
PORT AREA	 (M**2*IN**2) AP 6.2106695 9626.5586
NUZZLE PARAMETERS3
THROAT AREA (H**2rIN**2) AT 1.4536638 2253.1846
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.8535061 6.8535061
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22791095E-01 0.22791095E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS3
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01






INCRLHENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA:
MASS PO Y T U M LP aP WOOT DwDOT LIW/DT RR TAU NBT0 7AUTo
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A PSIA VEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. LH/5EC L8/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC 1N. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 543.70 523.70 6169.53 0401 0.000 0.0 16002.80 0.28 0.01 -0.27 0.2A42 16.253 0.284b 16.253
30.000 523.70 523.70 6169.53 0.02 0.0 060 160b2.BO 0,44 0.0 -0.16 0.?A4?, 16.253 0.2842 16,253
60.000 523.70 523.70 6169.53 0.02 0.0 0,0 16062.81 0.60 0.0 -0.16 0.2842 16„253 0.?842 16.253
900000 $23.70 523670 6169.53 0.03 0,0 0.0 160b2.82 0.77 0.0 -0.16 O,2R42 16.253 0,2842 16.253
99.243 523.70 523.70 6169.53 0.06 0,0 0,0 16042.82 I941 000 -0.64 04284? 16.253 0.2842 16.253
1184800 523.70 523.70 6169.53 0.07 0.0 324,63 8386,34 0689 261.72 0.48 0.2.442 16.567 0.2842 I6.567
148.800 523.71 523.70 6169.52 13.50 0,004 326647 84nb.50 178.28 177.66 0.27 0.2A42 16.566 0.284?. 16.56+.
178.800 523.70 523.68 6169.50 26.69 0.008 328.30 0586.04 356.66 178.66 0.27 0.2842 16.564 0.2842 16.564
2086800 523.68 523.65 6169.47 39.66 0.011 330,14 8604.95 536.05 179.66 0.27 0.2842 16.562 0.2842 16.567
238.800 523.66 523.59 b169.42 52.42 0.015 331.97 8783.25 716.43 180.66 0.27 0.21H42 16.SbO 0.2842 16.56n
?66.800 523.63 523.53 6169.36 64.97 0.019 333.80 88d0.91 897.111 181.65 U.28 062A4? 16.557 0.2842 16.557
298.800 523.59 523.44 6169.29 77,34 0.022 335,64 8911.96 1080.19 182.65 U.28 0.284? 1 6 .45 5 0.2842 16.555
328.800 523.54 523,34 6169.21 89.52 0.025 337.47 9014.39 1263.55 183.65 0.28 0.2842 16.553 0.2842 16 n 553
358.800 523.48 623, 2`3 6169.12 101.53 0,029 339.31 9110 n 20 1447.92 184,64 0.29 0.2842 1 6 .550 0.2842 16.55n
388.800 523.41 523.10 6169.02 113.38 0.032 341.14 92b5.39 1633.27 185.63 0.211 0.2A42 16,548 Or2d42 16.548
398.069 523.39 523.06 6168.99 117.03 0,033 341.71 9214.67 1691.07 57.56 -0.25 0.2A42.16.545 0.2842 16.545
434.111 52.1427 522.73 6168.65 146994 0.042 325.47 84.12.49 1951.48 123.27 0.98 0.2841 16.531 0.2841 16.511
447.600 523.22 522.64 616B.59 154.22 0.044 326.33 8419,57 2031.59 79.93 -0.18 0.2841 16.529 0.2841 16.b2n
w	 477.600 523,10 522,44 6168.44 165.78 0.047 328.25 6583.80 2209.85 178.53 0.27 0.2841 16.526 0.2841 16.`626
507.6U0 522.98 522.22 6168.29 177.16 0.050 330.16 8687.34 2389.14 179.57 0.28 O,2H41 16.522 0.2841 16.52?
537.600 522.85 521.99 6168.13 188.38 0.053 332,10 879U.21 2569.46 180.60 0.28 0.2A40 16.519 0.2840 16.i)3a
567.600 522.71 521.75 6167.95 199.45 0.056 334.02 8892.40 2750.81 181.63 0.26 0.2840 16.515 0.2840 16.515
597.600 522.56 521.50 6167.78 210.37 0.059 33505 8993.92 2933.19 182.66 0.28 0.2840 16,511 0.2840 16.511
b27.600 522.41 521423 6167.59 221.15 0.062 337.67 9094.76 3116.60 183.69 0.28 0.2639 16.50 7 0,2839 16.507
657.600 522.24 520.95 6167.40 23100 0.065 33900 9194.91 3301.03 184071 0.28 0.2639 16.503 0.2839 16.503
681.618 522.10 520,71 6167.24 240.27 0.068 341.34 9214.62 3449,76 148,62 -0.11 0 n 2839 16.499 0.2839 16.490
701.100 521.99 520.15 6166.50 276.36 0;078 324.08 8357 9 83 3572.38 261.87 0.49 0,2A3A 16,479 0.2838 16.470
731.100 521.76 519,79 6166.27 286.84 00081 325.90 84bb,80 3749,18 177,07 0.27 0.2A3A 16.477 0.2838 16.477
761.100 521.53 519.41 6166.03 297.19 0.084 327.71 8555.17 3926.95 178.05 0.28 0.2937 16.472 0,2837 16.477
791.100 521.29 519.02 6165.79 307,42 0.087 329.53 8654.94 4105.68 179,01 0.28 0.2837 16.40 0.2837 16.467
8216100 t.:.2l.U4 518.62 b165.54 317.54 01090 331,35 8760.12 4285.36 119.97 0128 0.2836 16.462 0.2836 16.46}
651.100 520.78 518.21 6165.28 327.56 0,092 333417 8846.69 4466.00 180.92 0.28 0.2836 16.457 0.2836 16.457
8819100 520.52 517.78 6165.02 337.48 0.095 334.98 8942.67 4647.60 181.80 0.28 0.,-A35 16.451 0.2835 16.451
9110100 520.24 517.35 617+4.75 347,32 0.098 336,80 90.18,05 4830.14 182.83 0.28 0 0 2835 1 6 .446 0.2835 16.445
941.100 519.96 516.91 6164.413 357.06 0.101 338,62 9132.63 5013.64 183.79 0.28 0,2834 16.441 0,2834 I6.441
971.100 519,67 516.45 6164.20 366,72 0,103 340.43 9227.01 5198.10 184.74 0.2A 0.2834 16.436 0.2834 16.43E
980,486 519.58 516.31 6164.11 369,75 0.104 341.00 9236.35 5256.32 57.99 -0.24 0.2933 16.431 0.2B33 16.431
1U16.275 519.21 514.84 6162.27 427,94 90121 325.08 8415 4 68 5516.86 0.0 0.99 0.2931 16.394 0.2831 16.394
-1029.900 519.0.1 514,58 6162.18 430.78 G•l=2 326.36 8466.30 5597.43 80.41 -0 n 17 11.2831 16.390 0.2831 16.39n
1059.900 516.56 514.01 6161196 437.00 0.123 329.17 8640:68 5775.29 178.15 0.28 0.2831 14.3116 0.2831 14 * 386
1089.900 518.12 513.43 6161.74 443.22 00125 331,98 B793,55 5954.64 179.64 0.28 0.2A30 16.3112 O.Z810 16.36?
11190900 5179b6 5124 135 6161.52 449.44 0.127 334,79 6944.91 6135.47 1111.12 0.29 0,2929 16.318 0.2529 16.37n
1149.900 517.21 512.27 6161.30 455.67 0.129 337.60 90 .14.77 6317.78 182.60 0.29 0.2829 16.373 0.2828 16.371
11.79.900 516.76 511.b9 616I.07 461,91 0.130 340.41 9243.12 6501.56 184.08 0.29 0.2A2A 16.369 0.2028 16.361
1209.900 5!6.30 511.10 6160.84 468.16 0.132 343.22 9369.96 6686.82 185.55 0,29 0.2F127 16.365 0.2827 16.365
1?39,90o 515.85 510.51 6160.61 474.43 0.134 346.03 95.15.29 6673.55 107.03 0.29 0.2P26 16.3bU 0,2826 16..1nn
1258,900 515,56 5I0.14 6160x46 478,41 0.135 347.81 9626.56 6992.57 119.21 0.19 0.2P25 16.3ti6 0.2825 1H.35r,
AFT 515.12 509.24 6159.68 498.65 0.141 ..... 962o.56 7276 n 54 284.39 0.42 0.2925 16.352 .... .....
f
SLUT
INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWOOT	 A6	 RFs	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN,	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SU. 1N.	 LWSEC	 SU. IN.	 1N/SEC	 IN.	 L8/SEC
FUREwARU	 9.9243E 01 5,2370E 02 5.237GE 02 6.1695E 03 5.4737E-02 1.6061E 04-4.0712E-02-2.2411E 00 2.83R5F-01 5.6842E-01 1.36837 00
AF1	 .1.11380E 02 5.23TOE 02 5.2370E 02 6.1695E 03 3.5507E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 8.8757E-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/DT = 4.8070E-01
FOREWARD
	
3.9807E 02 5.2339E 02 5.2306E 02 6.1690E 03 7.2650E O1 1.6061E 04 1.2288E 02 6.7659E 03 2.A377E-01 5.6824E-01 1.8139F 03
AFT	 4.3411E 02 5.2306E 02 5.2273E. 02 6.1686E 03 7.2652E 01 1.6061E 04 1.3H52E 02 7.6281E: 03 2.8.373E-01 5.6N15E-01 1. H 130F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv OW/UT = 9.8400E-01
FOkEWARD
	
6.8162E 02 5.2210E 02 5.2071E 02 6.1672E 03 1.4370E 02 .6061E 04 1.2311F. 02 6.7860E 03 2.8347F"01 5.6761E-01 3.5729' 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5,2154E 02 5.2015E 02 6.1665E 03 1.4382E 02 .6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 000	 0.0	 3.5724E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/UT = 4.8617E-01
FOREWARU	 9.8049E G2 5.1958E 02 5.1631E 02 6.1641E 03 2.1810E 02 1.6061E 04 1.2320E 02 6.6042E 03 2.8241E-01 5.6644E-01 5.3795F 03 c
AFT	 1.0163E 03 5.1810E 02 5.1404E 02 6.1623E 03 2.1862E 02 1.6061E 04 1,3833E 02 7,6449E 03 2.8272E-01 5.6604E-01 5.3785E 03 +^m













(NeLBF) FTOEL 1376071.0 1658207.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	 (NfLBF) FTVAC d3BSU22.0 1885208.0
THkUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS
	 (NiLSF) FI 42839914B 9630.6250
UELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SiLUF*S) SRMOTI 0.54761958E 09 0.12310984E 09
.	 VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LBF # 5) SRMVTI 0.60504934E 09 0.13602056E 09
THRUST CUEFFICIr?ll CF 1.6173267 1,6173267
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (Kb/SOLBM/S) WOOT 3314.2842 7306.7461
'	 FLOWWE INTEGRAL (Kb0LBHI SWDOTN 237113.25 522745439
INERT MASS FLOWHATE (KG/S.LBM/5) HIF 62.991455 S0.6B75U0
INERT HASS REMAINING (KUvLBM) MIR 2143.6721 4725.9883
TOTAL BURN AREA {M**2.1N*-21 ABTOT 460.12012 403187.06
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME,	 (M*`*'3,IN*-3) VF 122.81779 7444805.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING IKG.LUM) WF 217573.31 479667.13
10TAL GAS MASS
	 l%Glp LBMI WGTOT 120.48926 158H.4070
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615620 1,1415620
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLL,LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.857138 28.345139
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SIFT/S1 CSTAR 1564.4346 5132.6602
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 00/3791311 0.13791311
HEAD END PARAMETERS1
TOTAL PRESSURE IN/M**29LHF/IN**2) PH 0.36215322L 09 525 n 25903
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/H**8.LBF*5/IN**2) SPHOT 0.26801160E 11 38871.805
BURN AREA (M**2v]N**2) AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500
BURN RATE (M/S.IN/5) R8Z(1) 0.72245374E-02 0.28443074
p	 DISTANCE BURNED (MvIN) TAUZ(11 0.41282398 16.252914
.	 PROPELLANT VULUME	 (M**30IN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME (M**311N**3) VPH 12.525938 764380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KOUEG R) PRNT(i.31 3427.8274 6170.0898
CYLINDRICAL SECIION PARAMETERSt
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**21IN**2) ABCYL 227966316 352878.63
SEGMENT FACE BURN ARLA (M**2.IN* 021 AB5LOT 22.368652 34671.488
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3*IN**3) VFCYL 119978053 73094600
•	 GAS VOLUME
	 (M**3,IN**3) VP 181.62173 11083243.
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURL(NOZ ENT1 	 (N/M**20L8F/IN**2) PON 0.3564707BE 09 517.01733
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N O S/M**20L8F % S/IN**2) SPONDT 0.25825858E 11 37457.246
BURN AREA(M**2.IN**?) AAN 100088190 1563x,727
BURN RATE (H/541N/SEC) RBZ(NI+1) 0.71822777E-02 0.28276688
DISTANCE BURNED
	 (M.IN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.42969811 16.917252
PROPELLANT VOLUME IM**3.IN**3) VFN 390372486 185344.38
GAS VOLUME (M*w3+IN**3) VPN 4.9884281 54B507.8T
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KtUEG R) PRNT(NIv3) 3422.9B14 61610672
PORT AREA	 (M**291N**2) AP u.3381166 9824.10I6
NOZZLE PARAMETERSI
.	 THROAT AREA (M**2r1N**2) AT 1.4545336 2254.5322
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.8494091 6.6494091
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.2Z808969E-01 0.2ZH08969E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERSt
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65451407E-01










INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA:
MASS PO P T U M
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A PS1A DEG, R FT/SEC
FORE 525.26 525,2b 6170909 090 000
30.000 525.26 525 * 26 6170.09 000 040
604000 525.26 525.26 6170909 000 0,0
904000 525.26 525.26 6170,09 0.0 0.0
99.243 525 * 26 525.26 6170.09 020 0.0
118.800 525.26 525.26 6170,09 0,0 0.0
1489800 525,26 525.26 6170.08 13,25 0.004
178.800 525.25 525.24 6170.06 26.26 0.007
208.800 525.24 525.21 6170.03 39.06 0.011
238,800 5d5,22 525.15 6169.98 51.65 01015
268.800 525.18 525,09 6169.93 (34.04 MIS
298,800 525 * 14 525.00 6169686 76*24 04022
328.800 525,09 524,91 6169.78 88,27 0.025
3589800 525.04 524.60 6169.69 100613 0.028
3889800 524.97 524.67 6169.59 111.83 0.032
397,502 Sd4,95 524.63 6169.56 115.22 0*033
434.678 52404 52403 6169.25 145.74 0.041
447.600 524.79 524.24 6169019 150974 0.043
477.600 524.68 524,05 6169905 162.17 0,046
507.600 524.57 523.84 6168.89 173 * 43 0.049
537.600 524 * 44 523,61 6168974 184.53 0.052
567 * 600 524.30 523.38 6168.57 195 * 48 0,055
597.600 524.16 523.13 6168.40 206.29 00056
627,600 524.01 522.87 6168.22 216.96 0.061
(357.600 523.85 522.60 6168.04 227.51 0.064
681051 523.72 522.38 6167,89 235 * 69 0.066
701.100 523.61 521,85 6167.19 270.42 0.076
731.100 523.39 521 * 49 6166.96 280.80 0.079
761.100 523.17 521.13 6166.73 291 * 05 01082
791.100 522,93 520 * 75 6166.49 301.19 00085
8219100 522969 520.36 6166.25 311.22 0.088
851 * 100 522,44 519,96 6166.00 321.15 0.091
881,100 522418 519,55 6165.75 330.99 0.093
9110100 521.92 519913 6165.49 340 * 73 04096
941 * 100 521.65 518.70 6165.22 350639 00099
971 * lOO 521.37 518.26 6164.95 359.97 0,102
979.920 521 * 2B 518,12 6164.87 362.80 00102
1016 * 840 520.94 516.74 6163.14 418.55 01118
1029,900 520 * 75 516,50 616305 421 * 29 0*119
1059.900 520032 515 n 95 6162.84 427.53 00121
1009.900 519990 515.39 6162.63 433 * 77 0.122
1119 * 900 519 * 46 514.83 6162241 440.02 0.124
1149000 519 * 03 514.27 6162.20 446 * 27 0*126
1179.900 518.59 51301 6161 ,97 452 * 53 04128
1209.900 518.15 513.14 616105 458.80 04129
1239.900 517,71 512.56 6161652 465.09 0.131
1258.900 517.43 512.20 6161.37 46909 0x132
AFT 517.02 511.34 6160.62 4BB * 69 01138
LP AP WDOT DWDOT 0W/UT RR TAU RBTO TAUTn
INCHES SO.	 IN. LB/ShC L8/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN, 1N/SEC IN.
0 9 0 16002,BO 080 0001 0.15 0.2844 16.253 0.2842 Ib0257
040 16062.80 0.0 000 0.09 0.2944 16.253 0.2844 16.257
0.0 I6062.81 0.0 0 .0 0.09 0,2844 16.253 0.2644 16.257
0.0 160b2.82 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.2844 16.253 0,2844 16.251
0.0 160b2.82 0.0 0.0 0.03 0,2844 16.253 0.2844 16.253
328.20 8511,89 0.0 254947 0.65 0.2844 1 7 .135 0.2844 17.1.15
330.04 8613.29 179.32 179.74 0.41 0 n 2844 17.134 0.2844 17.134
331.87 8714,02 359.64 180.74 0.42 0.2844 I7.132 0.2844 17.13?
333.71 8814,08 540.96 181.74 0.42 0.2944 17.130 0.2844 17.13n
335,54 8913.47 723,28 182.74 0,42 0.2844 17,128 0.2844 17.128
337.37 9072,20 906,59 183.73 0.42 0.2844 17.126 0,2844 17.126
339.21 9170626 1090.89 164.73 0.43 0.2944 17.124 0.2844 179124
341.04 92b7.66 1276.19 185.73 0.43 0.2844 11.121 0.2844 17.I21
342,88 9304.38 1462.48 386.72 0.43 U.2R44 17.11 9 0.2844 17 n 119
344.71 9460,45 1649.76 18701 0.43 0.2844 1 7 .11 6 0.2844 17.11A
345.24 9488.19 1704,61 54.63 -0.22 0.2844 17.114 0.2844 17.114
329.07 8620.55 1957.95 119,62 100 0.2A43 17.099 0.2843 17.09(3
329.90 8666.19 2035.55 77.47 -0.13 0.2843 1 7 *097 0.2843 17.097
331,82 8711 * 64 2215.74 180.61 0.42 0.2843 17.094 0,2843 17,094
333.75 8816,37 2396,96 181465 0.42 0.2A43 1 7 .0 90 0.2843 17.090
335.67 8980,36 2579,22 182.68 0.42 0.2843 17.087 0.2843 17,087
337.59 9083.63 2762.51 183.71 0.43 O,2A42 17.083 0.2842 17.083
339.52 9186.18 2946.82 184.74 0.41 0.2A42 1 7 ,0 1 9 0,2842 17.074
341.44 9288,00 3132.16 IB5 * 77 0.43 0.2842 17.075 0.2842 17.075
343.36 9369.09 3318.53 186.80 0.43 U.2941 17.071 0.2841 17.071
344.87 94b7 9 61 3465,26 146.73 0.00 0,2A41 11,067 0.2841 17.U67
327,65 6542.77 3584,30 254,6T 0.66 0.2840 17.047 0.2840 17.047
329.46 8642.94 3763,04 179.15 0.41 0.2840 17.044 0.2840 17.044
331,28 8742 n 46 3942.76 180013 0.42 0.2A40 17.039 0.2840 17.039
333.10 884103 4123,42 181809 0142 0,2A39 17.034 0,2839 17.034
334.91 89.19.57 4305.05 182.05 0,42 0.2839 17,029 0.2839 17 n 029
336,73 9037.16 4487663 183.01 0.43 0.?$3R 17.024 0.2838 17,024
338.55 9134,11 4671.16 183,97 0.43 0.2938 17.018 0.2838 17.01x1
34006 9230.41 4855,65 184.92 0.43 O.PA37 I7 * 013 0.2837 17,013
342.18 9326.08 5041.09 185988 0.43 0.2837 17.008 0,2837 17.009
344.00 9421,11 5227.49 166.83 0.44 0.2836 17.003 0.2836 17,007
344.53 9448,92 5282,80 5501.1 -0.21 092835 16.997 0.2835 16.997
328,69 8603694 5536.34 0,0 1.30 0.2533 16.961 0.2833 16.961
329.92 8672,45 5614,45 77,99 -0.12 0.2833 16.956 0.2833 I6.956
332.72 8828967 5794.26 180.24 0.42 0.2R33 16.952 0.2833 16.95?
335,53 B9d3429 5975.56 181.73 0,43 0.2n32 16.948 0.2832 16.949
338.34 9136.28 6158.34 183022 0,43 0.283?. 16.943 0.2632 16.947
341.15 9287.66 6342.60 184.70 0.44 0.?R31 16.939 0.2831 16,939
343.96 94.17.43 6528.34 186.18 0.44 0.2830 16.935 0.2830 16,935
346 n 77 9585 * 59 6715.54 187.66 0.44 0.2830 16.930 0.2830 I6.93n
349,58 9732,13 6904.23 189,13 0.45 0.2829 16.925 0.2829 16.925
351 * 36 9824.10 7024.48 120.54 0.29 0,2n211 16.921 0.2828 16,921
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INTERFACE	 PO	 Y	 T	 U	 AP	 O.rOUT	 AB	 1414	 0k1-IA	 X51 ,T
LOCATION	 TA;,
IN.	 PS IA	 P5IA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.	 LN/SEC	 Sil. IN.	 IN/5EC 	 Ira.	 LH/sk,'
FUREWARO	 9.9243E . 01 5.2526E: 02 5.2526E 02 6.1701E 03-1. 6251 E-0 3 1.6061E 04-4.0740E-02-2.2411E 00 ?.H4p5F-01 5.6842F-01-4.074OF-02
AFT	 1.18110E 02 5.25261: 02 5.2526E 02 6.1701E 03-2.7722E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -6.950UF-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv UW/UT
	
6.5426E-01
FOREWARII	 3.9750E 02 5.2495E 02 5.2463E 02 6.1696E 03 7.2840E 01 1.6061E 04 1.1945E 02 6.5724E 03 2.8397E-01 5.67b 4F-01 1.824 1E 03
AFT	 4.3468E 02 5.2465E. U2 5.2433E 02 6.1692E 03 7.2827E 01 1.6061E 04 1.3520E 02 7.4400E 03 2.8393E-OE 5.6745E-01 1.8228F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/UT = 1.3009E 00
FUREWARD
	
6,8105E, 02 5.2372E. 02 5.2238E 02 6.1679E 03 1.4374E 02 1.6061E 04 1.197OF 02 6.59.30E 03 2.H368F-(11 5.6694E-01 	 03.
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.2319L 02 5.2185E 02 6.1672E 03 1.4,184E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0.0	 I1.0	 0:U	 3.5843F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT@ OW/DT = 6.5575E-01
FOREWARO	 9.7992E 02 5.2128E 02 5.1812E 02 6.1649E 03 2.1 829E 02 1.6061E 04 1.1981E 02 6.6117E 03 2.8314E- 01 5.6582E-01 5.4026r 03
AFT	 1.0168E 03 5.1989E 02 5.1674E 02 6.1631E 03 2.1875E 02 1.6061E 04 1.3504E 02 7.4566E 03 2.8297E-01 5.6545E-01 5. 4 013F 03








IGNITION TIME• TIME	 (5)	 59.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS$
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTOEL 1421447.0 166840840
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N,LBF) FTVAC 8431198.0 189540990
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NILBF) FT 43055.391 9679.2383
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE ( N*S,LSF*S) SRMDTI 0.56241715E 09 0.12643643£09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE iN*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.62186624E 09 O.I3980115E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6177521 1.61775Zi
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) WOOT -1331.2725 7344*1992
+	 FLUWRATE INTEGRAL (KG,LBM) SWOOTN 143758.81 537396,31
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/5) MIF 23*107513 50.943359
INERT MASS-REMAINING (KGrLBM) MIR 2097.4570 4624.1016
TOTAL BURN AREA ABTOT 201.21826 404889.50
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME	 {FI**3,IN**3) VF 119405199 7265001*O
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KGvLBM) WF 210902#13 464959*69
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (KG,LdM) WGTOT 136*96411 1624*7283
kACIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA 1.1615629 1*1615629
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.857692 28.346359
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1564.4822 5132.8164
MAXIMUM CHAHdER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.13519400 003519400
HEAD END PARAmETEHSt
TOTAL PRESSURE	 (N/M**2*LBF/IN**2) PH 0.36355661E 09 527*49468
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**Z,LBF*S/IN**2) SPHDT 0.27526869E 11 39924.355
w	 BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500
BURN RATE	 IM/59IN/5) RBZ(1) 0.72311945E-02 0.28469282
DISTANCE BURNED (MiIN) TAU M ) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VFH 0.0 040
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VPH 11.525938 764300.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(i*3) 3428.2354 6170.8242
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS1
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) ABCYL - 129*44489 355640,31
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA 	 (M**29IN**2) ASSLOT 21.7452 24 33705*188
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**39IN**31 VFCYL 116#15923 7088474.0
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3*IN ll *3) VP 184.49683 11258692*
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRES5URE(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**29LBF/IN**2) PON 0*:35809050E 09 519.36646
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2*LUF*S/IN**21 SPONDT 0.26540421E 11 30493 n 629
BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) AAN 10*028202 15543,746
BURN RATE (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(N1*1) 0.71906000E-02 0.28309458
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZINI+I) 0.44406235 17.482773
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**391N**3) VFN 48927422 17652606
GAS VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VPN 9.1329346 557326.13
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KvDEG R) PRNT(NI93) .1423.5740 6162.4336
PONT AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AP 6.4669819 10023.844
NOZZLE PARAMETERSI
THROAT AREA {M**29IN**2) AT 1.4554071 2255*8867
EXPANSION RATIO EPR e*8452969 6 n 8452969
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0*22826921E»01 0.22826921E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS(
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E»01








INCRLNILNT UIvIUINa PLANE UATA:
MASS Pu N 7 U H LP Hp WDOT L'430T Ua/UT qn FA, PH I0 TAWI
Aut) [ T ION
RL61UNS PS1A P5IA DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SU-	 IN. LH/SEC LH/SEC LIMSEC IN/SEC' IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 521.29 . 527.29 b170.82 000 0.0 0.0 16002.80 0.0 0.01 0.19 G.2 ;147 16.253 0.2844 16.251
30.000 527.29 527.29 6170.82 0.0 0.0 0.0 160b2.80 0.0 0,0 0_12 U.2947 16.253 0.2847 16,2111
60.000 521.29 527.29 6170.82 0.6 0.0 0.0 16002.81 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.2A47 16.253 0.2847 I6.251
90.000 527..29 527.29 6170.82 0.0 0.0 0.0 160b2a82 0.0 0.0 0.12 U.2P47 16.253 0.2847 16.252
99.243 527.29 527,29 6170.x2 (1.0 0.0 0.0 16002.82 0.0 0.0 0.04 U.2947 1 6 .253 0.2847 16.253
118.800 527.29 527,29 6170,82 000 0.0 331.78 B709.61 0.0 247,63 0.68 U.2847 1 7 .10 4 0.2847 17.10&
148.800 521.30. 527,29 617G.d2 13.06 0.004 333.61 b602.25 181.42 181.85 U.44 U.2R41 11.703 0.2847 17.103
1711.2100 527.29 527.27 6170.80 25.90 0.007 335.45 8944.16 363.84 182.86 0.44 0.2A47 17.701 0.2847 17.701
208.a0o 527.28 .`i27.24 6170.76 38.53 4.011 331.2B 9065.37 547.25 IB3.86 0.44 0.2A47 17.6'39 0.2341.17.bxn
238.800 5?.7.25 527.19 6170.72 50.95 O.GI5 339.11 91"5.87 731.b7 184.86 0.44 0.2847 12.691 G. ?84 0 IT.n4I
26b.800 521.22 527.12 6170.66 63.19 0.018 340.95 W nb.65 91t.06 IH5.86 0.45 0.2a47 11.0115 G.?rf-.7 1T.n7:
29I1 .Bo0 527.18 527.04 6110.60 75.24 00021 342.78 93b4,72 1103.48 186.86 0.45 U.2R4T 17.6112 0."47 1 ► .bi'
328.840: 527.13 526495 6170.52 87.11 0.025 344.62 94,33.09 1290.RR 187.85 0.45 0.2847 17.690 0.2841 17.6-)n
358.80o 527.08 526.84 6170.43 98.83 0.028 346.45 95bU.74 1479.27 188.85 0.46 0.2-946 17.687 0.2B46 17.687
3x8.HGO 527.01 526.12 6170.34 110.38 0 n 031 348.28 9607.68 1668.65 189.84 0.46 0.2A46 17.685 0,2B46 17.685
396.934 526.99 526.68 6170.31 113.51 0.032 348.78 961x3 n 85 1720.52 51.64 -0.23 0.2846 17,6132 U.2846 17.68]
435.246 526.69 52609 6170.02 142.71 U,040 332.68 BB1U.82 1967.03 116.16 1.35 0.2446 17,668 0.2846 17.668
447.600 526.84 526.32 6169.96 147.44 00042 333.47 BB54.98 2042,11 74.94 •-0,14 0.2946 17.666 0.2846 17.668
477.600 526.74 526,I3 6169.232 158.74 0.045 335.40 8961.66 2224.40 182.73 0.44 0.2R46 17.663 0.2846 17.663w
!.	 5U7.600 526.62 525.92 6169.68 169.88 0,048 337.32 9oo7,56 2407.73 183.77 0.44 U.2R49 17.659 0.2845 17.659
537.60[ ► 526.50 525.71 6169,53 180.86 0.051 339.24 9172.69 2592.OR 184.84 0.45 4.2945 17.655 0.2845 17.b5r-
567.600 526.37 525.48 6169.37 191.69 0.054 341.16 9271.04 2777.47 185.84 0.45 0.2845 1 7 . 651 0.2045 17.651
597.600 526.23 525.24 6169.20 202.38 0.057 343.09 93+x0.62 2963.89 186.87 0.45 0.2945 1 1 .64 7 0.2845 17.b47
6279600 526009 524.98 6169.02 212095 0.060 345.01 94x3.41 3151.33 187690 0.41i 0.2A44 17.643 0.?844 17.641
657.600 525.93 524.72 6168.84 223.39 0.063 346.93 9545.44 3339.80 188.93 0.46 0.2944 11.639 0.2844 17.6.44
b80,483 525.80 524.51 6168 n 70 231.30 0.065 348.40 96n2.74 3484.60 144.80 0.00 0.2044 17.635 0.2844 17.635
1010100 525.71 524.01 6168.04 264 n 73 0,075 331.22 8729,89 3600.19 247.90 0.68 U.2R43 17.615 0.2843 17.b1-,
731.1oo 525.5o 523.67 6167.82 275.00 0,078 333.03 88x1.25 3181.03 181.28 0.44 0.2043 17.612 0.2843 17.61?
76 1.100 525,28 523.31 6167.60 265.16 O,OBG 334.85 aUl a91 3162.85 182.25 0.44 0.?A42 17.601 0.2842 17.607
791.100 525.05 522.94 6167.37 295.21 0.083 336.66 9031.90 4145.62 183.22 0.44 0.2x42 17.602 0.2842 17.60p
8210100 524,62 522.57 6167.13 305.15 O.OB6 338.48 91.11.20 4329.35 184.1+1 0.45 0.2B41 17.597 0,2841 17.591
8510100 524.57 522.18 6166,89 314.99 0.OB9 340.29 9229.00 4514.04 185.14 0.45 0.2941 17.591 0.2841 17.591
8810100 524.32 521.78 6166.64 324673 0.092 342.11 9327.73 4699.68 186.1a 0.45 0.2840 17.586 0.2840 17.584
9110100 524.07 521.37 6166.39 334939 0.094 343.93 9424.97 4886.27 187.06 0.45 0.2940 17.581 0.2840 17.581
94 1.100 523.80 52005 6166.13 343.97 0.097 345.74 9521.52 5073.82 188.01 0.46 0.2839 17.575 0.2839 17.575
971.100 523.54 520.52 6165.87 353.47 0.100 347.56 9617.38 5262.33 188.97 0.46 0.2839 17 9 570 0.2839 17.57n
979.354 523.46 520.40 6165.80 356.09 0 n 100 348,06 9643.64 5314.70 52.15 -0.,22 0.2838 11.564 0.283d 17.564
1017.406 523.14 519,10 6164.18 409.52 0.116 332,31 8794.45 5561.47 0. 0 1 .35 0.2A37 1 7 . 52 7 0,2837 17.5?.7
1029.900 522.97 518.8B 6164.09 412x15 04116 333,47 88b0,79 5637.11 75.50 -0.13 0.2937 11.523 0.$837 17.521
1059.900 522.55 518.34 6163,88 418,42 0,11a 336.28 9016.86 5819.03 182.37 0.44 0,2836 1 1 . 5 1 9 G,2B36 17,519
1089.900 522.14 517.8i 6163.68 424.68 0.120 339.09 9115.21 6002.45 183.87 0.45 0.2836 17.514 0.2836 17.514
1119.900 521.72 517.26 6163.46 430.94 0.122 341.90 9329.84 6187.34 185x36 0.45 O.2RJ*; 1 1 .510 0.2835 17.51+1
1149.900 521.30 516.72 6163.25 437.21 0.123 344.11 94-92.75 6373.72 186.84 0.,46 0.2834 11,505 0.2834 17.50S
1179.900 520488 516.17 6163,U3 443.49 0.125 347.52 9633,95 6561,57 188.32 0.46 o."2A34 17.501 0.2834 17.501
12o9.9on 520.46 515.62 6162.80 449.78 00127 350.33 9763,41 6750.91 189680 0.47 0.2831 1 7 . 49 6 0.2833 17.49E
1239.900 520,04 515.06 6162a5B 456.08 0,129 353.14 9931.16 6941.71 191.28 0.47 0.2832 17.491 0.2832 17.49I
125899on 519,76 514071 6162.43 460,09 0.130 354.91 10023.84 7063.32 121.91 0.30 0.2831 11.406 :10831 17.48x.










INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 Ad	 RH	 DELTA	 HSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
1N.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO, IN.	 LH/SEC	 SU9 IN.	 IN/(;EC	 IN,	 LH/SEC
FUkEWARD
	
9.9243E 01 5.2729E 02 5.2729E 02 6.1708E 03-1.6204E-03 1.6061E 04-4.0777E-02- 2.2411E 00 2:8430E-01 5.6842E-01-4.0777F-02
AFT
	 1,1880E 02 5.2729E 02 5.2729E 02 6.1708E 03-2.8452E-02 1.6061E 04 0,0 	 0.0	 0,0	 0.0	 -7.1598E-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr Dw/bT = 6.7521E-01
FOREWARD
	 3.9693E U2 5,2699E 02 5.2668E 02 6,1703E 03 7.3058E 01 1.6061E 04 1.1600E 02 6.3767E 03 2.8423E-01 546794E-01 1.8365F 03
AFT	 4.3525E 02 5.2670E 02 5.2639E 02 6.1700E 03 7.3041E 01 1.6061E 04 1.31 86E 02 7.2498E 03 2.8419E-01 5.6786E-01 I.8352F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/DT = 1.3459E 00
FUkEWARV	 6,6048E 02 5.2580E 02 5.2451E 02 6.1687E 03 1.4380E 02 1.6061E 04 1.1627E 02 6.3978E 03 2.8395E-01 5.67.7E-01 3.6009F 03
AfT	 7.0110E 02 5.2530E 02 5.2401E 02 6.1680E 03 1.4390£ 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 040	 0.0	 3.F,002F 03
GAS 8UILUUP IN SLUT• UW/UT = 6.79b4E-01
FOREWARD	 9.79.35E 02 5.2346E 02 5.2040E 02 6.1658E 03 2.1850E 02 1.6061E 04 I.1640E 02 6.4169E 03 2.8343F-01 5.662 4E-01 5.4311E 03 0
AF7	 1.01.74E 03 5.2215E 02 5.1910E 02 6.1642E 03 2.1893E 02 1.6061E 04 1.3173F 02 7.2661E 03 2.8327F-01 5.6593E-01 5.4291F. 03 Lnrn
GAS 8UILIJUP 1N.SLOTr DW/UT = 1,3469E 00i	 oj	 N
^	 K?
W
IUNI " " A TIMEr	 TIME	 (S)	 61.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION	 (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENi;LISH
MUTOk PARAMETERS;
TOTAL D!_LIVERED THRUST	 (N,LHF) FTUEL 1465503.0 16713312.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 IN,LHF) FTV4C C$475253.0 19053130
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS	 (N,LBF) FI 43279.887 9729.7070
DELIVERED	 TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S.(.bF*S3 SRMOTI 0.57730406E 09 0.12978317E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,L9F*51 SRMVTI 0.63877274E 09 0.143b0189F.	 (19
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF [.6178313 106118513
GRAIN UISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KU/S,L6M/S) WUOT 3348.3213 7381.1852
FLUWRATE	 INTEURAL	 (KGrLHM) SWOOTN 0504,38.38 552U:2.25
INERT MASS FLUWRATE	 CKG/SrLOM/S) MIF 03.227997 51.2089d4
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KG,LSM) MIR 1051.0010 4521.6836
TOTAL BURN AREA
	
(r1**2,IN**2) ABTOT 262.29517 4065511.38
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME	 ( M**3,IN** 3) VF 115.26666 7034007.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LUM) wF 204196.38 450176.06
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (KG,LBM) wGTOT 153.65454 1561.5244
RATIU OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615639 1.1615639
MOLECULAR wEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.858253 28.347595
CHARACTEHI5TIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/SIFT /S) CSTAR 1564.5286 5132.96118
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.1.3255143 0.13255143
HEAT) END PARAMETERS)
TOTAL NRLSSURL	 (N/M k *2rLHF/TN**2) P)-I 0.36497741E 09 529.35522
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 1N*5/M *k2rL8F*5/IN 0 *2) SPHDT 0.28255404E 11 40981.004
BURN AREA	 (M * *2tlN **2) AHH 0.23185436E-03 0 n 35937500w
BURN RATE	 (M/S,IN/S1 88211) 0.12374187E-02 0.28495759
DISTANCE HURL4LD
	
(MrIN) TAU7I1) 0.41282398 16.2`x2914 m
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VFM O.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**39IN**3) VPH 12.525938 764380.00 io




(M**29IN**21 A13CYL 031.21489 358383081
5EUMENI FACE BURN AREA (M**2r1N**?_) AUSLOT 01.114639 32727.762
PROPELLANT VULU-tL	 (M**3rIN**3) VFCYL 112.91770 6866255.0
GAS VOLUME
	 ( M k*3rIN**3) VP 187.39140 11435330,
,c
AFT ENO PARAMI: Tt RS:
TOTAL PRL3SURL(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**2tL8F/IN**21 PON 0.35972275E 09 521.13389
PRESSURE	 INTEGRAL	 (N*S/M**2rLlJF*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.272533229E	 11 39534.12T
BURN AREA	 IM**2,TN**2f AAN 90654627 15446.500
BURN RATE (Hl59IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+1) 0.719892913E•-02 0.28342253
DISTANCE BURNLO
	
(MrIN) TAUZCNI*1) 0.45844328 18.U48950
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VFN 247489519 1677516-#4
GAS VOLUME ( 900 3 ON**3) VPN 962767248 566100.75
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K # DEG R) PRNT(NI.3) -3424.1599 6163.4FC83
PORT AREA (M**RrIN**2) AP 4.5972948 10225.828
NUZZLE PARAMETERS)
THROAT AREA	 (M p *2tIN**2) AT 1.4562845 2257.2461
LXPANSION RATIO EPR 0.8411741 6.8411741
.	 PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22844952E-01 0.22844952E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS?
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBtR OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 240000000 2.0000000
INCRLMENT UIVIUING PLANE DATAI
MASS PU P T U M LP AP WUOT UWDOT DW/DT RH TAU RHTO TAUT#)
AU0171ON
RLGIUNS PS1A P51A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SQ-	 1N. L8/SEC LB/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN,
FORE 529.36 529.35 6171.57 000 0.0 0 n 0 160b2.80 040 0.01 0.20 0.2950 16.253 0.2847 16.253
30.000 529.35 529.35 6171.57 0.0 0.0 0.0 160 6 2.80 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.2x150 16.253 0.2850 16.253
60.000 529.35 529.35 6171.57 0.0 0.0 0.0 16062.81 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.2RSo 16.253 0.2850 16.251
90.000 529935 529.35 6171.57 090 0.0 0.0 16002.82 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.2850 16.253 0.2850 16.453
99.243 529.35 529.35 6171.57 0.0 0.0 0.0 16002.82 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.2850 16.293 0.2850 16.25-1
118.800 529.35 529.35 6171.57 0.0 0.0 335.36 8949.54 0.0 240.16 0.68 0.2P50 18.2!4 0.2850 18.274
148.800 529.36 529.35 6171956 12989 0.004 337.19 905.1.41 183.54 183.98 0.44 0.2850 18.213 0.2850 !8.273
178.800 529.35 52904 6171.54 25.56 0.007 339.02 9176.52 368407 184.98 0.45 0.2850 14.271 0.2651) 18.271
2UB48D4 529.33 529.30 6171.51 38.02 0.011 340.86 9258.88 553,61 185.99 0.45 0.2P50 18.268 0.2856 18.468
238.800 529.31 529.25 6171.46 50028 0.014 342.69 93bO.48 74D415 186.99 0.45 0.2850 18.26 6 0.2850 18.26x:
26B.8oU 529.28 549.19 6171.41 62036 0.018 344.53 9461.32 927,68 1137.99 0.46 0.27149 10.264 0.2849 171.264
298.800 529.24 529.11 6171.35 74,25 0.021 346.36 9501.41 1116.20 198.99 0.46 U.2A49 1 xl •Zb? 0.2649 1+1.262
32B.800 529,20 529.U2 6111.27 85498 04024 348.19 9660.74 1305,73 169098 0.46 0.27149 1 8 .259 9.2849 18.259
358,600 529.14 528491 6171.19 97.55 01028 350.03 9779.31 1496.24 190098 0.46 0.2R49 18.2'x7 0.2849 18.257
388.800 529.0B 52x3.79 6171.09 108.97 0.03I 351.86 9897.13 1687.75 191. 97 0.47 D.2R49 18.254 0.2649 I8.254
396.365 529.06 528.76 617107 111:84 0.032 352,32 9881.68 1736.56 48.57 -0.24 0.2849 18.251 0.2849 IA,2bl
435.81+4 528.97 528.49 6170.79 139.76 0.039 336.29 90U3.36 1976.18 112.69 1.36 0.2P4R 18.237 0.2848 IS.237
447.600 528492 528042 6170.74 144.22 0.041 337.05 9045.98 2048.66 72.34
-D.15 0.2R48 1d.235 0.2B48 171.235
cn
rn
477.600 528082 528.23 6170.61 155940 0.044 338.97 9153.89 2233.07 184.86 0445 0,2R48 18.232 0.2848 18.23 7
5079600 528.71 528.04 6170.47 166.42 0.047 34D.89 9200.98 2410.52 185.90 0.45 0.2848 18.228 0.2848 18.229
~N 537.600 528059 527.83 6170.32 177.28 0.050 342.82 9307.23 2605.nn 186.93 0.45 0.2848 18.224 0.2848 18.22+.
567.600 548.47 527.61 6170.16 188000 0.053 344.74 9472.67 2792.51 187.97 0.46 0.2848 184220 0.2848 18.220
597.600 528.33 527.37 61.7o.00 198.59 0.056 346,66 9577.2E 2981.05 189.00 0.46 0 n 2847 18.216 0.2647 19.216
627.600 528.19 527,13 6169.83 209.04 0,059 348.58 9661.05 3170.63 190.03 0.46 0.2847 1 8 .212 0.2847 18.21?
657.600 528.04 526.B7 6169.66 219.38 0062 350.51 9784.01 3361.22 191.06 0.47 0.2947 1 11 .208 0,2847 18.21IR
679.915 52702 526.67 6169.52 227.02 0.064 351,94 9800,07 3504.02 142.79 -0.01 0.2846 1 8 .204 0.2846 19.204
701.100 527.Ii3 526 n 20 6168.90 259,20 0.073 334.79 8919.21 3616.13 241.09 0.69 0.2846 1 8 .1 93 0.2846 18.18'3
731.100 527.63 525.86 6168.69 269.38 0,076 336,60 9021,77 3799,09 1113.41 0.44 0.2946 1 8 .181 0.2846 18.1131
761.100 527.42 525.52 6168,47 279.44 0.079 338.42 9123.60 3983.03 184.39 0.45 0.2845 171.175 002845 18.175
791.100 527.20 525.16 6168.25 289.39 0.082 340.23 9.224.69 4167.93 185.35 0.45 U.2R45 i8+170 0.2845 18.17n
821.100 526.97 524.80 6160.02 299,24 0.084 342.05 11345.05 4353.78 186.31 0.45 U.2B44 18.165 0.2844 1B.16S
851.100 526.74 524.42 6167.78 308.99 0007 343.86 9424.68 4540.60 1B7.28 0.46 0.2844 18.159 0.;3844 18.154
BBI*100 526950 524.03 6167954 3113065 00090 345.68 9523.57 4728.37 188.24 0.46 0.2Ft43 18.154 0.?843 1xi.I'S4
911,100 526.25 523.64 6167.29 328.23 0.093 347,50 9641.75 4917.10 189019 0.46 9.2943 18.149 0.2843 18.144
941.100 525.99 523.23 6167.04 337.72 0.095 349,31 9719,18 5106.78 190.15 0,47 0.2842 18.143 0.2842 18..141
9719100 525.73 522.81 6166.79 347.14 0.098 351.13 9815.B9 5297.42 191.11 0 n 47 0.2942 1 +1 .138 0.284? 18.138
978.787 525.66 522.70 6166.72 349.56 0.099 351.59 9840.55 5346.77 49.12
-0.23 0.2841 1 8 .132 0.2841 18.13?
1017.972 525.36 521.48 6165.20 400.77 0.113 335.92 8987.26 5586.71 000 1.36 0.2'140 18.095 0.2840 18009S
1029.900 525.20 521.27 6165.12 403,29 0.114 337.04 9051.35 5659.79 72.94 --0.14 0.2840 16.090 0.2840 IR.09n
1059.900 524.81 520.76 6164.91 409.57 0.116 339.85 9211.28 5843,85 184.51 0.45 D,2839 18.086 0.2839 18.086
10890900 524.41 520.23 6164.71 415485 0.117 342,65 9369,38 6029,40 186.01 0,46 0.2839 18082 0.2839 lRoORP
1119.900 524.00 519.71 6164,50 422,12 0.119 345,46 9525.64 6216.44 187.50 0.46 D.2838 1 8 477 0.2838 18.077
1149.900 523,60 519418 6164929 428.41 0.121 348.27 968U,09 6404.95 180.99 0.47 U.2837 18.012 0.2837 18.077
1179.900 523.19 518.65 6164.07 434.70 0,123 351.08 9832,70 6594.95 190.47 0.47 0.2837 16.067 0.2837 1R.tu67
1209.900 522.78 518.11 6163.86 441901 0.124 353.89 9983,48 6786.43 1 9 1496 0.4B 0.2836 18.062 0.2836 19.06-^
1239.900 522.38 517.57 6163.63 447.33 0.126 356,69 101 32.44 6979.38 193.44 0.49 042P35 1 8 .058 0.2835 18.058
1258.900 522.12 517,22 6163.49 451.34 0.127 358.47 10225.83 7102.34 123.27 0.31 007''.835 I 8 .G53 0.2835 18.057
AFT 521.73 516.44 6162.82 469.76 G.133 ...,. 10225.83 7381.79 280.18 0.74 0.2834 18.049 ..,. ,,,..
E	 SLOT




PSIA	 DL64 R	 FT/SEC	 So. IN.	 LH/SEC	 Soo IN.	 1N/SEC	 IN n 	 LH/SEr.
FONE ►vAH p	9.9243E 01 5.2935E. 02 5.2935E 02 6.1716E 03-1.6157E-03 1.6061E 04-4.0814E-02-2.2411E 00 204N6F-01 5.6H42F-01-4.nHI4F-n2
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.2935£ 02 5.2935E 02 6.1716E 03-2.8474E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 7.I928F-01
j	 GAS BUILDUP IN ;SLOTS DW/UT = 6.7847E-01
j	 FOREWARD	 3.9436E 02 5.2906E 02 5.2876E 02 6.1711E 03 7.3274E U1 i.6061E 04 1.1250E 02 6.1789E 07 2.8449E-01 5.6645F-01 1.A491F 03
APT	 4.3581E 02 5.2879E 02 5.2849E 02 6.1708E 03 7.3254E 01 1.6061E 04 1.284-9E 02 7.0572E 03 2.8445E-01 5.683BF-01 1.9477c n3
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUTv DW/DT = 1.3587E 00
FONEWARD	 6.7992E 02 5,2792E 02 5.2667E 02 6.1695E 03 1.4386E 02 1.6061E 04 1.1279E 02 6.2005E . (33 2.84?2E-OI 5.6790E-01 3.6168F 03
a	 AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.2745E 02 5.2620E .02 6.1689E 03 1.4394E 02 1.6061F. 04 0..0 	 0.0	 080	 n.0	 3.6161E n3
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT* UW/DT = 6,,8616E-01
FOREWOD	 9.7879E 02 5.2566E 02 5.2270E 02 6.1667E 03 2.1871E 02 1.6061E.04 1.1245E 02 6.2200E 03 2.8372F,-01 5.6687E-01 5.4597c 03
AFT	 1..0180E 03 5.2443E'02 5.2148E 02 6.1652E 03 2.1911E,02 1.6061E.04.1.2837E 02 7.0733E 03 2.8357E-n1 5.61,54E-01 5.4583E 03








IGNITION TIMLO	 TIME	 (S)	 63.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSi
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N.LBF) FTDEL 15078120 1687037.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (NOLBF) FTVAC dbl7622.0 1914838.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N.LBF) FI 43499.430 9779.0625
UE.LIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE	 IN*SOLI+F*S1 SRMOTI 0.59227750E D9 0.13314931E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SOLBF*S) SRMVTI 0.65576576E 09 0914742203F 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6179485 1.6179485
GkAIN UISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SOLBM/S) WDOT 3364.7463 7417.9961
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG O LBM) SWDOTN 257151.44 56692?.00
INERT MASS FLOWRATE	 (KG/S.LBM/5) MIF 2-1045825 51.468750
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KG.LBM) MIR 2004.3093 4418.7461
TOTAL bURN AREA
	
(H**20IN**2) ABTOT 26302690 408157.75
TOTAL PRUPELLANT VOLUME fM**30IN**31 VF 111.46205 6801835.0
PRUPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG g LBM) WF 197456.44 43b317.06
TOTAL GAS MASS	 [Kb g LBM] WGTOT 170.38086 1698.3992
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.I61564B 1.161564H
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLLeLBM/MOLE) AMW 12.858792 28.348785
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/SIFT/5) CSTAR 1564.5740 513301172
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.12998831 0.12998831
HEAD END PARAMEIERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE
	 (N/M**2+LBF/IN**2) PH 0.36633677E 09 531.:32690
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S /M**2•L8F*S/1N4 *2) SPHOT 0.28986716E 11 42041.664
BURN AREAfM**2 0 1N Q *2) AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500
bUf(N RATE
	
{M/5 0 IN/5} R8Zfl) 0.12443336E-02 0.28521007
ro	 DISTANCE BURNED (Mr1N) TAUL(l) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 IM**3rIN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3.IN**31 VFH 12.525936 764380.00




(F3**2+IN**2) ASCYL 232.97363 361109.88
SEGMENT PACE bURN AREA (M**2iI N**21 ABSLOT 200416837 31739.168
PRUPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**301N**3) VFCYL 108.85596 6642801.0
GAS VOLUME (M**3iIN**3) VP 190.30527 11613145 n
AFT END PARAMETERS(
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) 	 fN/M**2sLHF/IN**2) PON 0.36128026E 09 523.99292
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**21LHF*S/IN**2) SPONDT Jo2797923SE 11 40580.453
bURN AREA	 (M**291N**2) AAN 9.8764210 15308.484
BURN RATE (M/S P IN/SEC) RBZ(NItl) 0.72068460E-02 0928373426
DISTANCE BURNED (M01N) TAUZ(NI*11 0.47284085 189615784
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFN 4.6060886 159033.38
GAS VOLUME	 (MR *3+IN**3) VAN 9.4195881 574818.81
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K O OEG R) PRNT(NI03) x42407219 6164.5000
PORT AREA	 (M**2.ItJ**2) AP 667290611 10430.066.
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M**20IN**2) AT 1.4571667 2258.6133
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.8370333 6.8370333
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22863086E-01 0.22863086E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01





INCREMENT UIVIUING PLANE DATA:
MASS PG P T U M
AUDITION
NE6IONS PSIA PS1A Dkti,	 R FT/SEC
LONE 531.33 531.33 6172.2B 0.0 0.0
30.000 531.33 531.33 6172.28 0.0 0.0
60,000 531.33 531.33 6172.28 040 0.0
900600 531.33 53103 6172.28 0.0 0.0
999243 531.33 531.33 6172.213 060 0.0
116.800 531033 b31.33 6172.28 0.0 000
148.800 531.33 531.33 6172.27 12.72 0.004
178.800 531.32 531.31 6172.25 25.22 0.007
2084800 531031 531.27 6172.22 37652 0.011
23B.600 531.28 531.22 6172.1E 49.63 0.014
2158.8Un 531.25 531.16 6112.13 61.55 0.017
298.800 531.22 531.09 6172.06 73.30 0.021
328,BOO 531.17 .530.99 6171.99 84,89 0,1124
358080 531.12 530.69 6171,91 96031 0.027
388.8On 531.06 530.77 6171.82 107.60 0.030
395.796 531.04 530.74 6171.79 110.23 06031
436083 530.95 b30.49 6171.53 136.91 0.039
447.600 530.91 530.42 6171.48 141.12 0.040
477.600 538.81 530.24 6171.36 152.18 0.043
507,600 5.30.70 530.05 6171.22 163.08 0.046
537.600 5:30.59 529.65 617I,0d 173.83 0.049
567.600 530.47 529.63 6170.93 184,44 0,052
597.600 5.30.34 529.41 6170.77 194,92 0.055
627.6Un 530.20 529.17 6170.61 205.27 0.05+1
657.600 530.05 b28.92 6170.43 215.50 0,061
679.347 529.94 528.73 b170.30 222.87 0.063
701.100 529.86 528.28 6169.72 253.86 0907?
73.1.100 529.66 527.96 6169.52 263.94 0.074
761.1u0 529.45 527.62 6169.30 273.92 0.077
791.100 529.25 527.211 6169.08 283.78 060HO
8210100 529002 b2b.92 616B.86 293,54 0.083
851.100 528.80 526.56 611-",c3 303.20 U.086
881.100 50".56 526.18 :'2".40 312.78 00088
Y11.100 528.32 525.80 f36B.16 322.27 00091
941.100 528.07 525,40 6167.91 331.613 0.094
971.100 527.82 524.99 6167,66 341.02 0.096
978.219 527.76 524.9U 6167.61 343.25 0,097
1018.540 527.48 523.74 6166.18 392.33 06111
1029.900 527.34 523.56 6166.10 394.74 0.111
1059.900 '526.95 523.05 6165.9U 401.03 0.113
1089.900 52647 522.55 6165.70 407432 0.115
1119.900 526,18 522.04 6165.50 413.62 0.117
1149.900 525.79 52.1.52 6165.29 419.91 04118
1179.900 525.40 521.01 6165.07 426.22 00120
1209.900 525400 520.49 6164.86 432.54 0.122
12390900 524961 519.96 6I64,64 438.87 0.124
I258.900 524,36 519,63 6164.50 442.89 0,125
AFT 523.99 518.88 6163.86 460.70 0.130
Lp AP WDOT UWDOT OW/1)T FIR IAU URTO TAUT-)
INCHES 50.	 IN. LH/SEC LR/SEC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
0 1 0 160b2.80 010 0.01 0.19 0.2P52 1 6 .253 0.2850 16.257
0 9 0 160b2.80 040 040 0.12 0.2052 16.253 0.2852 16.257
0.0 160 b2.81 0,0 090 0.12 0.2A52 1 6 .25 3 n.2852 16.251
0,0 16062.82 0.0 000 0.12 0.2852 16.253 0.2852 16,2b3
0.0 16062.82 000 n.0 O.U4 uasSp 16a25.1 0.2652 17+.251
33804 9141.611 0.0 233.71 0.68 0.285? 31'1.84 4 0.2852 18.84;
340.77 9246.80 185.66 186.10 0.45 0.2A52 18.842 0.2852 18.84?
342.60 9351.11 372.31 187.11 0.45 0.2A52 18.840 0.2052 1R.84n
344.44 9454.61 559.97 18841-1 0.45 0.2A52 18.83H 0.2852 18.832
34b.27 95bl.31 748,63 1H9 .11 0.46 0.2n5p 18.830 0.2852 18.83f,
348.11 9659.22 938.28 190.11 0.46 0.2A5p 18.034 0.2852 1A.B34
349.94 9720.32 1124.94 191911 0 n 46 0.2652 18.832 n.?.852 IA,83l
351.77 9800.62 1320.58 192.11 0.47 O I RR52 18 n 829 0.2852 111.1323
353,61 99bO.12 1513.2? 193.11 0.41 U.?95? 1 11. 8 ,1 1 0.?852 E9.827
359.44 100b8.81 1106,86 194.11 0.47 U n ?P5? 1 8 . 82 4 0.7.852 1A.824
355.87 100 4s1.71 1152.53 45.41 -0.26 0.2A51 18.821 0.2851 111.821
339.91 9198.17 1985.16 109.16 1.36 0.2851 113.807 0.28hl 18.807
340.63 92.39.20 205-x,97 69.64 -0.17 0.21451 18.805 n,2851 1A.BOc
342.55 9348.35 2241.50 186.98 0,45 0.2851 18.802 0.2851 1A.8n7
344.47 9456.61 2429.07 188.113 0.45 0.2951 18.798 0.2851 18.790
346.39 9564.00 2617,67 189.06 0.46 0.2851 18 4 794 0.2851 18.797,
34B,32 9670.52 280701 190.10 0.46 0 n 2850 18.790 0.2850 18.19n
350.24 97/6,16 2997.98 191.13 0.46 0.2A5n 18.786 0.2850 1R.79A
352.16 9880,93 31B9.6H 192.16 0.47 0.2A50 38.782 0.2850 IR.7)1^
354.08 9964.81 3382.40 193.20 0.47 0.2249 18.778 0.2849 18.710
355.48 10059.58 3523.12 140,69 -0.113 0.2849 18.773 0.2849 1A.7T3
338.36 9110.77 3631.69 234.18 0.69 O.?A4R 1 " .162 0.?848 1R.T5^
340.18 9214.52 3816,78 185.54 0.45 0.2A48 18.75U 0.284x3 1A.7b4
341.99 9317.50 4002.84 186.52 0.45 0.2849 14.745 0.28441 1R.74S
343.81 9419,71 4189.87 187.48 0.45 .0.?A47 18.7.39 0.$841 1A.73-1
345,62 9521.13 4377.85 188.45 U.46 U.2R47 16.134 0.2847 18.734
347.44 9621.78 4566.79 169.41 0.46 U.2P,0 1 8 . 7 28 0.2.447 18.12U
349.25 ,97el.66 475b.10 190.37 0.46 0 0 21+46 1".723 U.?846 1A.l 2.1
351.07 982006 4947.55 191.33 0 n 1t7 O,RP46 18.717 0.2846 18.117
352,88 9919.09 5139,37 192.?9 0.47 0.2 x45 1 8 .712 0.2845 18.71P
354 6 70 1001b463 5332.14 193.25 0.47 0.2845 1 H .70 6 0,2845 1A.10A
355,13 10039.67 537809 46.00 -O.d5 0.2844 1 8 .700 0.2844 IA.7Dn
339.54 918R.3B 5611.41 0.0 1.36 0.?A43 18.662 0.2843 18066
340,61 9244.15 5681.85 70.28 -0.16 0.2A43 18.658 0,2843 18.65g
343.41 9405.94 5868.04 186.65 0.46 U,2R42 16.654 0.2842 18.654	 .
346.22 9,565.79 6055,73 18B.15 0.46 0.2P42 18,649 0,2842 18.649
349.03 9743.70 6244.90 189.64 0.47 0.2941 18.644 0.?841 18.644
351,83 9619.68 6435,55 191413 0.47 U.21440 18.64U 0.2840 111.649
354.64 10033,71 6627.70 192.62 0 n 48 0,2940 1 8 .635 0.21140 14,631,
357 n 45 10185.81 6821.32 194.10 0,48 0.2839 16.630 0.?839 1A.63n
360.26 10335.97 7016.42 195.59 0.48 0.2839 16.625 0.2838 IR.625
362.03 -104.30.07 7140.75 124.64 0,31 0.2"38 18.620 0.?838 1R.62 n













INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWOOT




PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.
	




	 9.9243E 01 5.3133E 02 5.3133E 026.1723E 03-1.6112E-03 1.6061E 04-4.0850E-02-2.2411E 00 2.84R1E-01 5.6842£-01-4.0850E-02
AFT	 1.1880E D2 5.3133E 02 5.3133E 02 6.1723E 03-2.8321E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -7.1804F-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr OW/DT = 6.7719E-01
FOREWARD	 3.9580E 02 5.3104E 02 5.3074E 02 6.1716E 03 7.3496E 01 1.6061E 04 1.0895E 02 5.9789E 03 2.9474F-01 5.6R97E-01 I.Abl riv 03
AFT	 4.3638E 02 5.3079E 02 5.3049E OR 6.1715E 03 7.3474E 01 1.6061E 04 1.2504E 02 6.8624E 03 2.8470E-01 5.6890E-01 I. R60IF 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. OW/DT = 1.3611E 00
FOkEWAND	 6.7935E 02 5.2994E 02 5.2873E 62 6.1703E 03 1.4393E 02 1.6061E 04 1.0926F 02 6.0010E 03 2.R448E-01 5.6845@-01 3. h324F 03
AFT	 7.0116E O2 5.2950E 02 5.2828E 02 6.16971: 03 1.4401E 02 1,6061E 04 0.0
	
D.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.h317F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. OW/DT = 6.8706E-01
FOREWARD	 9.7822E 02 5.2776E 02 5.2490F. 02 6.1676E 03 2.1894E 02 1.606IE 04 1.0944E 02 6.020 9E 03 2.8400F-01 5.6145E-01 5.481AFr 03 Q
AFT	 1.UIBS E 03 5.2660E 02 5.2374E 02 6.1662E 03 2.1931E 02 1.6061E 04 1.2495E 02 6,8782E 03 2.83R6E-01 5.6714E-01 5.48b5F 03
m










PARAMETER DESCRIPTION	 (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIE.RNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTDEL 1549405.0 1691!14.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	 (NrLdF) FTVAC db 59156.0 1924175.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INEkTS
	 (NILBF) FI 43709.070 9826.1914
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N l4 SrLBF*S) SRMOTI 0.60733466E 09 0.13653430E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE
	 (N*SrLHF 0S) SRMVTI 0.672134250E 09 0.15126104E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.b10D468 1.618046d
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (K WS,LBM/S) WDOT .)380,8489 7453.4961
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL
	
(KGrLUM) SWUOTN 263897.00 581793.44
INERT MASS FLUWRATE
	
(KG/SrLBM/S1 MIF G3.458344 51.716797
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LUM) MIR 1957.3926 4315.3125
TOTAL BURN AREA
	
( M**2,IN* *2) AUTOT db4.34033 409728.63
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME ( M **3r1N**3) VF 107.63908 6568543.0
PRUPLLLANT MASS REMAINING (KGvLBM) WF 19U6B4.00 420386,38
TOTAL UAS MASS (KG,LBM) WGTOT 1d7.21240 173'1.50613
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.16156513 1.1615658
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KU/MOLE.LdM/MOLE) AMW 12.859318 28.349945
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (H/S9FT/5) CSTAR 1564.6179 5133.2617
MAXIMUM. CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.12749916 0.12149916
HEAD END PARAMETERS%
TOTAL PRESSURE	 ( N/M**2rL8F/IN**21 PH 0.36766566E 09 533.25415
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	 IN*S/M**2#LBF*S/IN**2) SPHUT 0.29720719E 11 431116.262
BURN AREA lM**2rIN * *21 AHN 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500
BURN RATE	 (M/S,)N/S) RBZ(1) 0.72506070E-02 0.28545107
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN) TAUZ411 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 ( M 4 *39IN**3) VFH 0.0 040
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**39IN* *31 VPH 12*525938 16438000




(M* *2,IN **2) ABCYL 234.72121 363818.63
SEGMENT FACE. BURN AREA
	
(M * 0291N* 11 21 ABSLOT 19.831833 30739.414
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3.IN**3) VFCYL 105.17471 641815860
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**3rIN**3) VP 193.23813 11792119,
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSUHE(NOZ ENT)
	 (N/M**2rLHF/IN**2) PON 0.36279962E 09 526.19653
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	
(N*S/M* ,4 2,LBF*S/IN**21 SPONDT 0.28703314E 11 41630.641
BURN AREA(M +*2,IN ue 21 AAN 9.7872829 15170.320
BURN RATE	 (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZINI+I) 0.72145537E-02 0.2()403765
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN) TAUZ(NI+11 0.48725432 19.1d3243
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**31 VFN 2.4643536 1503H4019
UAS VOLUME	 (M**3.IN **3) VPN 9.5613232 583468.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE 	 (DE.6 Kr(JEG R) PRNT(NIe3) 3425 n 2644 b165.4766
PORT AREA
	
(M**291N**21 AP b.8b22761 10636.551
NUZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M * *2,IN**2) AT 1 n 4580526 2259.9863
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.8328791 6.8328791
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22881344E-01 0.22881344E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65931407E-01










INLREMENT DIVIDING PLANE OAT&:
II 	 MASS PO p T U M LP AP WDOT DWDOT UW/DT RR TAU RBTO TAUTM
AUDITION
REGIONS PS1A PSIA DEG. k FT/SEC INCHES SO-	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SI=C LH/5EC IN/SEC IN. 1N/SEC IN.
FORE 533.25 533.25 b172.97 000 000 0,0 1606200 0.0 0.01 0.18 0.2255 16.293 0.2852 16,251
30000 533.25 533.25 6172.97 0.0 0.0 0.0 160b2,80 0,0 0.0 0.11 0.21955 1 6 .2 5 3 0.2655 16.251
60.000 533.25 533.25 6172.97 0,0 0.1) 010 160b2.81 0.0 0.0 0.11 0.285% 16.253 0.2855 16,251
900000 533925 533.25 617207 0.0 000 11,0 160b2.82 000 0.0 0.11 062855 lb.253 0.2855 16.251
994243 533.25 533.25 6172.97 0.0 0.0 0.0 160b2.82 0,0 0.0 0.04 062955 16.253 0.2855 16.251
118.600 533.25 533.25 6172.97 0.0 0.0 342.52 9336.04 0,0 226672 0.68 0.2155 1'1 .'+1 4 0.2855 19 n 414
146.800 533.26 533.25 6172.96 12055 0.004 344.35 9442,40 187.78 188.23 41.45 0.2855 19.413 0.2855 19.411
178.800 533.25 533.23 6172.94 24.90 0,007 346.19 9541.90 316.56 1119.24 0.46 0.2855 1 9.4 11 0.2855 14.411
2084800 533923 533.20 6172991 37.04 0.010 348 n 02 9652.56 566.34 190,?4 0.4[, 0.2855 1 9 . 409 0.28% 19.409
2384800 533.41 533.15 6172.67 4B.g9 0,014 349,86 975b.37 757.11 191.24 0.46 U.2B59 1 9 . 4 0 7 0.2855 19.407
2bH.800 533.18 533.09 6172.82 b0.77 04017 351.69 9859,34 948.89 192.24 0.41 0.21154 19.404 0,?854 14.404
298.800 ?.733.14 533,02 6172176 72,37 0.021 353.52 99b1.45 11 4 1, 6 7 193.24 0.47 0.21154 19.402 0.2854 19.411?
328.800 533.10 S32.93 6172..49 83,82 0.024 355.36 1DOb2,72 1335.44 194.24 0.47 0.2854 1 9 .399 0.2854 19.399
358.800 533.05 532.83 6172.61 95.11 0.027 35T.19 101 63.14 1530.21 195.24 0.47 0.2954 19.39 7 0.2854 19.397
386.800 •532.99 532.71 6172.52 106.26 0.030 359.02 102 b2.71 1725.97 196.24 0,419 0.2854 19 n 394 0.2854 14.394
395.226 532.97 5327.68 6172.50 108.65 0.031 359,42 10,2 43.94 1768.41 42.17 -0.20 0.2854 19.391 0.PA54 19.391
436.952 532.89 532.44 6172.25 134.15 0,038 343,53 9395.25 1993.95 105459 1.37 0.2854 19.31 7 0.2854 19.377 Ln
447.600 532.85 532.39 6112.21 138.10 0.039 344.21 9434.64 2061.00 66.97 -0.10 0.2854 19-375 0.2854 14.370 ai
477,600 532.76 532.21 6172.09 149.04 0.042 346.13 9545,03 2249.66 18901I 0.46 0.2953 199372 0.2853 1 9 ,31? ow
507.600 532.65 532.03 6171.95 159.83 0.045 348.05 965x.48 2439.35 190.15 0.46 0,2x53 1 9 .3 68 O.?.H53 19.368 0
N	 537.600 532.54 531.63 6171.82 170.47 0.048 349.0 9763.00 2630.08 191.19 0.46 0.21953 19.364 0.2853 19.364
567.600 532.43 531,62 6171.67 180.97 0.051 351.90 9810.61 2821.84 192.23 0.41 0.2t153 19.360 0.2853 14.36n ca
597.600 53200 531.40 6171.52 191.34 0.054 353.82 9917.2B 3014.63 193.26 0,47 0.2Q53 19.356 0.2853 19054
b27.600 532.16 531.17 6171.36 201.59 0.0^i7 355.74 10063.03 . 3208.46 194.30 0.47 0.285? 1 9 +352 0.2852 19.357
657.600 532402 530.92 6171.1 9 211,73 U.060 351.66 101 8 7,85 3403.31 195.33 0.47 0.215? 19.347 0.2852 19.347
678.778 531.91 53U674 6171.07 218.84 0.062 359.02 10261,29 3541.86 138.51 -0.04 O.?P5? 19.343 U.2852 19.343
701.1D0 531.84 53U.32 6170.52 248.67 0,070 341.94 93U4.54 3646 n 85 227.17 0.69 0.2451 19.322 0.2851 19.32
731.100 531.65 530.01 6170.32 256.66 0.073 343,76 9409.50 3834.06 187.67 0.45 0.2251 19020 0.2851 IQ.32q
761.100 531.45 529.68 6170.11 268.55 0.076 345,57 9513.63 4022.25 189 n 65 0.46 0 n 2851 19.314 0.2851 19.314
791.100 531.25 529.35 6169.89 278.:32 0.079 347.39 9616.95 4211,40 189.61 0.46 0.2850 19.309 0.2850 19.304
821.100 531.03 529.00 6169.68 287.99 0.081 349.20 9719.44 4401.52 190.58 0 n 46 0.2850 1 9 . 303 0.2850 19.301
8519100 530,81 526.65 6169.46 297.57 0.084 351.01 9821.12 4592,59 191.54 0.47 0.2049 19.298 0.2844 19.29q
881.100 530,59 52B.28 6169e23 307.07 0,087 352.83 9921,97 4784,62 1 92051 0.47 0.2P4q 19.292 0,2849 14.29?
9119100 530.36 527,91 6169.00 316.48 0.089 354,64 10022.01 4977.61 193.47 0041 0,21+48 19,286 0.2848 14.2df,
941.100 530,11 527.52 6168.76 325.81 09092 356.46 10121.22 5171.56 194.43 0.47 0.2A41i 19.281 0.2848 19.261
971,180 529.86 527.13 6168.52 335007 00095 358.27 1021 9 .61 5366 n 46 195.39 0.48 0. 2941 19.275 0.2847 14.274
977.651 529.81 527,04 6168.4b 337011 0.095 358.67 10240.99 5409,52 42.79 -0.27 0,21147 1 9 .269 0.2841 19.264
1019.107 529.55 .525,96 6167.12 384.14 0.108 343.17 9319.81 5635.51 000 1.37 0.21145 19.231 0.2845 19.231
1029.900 529.42 525.7H 6167.05 316.44 0.109 344.18 9439.18 5793.22 67.55 -0.17 0.2A45 19.226 0.2845 19.2241
1059.900 529.05 525.29 6166.85 392.74 0.111 346,98 96U2.84 5891.55 188.79 0.46 0.2845 3 9 .223 0.2845 14.221
10890900 528.66 524.80 6166.66 399.05 0,113 349.79 9764.44 6081.37 190.30 0,47 0.2845 19.21 8 0.2845 19.218
1119.900 528.30 524.31 6166.45 405.35 0.114 352.60 9924.00 6272.68 191.79 0.47 0.2944 19.213 0.?844 19.211
1149,900 52703 523.81 6166..25 411.66 0.116 355.40 100 0 1.51 6465.48 193,28 0.411 0.2843 1 9 .208 0.2843 19.20A
1179.900 527.55 523.31 6166.04 417.98 0.118 358,21 10236,97 6659,76 194,77 0.48 0.?P4; 19.203 0.?843 19.20;
leG90900 527.17 522980 6165.83 424.31 0.120 361.02 10390.38 6x55.53 196.25 0.49 0.2142 19.197 0.2842 14.197
1239.900 526.79 522.29 6165.61 430.65 0.122 363.82 10541.75 7052.77 197.74 0.49 0.2841 19.192 0.2041 19.192
12589900 546.54 521.47 6165,48 434.68 0.123 365.60 1063b,55 7178.46 126600 0.31 0.2241 19.187 0.2841 14.IH ►
AFT 526#20 521.26 6164.87 451.91 0.127 6666. 10636.55 7453.50 275.77 0.13 0.2840 19.1U3 .... .....
Z-1 ifl
SLUT.
INIE'RFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DxDOT	 AH	 RH	 DEL IA	 WSL,)T
LOCA110N	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG, R	 FT/SEC	 . 50. IN.	 LH/SEC	 SQ. IN.	 IN/SEC	 ltd.	 L1+/SEC
FOREWARD	 9.92431 01 5.332SE 02 5.3325L 02 6.1730E 03-1.6068E-03 1.6061E 04-4.0894F-02-2.2411E 00 2.8505E-01 5.b842E-01-4.Ort84r-02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.3325E 02 5.3325E 02 6.1730E 03-2.8231E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -7.184?P-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv UW/DT = 6.7759E-01
FOREWARD	 3.9523E Oc b.3297E 02 5.3268E 02 6.1725E 03 7.3717E 01 1.6061F 04 1.0536E 02 5.1766E 03 2,8498E -01 5.6947£ -01 I.A738 r 03
AFT	 4.3695E 02 5.3273E 02 5.3244E 02 6.1723E 03 7.3693E e1 1.6061E U4 1.2155E 02 6.6653E 03 268495F-01 5.6941E-01 1.8724F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT's OVO T.= 1.3676E 00
FOREWARD	 6.78781_ 02 5.3191E 02 5.30T4E 02 6.1711E 03 1.4399E 02 1.6061F 04 1.0568E 02 5.7993E 01 2.F1474E-01 5.68 9 TE-01 3.b475F 0.1
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.3149E 02 5.3032E 02 6.1705E 03 1.4406E 02 1.6461E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.6469E 03
GAS'HUILDUP IN SLOT* Ow/DT = 6.9024E - 01
FOREWAND	 9.7765E 02 5.29131E 02 5.2704F 02 6,1685E 03 2.1916E 02 1.6061E 04 1.0588E 02 5.8196E 03 . 2.8427F..-01 5.6800E-01 5.S194r 03
AFT
	
1.0.191E.03 5.2872E 02 5.2596E 02 6.1671E 03 2.1951E 02 1.606IE 04 1.2149F 02 6.6608E 03 2.8413E-01 5.6711E-01 5.5140 r 03





IGNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (S)	 67.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INFLRNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS)
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NrLBF) FTOEL 1590271.0 1706361.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (N,LBF) FTVAC 0600021.0 1933362.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NrLBF) FI 43915.410 9872o5781
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*SrLBF*5) SRMDTI 0.62247424E 09 0.13993782E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.69DO0166E d9 0.15511856E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6181393 1.6181393
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE ( KG/S,LBM/5) WOOT 3396.6677 748A.3711
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL
	
(KGrLBM) SWDOTN 210674.50 5967.5.25.
INERT MASS FLUWRATE IKG/S,LHM/S) MIF 23.569077 51.960938
INERT MASS REMAINING	 IKGrLHM) MIR 1910.2544 4211.3906
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2rIN**2) ABTOT 265.33496 411270.06
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME	 IH* 0 39IN**3) VF 103.79800 6334146.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 ( KG,LBM) WF 183879 . 50 405365.00
TOTAL GAS MASS	 IKGPLHM) WGTOT b04.16040 1772.8706
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GANA 1.1615667 181615661
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS IKG/MOLErLBM/MOLE) AMW 12.859830 28.351074
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY . (M/S)FT/S) CSTAR 1564.6609 5133.4023
MAXIMUM CHAMHER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.12507999 0.12b01999
HEAD END PARAMETERS: b
TOTAL PRESSURE IN/M**29LdF/IN* 4 2) PH 0.36897280E 09 535.15015 ^'u,
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 (N*5/M**2^LBF*S/IN**2) SPHDT 0.30457356E 11 44174.664 Q'I
bURN AREA (M**2rIN**2) AHH 0.23185436E-D3 005937500 0
BURN RATL	 (M/59IN/5) RBZ(11 0.72567500E-02 0928569689 ca
r.^	 DISTANCE BURNED	 (M,IN) TAUZ(l) 0.41282398 16.252914
1b	 PROPELLANT VOLUME 	 (M**3rIN* 43) VFH 0 .0 0.0 w
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3rIN**3) VPH 12.525938 764380.00




(M**2+IN**2) ASCYL 236.45714 36650901
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA .(M**2.IN**2) AHSLOT 19,179626 29728.496
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFCYL 101.47424 6192341.0
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3rIN**31 VP 196418967 11972233.
AFT END PARAMETF-RS;
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**2,LHF/IN J+*2) PON 0.36428800E 09 528.35547
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2.LHf*S/IN**2) SPONDT 0.29430399E 11 42685.191
BURN AREA
	
(M**29IN**2) AAN 906980515 15032.012
BURN RATE (M/SrIN/SEC) RBZ(NI+1) 0.72220713E-02 0.28433359
DISTANCE BURNED (MrIN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.50168324 19.751312
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3rIN**3) VFN 2+9237553 141804.31
GAS VOLUME	 (M*w3rIN* 431 VPN 9.7019224 592047.88
GAS. STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(NIr3) 3425.7961 616b.4336
PORT.AREA	 (M**2rIN**2). AP 6.9969406 10845.281
NOZZLE PARAMETERS)
e
THROAT AREA IM**2olN**2) AT 1.4589424 2261.3662
EXPANSION RATIO EPR x.8287096 6.8287096
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22899657E-01 0.22899657E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS(
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0,65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 2.0000000 2.0000000
INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE UATA1
	
MASS	 PO	 N	 T	 D
ADUITION
	
RE61UNS	 PS1A	 PSIA	 DEG. R
	 FT/SEC
M	 LP	 J&P	 WOOT	 UWDOT	 DW/bT	 413	 TAU	 HHT11	 TA11Tn
INCHES	 511. IN. L6/5tC	 L[4/SEC	 LH/SEC	 IN/SEC.	 IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.
FORE 535.15 535.15 6173.65 000 0.0 000 160 04. 130 0.0 0.01 0.18 U.2R57 16.253 0.2855 16.253
30.000 535.15 535.15 6173.69 0.0 0,0 D.0 166od.80 0.0 040 0011 U.?A57 1h.2b3 0.2657 16.257
6 0.000 5.35.15 535.15 6173.65 0.0 0.0 0.0 16062.81 0.0 O.n 0.11 0.29h? 16.253 0.2857 16.L'il
90.OU0 535.15 535.15 6173.65 0.0 0.0 0.0 160b2.82 U.0 0.0 0.11 0.2857 1 6 .2 53 D.2857 16.251!	 99.243 535.15 535.15 6173.65 0110 000 0.0 16062.82 0.0 no 0.03 0.2A57 16.253 0.2857 16.25
118.800 535.15 53'x.15 6173.65 0.0 0.0 346.11 9534.bl 0.0 219.55 0.68 0.2857 19.985 0.2857 lq.98G
148.800 535.15 535.15 6173.64 12.39 0.004 347.94 9640.21 189.90 190.36 0.46 0.2857 1 9 .964 0.2851 19.9H4
178.800 535.14 535.13 6173.63 24.5$ 0.007 349.78 97 46.92 380.811 19I.36 0.46 0.2 857 1 9 . 982 0.2657 lq.98P
208.800 535.13 535.10 6173.60 36.57 0.010 351.61 y B52.73 572.70 192.37 0.47 0.2857 19.980 0.2857 19.98n
238.800 535.10 535-OS 6173.56 48.37 0.014 353.44 9901.65 765.60 193.37 0.47 (1.2951 19.877 0.2857 19.977
26H.800 53508 53409 617.3.51 60.00 0.017 355.26 30041.68 959.50 194.37 0.41 0.2857 19.975 0.2857 19.914:
298.800 539.04 534.92 6173.45 71.47 Dan 357.11 il)lb4.81 1154.41 19508 0.41 U.2857 19.913 0.2897 19.91-i
3286800 53'x.OD 534.83 6173.•38 82.77 0.023 358.94 10201.05 1350.30 19608 008 U.2857 19. 97 0 0.2857 19.91n
-	 358.800 534.95 534.73 6173.30 93.93 0.027 360.78 10368.39 1541.20 197.37 0.48 0.2957 19. 998 0.2857 19.964
3RB.R00 534.89 534.62 6173.21 104,95 0.030 362.61 10468.84 1745.09 198.37 0.4R 0.2R56 19. 965 0.2856 19.965
394.656 534.88 534.59 6173.20 107011 0.030 362.97 104H8.3b 1784.2x?. 38.84 -0.29 41.2x156 19.962 0.2856 19.967
437.522 534.79 534.37 6172.96 131.47 0.037 347.15 9594.59 2002.58 101.97 1.37 0.2956 19. 9 48 0.2856 19.944
447.600 534.77 534.31 6172.93 135.16 0.0313 347.79 96.32.30 2069.78 64.01 x-0.20 0.2856 19.945 0.2856 18.944
'	 477.600 534.67 534.15 6172.80 145.99 0.041 349.72 974.3.92 2257.56 191.24 0.46 0.2856 19.942 0.2856 19.94?w
507.600 534.57 533.97 6172.68 156.67 0.044 351.64 9854.56 2449.38 192.28 0.47 0.285x, 19.939 0.2856 19.93q eC	 537.600 534.46 533.77 6172.54 167.20 0.047 353.56 9964.23 2642.23 193.32 0.41 0.2R5h 19.935 0.2856 19.93 : Lnrn
bb7.600 534.35 533.57 6172.40 177,60 00050 355.48 10072691 2836.12 194.36 0.47 0.2R5 ci 19.930 0.28b5 19.93n o
597.600 534x23 533.36 4172.25 187.86 0.053 357.40 10160.63 3931404 195.40 0.48 U.2P55 1 9 . 926 0.2855 19.92A N627.600 534.09 533.13 6172.10 198.01 0.056 359.32 10281.3b 3226.99 196.43 0.4R 0.2855 19. 922 0.285b 19.92P
6`x7.600 53:3.96 532.89 6171.9.3 208405 0.059 361.[;: 103 9 .1.11 3423.98 197.47 0.4R O.?P54 19.9I8 0.28'x4 1 9 .918 w
678.208 5,13.86 532.72 6171.82 214.91 0.061 362.56 [0460.20 3560.28 136.24 -0.05 O.2R54 19.913 0.2854 14.911
701.100 533019 532.33 6171.30 243.63 0.069 345.52 9500.52 3661.64 220.05 0.69 0.2Abi 19.892 0.289.1 1q.11yx
131.100 'x33.60 532.02 61 7 1.10 253.53 0.072 347.34 96Vb.69 3850.91 189.80 0.46 0.21353 1 9 . 89 0 0.2853 19.890
76 1.100 533.41 531.71 6170.90 263.32 0.074 349.15 971109 4041.29 190.78 0.46 0.2953 19.894 0.2853 10.894
791.100 533.21 531438 6?70.70 273.01 0.077 350.97 9816.42 4232.56 141.75 0.47 0.2153 19.819 0.2853 19,819
821.100 533.U1 531.04 6170.48 282060 0.0130 352.78 9919.98 4424.80 192.71 0.41 062852 19.813 0.2852 19.871
851.100 532.79 539.70 6170.27 292.10 0.082 354.59 10022.68 4618.00 193.hR 0.47 0.2A5a 19.867 0.2852 19.867
881.100 532.57 530.34 6170.05 301.51 O.OB5 356.41 10144.52 4B12.17 194.64 0.48 0.2851 19.862 0.2851 19.862
9114100 532435 529.98 6169.212 310.84 0.088 358.22 10225.48 5007.29 195.61 0.48 0.2951 19.856 0.2851 19.856
941.100 532.11 529.60 6169.59 320.09 0.090 360.04 10325.59 5203.38 196.57 0.48 0.2851 19.850 0.2851 19.85n
971.100 531.87 529,22 6169.35 329.28 0.093 361.85 10424.82 5400.42 197.53 0.4R 0.2850 19.844 0.7850 19.844
-	 977.082 531.82 329.14 6I69.30 331.13 0.093 362.21 10444.51 5440.20 39.50 -0.28 0.21150 1 4 .838 0.2851) 19.834
1019,675 531.59 526.12 6168.04 376.20 0.106 346.80 9514.54 5659.06 0.0 1.38 U.294A 19.800 0.2948 19.6On
1029.900 531.46 527.96 6167.98 378.37 04107 347.75 96.16.45 5723.97 64.72 -0.19 0.2P48 19. 195 O.P848 19.795
1059000 531011 527.49 6167.79 3114.69 00109 350.56 9B01.97 5914.43 190.93 0.47 0.2848 19.742 0.284H 19.194
10896900 530.15 527.01 6167.59 391.01 0.110 353.36 99b y .33 6106.39 192.44 0.47 0.2.941 19.7137 0.2847 19.787
1119.900 53009 526.53 6167.39 397.32 00112 356.17 10126.54 6299.84 193.93 0.48 0.2847 19.791 D.2841 18.781
114901:0 530.02 526.05 6167.19 403.64 0.114 358.98 10285.59 6494.78 1950 1-2 0.48 0.2946 19.176 0.2846 19.776
1179.SOo 529666 525.56 6166.99 409.97 0.116 361.78 10442.47 6691.20 196.92 0 n 49 0.2.946 19.771 0.2846 19.771
1209..900 529429 525.07 6166.78 .416.31 0.117 364.59 1059 7.20 68B9.11 198.41 0.49 0.2845 19.766 0.2845 lq.745
1239.900 528.92 524.58 6166.57 422.66 0.119 367.39 10749.77 7088.51 199.89 0.50 0.2844 19.761 0.2644 1Q.761
12589900 528.69 524.26 6166.43 426,69 0.120 369.17 10845.28 7215.56 127.36 0.32 0.2944 19.755 0.2844 10.79cti
AFT 528.36 523.58 6165.86 443.36 00125 ..... 10845.28 7488.37 273.54 0.73 0.2843 19.751 .... .....
SLUT
INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U .	 AP	 OWDUT	 AB	 RR	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 So. IN.	 LB/SEC	 Su. IN.	 IN/SEC
	
IN.	 LH/5Er
FUREWARD	 9.9243E 01 5.3515E 02 5.3515E 02 6.1737E D3-1.6026E-03 1.6061E 04-4,0918E-02-2.2411E
 DD 2.85?BE-01 5.6H42F-01- 4.0918F-02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.3515E 02 5.3515E 02 6.1737E 03-2.8175E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 U.D	 0.0
	 -7.1939E-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTY DW/DT = 6.7847E-01
FOREWARD	 3.94.66E 02 5.3498E 02 5.3459E 02 6.1732E 03 7.3935E 0i 1.6061E 04 1.0171E 02 5.5722E 03 2.85?2E-01 5.6996E-01 i. A W.)9F 03
AFT	 4.3T52E 02 5.3465E 02 5.3437E 02 6.1730E 03 7.3910E 01 1.6061E 04 1.1802E 02 6.4660E 03 2.H519E-01 b.6989E-01 I.BB46F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/DT = 1.3745E 00
FOHEWAND
	 6.7821E 02 5.3386E 02 5.3272E 02 6.1719E 03 1.4405E 02 1.6061E 04 1.0205F a2 5.55154E 03 2.849dE-01 5.694TE-01 3.6623E 03







6AS BUILDUP IN SLOT, bW/DT = 6.9360E-01
FUkEWAND
	 9.7708E 02 5.3182E 02 5.2914E 02 6.1693E 03 2.1939E 02 1.6061E 04 1.0227E 02 5.6161E 03 2.8453E-01 5.6854F-01 S.S425c 03 0AFT 1.0197E 03 5.3080E 02 5.2812E 02 6.1680E 03 2.1971E 02 1.6061E 04 1.1797E 02 6.4810E 03 2.R441E-01 5.6927E-01 5.5411E 03 NwM








IbNIFIUN	 TIME,	 TIME	 (S)	 69.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE IN(LRNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS%
TOTAL DELIVEHED THRUST	 (N,LHF) FTUEL fb29544.0 1715190.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (N,LBF) FTVAC ab39295.0 1942191.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS IN.LHF) FI 44120.098 9919.5936
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE
	 ( N*SPLHF*S) SRMOTI 0.63769421E 09 0.14335936E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SwLHF*5) SRMVTI 0.70724096E 09 0.1589941IE 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6182384 1.61823B4
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLDWRATE (KG/SPLBM/S1 WDOT -1411.9021 7521.9570
FLOWRATE INTLGRAL
	
(KG,LBM) SWDOTN 277483.06 611745.56
INERT MASS FLDWRATE (KG/S,LHM/S) MIF 24.678925 52.203125
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KG9L8M) MIR 1862.8967 4106.9844
TOTAL HUHN AREA ABTOT 266.29077 412751.69
70FAL PROPELLANT VOLUME 	 IM * *39IN ** 3) VF 99.939072 609865960
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LHM) WF li7043.38 390313,88
TOTAL UA5 MASS	 (K(i.LHM) WGTOT x21.13257 1810.2876
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615677 1.Ih15677
MOLECULAk WEIGHT OF GAS IKG/HOLE+LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.860322 2803521SR
LHARACTER15TIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/SOFT/S) CSTAR 1564.7024 5133.5391
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0912273037 0.12?73037
HEAU END PARAMETERS:
70TAL PRESSURE
	 ( N/M* *2,LHF /IN **2) PH 0..17021645E	 09 536.95386
PRESSURE INTtbRAL (N*S/M**2.LHE*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.3I196541L	 11 45246.766
BURN AREA	 ( M**29IN **2) AHM 0923185436E-03 0.359375OU
HUHN RATE	 (M/S H IN/5) RHZ(I) 0.7262583BE•-02 0.28592661
DISTANCE HUkNkD
	
(M.IN) TAUZII) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**391N**3) VFH U.0 1),0
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3#IN**31 VPH 12.525938 764380.00




(M**2+IN **21 AHCYL 2.38.18156 369182.19
SEGHENT FACE BURN AREA (M * *2t1N**2) ABSLOT 81520218 28706.418
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3vlN**3) VFCYL 7.754623 5965356,0
GAS VOLUME
	
( M**391N**3) VP 199.15941 1215345B.
AFT END PARAMETERS(
TOTAL PRESSURL (NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**?vL6F/IN**2) PON 0.36570547E 09 530.41113
PRESSURE INTLGRAL (N*S/M**2+LHF*S /IN **2) SPONOT 0.30160392E	 11 43743.957
HUHN AREA (M**2,IN**2) AAN 965889091 14862.840
BURN RATE (M/S H IN/SEC) R13Z(N1+1) 0:72292164E-DZ 0.28461486
DISTANCE BURNED
	 (M}IN) -TAUZ(NI*l) 0951612735 20.319977
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	
(M**39IN* *3) VFN 2.1844435 133303.00
GAS VOLUME (M**39IN**3) VPN 9.8412333 600549.19
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE 	 (DEG K,UEG RI PRNT(NI93) 3426.2996 6167.3398
PORT AREA	 ( M **2vIN**2) AP 1.1330547 11056.238
NOZZLE PARAMETERS)
THROAT AREA	 (H* *21rIN **2) AT 1.4598360 2262.7'$10
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.8245306 6,8245306
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22918053E-01 0.22918053E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS$
ANISUTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01











MASS PO N T U M LP uP WOOT DWDOT UW/DT HR TAU RBTO TAUfn
AUDITION
RLGIONS PSIA PS1A DEG. N FT/SEC INCHES 5O.	 IN. LB/SLC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/5LC IN.
FORE 536.95 536.95 6174.30 000 010 0.0 160b2.80 0.0 0.01 0.17 0.2859 16.253 0.2857 16.253
30.000 536.95 '536.95 6174.3D 0.0 0.0 0,0 16062,50 D.0 0.D 0.11 O.2K59 16.253 0.2859 16.253
60.000 53605 536.95 6174.30 0.0 0.0 0.0 16002.81 0.0 o.n 0.11 U.2R59 16.253 0.2859 16.251
90.000 53b.95 53605 617400 D.0 000 0,0 lbob2,62 0.0 010 0.11 0.2959 16.253 0.2854 16.253
99.243 536.95 53b.95 6174.30 0.0 0.0 0.0 lbDn2.B2 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.2859 16.253 0.2859 16.253
116.800 536095 53b.95 b174.30 0.0 0.0 349.70 97.31,40 000 212.2E 0.68 0.2859 20.566 0.2859 20.b5F
148.800 536.96 536.95 6174.29 12.23 0.004 351.53 9840.26 192.02 192.48 0.46 0.2R59 20.555 0.2859 20.555
178.800 536.95 536.93 6174.28 24.27 0.007 353 n 37 99-8.16 385.04 143.49 007 0.2P59 20.553 0.2859 20.551
2089800 536.94 536,90 6174.25 36,11 0.010 355.20 100*35.13 579.116 194.49 0.17 0.2Pbg 20.551 0,2859 20.651
238.800 536.91 b36.86 b174.21 47.77 0.014 357.03 10l b l.16 774.09 195050 0.47 0.2859 20.549 0.2859 20.549
268.800 536.88 53b.80 6174.16 59.26 0.017 358.67 102bb.25 970.11 196.50 0.48 0.28b9 20.547 0.?859 20.547
29R.R00 5.36.85 b3b.73 6174.10 70.59 06020 360.70 10310.39 1167.14 197.50 0.4B 0.2P59 20.544 0.2BS9 2n.b4A
32B.BOn 536.81 536.64 6174.04 81.76 06023 362.53 10413.60 1365.16 198a50 0.48 0.2859 20.542 0.?B59 20.54?
358.800 536.76 536,54 6173.96 92.79 0.026 364.37 1051b,R7 1564.18 199.50 0.48 0.2859 20.539 0.2859 2n.b34
388.800 536.0 53b.43 6173.87 103.69 0.029 366.20 10617.20 1764.20 200650 0.49 0.2859 20.536 0.2B59 20.536
394,096 536.69 536,41 6173.86 105.61 04030 366.52 10694.96 1799.94 35.43 -0.31 0,2859 20.534 0.2859 2n.534
438.093 53b.bl 536.20 6173.64 126.87 0.036 350.77 9796.20 2011401 98.30 1.38 0.2 x58 20.519 0.2858 2n.510 ^4'
447.600 53b.59 536.15 6173.61 132.32 0.037 351.38 9832.121 2072.29 61.06 -0.22 0.2PSA 2n.517 0.2858 20.517
w
O1
477.600 536.50 535.99 6173.49 143.04 0.040 353.30 9945.04 2265.19 193.37 0.41 0.2958 20.514 0.2858 20.514
b07.600 536.40 535.81 b173.36 153.61 0.043 355,23 L005b.87 2459.13 194.41 0.47 0.2849 20.510 0.2858 20.51n
537.600 536.29 535.63 6173.23 164.D3 0.046 357.15 L01b1,6B 2654.11 195.45 0.47 0.2858 20.506 0.?858 20.501;
Fla
567.600 536.LB 535,43 6173,09 174.33 0.049 35907 10217.45 2850.12 196.49 0.49 0.2858 20.5U1 0.2858 20.501
597.600 536.06 535.22 6172,95 184.49 0.052 360.99 10386,20 3047.17 197.53 0.48 0.2857 20.497 0.2857 20.497
627.600 535.94 535.00 6172.80 194955 04055 362,91 10413.91 3245.25 198.56 0.49 0.2857 20.493 0.2857 2n.491
b57.600 535.80 534.77 6172.64 204.49 0.058 364,83 10600.61 3444.36 199.60 0.48 0.2857 20.489 0.2857 20.489
b779638 535.71 534.61 6112.53 211.09 04060 366.11 10671.30 3576.32 133.89 -0607 0.2857 ?0.484 11.2857 20.484
701.100 535.64 534.23 6172.04 238.75 0,067 349.11 9618.73 3676.01 212.84 0.69 0.2R5b 20.453 0.2856 20.463
731olOO 535.46 533.94 6171.85 248.56 0.070 350.92 9Bd6.11 3867.47 191.93 0.46 0.2856 20.460 0.28Sb 20.460
761.100 535.28 533.63 b171.66 258.27 0.973 352.74 9912.57 4D59.91 192.91 0.47 0.205b 20.455 0.2856 20.454
791.100 535.08 533.32 6171.45 267.87 0,076 354.55 1041B.12 4253.31 1930BR 0.47 .0.?ASR 20.449 0.2855 20.449
821.10D 534.89 532.99 6171.25 277.38 0.078 356.36 10122.75 4447.68 194.84 0.47 U.2R55 20.443 0.2855 20.441
851.100 534.68 532.65 617144 286.79 0.081 358.18 10226.48 4643.01 195.81 0.48 0.2854 20.438 0.2854 2n.4.3a
2181.100 5344,47 532.31 6170.82 296.13 0,084 359.99 10329.30 4639,30 196.78 0,48 0.2854 20.432 0.2854 20.438
911.100. 534.25 531.95 6170.60 305.38 0086 36L.80 10431.20 5036.55 197.74 0.48 0.2954 20.426 0.2854 2n.42y
941.100 534.02 531.59 6170.38 314.56 06089 363.62 10532.19 5234.77 198.70 0.48 0.2953 20.420 0.2853 20.420
971.100 533.79 531.21 6170.14 323.67 0.091 365.43 10632.27 5433.95 199,67 0.49 0.2853 20.414 0.2853 20.414
976.513 533.75 531.14 6170.10 325.33 0.092 365.76 10650.23 5470.38 36.13 ^0,30 0.2852 20.408 0.2852 20.408
1020.244 533.52 530.19 6168.91 368.52 0.104 350.43 97ul, 59 5682,00 000 1.38 0.2851 ?0.370 0.2851 20.370
1029.900 533.41 530.04 6168.86 370.58 0.105 351.33 9835.95 5744.02 61.82 ^0,21 0.2851 20.365 0.2B51 20.365
1059.900 533.07 529058 6168.67 376.91 0.106 354,14 100d3,34 5936.62 193.07 0.47 D.2R51 20.361 0.2851 20.361
10896900 532472 529.12 6168.48 383.23 OmIDS 356.94 101 68.46 6130.71 194.58 0.40 0.2R5n 20.356 0.2850 20.354
1119.900 532.37 528.66 6168.28 389.56 0.110 359.75 10331.32 6326.30 196.07 0.46 0.2850 20.351 0,2Bb0 20.351
1149.900 532402 528,19 6168.09 395,88 0.112 362.55 10491.91 6523.38 197.57 0649 0.2849 ?0.346 0.22149 20.346
1179.90n 531.67 527.71 6167.89 402.22 0.113 365,36 10650 n 22 6721.94 199.06 0.49 0.2848 20.340 0.2B46 20.348
12094900 531,32 527,24 6167.58 408.56 0.115 368.16 10806.27 6922.00 200055 0.49 0.2R48 20.335 0.8848 20.335
1239.900 530.96 526.75 6167.47 414.92 0,117 370.91 10960,Ok 7123.54 202.04 D,50 0.2847 20.329 0.2847 2n.329
1258.900 530673 526.45 6167.34 418,96 0.118 372.74 11056.26 7251.95 128.73 0.32 0.2847 20.324 0.2847 20.324




INTERFACE	 PO	 N	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDUT	 AB	 RA	 DELIA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
Irv.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 so. IN.	 LH/SEC	 so. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 L61/SEc
FOREWARO	 9.9243E 01 5.369SE 02 5.3695E 02 6.1743E 03-1.5986E-03 1.6061E 04-4.0950E-02-2.2411E 00 2.8551E-01 5.6842E-01-4.0950E-02
AFT
	
1.1880E 02 5.3695E 02 5.3695E 02 6.1743E 03-2.8022E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 00	 -7.1782F-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. UW/DT = 6.7687F-01
FUREWAHU
	
3.9409E 02 5.3669E 02 5.3641E 02 6.1739E 03 7.4160£ 61 1@6061L 04 9.A021F O1 5.3656E 03 2.8544F.-01 5.7043E-01 1.R90O r 03
AFT	 4.3809E; U2 5.3648L 02 5.3620E 02 6.1736E 03 7.4138E 01 1.6061E 04 1.I443F V 6.2644E 03 2.8541E-01 b.703TE-01 1.A966F 03
GAS uUILOUP IN SLOT+ OW/DT = 1.3759E 00
FUREWARU	 6.7764E 02 5.3571E 02 5.3461E 02 6.1725E 03 1.4412E 02 1.6061F 04 9.A375F 01 5.3893E 03 2.85?2F-01 5.6997E-01 3.6767c a3
Af:I	 7.0110E 02 5.3533E 02 5..1423E 02 6.1720E 03 1.4418E 02 1.6061E 04 00 	 0.0	 U.0	 0.0	 3.6760E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUT+ DW/UT = 6.9408E-01
FUkFWARD	 9.7651E 02 5.3313E 02 5.3114E 02 6.1701E 03 2.1962E 02 1.60blk 04 9.4611E 01 5.4104E 0 .1 2-8479F-01 5.6907E-01 5.569OF 03
AFT	 1.U202E 03 5.3278k 02 5.3019E 02 6.1689E 03 2.1992E 02 1.6061E 04 1.1439E 02.6.2790E 03 2.8467E-01 5.688IF-01 5.5676E 03




IGNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (S)	 710000000
i
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NrLBF) FTDEL 1667607.0 1723747.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	 (NrLBF) FTVAC U677358.0 1950748.0
'	 THRUST CUNTRIBUTION OF INERTS
	 (N,LBF) Fl µ4313.941 9962.1719
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LBF*S) SRMDTI 0.65299123E 09 0.I4679632E 09
r.	 VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE
	
(N*S,LBF*51 SRMVTI 0.72455757E 09 0.16?88706E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6183367 1.6183367
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) WDOT .1426.5837 7554.3242
FLONRATE INTEGRAL (KG.LBM) SWDOTN 484321.56 626821.81
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S) MIF 23.782974 52.432495
INt.RT MASS REMAINING
	 (KG,LdM) MIR 1815.3306 4002.1194
TOTAL bUkN AREA (M**29IN**21 ABTOT 267.21265 414180.56
TOTAL PROPLLLANT VOLUME, 01**3 9 IN**3) VF -)64063141 5862135.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 (KGrLBM) WF 170177.06 375176.31
TOTAL GA5 MASS (KG,LBM) WGTOT d38.14624 184747966
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA 1.1615686 1.1615686
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,L8M/MOLE) AMW 12.660792 28.353195
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SrFT/5) CSTAR 156447417 5133.6680
-	 MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.12044585 0.12044585
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURt
	 (N/M**2,LBF/IN**2) PH 0.37140915E 09 538.68359
{	 PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 fN'+S/M**2,LBF +rS/IN t 2i. SPHDT 0.31938167E 11 4632E.402 Lnm
q	 BURN AREA(M**2,IN**2) AHH 0.13185436E-03 0.35937500 cBURN RATE (M/S,IN/S) R8Z{1) 0.72681829E-02 0.2B614B97 0
U3	 DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN)
"'
TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.?52914 c
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	 ( M i4 *3,IN**3) VFH 0.0 040 w
GAS.VOLUMF	 (M**3,IN**31 VPH 12.525938 764380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K ► UEG R) PRNT(Ir3) 3430,5139 6174.9258
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RAOIAL BURN AREA	 (M**21IN O *2) ASCYL 239.89423 371836.81
SEGMENT FACE HURN AREA	 {M**29IN**2) ABSLOT 17.853636 27673.203
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**391N**3) VFCYL 94.016434 5737238.0
6AS VOLUME	 (M**3.IN**3) VP 202.14719 12335764.
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)
	 (N/H**29LBF/IN**2) PON 0.36706918E 09 532.38892
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2rLBF*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.30893167E lI 44806.754
BURN AREA AAN 94646702 14670.270
BURN RATE (M/SrIN/SEC) RBZ{NI+1) 0.72360635E-02 0,2B488445
t	 DISTANCE BURNED
	 (M,IN)n:. TAUZ(NI+11 0.53058577 20.889206
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M*b3rIN**3) VFN 2.0466814 124896.25I	 GAS VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VPN 949789953 606955994
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(NI,3) .3426.7834 6168.2109
PORT AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AP 1.2706175 11269.480
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THKOAT AREA	 (M**2rIN**2) AT 1.4607334 2264.1416
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.8203392 648203392
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22936530E-01 0.22936530E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 260000000 2.0000000
INCREMEW UIVIDING PLANE DATA:
MASS PU Y T U M LP r;P WDOT DWOUT UM/DT RR TAU RBTO TAU M
AUDITION
RLbIUNS PS1A P51A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO-	 IN. LB/SEC LP/SEC L#3/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 538.68 538.b8 6174.93 040 060 0.0 160112.80 0.0 0401 0.16 0.2R61 16.253 0.2859 16.251
30.600 538.68 538.68 6174.93 0.0 0.0 0.0 160b2.B0 0'0 040 0.10 0.2961 lb.?b3 0.2861 16.251
60,000 538.68 538.bB 6174.93 0.0 0.0 0.0 l60o2.Bl 0.0 060 0.10 0.2861 16.253 0.2841 16.251
90.000 538.68 53H.bu 6174993 o.0 000 U60 16062.112 0.0 000 0,10 0.2H61 16.253 0.2861 16.2b3
99.243 538.68 538.6H 6174.93 O,0 0.0 0.0 16062.82 0.0 O.n 0.03 0.2P61 16.253 0.2861 15.253 -
118.BUU 538 n 68 538.68 6174.93 0.0 0.0 35.1.29 99.!2.40 0.0 204.91 0.68 0..2R61.21.1211 0.2861 21.124
1480800 5.3B.b9 538.68 6174.92 12.08 0.004 355.12 10042.50 194.14 194.60 0.47 0,2961 21.121 0.2861 21.121
1780800 538.67 538 n 66 6.174.90 23.97 0.007 356.96 10151.62 389.28 195.61 0.47 0.2861 21.125 0.P8x,l 21.129
208.800 538.66 538.63 6174.88 35.66 0.010 35J3.79 10269.75 585.42 I96-62 0.47 0.2 x061 21.123 0.2861 1'1.121
43.8.800 5389b5 530.59 6174.84 47.19 0.013 360.62 103x6.88 782,57 197.62 0.48 0.2P61 21.121 0.2861 21.121
268.800 5313.62 538.53 6174.19 58.54 0.017 362.46 1041.1.04 980.71 198.63 0.44 0.2 x61 21.118 0.2841 21.110
2913.800 5.38.58 53806 6114.73 69,73 0.020 364.29 10516.20 1119686 199063 0.48 0.21461 2[.116 0.2061 21.11A
328.800 538,54 538038 6174.66 80.78 0.023 366,13 10662,38 1380,01 200.63 0.48 0.2861 21.113 0.?B61 21.113
3589800 538.49 53B.28 6174.59 91.68 0.026 367.96 10785.57 1581.15 201.63 0.49 0.2961 21.111 0.2861 ?.1.111
388.800 538.43 538.18 6174.51 102.45 0.029 369479 10881.77 1783,29 ?02.63 0 n 49 0.2Pb1 21.10H 0.?861 21.10a
393.515 53B143 538.16 6174.49 104916 0.029 370.OB 10903.74 1815.56 31.44 -0.33 0.2961 21.105 0.2861 21,105
4:38.663 538.35 537.96 6174.29 126.35 0.036 354.40 10000.08 2019.24 94.58 1.3H 0.2861 21.090 0.2861 Z1.090
447.660 538.33 537.91 6174,26 129.57 0.037 354.97 100.14.28 2077.51 58.03 -0.23 'U.21161 21.088 0.2861 21.uHn
477.600 538.24 537.76 6174.14 140,18 0.040 35b.90 101 ,+B.38 2212.52 195.49 0.47 0.2861 21.085 0.2861 21.085G3
S07.b00 538.15 531,59 6114.02 150.64 0.043 358.112 102bl.41 2468.59 196.54 0.47 U.2R60 21.OR1 0,2860 21.081 xv
w	 537.600 538.05 537.41 6173.90 160.96 60045 360.74 10373.35 2665.68 197.58 0.48 0.2860 21.077 0.2860 2I.O17 rn
567.600 537.94 537.21 6173.76 171.15 0.048 362.66 10404.21 2863.82 1913.62 0.49 0.2P60 21.073 0.2860 21,U73 -•
597.600 537.82 537.ul 6173.62 181.22 0.051 364,58 105 ,14.00 3062.99 199,66 0.49 O.2860 21.069 0.2860 21.069 N
627.6011 537.70 536.79 6173.48 191.18 00054 366.50 10702.70 3263.20 200.69 0.49 0.2959 21.064 0.2859 21.064 a
657.600 537.57 536,57 6173632 201.03 0.057 368.42 1081002 3464.44 201.73 0 n 49 0.2859 21.060 0.2859 21.06 x1 w
677.067 537.44 b36. 1+2 6173.22 207.39 00059 369.67 10819.59 3595,98 131.46 -0.09 0.2959 21.OSb 0.2859 21 n 05A
'101.100 537,42 536.06 6172.75 234.02 0,066 352 n 7U 9aV9.lb 3689.93 205.51 0.70 u.2H513 21.n34 0.28511 21.034
131.100 537.25 535,78 b172451 243.75 0,069 354.51 10001.75 3883.52 194.05 0 n47 0,2858 21.032 0.28511 21.032
761.100 537.07 535.48 6172.38 253.37 0.071 356.33 10115.3B 4078.08 I95.04 0.47 0.2 95+1 21.026 U -2858 21,025
791.100 536.88 535.17 6172.18 262.89 0.074 358.14 10222.05 4273.61 196601 0.47 0.2858 21.0?U 0.28511 21.02x1
821.100 536.69. 534.86 6171.98 272,31 0.077 359.95 10321.75 4470.10 196.97 0.48 0,2857 21.014 0.2857 21.014
851.100 536.49 534953. 6171.78 281.65 0.019 361.76 104.12.51 4667.56 197.94 0.48 0.2P57 21.009 0.2857 21.00v
8B1.I00 536.26 534.19 6171.57 290.90 0.082 363.56 16536.30 4865,98 198 0 91 0.48 0.2856 21.003 0.2856 21.003
911.100 5-16,07 533.85 6171.36 300408 0.085 365.39 10639,14 5065.36 199.x7 0.49 0.2956 20.997 0.2656 2n.997
941.100 535.85 533.49 6171,13 3090111 0.087 367.20 10741.02 5265.71 ?00.84 0.49 0,2855 20.991 n.2855 20.991
971.100 535.63 533.13 6170.91 318.22 0.090 369.02 10841.94 5467.02 201.80 U.49 0.2R51; 20.SUb 0.2855 20.98q
975.944 535.59 533.07 6170.87 319 0 70 0,090 369,31 10858.14 5500.00 32.67 -0.32 0.2855 20.979 0.2855 20.979
1020.813 535.38 532.17 6169.75 361.08 0.102 354.06 9965.93 5704.29 0-n 1.38 0.2853 20.940 0.2853 20.940
1029.900' 535.28. 532,03 6169.70 363602 0.102 354,91 10031.68 5763,33 58.82 -0.22 0.2853 20.935 0.2853 20.935
1059.900 534.95 531.59 6169.52 369,36 0.104 357.72 10206,95 5958.05 195.20 0.48 0.2853 20.931 0.2850 20,931
1089.906 534961 531.14 6169.33 375.69 0.106 360.52 10313.84 6154.2B 196.71 0.48 0.2R53 20.926 0.4853 20.920.
1119.900 534,20 . 530.69 6169.14 382,02 0.108 363.33 105.18,35 6352,00 198.21 0.49 0.2852 20.921 0.?.852 20 n 921
1149.900 533494 530.23 6168.95 38806 0.110 366.13 10700.47 6551.21 199.71 0,49 0.2852 20.915 0.2852 20.91K
1179.900 533.60 529.77 6168,75 394,70 0.111 368.94 10860622 6751.91 201.20 0.49 0.2R51 20.910 0.2851 20.910
1209.900 533,26 529.31 6168.55 401.05 0.113 371.74 11017.5B 6954.11 202.70 0.50 062850 20.904 0.2850 2n.ynx.
1239.900 532991 528.84 6168.34 407,42 0.115 374.54 11112.56 7157.79 204.19 0.50 0,2850 20.899 0.2850 2n.891
1258.900 532.69 528.54 6168.21 411.46 0.116 376.32 11269.48 7287.56 130.09 0.32 0.2949 20.093 0.2849 20.893
AFT 532,39 527.92 6167.70 426x98 0.120 ..... 112b9,48 7554.32 267.48 0.71 0.2949 ?- 0.889 ,... .....
LOCATION	







PSIA	 OEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.
	
L8/SEC	 SA, IN.	 IN/SEC
	
IN.	 LF/SEC
FOHEWARD	 9.9243E 01 5.3868E 02 5.3868E 02 6.1749E 03-1.5947E - 03 1.606 .1E 04-4 . 0981E -02-2.2411E 00 2.8572E-01 5.6842E-01-4.0981F-02
AFT	 1 , 1880E 02 5 .386BE 02 5 .3868E 026. 1749E 03 -2.7897E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0,0	 0.0	 k.0	 -791688F-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/OT 	 6.7590E-01
FUREWAARU	 3.9351E 02 5.3843E 02 5.3816E 02 6.1745E 03 7.43B7E Ol 1.6061E 04 9.4278E of 5.1568E 03 2.85ME-01 5.7088E-01 1.9094E 03
AF1	 4.38b6E 02 5.3823E 92 5.3796E 02 6.1743E 03 7.4358E O1 1,6061E 04 . 1.1079E 02 6.U605E 03 2.11563E-01 5.70113E-01 1.90U5F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS OW/OT
	 1.3782E 00
FOREWAHO	 6.770TE 02 5.3748E 02 5.3642E 02 6.1732E 03 1.4418E 02 1.6061E 04 9.464RF O1 5.1810E 03 2.6544F-01 5.7043E-01 3.6906E 03
AFT	 7.0119E 02 5.3713E 02 5.3606E 02 6.1728E 03 1,4424E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.68519E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN.SLOT, DW/UT = 6.9509E-01
FOREWAHO
	
9.1594E 02 5.3559E 02 5.3307E 02 6.1709E 03 2.1987E 02 1. 6 06.IE. 04 9.4901E 01 5.2024E03 P.A503F-01 5.6957E-01 5.594YP 03 0
AF1	 1.0208E 03 5.3468E 02 5.3217E 02 6.169BE 03 2.2015E 02 1.6061E 04 1.1077E 02 6.0747E 03 2.8491E- 01 5.6933E-01 5.5935F:03
rn





IbNlt IOh TINGv	 TIME	 (S)	 73.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
	 (UhITSI NOMENCLATURE INIEftNATIONAL ENGL15H
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST	 (NrLHF1 FTOEL 1704550.0 1732052.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	
(NrLBF) FTVAC 6714301.0 1959053.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF 1NERTS	 (N,LBF) FI 44502,75O 10on4.617
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE
	 (N*SrLDF*S) SRMOTI 0.66836352E 09 0.15025413E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.74194918E 09 0.16679685E Oy
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6184320 1.6184320
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SrLHM/S) WOOT -1440.8435 7585.7b11
FLOWHATE INTEGRAL	 (KGoLHM) SWOOTN 291189.00 6419b1*8H
INERT MASS'FLOWRATE
	
(KU/S,L8M/5) MIF 23.884293 52.h!is884
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGrLdH) MIR L167*5620 3896.8076
10TAL BURN AREA
	 ( M**2.1N**2) ASTOT 2b8 n 11548 415k79.94
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME ( H**3,IN**31 VF 92.170746 5624b07.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING
	 (KGrLdM) WF 163281.69 359974 n 56
TOTAL GAS MASS
	 IKGrLUM) WGTOT db5.22485 18N5.4485
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 101615680 1.161b6Bb
MOLECULAR WL1bHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE.oLBM/MOLE) AMW 12,861249 28,354202
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/SIFT/5) CSTAR iS64.7798 5133.7930




(N/M* *2.L5F/IN*v2) PH 0.372566277: 09 540.36266
PRESSURE INTLURAL	 (N*S/H*a2,LtjF*S/IN * *21 SPHOT 0.32682144E	 11 474n1.445
w	 HUHN AREA (M**P 9 IN** 21 AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.3b937500
BURN RATE	 (M/S,IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.72733909E-02 0.2805412 i°v
co	 DISTANCE UURNED	 (M.IN1 TAUZ(11 0.41282398 16.252914 rn
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 lM*03,IN** 3) VFH 0.0 0.0
6AS VOLUMF
	 (M**3rIN**3) VPH 12.525938 164380.00 °o





(M** 2rIN**2) ABCYL 441.59518 374473.31
SFUMENT FACE HUHN ANEA	 (M!r*2,IN * *2) ABSLOT 1/,179840 26628 n 820
PkOPkLLANT VOLUME	 (M**3vlN**31 VFCYL 90.260141 550MG15*0
GAS VOLUME
	 (M * *3+IN * *3) VP 205415256 12519183.
AFT ENO PARAMEr RSt
TOTAL PRESSUHk(NOZ ENT)	 {N/M**2,LHF/1N**2) PON 0.36838246E 09 534*29395
PRESSURE INTEGRAL ( N*S/H**2rLBF*S /IN** 2) SPONDT 0,31628616E 11 45873.434
dUHN AREA	 I M**2,IN**21 AAN 9.3403158 14477.520
BURN RATE	 (H/59IN/SEC) RSZINI+1) 0.72424524E-02 0.20513596
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M,IN) TAUZ(NI+1) O.b4505771 219458969
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3rIN **3) 	 _ VFN 1.9105892 116591*38
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3rIN**3) VPN 10.115088 617260.81
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KvDEG RI PRNT(NIr3) .3427*2500 6169.0508
PONT AREA	 (M* 0291N* *21 AP 1.4096241 114B4.941
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (MM*2*IN**2) AT 1.4616337 2265.5381
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b n 8161354 6.8161354
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22955131E»01 0.22955131E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERST
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.6595I407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE" ITERATIONS ANLOP5 200000000 2.0000000
L	 ^'





MASS PD P T U M LP AP WDOT DWDOT DW/DT RH TAU RBTO TAUTn
ADDITION -
RE.6IUN5 PS1A PS1A DEG n R FT/SEC INCHES SO *	 1N0 LR/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FOkE 540,36 540.36 6175,53 0 n 0 D.Ol D ► 0 16062680 040 0001 O.L6 0.2064 16.253 0.2861 16.2253
300000 540.3.6 54U ► 36 6175.53 0.0 0.0 0.0 16ob2.Bo 000 0.0 0.10 0.2864 16.253 0.2864 16.253
60.000 540,36 540.36 6175.53 Oro 000 0.0 16062.81 0:0 0 ► D 0.10 0.2R64 16.253 0.?.864 115.253
900000 540.36 540.36 6175.53 0.0 000 0.0 16U b2.82 0.0 0.0 0,10 0,2864 16.253 0.2864 16.253
99.243 540.36 540.36 6175.53 000 000 0.0 16002.82 000 Den 0.03 0.2864.16.253 0.2864 16.253
11B.BDo 540.36 540.36 6175,53 000 0,0 356,89 101.15,62 0.0 197,44 0.68 0.2R64 21.700 0.2864 21.7on
148.800 540.36 540.36 6175.52 11.93 0.004 358.72 10246.97 196.25 196.72 0047 0 n 2864 21.699 0.2864 21.694
178.800 540435 540 0 34 6175.50 23.67 0.007 360,55 10357.29 393.50 197.73 0.48 0.2864 21.697 0.2864 21.697
20H.800 540.34 540.31 6175.48 35023 0.010 362,39 10466.58 591.76 196.74 0.48 0.2964 21.695 0.2864 21.695
238.800 540.32 540.27 6175.44 46,61 0013 364,22 105!4,83 791002 199.74 0.48 0.2863 21.693 0.2863 21.699
2684800 540,29 540.21 6175,39 57,84 0,016 366,05 106d2.n4 991,28 200,74 0948 0,?863 2L.691 0.2863 210691
X98.800 540.26 540,15 6175.34 68 n 90 00020 367.89 10768.23 1192.54 201.75 0.49 0.2863 21.688 0,2863 21.69n
328.800 540.22 540.06 6175.27 79.82 0.023 369,72 10893.38 1394.80 202.75 0049 0.2863 21.686 0.2863 21.686
358,800 540.17 539.97 6175.20 90.60 0.026 371.55 10997.49 1598.06 203.75 0.49 0,2863 21.683 U ► 2863 21,683
388.800 540.12 539.86 6175.12 101.25 0.029 373.39 1110U.57 1802.32 ?04.75 0.49 0.2863 21.680 0.2863 21.68n
3920943 540.11 539.85 6175.11 102.74 0.029 373,64 11114.73 1831.02 2806 -0.35 0 0 2863 21.677 0 ► 2863 21.677
439.234 540.04, 539.66 6114.92 123.91 0.035 358.03 102U6.22 2027.23 90.81 1.38 0.2x63 21.662 0.2863 21.660 n°,
447.600 540.02 539.62 6174.89 126.89 0.036 358.57 10238.59 2082,39 54092 -0.25 0.2A63 21.660 0.2863 21,660 m
4779600 539.94 539.47 6174.78 137,39 0.039 360049 10353.94 2279.52 197.61 0.48 0,21163 21.657 0.2863 21.657 r
507.600 539.85 539.30 6174.66 147.74 0.042 362.41 104b8.16 2477,70 198.65 0,48 0 0 2862 21.653 0.2862 21.659 N
5370600 539.75 539.13 6174.54 .	 157.97 0.045 364433 105dl.25 2676.91 199.70 0.411 U.2R62 21.649 0.2862 21.64'; o
967.600 539.64 538.94 6174,41 168.06 0.047 366025 10693.20 287T,16 200.74 0.49 0.2862 21.645 0.2862 21.645 w
597.600 539.53 538.74 6174.27 178.03 0.050 368,17 10BU4.02 3078.45 201,78 0.49 0.2962 21,641 0.2862 21.641
627,600 539641 538.53 6174.13 187,90 0.053 370.09 10913,71 3280078 202.82 0.49 0,2862 21.636 0.2662 21.6.3r;
657.600 539.29 536.31 6173.98 197.65 0.056 372.01 11022.27 3484,14 203.85 0.49 0.2861 21.632 002861 2L,632
6769496 539.2n 538.17 6173.88 203.77 0.057 373 0 22 11090.07 3613.17 12803 -0010 0,2661 21.627 0.2861 21.627
7U1.10o 539.14 537.64 6173.44 229.42 0.065 356.29 10101.81 3703.34 1980011 0.70 D.2R6n 21.606 0.2860 21 ► 60A
131.1DO 538.98 537.56 6173.26 239.06 0.067 358.10 10211.61 3899.04 196.17 0.47 0.21160 210603 0.2860 21.601
7610100 538060 537.27 6173 n 07 246,60 0.070 359,92 10320.41 4095,72 197.16 0.48 0.28611 21,597 0.2860 21.597
791.100 538.62 536,97 6172.89 25R.D4 0,073 361.73 10428.20 4293,37. 1 98.13 0.48 B.2R60 P1.592 0.2660 21.592
821,100 538.43 536,66 6172.69 267.38 0,075 363.54 10534,98 4491098 199,10 0.4B U.2859 21.566 0028$9 21.586
8510100 538,24 536.34 6172.49 276.64 01078 365.35 10640.76 4691.55 200.07 0,49 0.2859 21.580 0.2859 21.59n
881.100 538904 536.02 6172.29 285.82 0.081 367.17 10745,54 4892,09 201.03 0.49 0.2F59 21.574 0,2859 21,574
911.100 537.83 535.68 6172.08 294.92 M83 368.98 10849.31 5093.60 202.00 0.49 0.2958 21.568 0.2856 21.56R
941.100 537.62 535.33 6171.86 303495 04086 370.79 10952,08 5296.07 202.96 0,49 0.21159 21.562 0.2858 21.56;
971.100 537.40 534.98 6171.64 312.92 0.088 372.60 11053.84 5499.50 203.93 0.50 0.2A57 21.556 0.2857 21.556
975. .374 53707 .534x93 6171.61 314.21 0,089 372.86 llOb8.26 5528.96 29.13 -0.34 0.2957 21.550 0.2857 21.55n
1021.383 537.18 .534,08 6170.56 353085 01100 357.70 101 92.59 5725.80 0.0 1.38 0.2856 21.511 0.2856 21.511
1029.900 53709 533,96 6170.51 355.68 0.100 358.50 10241963 5781.78 55.74 -0.24 0.2F56 21.506 0.2856 21.504
10590900 536.77 533653 6170.33 362.02 0.102 361.30 10412,79 5978,63 197.33 0,48 0.2956 21.502 0.2856 21,50?
1089.900 536,44 533.09 6170 n 14 368.36 0.104 364,11 10581.45 6176,98 198084 0.49 0.2855 21.497 0,2855 21,497
1119,900 536912 532.66 6169.96 374,70 0.106 366.91 10747.61 6376.82 200.34 0.49 002855 21.491 0.2855 21.491
1149,900 535.79 532.21 6169.77 381.04 01107 369,71 10911928 .6578.17 201.84 0.49 0,2854 21.486 0.2854 21.48;
1179000 535.46 531.77 6169.37 387.38 0.109 372.92 11012.46 6781.00 203.34 0.50 0.2853 21.480 0.2853 21.4Fin
1209.900 535.13 531.31 6169.38 393074 0.111 375.32 11231.13 6985.33 204.83 0.50 0.2853 21.414 0.2853 21.414
1239..900 534,79 530,86 6169,18 400.11 0,113 378.12 11387.32 7191.15 20603 0,51 0.2852 21.469 0.2852 21.469
1258.900 534.58 530.57 6169,05 404.16 9.114 379.90 11484.94 7322.27 131.44 002 0 ► 2R52 21.463 0.2852 21.463










INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 MOT	 AR	 RIA	 r)LLTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.	 Ltd/SF.0	 so. IN.	 1N/SEC
	
IN.	 LR/SFr
FOREwARU	 9.9243£ 01 5.4036E 02 5.4036E 02 5.1755E 03-1.5910E-03 1.6061E 04-4.I01OE-02-2.2411E On 2.A5UdF -01 5.68421:-01-4.1010E-02
AFT	 I.Id80F 02 5.4036E 02 5.4036E 02 6.1755E 03-2.78011E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 6.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -7.1677E-01
GAS BUILDUP IN 5LDTi DIY/Dl = 6.7576E-01
FUREW00. 3.9294E 02 5.40. 11E 02 5.3985E 02 6.1751E 03 7.4612E 01 1.6063E 04 9.048711 01 4.9459E 03 2.65 R 7F-01 5.71316-01 1.9215 c 0.1
AFT	 4-.1923E 02 5.3993£ U2 5.3966E 02 6.1749E 03 7.4581E 01 1.6061E 04 1.071OF 02 5.8544E 03 2.8584E-01 5. 7 126E-01 1.9201F 03
GAS HUILUUP IN SLUT. Dw/UT = 1.3B19E 00
FOHEwARU	 6.lb50r 02 5..1920E 02 5.3817E 02 6.1739E 03 1.4425E U2 1.6061E 04 9.0872F 01 4.9705E 01 2.R`iA6F-01 5.7088E-01 3.704OF 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.38137E 02 5.3784E, 02 6.1734E 03 1.4430E 02 1.6041E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.G	 0.0	 3.70JJF 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv VW/OT
	
6.9bT5E-01
FUREWARO	 9.7537E 02 5.3737E 02 5.3493E 02 6.1716E 03 2.2011E U2 1.6061E 04 9.1142E O1 4.9923E 03 2.85?6F-01 5.7005E-01 5.620lr 03
AFT	 1.0214E 03 5.3652E 02 5.3408E 02 6.1706E 03 2.2037E 02 1.6061E 04 1.0709E 02 5..8680E 03 2,8515E-01 b.6983E-a1 5.6187F 03

















































































































































0.659 5 1 4 0 71;-01
2.0ou0000




TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N.LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N.LBF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N.LBF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*StLUF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LBF*5)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRAT£ iKG/S.LBM/S)
FLOVKATE INTEGRAL IKG.LBM)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG.LBM)
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2.1N**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3o1N**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG.LBM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG.LBM)
kATIO OF SPEC IFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT Of GAS (KG/MOLEtLBM/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC LAHAUST VELOCITY lM/S.FT/SS




c^	 BURN AREA (M**2.IN#*2)




GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KvDEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2.IN**2)


















ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS
INCREMENT UIVIOING PLANE DATA:
HA9S PO N T 41 H LP .P WDUT DWUOT DW/nT R8 Tau R13TO TAUT"
AUDITION
7:LGIUNS PS1A PS1A DEG, R ET/SEC I14CHES' S4}.	 IN. LB/SEC LH/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEr IN. IN/SFC ILY.
FORE: 541.97 541.91 6176.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 lbUb2.80 0.0 0.01 0.Is 0.2 p 6y 16.233 n.28h•. Ib.23x
30.000 541.97 541. 9 7 6176.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 16Ua2.B0 0.0 11.0 0.10 0.2vb5 160253 0.?8b`3 lh.2v3
60.D00 541.97 541.97 6176.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 160b2.81 O.n 11.0 0.10 0.? p64 16.253 L10865 Ih.25x
90.000 54107 541.97 6176.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 16n62.B2 0.0 0.0 U.ln 0.2Hh5 10.25.1 U.2865 16.253
99,243 541.97 541.97 6176.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 1bDb?.62 0.n 0.0 0 n 03 U.2R65 lh.2S.3 D.?865 1h.251
118.800 541.97 541.97 6176.11 0.0 0.0 360.49 1U34 1.04 0.0 189.81 0.68 D.? p h5 22.213 O.?865 22.27a
14H.800 541.98 541.97 6176.10 11.74 0.004 362.32 10453.65 198.36 198.83 0.48 0.21+65 2r?.212 0.2865 2?.277
178.R0n 541.97 541.95 6176.09 23.34 0.007 364.15 lUSb5.18 397.72 199.714 0.48 0.2 91G93 22.27d 0.286S ??.27ti
2UH.80U 541.95 541.92 6176.06 34.81 0.010 165.99 10615.63 59010A 2110.145 0.48 11.1AhLj 22.267i 0.?8h'. r`^R.26•1
e38.800 541.93 54k.8H 6176.02 46.06 0.013 361,82 10764.99 199.45 201.135 0.49 0.226'1 2E.?6b 0.2dbb ? ?.,rFA
26H.800 5µl.91 541.233 6175.98 57.15 0.016 369.65 10893.27 1001.92 202.86 0.49 U.?p 6 li 22.263 0.2865 22.267
.29H.800 541.U7 54k.T6 6175993 68.09 0.019 371.48 Ik0UO.47 1205.19 203.86 0.49 U.?965 22.261 n.2865 2?.2h1
328.HOn 541.83 541.68 6175.86 78.89 0.022 373.:32 111Ub.5v 1409.51 2n4.87 0.4'7 0.2[165 22.2'38 0.2865 2?. e10
358.A0n 541.79 541.59 6175.79 89.55 0.025 375415 11211.63 1614.44 205.81 O.SU U.P p 65 ?2.256 D. ?845 2?.e;6
388.800 541.73 541.4[3 b175.71 100.011 0.028 376.98 11315.58 1 8 21.31 ?06.67 0.50 D.2A65 22.253 n.?BhS ??.25x
392.371 541.73 541.47 6175.70 101.35 0.029 377.20 113d/.89 1846.37 24.69 -11.37 U.2Et 6cr 21.250 0.28h5 2?.29n
439.806 441 n 66 541.30 6175.52 121.53 0.034 361,67 10414.63 2034.99 86.99 I.3A U.2F<b5 12.235 0.2865 2?.23',
447.b00 541.64 541.26 6175c5U 124.26 0.035 362.17 104`45.11 2086.98 51.71 -0.21 0.2Pb Li 22.233 U.2865 22.21,
w	 477.600 541.56 541.11 6175.39 134.611 U.038 364.09 105hi.72 2286.2? 1 99.7? 0,48 0.2P6S 22.230 [1. ?865 2?.234 0
507.600 . 541.47 540.95 6175.27 144.93 0.041 366.01 10611.13 2486.50 200.77 0.48 U.2R64 ?2.226 0.2864 22.22A ^^
'	 537.600 541.38 540.76 6175.16 155.06 0.044 367.93 40731.36 2661,63 201+111 0.49 0.2864 22.222 0.2864 2?.2?;bN
567.606 541.28 540.60 6175.03 115.05 0.047 364.435 10464.41 2890.49 202.65 0.421 0.2964 22•217 0.?8614 ??.2E?
5976600 541.17 540.40 6174.89 174.94 0.049 371.77 11016.27 3093.59 ?U3.A9 0.49 0.?Nb4 ?2.213 0.2864 22.?Ix N
627.600 541.05 540.20 6174.75 184,71 0.052 373.69 11126.95 3298.03 204.93 0.bO 0.21+64 ?2.209 0.2864 22.2!]'1
657.600 540.93 539.99 6114.61 194.37 0.055 375.61 112.16.43 3503.50 205.97 0.50 O.2A6"3 22.204 D.?.H63 22.204
675.925 540,85 539.45 6174.52 200.26 0.056 376.18 1131 1?.74 3629.94 12h.32 -0.12 0.2A63 22.200 0.28b3 22.200
7010100 540.80 539.54 6174.10 224.95 0.063 359.89 IGJU6.66 3116.29 19n.56 n.70 U.2A6? 22.178 0.2862 2?.170
-	 73.1.100 540.64 539 4 27 6113.93 234.51 0.066 361.70 10411.68 3914.10 198.29 O.4H U.lA6? 22.175 0.2862 2?.175
7 6 1,100 540.47 538.99 b173.75 243.96 0.069 363.51 10527 .65 4112.89 199.27 0.48 O.2Ab? P?..169 0,2 862 ??.169
7 9 i.1U0 540.29 538.10 6173.56 253.32 0.071 365.32 106.16.56 4312.65 200.24 0.4H 0.2R62 22.1b4 0.2862 2?.164
821.100 540.11 538.40 6173.38 262.59 0,074 367.13 10744 n 42 4513.3E 201.21 0.49 0.2861 22.154~ 0.2861 2?.lSA
851.100 539.92 538.09 . 6173.18 271.77 0+077 368,95 IU851,23 4715.07 202.18 0.49 0.2A61 22.1`x2 0.2861 ?2=146
881.100 539.73 537n77 6172.90 280.67 0.079 370.T6 16956.99 4917.73 203.15 0.49 .0.2861 22.146 0.2861 2?.144
911.100 5.39.5 3 537.44 6172.77 289.90 0.082 372,51 110 6 1,70 5121.35 204.12 Os49 D.2660 22.140 0.2860 22.140
941,100 539,32 537.10 6172.57 298.86 U,DR4 374.38 lll b5.36 5325.93 205.09 0.30 0.2860 22.134 0.2860 2?.134
971.1un 539611 536.76 6172.35 307.76 6.087 376.19 112b7.96 533I.4R ?06.05 0.50 0.2859 22.127 0.2859 2?.127
974,803 539,08 536.71 6172.32 308.87 O.DB7 376.42 11280,56 5557.34 25.5o -0.36 0.2859 22.121 0.2859 2?.121
1021.953 538.91 535.92 6171.34 346.84 0.098 361.34 10401.54 5746.64 000 1.39 0.295A ?2.OH2 O.285R 22.08?.
1029.900 538682 535.81. 6171929 348.55 0.098 362.09 10447.81 5799.47 52.58 -0.26 0.2858 22.017 0.2856 2F.077
1D59,900 538.51 535,39 6171.11 354.90 0.100 364,89 10620.85 5998.43 199.45 0.46 0.2858 22.073 0.2658 2?.U13
10890900 538.20 534.97 6170.93 361.25 0.102 367.69 107 g l.28 6198.91 200.97 0.49 0.2RS7 22.0bB 0.2857 22.06a
1119.900 . 537.69 534.54 6170.75 367.59 0.104 370.50 10959.11 6400.88 20?.47 0.49 062957 22.062 D.2857 22.067
1149.900 537.57 534.11 6170.56 373.93 0.105 373.30 11124 .32 6604,34 203.97. 0.50 0.2856 22.OS6 0.2856 0.096
1179.900 537.25 533,68 6170,38 360.28 0.107 376.10 112+3b.93 6809.30 205.47 0.50 0.2856 ??.051 O.?856 2x.051
1209.900 536.93 533.24 6170.18 386.64 0.109 378.91 11446.92 7015.76 206.96 0.51 0.2:x 5!3 22.045 0.2BS5 22.045
12396900 . 536.60 532479 6169.98 393.01 0,111 381.71 116U4 n 31 7223.71 208.46 0.51 0.2955 22.039 0.2655 22.031
1258.900 536.40 532.51 6169.86 397.06 0.112 383.48 11702.64 7356.17 132.80 0.33 0.2854 22.033 0.2854 27.037
AFT 536.13 531.95 6169.39 411,50 00116 ..... 117U2.64 7616.29 260.82 0.69 0.2854 22.029 .... .....
,r
SLUT




IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 S[a. IN.	 LR/SFC	 Sue IN.	 1N/5EC	 IN.	 LH/SEr.
FOREWARD
	
9.9243E 01 5.4197E 02 5.4197E 02 6.1761E 03-1.5875L-03 1.6061E 04-4.1039E-02-2.2411E 011 2.8613F-01 5.611421: -01 -4.1039r-02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.4197E 02 5.4197E 02 6.1761E 03 -2.769HE-02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0 . 0	 0.0	 0 . 0	 -7.1604P-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT# DW/DT = 6.7500E-01
FOREWARD	 3.9237E 02 5.4173E 02 594147E 02 6.1757E 03 7,4839E 01 1.6061E 04 6.6647F 01 4.7327E g3 2.86n7F-01 5.7173E-01 1.933DV 03
AFT	 4.39131E 02 5.4155E OP 5.4130E 02 6.1755E 03 7.4807E 01 1.6061E 04 1.0336E 02"b646DE 03 2.8604E-01 5.7169E-01 i.9316F 03
GAS HUILUUP IN SLOTt OW/DT = 1.3837E 00
FOREWARU
	
6.7592E 02 5.4085E 02 5.3985E 02 6.1745E 03 1.4431E 02 1.6061E 04 0.7047E 01 4.7578E 03 2.85R7F-01 5.7132E-01 3.7170E 0:1
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.4053E 02 5.3954L 02 6.1741E 03 1.4436E 02 1.6061E 04 0.D 	 040	 0.0	 0.0	 3.7163E 03
GAS HUILDUP IN SLOT# DW/D.T 	 6.9750E-01
FORE,WA90
	
9.7460E 02 5.35108E U2 5.3671E 02 6,1723E 03 2.2035E 02 1.6061L 04 8.7334E 01 4.1A00E 03 2.8548F-01 5.705IF-01 5.644TP 03 c
AFT
	
1.0220E 03 5.3829E 02 5.359::E 02 6.1713E 03 2.2059E 02 1.6061E 04 1.0336E OR 5.6591E 03.,2,8538E-01 5.703UF.-01 5. 64 33F 03 ^.
w	 GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT%, DW/UT = 1.3860E 00	 0N
^	 o
w	 w

































OTAL DELIVERED THR1rST (N ► LBF)
OIAL VACUUM THRUST (N ► LHF)
HRU5T CONTRIBUTION OF INEHTS (N7LBF)
uELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SvLUF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE IN*SvLBF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
bkAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE [KG/S ► LBM/S)
FLUwkATE INTEGRAL (KG ► LHMJ
lbul l MASS FLEJW14AIE iKG/SvLHM/b?J
INt;?l MASS HMMAININ(a (KG.L8M)
IGTAL hu!,iN AkLA (M-02.lN**21
TOTAL FROPLLLANT VOLUME (M**391N**3J
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING [K(GvLbM)
TOTAL tiAS MASS (Kb ► LmmJ
kATIU OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR wE1GHT OF UA5 ;KG/MOLEvLHM/MOLE]
LHARACIEHiSrIC EXHAUST VELOCIIY IM/S ► FT/S)
MAXIMUM Cw..MCsER MACH NUMHFR
HEAD END PANAMLIt145:
TOTAL PRESSUHI (N/M*p2 ► LHF/IN**21




































































CYLINDHIG.AL SECTION P ARAMETEH53
HAUTAL EIURPI AREA	 (M**2vrN**2) AHCYL 2104.96127 379690.75
SEbMENI FACE tsURN ARIA	 (M**2v1N**2) ABSLOT 113.B10FIU2 245n6.793
PRUPELLANT VOLUME	 IM**3v1N**3) VFCYL 6e.694656 5046340.0
GAS VOLUME	 (H**3.TN**d1 VP 211.21442 12AR9100.
AFT END PARAHLr.ERS:
TOTAL PRESSUHE:(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**2vLVF/IN**2) PON 0.37081165E	 09' 537.81714
PRESSURE INTEGRAL [NO S/M**2.LHF*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.33107100E	 11 48011.791 Q 0
BURN AREA	 (M**2olN**2) AAN -1.0454245 14020.438
bURN RATE	 (M/SvIN/SLC) RBZ(NI+1) 0x125401941:-02 (1.28559142
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M ► IN) TAUZ(Nl+l) 0.57403928 22.599976
O
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M* p39IN**3) VFN 1.6436332 100312.94 Q
GASVOLUME	 IM* 0 391N**3) VPN 1U.311I844 633539.25 f^
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE 	 [DEG KvUEG 9) PRNT(NI931 .i428.111b 6170.6016
PONT AREA	 (H**29IN**21 AP 1.6919575 11922.5by (^
NOZZLE. PARAMETERS( !7
THROAT AREA	 (M**2 f IN**2) AT 1.4634476 2268.3486
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.8076897 6.8016897
Fj >•jPRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.22992488E-01 0.22992488F-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST OvbS95140TE-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 2.0000000 2.0000000
...	
.._-.-...^.w ^._...., _... _.. 	 _.. _..-..	





INLREMLNT UIVIUING PLANE DATA:
MASS PO r	 P T u M LP AN WUOT OWDOT DW/UT Rµ TA13 RRTO TAUTn
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A PSIA DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN, LB/5EC LB/SEC LU/5EC IN/SEC 1N. IN/SEC IN,
FORE 543.45 543.45 6176.64 0.0 0.0 0.0 lbOb2,80 0.0 0.01 0.14 0.2867 1 6 .253 0.2865 16.251
30.000 543.45 543.45 6116.64 0.0 0.0 0.0 160b2.80 040 0.0 0.09 0.2867 lb.2b3 0.2867 16.253
60.000 543.45 543.45 6176.64 0.0 0.0 090 160b2.81 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.2867 16.253 0.2867 16.251
906000 543.45 543.45 6176964 0,0 0.0 0.0 160 b2.82 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.2867 16.253 0.2667 16.253
99.243 543.45 543.45 6176.64 0.0 0.0 0.0 160(12.82 0.0 0.0 0.03 U.211b7 16.253 0.2867 16.253
i1.9.1100 543.45 543.45 6176.64 0.0 0.0 364.U9 105'+8.66 0.0 182.21 O.b7 0.2867 22.846 0.2867 22.84;+
1480800 543.45 543.45 6176.63 11.65 0.004 365.92 106(12.53 200.46 200.94 0.49 062967 22.445 0.2867 22.1149
17B.BUO 543.44 543.43 6176.62 23.11 0 n 007 361.75 10715.27 401. 9 2 201.95 0.4B 0,2867 22.843 0.2867 22.843 
209.800 1343.42 543.40 6176459 34.40 00010 363.59 lUBn6.BB 604.39 POP." 11.48 0.?Ab7 ?2. 1141 p .?867 2?.841
238.800 543.41 543.36 6176.56 45.52 01013 371.42 l09'tT.35 807.86 203.96 0.49 0.2967 22.839 0.2B67 2?.83'?
-	 268.BUO 543.38 543.31 6176.51 56.49 0.016 373,25 lllu6.70 1012.34 204.97 0,49 U.2A67 22.H3b 0.2867 22.834
298.800 5+3.35 543.24 6176.46 67.31 0.019 375.09 11214.92 1217.82 205.97 0.49 0.2867 22.834 0.2867 2?,834
328.800 543.31 543.16 b176.40 77.98 0.022 376.92 11322.01 1424.30 206.98 0.50 0.2667 22.031 0.2867 2?.831
358.800 543.27 543.07 6176.33 88053 0.025 378.75 11427.97 1631.7P 207.91; 0.50 0.2N67 22.829 0.2867 2?.821
388.800 54x.22 542.97 6176.25 9.9.95 01028 .380.53 11534.80 1U40.2h 20R. g 8 0.50 0.2067 22. 8 26 n.?9h7 2?.a?A
391.799 b4J.21 542.95 6176.24 100901 0.028 380.77 1154 3.22 18bl.59 20.95 -0.39 0.2867 22.823 0.2867 2?.823 vLn
440,378 543.15 542,80 617b.07 119.24 0.034 365.30 l0b25.29 2042.54 93.12 1.311 0.29h6 22.RU8 O.?B66 ??.HOQ rn
447.600 543.14 542.76 6116.05 121.77 0.034 365.77 10653.84 2091.25 48.43 -0.28 0,2P66 22.806 0.2866 22.NOF o
477.600 543.05 542.62 6175995 132.06 0.037 367.69 10711.70 2292.60 201.H3 0.48 0.2866 22.903 0,?B6b 22.803 C3
.^	 507.600 S42.97 542.46 6175,84 342.22 4.040 369961 108138.31 2494.99 20?.BB 0.48 U.2N66 22.799 0.2866 22.19'?
Q1	 537.600 542.138 542.30 6175.7E 152.25 0.043 371.53 11003.68 2698.42 ?U3.92 0.49 0,2P6A 22.794 0.21166 22.794
567.600 542.78 542.12 6175.60 162415 0.046 373.45 11117.62 2902.89 2.04,96 0.44 0.2066 ?2.790 0.286b 2?,lNn
597.600 542.67 541.93 6175.46 171.94 0.049 375,37 11230.73 3108.40 ?06.00 0.49 0.2866 ?Z.786 0.2866 22.794
b27.600 542.56 541.74 6175433 181.62 0.051 377.29 11342.39 3314.95 207204 0.50 0.?A65 220111 0.?865 2?.781
657.600 542.44 541.53 6175.19 191020 0.054 379.21 114 .1 2.81 3522.53 208.08 0,50 0 n 2865 22.777 0.2866 22.777
675.353 542..17 541.40 b175.10 196.85 0.056 380.34 11511.59 3646.29 123.62 -0.14 0.2A65 22.772 0.2865 27.77?
701.100 542.32 541.10 6174.71 220.63 U.062 363.4B 10513.72 3728.77 182.93 0.69 0,2864 22.750 U928b4 2?.750
731+100 542.16 540.84 6174.54 230.11 0.065 365.29 10625.96 3928.68 200.40 0.48 0.2964 22.748 0 n 2864 2?.748
761.100 542.00 540.$7 6174.36 239.49 04069 367.11 10737,10 4129.59 ?01.38 0.48 0.2A64 22.742 0.2864 22,74?
791.100 541.83 540.2H 6174.16 248.77 0.010 368.92 10841.13 4331.44 202.35 0.46 0.2964 22.736 0.28b4 22.73f,
8214100 541.65 539.99 6174.00 257.96 0.073 370.73 109-^b.07 4534.28 ?03.33 0.44 0.2963 22.730 0.2863 2?.73n
ff	 851.100 541.47 539.69 6173.61 267.07 0.075 372.54 110n3.92 4738.08 204.30 0.49 0.2863 ?2.724 0.2863 ?P.724
l	 13111.100 541.28 539.38 6173.62 276.10 0.078 374.35 111 1 0.6b 4942.84 205.27 0.49 0.2863 24.718 0.2863 2?.718
^..	 911.100 541.09 539.06 6173.42 2.95.06 0.080 376.16 112 ►(1030 5148.58 20(1.23 U.50 0.286? ?2.712 0.2862 2?.11?
941.100 540.89 538.73 6113.21 293.95 0.083 377.9T 11340.85 5355.2H 207.20 0.50 O.2R6? 24.705 0.28712 ??.7n%
971.100 540666 538.40 6173.00 302.77 0.085 379.79 11484030 5562.94 ?08.17 0.5U U.?1'; 61 ?2.699 0.2861 ?2.69n
974.232 540.66 536.36 '6172.98 303.72 0.086 379.98 11495 0 U4 5583.10 21.79 -0.314 U.?Rbl 22.693 0.2861 ?7.693
1	 1022.523 540.49 537.bl 6172.05 340.09 0.096 364.99 10612.77 5766.76 0.0 1.34 0.2R60 22.653 0.2860 2?.651
1029.900 540.42 537.51 6172.01 341.67 0.096 365.68 106'ib.20 5816.36 49.33 -0.29 0.2A60 22.649 0.2860 2P.649
1059.900 540.12 537.11 6171.84 34B.03 0.098 368.48 10831.14 6017.43 201.51 0.49 0.2860 22.645 0.2860 22.645
1089'.900 539.82 536.70 6171.66 354.38 09100 371.28 11003.34 6220.02 203.08 0.49 0.2959 22.639 0.2859 2P.63g
1119.900 539 9 51 536.28 6171.48 360.72 0.102 374.08 111 1 2.83 6424.11 204.59 0.50 U.2959 22.633 4.2659 2?.631
1149.900 539.21 535.86 6171.3U 367.06 D.lU4 376.89 11339.59 6629.70 206.09 0.50 0,2959 22.628 0.2858 2?.62R
1179.900 538.90 535.44 61 7 1.11 373.42 0.105 379.69 115U3.63 6836.77 207.59 0.50 0.2858 22.622 0.2659 22.627
1209.900 538.59 535.01 61T0.92 379.7B 0.107 392.49 11604,94 7045,35 209 0 09 0.51 0.2957 22.616 0.2657 2?.614
1239.900 5.380Z7 534.58 6170.73 386.15 09109 385,30 11923.53 7255.42 210.59 0.51 0.2857 22.610 0.?857 22.61n
1256.900 538.08 534.31 6170.60 390,20 00110 387.07 11922.56 7369.23 134.14 0.33 0.2A56 22 9 604 0,2856 ??.604





NO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OWUOT	 Ail	 kH	 DELTA	 WSLUT
LUCATION	 TAU
IN:	 PSIA	 P51A	 DEG. FI	 FT/SEC	 SU. IN,	 LIE/SEC	 SO. Iw.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LH/SE-
FUkEwAkO	 9.9243L 01 5.4345E 02 5.4345E 02 6.1766E n3-1.5843E-U3 1.6061E 44-4.I06 5E »02-2.2411E UO 2.8h31F.-01 5.6842F-01-4 * * 0h5F'-02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 b.4345L 02 5.4345E 02 6.1766E 03-2.7479E-U2 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -7.I22I^-Ul
GAS OUILUUN IN SLOTS UW/UT = 6.7121E-01
FUHEW AFIU
	
3.9I8OE U2 5.4321E 02 5.4296E 02 6.1762E . 03 7.5075E 01 1.6061E 04 8.275PE O1 4.SI74E 03 2.Ft62 5F-01 5.7213E-01 I. g443F 03
OF	 4.4838E 02 5.4305E 02 5.4280E 02 4.1761E 03 7.502E O1 1,bOb1L 04 9.9567E 01 5.4353E 03 2.8623E-01 5.7209E-01 1. 1)4 30F n.i
GAS tIUILDUP 1-4 SLOT. UW/UT = 1.37139E UU
FOkEWAkL 1 	6..7535E U2 5.4237E 02 b.4140E 02 6.1151E 03 1.4439E 02 1.60b1E 04 69.3172E 01 4.54.30E 03 2.86n6E-01.5.71 ► 3E-0I 3.7l45c	 j
AFT
	
7.0110E 02 5.4207E 02 5.411UE 02 6.1747E 03 1.4444E 02 io6061F 04 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.728dr !'3
GAS bU1LUUN IN SLUT. OW/UT = 6.94b6E-01
FukEwAHD	 1I.N4 3E U2 5.4066k 02 S n 383bE U2 6.1730E 03 2.2U63E Ud i.6061F E14 H.3415F 01 4.5655E 03 2.MS66F-01 5.109fiF-01 5.6686E 03
01	 1.u22bF U3 5.3991E 02 5.3161E 02 6.1721E 0.3 2.2U85E 02.1.60b1F 04 9.9573E 01 5.4478E 03 2.8599E =01 5.7016h -01 5.6672r 03
0








IGNITION TIME,	 TIDE	 (5)	 79.000000
PROGRAM
PA14AMF-ILR DESCRIPTION	 (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL EN(,LISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL UELIVLREO THRUST	 (N ► LBF) FTDEL 1604083.0 1754428.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NvLSF) FTVAC d8 ► 3B34.0 1981429.0
THRUST CONTR18UTION OF INERTS 	 lN ► LBF) FI 45O26.629 10122.391
UELIVEkED TUTAL IMPULSE	 (N*5.LbF*S) SRMDTI 0.11489920E 09 0.16071576E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 IN*S.LBF*5) SRMVTI 0.79454336E 09 0.17862050E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1;6182919 1.6162919
GRAIN DISCHAHGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBH/S) WDOT 3480.1748 7672.4127
}LOWRATE INTEGRAL (KbvLBH) SWDOTN .111954.56 6H7742.19
INERT MASS FLUWRATL	 IKG/S ► LBM/S) MIF d4.165466 b3.215757
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KG ► LdM) ml 1623.1111 35711.3417
TOTAL MURN AREA	 (M**29IN * *21 ABTOT dT0.61938 419440.94
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M* *3 9IN* p 3) VF 40.400269 4906328.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG ► LbHl WF 142430.13 314004.15
TOTAL GAS HASS (KG ► LHM) WGTOT v06.455S7 1998*3926
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615715 1.1615715
HOLECULAN WEIGHT OF GA5	 EKG/MOLE ► LHM/MULE) A14W 12.862474 2H.3b6903
a	 CHARACTEkIST1C EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S ► FT/Sl CSTAR 1564 ► BH23 5134.1269
MAXIMUM CKAMIJLR MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.11192316 0.11192316
HEAD ENO PARAMETERS.
TOTAL PRESSUHL ( N/M*"2 ► L8F /IN**2) PH 0.375672B3E 09 544.66768
PRESSURE Ii4TLGRAL
	
(N*S/M**2 ► LHF*S/IN**2) 5PHDT 0.34927124E 11 50651.516
BURN AREA	 IM** 2 9IN*0 21 AMH 0.231115436E-03 0.15937500
.p	 HURN RATE	 IH/S ► IN/S) RBZ{11 0.12870255E-02 0.28669092
DISTANCE BURNEII.(M ► IN) TAUZIIA 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 IM**3 ► IN* p al VFH U.0 0.0
GAS VOLUMF	 (M* 9 3+IN**31 VPFH 12.525938 164380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K ► UEG R) PRNT(l13l .1431.7510 6177.1523
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
RAUTAL BURN ANEA.(M * *21IN * *2) ASCYL 446.62622 382211.44
SEGMENT FACE BUNN AREA (M **2.IN**21 AdSLOT 15.115579 23429.195
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M p*3 ► 1N**31 VFCYL 16.886444 4RI3949.0
GAS VOLUME	 (M * *.39IN**31 VP 414.27003 1307b566.
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURELNOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**4 ► LRF/IN**2) PON 0..17192934E	 09 539.43799
PRESSURE INTEGRAL ( NO S/M**2 ► LBf 4S/IN* *2) SPONUT 0.338498441: 11 49095.051
BURN AREA	 { H**2 y IN* *ZI AAN .6.8774109 13760.016
BURN RATE (M/5 ► IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+i) 0.72593167E-02 0.28579992
DISTANCE BURNED	 (H ► IN) TAUZ(NI+11 O.SBB54735 23.171158
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3 ► IN**3) VFN 1.5138054 92378.125
GAS VOLUME
	 ( M**3 ► IN* ►'3) VPN 10.511B71 641474.06
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K P ULG R1 PRNTtNI13) 342B.50Bd 6171.3164
PORT AREA
	
( M**2 ► IN*e2) AP 1.83'x2709 12144.695
NUZZLE PARAMETERS&
THROAT AREA	 (M**29INO*2) AT 1.4643563 2269.1607
EXPANSION RATIO EPR n.BO34544 6.8034544
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23011263E-01 0.23011263E^01
MISCELLANEOUS PA(IAMETERS1
ANISOTROPIC dURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.659.51407E-01 0.65951407E-01





MASS NU H T
AUD17ION
bL UIUNS PhIA YSIA UEG. H
FORE 544.81 544.87 6177.16
30.O(j0 544.d7 544.87 bl77,I5
60.000 544.87 544.81 6177.15
90.000 544,87 544.87 bI77.15















































































































































O.UR U.1p 69 1&.261
0.03 0. ?x69 Ih.253
0.61 8.2 i3 61 21.410
0.48 U.?Hbd 2.3.419
0.49 0 . 2u h9 2.3.411
0.49 0.? ttb9 21.414
0.4'1 U.2R69 23.412
0. 4.1 U. ?Ph') 23.41U
0.50 0.?961 23.41}1




	 0.2$ 1 6 4; ? .. 39.1
-0.40 U.2R611 23.346
1.38 0.2Rb ri 23-301
	
-0.30	 0.211h.7 23. 31 )
0.44 0.2Pb-I 2.1•.;16
11.49 U..3PhA ?.1.312
n.49 0.?P6 13 ?3.ih11
U 6 50 0.2PbA ?3.361
0.50 U.2Rb7 23.Ix9
	




0.48 0.2 14hf, 23,321
0.49 D. 296 1, ?3.315


























0.2Hhs 2 1.4 1 7
t1 










0.286! 1 23. J I4
0.28 FK 21.}1a
0.?864 ?3.3h-


































INCREMENT UIVIUING PLANE UATA:
U M L H ,1N WUUT
FT/SEC INCHES SU.	 IN. Lb/SEC
0.0 0.0 0.0 160b1.du 0.0
0.0 0.0 u.0 160o2.80 0.0
0.0 (1.0 U40 160 b2.81 000
0.0 0.0 0.0 160 t)2.82 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 36Ub2.82 0.0
0.0 0.0 367.69 107b8.48 O.n
11.51 U.U04 369.52 1081J.61 202.56
22.84 0.007 371.36 11)9 ti1.56 406.,12
34.00 n.010 373.19 I11uU.32 610.69
43.00 0.013 375.;11 11211.92 816.2h
55.85 0.016 376.85 11322433 1022.A4
66.54 0.019 37d.h9 114x1.57 1230.4?
17.11 0.022 380.51 1ISJ9.63 1439.00
8795 1• 0.025 182.35 116 4 &.51 I64R.58
97.85 00028 384.19 11182.22 185,1j,
98.70 0.028 .384.34 II NO. 12 187h.64
117.01 0.033 368.94 108.16.19 2049.85
119.32 01034 369.37 108h4.71 2095.2?
129.62 0.037 371.29 10903.07 2290.66
139.58 0.039 373.21 lllv1.68 2503.15
149.51 0.042 375.13 1121ti.dl 2708.68
159.32 0.045 377.05 11333.44 2915.26
169.02 0.048 376.97 11441.38 3122.87
178.62 0.050 380.89 115h O.04 3331.52
168.12 0.053 382.81 11611.39 3541.21
113.54 U.U55 383.90 11744.59 3662.20
216.44 O.0hl 361.08 107x2.98 3740.75
225.84 0.064 368,89 10BJ6.44 3942.77
235.14 0.066 370.70 109,#8.15 4145.77
244.34 0.069 .372.52 11009.91 4349.73
2'53.46 0.072 374.33 lll h9.93 4554.67
262.50 O.U74 376.14 112 18.81 4760.Sti
271.46 0.077 377.95 11313b,54 4967.45
280,34 0.079 379.76 11493.12 5I75.29
289.16 6.082 381.57 11598.55 5384.11)
297. 11? 0.084 383,38 11702.84 5593.97
298.69 0.084 J83.54 11711.70 56I2.25
333952 0.094 368.63 10816.30 5786.17
334.99 0.094 369.27 10806,80 5832.45
341.35 0.096 372,07 1104J,b3 6035.64
347.70 00098 374.87 11211.62 6240.34
354.04 0.100 377,68 11308.77 6446.54
360.39 0.102 380.48 11567.08 6654.23
366.74 0.103 383.28 11722.55 6863.43
373.10 0.105 386.08 11885.18 7074412
379.48 0.107 388,89 120 44.96 72736430
3113.53 0.109 390.66 12144.70 7421.46






















































PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 nWDOT	 A13	 RH	 ULLTA	 W5LOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PS.IA
	 PSIA	 DEG, R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.
	
LH/SEC	 SO. IN.	 IN/SEC
	
IN.	 LR/SEC
FOHEWAkO	 .9.9243E 01 5.4487E 02 5.4487E 02 6,1772E 03-1.5612L-03 L.6061E 04-4,1090E-02-2.2411E 00 2.8648E-01 5.6842E-01-4.109ur-02
AFT
	 1.188OF 02 5.4487E 02 5.4487E 02 h.1772E 03-2.7389E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -7.1117E-01
GAS UUILUUP IN SLOTi pW/UT = 6.70653E-01
FUkEWARU	 3.9123E 02 5.4463E 02 5.4439E 02 6.1768E 03 7.5312E 01 1.6061E 04 7.AB21E 01 4.2999E 03 2.9642E'-nl 5. 7?hOE-01 1. 9S5597 03
AFT
	 4.4095L 02 5.444HE 02 5.4424E 02 6.1766E 03 7.5278E 01 1.6061E 04 9.5726E 01 5.2224E 03 2.8641E-01 5.7246E-01 1.9541P'03
GAB LWILUUP IN 5LOT, OW/UT.- 1.3BOIF 00
FORLWARO	 6.747.8E 02 5.4332E 02 5.4288E 02 6.1757E 03 1.4447E 02 1.6061E 04 7.9249L 01 4.3260E 03 2.Rh24F-01 5.7211E-01 3.7414F 03





6AS BUILDUP IN SLOT. UW/UT = 6.9515E-01
FOkEWAHU	 9.1j66E 02 5.4217E 02 5.3994E 02 6.1736E 03 2.2090E: 02 1.6064F. 04 7.9568E 01 4.3469E 03 2.R5NHF-0I 5.7136E - 01 5.691dr: 03 ^°v
AFT
	 1.0231E 03 5.4146E 02 5.,A9241: 02 6..1727E {13 2.2110E 02 L.6061E 04 9.573RF 01 5.2343E 03 2.8579E:-01 5.711HE-01 5.6904- 03








SRMOTI 0.73053747E 09 0.16423139E 09












CSTAR 1564.9143 5134. 2344
AMPN 0.10993576 O.1099357b
PH O.J7662464E 09 546.24dO5



























TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LbF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N,LHF)
THRUST CONTH.IdUTION OF.INERTS (NrLHF)
UELIVEREO TUTAL IMPULSE (N*So LbF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LbF*S)
THRUST CULF'F1(:IENI
GRAI14 UISCHA(fUe MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LHM/51
FLUWRATE -INTtLIRAL (K(1,Lt3Ml
INER( MASS FLUWRATE. IKG/S,LHH/5)
1NLRT MASS REMAINING (KG,LdHI
TOTAL HURN AREA (Me*29IN**41
TOTAL HRUPELLANT VOLUME iM**3,1N**J)
PROPELLANT MASS RE:MAININ6 (KG,LHM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG,LOM)
kATIO OF SPECIFIC HEALS
MOLECULAk wEtuHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LdM/MOLE)
.E	
LHAHACTEkI51IC EXHAUST VELUCITY (M/S,FT/S1
MAXIMUM CHAMUER MACH NUMBER
HEAI) END PARAMLT.ERS:
7O14L PRESSURE (N/Ma*2,LHF/IN402)
G,	 PkESSUkE INTEGRAL (N*S/M*4d,L8F*S/IN**2)
!	 BURN AREA (M**29IN**2)
o	 bUHN RATE (M/S,IN/S)
UISTANCE BURNED IM91N)
PROPELLANT VOLUME (H**39IN**J)
.	 bAS VOLUME (rt**3,IN*a31
bAS 51ATlC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,ULG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL HUHN AkEA (M4*2,IN**2)
SEGMENT FACE HURN AREA (M**629IN002)
{
	
	 PROPELLANT VOLUME ( M**J* IN*"3)
GAS VOLUME (M**;1,IN**31
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSUHE(NOZ ENT) (N/M**2,LBF/IN**21
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M*p2,LHF*5/IN**21












ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT








S	 l 	 4	 _ s
INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA:
MASS PO P T U H LP AP WOOT DWDOT DW/DT RH TAU RBTO TAtITn
AUDITION
REUIUNS PS1A PSIA DEG, R FT/SEC INCHES S0.	 IN. L8/SEC L.B/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN*
FORE 546925 546.25 6177.65 000 0.0 0,0 160 62080 040 0.01 0,13 0,2871 16.253 0.2869 16.257
30.000 546925 546.25 6177.65 000 000 0,0 16062,80 000 040 0,08 0.287 1 1 6 ,253 0,2871 1h.253
60.000 546,25 546 0 25 6177.65 060 000 0,0 160 62.81 060 000 0.08 0.2871 16.253 0.2871 16.257
90#000 54b025 546.Z5 6177.65 000 0.0 090 160b2.82 000 010 0.08 0.2811 160253 0.2871 16.253
99,243 546.25 546.25. 6177,65 0.0 0.0 0.0 1606242 0.0 000 0.03 092871 16.253 0.2871 16.251
118.800 546425 546025 6177.65 0.3 0.0 371.29 I0910.48 0.0 166.58 0.67 0.2871 23.993 0.2871 23.993
148.800 546.25 546.25 6177,64 11,38 00004 373.13 110d6,88 204.65 205.14 0.49 0.2971 23.992 0.2871 23.99?
178.800 546,24 546.23 .6177.63 2L,58 00007 374.96 11202.04 410.31 206.15 0.49 0.2871 23.990 0.2871 23.990
208.800 546.22 546.20 6177960 33.62 0.010 37609 11315.97 616.98 ?07.16 0.49 0.2871 23.988 0.2871 23.988
238,800 546.21 546,16 6177.57 44.49 00013 378.63 11428.6B 824.65 208.17 0.50 0.2870 23.966 0.2870 23.986
268.800 546.18 546.10 6177.53 55022 0.016 380.46 11540.16 103303 209.17 0.50 0.2870 23.9114 0.2870 23.984
2980800 546.15 546.04 6177.48 65.80 0,019 382.29 11650.42 1243.01 210618 0.50 0.2870 23 9 981 0.2670 23.941
3289800 546,11 545 n 97 6177.42 76.25 00021 384.13 11759.45 1453.69 211.19 0.50 0.2870 23.918 0.2870 23.914
;1584800 546.07 545.88 6177.35 86.57 0.025 385.96 1166 7 n 26 1665.39 212.19 0.51 0.2870 ?3.976 0.2870 23.976
388.800 546.02 545.78 6177.27 96.77 0.027 387.79 11973.83 1878.06 213.19 0.51 0.2810 23.973 0.2870 23.977
3900654 546402 545.78 6177.27 97.42 00028 387.91 119d0.38 189I,69 13.21 -0.42 U.2R70 23.970 0.2870 23.97n
441.523 545.97 545.64 6177.13 114.85 09032 372.58 11053.34 2056.98 75.24 1.38 0.2170 23.955 0.2870 23.955 N
447.600 545.95 545.61 6177,11 116.93 0.033 372497 110x7.88 2098.91 41.61 -0.32 0.2R70 23.953 0.2870 23.951
w	 477,600 545.88 545.47 6177.01 127.03 0.036 374.89 11198.24 2304.45 206.03 0.49 U.2R70 23.950 0.2870 23.950 -'
5074600 545680 545.33 6176.90 137.00 0.039 376.81 11317.26 2511.04 207409 0.49 0..2870 23.945 0.2870 23.945 NW	 5379600 54501 516 * 17 6176.79 146 4 84 0 ► 041 378.73 11434 n 93 2718.68 208.13 0.50 0,2869 23.941 0.2869 23.943 0
567.600 545.62 545.00 6176.68 156.57 0.044 380.65 115'x'1026 2927.35 209.17 0.50 0.2869 23.937 0.2869 23.937 w
597.600 545.52 544.82 6176.55 166.18 0.047 382.57 11666.24 3137.06 210022 0,50 0.2169 23.932 0.2869 23.93?
627.600 545.41 544.64 6176.42 175.69 00050 384 n 49 11779.88 3347.82 211.26 0.51 0,2869 23.928 0.2869 23.929
657.600 54500 544.44 6176.29 185.11 04.052 386041 11892118 3559.61 212430 0.51 0.2869 23.923 0 0 2864 23023
6740208 545.23 544032 6176.21 190030 0.054 3H7.47 119"x'3.76 3677075 117.98 -0.17 0.2868 23.918 0.2868 23.918
1  -
701.100 545.19 544,06 6175.86 21205 0.060 370,68 109.14.43 3752.34 167.37 0.70 0.2968 23,896 0.2868 23,896
731.100 545.04 543.81 6175970 221.67 0,063 372.49 11049,12 3956.46 204061 0,49 0,286R 23,894 0,2868 23.894
761.I0n 544.89 543.55 6175053 23000 00065 374.30 111 62460 4161.55 205.59 0.49 0,2868 23.8913 0.2868 23.88a
7910100 544.73 543.29 6175.36 240.03 0.068 376.12 11274.89 4367,63 206.57 0.49 0.2167 23.882 0.2867 23.88P
821.100 544.'x6 543.01 6175.19 249.07 0.070. 377.93 113n5.99 4574,66 207,54 0.50 0.2867 23.876 0.2067 23.117x,
851.100 544.39 542.73 6175001 258.04 0.073 379,74 11495.90 4782.68 20B.5I 0.50 0.2867 23.869 0.2967 23.86q
8 8 10100 544.22 542.43 6174982 266,93 0,075 38I,55 116U4.61 4991.66 209.49 0.50 0,2866 23,8h3 062866 23.867
911,100 544.03 542013' •,6174.63 275.75 0.078 383.36 11712.13 5201.60 210.46 0.51 0.2166 23.851 0.2866 23.857
i4..	 941.100 543.84 5414 82°_',6174,44 284,50 0.080 385.17 11818.46 5412.52 211.42 0.51 O.ZR65 23.851 0.2865 23.851
971.100 543465 54.1.50= 6174.24 293.19 0,083:. 386,98 119d3.59 5624.39 212.39 0.51 0.2N65 23.844 0,2865 23.844
973.089 543.63 541,47. 6174.22 293.79 0.083 387.10 11930.52 5638.92 14.11 -0.41 0.2P65 23.838 0,2865 23.839
1023,666 543,50 540.82 6173940 327.13 0.092 372,28 110 ++2,10 5805,00 0.0 1,39 0.2864 23.798 0.2864 23.799
10296900 543#44 540.74 6173.37 328.48 0.093 372.87 110/9.61 5847.88 42.57 -0.31 0.2864 23.793 0.2864 23.793
1059,900 543.16 540.35 6173020 334.84 0,094 375.67 11258,34 6053.17 205079 0.50 0.2864 23.789 0.2864 23.789
10890900 542.B8 539#97 6173403. 341919 00096 378 # 47 11434,11 6259.9R 207x31 0.50 0,2863 23#783 0.2863 23,783
1119.900 542.59 539,56 6172.86 347.54 0.098 381.27 11606.92 6468.29 208.82 0.50 0.2863 23.777 0.2863 23.777
1149.900 542631 539.18 6172.6B 353.89 0.100 3B4 n 07 117x6,78 6678,09 210032 0.51 0.2862 23.771 0#2862 23.771
1179.900 542,02 538,78 6172,50 360.24 00102 3BS 0 87 11943.68 6889,40 211.83 0.51 0,2862 230765 0.2862 23.764
1209.900 541.72 538.37 6172.32 366.60 0.103 389.68 12JUT.63 7102.21 213.33 0.52 0.2861 23.7b9 0.2861 23.750
t.	 1239.900 541.43 537.97 6172.13 372.98 0.105 392.48 12268 061 7316.51 214.83 0052 0.2861 23.753 0.2B61 23.753
1258.900 541.24 537,70 6172.01 377.0] 0,106 394 0 25 12369.05 7453,01 136,83 0.33 0.2860 23.747 0.2860 23.747
AFT 541.01 537.23 6171062 389,82 0.110 00..0 12369.05 7699,45 247.o9 0065 0.2960 23.743 .... .....
^^,.......__. ... ^.....4r^_. .....,_w. ^..__.-	 __. .... _.. .. ..	 ...	 :.... ..	 ..	 ... - .. .^	 .. ..	 _. .. _.. ^.<^... .4._1x1^.i... --_	 _. __.	 __.. _..	 .a ^..
`SLUT
INTERFACE	 PO	 P T	 11 AP DWDDT AH Rp DELTA WSLUT
LU.CAIIUN TAU
i IN.	 YSIA	 PSIA DLG. R	 FT/SEC SO.	 1N. L9/SEC SU.	 IN. IN/SEC IN. Ln/5Ff
FUREWAHU
	
9.9243E 01 5.4625E 02 5.4625E 02 6.1776E 03-1.5782E-03 1660611: 04-4.1114F-02w2.2411E 00 2.R6A5F-01 5.6842L-01-4.11149'-0?
AFT	 1.1t3H0h 02 5.462SE 02 5.4625E 02 6.1776E.03-2.7.323E=02 1.6061E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -7.1179E-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUTS Uw/UT = 6.7068E-01
FUUEwARD	 3.9065E 02 b.4602E 02 5.4578E 02 6.1773E 03 7,5547E U1 1.6061E 04	 7.4839E nl 4.0802E 03 ?.H6ti9E-n! 5.72HyE.-01 1. 1+665r 03
AFT	 4..4I52E 02 5.4588E 02 5.4564E 02 6.1771E 03 7.5512E 01 1.6061E 04 9.1837E 01 5.0072E 03 2.86SAF-01 5.7281E-• 01 1.965l r 	03
GAS HOLDUP IN SLOT. UW/UT =. 1.3833E= 0U
FUHFWAHD
	
6.7421E 02 5.4523E 02 5.4432E 02 6.1762E 03 1.4454E 02 1.6061E 04 7.5281E 01 4.I068E 03 2 * 8642F-01 5.72491E-01 3.7'1.1ut	 01
AFT
	 7.0110E 02 5.4497E 02 5.4406E 02 6.1759E 03 1-.4457E 02 1.6061F 04 0.0 010 040 0.0 3.7bJ"	 113
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUTS OW/0T = 6.9663E-01
FOREWAHU
	
9.7309E 02 5.4363E 0? 5.4147E 026.1742E 03 2.2117E 02 1.6061E . 04 7.5614E 01	 4.13011: 03 2.8607E-n1 5.71	 L-01 5.7145 E	naf- AFT	 1.0237E 03 5.4297E 02 5.40112E 02 6.1734E 03 2.2135E 02 1.6061E 04 9.1853E 01	 5.0185E 03 2.85188E-01 5.115NE-01 5.71319' 03






I6NITION TIME,	 TIME	 (5)	 83.6000DO
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR P.ARAM£7EH5t
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTDEL 1862448.0 1767549.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NtLBF) FTVAC 6872199.0 1994550.0
THRUST CUNTRISUTION OF INERTS (N,LBF) FI 45342.543 10193.410
U£LIVENED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SoLBF*5) 5RMD7I 4.74623411E 04 0.16776014E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.82991744E [19 0.18657290E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6179132 1.6179132
GRAIN . DISCHARGE MASS FLQWRATE (KG/59LBM/S) WDOT .:503.8679 7724.7070'
FLOWHATE INTEGRAL (KG.LBK) SWDOTN .625923.38 718538419
INERT.MASS FLQWRATE (KG/S,LBM/5) MIF 44.335007 53.649536
1NERT.MASS REMAINING (KG,LUM) MIR 1525.9363 3364.1140
TOTAL BURN AREA ABTOT 272.13232 421806.19
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VF 72.482056 4423129.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LBH) WF 128402.08 283080.00
..	 TOTAL GAS MASS . (KG,L8M) WGTOT 940eb4B68 2073.7759
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615725 1.1615725
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAL (KG/MDLE,LBH/MOLE) AMW 12.863194 28.358490
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SIFT/5) CSTAR 1564.9429 51340281
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0410800093 0.10800093
HEAD END PARAMETERS(
TOTAL. PRESSURE	 (N/M**2,L8F/IN** 9) PH 0.37749248E 09 547.50684 mLn
PRESSURE INTL6RAL IN*S/M**29LUF*5/IN**2) SPHOT 0.36433535E 11 52842.383 90
U,	 bUKN AREA
	 (M**2,IN**21 AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.359315D0 0
_'.	 BURN RATE	 (M/S,IN/S) RBZ(I) 0,72949342E-02 0.28720230 N
w
	 DISTANCE BURNED (M,iN) TAUZ(1) 0.412B2398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME IM**3.IN**3) VPH 12.525938 764380.90
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,UEG R) PRNT(1o31 3432.2783 6178.1016
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL BURN AREA
	 (M**2,IN**2) ABCYL 249,91911 387375,44
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**29IN**2) ASSLOT 13.703797 21240,930
PROPELLANTVOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFCYL 11 n 221024 4346176 n 0
GAS VOLUME
	




(N/M**2,LBF/IN**2) PON 0.37401190E 09 542.45874
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M N *21L8F*S/IN• *2) 5PONDT 0.35341812E 11 51258.969
BURN AREA {H**2,IN**2) AAN 8.5093803 13189.566
BURN RATE	 (M/S.IN/SErC) RBZ(Nl*l) 0.72691441E-02 0.28618681
DISTANCE BURNED IM,IN) TAUZ(Nl*1) 0.61759436 24,314743
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN•*3) VFN 1.2610235 76952.438
GAS VOLUME (M**3vIN**3) VPN 10.764653 656899.75
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,OEG R) PRNT(NIt3) .1429.2488 6172.6484
PORT AREA (M**2tIN**2) AP 8 n 1261854 12595,613
NOZZLE PARAMETERSI
THROAT AREA {M*02,IN**21 AT 1.4661894 2272.5996
EXPANSION RA110 EPR 0,7949562 6.7949562
PRESSURE RATIO PEPD 0.23049086E-01 0.23049086E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 2.dd00D00 2.0000000
INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE (DATA:
MASS Pt) P T U M LP AP WDOT Ow D() 3 Uw /UT Rio TAU RH7O TAUT+1
AUDITION
RLGIONS P51A PS1A UEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO-	 IN. L8/SEC LH/5EC LU /SEC IN/SEC IN, IN/SEC IN.
FOHk 547.31 541,51 6178.111 0.0 0.0 0.0 16002.80 0.0 0.01 0.12 0.2372 16.253 O.?Bll 1h.25t
30.000 547.51 541.51 6178.10 0.0 0.0 U.0 16004.B0 0.0 0.n O.OA 0.2872 16.253 0.2872 16.253
60.000 541.53 547.51 61711.10 0.0 014 0.0 lbOb2.81 0.0 060 O,OH 0,20? 16.253 0.2872 16.251
90.000 541.51 547.51 6176.10 0.0 U.0 0.0 16002.82 0,O 0.0 0.08 0.2117? 16.253 n.2872 16.251
99.243 547.51 547.51 6116.10 0.0 0.0 040 16002.82 0.0 11,0 0.02 0.21172 16,153 n.2811 16.252
118.800 541.51 547.51 6178.10 0.0 040 374.90 111 04.68 0.0 1Sit.b2 0.h7 0,2872 ?4.568 0.281? 24.564
1411.800 547.51 547.51 611H.U9 11.25 0.004 376.73 113U2.34 4Ub.75 207.?4 0.49 0.2P72 24.5bb 0.2872 24.566+
178.000 541.50 547,49 6118.08 22.33 0.006 37d,57 1141 14.71 414. 50 ?011.245 0.49 0.2R7P 24.564 0.2872 24.564
206.800 547.49 341.46 6170.05 33.24 0.010 380.40 11533.81 b23.2b ?09.26 0.50 0.2n7? ?4.562 0.287? 24.567
238.80n 547.47 541.42 6178,U4 44,00 0.013 362.23 11641.64 83.3.03 ?10.27 0.50 (1.2A1? ?4.560 0.2872 24.S6n
26H.800 547,45 541.37 6117.98 54.61 0.016 364.01 11700.15 1043.80 211.27 0.5n U.1Rl? ?4.55H 0 n 2872 24.55A
298.800 547.41 547.31 6177.93 65.08 0.0113 365.90 11811.47 1255.59 212.1.4 0.50 0.2)17? 24.555 0.287? 24.55-
328.800 541.38 547.23 6177.08 75.42 0.021 381.13 11 96 1.41 1468.36 21.3. ?9 0.51 1).2912 25.551 0.2872 24.55}
358.800 547.33 547.15 6177.B1 85.63 0.024 389.57 120 4 0.20 1b82.14 214.29 0.51 U.?872 ?4.b50 0.267? 24.55n
38H.000 541.28 547.05 6177.74 95.73. 0.027 391.40 121 5 1.65 1896.92 215.29 0.5t 1).287? ?4.547 0.2872 24.547
390.080 541.26 547.05 b177.73 96.111 06027 391,48 12EU 2.21 1906.58 9621 -0.44 U.2611 ?4 . 544 0.2811 24.544
442.09h 547.24 546.92 6177.60 112.75 0.032 376 * 23 112f0.73 2n63.91 71.23 1.38 (1.2071 24.529 0.2871 24.521
447.600 541.22 54b.89 6117058 114.63 0.032 376.5B 11253.2U ?.102.31 38.07 --0.34 U.?071 24.5?7 0.2871 24.527
Lu	 477.110() 541.15 54h.16 6.177.48 124.63 0.035 374.50 11414.81 2309.95 ?UH.13 0.44 0.2871 Zµ . 524 n.?871 24.b24
1_.	 507.600 .547.08 546.62 b117.38 134.51 0.038 3110.42 115.65.03 ?5It).64 2014.10 0.50 0.2n71 ?4.519 8.2671 24. 51,
Ln	 537.600 5-lb .99 54b.47 6177.21 144.2h 0.041 362,33 11653.86 2728..37 ?10.23 0.5n U.29/1 24.SIS 0.2671 24.614,
bb7.600 544.90 546..10 6177.1h 153.90 0.043 384.25 11711.28 2939.14 211.?7 0.50 U.1471 2 4 .511 0.2871 2µ.9E1
597.600 546080 546,13 h117.04 163.43 0.046 386.17 11801.30 3150.95 ?12.32 0050 0.2P11 24.504 0.x871 24.bilf^
627.600 .546.70 545.95 6176.91 172.89 0.049 388.09 12OU1.93 3363.80 213.36 0.31 0.2070 24.502 0.?810 2u.b0^
657.600 546.59 545.15 6176.19 182.19 0.051 390.01 12119.15 3517.69 214.40 0.51 0.2P7n 2µ.491 0.2870 24.457
673.635 546.53 .545.65 6176.71 187.17 0.053 391.04 121 15.11 3692.90 115.02 -0.19 0.?aln 24 . 492 0.2870 24.497
701.100 546.49 545.40 6176.38 208.40 0.059 374.29 111 48,07 3763,47 159,44 0.64 0.2R69 24.470 0.2869 24.410
131.100 546.35 545.16 6176.22 217.65 0,061 376.10 11203.98 39b9.64 ?O6.11 0.49 q.2"b9 ?4.4h7 0.?869 24.467
1610100 546.20 544.91 (3176.Ub 226,80 0.004 377.91 11318.65 4176.88 207.69 0.49 U,2n64) 24.461 0.2869 24.461
1 9 1.100 54b.U4 544.64 b175.89 235.86 0.067 379.72 11492.07 4385.04i 208.67 0.50 0.?R69 24.455 0.2869 24.4SG
821.100 545,88 544.36 6175.72 244.83 0.069 361.53 11604,25 4594.19 ?09.(74 0.SO 0.21169 ?4.449 11.2869 24.44•)
651.100 545.71 644.10 6175.55 253.73 04072 383.34 11715,20 4804.30 210061 0.50 0.2R611 24.443 0.28bN 240441
8b1.100 545.54 543.81 6175.37 262.55 0.014 385.15 I1824.89 5O15.3R 211. 59 0.50 0.?PbA ?4.436 0.28hH ?4.43 t-
911-10D 545.37 543.52 (1175.18 271.30 0.077 386,96 11933.36 5227,43 ?12.56 0.91 0.211b7 24.430 0.2861 24.43n
941.100 545.18 543.21 6374.99 279.99 0.079 386.77 12040.57 5440.45 213.53 0.51 0.21467 24.424 0.2867 24.424
911.100 544.99 542.90 6174.80 288.62 0.081 390.58 1214b,54 5654.43 214.50 0.51 0.2067 24.417 0.2667 24.417
972.516 544.98 542.bB 6174.79 289.05 0.082 390.67 12151.51 5665.01 10.15 -0.43 0.2Rb6 24.411 0.2866 24.411
1024.238 544.85 542.27 6174.02 320.96 04091 375.94 112b0.19 5823.15 0.0 1638 0.2866 24.310 0.2866 24.31n
1029,900 544.110 b42.20 6173.98 322.19 04091 376,46 11294,62 5862.54 39.n7 -0.33 0.?R66 24.3bb (1,2866 24.364
10'-59.900 544.b3 541.83 6173.82 328.55 81093 379.27 11415.25 t%069.94 207.90 0.50 0.2966 24.362 0.286b 24.36?
1089.900 544,26 541.45 6173.65 334.91 0.094 382.07 1j652.80 6218.135 ?09.42 0.50 0.?1165 2 4 .356 11.2865 24.354'
1119.900 54308 541.07 6173.48 341,25 0.096 384.87 11821.29 6489.26 ?10.92 n,51 0,?R69 74.350 0,2865 24.350
1149.900 543,71 540.68 6173.31 347.60 0.098 387.67 11998.70 b701.18 212.43 0.51 U.1H64 ?4.344 0.2864 24.344
1179.900 543.42 540.29 6173.13 353.95 0.100 390.47 321b7.03 6914.60 213.94 0.51 11.2464 ?4.318 (1.2864 ?4.33.1
1409.900 543:14 539.90 61f2.95 360.32 0.102 393,27.12332.29 7129.52 115.44 0.52 U.PR63 ?4.312 0.2+363 24.33A
1239.900 542.86 539.50, 6172.77 366.69 0.103 396.07 12494.48 7345.93 216.94 U.51 0.2P63 24.323 0.2863 24.324+
1258.900 542.bB 539.25 6172.65 370.74 0.105 397,95 12595.61 7483.77 138.17 0.3-1 0.2862 ?4.319 0.2862 24.311






INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OWDOT	 AS	 28	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 P$IA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.	 LB/SEC	 SQ. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LHrtiEr
FOREWARD	 9.9243E 01 5,4751E 02 5.4751E 02 6.1791E 03-1.5755E-03 1.6061E 04-4.1136E-02-2.2411E 00 2.B6RIE-01 5.6842E-01-4.12369-02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5,4751E 02 5.4751E 02 6.1781E 03-2.7134E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 090	 -7.0848F-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT = 6.6734E-01
FOkEWARD	 3.9008E 02 5.4728E D2 5.4705E 02 6.1777E 03 7.5792E 01 1.6061E 04 7.0809E 01 3.8584E 03 2.8675E-01 5.7319E-01 1.9774F 03
AFT	 4.4210E 02 5.4715E 02 5.4692E 02 6.1776E 03 7.5755E 01 1.6061£ 04 8.7898E 01 4.7R99E 03 2,9673E-01 5.7315E-01 1.976OF 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/OT = 1.3780E 00
FUkEWARD. 6.7364E'02 5.4653E 02 5.4565E 02 6.1767E 03 1.4462E 02 1.6061E 04 70264F 01 3.8055E 03 2.8658E-01 5.7283E-01 3.7642E 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5v4629E 02 5.4540E 02 6.1764E 03 1,4466E 02 1.6061E 04 0,0	 0.0	 060	 0.0	 3.7635E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT DW/UT = 6.9358E-01
FOREWARD	 9.7852E 02 5.4498E 02 5.4288E 02 6.1748E 03 2.2146E 02 1.6061E 04 7.1612E 01 3.9091£ 03 2.8624E-D2 5 .7213E-01 5.7366F 03
AFT
	
1.0242E 03 5.4436E 02 5.4227E 02 6.1740E 03 2.216.3E 08 1.6061E 04 8.7916E .01 4.8004E 03 2,8616E-01 5.7197E-01 5.7358F 03
rn
1







IUNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (S)	 856000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION	 (UNJTS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIUNAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
IDEAL UELIVLHLD THRUST	 (I^t,LBF) FTOEL 1d13H5b4.D 1773420.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (N,LHF) FTVAC od98315.0 200n42I.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF	 INERTS	 (N,LBF) FI y54B6.570 10275.785
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*SiLBF*S1 SRMDTI 0.16198502E 09 D.1713011ZF	 (19
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.84768794E 09 0.190567137E	 09
THRUST CUEFFICIENT CF 1.6177235 1.6177235
DRAIN UISCHAkGE MASS FLOWRATE	 (KG/S,LBM/S1 MOOT 1514.5752 7748.3125
FLUWRATE	 INTEGRAL	 (KG,LU f l SWDOTN .332941.61 734011.19
INERT MASS FLOWRATL	 (Kb/S,LBM/5) MIF [4.412.308 53.BI9946
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KG,LBM) MIR 1477.1116 3256.4741
TOTAL BURN AREA
	
IM002,JN**2) ABTOT 212181860 42ZH69.81
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M* +'99IN* 9 3) VF u8.503632 4180350.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 (KG,LHM) WF 12!355.06 267542.19
TOTAL UAS MAmS
	
(KG,LBMJ WGTOT 957.61035 2111.1699
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA 1.1615734 1.1615134
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LuH/MOLE) AMW 12.863501 28.359117
CHAkACTEkISTIC EXHAUST	 VELOCITY	 (M/S,FT/5) CSTAR 1564.9692 5J34.4141
MAXIMUM CHAMOLH MACH fJUMHER AMPN 0.10611951 D.10611957
HEAD END PAPAMEIERS:





(N*5/M**2,Lk1 F *SlIN**2) SPHDT 0.37189308E	 11 53938.535
L,	 BURN AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AHH 0.231B543bE-03 0.35937500
I	 WINN RATE	 {M/S, IN/S] RBZ (1 ) 0.129113131E -02 V..'H 7.I3S22
rn	 DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZ(1) 0.412823913 16.252914
PROPELLANT VULUME	 (M**3,1N**31 VFH 0*0 0.0
UA5 VOLUME	 (M**3,1N**3) VPH 12.52593d 164.3d0.00




(M**2,IN*"21 AUCYL 251.54698 3H9B98063
SEtjHLNT FACE BURN AREA 	 (M**29IN**2) AdSLOT 12.987264 20130.301
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.IN**3) VFCYL o7.3b4665 4110847.0
GAS VOLUME.
	
(M**3vIN**31 VP 223.53116 13640714.
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSUkE(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**2,LRF/IN u*2) PON 0.37492173!: 09 543.77808
PRE55URE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**29LBF*S/IN**21 SPONDT 0.36090745E 11 52345.203
HUKN AREA	 1M**2,•TN**21 AAN 4.2842741 12840.652
BURN RATE	 (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+11 0.72734095E-02 0.28635478
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.63213265 24.887115
PROPELLANT VULUME
	
(M**39IN**3) VFN 1.1389341 69502.063
6AS VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VPN 10.8[16743 664350.13
GAS STATIC TEMPERATU^	 (DEG K,UE.G R) PRNT(NI,3) J4?9.5764 617362383
PORT AREA	 (M**2,IN* O	I AP b.2731780 12824.383
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AT 1.4671106 2274.0264
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.7906923 6.7906923
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.230bT1085F.-01 0.2306H0B5E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICILNT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01




INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATAI
V
MASS PO P T U M LP AP WDGT, DWDOT DW/DT RA TAU RBTO TAUTn
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. LB/SEC LR/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 548.65 548.65 6178.51 090 060 0.0 16062.80 D.0 0.01 0.11 0.2873 16.253 0.2872 16.253
30.0DO 548.65 548.65 6178.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 1602.80 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.2973 16.253 0.2873 16.253
604000 5-8.65 548.65 6176.51 O.D 0.0 0.0 16062,81 0,0 0.0 0.07 0.2873 16.253 0.2873 16.251
90.000 54B.65 548.65 6178.51 000 0.0 0.0 16062.82 0.0 060 0.07 0 n 2973 16.253 0.2873 16.253
99.243 548.65 548.65 6178.51 010 000 0.0 16062982 000 0.0 0.02 0.2873 1 6 .253 0.2873 16.253
1186800 548.65 548.65 6178.51 0.0 0.0 378,51 114111.06 0.0 150.57 0.66 0,2R73 29.1 42 0.2873 250147
146.800 548.85 54B.65 6178.50 11.13 0.004 380.34 11519.98 208.83 209.32 0.49 0.2273 259141 0.2873 25.141
178,800 548.64 548.63 6178.49 22401, 0.006 382.18 116.37,57 418.67 210.33 0.49 0.2P73 2 5 .13 9 0.2873 25,130
208.800 548.63 548.60 6178.41 32.88 0.009 384.01 11753.84 629.52 211.34 0.50 0.2873 25.137 0 n 2873 25,137
238.8D0 548.61 548.56 6178.43 43.52 0.013 385.84 11868679 841.3€,% 212.35 0.5n n.2R73 25 .134 0.2873 25.134
268.800 548.58 548.51 6178.39 54.02 0.015 387.68 119 82.41 1054.24 213.36 0.5D 0.2273 25.132 0.2873 25.137
1;98.800 548456 548.45 6178.34 64.38 00018 389.51 1209401 1268.10 214.37 0.50 0.2973 25.129 0.2873 25.120
3286800 548.52 548.38 6178.29 74.62 00021 391.34 122US,68 1482,97 215.38 0.51 0.2873 254127 0.2873 25.127
358.800 548.48 548.30 6178,23 84.73 0.024 393.17 12315.33 1698.84 216.38 0.51 0.2973 25.124 0.2873 25.124
388.600 54}3.43 548.20 6178.15 94.73 0.027 395.01 12423,66 1915.71 217.3E 0.51 0.2R73 25.121 0.2873 29,121
389.507 548.43 548.20 6178.15 94.99 0,027 395,05 12426.19 1921,31 5914 -0.46 0.2873 25.118 0.2873 25.11A
442.669 548,39 548.0B 6178.02 110.72 0.031 379.87 11490.36 2070.58 67.17 1.37 0.2R73 25 .103 0.2873 25.101
447G600 54B.3B 548.06 6178.01 11209 0.032 380.19 11510.70 2105.39 34.45 -0.36 0.2973 25,101 0.2873 2 q .101 ?^
477.600 548.30 547.93 6177.92 122.31 0,034 382.1D 11633.57 2315.11 210.22 0.49 0.2873 25.098 0.2873 25.09 q o
507.600 548.23 547.79 6177.82 132.10 0.037 384.02 11755.00 2525.99 211.27 0950 0.2872 259094 0.2872 25.094 N
537.600 548.15 547.64 6177.71 141.76 0,040 385.94 11874.97 2737.70 212032 0.50 0.2872 25 n 089 0.2872 25.089 w
567,600 548.06 547.46 6177.60 15102 0.043 387.86 1194:1.48 2950.56 213.36 0.50 0.2872 25.085 0.2872 25.085 61
597.600 547.97 547.31 6177.43i 160,76 0.045 389.78 12110.55 3164.46 214.41 0.51 0.2872 25.DB O 0.2872 25,080
627.600 547.86 547.13 6177.36 170.11 0.048 391.70 12226.17 3379.41 215.45 0.51 0.2872 25.076 0.2872 25.076
657.600 547.76 546.95 6177.23 179.37 0.051 393.62 12340.33 3595,39 216.49 0.51 0.2972 25.071 0.2872 25.071
673.062 547.70 546.84 6177.16 184.13 0.052 394.61 12398.61 3107.58 111.99 -0.21 0.2871 25.066 O.P.G71 25.066
701.100 547,66 546.61 6176.85 204.57 0.058 377,89 11363.91 3774,09 151.41 0.69 0.2141 25 .044 0.2871 25.044
731.100 547.53 546,38 6176.70 213,75 0,060 379.70 114d1.05 3982.39 208.80 D.49 0.21,71 25.041 0.2871 25.041
761.100 547938 546.13 6176.54 222.83 0,063 381.51 115 96.89 4191.68 209.78 0,49 062871 25.035 0.28 71 25.039
791.100 547.23 545.86 6176.38 231.82 0.065 383.32 11711.45 4401.94 210.76 0.50 0.2870 25.029 0.2870 25.029
8210100 547.08 545.62 6176.21 240.73 0,06E 385.13 11B24.71 4613.17 211.73 0.50 0.2870 25.023 0,2870 25.023
851+100 546.91 54504 617604 249.55 0.070 386.94 11936.69 482507 212.71 0.50 0.21,70 25.016 0.2870 25.01A
8814100 546.75 545.07 6175.B6 258.31 0.073 388.75 12047.37 5038.54 213.68 0,51 0.2A69 25.010 0.2869 25,oln
9110100 546.57 544.7B 6175.68 ?67,00 0.075 390.56 12156.77 5252.69 214.65 0651 0.2869 25.004 0.2869 25.004
9410100 546.39 544.48 6175.50 275.62 0,078 392,37 12264.87 546T,80 215.62 0.51 0.2869 24.997 0,2B69 24,997
971.100 546.20 544.18 6175.31 284.19 0.080 394.18 12371.69 5683,87 216.59 0.51 0.2a6R 24.990 0.2868 24.99n
971.944 546.20 544.17 6175.30 284.46 0.080 394.23 12374.67 5690.43 6.11 -0.45 0.2968 24.984 0.2868 24.984
1D24.810 546008 543.59 6174.57 314.99 00089 379,59 11480.55 5840.54 D.0 1.37 0.2167 24.943 , 0.2867 24.941
10290900 546904 543,53 6174.55 316,10 06089 380.06 11511.83 5876.36 35,47 -0.35 0.2967 24.939 0.2867 24,934
1059,900 545,78 543.17 6174939 322.46 0.091 382.87 11694,36 6085,85 209.99 0.50 0.2867 24.935 0.2867 24.939,
10899900 545.52 542.80 6174.22 328082 0.093 385967 11873,71 6296.86 211.51 0.50 0.2867 24.929 0.2867 24.920
1119.900 545.25 542.43 6174.05 335.17 0.095 388.47 12049,86 6509.37 213002 0.51 0.2R66 24.923 0.2866 24.921
1149,900 544.98 542.06 6173.89 341051 0 n 096 391.27 1222202 6723.38 214.53 0.51 0.2866 24.917 0.2866 24.917
1179.90D 544.71 541.68 6173.71 347.87 0.098 394.07 12392.59 6938.90 216.04 0.52 0.2865 24. 9 11 0.2865 24.911
12090900 544944 541.29 6173.54 354.23 06100 396.67 12559.16 7155.92 217.54 0.52 0.2865 24.904 0.2865 24.904
1239.900 544.16 540,90 6173.35 360.61 0.102 399.67 12722,55 7374.44 219,05 0.52 0.2864 24.898 0,2864 24.898
12589900 543,9B 540.66 6173.24 364.65 0.103 401.44 128d4.3B 7513961 139.50 0.33 0.2964 24.892 0.2864 24.898




PD	 Y	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDUT	 AB	 k.3	 DELIA	 WSLOt
LOCAfI0N	 TAH
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SD. IN.	 Lk!/SFC	 SIT. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LH/SEC
FukEwAka
	 9.9243E 01 5.4865E 02 5.4865E 02 6.1785E 03-1.5130E-03 1.6061E U4-4.11 +bhF-04-2.2411E UO 2.86R4F-iil 5.6PS42F- 01-4.1156r,-0l
APT	 1.1880E 02 5.4855E 02 5.41165E 02 6.1785E 03-2.6951E-02 1.606TE 04 0.0 	 0.0	 040	 U.0	 -7.0513F-Ul
GAS BUILUUP IN SLUT. 1}W/UT := 6.639BE-01
FOkEWAKD	 3.8991E 02 5.4943E 02 5.482OF 02 6.1782E 03 7.6043E 01 1.6061E 04 6.6731F Ol 3.6344E 03 2.8689F-01 '7.13hOF-01 1. y98O ; 03
AFT	 4.4267E U2 5.4830E 02 5.4808E 02 6.1780E 93 7.6006E 01 1.6061E 04 8.3909F D1 4.5702E 03 2.86138E- 01 5.1347E:-01 1.9867F 03
GAS dUILDUH IN SLOTS DW/UT a 1.3712E 00
F(M EWAND	 6.73U6E 02 5.4770E 02 5.4684E 02 6.1772E 03 1.4412E 02 1.6061E 04 6.71 9 9E 01 3.6620E 03 2.0673F-01 5.73lhF-01 3.1148 8' 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5,4746E U2 544661E 02 6.1769E 03 1.4475E 02 1.6061F 04 090 	 0.0	 0.0	 O.0	 3.7741F Os
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUT+ OW/DT = 6.8986E-01
FU ►+EWAHD	 9.7144E 02 5.4620E 02 5.4417E 02 6.1753E 03 2.2178E 02 1.6061F 04 6.7561E 01 3.6859E O3 2.SF4OF-01 5.7248E-01 5.7680' : Od
AFT	 I.Od48k 03 5.4562E 02 5.4359E 02 6.1746E 03 2.2193E: 02 1.60618 04 8.3928E 01 4.51100E 03 2.8613E-01 5.7233F-01 5.7566E U.3








	 TIME	 (S)	 B7.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETkR DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSt
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N * LHF) FTDEL 1917602.0 1779948.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NrLOF) FTVAC 4927353.0 2006949.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NrLBF) FI 49373.879 110994691
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LBF*S) 5RMDTI 0.77779123E 09 0.17485446E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.86551347E 69 0.19457522E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6182127 1.6182127
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) WDOT .1524.9016 7771.0781
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG,LBM) SWDOTN 339981.31 749530.56
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) MIF 26.498596 58.419434
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGrLBM) MIR 1424.1145 3139.6353
TOTAL SUkN AREA
	
(M**PrIN**2) ABFQT 273.48535 423903.19
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3)' VF b4.513153 3936836.0
(PROPLLLANT MASS REMAINING	 (KG,LBM1 WF 114285.88 251957.25
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG,LBM) WGTOT 974960205 2148.6301
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 191615734 1.1615734
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEsLUH/MOLE) AMW 12.863803 28.359833
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1564.9941 5134.4961
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0910428613 0.10428613
HEAD END PARAMETERS: N
TOTAL PRESSURL(N/M Q*2oL13F/IN**2) PH 0..17903488E 09 549.74365
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2,LBP*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.J7946622E 11 55036.926 41
BURN AREA	 {t1**2,IN**2)^ AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500 o
BURN RATE (M/S,IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.13015578E-02 0.28746301
^o	 DISTANCE BURNED	 (M,IN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16x252914 '
PROPELLANT VOLUME CMO *391N**3) VFH O.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VPH 12.525938 76438000
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(1,3) -1432.7253 61780063
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSt
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**291N**2) AUCYL 253,16251 392402.69
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2sTN**2) ABSLOT 124263672 190OB4730
PROPELLANT VOLUME 4M**3#IN**3) VFCYL 6:3.4930B8 3874588.0
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3+1N**3) VP 226t64832 13830935.
AFT END PARAMETERS)
TOTAL PRESSUkE(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**2.LBF/IN**21 PON 0.37579520E 09 545.04492
-	
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2,LBF*S/IN**2) SPONDT 0.36841460E 11 53434.023
BURN AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AAN b.0590410 12491.539
4)URN RATE	 (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+1) 0.72775036E-02 0.2B651601
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.64667946 25.459824
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**31 VFN 1.0200491 62247.293
GAS VOLUME	 (M**39IN**3) VPN 11.005627 671604.B8
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,UEG R) PRNT(NI,3) 3429,8889 6173.8008
PORT AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AP 444227877' 13055.348
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA (M**2,IN**2) AT 1.4680319 2275.4551
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.7864285 6.7864285
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23087144E-01 0.23087144E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 2.0000000 200000000
rte`
INGWEMLNT UIVIUING PLANE DATA: 8
MASS PD P T lJ M LP AP WDOT DWOOT [1W/DT kR TA's poi In TAUT 1
AUDITION
REbIDNS P51A P51A DEG. H FT/SEC INCHES SU.	 IN. L8/SEC LB/SEC LH/5EC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC I14,
FORE 544.74 549.14 6118.91 0.0 000 U.0 16062.80 0.0 0.01 0.10 0.2875 16.253 (1.?813 16.251
30.U00 549974 54'].74 6178.91 090 0.0 0.0 160132180 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.2 9 15 lb,2b3 0.2875 16.251
606000 5451.74 549.74 617B.91 040 0.0 0.0 160b2.81 0.0 000 0.07 0,2875 16.253 0.2875 111.251
9G.000 549.74 549.74 6178.91 0.0 000 0.0 lb0a2.B2 040 0.0 0.07 0.?R7S Ib.?53 D.?875 16.2'13
99.243 549.74 549.74 61713.91 0.0 0.0 0.0 16002.B2 0.0 0.0 0.02 0.2815 16.253 0.?875 16.25'1
118.800 549.14 549.14 6178.91 000 0.0 382.12 11619.61 0.0 142.42 O.b6 0.205 25.fll 0.2875 25.f1l
1 48.d00 549.15 549.14 6178.90 11.01 0.004 383.95 1179.80 210.91 211.41 0.49 0.?R75 25.71; 0.2875 25.71'
118.800 549.73 549.12 6178.89 21.85 0.006 385.79 118bd.61 4'2.84 ?12.4? 0.5[1 0.?n74 25.713 0.2875 25.711
2US.H00 549.72 5149.70 617B.B6 32.53 0.009 387.62 11916.05 635477 213.43 0.5n U.2RT5 25.711 0.2815 25.711
238 * HUD 549.71 549.66 61713.83 43.06 U4012 389,45 12012.12 849.71 214.44 0.50 0.2815 25.109 0.287S 2S.f0`1
26R.B00 549.68 549.61 6118.79 53.45 0.015 391.29 122 u6 .81 1064.65 215.45 0.51 U.2,74 25.707 11.2875 25.1(17
2984800 549.b5 549.55 6178.14 63.70, 0.018 393.12 1232U.13 128U.60 216.46 0.51 0.2R1 l, ?6.704 0.281+. 25.1114
32A.tiuo 549.6? b49.411 6176.69 73.83 0.021 394.95 124.62.07 1497.55 . 217.4h 0.51 U.2R14 25. 1 01 0.2814 2ti.01
358.800 549abH 549.4[1' 61711.63 83.84 0,024 396.18 12549.64 1715.50 ?IH.47 0.51 0.2874 ?5.699 0.2814 2`+.691
388.933 549.53 549,31 6178.5b 93.74 0.027 398.62 126bl.84 1934.46 219.47 D.b2 0.2874 25.696 0.2674 25.695
443.243 549.49 544.19 6178.43 lub.75 0.031 383,52 11112,21 P017.03 63.06 1.37 0.2,74 ?b.67t3 0.2B14 ?5.61A
447.600 549.48 549.18 617H.42 110.21 0.031 383.79 117ju.37 2108.15 30.75 »0.311 0.?874 ?5.616 0.2814 25.61
477.600 549.42 549.05 6178.33 120.04 0.034 385,71 118]4.51 2319.96 212.31 D.tiO 0.?P14 25.612 0.2814
.n	 507.600 549.34 548.92 6178.24 129,74 0.037 3B7.63 119 1 1.14 2532.82 ?13.36 0.`10 0.2974 25.668 0.2874 ?5.66, o
537.600 549.26 548.77 617H.I3 139.32 04039 389.55 12D1ti.26 ?746.72 214.41 0.50 0.2974 25.664 It.?.874 25.664
0	 b67.6uo 54'1.111 548.61 b178.03 14R.Bn 0.042 391.47 12211.88 ?961.66 215.45 0.51 u.?9f1 ?5.659 n.?873 23.65'4 O1
597.buo 549.UB 548.45 6177.91 158,16 0.045 393.39 1233 .99 3117.65 216.54 0.51 11,29f3 25.655 0.2873 25.651
427.600 54d.98 548.2H b177.79 167.43 00047 395431 12452,59 3394.68 217.54 0.51 0.?P13 25.6bo D.?81.1 25.67,1 N
657.600 54d.88 548.U9 6177.67 176.61 0.050 397.23 12567.69 3612.74 11H.5t1 0.51 0.201 ?5.645 0,2813 1'+.69;
672.489 5411.83 540.00 6117,60 181.16 0.051 398.18 12bd4.25 3721. Si3 10R.R7 -0.23 0.2973 25.640 0.2H7.3 25,t+4 n t^'
7010100 548.80 547.18 6177.30 200.84 0.057 3111.50 11501.92 3784.23 143.29 0,69 0.2,7? 15.618 0.287? ?5.n14
731.100 5411.66 647.55 6117,16 ?09.95 0.059 383.31 117UU.29 3994,62 ?10.R8 0.50 O.? 11 7? 25.615 n.?812 2S.h1c^
161.106 54d.b2 547.31 6177.00 210.96 U.062 385.12 11811.32 g ZUS.99 211.81 0.50 0.2 9 1? ?b.bo9 0.28f? 2S.Vlll
191.100 548.38 541,06 bl7b.B4 221.811 0.064 386.93 11933.00 4418.34 21?.115 t1.5D U.2 911? 25.bol (1.287? 25.601
8214I00 548.22 546.81 6176.68 236.72 0.067 388.14 120 1+1.35 4b31.61, ?13.82 0.5(1 U.?Fl 11 25.597 0.2871 25.591
t;bl.100 548.06 54b.55 6176.52 245.48 0.069 390.55 121 bU.3b 4d45.9b 214.110 0.51 0.2 g il ?5.590 0.?.811 2r4.59n
881.100 541.90 546.27 b176.34 254.17 0.072 392.36 122 1 2.04 bUbl.2U 215,77 0.51 (1.2871 ?5,564 0.2871 25.584
911.100 547.14 54b.9g 6116.16 262.80 0.074 394.11 123n2.37 5277.43 216.75 0.51 0.707n 25.517 0.2870 25.677
941.100 b47.bb 545.70 611508 271.36 0.077 .395.98 12411.37 b494.63 217.72 0.51 u.2n1n 26.511 0.287u 2'+.511
971.371 541.38 545.41 b175.1iu 279.87 0.079 397.79 125y d.0? 5712.1io ?18.69 0.52 U.?1410 ?5. Sb4 0 .21170 25.56..
1U25.383 547.27 544.Ub 6175.11 369.18 0.087 383.25 117u3.16 5857.22 D.0 1.38 0.2n69 25.517 0.2869 25.517
JU?9.900 541423 544.81 6175,09 310.17 0.087 383.61 117141.22 50U9.39 31480 -0..37 U.21169 ?5. +312 0.2869
1059.900 546.98 544.46 6174.93 316.53 0.089 386.47 11915.67 b1DU.96 112.09 0.50 0,? 61 h9 ?5.bOB 0.2669 ?4.}014
IU89 . 9U0 546 . 73 544 . 10 6174.77 322 . 88 0.091 309.27 120 1b . bO 631 4 .07 ?13.61 0.51 0. ?868 29.502 0 . 286A 25.bu?
1119.900 546.47 543.74 6174.61 329.23 0.093 392.07 12214.62 6528.67 ?15.12 0.51 0.2R6A 25.496 0.2868 25.49, .
11499900 546.21 543.38 6174.44 335.58 0.0'75 394.87 12449.14 6744.78 ?16.63 0.52 U.2n67 25.490 0.?dhf 25.49n
1179.900 546.94 543.01 6174.27 341.93 0.096 391.67 1262U.34 6962.39 ?18.14 0.52 0.2967 ?5.484 0.2861 24.4A4
1209.900 545.68 542,63 6114.09 348.29 0.098 400.47 12708.24 7181.51 219,64 0.52 0.2966 25.471 0.?d6b 25.417
1239.900 545.41 542.25 6173.92 354.66 0.100 403.27 12"2.82 7402.13 721015 0.53 0.?R6h ?5.471 11.7+166 25.471
1258.900 545.24 542.01 6173.80 35801 00101 405404 13055.35 7542.63 140.83 0.34 0.2865 25. 4 64 D.?865 25.46.,








PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 500 IN.	 LH/SEC	 Su. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LH/5Fr
FORE.WARD.	 9a9243E 01 5.4974E 02 5.4974E 02 6.1789E 03-1.5707E-03 1r6061E 04-4.1175!-02-2.2411E 00 2.8708E-01 5 n 6842E-01-4.1115F-02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.4974E 02 5.4974E 02 6.1769E 03-2.6881E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 000	 -7.046dF-Ol
GAB BUILDUP IN 5LOT9 OW/UT = 6.6351E-01
FUREWARG	 3.81593E 02 5.4953E 02 5.4931L 02 6.1786E 03 7.62941` 01 1.6061E 04 6.260RE 01 3.4083E 93 2.870-3F-01 5.1318E-01 1.4985F 03
AFT
	
4.4324E 02 5.4942E 02 5.4919E 02 6.1784E 03 7.6255E 01 1.6061E 04 7.9874E 01 4.34841; 03 2.8701E-01 5.7375F-01 1. 4912E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTt UW/UT = 1.3722E 00
FOREWARU	 6.7249E 02 5.4883E 02 5.4800E 02 6.1776E 03 1.4481E 02 1.6061E 04 6.3089E 01 3.4363E 01 2.H6R1F-'01 b.7345E.-01 .3.71j49F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.4861E 02 5.4778E 02 6.1773E 03 1.4484E 02 1.6061E 04 O.n 	 n.0	 0.0	 0.0	 .1.71342= 0.1
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. OW/UT = 6.9025E-01
FU8LWARD	 9,7137E 02 3. 4738E 02 5.4540E 02 6.1758E 03 2.2208E 02 1.6061E 04 6.3464E 01 3.4606E 03 2.11655E-u1 5.7219E.-01 5.7767K 03
AFT	 1.0254E 03 5.4683E 02 5.4486E 02 6.1751E 03 2.2222E 02 1.6061E 04 7.9892F O1 4.3574E 03 2.8648E-01 5.7?65E-01 5.7773E 03
on
m




LATERAL bURNUUl INCREMENT LOCATION	 ZCALC( 15 }=	 0.3B87998E 03
LATERAL BURNOUT INCREMENT LOCATI ON	 ZCALC( 37 3=	 0.9130999E 03
,L
IGNITION TIML.	 TIME	 (5)	 89,000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION IUNFTS) NOMENCLATURE
MOTOR PARAMETERS!
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N i LBF) FTOEL
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (N.LHF) FTVAC
'THRUST CUNTRIHUTIUN OF INERTS	 (N+LHF) FI
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE,	 (N*S.LBF*S) SRMOTI
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSL (N*SrLHF*51 SR14VTI
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF
GRAIN DISCHARbE MASS FLOWRATE	 (KG/SoLUM/5) WOOT
FLOWRATE INTLORAL	 (KG.LHM) SWOOTN
INERT MASS FLOWRATE	 (KG/S.LBM/S) MIF
INERT MASS REMAINING IKG*LBM) MIR
TOTAL BURN AREA	 (M**2,IN**21 ABTOT
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME ( M**3.IN* *3) VF
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING IKG.LBM) WF
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG.LHM) WGTOT
kATJO OF SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS	 (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE) AMW
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY 	 (M/S+FT/S) CSTAR
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE	 (N/M**2.LHF/IN* Q2) PH
PRESSURE	 INTEGRAL	 iN*S/M**2+Lai*S/FN**2) SPHDT
BURN AREA	 (M**2.IN**21 AHH








GAS STATIC	 TEMPERATURE	 (DEG K.I11G R) PRNT(lo3)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS('
kADIAL BURN AHEA.IM**2.IN**21 ABCYL
SEbMkNT FACE BURNAREA	 (M**2.IN**2) ABSLOT





TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)	 (N/14u *i!iLRF/IN**21 PON
PRESSURE INTEGRAL 	 (N*S/M**2,LBF*S /IN** 2) SPONDT
BURN AREA	 IM* *2+IN * *2I AAN
BURN RA't	 (14/S P IN/SEC) ROZ(NIt1)
DISTANLL HURNEO	 (M+1NI TAUZ(Nl*))
PROPELLANT VOLUME 	 (M**3.TN**3) VFN
GAS VOLUME	 IM**39IN**31 VPN









ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST










0.79366170E 09 0.17842227E 09


















































0 0 06 0.2976 16.253
0.06 042876 16.253
0.06 0.29 T6 16.253
0.U2 0.2876 16.253
0.66 0.2876 26.291





























1.37 0 4 ZS70 26.091



























































INCREMENT OIVIUING PLANE DATAs
MASS PO Y T U M LP AP MOOT 1]MDOT
ADDITION
REGIONS P51A PSIA UEG, R FT/SEC INCHES 5110	 IN. LVSEC LB/SEC
FORE 550,75 550.75 6179.27 0.0 050 0.0 160b2.BO 080 0901
30.000 550.15 550.75 6179,27 0.0 000 0.0 16062.80 O.D 000
600000 550.75 550.75 6179.27 0.0 000 0.0 16062.81 0.0 0.0
900000 550.75 550,75 6179.27 O.D 0.0 0.0 16oa2.82 0.0 0.0
99.243 550975 550.75 6179.27 0.0 0.0 0.0 16002,82 0.0 0.0
118.800 550.75 550.75 6179.27 040 0.0 385.73 11840,34 060 134.17
148.800 550.75 550.75 6179.26 10.89 &.004 387.57 11901.80 212.99 213.49
1780800 550.74 550.73 6179.25 21061. 0.006 389,40 120dl,82 426.99 214050
20B.800 550973 550.71 6179423 32a1R 0.009 391.23 12200.43 644.00 215.51
2384aaa 550.71 550,67 6119.20 42.61 0.012 393.06 12311,62 858.02 216.52
2689800 550.69 550,62 6139916 52189 0.015 394.90 1$433.38 1075.04 217453
2989800 550.66 550.56 6179.11 6304 0.018 396.73 12547.72 1293.07 ?18.54
328480n 550.63 550.49 6179.05 73,07 0,021 398.56 12660,64 15122,11 P19255
3544800 550.58 550.41 6179400 82,99 0,023 400,40 12712.13 1732,14 720.55
388.359 550.54 550.32 6179693 92.67 0.026 402.20 12880,59 1950.30 218.29
443.817 550,50. 550.22 6178.62 106.83 0.030 387.16 11936.30 2083.17 58.91
447,600 550,50 550.4D 6178.80 108009 0.031 387441 11952422 2110.52 26.96
477.600 550943 550.08 617a.72 117.83 0.033 389,32 12017.62 2324.41 214639
507.6UD 550.36 549.95 4178.63 127,45 0.036 391.24 12241.46 2539,35 ?15444m
537.600 550.28 549.81 6178.52 136,95 0.039 393.1fi 10323.74 27''5.33 216.49
w	 567.6U0 550.20 549.66 6178.42 146.34 0.041 395.08
12444.46 2912.35 217.53
597.600 550.11 549,60 6178.31 155.63 0,044 397.00 12503461 3190.4? 216.58
6270600 550.01 544,33 6178.19 164.82 0.046 398,92 12681.20 3409.53 219.62
657.600 549,92 549.15 6178.07 173,93 0.049 400 4 84 12797,23 3629968 220.67
671.915 549,86 549006 6178.01 178.27 D.050 401.75 12852.05 3735.59 145.66
7010100 549.83 548.85 6177.73 197.22 0,056 385.11 11B U 2.11 3793,83 135.07
731.100 549.70 548.63 6177.58 206.25 0.058 :386,92 1I921.70 4006.30 ?12.97
161,100 549.57 548.40 6177.43 215.20 0.061 388.73 12039.91 4219.76 213,96
791.100 549.43 548.16 6177.28 224,05 0,063 390.54 12176.73 4434.18 214.93
821.100. 549.28 547.91 6177.12 232.82 0.066 392.35 12272.16 4649.58 215.91
a5l,loo 549013 547.65 6176.95 241,52 D,D68 394,16 12386.20 4865,95 216.88
881.100 548.97 547.38 6176,79 250,15 0071 3 95.96 124Y8.86 508300 217.86
911.100 548.80 547.11 6176.61 258.72 0,073 397.17 12610.13 5301.61 218.83
94191DO 548.63 546.83 6176.44 267.22 04075 399,58 12720.00 5520.89 219.80
970.798 548.46 54b.54 6176.25 275.59 0.076 401.37 12827,41 5739.18 218.55
1025.555 548.36 546,04 6175.61 303,53 0.086 386 4 90 11928,05 5872,93 090
10291900 548.33 545.99 6175.59 304,39 o.oB6 3x7,27 11952,80 5901436 28,05
10590900 548.08 545,65 6175,44 310.76 0.088 390.07 12139,16 6115.03 214.17
1089,900 547,84 545,30 6175928 317.11 0.089 392.87 12322,09 6330.21 715.70
11199900 547.59 544.95 6175.12 323,46 0.091 395.67 125ul.58 6546.91 217.?l
1149,900 547.33 544,60 6174.95 329,80 0.093 398.47 12617.65 6765.11 218.72
11794900 547.08 544.24 6174.79 336.15 00095 401.27 12850.29 6964.81 220.23
1209.900 546.82 543.87 6174.62 342.51 0.097 404.07 13019.50 7206.02 221.74
1239.900 546.56 543.50 6174.44 348488 04098 406,87 131ts5.28 7428.73 223424
1258.900 546.40 543427 6174.33 352.93 0.100 408 0 64 1321x8.50 7570.55 142.16








	 PSIA	 OEG. R	 FT/SEC	 50. IN.	 L[4/SEC
	 Sit. IN.	 IN/SEC
	
IN.	 Lll/blr
FOREWARD	 9.9243E 01 5.5U75E 02 5.5075E 02 6.1793E 03-1.5686E-03 1.6061E 04-4.1193E-02-2.2411E 00 2.R!?0F.- nl 5.6842F-81-4.1193r-02
01	 1.1880L 02 5.5075E 02 5.5075E 02 6.1793E 03-2.6744E-u2 1.606IF 04 0.0
	 o.0	 0.0	 0.0	
-7.n235F-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS VW/DT = 6.6116E-01
FOHLWARD	 3.88361= 02 5.5054E 02 5.50.32E 02 6.1789E 03 7.6545E 01 1.60blE 04 5.8440F 01 3.1800E 03 2.8715E- DI 5. 7 405F- 01 2.00t17 v D3
APT	 4.4382E 02 5.5044L 02 5.5422E 02 6.1788E 03 7.6506E 01 1.6061L 04 1.5791F 01 4.124.3E 0.3 2.8714E-01 5.74U2E»01 2.0074E 03
GAS 6UILOUP IN SLOT, OW/DT = 1.3674E 00
FUkEWAkO	 6.1191E 02 54 49861' 02 5.4906E 02 6.17130E 03 1.4491E 02 1.6061E 04 5.11933L 01 3.2085E 03 2.a700F-01 5.7313E-01 3.7945E 03
APT	 7.0110F. 02 5,4966E 02 5.4885E 02 6.1777E 03 1.4493L 02 1.6061F 04 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 o.0	 3.7938F n3
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW101 = 6.11766E-01
FOkEWARD	 9.7080E 02 5.4846E 02 5.4654E 02 6.1763E 03 2.22.39E 02 1.6061E 04 5.9322E nl 3.2332E 03 2.8111.5 1E- 01 5.1310E-01 5.7985E 03
API	 1.U260E U3 5.4795E 02 5.4604E 02 6.1756E 03 2.2252E 02 1.6061E 04 7.5807E 01 4 , I32SE 03 2.86A2F- U1 5.7296E-01 5,7971E 03












i PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MOTOR PARAMETERSI
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NoLBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N9.18F)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF 1NERTS (NrLBF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE EN*SoLUF*S)
.+	 VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LBF*S)
•^	 THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE EKG/StLBM/S)
FLOWRA7E INTEGRAL (KGoLBM)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KO/Sot-BM/5)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LSH)
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**291N**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3IIN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KGvLBM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGsLBM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEPLBM/HOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SvFT/S)








j	 GAS VOLUME (M** 39IN**3)
--	 GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K * UEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION: PARAMETERS1
RADIAL BURN AREA (F)**29IN**2)


















ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT



















































































































































MASS PU Y T U M
AUDITION
PLUMS PS1A PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC
FOHF 551.50 551.50 6179.54 0.0 0.1]
300000 551.50 551.50 6179.54 0.0 0.0
60.000 551, 1,0 551.50 6179.54 0.0 0,0
90.0U0 551.50 551.50 6179.b4 0.0 0.0
99.243 551.50 551.50 6179.54 0.0 060
118.900 551.50 551.50 6179.54 0.0 D.0
148.600 561.50 551.50 6179,53 10.78 0.004
178.800 551.49 551.48 6179.52 21.39 0.006
208.800 561.48 551.45 6119.50 31.85 0.009
e384800 561.46 551.41 6119.47 42.17 0.012
2118.800 551.44 551.37 6179.43 52.36 0.015
298.800 551.41 551.31 6179.3U 62.41 O.OlB
328.800 551.38 551.24 6179.33 72,34 0,021
,158.800 5 +61.33 551.1b 6179.27 82.16 09023
387.784 551629 551.Ud 6179.20 91,57 00026
444.391 551.26 550.98 6179.10 104.99 0.030
447.600 551926 550.97 b179,09 106.05 0.030
477.600 551.19 550.85 6179.01 115.71 04033
5U7.hU0 551.12 550.12 6170.91 125.25 0035
537.bUO 551.05 550.59 6178.82 134.67 0.038
567.600 550.96 550.44 6178.71 143.99 0.041
597.600 55U.88 550.28 6178.61 153.20 0.043
627,6UO 55U.78 550.12 6178.49 162.32 0.046
657.bOO 55U.69 549.94 6179.37 171.36 0.046
671.341 559.64 549.86 6178.32 175.49 0,049
7010100 559.61 544.66 6178.U5 193.74 0.055
731,100 550.49 549.44 6177.91 102.71 0.057
1610100 5bU.35 549.22 6177.76 211.58 0,060
791.100 550.21 54d.99 6177.bl 220.37 0.062
8210100 530.07 548.14 6177.46 229.08 0.065
851.100 549492 548.49 b177.30 237.72 0.067
88101+10 544.17 548.23 b177.13 246.29 0.069
9116100 549.61 541.97 6176996 254.79 0.072
941.100 5+9.44 541.69 617b.79 263.14 0,014
970.224 549.28 1,47.42 6176.62 271,41 04071
1U26.529 549.19 546.94 6176.01 298.12 0.084
1029,900 549.16 546.91 6176.00 29BO 136 0.004
10590900 548.93 546.57 6175.84 305,23 0.006
1089.900 548.69 546,24 6175.69 311.58 0 ► 08B
1119,900 548,45 545.89 b175.53 317.92 00,090
1149000 548.20 545.55 b115.37 324,27 01091
1179.900 547.95 545,10 6175.20 330.61 0.093
1209.900 541.70 544.84 6175.04 33607 0.095
1239,9DO 547.45 544.48 b174.86 343,34 0.097
12b8.9OO 547.29 544.25 6174.75 347.39 04098
AFT 547.12 543.91 6174.47 357,36 0.101
LP aP WDOT DWDOT OW/DT 0x1 TAU RBTtl TAUT'k
INCHES S0.	 IN. LH/SLC LH/5EC L11/SEC IN/5EC IN. IN/SFr IN.
0.0 160b2.80 000 0.01 0.07 0.2NIh 16.253 1] 0 2B7h lh.e53
0,0 lbob2.8O 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.2R7h 16.253 0.2816 16.251
0.0 160n2.81 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.?P76 ]6.253 0.2876 1b.251
0.0 lbUb2.82 0.0 n.0 0.04 U.2R76 Ih.253 0.287b Ih.253
0.0 160b2.82 010 0.11 0.01 U.?R111 1 11 .2'1 3 0.2137", 16.2'31
3x19.35 120b3.2J 0.0 125.94 0.65 0.2R76 26.967 0.2876 ?6.867
391,18 12IU5.96 215.02 ?15.54 0.49 0.2876 26.86b 0.2816 ?h.86A
393.01 12307.21 431.06 216.53 0.49 0.2R7h ?6.864 0.2676 26.864
394.85 12426.99 648.10 217.54 0.50 0.?. R7 6 ?6,9111 0.2876 ?6.H61
396.68 12545.31 866.15 218.55 0.50 0.2876 26.870 0.2876 26.,sbn
398.51 12662.13 1085.21 219.56 0.30 0.2P7h ?6.851 0.2876 26.x151
401].34 11'111.49 1.305.27 226.57 U.bll U.2R/6 2h.N5 1 4 11.211!6
402.ifi 128 J 1.38 1526.33 ?21.57 0.51 0.2816 26.851 U.2876 26.11-)i
4D4.01 13003.79 1748.40 222.SH 0.51 0.2Ftf6 ?b.849 0.2876 26,h4h
405.78 13111.00 19b4.41 216.00 -0.01 0.2 11 76 ?6 9 846 0.2876 211.++-.h
390.81 121 6 2,60 2080.95 54.71 1.34 0.2876 pb.d27 11,287h 26.827
391.02 121 16 .24 2112.45 23.08 -0.41 1].2. +176 26.825 U.?876 06.bJ,;
J92.94 12302.91 2328.37 216.41 0.44 U.?Rl6 ?6.822 0.28711 26.b2;-
394.86 12427.96 2545.34 217.47 0.50 0.2PlS 26.d1R 0.2875 26.8114
396,77 12561.39 2763.35 2111.62 0.50 0. ?u 75 ph. R13 0.2BIS 26.811
398.69 12613.21 2982.41 219.56 0.50 0. ?B 75 26.RU9 D.?817 26.1+09
400.61 12793.41 3202.51 ?20.61 0.51 0.2,1 7 1i ?. 6 , B U 4 O.?B75 2h.80w
402,53 12911.99 3423.66 221.65 0.51 0.2x 75 211.799 D. ?8 l5 2A.V)n
404.45 13028.95 3645.84 ?22.70 0.51 U.?91*i 2 6.79$ 0.2875 26.7-)c
405.33 130 1t 1.98 3748.46 102.35 -0,27 0.2814 ?6.790 0.2814 2h.14A
388.72 12024.46 3 72.51 126.76 0.61 U. 2;114 ?b.fh7 0.247.. 2h.1a7
390.53 121'+5 .29 4017.0? 219.D0 U.4'+ 0.2974 2h,ThS 0.2814 ?h. lilt,
392,34 122b4.68 4232.50 215.99 0.49 0.2914 ?6.7x8 0.2814 2h.156
394,15 123 62.63 4446.96 216.96 0.50 O.?R13 26,752 0.1873 2h.T5a
395.9h 124'$9.14 4666.40 2I7.94 0.50 U.2P73 26.746 0.2871 ?h,746
397.76 12614.22 4884.81 218.91 0.50 0.2P73 26.739 0.?1173 26.11r)
399.57 12721.8t, 510 4 .19 219.89 0.50 0.2913 ?6.732 0.2873 26.13P
401,38 12040.06 5324.54 ?20.86 0.51 O.?R7? 26.726 0.2812 26.12f-
403.19 129:)U.d2 5545.06 221.84 0.51 0.2R72 26.119 U.?U72 26.117
40405 13006.98 5762.15 ?16.29 -•0.0D 0.281? 2'1.712 0.?dlz 26.71?
390.56 12155.18 b887.hn 0.0 1.35 0.?871 26.665 0.?871 25.665
390.88 121 7 6056 5912.20 24420 -0.41 U.1R7 1,26.660 0..1071 2h.6hO
393.68 12364.83 6127.91 216,21 0.50 0.201 ?6.65b 0.?871 26.656
396,48 12549.55 6345.14 217.73 0.50 0.?970 26.650 0.2870 ?6.656
399,28 12740.73 6563.97 219.24 0.51 0.2870 2b.643 U.2870 eA.b4l
402,07 129UB.36 6784.11 220.76 0.51 O.PR64 ?6.637 D.2864 2h.h3$
404.87 130x2.43 7005.86 222627 0.bl 0,2Rb9 26.631 002869 26.631
407,67 132`x2.95 7229,11 223.77 0.52 0.2869 26.614 O.2869 2h.h2;.
410.47 13419.93 7453.87 225.28 0.52 0.2R6 14 ?b.b17 O.2dh9 ?h.617
412.25 1352J.B4 7596.49 143445 0.33 0.2R6q ?6.611 0.?868 26.711











INTERFACE	 Po	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 AS	 RH	 DLLTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN,	 PSIA	 P5IA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO, IN.	 LB/SEC	 SO. IN,	 IN/SEC	 1N.	 LH/SEG
FUkENARD	 9.9243E 01 5.5150E 02 5.5150E 0 26.1795E 03 - 1.567DE-03 4 * 6061E 04 -4.1206E -02-2.2411E 00 2,B72 9E-01 5.6842E -01-4.12t)6E-02
AFT
	
1.1880E 02 5.5150E 02 5a5150E 02 6,1795E 03-2.635SE-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 000	 0,0	 -6,9306E-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv DW/llT = 6.5185E-01
FOREWARO	 3 . 8778E 02 5 . 5129E 02 5 . 5108E 02 6 , 1792E 03 7 . 6818E 01 1 , 6061 £ 04 5.4223E 01 2.9496E 03 2.8724E-01 5.7430E-01 2,0186F 03
AFT	 4,4439E 02 5,5120E 02 5.5098E 02 6.1791E 03 7.6780£ 01 1,6061F 04 7.1655E 01 3.8980E 03 2,8723E-01 5.7427E-01 2.0173E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv DW/llT = 1.3430E 00
FOREWARD	 6.7134E 02 5.5064E 02 5.4986E 02 6.1783E 03 1,4503E 02 1.6061E 04 5.4728E 01 2,9786E 03 2.8709E-01 5.7399E -01 3.8032F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.5044E 02 5.4966E 02 6,1780E 03 1.4505E OE 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 O.D	 0.0	 0,0	 3.8025E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT9 DW/DT = 6.7454E-01
FONEWARD	 9.TU22E 02 5.4928E 02 5.4742E 02 6.1766E 03 2,2276E 02 1,6061E 04 5.513IE 01 3.0036E 03 2.8679E -01 5.7338E -01 5.8173F 03 c
AFT	 1.0265E 03 5.48BO E 02 5,4694E 02 6.1760E 03 2.228BE 02 1.6061E 04 7,1668E 01 3.9054E 03 2,8674E-01 5.7325E-01 5.8159E 03
m
t,	 GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTP DW/DT = 1.3463E 00	 0C3
orom	 oV	 iW
mi
IGNITION TIML#	 TIME	 (5)	 93.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER UESCHIPTION	 (UNITS; NU14ENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL W-LISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSt
TOTAL UELIVERLU THRUST
	 fN,LHF) FTDEL !989912.0 1796204.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (NtLBF) FTVAC 8999663.0 202320590
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS 	 (N,I,tiF) FI bl228.527 13784.723
UELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S,LBF*S) SRMOTI 0.82554R80E 09 f1.1B559os2E	 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE
	
IN*S.LHF*51 SHMVTI 0.979329544 09 0.20667357E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1,6197090 1.6197090
GRAIN UISCHAHbE MASS FLOWRATE lKG/S,LBM/S1 WUOT 3550.1150 7826.6641
1LUwkATF.	 INTEGRAL	 (KG,LBM) SWUOTN 3b1211.06 796334.19
INERT MASS FLOWRATE	 IKU/S,LRM/51 MIF J2.Bb0916 72.443923
INERT MAS5 kEMAINING
	
IK6oLHM) MIR 1227.4043 2705.9634
TOTAL BUkN AREA
	
(M* R2v1N** 2) ABTOT 215.19897 42b559.44
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME	 IM* *3,IN**3) VF 52.477783 320?393.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 IKG,LBM) WF V2965.063 204952.94
TOTAL GAS MASS
	
(KG,LBM) WGTOT 1024.5266 2?5B.6948
RATIO.UF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615753 1.1615753
MOLECULAR wEltrHT OF bAS	 (KG/MOLE,LUM/MALE) AMw l2.Bb4461 28.367282
[.HARACIERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 IM/S,FI/S) CSTAR 1,)65.0513 3;34.6836
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.9906917BE-01 0.99Ub4178E-01
HEAD END PARAMETERS!
TOTAL PRLSSUHE
	 (N/M**2,LBF/IN**2) PH U.38068U64E 09 $52.14258
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	
IN*S/M u *29LBF*5/IN**21 SPHQT 0.4022628dE	 11 513343.305
BURN AREA
	
[M**2 9 1N**21 AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500	 v
BURN HATE
	
[M/S.,IN/S) RBZI1) 0.73062927E-02 0.26764945	 w
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN) TAUZfl) 0.41282398 36.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME




(M**3,IN**31 VPH 14.525938 764380.00
	 n^i
UAS STATIC	 TEMPERATURE	 (DEG K,UEU R1 PRNT(193) X433.2051 6179.7695
w
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETEHSS
RADIAL BURN AREA	 (M**2kIN**21 ABCYL 257.931" 399195650
SEUMENT FACE 8U gN AREA	 (M**291N**2) ABSLOT 10.050924 15578.965
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3,IN**3) VFCYL 510V249b 3160574.0
UAS VOLUME VP 236.06351 14406706.
AFT ENO PARAMETER51
TOTAL PRESSURE(NQZ ENT)	 [N/M**2,LBF/IN**21 PON 0..17777331E U4 547.91406
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	
IN*S/M**2,L8F*5/IN**21 SPONDT 0.39102681E 11 56713.b52
BURN AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AAN 1.2159119 11184.688
BURN kATC	 1M/S,IN/SEC1 RBZ(NI«1) 0.72B45444E-02 0.28619323
DISTANCE	BURNED
	
I14,1N) TAUZINI+1) 0.09036pB1 27.179642
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	
(M**3,IN**3) VFN O.bB525426 41816.629
GAS VOLUME	 (M**3iIN**3) VPN 11.740392 692033.50
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE: 	 [DEG K,i)EU R) PRNT(NI93) 3430.6270 6175.1299
PORT AREA	 IM**2,IN**21 AP 13.8782454 13761.309
NUZZLE PARAMETERS(
THROAT AREA	 IM**29IN**21 AF 1.4708138 2279.1666
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 0.7735939 6.7735939
PRESSURE RATIO PEPQ 0.23144636E--01 0.23144636E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE: COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 2.0000000 2.000OU00
t	 7
lfit..
M LP AP WDOT DWDOT DW/DT RA TAU RRTO TAUTn
INCHES S0.	 IN, LB/SEC LBISEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
0,0 0.0 1-tub2,B0 0,0 001 0.0f, 0.2916 16.253 0,2876 16.2bl
0 1 0 000 160b2,80 0,0 040 0.04 0.2976 16.253 0.2876 16 n 253
0.0 0,0 16062,81 0.0 060 0.04 0.2876 16.253 0.287h 16.251
0.0 0.0 16062,82 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.2976 16.2'x3 D02876 16.253
0.0 0.0 160b2.82 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.2876 16.253 0.2876 16.251
0.0 392.96 12288.24 000 117.41 O.bS 0.2976 27.442 0.2076 27.44?
0.004 394.79 12412.24 217.04 217,53 0.49 0 9 2876 27.441 0.2876 27.441
0.006 396.63 12534,71 435.09 218.55 0.49 0.2876 27.439 0.2876 27.439
0.009 398.46 12655.66 654.15 219056 0.59 0.2916 ?7.437 0.2876 27,437
0.012 400.29 12715.09 874.22 220.57 0.50 8.2876 27.434 0.2876 27.434
0.015 402.12 12893 9 00 1095.29 221.57 0.50 0.2976 2T.432 0.2876 27.439
0.017 403.96 13009.38 131707 222.58 0.50 0.2P76 27.429 0,2876 27.429
0.020 405.79 13124,23 1540.45 223.59 0651 0,2676 27.427 0.2876 27,427
0.023 407,62 132.17,56 1764,54 224.60 0.51 0,2976 27.424 0 n 2876 27.424
0,026 409,36 13343.48 1978.19 213.62 -0.03 0.2876 27.421 0.2876 27.421
0.029 394.46 12391.06 2094.29 50.47 1.33 84?A76 27.402 0.2876 27.402
0 4 029 394.63 124U2.38 2113.85 19.13 -0,43 0,2P76 27.400 0.2876 27.40n Q
0 n 032 396,55 12530.31 2331,79 218.43 0.49 0.206 21.397 0.2876 27.397 Lna,
0.035 398.47 12656.57 2550.78 219.49 0.50 0.2876 27.393 0.2876 27.393 c0.037 400.39 127811 lb 2770.81 220.53 0.50 0.2P76 27.380 0.2876 27.304
0440 402.30 12904908 2991.89 221.58 0.50 0.2R75 27,384 0.2875 27.384 a
0.043 404.22 13025.32 3214.01 222.63 0.51 0.2975 27.379 0.2875 27.379 w
0.045 4, 06.14 13144.09 3437.17 223.67 0.51 0.2.75 27.374 0.2875 27.374
0.048 '^OB.06 132b2.79 3661038 224.72 0.51 0„2975 27069 0.2875 27.369
0.049 408.90 13314.00 3760.62 98.95 -0.29 0.2875 27064 0.2875 27.364
0.054 392,33 12240,93 3810,43 118.35 0.67 G02.74 27,342 0.2874 27,347
0.056 394.14 12310.99 4026.95 217.02 0.49 0.2874 27.339 0.2874 27.339
0,059 395.95 12491656 4244,46 210400 0,49 0.2874 27033 0,2874 27.333
0.061 397.76 12610.64 4462.94 210.98 0.50 0.2974 21.321 0.2874 27.327
0.064 399.57 12728.24 4682.39 219096 D050 0.2874 2 7 .320 0.2874 27.32n
0.966 401.37 12844.36 4902.82 220.93 0.50 0,2973 27.314 0.2873 27.314
0.069 403.18 12958.98 5124.22 221.91 0.51 0.2873 21.307 0.2(173 27.307
0,071 404.99 13012 n 12 534b.59 222.88 0.51 0.2873 27.300 0.2873 27.30n
0.073 406.80 13183.77 5569,94 223.86 0.51 9.2872 27.293 0.2872 27.293
0,075 408.52 13288.64 5783.90 21304 -0,02 0.287? 27.287 0.2872 27.2R7
0.083 394.22 12344.51 5900.93 0.0 1,34 0,2871 27.239 0.2871 27.239
0.083 394,40 12402.44 5921,63 20.28 -0.43 0.28T1 27.234 D.2871 27.234
0.085 397.28 12572.63 6139.36 218.23 0.50 0,2871 27.230 0.2671 27.23n
0.086 400.08 12719.15 6358,62 219,76 0.50 0.2871 27.224 D.2B71 27.224
0 n 088 402.B8 12962,00 6579,38 221.27 0 n 51 0.2R70 27.217 0.2870 27.217
0.090 405.68 131 4 1.19 6801.65 222.79 0.51 0.2R70 27.211 0.2870 27.211
0.092 408,48 13316.70 7025.42 224,29 0.52 0.286Q 27,204 0.2869 27,204
0,094 411.28 13488,53 7250,70 225 0 80 0.52 0.2869 27.198 D.2869 27.198
0.095 414.08 13656.70 7477049 227.31 0.52 0.2969 27.191 0.2869 27.191
0.096 415.85 13701.31 7621.89 144,74 0.33 0.286R 27,184 0.2868 27.164

























































































































































































































































PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. k	 FT/SEC	 SD• IN.	 LP/SEC	 Sla. IN.	 IN/SEI'	 IN.	 LP/SEC,
FUkEWAND
	
9.yd.43E 01 5.5214L U2 5.5214E 02 6.1798E 03-1.5656E-03 1.6061E 04-4.1217F-02--2.2411E 00 2.813 IE-01 5.6N42E-01-4.12171'-01
AFT
	
1.1d80E 02 5.5214E 02 5.5214E 02 6.1798E 03-2.6202E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -6.4960r-D1
GAS HUILLIUP IN SLUT. DW/U7 = 6.41158F-01
FUkEWARD	 3.dlelt 02 5.5194L 02 5.S173F 02 6.1794E 03 7.7092E 01 1.6061E 04 4.9963E 01 2.117LE 03 2.8712F-01 5.T44BE-01 2.0201 r 03
AFT	 4.4497L 02 5.blH5E 02 5.5164E 02 6.1793E 03 7.7052E 01 1.6061E 04 6.7474E 01 3.c)5 y5L 03 2.8711E-0I 5.7446E -01 ?.n2bIF n3
GAS t1UILUUP IN SLUT] DW/UT = 1.3.343E 00
FUHE4AHU	 6.1c177L O2 5.5131E 02 5.5055E 02 6.1786E_ 03 1.4515E 02 1@6061E 04 5.24HOF 01 2. 1 466L (13 a * )17lHF-01 .`..741 91F-01 3.9111F 03
AFT	 7.011411: 02 5.5112E 02 5.5036E. 02 6.1783E 03 1.4517E 02 1.6061E 114 0.0 	 0.0	 060	 0.0	 3.A104c 03
GAS HUILUUP IN SLOT@ DO/UT = 6.7UO2t-01
FUkEWAku	 9.1596SE 02 5.4999E 02 5.4818E 02 6.1769E 03 2.2313E 02 1.6061E 04 5.0895i 01 2.7719E 01 2.H6H9F-I.:1 5.7359F-01 5.R34dr 0.3
AFT	 1.0d7IE 03 5.4955E 02 5.4774L 02 6.1764E 03 2.2324E 02 1.6061E 04 6.7403E U1 3.6r61E ;7 2.RhR.1F-41 5.7347F.-01 S.R335 r 03





IGNITI ON TIMES TIME	 (5)	 954000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETER51
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N * LBF) FTDEL 1997012.0 1797800.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NlLBF) FTVAC 1006762.0 2024801.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF 1NFRT5 (NrLBF) FI 61352.438 137924578
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SoLBF*S) SRMDTI 0.84153574E 09 0.18918482E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SoLBF*5) SRMVTI 0.93733606E 09 0.21072157E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6195316 1.6195316
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/5) WDOT 3556.7397 7841.2695
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KGrLSM) SWDOTN 368317.88 812002,06
INERT MASS FLUWRATE (KG/SvL6H/S) MIF 32.927414 72.592529
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LHM) MIR 1161.5493 2560.7783
€ TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2.1N**21 ASTOT 275.70483 427343.56
r
TOTAL PRUPELLANT VOLUME (M**391N**3) VF 48*448578 2956bl5.0
E PROPELLANT MASS KLMAINING (KGiLBM) WF b5827.250 189216481
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGsLUM) WGTOT 1138.6118 2510.2095
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GANA 1.1615753 1.1615753
MOLECULAR WLIUHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEtLBM/MOLE) AMW 12.$64461 28.361282
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (MIStFT/S) CSTAR 1565.0549 5134*6953
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.97513199E-01 0.97513199E-01
-
HEAD END PARAMETERSt C3
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**2,LBF/IN**2) PH 0.38068864E 09 552.14258 Ln
PRESSURE INTLGRAL (N*S/M* *2.LBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.40987664E 11 59447.590 °5
41 BURN AREA	 (M**29IN**2) AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500 0
BURN RATE	 (M/S.IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.73062927E-02 0.28764945
DISTANCE BURNED
	 (M,IN) TAUZ(0 0.41262398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3tIN**31 VFH 0.0 0.0
j GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3+IN**3) VPH 12.525938 764380.00
`i GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE 	 (DEG K.UEG R) PRNT(1931 3433.2051 6179.7695
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSt
RADIAL BURN AREA ABCYL 259.49536 40221900
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA ABSLOT 9.2996206 144144441
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**31lN**31 VFCYL 47.866196 2920976.0
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3oIN**3) VP 239.25414 14600190•
AFT END PARAMETERS)
TOTAL PRLSSURE(NOZ ENT)
	 (N/H**2pLBF/IN**2) PON 0.37787366E 09 548.05981
PRLSSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M* *29LUF*S/IN**2) SPONDT 0.39858328E 11 57809.625
BURN AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AAN 3.9095697 10709.655
BURN RATE (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ[NI+11 0.7283955BE-02 0.28677005
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(MoIN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.70493168 27.753220
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VFN 0,58237666 35538.820
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3+1N**3) VPN I1*443299 698313.31
{ GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,OEG R) PRNT(NI*3) .1430.7007 6175.2617
_ PORT AREA (M**2pIN**2) AP 4.0328112 14000.887
NOZZLE PARAMETERSt
THROAT AREA (M**2olN**2) AT 1.4717445 2281.2090
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 6.7693110 6.7693110
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23163892E-01 0.23163892E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETER51
i ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0,65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
j NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 160000000 1.0000000
































































































































































































































































u F3 LP AP wDOT DWDOT OW/DT' AR TAU RRTD IAUTn
FT/5EC INCHES Sil.	 IN. LB/SEC L0/5F.0 LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
0.00 0.000 0.0 16062.80 0.01 0.01 0.00 13,6 1+1x, 16.?53 0.2876 16.251
0.00 0.0 000 16002.80 0.01 0.0 0 n 0 0.?P76 16.253 0,2876 16.251
0.00 0.0 0.0 16002.81 0.01 0 40 0.0 D.RRIA 16.253 0.2876 16.251
0.00 0.0 0.0 160bd.82 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.2976 16.253 0.2876 16.257
0.00 0.0 0.0 1bOb2.82 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.2R76 16.253 0.2876 11+.253
O.D 0.0 396,58 12515.35 0.0 117.44 0,6? 0.?1016 ?8.017 0.2876 29.017
10.57 0.004 398.41 ld64U.62 219.0? 219.49 0.47 0.?R76 26.016 0.2616 29.U14
20.9B 0.006 400.44 12744.32 439.06 220.50 0.41 0.2AII+ 28.014 0.2876 ?9.014
31.25 0.009 402.07 12B1t6.44 b60.10 221051 0.47 0.2P1h 28.012 0.2876 2R.01P
41,38 0.012 403,91 130U6.99 882.15 ??2.52 0.41 0.2976 ?d.01U 0.2816 ?A.U1n
51.38 0,015 405.74 13105.96 1105.21 263.5.1 11.4H 0. ?$t 2K.001 G.,,2 8 16 ?R. 1101
61.25 0,017 407.57 1324 3.37 1329.27 224.54 0.4fi U.?F+16 ?8.0115 0.?87h 2R-1)OS
71.01 0.020 409.40 133,39 .19 1554.34 225.55 0.48 0.27175 213.002 0.2816 4P,1111P
80.66 0.023 411.24 1341,1.44 1780.41 226+5b 0.48 U.2P76 ?7--i ,i4 0.2876 27.9111
89.54 0.025 412.94 13518.04 1991.5 8 ?11.10 -0.07 U,PR76 ?7. 1496 0.?B76 07.994
101.54 0.029 398.11 12bd1.68 ?099.21 1x0.48 1.26 0.2875 21.978 0.?875 27.97+1
102.23 0.029 398.25 12630.62 211 4 .76 15.10 -0.45 0.2915 27.976 0.2875 27.97x,
111.74 0.032 400.16 12109.82 2334.bR 220.39 0.41 11.21175 ?1.413 0.2875 27.97-a
121.13 0.034 402.08 12807.30 2555.65 221.44 0.41 U.dR75 27.968 0.2815 27.9611
130.41 0.037 404.00 13013.04 2777.67 ?22.49 0.47 0.2975 21.964 0.2815 ?7.964
139.58 0.039 405.92 13131.05 3000.73 ?23.54 0.48 0.21175 ?1.959 0.7815 27.950
148,66 0.042 407.84 13259,34 3d24.84 224.59 0.48 0.21115 21.954 0.2875 ?7.954
157.65 0.044 -	 409.75 13319.90 3449.9R 2?5.63 0.49 0.2 1115 21.944 0.21315 21.141
166.55 0.047 411.67 134vd.73 3616.17 226.67 0.41t U.4P74 21.944 0.2B14 27.d4t.
170.29 0.048 412.48 IP4U.09 3771.94 45.45 -0.3? U.2R74 27039 0.2874 27.113,1
1P7,27 0.0133 395.94 12415.51 3817.49 118.39 0.63 U.2AI4 21.911 0.2874 27.917
19b.06 0.055 397.79 125`+8.80 4036.00 218.98 0.47 0•?974 ?1.914 0.2874 27,914
204.82 0.058 399.56 12leU.55 4255.49 219.96 0.41 G,7.97r, ?7.908 13.2814 ?7.9U4
213.50 0.060 401.37 12940 n 77 44715.96 ?20.94 0.41 0,2873 27.9[11 0.?673 ?7.9ill
222.10 0.063 403.18 149]9.46 4b97.40 ?21.92 0.47 0.2913 ?1.895 U. ?673 ?7.114c
230.62 0.065 404.98 1.10 1 6.61 4919.R? 222.90 0.49 0.2A7l ?1.R9tl 0.?R13 ?7.bH11
239.08 0.067 406.79 131 92.21 5143.20 ?23.87 0.44 0.PA73 27.8142 11-? 8 13 27,hrl:l
247.49 0.070 408.60 133Ub.?9 5367.56 124.84 0.411 O.?117? 21,81*b 11.?1112 21.874
255.82 0.072 410,41 13418.82 5592.89 ?25.82 0.41E 0.2P72 27.868 0.7812 27.h6R
263.59 0.074 412.09 13542.38 5804.42 211.46 -O.U7 0.2972 27.861 0.2872 27.861
287.99 0.081 397.BB 12616.04 5912.99 0.0 1.21 0.2P71 ?1.813 0.2871 27.811
28B.49 0,081 398.09 12630.43 5929.70 16.27 -0.45 0.2H11 21.808 0.21371 27.x09
294.86 0.083 400.89 12822.55 6149.42 220.20 0.47 0.2A11 ?7.804 0.2H71 27.604
301 n 21 0.085 403.69 1301U.87 631U.6h 221.72 0.49 0.2870 27.798 0.2870 21.194
307.56 0.087 406.49 131 95.40 6593.41 223.24 U.48 0.2R10 pl.791 0.2810 21.791•
313.91 0.089 409.29 13316.14 6817.68 224.75 0.40 O.?P70 21.165 0.2870 27.785
320.25 0.090 412.08 1355.3.08 7043.44 226.2h 0.49 0.2»69 21.718 0.2869 2 7,114
326.61 0.092 414,88 137G6,23 727U.71 227.77 0.49 0.2869 21.172 0.2869 27.171
332.98 0.094 417.614 1314v5.59 7499.44 229.2H 0.49 0.2s68-27.765 0.?H68 27.16r-
337.03 0.095 419.45 140U0.89 7645.16 145.913 0.31 0.2R6R 21.150 0.2868 ?7, /Sp







INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OWDOT	 AH	 RR	 UELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN,	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO* IN.	 LH/SEC	 SO. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LP/SEr
FOREWARD	 9.9243E 01 5.5214E 02 5.5214E 02 6.179BE 03-1.3152E-03 1.b061E 04-4.1217E-02-2.2411E 00 2.8131E-01 5.6842E-01-3.4b24F-02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.5214E 02 5.5214E 02 6.179BE 03-2.4999E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -6.5815F-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUT, DW/UT = 6.2353E-01
FOREWARD. 3.8663E 02 5.5194E 02 5.5174E 02 6.1794E 03 7.7435E 01 1.6061E 04 4.5650L 01 2.4325E 03 2.8732E-01 5.7464E-01 2.0372E 03
AFT	 4.4554E 02 5.5186E 02 5.5166E 02 6.1794E 03 7.7398E 01 1.6061E 04 6.3234E 01 3.43B9E 03 2.8731E-01 5.7462E-01 2.0360E 03
GAS ,BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/UT = 1.2614E 00
FOREWARD	 6.7019E 02 5.5134E 02 5.5060E 02 6.1786E 03 1.4541E 02 1.6061E 04 4.6179E O1 2.5125E 03 2.8718E-01 5.1435E--01 3.8181E 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.5116E 02 5.5043E 02 6.1784E 03 1.4542E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 000	 O 00	 040	 3.8175F 03
GAS dUILUUP IN SLOT ► DW/UT = 6.3155E-01
FOREWARD	 9.6908E 02 5.5006E 02 5.4830E 02 6.1770E 03 2.2371E 02 1.60b1E 04 4.6606E 01 2.5382E 03 2.B690F-01 5.7378E-01 5.951OF 03
AFT 1.0217E 03 5.4965E 02 5.4789E 02 6.1765E 03 2.2381E 02 1.6061E 04 6.3237E 01 3.444SE 03 2.86R5E-01 5.7367E-01 5.8490E 03°,ch
a,






IGNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (S)	 97,000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
	 (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE TNIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MUTOR PARAMETERS:'
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST	 (N,LHFI FTOEL U018381.0 IR02b0490
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (N,LHF) FTVAC 'JU2813210 2029605.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF
	 INE.RTS	 (N.LHFI FI 01446,527 1381:14130
DELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*SoL HF*5) SRMOTI 0.85755110E 09 0.19278520E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE IN*S t LBF # S) SRMVTI 0.95537101E 09 0.214775+17E	 04
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6143295 1.6193295
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE: 	 (KG/5.LBM/S) WOOT .1562. 0376 7852.9492
FLUWRATE
	 INTEGRAL	 (Kb,LHHI SWDOTN .(75436.69 821bvb.25
INERT MASS FLUWNATL	 (Kb/S,L8M/S) 141F 62.917905 72.703857
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KGPLHM) MIR 1U95.5935 2415.3706
TOTAL HORN AREA
	
(M**2,1N 4 *21 ABTOT 276.11255 427v/5.69
TOTAL Pf1UPLLLANT VOLUME	 (M" a 3,IN**31 VF 44.413177 2710260.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LHM) WF 18678.500 173456,50
TOTAL GAS MASS	 Ik69LUM) WGTOT lU`i6.8191 2329.8875
RA1I0 OF SPELIFIC HEATS GAMA 191615753 1.1615753
MOLECULAR WLIUHT OF GAS	 (AG/MOLE,LBM/MULE: AMW 12.8b4696 28.361801
CHARACTEkIST1C EXHAUST VELUCITY 	 (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1565.0752 5134.7617
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN O•y58UH983E:-0I 0.45B0Fi983E^Ell
HEAD END PARAMLIERSI
TOTAL PRLSnURE	 (N/M**2,LHF /IN a0 2) PEE U.J8124311bk	 09 55J.U1904
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	
INRS/M* i2,LHF aS/INRR2) SPHOT 0.41749647E 11 60552.750
HUHN AREA	 (M* a 2,INRa 21 AHH 0.23185436E-03 0635937S00
HUHN RATE.	 (M/S,IN/5) RBZ(1)' 0.13064603E-02 0.29765601 ,m
4	 DISTANCE BUkNEO (MgIN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.252914 °i
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	
IM*0 39INR43T VFH 0.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME
	
(r4 4 *3,lNaa 3) VPH 12.525938 7h4380.00 N
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG k) PRNT(1,31 343363809 6180.085'#
w
_	 CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL BURjd AREA
	
(M**2,1N0*2) AHCYL 2b1.04541 404621.56
SEGMENT FACE HUR14 AREA
	
(M**29IN**R) AHSLOT 4.5417013 1323.1.664
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M R#3slN**3) VFCYL 43.928665 2680643.0
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3 ► IN**3) VP 242.43610 14794363,
AFT	 ENU PARAHE Tl;RS:
TOTAL PRESSUHk(NOI ENT)	 (N/M a +• 2,Ll3F /IN R #2) PUN 0.37857792E 09 549.04105
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 (N*S/M**2,L8F R 5/1N**2) SPONOT 0.46614781E	 11 569U6.166
BURN AREA	 (M Q *2,IN* R 2) AAN 6.5252790 10114.203
BURN RATE (M/S,IN/SEC) R8Z(Ni*1) 0.12860941E-02 0 n 28685415
DISTANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN) TAUZINI*1) 0.11949941 28..12h752
PROPELLANT VOLUME (MRR 3,INRR3) VFN 0,48450857 29566.543
GAS VOLUME	 (H R *39IN**31 VPN 1:.541168 7042H5.63
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,UE(l R) PRNT(NI,3) -1430.9568 6175.7227
PONT AREA	 (M**2,IN RR 2) AP V.1887007 14242.316
NOZZLE PARAPETLASI
THROAT AREA	 (M**2,INRa 2) AT 1.4726753 2282.6523
EXPANSION HATIO EPR b.76S0309 6.7650309
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23183208E-01 0.23183208E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST O.b5951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOP5 2.0000000 2.0000000
4
rr
INCREMENT DIVIOING PLANE DATA:
MASS PO P T U M LP AP WDOT DWDOT DW/DT Rte TAU R870 TAUTn
ADDITION
RkbION5 PSIA P51A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. LB/SEC LR/5FC L8/SEC IN/5EC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 55302 553.02 6180.09 040 0.0 000 16062680 0.0 0.01 0108 0.2977 16.253 0.2876 16.253
30.000 553.02 553.02 6180.09 090 0%D 0.0 16062,80 0.0 040 0.05 0.2977 16.253 0.2877 16.253
600000 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0.0 0.0 0,0 16062,81 0.0 0,0 0,05 0.2877 16 ► 2S3 0,2877 16.253
90.000 553.02 553.02 6180.09 040 0.0 000 16062.82 0.0 090 0.05 0.2-977 16,253 0.2877 16.253
99,243 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0.0 000 0.0 16062,82 0.0 0.0 0,02 0.2x77 164253 0.2877 16.253
118 0 800 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0.0 090 400,I9 12744.50 040 100.26 0.66 0.2877 28.592 0.2877 28.599
148.800 553.02 553.02 6180.08 10.46 0.004 402.02 12811.04 221.02 221.53 0.51 0.2977 ?8.591 0.2871 29.591
178.800 553401 553.00 6180907 20.77 0.006 403.86 12995.96 443.04 222.54 0.52 D.2R77 28.589 0.2877 2h.569
208.800 553.00 55207 6180,05 30.93 0.009 405.69 13119.26 666.08 223,55 0.52 0.2977 28.587 0.2877 2x.587
238.800 552998 552.94 6180.02 40.95 0.0I2 407.52 13240,93 85x0.12 224956 0.52 D. ?977 28.5B5 0.2877 28.585
268.800 552.96 552.90 6179.98 50085 0015 409.35 13360.98 1115.17 225.57 0.52 0.2976 2 J1.5B2 D.2876 28.58?
298.600 55204 552.84 6179.94 60.62 0.017 411.18 13419.40 1341.22 226.58 0.53 092876 28.580 0.2876 28.580
328.800 5b2990 552.78 6119.89 70.29 0.020 413.02 13596.20 1568.28 227.59 0.53 0.2976 28.577 0.2876 28.577
358,800 5'x2.86 552.70 6179.83 79.84 0.023 414.85 13711936 1796.34 228.59 0.53 U.2A7 6 28.574 0.2876 2A.57r,
386,060 552.83 552.62 6179.77 88.46 0.025 416.51 13814.61 2004.98 208.59
-D.05 0.2976 28.571 0.2876 29.571
4466114 552980 552955 6179.69 99.77 06026 401.76 12Bb4.39 2103.91 41.84 1.37 0.2876 28 .553 0.2876 28 n 541
4474600 552.BO 552.54 6179.68 100,27 0,028 401.86 12860.90 2115.36 10.99 -0.47 0.2076 28.551 0.2B76 29.551
477.600 552.74 552.43 6179.b1 109.69 0,031 403978 12991.38 2337.28 222,43 0.52 0,2P76 28.548 0.2976 2A.544
m	 507.600 552.67 552.32 6179.52 119000 0.034 405.69 13120.06 2560.24 223.48 0.52 0.2876 28.543 0.2876 28.544
537.600 562.60 552.19 6179,43 128.20 0.036 407.61 13246.96 2784.25 224,53 0.52 0.2876 28.539 0.2876 28.539
^	 567.600 552.53 552.05 6179.34 137.30 0.039 409.53 13312.07 3009.31 225.58 0.53 0.2971, 28.534 0,2876 20.534
597.600 552.45 551.91 6179.23 146.30 0.041 411.45 13495.41 3235.41 226.63 0.53 0,2975 28.529 0.2875 28.52q
627.600 552.36 551.75 6179.13 155 n 22 0.044 413,37 13616.95 3462.55 227.67 0.53 0.2875 28.524 0.2875 28.524
657.600 552927 551.55 6179.02 164.05 0.046 4I5.28 13736,71 3690.73 ?28.72 0.53 0.2A7c, 28.519 0.2875 28.519
669,617 552.24 551.52 6178.97 167,59 0.047 41605 13704.18 3782.96 91.91
-0.3? 0.2975 28.514 0.2B75 28.514
7011100 552.22 551.36 6178.74 183.86 0.052 399.56 12704.13 3824.13 101.23 0.69 0,2975 28.491 0.2875 28,491
7316100 552,10 551.16 6178.61 192.64 09054 401.36 12828.65 4044.63 221.02 0.51 0.2875 ?8.489 0.2875 28.489
7619100 551.98 550.95 6178,48 201.33 0.057 403.17 12951,59 4266.12 222.01 0.52 0.2974 28.483 0.2674 29.483
791.100 551.86. 550.73 6178.34 209.94 0,059 404.98 13072.95 4488,58 222098 0.52 0.2874 28.416 0.2874 29.476
821,100 551972 550.51 6178.19 218,48 0,062 406.79 13192.72 4712.02 223.96 0.52 0.2974 29.469 0.2874 29.468
851.100 551.58 550.28 6178904 226.94 0.064 408.59 13310690 4936 9 43 224.94 0.52 0.2874 28.463 0.2874 28.461
881.100 551.44 550.03 6177.89 235.34 0,066 410.40 13427,50 5161.81 225.91 0.59 0.2A73 28.456 0.2873 2A%456
911,100 551.29 549.79 6177.73 243.68 0.069 412421 13542.50 5388.17 226,89 0.53 0.2873 ?8,449 0,2873 28.44q
941.100 551.14 549.53 6177.57 251,96 0.071 414.02 13655.92 5615.49 227 n B6 0.53 0.2973 28.442 0.2873 29.447
968.502 551.00 549.29 6177x41 259,50 0.073 415.67 13758.14 5824.51 208.98 -0.04 0.2J372 28.435 0.2872 28.435
1028,249 550.93 548.90 6176.91 282,79 0.080 401.54 12849 n 68 5924,41 040 1.37 0.2972 28.367 0.2872 28.387
10290900 550.92 548.89 6176990 283,16 0.080 401.70 12B60,48 5937,05 12019 -0.46 0.2812 28.382 0.2872 28.382
1059.900 550r71 .548,58 .6176.76 289.53 0,082 404 9 50 13056.52 6158.77 222.24 0.52 0.297? 28.379 0.2872 28.379
1089.900 550%49 548.27 6176961 29508 0.083 407.29 13244.64 6382.01 223.77 0.52 0.2971 28.372 0.2871 28,37?
11199900 550,27 547 n 95 6176.46 302.22 0.085 410,09 13430.85 6606.76 225.28 0,53 0,2871 28.365 0.2871 28.365
1149.900. 550.05 547.63 6176.31 308.55 0.087 412,89 13613.14 6833.02 226679 0.53 0.2970 28.359 0.2870 28.354
1179,900 549,82 547.31 6176.15 314.89 0,089 415.69 13791.52 7060.79 228.31 0.54 0,28 70 28.352 0,2870 28.354
1209.900 549.59 546.98 6175.99 321.24 0.091 418.49 13965.98 7290.06 229.82 0.54 0.2870 28.345 0.2870 28.34,
1239000 549.36 546.65 6175.83 327,60 04092 421.28 14136,53 7520984 231.33 0.54 0.2969 28.330 0.2869 28.33A
1258,900 549.21 546.43 6175.72 331,64 0.094 423.06 14242.52 7667.77 147.26 0,35 0.2869 28.332 0.2869 29.33?










PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OwDOT	 Ad	 PFa	 DELTA	 w5LOT
LUCATION	 TAU'
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 513. IN.	 LN /SFC	 513. IN.	 IN/5EC	 IN.	 L.F1/SEr
FOREWARD	 9.`1243E 01 5.5302E 02 5.5302E 02.6.1801E 03-1.5637E-03 1.6061! = 04-4.1232F-U2-2.2411E 00 2.8748E-01 5.6A42E-01-4.12329'-02
AFT	 1.18HOF 02 5.5302E 02 5.5302E 02 6.1801E 03-2.6540E-U2 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 000	 -6.9974E-01
GAS dU1LUUP IN SLOT, UW/1TT = 6.5856E-01
FO K WARD	 3.86116E U2 5.5283E OP 5.5262E 02 6.1798E 03 7.765dk 01 1.6061F 04 4.1316E 01 2.24601: 03 2.8743E-01 5.7464F-01 2.0463 9 03
AFT
	 4.4611E 02 5.5275E 02 5.5255E 02 6.1797E 03 7.7616E 01 1.6061E 04 5.8977E 01 3.2062E 03 2.5742E-01 5.7462E-01 2. (144'70 0.1
GAS:.dUIL11UP IN SLOTP OW/UT = 1.3675E 00
FUREwARU
	 6.6962E 02 5.5t24E 02 5.5152E 02 6.1790E 03 1.4543E 02 1.6061E 04 4.1856F 01 2.2764E 113 2.8779F-111 5. 74,37E-01 3.A24 113- 03
AFT
	 7.01101: 02 5.5207E 02 5.5136E 02 6.1787E 03 1.4544E 02 1.6061F 04 0.0
	 O.0	 U.T1	 0.0	 3.9241F OA
6AS-8UILOUP IN SLOT* DW/UT = 6.8725E-01
FUkEWARU	 9.6tf50E 02 5.5100k 02 5.4929E 02 6.1774E.03 2.2392E 02 1.bOb!F 04 4.2295F 01 2.JO4 4E 03 2.8702F'-01 5.7381E-01 5.8668F 03
API	 1.0282E 03 5.5061E U2 5.489OF 02 6.1769E 03 2.2400E 02 1.606QE 04 5.8973E 01 3.2109E 03 2.86 413F-01 5.1370E-01 5.2654E 03









IGNITION TIHEt TIME	 (S)	 99.000000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS$
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (NtLBF) FTOEL 8028412.0 1804859.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NILBF) FTVAC 9038162.0• 2031860.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (NtLBF1 FI b4666,641 14537m641
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S1LBF*S) SRMOTI 0.87359795E 09 0*19639266E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S/LBF*S) SRHVTI U.97343710k 09 0.21883742E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6197062 1.6197062
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SvLBH/S) WDOT 3566*6162 7863.0430
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL	 (KGtLUM) SWDOTN 302565.31 843412*19
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/StL8M/S) MIF -34.706116 76.513916
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGtLBM) MIR 1026.1814 $?262.3428
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**291N**2) ABTOT 276,44312 428487094
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN**3) VF 40071353 2463613.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LUH) WF 11518,375 157671.06
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGtLBM) WGTOT 1171.1255 2581.11901
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA 1.1615753 1.1615753
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEtLHM/MOLE) AMW 12.B64696 280361801
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/SIFT/S) CSTAR 1565.0774 5134.7699
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AHPN 0*94279230E-01 0.94279230E-01
HEAD END PARAMETERS$ n
TOTAL PRESSURE
	
(N/MO*2.tLBF/IN**21 PH 0.38129306E 09 553.01904
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 (N OS/M**29LBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT (i.42512232E 11 61658.785 tl'
w	 BURN AREA (M**2tIN**2) AHH 0623185436E-03 0.35937500 0
BURN RATE.	 (M/S t IN/S) RBZ(I) 0.73064603E-02 0.28765601 0
v	 DISTANCE BURNED (HtIN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3tlN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0
-	 GAS VOLUME
	
(H**3tIN**3) VPH 12.525938 764380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (VEG KtUEG R) PRNT(]t3) 3433.3809 618060859
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSt
_	 RADIAL BURN AREA
	
(M**2tIN**2) ABCYL 262.58203 407003,25
SEGMENT FACL BURN AREA (H**2tIN**2) ABSLDT 7.7768936 12054.211
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3tIN**3) VFCYL 39.978729 2439653.0
GAS VOLUME (M**3tlN* 0 3) VP 245.63011 14989276.
AFT END PARAMETERS$
TOTAL PRES5URE(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**29LBF/IN**2) PON U.37867059E 09 549.21558
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/H**2tLBF*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.41372029E 11 60085.0551
BURN AREA (H**2,IN**2) AAN 6.0839891 9430.2033
BURN RATE (H/StIN/SEC) RBZ(NI*11 0.72854571E-02 0.26682905
DISTANCE BURNED (MtINI TAUZ(NI+l) 0.73407137 28.900452
PROPELLANT VOLUME ( M 0*3tIN**3) VFN 0439262801 23959,645
GAS VOLUME (H**3tIN**31 VPN 11.633049 709892.50
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KtDEG R) PRNT(NIt3) -1431.0261 6175.8477
PONT AREA	 (M**2,IN**21 AP 9*3459682 14486.281
NOZZLE PARAMETERS$
THROAT AREA (M**2tIN**2) AT 1.4736090 2284.0986
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 697607470 6.7607470
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23202516E-01 0.23202516E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS$
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01

























































































































































u M LP lP WUOT DWDOI OW113T RR rAU FIR TO TAU fn
FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. L8/SEC LR/SEC LB/SEC 1N/SEr IN. IN/SEC IN.
0.00 00000 0.0 160b2.80 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.2477 16.?53 0.?871 16.25:
0.00 0.0 0.0 16062.80 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.2RTh 16.253 0.2876 16.259
0.00 0.0 0.0 160b2.81 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.2A76 16.253 n.2117h 1h.C5i
0.00 000 0.0 16062.82 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.2476 16.253 n.?876 16.253
0.00 0.0 0,0 160b2.82 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.?R76 16.?53 0.2876 16.25i
0.0 0.0 403.81 12915.77 040 100.29 0.62 0.?R7h 29.168 0.2876 29.1(sy
10.37 0.004 405.64 13103.59 223.nl 223.49 0.48 0.2876 29.147 0.2876 29.167
20.58 U.006 401.47 13de4.74 447.03 224.50 U.48 0.2676 29.165 0.2876 29.1h=
30.66 0.009 409.30 1335 4 .21 672.06 ?25451 0.48 0.2876 ?9.162 0.2876 29.16P
40.60 0.012 411.13 13411.00 898.10 226.52 0.48 0.2976 ?9.160 0.2876 29.14n
50.41 0.014 412.97 135vH.12 1125.14 ?27.53 0.49 U.2976 29 .158 0 4 281h 29.156
60.in 0.017 414.80 13711.56 1353.19 ?28.54 0,49 0.2R76 ?9.155 0.287b 29.15;
69.69 0.020 416.63 13835.32 1562.25 229.54 0.49 0.2876 29.152 0.2876 29.1SP
79.17 0.022 418.46 13951.41 IH12.31 230.55 0.49 0.2876 29.1 49 0.2816 29.140
87.54 0.025 420.09 14053.27 2016.33 205.92 --0.10 0.2976 ?9.146 0.2876 ?9.14A
98.20 0.028 405.41 13001.29 2108.65 41.8b 1.26 0.21116 29,128 U.?_1316 29.128
98.51 0.028 405.47 1309301 ?115.94 6.80 -0.49 U,21176 ? L3.126 0.2876 29.12,l,
107.87 0.031 401.39 132[5.05 2339.85 224.39 0.48 0.2A16 29.123 0.2876 29.127
117.11 0.033 409.31 13354.95 25b4.81 225.44 0.48 0.2975 29.118 0.2875 29.115
126.25 0.036 411.23 134d3.01 2790.82 226.49 0.411 U.2AT5 29.114 0.2875 29.114
135.28 0.038 413.14 136U9,23 3017.87 227.54 0.49 0.2875 29.1119 0.2875 29.10f)
144.23 0.041 415.06 13733.60 3245.96 228.58 0.49 0.2A75 29.104 0.2815 29.104
153.08 0.043 416.98 13Bb6.13. 3475.10 229.63 0.49 0.2975 29.099 0.2875 29.097
161.85 0.046 418.90 13916.82 3705.28 ?30.6 - 0.49 0.2475 ?9.n94 0.2875 29.094
165.20 0.047 419.63 14042.38 3793.89 89.26 -0.35 0.2674 ?`1.0119 0.2874 29.069
180.88 0.051 403.17 129.14.87 3630.74 In1.27 O.b3 0.21174 29 0 066 0.2074 29.06A
189.60 0.053 404.97 130 60.64 4053.24 222.98 0.49 0.7.974 ?94064 O.2 8 74 29.064
198.24 0.066 406.18 131 04.77 4276.72 223.97 0.4d U.2R74 2`3 .05 7 0.2411 24.Ji7
206 n 80 0.058 408.59 13307.2b 4501.18 22404 0.441 0.7074 ?9 .051 0.?41 74 20.051
215.28 0.061 410.40 1342d.11 4726.61 225.92 0.48 0.2871 ?9.044 U.2ts1 .1 2x.04'.
223.70 0.063 412.20 13541.33 4953.02 226.90 0.49 0.?873 29.037 0.2873 29.Ui7
232.05 0.065 414.01 136b4.91 5180:40 227.87 0.49 0.2873 29.031 0.2873 29.031
240.34 0.068 415.82 137bO.Bb 540h.76 ?211.85 0.49 0.2979 29.024 n.?871 2x.024
248.58 0.070 417.62 13895.16 5638.09 229.82 0.49 0.?117? 24.011 0.2812 29.017
255.92 0.072 419.24 1399ti.99 5844.52 ?06.35 -0.10 0.2872 ?9.010 0.2872 29.019
278.16 0.076 405.21 13085.54 5935.02 O.O. 1.27 0.?2171 2N.961 0.2871 2-3.961
278.42 0.078 405.31 1.3092.66 5944.32 8602 -0.411 U.2A11 28.957 0.21811 29.951
284.78 0.080 408.10 13208.62 6168.04 ?24.21 0.4A 0.2671 28.953 0.2871 24.957
291.13 0.082 41U.90 13400.55 6393.28 ?25.73 0.49 U.?R71 28.946 0.2871 2H.94A.
297.48 0.084 413.70 136bd.43 6620.04 227.25 0.49 U.2A70 28.939 0.?810 28.930	 -
303.81 0.086 416.50 138b2.29 6848.30 ?28.76 0.49 U.2A70 24.913 0.2870 28.931
310.15 0.087 419.29 14032.10 707007 23n.27 0.50 0.2A70 28.9?6 0.2810 2A.92f,
316.50 0.069 422.09 142u1.81 7309.34 231.78 0.50 0.286') 28.419 U.2869 ?R.91q
322.87 0.091 424.89 14319.61 7542.13 233.29 0.50 0.2969 ?8.312 0.2864 2A.917
326.91 0.092 426.66 144 13b.28 7690.33 148.53 0.32 0.2869 ?11.905 0.2869 ?P.`in5







INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWOOT
	
Ali	 RR	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 S0. IN.
	 L©/SEC.	 5q. IN,	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LR/SEr
FOREWARD	 999243E 01 5.5302E.02 5.5302E 02 6.1801E 03-1.3146E-03 1.6061E 04-4.Y232E^02-2.2411E 00 2.8748F-01 5.6B42E-01-3.4662E-02
AFT	 1.1BBOE 02 5,5302E 02 5.5302E 02 6.1801E 03-2.4999£-02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	
0.0	 000	 0.0	 -6.5915E-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr OW/DT = 6.2449E-01.
FoNEWARD	 3.8549E . 02 5.5283E 02 5.5263E 02 6.1798E 03 7.7997E 01 1.6061E 04 3.6926E 01 2.0073E 03 2.8743E-01 5.74B6E-01 2.0553F 03
AFT	 4.4669E 02 5.5276E 02 5.5256E 02 6.1797E 03 7.7958E 01 1.6061E 04 5.4657E 01 2.9713E 03 2.8742E-01 5.7484E-01 2.0540E 03
GAS OUILDUP IN SLOTs.OW/QT = 1.2635E 00
FUREWARD	 6.6904E 02 5.5226E 02 5.5157E 02 6.1790E 03 1.4566E 02 1.6061E 04 3.7477E 01 2.0382E 03 2.B730E-01 5.74591:-01 3.R314F 03
AFT	 7.01.10E 02 5.5211E 02 5.5141E 02 6.1788E 03 li4567E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	
000	 0.0	 0.0	 3.A307F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr Dw/DT = 6.3272E-01
FOREWARD	 9.6793E 02 5.5 .106E 02 5.4940E 02 6.1775E 03 2.2447E 02 1.6061E 04 . 3.7927E 01 2,0646E 03 2.8704E-01 5 .740SE-01 5.8824F 03 NAFT	 1.028BE 03 5.5070E 02 5@4904E  02 6.17.70E 03 2.2455E 02 1.6061E 04 5.4644E 01 2.9750E 03 2.8699E-01 5.7395E-01 5.8812E 03 cn
GA5 UUILDUP IN SLOT* Dw/UT = 1.2674E 00
	 oy	 oNV	 O
r
r
IGNITION TIPts	 TIME	 (5)	 101.00000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER OF SCRIPTION {UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PAkAMETEHS:•
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST 	 (NrLHF) FTDEL 8049358.0 1809568.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N.LBF) FTVAC 9059109.0 2036569.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS 	 (NILSF) FI !8965,375 17752.125
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*5rL11F*S) SRMDTI 0,88967552E 09 0.20000707E D9
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S,LHF*51 SRMVTI 0.99153434E 09 0.22290584E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6220655 1.6220655
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLUWRATE (KG/S,LHM/S) WDO7 3970,1367 7870.8047
FLUWRAIE INTEGRAL	 (KG.LBM) SWOOTN 369702.00 859146.00
INLRT MASS FLOWRATE 	 IK(-- S.LHM/S) MIF *d.380I42 93.432251
INERT MASSREMAINING	 (K69LUM) MIR Y41.42090 2075.4763
TOTAL BURN AHEA
	
(M**2rIN* *2) ABTOT 21b.75342 428969.00
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME 	 (M* *3r1N **3) VF -16.325378 2216712.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG.LBM) WF h4350*891 141M69.44
TOTAL GAS MASS W39 LHM) WGTOT 1186.5139 2615.8159
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615753 1.16lb753
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF (SAS	 (KG/MDLLoLBM/MOLE) AMW 12,864696 28.361801
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/SrFT/S) CSTAR 1565.0798 9134.7713
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.92762411E--01 0.927624II E-01
HEAD END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE
	 fN/M**2rLBF/IN * 02) PH 0.38129306E 09 '35301904
PRESSURE INTEGRAL IN*S/M**29LBF*S /IN** 2) SPHDT 0.4327481BE it 62764.820
w	 BURN AREA( M **2sIN* *21 AHH 0.23185436E-03 0,35937500 0
. BURN RATE	 IM/S.IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.73051937E-02 0 n 28760612 m
C3	 UISTANCE'8UNNED	 (MrIN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT. VOLUME	 (M 0*3rIN**3) VFH 0,0 0.0 a
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3,IN * 031 VPH 14525938 76438U*00 n°,
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE
	
(DEG K,UEG R1 PRNT(1931 .1433.3809 6180.0859 w
CYLINDRICAL SECIION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL BURN AREA	 (M**2rIN * *2) ABCYL 264.10522 409363.94
SEbMENT FACE BURN AREA 	 fM**2i.IN**2) A8SLDT 1.0054865 10858*927
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 fM**3rIN**3) VFCYL ,:6.018188 2197966.0
GAS VOLUME
	
iM**3,IN * 03) VP e48.83463 151"4827.
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NUZ ENT)	 (N/M**2,LBF/IN**21 PON 0.37875610E 09 549.33936
PRESSURE INrLGRAL (N*S/M**29L8F*5/IN**2) SPONDT 0.42129453E 11 61103.613
BURN AREA	 (M**2rIN **2) AAN zp.6427355 874642518
BURN RATE
	
(M/S,IN/SEC1 RBZ(NI*I) 0.12847903E--02 0.28680283
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M,IN)	 p TAUM141). 0.74864221 29.474106
PROPELLANT VULuME (M**3,IN"3) VFN 0.30718601 1874!,*64B
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3,IN**31 VNN 114716491 7151Ub.90
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE	 (DEG K.UEG R) PRNT(NIr3) 3431.0935 6175.9688
. PONT AREA	 (M**ZIIN**2) AP 9.5045567 14732.094
NOZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M* *2,IN* *2) AT 1.4745426 2?,85.5459
LXPANSION RATIO &R 0.7564659 6.7564659
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23221869E-01 0.23221865F-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN NATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 1.0000000 1.0000000
INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA]
MASS NU P T 13 M LP AP WDOT OWDOT Dw/DT RR TAU RBTO TAUTO
ADDITION
REGIONS PS1A P51A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO-	 IN. LS/SEC LB/SEC LB/SEC IN/5EC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0500 04000 0,0 160 62.80 0.01 0.01 000 0,2876 16.25 3 0.2877 16.253
30.000 553.02 553,02 6180.09 0.00 0.0 0.0 16062.80 0401 0.0 040 0.2976 16.253 0.2876 16.253
600000 553.02 55302 6180.09 0.00 0.0 0,0 160b2.81 D.01 000 010 0.2876 16.253 0.2876 16.251
900000 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0.00 0.0 000 16042.132 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.2R7h 16.253 0,2816 16-251
99.243 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0.00 0.0 0.0 169b2s82 0.0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2076 16.253 0,2876 16.253
1189800 553,02 553,02 6180.09 0.0 0.0 4D7 n42 132U9.09 010 91058 0.62 0.2876 29.143 0.2876 29.743
148,800 553.02 553,02 6180.08 I0927 0.004 409.25 13334,18 224.97 225 n 45 0.48 0,2876 29.742 0.2876 29.74?
178.800 553,01 553.00 6180.07 20.40 0.006 411.08 13465.55 45004 226,46 0.48 0.2876 29.740 0,2876 29.740
208.800 553.00 552,97 6180.05 30,38 04009 412.92 13591.20 677.92 227.47 0,49 0.2876 29,738 0.2876 29„73A
238.800 552 ► 9B 552.94 6180902 40.24 0,012 414475 13715,12 905,91 228.48 0.49 0.2876 29s735 0.2816 29,T35
268,800 562.96 552.90 6179.98 49.97 0.014 416.58 13837.30 1134,90 229.48 0,49 0,2R75 29 ,733 0.2875 29.73'
298.800 552.93 552,84 6179.95 59058 0.017 418.41 13957,77 1364,91 230.49 0.49 0.2875 29.730 0.2875 29.736
328.8013 552.90 552,78 6179.89 69.08 0.020 420,25 14016.50 1595,91 231,50 0.49 0,21375 29.727 0.2875 21?.727
3580SOO 552 ► B6 .552.71 6179.84 78,48 0.022 422.08 14193.50 1827.92 232651 0.50 0,2875 ?.9.725 0.2875 29.T25
384.910 55E,B3 552.64 6179.79 86,61 0.025 423.67 14293.93 2031.22 203.18 -0.12 0.2875 ?9.721 0.2575 29.721
447.264 554.81 552.57 6179.71 96.77 0.027 409.09 13347.76 2115-79 2.53 -0.51 0.2875 29.701 0.2875 29.701
4774600 552.76 552.47 6179.64 106,06 0.030 411.00 13460.78 234la65 226,35 0,48 0.2875 2 +7 ► b`1 8 0.2875 29,69q
507.600 552.69 552.36 6179.56 115.24 0.033 412,92 1359109 256B.57 227.40 0,49 0.21175 29.693 0.2875 29.697
.537.600 552.63 552.24 6179.47 124.31 06035 414.84 13721.11 2796453 228.45 0.49 0.2875 29.689 0.2875 29.68941
1 ,	 567.600 552.56 552.11 6179.30 133.28 0.039 43606 13848.42 3025.53 229.49 0.49 0.205 29 . 684 0.2875 29.684
597.600 552.48 551.97 6179.28 142.16 0.040 418.67 13973.84 3255.58 230.54 0.49 0.2074 ? 9 .619 0.2874 29.679
627.600 532.40 551.82 6179.18 150.95 0.043 420.59 14097.36 3486.,67 231.59 0.49 0.2874 29.674 0.2874 24.674
65 1 -600 552.31 551.67 6179.07 159,67 0.045 422.51 14218.98 3718x80 232.63 0,50 0,2874 29.669 0.2874 29.669
668.468 552.28 551.61 6179.03 162.83 0.046 423,2D 142 b2,57 3803.70 84.53 -0.37 U,2874 29.664 0.2874 29.664
7U1,100 552,27 551.46 6178.83 177.91 0.050 406.78 13167 n 66 3836,13 92.57 0.63 0.2874 29.641 0.2874 29.641
731,IOD 552.16 551,27 6178.70 186.59 0.053 408.59 13294 n 66 4060.59 224.94 0,48 0.2874 29.63 9 0.2874 29.639
761.100 552.04 551.07 6178.51 195617 0.055 410.39 13419.98 4286903 225.92 0.48 0.2873 29.632 0.2873 29,63
791.100 551.92 550.87 6178.44 203.68 0,057 412.20 13543.61 4512.44 226690 0.49 0.2873 2 9 . 6 26 Oa2873 24.626
821,100 551.80 550.65 6178.30 212.11 0.060 414.01 13665.55 4739.83 227.86 0.49 0.2873 29.619 0.2873 24.619
851.100 551.67 5SU,43 6178.16 220.47 0.062. 415.81 137d5.81 4968,20 228.86 0,49 O.2R73 29 * 612 0.2873 29.612
881.100 55143 550.2D 6179.01 228678 0a065 417.62 139U4.37 5197.54 229,83 0.49 0.2872 29.605 0,2872 29.605
911.100 551.39 549.97 6177+86 237.02 0,067 419,43 14021.25 5427.84 230.81 0.49 O ► 2R72 29,598 0.2872 29.594
941,100 551,25 549.72 6177.70 245.21 0,069 421.23 14136444 5659.13 231.78 0.50 0.2972 29.591 0.2872 29.591
967.354 551.11 549.50 6177.56 252.36 0.071 422.81 14235686 5862.87 203.64 -0.11 0.2872 29.584 0.2872 29.584
1029.396 551,06 549.16 6177,11 273.71 0.077 408,91 13326,88 5949,67 3.78 -0,50 0.2871 296531 0.2871 29.531
1059.900 550.B6 548.87 6176997 280.07 0079 411,71 13524,77 6175,35 226.17 0.49 0.2871 29.527 0.2871 29.527
1089,900 550.65 548.58 6176.83 286,43 01081 414,51 13718.51 6402.55 227.70 0.49 0.2871 29 4 520 0.2871 29.523
1119.900 550.45 548.28 6176.68 29207 0.083 417.31 139u8.08 6631.27 229.21 0.49 0.2810 29 .51 4 0.2810 29.514
1149.900 550x24 547.97 6176.54 299.11 0,084 420.10 14093,48 6861.48 23072 0.50 0.2870 29.507 0.2070 29,507
11799900 550.02 547.66 6176,39 305.45 0.086 422.90 14214.73 7093.21 232.23 0.50 0.2869 29400 0,2869 29.50n
1209000 549.81 547.35 6176.23 311.79 0.088 42-5.70 14451.81 7326.45 233.74 0.50 U.2R69 29.493 0.2869 29.493
12390900 549459 547.03 6176.07 318,16 0.090 428,49 14624.73 7561.19 235.25 0,51 0:2864 29.486 0.2869 29a486
12584900 549,45 546.83 6175.97 322.20 00091 430.27 1473209 7710x64 149,77 0.32 0.21368 29,479 0.2868 29.479






0INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 AH	 RH	 UELTA	 WSLUT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. 1N.	 Lli/SEC	 So. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LIVSEC
FDHEWAHD	 9.9243E 01 5.5302E 02 5.5302E 02 6.180iE 03-1.3146E-03 1.6061L 04-4.1232E-02-2.2411E UO 2.874AF-01 5.h842E-01-3.4661 -02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.5302E 02 5.5302E 02 6.1801E 03-2.4999E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 060	 0.0	 -6.5915r -n1
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS Dw/UT It 6.2449E-01
FUHEWARD	 3.8491E 02 5.52B3E 02 5.5264E 02 6.179BE 03 7.8317E ill 1960b1F 0 4 3.2499F 01 1.7b67E U.3 2.8743E-01 5.1486E-01 2.0637 E 03
AFT	 4.4726E 02 5.5277E 02 5.5257E 02 6.1797E 03 7.827BE 01 1.6061F 04 5.029AF 01 2.7.343E 03 2.8742F-01 5.74134E-01 2.0625 E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv VW/UT = 1.2633E 00
FOHEWARU	 6.68471, 02 5.5228E 02 5.5161E 02 6.1790E 03 1.4586E 02 1.6061F 04 3.3061E 01 1.7980E 03 2.873UF-Ql S.7460F-01 3.83688 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.5214E 02 5.5146E 02 6.1788E 03 1.4587E 02 I.b061F 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.83b1F 03
GAS dUILbUP IN SLOTS OW/OT = 6.3248E-01
FOHEWARD	 9.6735E 02 5.5111E 02 5.4950E 02 6.1776E 03 2.2496E 02 1.6061E 04 3.3522E O1 1.H241E 03 2.8705E-01 5.7407E-01 5.119t+41 r 03
AFT	 1.0294E 03 5.5078E 02 5.4917E 02 6.1771E 03 2.2503E 02 1.6061E 04 5.0276E 01 2.7371E 03 20101E-111 5. 7398E-01 S.R95lF 03




LATERAL HUNNUUT INCREMENT LOCATION	 ZCALCI 18)=	 0.4415999E 03	 0
LATERAL BURNOUT INCREMENT LOCATION 	 ZCALCI 401=	 0.1049900E 04
E	 '
•	 L ,j
IbNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (S)	 103.00000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE. INIERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSI
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST	 IN,LEF) FTOEL 0056284.0 181112540
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N,LSF) FTVAC 9066035.0 2038126.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N,LBF) F- 19038.375 17768.547
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LbF*S) SRMOTI 0.9D 578125E 09 0.20362776E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SrLBF*S) SRMVTI 0.10096594E	 lO. 0.22698053E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.621B748 1.6218748	 .
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) WDOT 3572.6033 7B76.2422
FLOWHATE INTEGRAL (KG,LBM) SWOOTN 396844.75 874893.00
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LHM/S) MIF 42.419342 93.518677
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LSM) MIR 656.56228 1888.4409
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2,INA*2) AOTOT 277.01001 429366.69
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3) VF 32.275665 1969583.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LHM) WF 57176.762 126053.19
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG,LSM) WGTOT 1201.9387 2649.8218
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615753 1.1615753
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.864696 28.361801
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST:VELOCITY	 (H/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1565.0823 5134.7852_
MAXIMUM CHAMBER HACH NUMBER AMPN 0.91254115E-01 0.91254115E-01
HEAD END PARAMETERS: 0
TOTAL . PRESSURL tN/Mu*2,L6F/IN**2) PH 0.38129306E 09 553.01904 "'w
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**29LBF*S/IN+*2) SPHDT 0.440373519E 11 63870.855 41
Ld	 BURN AREA	 (M**2,IN0*2) AHH 0,23185436E-03 0.35937500 0
_`^	 BURN RATE
	
tM/SvIN/S) RBZ(11 0673039345);-02 0.28755653 ro
w	 DISTANCE BURNED IM,IN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME tM**3,IN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0 47
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3,1N**3) VPM 120525938 764380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG,K,DEG R) PRNT(1,31 3433.3809 6180.0859
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
RAUTAL BURN AREA (M**2elN**21 ABCYL 265.61450 411703.63
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**ZvIN*k2) ABSLOT x,2274361 9652.5469
PROPELLANT VULUME (M**3,IN**3) VFCYL 32.047226 1955643.0




(N/M n+2,LBF/IN**2) PON 0637885005E 09 549.47583
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2,LBF*S/IN**2) SPONDT 0.42887057E 11 62202.426
BURN AREA
	
tM**2,IN++*2) AAN 5.1679020 8010.2656
BURN RATE (M/SiIN/SEC) RBZ(NI*I) 0.72841384E-02 0.28677720
DISTANCE BURNED (H,IN) TAUZ(NI+l) 0.76321149 30.047699
PROPELLANT VULUME IM**3,IN**3) VFN 0.22842592 13939.414
GAS . VOLUME	 (M**361N* 03) VPN 11.797251 719912675
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(NI93) 343laIS84 6176.0859
PORT AREA (M**291N**2) AP 9x6644630 14979.949
NOZZLE PARAMETERSI
THROAT AREA (M**2tIN**2} AT 1.4754763 228669941
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 667521877 6.7521877
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23241229E-01 6e23241229E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERSI
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01


















































































































































17 M LP AP WOOT DWDOT Ow/DT R13 TAU R+ITO TAUfn
FT/SEC INCHES 50.	 IN. LH/5EC LS/SEC LH/SEC IN/SEC Ifs. IN/SEC TN.
0.00 0.000 090 16062.8U 0.01 0001 D.On 0.2P76 16.253 00814 16.257
0,00 040 U90 160b2.80 0.01 0.0 0.0 U,2R75 16.253 O.?87b 1r,.P57
0000 0.0 0.0 lbob2.81 0.01 o.n 0.0 u.205 16.253 0.2875 lb.251
0900 010 O.0 16W)2. H2 0901 O.n 0.0 U..2R15 Ih.253 0.2875 16.fS7
0.00 0.0 0.0 16ob2.82 0.01 0.0 U.0 U.2R75 16.253 0.2875 16.253
0.0 0.0 411.03 13444.43 090 H2.80 0.62 0.?R79 19.31 F3 0.2615 30.3IR
10.18 0.003 412.86 13514.81 226.92 227.40 0.46 0,2875 30.317 0.287 93 30.317
20.22 0.006 414.70 137U3.41 454.84 ?28.41 0.49 0.2F75 30.315 0.2875 3n.31K
30.12 0.009 416.53 13BJU.23 683.77 229.42 0.49 0.?815 30.313 0.?1375 30.314
39.89 0.012 418,36 139 ,-)b.27 913.71 230.43 0.49 0.287 13 30.310 0.2 675 3n.31i
49.53 0.014 426.19 14018.53 1144.66 231.44 0.49 0.2875 30.306 0.2875 30.304
59.07 0.017 422.03 142UU.01 1376.61 232945 0.511 0.2815 30.305 0.2875 30.31)5
68.49 0.019 423 9 B6 14319,71 1b09.57 233.46 0.50 0.2875 30.302 D.?875 3o.3ua
77.81 0.022 425.69 144.!7.63 1843.53 234.46 0.50 0.2875 30.300 U,2815 30.3on
85.70 0.024 427,25 1453b,60 2044.02 2n0.3b
-0.13 0.2A 75 30.297 0.2875 30.?97
95.11 0.027 412.71 135b5.34 2116.69 33.06 1.26 002875 30.276 n.2B75 30.21=
104,27 0.029 414.62 136984'55 2342.92 226.49 0.27 0.2875 30.273 0.2875 30.213
113.38 0.032 416.53 1.3830.88 2511.79 229.36 0.49 u.2R74 30.2b8 0.2674 3n.2ba
122.39 0.035 416.45 13901,25 2801.70 230.40 0.49 U,2914 30.264 0.2874 30.264
131.30 0,037 420,37 I4069.66 3032.65 231.45 0.50 U.2ft T4 30.259 0.2814 34.15'4
140.12 0.040 422.26 14216.13 3264.65 232.50 0.50 0.2AT4 30.254 0.2674 3(N.2S4
1 1+6.65 0.042 424.20 1434 0.63 '3497.70 233.54 0.50 0.2974 30.249 0.2014 3n.24r)
157.51 0.044 426.12 144b3.18 3731.71] 234.59 0.50 0.2874 30.244 0.2874 30,.244
160.49 0.045 426.78 145U4.77 3812. 9 0 B0,73 -0.39 0.21]73 30.239 0.2873 3n.23')
175.00 0.049 410.39 134U2.4B 3840.87 R3.80 0,63 U.?87'3 30.216 0.2873 30.214
183.61 0.052 412.20 135.10.73 4067.28 226.90 0.49 0.2R73 30.213 0.2873 30.21'4
192.15 0.054 414900 13651.25 4294.68 227,88 0.49 0.2873 30,207 0.2813 3n.207
200.60 0.057 415.81 137d2.02 4523.04 ?28.86 0.49 0.2R13 30.200 0.?871 30.20A
208.98 0.059 417.62 13905.05 4752.38 229.84 0.49 0.2873 30.193 0.2873 30.191
217.29 0.061 419.42 1402b434 4982.70 230.82 0.49 0.2A72 30.107 0.2872 3D.187
225.55 0.064 421.23 141 45.90 5213.,99 231.79 0.50 0.2n 7? 30.IHO 0.2872 30.1ein
233.74 0,066 423.04 142b3.71 544b.25 232.76 0.50 0.2872 30.113 0.2872 30.174
241.88 0,068 424.84 14319.79 5679.48 233.74 0.50 0.201 30.166 0.?871 30.1b0^
2413.84 0,070 426.39 14417.76 5880.46 200.85
-0.13 0.21]71 3U.I5B 0.?U71 30.15A
269.07 0.076 412.53 13563.65 5954.13 0.0 1.27 U.2u71 30.105 0.2871 30.105
275.42 0.078 415.32 137h3.OU 61H1.30 227460 0,43 0.2 x7 1 3n.iul 0.2611 30.101
281.77 0.079 418.12 13948.54 6410.46 229.66 0.50 0,?11 70 30.094 0.2610 30.094
288.11 0.081 420.91 141 1+9.78 6641.13 231.17 0.50 0.2870 30.0B8 0.2B1O 3n.0Bn
294.45 0.083 423.11 14336.74 6873.31 232.68 0050 0.21170 30.061 0,287n 30.081
300.79 0.085 426.51 14519.42 7107.00 234.20 0.51 0,2869 30,014 0.2869 30.014
	 .
307.14 0.067 42900 146J7.80 7342.19 23h.71 0.91 U,2R64 30.Ob7 0.?869 30.Oh7
313.50 0.0138 432.10 14H11.90 7578.89 237.22 0.51 0.2Rb8 30.060 0.28611 30,06n
317653 0.090 433.B7 14919.95 7729,557 151001 0.33 092RbR 30.053 0.286+3 30.051








INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U'	 AP	 DWDOT	 AB	 RR	 DELTA	 W5LOT
LOCATION	 TAU
1N.	 PSIA	 ASIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 50. IN.	 L8/SEC	 S0. IN.	 IN/5EC	 IN.	 LR/SEC
FUREwARD	 9.9243E 01 5.5302E 02 5.5302E 02 6.1801E 03-1.3147E-03 1.6061E 04-4.1232E-02-2.2411E 00 2.8748E-01 5.6842E-01-3.4665E-02
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.5302E 02 5.5302E 02 6.1801E 03-2.4999E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 -6.5916F-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTv DW/DT = 6.2449E-01
FONEWARD	 3.8434L 02 5.5284E 02 5.5265E 02 6.1798E 03 1.8632E 01 1.6061E 04 2.8035E 01 1,5240E 03 2.8743E-01 5.7486E-01 2.0721E 03
AFT	 4.4784E 02 5.5278E 02 5.5260E 02 6.1797E 03 7.8591E 01 1.6061E 04 4.5901F. 01 2.4952E 03 2.8742E -01 5.7484F-01 2.070AF 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr OW/DT = 1.2646E 00
FUkEWARD	 6.6789E 02 5.5231E 02 5.5166E 02 6.179:E 03 1.4603E 02 1.6061E 04 2.8606E 01 1.5558E 03 2.8731E-0I S.7461E-01 3.A415F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.5218E 02 5.5152E 02 6.1789E 03 1.4603E 02 1.6061E 04 O.O	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.A409F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTr DW/DT = 6.3330E-01
FUREWARD	 9.6678E n2 5.5118E 02 5.4961E 02 6.1776E 03 2.2542E 02 1.6661E 04 249O80E 01 1.5828E 03 2.8706F-01 5.7410E-01 5.9095F 03 0
AFT	 1.03uOE 03.5.5087E 02 5.4930E 02 6.1772E 03 2.2548E 02 1.6061E 04 4.5867E 01 2.4969E 03 2.6702E-01 5.7401E-01 5,9083E n3 'tnaT
w	 GAS BUILDUP? IN SLOTe DW/DT = 1.2686E 00 	
n
m
16NITIUN	 TIME+	 TIME	 (5)	 105.00000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION	 (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE 'INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST	 (N,LHF) FTOEL 0063103.0 1H)2658.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	
(N/LBF) FTVAC 9U72B54.0 2039659.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS	 (N,LUF1 FI !9052.750 17771.770
UELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE	 IN +*S,L0F 4 S) SRMOTI 0.92190654E 09 0.207251'b5E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N**S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.10277983E 10 0.23105832E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF L.6216745 1.6216745
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SjLhM/S) WOOT 3571.2212 7873.1953
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL	 (KG,LUM) SWOOTN 403988,56 590(,42,44
INERT MASS FLUWRATE	 (KG/59LHM/5) MIF 42.427048 93.hJ5645
INERT MASS REMAINING MiLOM) MIR 111.721103 1701.3b96
TOTAL BURN AREA	 (M****2,IN****21 AHTOT 216.91431 429218.25
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME 	 iM+*n3,IN*+**3) VF 28.225220 17RP410.0
PRUPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 (KG,LOM) WF a0001.355 11112.!4.13
TOTAL 6AS MASS	 (KG,LHM) WGTOT 12)7.3586 2683.H167
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615753 1.161575)
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS	 (K13/M0LE+LBM/M0LE) AMW 12.864696 2R,3hI801
CHARACTERISTIC, EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1565.01459 5134.1969
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.89686930E- 01 0.896B6930E-ol
HtAD END PAPAMLIEW59
TOTAL PRESSURE	 (N/M****2+LHF/IN+*p2) PH 0.3B129306E: 09 553.01904
PRESSURE INTEGRAL SPHOT U-44799,184E	 11 64976.891
HUHN AREA	 (M****2,IN-02) AHH 0-23185436E-03 0.35937500	 v
BURN RATE (M/S,IN/S) RHZ(11 0.73026679E-02 0-?8750610
rn	 UISTANCE HURNtU (MsIN) TAUZ(1) 0.++4282398 lh.2bR914	 O1
PROPELLANT
	
VULUME	 (M+***3+IN****3) VFH 0.0 0.0	 0
GAS	 VOLUME
	 ( F( ****3i IN****3) VPH 12.525930 7643130.00	 n°,





(M****29IN+***2) AACYL 267.11011 414021.75
SEbMENT FACE BURN AREA	 (M+***291N**02) ABSLOT 5.4427805 8436.3281
PROPELLANT VULUME	 (M i***39IN i**3) VFCYL eb.0662u8 1712706.0_
6A5 VOLUME
	
(M**+*3tlN****31 VP 255.27467 15577817.
AFT END PARAMETERS)
TOTAL PRESSUHE(NOZ ENT) 	 (N/M**++2,LHF/IN****2) PON 0.31894795E 09 549.60889
PRESSURE	 INTEGRAL	 (NOS/M****2.LUk**S/IN****21 SPONOT 0.43644850E	 11 63301.508
OURN AREAIM-* u29IN- 21 AAN 4.3612309 6754.9219
BURN RATE	 (H/S, IN/SEC1 RBZ(NI+1) 0.1213460JE-02 0.28675044
UISTANCE BURNED
	 (MrIN) TAUZ(N1*11 0.7777795H 30.681246
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**+*3+IN**+*3) VFN 0.1590(4150 971)3.3008
GAS	 VOLUME
	
1111 +*+*3+1N****3) VPN 11.856669 7241-68.813
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE 	 (UEG K,UEG R) PRNT(NI#3) i43I.2214 6176.1992
PORT AkEA	 (M+*+*2,IN****21 AP 9.8256903 15P?9.852
NUZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (Mu**2*IN***2) AT 1.4764110 2288.4434
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b-7479115 b.741d115
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23260631E-01 0.237,60631E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS(
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.b5951401E-01 0.65931407E-01






INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA3
MASS FAD P T U M LP AP WDOT DWDDT DW/DT RR TAU RRTO TAUTn
AUDITION
REGIONS P51A PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES 50.	 IN. L8/SEC LH/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN, IN/SEC IN.
FORE 553.02 553.02 6160.09 D.00 0.000 0.0 lbOb2.80 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.2875 16.253 0.2876 16.251
30.000 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0000 0.0 0,0 16062.80 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.2975 16.253 0.2875 16.251
60.000 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0.00 0.0 0.0 160b2.81 0.01 000 0.0 0.2875 1 6 .253 0.2675 16.251
90.000 553.02 553.02 6180.09 0.00 0.0 0.0 16062.82 0.01 0,0 0.0 0.2875 16.253 0.2875 16.253
99.243 553002 553.02 6180.09 0000 000 0.0 160b2.82 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.2875 16.253 0.2875 16.251
116.800 553.02 553.02 618009 0.0 0.0 414.65 13611102 0,0 73.94 0.62 0.2875 30.893 0.2875 30.893
148.800 553.02 553.02 6186.08 10409 0,0D3 416,48 13813.48 228.87 229.36 0.49 0.2875 30.892 0.2B75 30.897
178.800 553.02 553.01 6180.07 20.04 D.D06 418.31 13943.31 458,74 230.37 0.49 0.2875 30.890 0.2875 30.894
208.800 55300 552.98 6160.65 29985 0.008 420.14 14011#30 689.63 231.36 0.49 0.2875 30#888 0.2875 30.888
238.800 552999 552.95 618002 39.54 0#611 421,97 141 97.47 921.52 232.39 0.50 0.2875 30.6115 0.2875 3n.881,
268.600 552697 552.91 6179.99 49.11 0.014 423,81 14321.80 1154.41 233.39 0.50 0.2874 30.583 0.2874 30.881
2980800 552.95 552.86 6179.95 58056 0.017 425.64 14444.30 1388.31 234.40 0.50 0.2174 30080 0.2874 30.880
328.800 552#92 552.80 6179490 67.91 0.019 427,47 145b4,97 1623.22 235.41 0.50 U.2A74 30.877 0.2874 30.877
3589800 552.88 552.73 6179.85 77#16 0.022 429,30 146b3,81 1859.13 236.41 0.50 0.2874 30.875 0.2874 30.871;
383.760 552.85 552.b7 6179.80 84.80 0.024 430.83 147x1.29 2056.75 197.47 -0.15 0.2x74 30.871 0.2874 30.871
448.413 552,83 552,61 6179 #74 93.61 0.026 416..16 13806#50 2120.48 28061 1.26 0421974 30.851 0,2874 30.851
477.600 552,76 552.52 6179.67 102.54 0,029 418.23 13938,36 2344.57 224.03 -0.05 0,2874 30.848 0.2874 30.849
5079600 552,73 552.41 6179.59 111.59 0.032 420.14 14011.90 2575.38 231.31 0.49 0,2874 30.843 0.2874 30.841
La	 537.600 552,67 552.30 b179.51 120,53 0.034 422,06 14203.43 2607,25 232.36 0.50 0.2874 30.839 0.2874 30.834
1	 567.600 552.60 552.17 6179.42 129.36 0.036 423,98 143.12.95 3040.15 233.41 0,50 0.2874 309834 0,2874 30.634
w	 397.600 552.53 552.04 6179.33 138,14 0.039 425.90 14460.45 3274.10 234.45 0.50 0.2R74 30.829 0.2874 30.82a
627.600 552,45 551.90 6I79.23 146,82 0.041 427.61 145135,94 -3569.10 235050 0.50 0.2873 30.824 0.2873 30.b24
b57,600 552.37 551.75 6179.13 155.41 0.044 429.73 14709.41 3745.13 236.54 0.51 0.2.973 30.819 0.2873 30.81q
667.319 5b2.34 551.10 6179.09 158621 0.045 430.35 14748.98 382209 76.85 -0.40 0.2813 309813 0.2873 30.811
701.100 552,33 551.58 6178#91 172.16 0.049 414.00 136.3905 3845.87 74.95 0.63 0.2873 30.790 0.2873 30.790
731.100 552.23 551.40 6118.79 180.73 0.051 415.81 137bB.B5 4074.24 228.85 0.49 0.2R73 30.788 0.2873 30.7Ra
761.100 552.12 551.21 6178.66 189.21 0.053 417.61 13896,55 4303#59 229,84 0.49 042871 30.761 6.2873 30.761
791.100 552#O1 551.01 6178.54 197.61 0,056 419.42 14042,46 4533.91 230.82 0.49 0.2872 30.775 0.2672 30,775
821#100 551.88 550.61 6178940 205.94 09058 421.23 14146,59 4765.20 231980 0.50 0.2872 30.768 0.2872 30.764
8516100 551.76 556,60 6178.27 214.21 0.060 42303 14266992 4997.47 232.77 0,50 0.2872 30.761 0.2872 30,761
8811100 551.63 550.38 6176.12 222.41 0.063 424,84 143139.46 5230.71 233.75 0.50 0.21372 30054 0.2872 30.754
9116100 551050 550.15 6177.98 230.55 0.065 426.64 14508,21 5464.93 234.72 0.50 0.2871 30.747 0.2871 30.747
941.100 551.36 549,92 6177.82 238.65 0.067 428.45 14625.18 5700.11 235.70 0.51 0.2871 30.740 0.2871 30.740
966.206 551.24 .549.71 6177970 245.41 0,069 429.96 14721,68 5898.24 197.99 -0,14 0.2871 30.733 0.2871 30.131
1030.544 551,21 549,43 6177630 264968 0,075 416.19 13BU5.90 5962.99 0.0 1.27 0.2870 30.679 0.2670 30.674
10599900 551.02 549 n 16 6177.17 270,93 0.076 418.93 14003,27 6188.19 225.16 -0.04 0.2870 30.675 0.2870 30.67,
1089.900 550.82 548,88 6177.04 277628 0,078 421.72 142U0.61 6419.31 231,62 0,50 0.2870 30.668 0.2870 30,668
1119.900 550963 548.59 6176.89 283.62 0.080 424.52 14393.54 6 651,93 233.13 0.50 0.2870 30.661 0.2870 30.661
1149000 550.43 548.30 6176,75 269 n 95 0.082 427.31 145+12.05 6886,07 234.64 0.51 0.2969 30.655 0.2869 30.655
1179000 550.23 548.01 6176.60 296,29 0.084 430,11 14766,16 7121.71 236916 0.51 0.2869 30.648 0.2869 30.644
12090900 550.03 547,71 6176.45 302.63 0.065 432,91 14945.85 735806 237.67 0.51 0.2R68 30.641 0.2868 30,641
1239.,900 549.82 $47.40 6176.30 308.99 0,087 435.70 15121.13 7597.52 239018 0..52 6.286A 30.633 0.2860 30.631
1258.900 549.69 547..21 6176.20 313.03 0#088 437.47 15229.65 7749.45 152.26 0.33 0#2868 30.626 0.2868 30.626















DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 50n IN.	 LB/SEC	 50. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LR/SEC
FUHEWARD	 9.9243E 01 5.5302E 02 5.5302E 02 6.1801E 03-1.3147E-03 1.60b1E 04-4.1232E-02-2.2411E 00 2.8748E-01 5.b842E-O1-3.46b6g--02
AFT
	 1.1880E 02 5.53U2E 02 S^5302E 02 6 9 1BOIE 03-2.4.999E-02 1.6061E 04 0.D	 0.0	 000	 0.0	 -6.5916E-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/DT = 6.2450E-01
FUHLWARD	 3.8376c 02 5.5285E 02 S.526TE 02 b.1798E 03 7.8942E 01 1.6061E 04 2.3534E 01 1.2793E 03 2.H74'1E-0I 5.7486E-01 2.0803E 03
AFT	 4.4841E 02 S.b280E 02 5.5261L 02 6.1797E 03 7.8901E U1 1.6061E 04 4.1465E 01 2.2541E 03 2.H743E-01 5.74B5E-01 2.0790 x 03
GAS HUILUUP IN SLOT. DWIDT	 1.2b41E 00
FOK WARD	 6.6732E 02 5.5234!_ 02 5.5170E 02 6.1791E 03 1.4620E 02 1.bOblE 04 2,411HE 01 1.3116E .U3 2..8732E-01 5.74b2E-01 3.A465 F 0.3
AfT	 7.0110E 02 5.5222E 02 5.515BE 02`b.1789E 03 1.4621E 02 196061L 04 0.0
	
0.0	 U.0	 0.0	 3.P459F 63
GA  BUILDUP IN 5LOTt 0W/OT = 6.33U7F-01
FUREWARD ..9.6621E 02 5.5124E-02 5.4971E U2 b.1777E 03 2.2589E 02 1.6061E F14 2.4599E 01 1.3389E 03 2•87nTE-01 5. 74 12E-01 b.92dHF 03
AFT	 1..U3U5E 03 5.5095E 02 5.4943E 02 6.1773E 03 2.2594E 02 1.6061E 04 4.1420E 01 2.2547E 0.7 2.f17n4F-01 5.740bE-OI 5.9216F n3






















































































































































	IGNITION TIME. TIME (5)	 107.00000
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NlLBF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (HiLBF)
DELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SPLBF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.L8F*5)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LSH/S1
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KG,LSM)
INERTMASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KGoLBM)
TOTAL BURN AREA (M**l^.IN**2I
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**31IN**31.
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG.LUM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (K69LUM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLEeLBM/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUSI.VELOCITY (M/S,FT/5)











GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,ULG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
RAUTAL BURN AREA (M**2sIN**2)


















ANISOTRONIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
NUMmR OF PRESSURE M RATIOPIS
INCREMENT.OIVAOING PLANE WAS
MASS PO N T U H
AUDITION
REGIONS PS1A PSIA AEG. R FT/SEC:
FORE 551.42 551.42 6179951 0401 02000
30.000 551.42 551.42 6179.51 0.01 0.0
.609000 551.42 551.42 6179.51 8.01 0,13
90.800 551.42 551.42 6I79.51 0002 060
99.243 551.42 .551.42 6179.51 0.02 0.0
118.800 551.42 551.42 6179.51 0.0 0.0
148.800 551.42 551,42 bl79.50 10.03 04003
178.800 551.42 551.41 6179,49 19.91 0.006
208.800 551.41 551.39 6179.47 29.67 0.008
238.800 551.40 551.36 6279.45 39.29 0.011
468.800 .551.38 551.32 6179.41 48.80 0.014
298.800 551.35 551.27 6179.37 58020 0017
3280800 551.32 , 551.21 6179032 67.50 00019
3511.800 561.29 551.14 6179.27 76.69 0.022
JB30185 551,25 551.08 6179.23 84.13 0.024
448.988 551.24 551.03 6179.17 92.38 00026
477.600 551,19 550.94 6179.10 101.09 0.029
507.600 551.14 550.83 6179.03 110.09 0.031
L,	 537.600 551.08 550.72 6178.95 119000 0.034
567.600 551.02 550.40 6178.Bb 127981 0.036
Lo	 597.600 5bU.94 550.47 6178.77 136453 0.0390
627.600 550.87 550.33 6118.67 145.16 0.041
657.600 550.79 550.19 6178057 153,73 0.043
666.744 550.76 550.14 6176.54 156.35 0.044
7019100 550.16 550.U2 6178.36 169.80 0.048
131.300 55U.65 549.115 6178.25 178.33 06050
761.100 550,55 549.66 6178.12 186.78 0.053
791.100 550.44 549.47 6178.00 195.15 0,055
621.100 550.32 549.27 6177.86 203.45 0.057
851.100 550.20 549.07 6177.73 211.64 0.060
881.100 550.07 548.85 6177.59 2I9,86 0.062
911.100 549.95 548.63 6117.45 227,98 0.064
941.100 '549.81 548.40 6177.30 236.05 0.067
965.631 549.70 548.21 6177.17 242.64 0.068
1031.118 549.66 547.94 6176.80 261.03 0.074
10596100 549.49 547.68 6176.68 267.18 0.075
1089.900 549.30 547.41 6176.54 273.54 0077
11194900 549.11 .547.13 6176.411 279489 0.079
1149.900 546.92 546.85 6176.26 286.24 00081
1179,900 548.72 546.56 6176.11 292.58 0.083
12090900 .54843 546.27 6175.96 298.94 0.084
1239.900 548.32 545.97 6175.81 305.31 0.086
1258.900 :546,19 545,78 6175.71 309.35 0,087
AFT 548,13 545.65 6175.61 313944 00088
LP AN WUOT OWDO T OW/VT kP TAU RSTO 7AU1°l
INCHES S0.	 IN. LB/SEC LS/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC 1N. tN/5EC IN.
0.0 1606200 0016 0001 -0.15 0.2872 16.253 0.2875 16.263
U.0 160b2.60 0.25 0.0 -0.10 O.?P7? lb.?53 0.2872 16.2Sz
0.0 160x2.81 0.35 0.0 -0.10 0.2A72 16.253 0.2872 16.253
00 1bO b2.82 0.44 0.0 -0.10 0.2x72 16.253 0.2872 16.253
0.0 160 02.82 0.47 0.0 -0.03 0.2872 16.253 0.287? 16.25l
418.?6 13941.24 0.0 55.99 0.56 0.2872 31.466 0.2872 31.4bA
420.09 14054,18 230.72 231.13 0.41 0.2A7? 31.467 0.2872 .31.441
421.92 14185.24 462.44 232.14 0.41 U.?R72 31.465 0.287? 31.465
423.75 14314.41 b95.18 233.15 0.11 0.29 77 11. 463 0.287? 31.461
425.59 14441.70 928.92 234.15 0,41 0.287? 31.460 O.2B72 31.46n
427.42 145b7.11 1163.66 235.16 0.42 0,797? 31. 458 0 n 2872 31.458
429.25 14690.63 1399.42 236.17 0.4? 0.2872 31.455 0.2872 31.455
431.08 14812.27 1636.17 237.17 0.42 0.2872 31.4,2 O.?B12 31.45?
432.91 14932.02 1873.93 238.18 0.42 0.2872 31.449 0.?872 31.44-1
434.40 15027.97 2068.51 194.34 -0.24 0.2E+71 31.446 0.2871 31.444
420.01 14049.75 2123.41 19.59 1.05 0.2871 31.426 0.2671 31.42x•
421.84 14ldO.20 2344.88 221.32 x0.15 0.21,71 31.423 0.2871 31.421
423.76 14314.96 2577.54 ?33.08 0.41 0.?071 31.418 0.2871 31.4191
425.67 14447.65 2811#26 234.13 0.41 U.2871 31.413 0.2871 31.411
427.59 1451x.27 3046.02 235,17 0.42 0.2971 31.408 0.2871 31.4093
429.51 1471,6.82 3281.82 236.22 0.4P- 0.21, 71 31.404 0.2671 31.404
431.42 148.13.29 3518.66 237.26 0.42 0.2271 31098 0.?871 3I.3gR
433.34 14907.69 3756.55 238.31 0.42 0.2A70 31.393 0.2870 31.3y1
433.92 14995.20 3829.84 72.84 -0,45 0.?810 31.388 0.2870 31.3RA
417.61 13818.26 38+8.89 57.01 0.52 0.2870 31.365 0.2 a 1U 31.364
419.42 140U9.00 4079.11 230.63 0.41 0.2A10 31.363 0 n 21170 31.363
421.22 14137.90 4310.31 ?31.61 0.41 0.2E+ 1n 31.356 0.28711 31.35E
423.03 14244,96 4542.48 ?32.59 0.41 U.21170 31.349 0.2870 31.349
424,83 14310.17 4775,63 ?33.57 0.41 0.2869 31.34,2 0.2809 31.3471
426.64 14513.55 5009.75 ?34.54 0.42 0.2869 31.335 0.2869 31.335
.428,45 14635.07 5244.85 235.52 0642 U.2869 31.328 0.2869 310328
430.25 14754.76 5480.92 736.49 0.42 0.?R69 31.323 0.2869 3I.321
432.06 14872.61 57I7.96 237.46 0.42 C. PA64 31 . 314 0 6 2868 31.314
433.53.14901.60 b913.0a 19400 -0.23 0.2Pb q 31.30 7 0.28611 31.3117
4 1 9 .65 140b0.27 5968,99 0.0 1.06 0.2x,66 31.253 0.2858 31.e,.41
422.53 14245.59 6191.61 222.48 -0.14 0.2969 31.249 0.2868 31.24n
425.33 14444.74 6424.58 233.39 0.42 0.2867 31.242 0.2867 31.,24?
428.12 146.19.35 6659.06 234.90 0.42 0.2A67 31.235 0.2861 31.235
430.92 14829.41 6895.05 236.42 0.42 0.2867 31.228 0.?867 31,,22R
433.72 15014,95 7132.55 ?37.93 0.42 0 n 2A66 31.221 0.2866 31.221
436,51 151 9b.94 7371.56 239.44 0.43 0.?866 31.214 0.2866 31.214
439.31 153 1 2.3 9 7612.07 ?40.94 0.43 0.?P66 31.207 0.?866 31.207
441.08 154"1,00 7165.17 153.37 U.27 0.2865 31.200 0.28bb 31.101







INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWOOT	 A6	 RH	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU




SO. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LH/SEC
A
FOHEWARD	 9.9243E 01 5.5142E 02 5.5142E 02 6,1795E 03 1.6423E-02 1.6061E 04-4.1204E-02-2.2411E DO 2.87PBE-01 5.6842E-01 4.3182F-al
AFT	 1.18ls0E 02 5.5142E 02 5.5142E 02 6.1795E 03-4.8978E-03 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 040	 1.2878F-01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW/UT = 5.6059E-01
FOREWARD
	 3.83 .19E 02 5.5125E02 5.5108E 02 6.1792E 03 7.9440E 01 f.6061E 04 1.8983E 01 1.0326E 03 2.87P4E-01 5.7487E-01 2.0815F 03
AFT
	
4.40 9E 02 5.5121E 02 5...''i1D3E 02 6,1792E 03 7.9406E 01 1.6061E 04 3.6965E 01 2.0108E 03 2.8723E-01 5.7485E -01 2.0964r 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS DW /DT = 1.0511E 00
FOREwAHD
	
6.6674E 02 5.5876E 02 5.5014E 02 6.1785E 03 1.4672E 02 1,6061E 04 1.9578E 01 1.D654E 03 2.8713E-01 5.7463E-01 3.A494F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.5a65E 02 5.5002E 02 6..1784E 03 1.4673E 02 1.6D61E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.8489E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTi DW/DT = 5.2171E-01
FuREWAND	 9.6563E 02 5.4970E U2 5.4B21E 02 6.1772E 03 2.2689E 02 1.6061E 04.2.0068E 01 1.0930E 03 2.8689E-OL 5.7415E-01 5.9331E 03 n
AFT	 1.D311E 03 5.4943E 02 5.4794E 02 6.1768E 03 2.2695E 02 1.6061E 04 3.6907E 01 2.0103E 03 2.8686E-0P 5.7408E-01 5.9321E 03
rn
w	 GAS BUILDUP IN SLL}T, DW/DT = 1.0555E 00
1'	 W
IGNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (5)	 109600000
PROGRAM
r:	 PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE IW ERNATTONAL ENGLISH
i	 MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF) FTOEL aU49794.0 I809b66.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N,LHF) FTVAC 9059545.0 2036661.0
THRUST CONTRIBU71UN OF INERTS 	 (NPL8F) FI 100600.38 2?615.867
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 ( N*S,LBF*S) SRMOTI 0.95410022E 09 0.21449034E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S.LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.10640371E	 10 0,23920510E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6252oB9 1.6252089
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LNM/S) WUOT 3562.3176 7853.5664
FLUWRATE INTEGRAL .(KG,LHM) SWUOTN "18258.06 922101.31
'INERT MASS FLOWRATE	 (KG/5 9 LHH/S] MIF 53.991486 119.U3088
1NLRT.MASS REMAINING	 (KGPLUM) MIR 578.93408 1276.3315	 .
TOTAL bURN AREA
	
(M*a2,INµ+2) ABTOT 276.66211 428H27.44
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3.IN*63).. VF 40.144079 1228658.0
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LdM) WF J5667.781 78b34.000.
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (K(iPL8M) WGTOT 1441.6436 2737.3560
. .RATIO OF SPE C IFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615744 1 n 1615744
MOLECULAR WEIGHT UF.GAS
	 (KG/MOLLoLBM/MOLE) AMw 12.863900 28.360046
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S,FT /5) CSTAR 15b5.0322 5134.6211
MAXIMUM CHAMULR MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.86986899E-01 O:B6986499E^01
HEAD END PARAMETERS: o
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M* 0 29LUF /INµµ21 PH 0.37927501E 09 550.09204 w
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 (N 4S/M µa 2PLBF 0S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.46320914E 11 67182.813 °1
BURN AREA	 (M* µ2.IN 0a4) AHH 0.231854361:-03 0.35937500
'_,	 UURN RATE	 (M/SPIN/S) R82(11 0.T286571OE-02 0,28687304 ro
i°	 DISTANCE OURNEU
	
(MPIN) TAU7(1) 0.41282398 16.252914ru
F'ROPELLANT'VOLUME 	 (M*p3,IN**3] VFH 0.1f 0.0
.GAS VOLUME
	
(Mµµ 391N+03) VPH 12.525938 764380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE 	 (DEG KPUEG R) PRNT(1,31 3432.7949 6179.0313
CYLINORIGAL SECTION PARAMETERSI
kAUTAL BURN AREA	 (H*"21IN lt*2) ABCYL c70.05884 418592.38
SEGMENT FACE. bURN.ARLA	 (M**29INMµ2) A05LO7 4.8543339 5974.2305
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M* 63,1Nµµ31 VFCYL 40.078598 1225272.0
GAS VOLUME	 (M*%3,IN*43) VP [61.79049 15974010.
AF7 ENO PARAMLTERSI
TOTAL PRESSOHL (NOL ENT)	 (N/M µµ4,LBF/TN µ 02) PON 0.37708595E 09 5460 1724
PRESSURE INTLORAL '(N°S /M* 4i49LE1F*S/IN** 21 SPONOT 0.45356717E	 11 65494.285
..BURN AREA AAN 4.7487469 4260.5664
BURN RATL'(M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(Ni+ll 0.72696023E-02 0.28620493
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M,91N) TAUZ(NI +11 09U0689985 31.7b1715
PROPELLANT VOLUME .(M ° w3 p lN #µ 3) VFN 0•55476237E-01 3385.3691
GAS VOLUME iM**3.IN ru3} VPN 11.970201 73o4h6.111
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE 	 (DEG.KiDEG R) PRNT(NIP3) A430.7397 6175.3320




( H * #2,INµ+2) AT 1.4782791 ??91.3379
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b.7393P75 6.7393875
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23299396E-01 0.23299396E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERSI
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.b5951407E-01 0.65951407E-01





















































































































































INCREMENT UIv1UING PLANE UATAi
U M LP AP WUUT OWUUT DW/(}r RR TAU RHrG TAUT
FT/SEC INCHES SU-	 IN. LB/SEC LH/SEC LB/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
0.01 0,000 0.0 160b2.80 0.13 0.01 -0.13 4.2069 16.253 0.2872 16.251
0401 0.0 0.0 lb db2.80 0.21 040 -0.08 0.2A69 16.253 0.2869 15.25'3
0.01 0.0 0.0 160h2.81 0.29 000 -D.OH 0. ?P 69 16.253 0.8869 16.2 51
0.01 0,0 0.0 16062.82 0.37 0.0 -0.08 0.2A69 16.253 0.2869 16.251
0.02 0.0 0.0 16062.82 0.39 0.0 -0.0? 0.2Rb9 16.253 0.2869 16.251
0.0 0.0 421.67 14162.51 4.0 46 n 117 0.57 0.2969 3a.U42 0.28h9 32.04?
9 4 95 0003 423,70 14296.73 232444 232.87 0.42 0.?R69 32041 0,2869 32,041
19.77 06006 425.53 144d9,02 465689 ?33,88 0.43 0.?269 12.339 0.2669 3?.031
29.45 0.008 427.36 14579.37 700,35 23408 0.43 0.2262 12=037 0.2869 32.031
39.01 01011 429.20 146d1.78 935.81 ?35.89 0.43 0.13,6 1 1' 32.035 U.28fiv 32,U3S
46.46 0.014 431.03 14814.26 1172.28 236.9U 0.43 0.2Ab'1 32.032 0.?dbq 3a.03P
57.79 0.016 432.86 14938.80 1409.75 237690 0.41 0.2 11 69 32.019 0.2d69 .3?.1120
67.03 0.019 434.69 150bl.40 1648.23 238.91 0.43 0.2869 32.027 0.2859 1?.027
76.16 0.021 436.52 15l d 2.06 1887.70 ?39.91 0.44 0.296A 32.024 0.?868 31.0?4
83.38 0.024 431.98 1521b446 2079.07 191613 -0.24 0.2A6A 3?.021 n.286H .12.021
91607 0.026 423.66 14294.89 2124.84 15.02 1.011 0.2A6A 32.000 0.2868 32.00n
99.56 0.026 425.45 144L3.89 2343.50 216.51 -0.15 0.2A69 31.997 0.29611 31.997
108.51 0.03I 427.36 14h69.B7 2577.119 ?34.82 0.43 0.211511 31.992 0.2868 31.99
117.36 0,033 429.28 14693.72 2813,33 2:15.87 0.43 0.211611 31.9117 0.7868 !1.907
126.12 0.036 431c20 14825.43 3049.81 236.91 0.43 0,21168 31.983 0.2668 31.983
134.80 0.0313 433.11 14955.02 3287.33 237.96 0.43 0421168 31.976 0.2868 31.976
143.39 0.040 435.03 15082.48 3525,90 239.00 0.43 (1.286A 31.973 0.2868 31.971
151491 0.043 43605 152Uf,80 3765.50 240.04 0.44 0.21167 31.967 0,2867 31.967
I54.36 0.044 437.49 15243,21 3834.72 h8.76 '-0 n 46 0.21167 31.962 0.2867 31.962
167.30 0.047 421.22 14119.01 3849.19 47.91 0.54 0.2867 31,939 0.?.1367 .!1.934
175.79 0.050 423.02.14251,00 4061.14 8.12.37 0.42 0.?K67 13.937 0.2867 31.937
184.20 0.052 424.63 14361.09 4314.06 ?.33.35 0.43 0.?P67 31030 0.?0h7 31.VJm
192.54 0.054 426.63 145U9.29 4547.96 234.33 0.43 0.29h7 31.923 0.2867 31.921
200.80 0.057 428,44 I46i5.6U 4782.54 ?35.31 0.43 0.2x67, 31.916 0.M6 31.91j.
209.00 0.059 430.25 14760.01 5018460 236.?8 0.43 0.28663 31009 0.2666 31.90,
217.14 0.061 432.05 14802.53 5255.50 237,25 0.43 0.21166 31.902 0.2866 31.90?
2+25.22 0.063 433.86 15003.15 5493.29 238.23 0.43 0.21166 31.895 0.2866 31.89c;
233.25 0.066 435.66 15141.88 5732.05 239420 0.44 0,2 1165 31049 11.2665 31.1391
239.66 0.068 437,10 15215.33 5923.99 191.72 -0.23 0.26365 31.880 0.2865 31.880
257.111 0.073 423.51 142 96.56 5970.761 0.0 1.014 0..2P65 31.827 0.286b 31.827
263.20 0+074 426,14 14489.76 6190.62 219.70 -0.14 0.2865.31.823 0.28641 31.813
269.57 0,076 428,93 14690.71 6425.32 235.13 0.43 G.2R64 31.1116 0.28b4 31.81+
275.93 0.078 431.T3 14887.00 6661.52 ?36.65 0.43 0.21164 31.009 0.?H64 31.806
292.26 0.080 434.52 15018.62 6899.24 238.16 1).44 0.2264 3I.802 0.2864 31.bGP
288.63 0.081 437.32 15265.58 7138.46 239.66 0.44 0.2Pb3 11.795 0.2863 31.795
294.99 0.083 440.11 1544 7.87 7379.19 ?41.17 0.44 0.$1163 31.701 0.2863 31.187
301.37 0.085 442.91 15645.49 7621643 ?42.68 0.44 0.2863 31.780 0.2863 31.78n
305.41 0.086 444.66 15715.58 777'?.61 154.41 0.28 0.2136? 31.113 0.?862 31.171









PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 IIWOOT	 A 	 RP	 ULLTA	 WSLUT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 OEG. R	 FT%SEC	 SO. IN.	 LB/SEC	 $U, IN,	 IN/SEc	 IN.	 LFI/SEc
Ft7kEWAkU
	 9.9243E'O1 5.5009E 02 5.5009E 02 6.1790E 03 1.3455E - 02 1.6061E 04-4,1181E-02--2.2411E 00 2.8712E -01 5.6842E - 01 3.5293'- 01
AFT	 1.1980E.02 5.5009E 02 S.SO09E 02'6.1790E 03-8.2605E-03 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0.0	 040	 0.0	 -2.]6bdF-01
GAS UUILUUP IN SLOT * UW/OT = 5.6962E-01
FONEWARD
	
3.8d41E 02 594993F.02 5.4976E 026.1788E 03 7.9855E 01 1.6061E 04 1.4407E 01 7.8413E Oa 2.87oBE-01 5.7448E-01 2.nUSP 03
AFT	 4.4956E 02 5, 4989E : 02 5.4971E 02 6.1787E 03 7.9819E'01 1.6061E 04 3.2441F 01 1.7657E 03 2.8707E-01 5.7447E-01.2.092 4E 03
GAS 8UILIJUI,
 1N .SLOT r OW/DT = 1.0796E 00
FOREWAHII
	 6.6617E 82 5 . 4945E.02 5.4885E 02 6.1781E 03 1.4707E 02 li6061E 04 1.5012E 01 9.1737E 02 2.8647E -01 5.7425E- 01 3.8497& 93
AFT	 7.0110E be 5.4934E 02 5.4874E 02 6.1779E 03 1.4708E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 000	 3.844AF ill
GAS 8UIL11UP IN SLOT, UW/UT = 5..3673E - 01.
FUHEMARD	 9.6506E 02 5.4842E 02 5,4697E 02 . 6.1768E 03 2 . 2764E U2 1,6061F. 04 1.5512E 01 H.4525E 02 2.8674F.-01 5.7378E -01 5.9395F 03
APT
	 .1.0317E: U3 5.4817E.02 5.4672E 02 6.1764E 03 2.2769E 02 1.6061E 04 3.2369E 01 1.7640E 03 2.867IE-01 5.7372E- 01 5.9384E 03
rn .





IGNITION TIME.,	 TIME	 (S)	 111.00000
PROGRAM




(N#LBF) FTOEL U001727.0 179H860.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	 (NiLBF) FTVAC `1011477.0 202586100
TH14LJST CONTRIBUTION (IF INERTS	 INPLBF) FI 107936.94 24265.191
UELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE;
	 (N*SvL6F*S) SRMDTI 0.97015168E 09 0.21909885E 09
VACUUM TOTAL
	 IMPULSE	 (N±+S,LHF*S) SRMVTI 0.10821082E 10 0.24326763E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6259384 1.6259384
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S1 wDOT 3543.1497 7811.3086
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL
	 (KG*LBM) SWDOTN 1x25363.56 937766.19
INERT MASS FLOWRATE	 (KG/SPLHM/S) MIF nl.92H970 127.11155
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,Lf3M) MIR 463007617 :0200084
TOTAL BURN AREA ABTOT 275.52393 427063.00
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**Jt IN**3) VF 16.104782 982715.19
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG t LHM) WF dd529.852 62891.563
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGvLdM) WGTOT 1268.0483 2795.5684
RATtU OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615725 1.1615725.
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS tKG/MOLEoLHM/MOLE) AMVI 12.862917 211.351880
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY
	 (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1h64.9619 5134..39U6
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.856666'a6E-01 0.8566665hE-01
HEAD END PANAMETERSI
TOTAL PRESSURE
	 (N/M**2rL6F/IN**2) PH 0.3767895UF 09 546.40706
PRLSSUkE INTEGRAL
	
(N*S/N**2 ►LHF*S/IN**2) SPHD7 0.47076966E 11 611279.315
UURN AREA(M*029IN 41 *21: AHH 0.43185436E-03 0.359.37500
BURN RATE
	 (M/Sl1N/S) RBZI1) 0.72717406E-U2 0.2B6d6904
DISTANCE HURLILD
	 tM,IN) TAUZII) 0.41282398 16 n 252914.
PROPELLANT VUI:UME
	
(M**3eIN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0
GAS .VOLUME	 (M**3*IN**3) VPH 120525938 7643130.00




(M0 *2,IN**2) AHCYL d71.51U74 4201342.69
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA
	 (M**29IN**2) ABSLOT 340512838 4729.5000
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	
(M**.3,IN**3) VFCYL 16.076279 981035.94
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**3vIN**3) VP d64.99780 16171114.
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRLSSUREtNOZ EN71	 (N/M**2vLHF/IN**2) PON U.37468083E 09 543.42896
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	
(N*S/M* d RjLBF 4S/IN**2). SPUNDT 0.45908480E 11 66584.625
BURN AREA
	
tM**2 * IN 4*21 AAN 0.96161330 149045037
HURW RATL (M/S,IN/SEC) RBZ(NI+1) 0.12551295E-02 0628563511
DISTANCE BURNED
	 (MvIN) . TAUZ(NI+I) 0.82143891 32.340118
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3rIN**3) VFN 0.2650I246E-01 173942537
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**3iPN**3) VPN 11.997176 732112.94
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KsDEG R) PRNT(NIs3) 3430.0540 6174.0977
PORT AREA	 (M**2oIN4 *2) AP 10.316858 15991.164
NOZZLE PARAMLTERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M**2PIN*±^2) AT 1.4792109 229207622
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 4.1351415 6.7351418
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23318846E--01 0.2331RH46E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAFILTERS:
ANISUTROPIC uURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01







INCREMENT uIV1UING PLANE DATA:
MASS PQ P T U M LP AP wDOT nwf1UT D.f/llT HH TAU ROTO TAUTn
AUDITION
REGIUNS PS1A PS1A UEG, R FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN- Lb/SEC L}+/SEC Lfi/SEC IN/SEC In. IN/SEC IN.
FUME: 546.49 546x49 b177.73 0.01 0.000 0.0 1bOO2.80 0,35 0.01 -0.34 0.?.R63 16.253 0.2869 16.251
30.000 546.49 546.49 6177.73 0,02 DID 0.0 lbob2.8U 0056 DID -0.21 0.2Pb3 16.2b3 0.2863 17+.251
60.000 546.49 546ti49 6177.73 0.03 040 0.0 1fi0o2.B1 0.78 0.0 -0.21 U.?Hb3 16.253 D.?1363 16.255
90.000 546.49 546.49 6177.73 0904 060 000 160b2.B2 0.99 DID -0.21 0,2863 16.253 0.2863 16.257
99.243 546.49 546.49 6177.73 0.1)4 0.0 0.0 160b2.82 1.06 0.0 -0.07 0.2R63 16.253 0.2d63 16.251
118.800 b4b.49 546 n 49 6177.13 U.02 0.0 425.47 144U5.59 0.54 37.71 0.48 0.2P63 32.616 0.2663 32.bl r-
148.000 546.49 546.49 6177.73 9.94 O.D03 421030 145+1.09 234.61 234.37 0.30 0.2Rb; 12.615 0.286.1 32.f11ti
178.800 546.48 546.48 6177.72 19.72 0.006 429.14 14614.61 469.69 235.3(1 0.30 U.29b3 32.613 0.?°63 32.611
20H.HU0 546.48 546.46 6177.70 29.36 0.008 430.97 148U6.13 705.711 ?36.39 0,30 0.2P63 32.611 0.2863 32.611
238.80U 546.46 546.43 6177.67 311.91 O.OII 432.80 14935.67 942.87 237.39 0.30 U.2A6.1 32.608 0.2863 3?.n04
G68.HD0 546.44 546.39 b177.64 4802 0.014 434.63 150"3.21 1180.9+7 2311.40 0,30 0.2863 32.606 0.2853 3?.606
298.800 546.42 546.34 6177.60 57.63 0.016 436.46 151dB.77 1420.06 239.4(1 0..30 Ix.?863 32.603 0.2H63 3?.bDi
328.800 546.39 546.213 6177.55 66.84 0.019 438.30 15312.34 1660.16 24D.40 0.311 0.2Rb3 32.600 0.2863 32.6o1n
358.800 546.36 b4b.21 b177.50 75.95 0.021 440.13 15433.91 1901.26 241.40 0.30 0.2961 32.597 0.2863 3?.597
382.036 546.33 546.16 6177.46 82.97 0.023 441.55 1552x.71 2084.28 187.67 -0.36 0.2963 32.594 0.2863 32.597.
450.136 546.32 546.12 b177.41 90.16 0.025 427.30 145'+1.89 2126.111 1D.42 0.16 0.286? 32.514 0.2862 32.914 Zp
477.600 546.28 b46.03 6177935 98945 0.028 429.05 146b9.40 ?341.RR 215.42 -0.28 0.2462 12.570 0.2862 3?.51n
607.600 546.23 545 n 93 6177.27 107.39 0.030 430.97 14806.59 2577.90 ?36.32 0.30 0.2962 32.566 0.?862 3?.bhl cn
537.600 546.17 545.83 6177.20 116,23 0.033 432.88 14441.59 2814.97 237.37 0.30 0.21ub2 32.561 0.2862 32.5h1
'	 b67.600 54b.10 545.71 6177.11 1?4.97 0.035 434.80 15014.41 3053.D7 23H.41 0.30 0.2P6? 12.5!16 0.2862
1OEn	 597.60o 546.03 545.59 6177.02 133.63 0.0313 436.72 152 U 5.04 3292.22 239.45 0.30 U.2f162 32.5b1 0.?8112 32.`1bl e
61!7.600 54b.9b 545.45 (3176.93 142.21 0.040 438.63 15333.47 - 3532.41 240.49 0.30 U.2R62 32.546 0.2862 32.'1411
b57.600 545.89 545.31 6176.03 154.72 0.043 440.55 15439.72 3773.64 ?41.53 0.30 U.211b 2 32.541 0.2862 3 ?.341
665.595 545.86 545.27 4116.80 153.DO 0.043 441.06 154 1-1.00 3838.119 64.55 -0.51 U.?R61 32.536 0.2861 32.53E
701.100 545.B6 545.17 b176.64 165.51 0.047 4?4.82 143
13
1.57 3848.11 38.75 0.31 O.1Nbl 12.512 0.28bI 32.512
731.100 545.76 545.00 6176.53 174.00 0.049 42b.63 14d?i4,81 408?.31 ?33.118 0.30 U.2Pb1 31.510 O.?Bbl 32.51n
161.101) 545.66 544.83 6176.41 182.40 0.051 428.43 14666.10 43I6.86 234.86 0.30 0.2P61 32.'x513 0.28hl 32.501
191.100 545.36 544.64 6176.29 190.72 0.054 430.24 147:25,45 4552.19 235.84 0.30 0.261 32.496 f},28hI 3/.49A
"	 B21.100 545.44 544.45 6116.16 198.91'1 0 n 056 432.04 14842.84 4718.09 2311.81 0.30 0.2Ab1 'i2.49u 0.2861 3?.444
Ubl.lOD 545.33 544.25 6176.03 247.17 0.058 433.65 lbOA6,29 5026.31 237.78 0.30 D.?A61 12.482 O,2860 3?.4H>
881.100 545.21 544.05 6115.89 213.31 0.0	 1 435.65 15111.79 5264032 ?3R.IS 0.30 u. ?260 32.415 11.?660 32.47x, -
911.100 545.09 543.83 b175.75 223.3H O.Oba 431.45 152-3 3.35 5504.23 ?39.72 0.30 0.2PbO 32.460 0.2860 32.460
941.100 544.95 54.1.61 6175.61 231.42 0.065 439.26 15372.9b 5144.6? ?40.69 D.30 0,2260 32.461 O.2860 32.461
9b4.484 544.65 543.44 6175.49 237.67 0.067 440.67 15444.84 5933.25 188.28 -0.35 0.2R59 32.453 0.2859 32.453
1U32.265 544.1$3 543.23 6175.17 254.41 0.072 427.16 145 44.7.1 5971.17 0.0 0.76 0.2R5y 32. is00 0.2H59 3?.401
1059.900 544.67 542.97 6175.05 260.34 0.073 429.73 14735.75 6188.07 216.63 -0.27 0.2259 32.396 0.2839 3?.39h
1089.900 544,49 542.71 6174.91 266.74 0.075 432.53 149311.50 6424.40 236.64 0.30 U.2A59 32.369 0.2859 32.394
1119.900 544.31 542.44 6174.77 273.12 0.077 435.32 151 36 ,47 b662.24 239.1S 0.31 U.2A5B 32.342 0.2858 32.39>
1149.900 544.13 542.17 6174.64 279.50 0.079 438.12 15329.64 6901.511 ?34.65 0.31 0.24bn 32.375 0.2858 32.37;
1179.900 543.94 541.90 6174.49 285.SR 0.081 440.92 15518.02 7142.43 2,+1.16 0.31 U.2P59 32.3b7 0.28613 3?.361
1209.900 543.76 541. 62 6174.34 ?92.27 0.082 443.71 157U1.61 1384.79 24?.67 0.31 D-2AS7 12.31,0 U.?Sbl .i7.36M1
1239.900 543.57 541.33 6174.20 298.68 0.084 446.51 15860,40 7beB.64 244.17 0.31 0.2P57 32.343 0.2857 32.3bl
12`x8.900 543.44 541.15 6174.10 302.74 0.085 448.28 159VI.1b 1783.86 155.41 0.20 U. ? A bl 3?..39'1 0.21157






INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 AH	 on	 UELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN,	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R
	 FT/SEC	 So. IN.
	 LB/SEC	 SO, IN.	 IN/SEC	 1N.	 LH/SEC
FOREWARD	 9.9243E D1 5 .4649E 02 5 .4649E 02 6 . 1777E 63 3.9034E- 02 1.6061E 04-4.1118E -02-2.2411E 00 2.86ABE -Ol 5.6842E-01 1.0173F 00
AFT	 1.1880E 02 5.4649E 02 5.4649E 02 6.1777E 03 2.0726E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 O . D	 090	 0.0	 5.4018F-01
GAS UUILDUP IN SLOTv DW/DT = 4.7713E-01
FUREWARD	 3 . 8204E 02 5.4633E 02 5.4616E 02 6.1775E 03 8.0586E U1 1.6061F 04 9.7938E 00 5.3307E OZ 2.86f .4E-Dl 5 . 7416E-01 2.D991F 03
AFT	 4.5014E 02 5.4629E 02.5.4612E 02 6.17 ?4E 03 8 .0562E al 1.6061E 04 2.7B6oF 01 1.5187E 03 2.86F4F
_-01 5.7415E- 01 2.0983E n3
GAS'8UILOUP.IN SLOT ► DW/OT = 7.5914E-01
FOKWARD	 6. 6560E 02 50586E .02 5.4527E 02 6.1768E 03 1.4799E 02 1.6061E 04 1.0408E DI 5.6750E 02 -.A6 ciJF-nl 5.7.194E-D1 3. H491F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.4576E 02 5.4517E 02 6.1766E 03 1.4800E 02 1.6061E 04 046
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.8487F 03
GAS UUILDUP IN SLOT9 DW/DT 3.6963E-01
FOREWARD .9.6448E 02 5.44135E 02 5.4344E 02 6.1755E 03 2.2927E 02 1.6061E 04 1.0916E 01 5. g574E OF 2.8031E •-01 5.7348E-01 5.9442F 03 0
AFT	 1u0323E 03 5.4463E . 02 5.4321E. 02 6.1752E 03 2.2933E 02 1.6061E 04 2.7773E 01 1.5159E D:1 2.8628E-0l 5.7342E-01 5.9434E 03 c^'n
rn






wF-8 HURNUUT : INCREMENT LOCATION
1.23989994 03













































































































































TOTAL OELIVEKEU'THRUS T (N,L9F)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N,LBF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS IN,LUF)
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LbF*S1
. VAc.UUF1 TOTAL IMPULSE ( N*S,LHF*S)
THRUST COFFFICIENT
bRAlt1 UISCHAkbE MASS FLOwR ATE (K6/SiLHM/Sl
FLUWRATE INTE6RAL (Kb,LHH)
INERT MASS FLUWkATE (KG/S,LHM/S)
INERT MASS REMAINING 1KG.L8H1
TOTAL BURN AREA (Mu*2•IN**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M4*3,IN**3l
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG*LBMI
TOTAL bA5 MASS (Kb,LUM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (K0/M0LE,LHM/MULE)
LHARACTERIbT1L EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S.FT/S)
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUHHER
HLAD ENO PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRE55UHL (N/M**2tLHF/IN**2)
PRESSURE INTEGRAL ( N*S/M**2}LEIP*S/INif*2)
co	 BURN AREA(M**2,IN**21
bURN RATE. .(H/S,IN/5)
m	 :DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN)
PROPELLANT VULUME ( M **3,IN *µ3)
GAS VOLUME (M**3,IN**3)
OAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,UEG R) .
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
kAUTAL BURN AREA (MO*20110*2)
5EUMENT FACE BURN AREA (M4a2:IN0*21
PROPELLANT VULUNF (M**31IN*+~3)
GAS VULUFIE (M**3, IN4031
AFT LNU PARAHETERS:







GAS STATIC TEMPERATU4V-fOEG K,VEG R)
PONT AREA (M**2,ik**2)
NUZZLE PARAMETERS:





ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS
...
INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE OATH:
MASS PO Y T u M LP AP WDOT UWDUT DW/OT RR TAU R13TO TAurn
AUDITION
REGIONS PSIA: P51A OEG, R FT/SEC INCHES 50.	 IN. LB/SEC LS/SEC L81SEC IN/5EC IN. IN/SEC I14.
FORE 524.10 524.10 6169.68 0.08 0.000 0.0 160b2.80 2.13 0.01 -2.12 0.2134 16.253 0.213.11 16.251
30.000 524010 524.10 6169.68 0,14 0.0 040 16062.80 3.46 0.0 -1..14 0,21134 16.253 0 n 2834 16.251
60.000 524,10 524.10 6169.64 0019 0.0 0.0 i60b2.B1 4.90 0.0 -1.34 0.2A34 16.253 0.2834 16.251
90.0U0 524.10 524.10 6169.68 0.25 0.0 0.0 160b2,82 b.13 0.0 -1.34 0.2R34 16.253 0.2834 16.251
99.243 524.10 524.10 6169.68 0.26 010 0.0 16062,82 6.54 O.D -0.41 0.2A34 16.253 0.2834 16.251
118.800 524.10 524.10" 6169.68 0430 0.0 429.07 1465U.23 6.78 28617 -0,28 0.2A34 33.149 0.?834 33.1Rn
148.800 524.11 524.10 6169 n 67 1D.4A 0.004 430.90 147 8 7,02 241.47 ?33.94 -0.75 0.2834 33,187 0.2834 33.187
L78.800 524.10 524.08 6169.66 20.53 0.006 432.73 14921.76 477.16 234.94 -0.76 0.2A34 33.185 0.2934 31.14S
208.800 524.OB 524.06 6169.64 30.45 0.009 434,56 150b4.46 713.86 235.93 -0.76 0.2834 33.183 0.2834 31.1+31
23B.800 524.07 524.03 6169.61 40.24 0.012 436.40 1510b.12 951.56 236.93 -0.77 U.2A34 33.181 0.2834 33.1+11
e68.8d0 524.05 523.99 6169,57 49,91 0.014 438.23 1531.1.73 11 40.26 231.9? -0.71+ 0.2434 33.118 0.2834 31.178
298.800 524.02 523.94 6169.54 59,48 0.017 440.06 15440.30 1429,97 238.91 -0.19 U.?934 33.176 0.2t$34 33.115
328.80. 0 524.00 523.88 6169.48 68,94 0.020 441.89 155n4.B3 1670.67 239.91 -0,80 0.2933 33.173 0.2833 13.111
3580800 523.96 523.81 6169.43 78,31 0.022 443.72 15667.32 1912.39 240,90 -0.81 0.?A31 33.170 0.2833 33.170
381.463 523.93 523.76 6169.39 B5135 0.024 445.11 157113.49 2096.21 IB2,64 -1.19 0.2A33 33.167 0.2833 33.167
450.709 523.92 523.12 6169.34 92.36 0.026 430.93 14TJO.50 2126930 5,74 -1.84 0,21131 33.1 46 0.2433 31.1 -+A
477.600 523.118 523.64 6169.27 100.72 0.028 432.65 14916.47 2338.05 P10.54 -1022 0.PA33 33.143 n.?833 33.141
507.600 52.3.83 523.54 6169.20 109.91 00031 434.56 1bOb4.87 2574.69 235.97 -0.77 0,?8.33 33.139 0.2833 33.138
5371600 523.77 523.43 6169.11 119.00 0.034 436.48 15191.03 2612.36 236.90 -0.17 0.? 0 31 33.13.3 0.2833 33.131w
'-	 567.600 523.71 523.31 6169.02 1213,00 0.036 438.40 lb3?-4.94 3051.07 237.93 -0.78 U.?R.13 33.124 0.2833 33,129
597.6013 523.44 523.19 6168.93 136.91 0.039 440.31 15466.60 3290,83 23R.96 -0.19 0.29 33 33.124 0.2B33 33.124
6276600 524.57 523.U6 6168.83 145.75 0.041 442.23 ISS66.02 3531.62 239.99 -0,80 0.28 33 33.118 0.2833 33.1111
657,600 52:3.49 522.91 6168973 154.50 0.044 444.15 15713,19 3773.45 241.02 -0.81 U.2A3? 33.113 0.2832 33.111
665.022 523.47 522.8B 6168.70 156.68 0.044 444.b2 15744.30 3834.111 59,79 -0.78 0.2113? 33.109 0.28.12 33.101
7U1.100 52.3.47 522.18 6168,54 169022 0.048 4211.42 1 4605,71 3840,77 29.52 x-1.01 0.28.3? 33.085 0.?832 33.OA5
731.100 523.37 522.61 6168.42 177.96 0.050 430.22 1474U,19 4014.46 233.44 -0.15 U n 2A32 33.0+12 U.2932 33.114a
761.100 523.21 522.43 6168.29 186.61 0 n 053 432.03 148 12.68 4310.12 234.41 -O./, U.2A.32 33.016 0.2832 31.074
791.100 523.16. 522.25 6168.16. 195.19 0.055 433.83 15DU3.16 4546.26 235.38 -0.76 0. Pit 3? 33.069 0.2832 33.uxn9
0210100 523405 522.05 6168603 203.70 0.057 435.64 15131.64 4783.36 236.34 -0.17 0.24.31 33.002 0.2831 33.061
651.100 522.94 521.86 6167.89 212.14 0.060 +037.44 15264.13 5021.44 ?37.30 -0.lx3 0.21131 33.Obb 0.2831 33.U5,
8819100 5Z2.B2 521.65 6167.75 220152 0.062 439.25 15302.62 5260,40 ?30.26 -0.79 0.2931 33.047 0.2831 33.047
9110100 522.70 521.43 6167.60 228,85 0.065 441.05 1550b.11 5500.50 23y .a? -0.AO 0.2A.l1 33-.040 0.28.31 33.U4n
941.100 522,57 521.21 6167.45 237.13 0.067 442.86 1562b.59 5741.48 240.1H -0.81 U.2A30 33.033 0.?830 33.033
963.911 522947 521.04. 6167.32 243.42 0.069 444,23 15715.87 5925.93 183.26 -1.19 U.2R.10 33.025 0.2930 33.02,
1032.838 522.45 520.82' 6166.99 260.36 0,073 43002 14716,41 5951.36 0.0 -1.80 0.2A30 32.912 0.2834 9?.97?
1059.900 522.30 520.58 6166,86 266,64 0.075 433,36 14950,64. 6170.38 211.75 -1.27 0.2830 32.968 0.2810 32.968
10890900 522.12 520.32 6166.71 273.56 0.077 436,15 15139.50 6407.41 236.18 -0.85 0.2R2q 32.960 0.2929 32.960
1119.900 521.94 520.05 6166,55 200.47 0.079 438.94 15323.84 6645.96 237.67 -0.89 0.2429 32.953 0.2829 32.951
1149.900 521.76 519.78 6166.40 . 287.38 00081 441.74 15503,69 6886.05 239.16 -0.93 0.2829 32.946 0.2829 32.y4A
1179.900 521658 519.50 6166.24 294.29 0.083 444.53 15619.03 7127.67 240.64 -0.97 0.2R2R 32.939 0.2829 3?.930
12090900 521.39 514.21 6166.08 301.20 0.085 447.32 158451.87 7370.61 242.13 -1.01 0.2823 32.931 0.282x3 32.9.31
1239.900 521.2B 519.07 6166.03 303.11 0.086 0,00 16016920 7493.29 121.44 -1.05 0.2n2A 32,786 0.282H 3?.78A
1250.900 521.25 519.07 6166.08 301.20 0.085 0.0 16119.21 7493.97 0,00 -0.6F1 0.2427 32,500 0.28?7 32.bon








INFEkFACE	 PU	 P	 T	 U	 AN	 DWDL► i	 AS	 011	 IJELTA	 w9LOT
LUCAIION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO • IN.	 LtI/SEC	 SO. IN.	 IM/sEr	 IN n 	LH/SEr
FUkEwARD	 9.9243E 01 5 . 2410E 02 5 . 241UE 02 6.1697E 03 2,5995E-01 1.6061F 04»4.0119F - 02-2.2411E 011 2.81 9 E - 0I 5.6842E -01 6.5028E 00
AFT	 I.1$80E 02 5.2410E 02 5.2410E 02 6.1697E 03 2.7107E-01 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0 . 0	 G.0	 O.tl	 6 . 7810E 00
6AS BUILDUP IN SLUT.. Uw/DT =-2.7613F-Ol
FUHEYIAND	 3.6146E 02 5.2.393E 02 5.2376E 02 6.1694E 03 8.4052L 01 1.6061E 04 5.1247F 00 2. ,1209E UP 2.8'3 11bF-01 S.732HE-01	 03
AFT	 4 - SU71E 02 5 . 2390E 02 5 . 2372E 02 6 . 1693E 03 8.4133E 01 1.60bjF 04 2 . 3073E 01 1 . 2701E 03 2 . 83R5E.-01 5.7327E- 01 ?.10:3RF 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUTs Dw/UT =-I.890TE 00
FUREwakU	 h.tlbU2E 02 5.2347k . -32 5 . 22HUE 02 6.1667E 03 1.538.11: U2 I.beb1F 04 !1.7435% 00 3.1628E UT 2.0375F -01 :+. BUFF- U1 3.kiIK: 03
A T
	
7 . 0110E 02 5.2337L 02 5.2?7BF. 02 6.1685L 03 1.5390E 02 E-6061{ 04 0.0	 0 . 0	 U.0	 u.0	 I.A403r 03
GAS HUILUUN IN SLUT, Dw/UT =-1.GII3F 00
FUHEwARD	 9.63VIE Oe 5.2247E 02 5.z104L 02 6.1673E Ili 2.3844E 02 1.b061F 04 6.?54HE 00 3.4471E 02 2.H151E-01 5.1?b2F-01 5.9322E 03
AFT	 I.032RE 03 5.2224E 02 5.2082L 02 6.167UE 03 2.3861E 02 1.6061E 04 20299E 01 1.2642E 0.1 2.8349F-01 5.72bbE-01 50 341F d1 cNn
a




IGNITION TIRL,	 TIME	 tS)	 114.00000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION {UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSi
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUS-T (NoLSF) FTDEL 156604100 17009I4.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	
(NiLlif') FTVAC d575792,0 1927515.0
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS	 (N.L8F) FI 91403.750 20548.387
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*StLSF*S) 5RMOTI 0.9933B035£ 09 0.22332U82E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S.Lf1F*SI SRMVTI 0.11083658E	 10 0.24917061E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.621'9501 1.6?19501
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOwRATE (KG/S,LBM/51 WDOT 337945872 7450.7148
FLUWRATE INTEGRAL	 (KG,LUM) SWOOTN 435696.63 960546.75	
-INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) MIF 49.055740 108.14941
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KGvLdM) MIR 306.81055 676.40161
TOTAL BURN AREA
	
(M*#L.IN**2). ABTOT 265.59546 411614.13
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**39IN* M 3) VF 10.670206 651136.25
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KGiLUM) WF 18902.410 41h72.688
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGvLBM) WGTOT 122B.7300 270S.B865
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1615591 1.161.7SyL
MOLECULAR WU GHT OF GAS (KG/MOLErLBM/MOLE) AMW 12.855906 29.342422
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (H/S+FT/S) CSTAR 1564.4536 5)32.7221
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER NAPN 0.85499287E-01 0.85499287E-01
HEAD ENO PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE:	 (N/M**2,L0F/IN**2) PH 0.35903206L 09 520.73218
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**Z+LHF*S/INQ"2) SPHOT 0.48175260E	 11 69811..313
BURN AREA (M**2.IN*4Q) AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500
BURN RATE	 IM/5 9 IN/S) RBZ(I1 0.118494SOE-02 0.28287190 +°^
o	 DISTANCE FJURNED	 (M,IN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME IM**3*IN**3) VFH 0.0 0.0
GAS VOLUME	 (M 4 *3pIN**3) VPH 12,525938 764380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K.UEG R) PRNT(193) 3,+26.9224 6168.4609
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RAUTAL BURN AREA	 IM**2rIN* 0 2) ABCYL 263.73096 408784.13
SEGMENT FACE BURNAREA 	 (M* r 2rIN**2) ABSLOT 1.6643312 2889.7195
'	 PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3v1N* a 3) VFCYL 10.640683 649Hd2.75
GAS VOLUME
	
IM**3*IN**3) VP 269.30151 16433799,
AFI ENO PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M 0 *e,LHF/IN**2) PON 0.357112G6E 09 517.94751
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/H**2,LBF*S/IN**2) SPONDT 0.47000736E 11 68168.813
BURN AREA.(M**2vlN**2) AAN 0.0 0.0
BURN RATE	 (M/SeIN/SEC) R8Z(N1+1) 0.7,1689636E-02 0.28224277
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN) TAUZSNI+1) 0.82549989 32.',0000G
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 tM* *3,IN**3) VFN 0.21524068E-01 1313.4800
GAS VOLUME
	
( M**3+IN**3) VPN 12 . 004153 132538.69
GAS STATIC TEMPE RATURE	 ( DEG KeUEG R) PRNT(NI.3) .1424,9238 6164.86:33
PORT AREA
	
(M**2 9 IN-t2), AP 10.399472 16119,215
NUZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M*§2vIN 9u Z) AT 1.4805803 2294.9053
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 0.7289114 6.7289114
PRESSURE RATIU PEPO 0.23348019E-01 0.23343019F-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.659514Q7E-01 0.65yy14U7E-G1
NUMBER OF PULSSURE.11ENA T IONS ANLOPS 340000000 3.GOnOQOO
JA
s`.-.4, '*..^R-ter^-T^^'^^"^.^^.."...`^.^-^ r".'.... y^. '^•'
'ID 3 ff t11IZ'O U9'0- U'U ItIOShL Ir'6119T " " ' S90.0 E£'IOE g R'7g I9 n1'ST q 56'LTS 1-4V
un^'2E t2H2'U OD y ' 7L [2112'0 7?'ti- 00.0 21'0541 T2 • 61191 0 . 0 511040 TE'IOE g R • h919 UL'SI5 76 . 115 006`8521
5^1'2f 4dR1'0 941 *?L t?uZ'n EE'O- 116121 H8'6174L 12'a?Og T 00'0 9H0'0 Htl'EOE 2R'y9T9 R1.'4TS L6 1 LT5 006'6E3T
ry i1"L 4. UPUe '0 17Tr'FF 12 .12"0 H?'0- *19'2172 y11'1 7E4 20'01RS1 01'6 17 17 5110.0 26'OOE L9'791q .26'5IS 60 1 RTS 006'6flRT
c22'k£ F211r'O 222'FF E?02 . 0 22 . 0- 6I11172 69'47ROL 12 • FTL5T IF'9 177 E9D • 0 T11E62 70 • S919 T2'915 L7'RT9 006.6LTI
o?1't£ 4y2R2'U 622 . 1'£ y2HZ'0 1I'0- 11.6E? H17•F199 15'T S56T IS'£177 I Ida . 0 05.900 T2'ggl9 6 47 0 915 Sh 6 8TS 006'6711
YF?'EE +1282'0 9F2 1 EE 17242 . 0 IT'D- R218EZ 1.9'1'099 11 4 S 3 17ST 2L 1 07h 61O'D OE16L2 LE'S919 gl'9T5 E9 0 R1S 006'61TI
L7?'EE 72R2'O Fy2'FE 42112'0 SO 1 0- EL '9F2 62'49£9 69'STZST C6'1 C 47 L10'0 60'012 25'5919 ro l l IS 013'RT5 006'617Ol
u t r'U 52112'0 OSZ ` EL btnZ • 0 E4 . 0- 71)4UId IS'H21.9 7SII b05T 171 1 5E h S10'0 811'792 H9'5919 62'L'IS 95 • RI5 006.6501
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IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.	 L8/SEC	 SU. IN.	 1N/SEC	 IN.	 LH/SEr
FUHEWARD	 4.9243E 01 5.2073E 02 5.2073E 02 6.1685E.03 7.7858E-02 1.6061E 04-4.0658E:-02-2.2411E: 00 ?.8341F- • 01 5.6842E-01 I. g354F 00
AFT	 1.11360E 02 5.2073E 02 5.2073E 02 6.1685E 03 4.1041E-02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.4	 1.n202F 00
GAS.tlU1LUUP IN SLOT. DW/DT
	 9.1519E-01
FORE;WAKO	 3.8118E 02 S.20S7E: 02 5.2040E 02 6.1682E 03 H.4053E 01 1.6061E 04 2.H432F 00 1.'3674E 02 . 2.8343F-nl 2.83R6F-01 P.0881F 03
AFT	 4.5699L 02 5.2054E 02 5.2036E 02 6.1681E: 03 8.40470 01 1.6061E 04 2.0793E.01 1.1483E 03 2.8343E-01 2083f35E-U1 20819P 03
GA5 . 8UILDUH IN SLOTr OW/UT = 2.4.286E-01
FuRE.wAHU	 6.6474E02 5,2012E 02 5.1 954E 02 6.1675E 03 1.5372E 02 1.bUblE 04 3.4663E 00 1.9116E U2 2.luia -Oi 7.8175E-01 I .H1.30F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 5.2002E 02 5.1944E 02 6.1673E 03 1.5374E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 U.0
	
0.0	 .1.11129r 13
GAS HUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT = 1.0340E-01
FUkEWAHD
	
9.6363E 02 5.1913E 02 5.1773E 02 6.1661E 03 2.3851E. 02 1.6061F 04 3.9912E UU 2.1974E UZ r.k3fi9F-nl.2.H3b1E-01 'i. R969F 03 0
AFT	 1.U.JJIE 03 5.i8H1E 02 5.1752£ 02 6.1658E 03 2.3858E 02 1-b061F 04 2.1342F 01 1.178UE 03 2.R3n7E-01 2.8349E »01 ,` . A 9E+5 G: 03 v
rn
W	 GAS PUILUUP IN SLOT, DW/OT = 26530OF-01	 0
e.	 °N	 N






TOIAL OELIVEHEO THRUST (N,LHF)
TOTAL VACUUM 1HRUST (N.L11F)
THRUST CONIH j uUTION OF INERTS (N.LETF)
DELIVERED M AL IMPULSE (N*S.LHF*51
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LUF*S]
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE BASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S)
FLUWkATE INTEGRAL (Kb,LBH)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (K6/5.L8M/S)
INERT MASS REMAININ6 (KG,LUM)
TOTAL HUkN AREA IM**291N**21
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,INk*3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING IKG.1_FsMI
TOTAL bAS MASS (KG,LHM)
RATIO OF SPLCIFIL HEATS
MOLECULAR WL IUHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE.L4M/MOLE)
LHARACTEkISTIC FRNAUST VELOCITY (M/SIFT/5)
MAXIMUM ChAMUER' MACH 'NUMHER
"LAD ENT] PARAMETERS!
TOTAL PRESSURE (N/M**2.LHF/IN*f41)





GAS VOLUME (M*+13.IN* n3)
bAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (OL6 K.UEb R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS;
RAUTAL BURN AREA ( M**+2,IN**2)


















ANISUTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INCREftNT DIVIDING PLANE DATAt
U M LP AP WDOT
FT/SEC. INCHES SO.	 IN. LB/SEC
0.13 00000 0.0 1606e.80 3.02
0020 0.0 0.0 16062.80 4.92
0.28 000 0,0 16062,81 6.B2
0.36 0.0 U.O 16062.82 8.72
0039 0.0 0,0 16062.82 9.30
0.42 0.0 432.63 14a94.19 9.36
10.83 0.004 434.47 150e5.28 244.39
21.12 0,006 436,30 15154 n 3B 480.46
31.28 0.009 438,14 1528 1.50 717,55
41.32 0,012 439.97 154U6.64 955.66
51025 0,015 441,80 155ev.BO 1194.00
61.09 0.017 443.63 15630.98 1434,96
70,82 0.020 445,46 15710.17 1676.13
HO,47 0.023 447.29 15881.38 1918.32
87.54 0.025 448,63 15912 n 44 2097.91
94.07 0.027 434.55 15030.20 2121.37
102.49 0.029 436.24 15148428 2329.01
111.96 0.032 438.16 1528U.80 2566,04
121.34 0.034 440.08 15411.15 2804.15
130.63 0,037 441,99 155,19.31 3043.31
139,84 o.040 443.91 15665,30 3283.53
14d,98 0.042 445.83 157"9,10 3524,82
15E3.05 0.045 447,74 159LO.73 3767,15
160.13 0.045 447,74 1593d.2i 3823,21
172.06 0,049 431,97 14849.15 3827.17
181.11 0.051 433,81 14971 n 92 4061.70
190.07 0,054 435.61 151U4.76 4297.24
198096 0.056 437.41 152e9 ,bb 4533.78
207.78 0.059 439,22 1532.61 4771.3n
216.54 0,061 441.02 15413.63 5009.82.
225625 0.064 442.82 L55'12.71 5249.32
233.90 0.066 444.63 157U9.85 5489,80
242.52 0.068 446.43 15Be5.05 5731.27
248,90 0.070 447.75 159U9.22 5911.49
265.41 0,075 434.43 14968.62 5936.80
272.26 0.077 436.91 15142,62 6145.69
279.96 0,079 439,70 15292.01 6383,09
287.67 0.081 442.50 1544 7.72 6622.03
295.37 0.083 449,29 15599,56 6062.52
303.07 0.086 448.08 15741,60 7104.55
305.58 0.086 O.00 158 4 1.82 7226.85
302,9B 0.085 0.00 16032.25 7228.67
301.40 0.0135 040 1611 9 .21. 7229.84















	 9.924.3E 01 5.0483E 02 5.0483E 02 6.1627E n3 3.8419E-03 1.606IE 04-4.0365E-02-2.2411E 00 2.HI43E-+11 5.hH42E-01 9.T639r 00
Ah71.LiME U2 5.0482E A2 5.04R2C 02 6.1627E 03 3.RH17E-01 1.6061E 04. 0 n 0 	 0.0	 0.0	 00	 9-36U0r 00
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUT, UW/0T =-9.602IE-02
FURFWARU	 3.8U90E 02-b.0466E U2 5.0448E 02 6.1624E 03 8.7125E 01 1.6061E 04 1,5873E 00 8.6141E 01 2.81-19F-01 2.13343F.-01 2.0995r 03
AFT	 4.5128E U2 5.0463E 02 5.0445E 02 6,1624E 03 8.7267E 01 1.6061E 04.1.8556F 01 1.0304E 03 2.8138F-01 2.8343{-Ol 2.1028E 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTP UW/DT =-3.3194E 00
F(JkEWAHU	 6.6445F 02 . 5.0420E 02 5.0361E 02 6.1617E 03 1.5.900E 02 1.6061F. 04 2.2028F 00..1.2237F..02 2.8127F_-01 2.8332E-01 3.82b..4r 03
A"	 7.0110E 02 5.0411E 02 5.0351E 02 6.1616E 03 1.5910E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0 n 0	 0.0
	
0.0	 3.8272F 03
GAS bUILDUP IN SLOT, D'N/l1T =-I n 75S5E 00
F0HEWAHU
	 9.6334E 02 5.0321E 02 5.0177E 02 6.1603E 03 2.4667E 02 1.6061E 04 2.7225E 001.5136E 02 2.8104F-01 2.8309E-01 5.914?.r 03 C,
AFT	 1.0334E 03 5.0300E 02 5.0156E 02 6.1599£ 03 2.46891. 02 1.6061£ 04 1.9279F 01 1.0720E 03 2.8101E-01 2.8301E-01.5.9115F 03
rn






IGNITION T1MEv TIME	 (5)	 116.00000
PROGRAM_
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE
MUTOR PARAMETERS(
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LHF) FTOEL
..TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	 (NvLt3F) FTVAC
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N,LBF) Fl
DELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE
	
( N F SPLUF 4 51 SRMDTI
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S*LHF*S) SRMVTI
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S*LHM/S) WDOT
FLOWRA7E INTEGRAL (KG,L8M) SWDOTN
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/S) MIF
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LUM) MIR
-	 TOTAL BURN AREA (M**2vlN**2l ABTOT
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3t1N**31 VF
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 (K6,LUM) WF
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (KGrLBM) WGTOT
HATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GANA
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS 1KG/MQLE,L8M/MOLE:) AMW
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/51FT/S) CSTAR
MAXIMUM CHAMOLR'MACH NUMBER AMPN
HEAD END PARAMETERS,




w	 bUHN AREA	 (M**2g1N!!*2) AHH
N .BURN HATE (M/S * IN/S) RBZ(1)
m	 UTSTANCE BURNED (M1IN) TAUZ(1)
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 ( M**3iIN**31 VFH
GAS VOLUME	 (M**JilN#*3) VPH
GAS bTATIC TEMPERATURE	 (DEG K # DEG R) PRNT(193)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:.
RADIAL BURN AREA ( M**2p1N**2) A13CYL
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA	 (M 4 *21IN**21 AHSLOT
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3,1N**31 VFCYL




PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**27LHF*S /IN**2) SPONOT
BURN AREA (M**2,IN**2) AAN
BURN RATE (H/S,IN/SECI RBZ(Nl+I)
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN1 TAUZ(NI+1)
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3IN** 3) VFN
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**391N**3) VPN
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG-K,.DEG R) PRNT(NIr31
PONT AREA (M*0?9IN*02) AP
NOZZLE PARAMETERS(




ANISOTROPIC dURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST






0.10078564E 10 0.22657SI5F nY












































LINCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA:
MASS PD P T 11 M LP AP WOOT VWDOT DW/1)t P" TAU RRTn. TAUTn
ADDITION
REGIONS PSIA PSIA DEG. H FT/SEC INCHES SU.	 IN. LH/SEC LH/5EC L.H/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FDHE 476.74 476.74 6152.113 0.23 0.000 0.0 160b2.80 5933 0.01 -5.33 0.2770 16.253 0.2769 16,453
30.000 476.14 476.74 6152.63 0.3A 0.0 0.0 16062.80 8.69 040 -3.36 11.2770 16.253 0.2770 16.253
60.000 476.74 476.74 6152.63 0153 0,0 0,0 160b?-.B1 12.05 000 -3,36 0 n 2770 I6.253 0.2770 1+x.253
90.000 476.14 47604 6152.63 0.68 000 0.0 16064,82 15.40 0.0 -3.36 0.2770 1 6. 253 0.2770 164251
99.243 476.74 476.74 6152.63 0.72 0.0 0.0 16062082 16.44 090 -1.03 0,2710 16.253 0.2770 16.253
1180800 476.74 476.14 6152.63 0.82 010 434639 15015.90 17.51 17.75 -1.11 0.277n 34.046 0 9 2770 34„1136
148,B00 476.15 476.74 6152.62 11.72 0.004 436.23 15133.76 251.74 231.49 -2.74 U.2770 34.034 0.2770 34.1134
170.900 4tb.74 476.13 b1S2.60 22.50 0,007 438.01 15249484 487.03 23?.47 -2.B1 0.?.770 34.032 0..2770 34.033
20B.BuU 476.72 476,70 6152.58 33.17 0.010 43Y.90 15364.13 723.36 233.45 -2.8A U.2770 34.030 0.2770 34.03n
238.600 476.71 476.61 6152.55 43.74 0.013 441.73 15415.64 Yb0.73 234.42 -2.45 U.?71n 34 .028 0.2770 34.024
26b.800 41h.69 47h.63 6152.51 54.21 0.015 443.57 15547.37 .1199.14 235.39 -3,U? 0.2770 34.025 0.2770 34.02m
298.8u0 416.67 47h.57 6152-46 64,59 0.018 445.40 lb6V6.31 1438.59 236.36 -3.09 U.?.7711 34.023 0.277a 34.u23
328.800 416.63 476.51 6152.40 74.89 0.021 447.23 15803.48 1679.07 231.33 -3.15 0.2710 34.020 0.2770 34.02n
358.800 416.60 476.44 6152.34 85.11 0.024 449.06 15906.R6 1920.5H 238,29 -3.22 0.27a9 34.417 0.2769 34.ul7
380.614 476,57 476.38 6152.29 92050 0.026 448.74 159d4.3b 2097.05 173.56 -2.91 0.2769 33.7b3 0.2769 33.153
451.558 416.56 47b,3b 6I529Z4 98083 0.028 436.33 151.97.34 2121.69 1.93 -6.87 0.2764 33.993 0.2769 33.993
477.600 416,53 476.27 6152416 107.63 09030 4313.00 152'12.26 2326 n 41 ?01.77 -2.95 UwR76Q 33.990 0.2769 31.d9n
507.600 416.47 476.17 6152.07 117.67 0.033 439.92 1536 1.29 2562.69 233.39 -2.89 0.27b9 33,985 002769 33.93,
537.600 416.41 476,05 6151.96 127.63 0.036 441.84 15418037 2800.05 234.40 -2.96 0.2769 33,980 0,2749 33,98nw
N	 5b7.600 476.35 .475.93 6151.88 137.50 0.039 443.76 15593,48 303B.4R 235.40 -3.04 0 4 2769 33.975 0.2769 33.97';
597.600 416.28 475.80 6151.71 147.31 0.042 445.67 157Ub.64 3278.00 ?36.41 -3.11 0.2769 33,970 0.2769 33.97nDo	 627.600 476.21 475,66 6151.65 157.0$ 0.044 447.59 15817,85 •3518058 237.41 -3.17 0,276H 93. 965 0,2760 33.969
b57.600 476.16 475.59 6151.54 161.42 0.046 0,00 159G1..09 3640,78 118.96 -3.24 0.2768 33.919 0.216H 33.911)
66:4.455 476.15 475.57 6151.58 162.41 0.046 447.74 15951.78 3668.72 27.19 -0. 79 0.27h y 31.609 0.2768 33.b0,3
70:1.100 476.15 .475.49 6151.43 173.34 0,049 433.73 14910.61 3674.21 19.62 -3.54 0.?76?1 31.931 0.2768 33.911
731.100 416.06 475.32 6151.30 183.01 0.052 435.57 150 fib.18 3907.94 ?31.00 -2.71 0.2764 33.929 0.2758 3349?9
'161.100 475.96 475.15 6151.16 192.62 06054 437.37 152U0,01 4142,69 231.96 -?.d0 0.7763 33.922 0.2.768 33027
79.1.100 .475986 474 9 96 6151.00 202.17 0.057 439.18 15312.11 4378645 232.90 -2.111 0.27bk 33.915 0.21hU 33.915
821.100 415.76 474.77 61`30.85 211.65 0.060 440.98 15422.46 4615.22 733,84 -2 n 94 0.2767 33.900 0.27 h 7 33.90n
8510100 415.65 474.57 6150.69 221.09 0.062 442.78 15531.07 4852.99 .234477 -3.00 0.2767 '39.9111 0.276 733.901
881.100 415,53 474.36 6150.52 230.48 0.065 444.59 156 3 t.95 5091.77 235.71 -3.07 0.27b7 33.894 0.27x7 33.694
9116100 415441 474,14 6150.35 239.82 0.068 446.39 1574.3.09 5331.54 236.64 -3.14 0.2767 33.886 0,2767 31406A
941.100 475.28 473,92 6150.17 249.13 0.070 448.19 15846.48 5572.31 237.57 -3.20 0.2766 33.519 0.2766 33.811,
96300b3 415.18 473,74 6150.03 255.94 0.072 440.75 15921.08 5149.58 174.37 -2.91 0.276A 3.3.753 0.2766 33.163
1033.685 4.15.17 473,56 6149.71 271.30 0.077 436.22 150')4.05 5776,03 0.0 -6.83 0.2765 33.817 0.2763 33,H17
1059.900 475.03 47303 6149.55 270.71 0.079 438.67 15223,40 5981.94 ?02.96 -2o96 0.2765 33.813 0.27hb 33.x13
1089.900 474.87 473.06 6149.36 287.15 0.081 441.46 153b8.19 6218.40 ?33.65 -2,90 0.2765 33006 0.4165 33.006
1119.900 474.70 472.79 6149.16 295.59 0.083 444.26 15509,52 6456.55 235.10 -2.YR 0.2765 33 * 799 0.276b 33.793
1149.900 474.53 472.50 6148.96 304.03 0.086 447,05 15647.39 6696.16 ?36.55 -3.06 0.2764 33.792 0,2164 33.14
1179.900 474.42 472.36 b148,89 307.01 0.087 0.00 15741.80 6817.92 118.64 -3.13 0.2764 33.690 0.2764 33.b9n
120 9 . 900 474.34 472.36 6148.95 304.53 0.086 0.00 15912..76 6821.10 0.00 -:9.111 0.2764 33.238 0,2764 33,214
1239.900 .474436 472.36 6149.00 302.36 0.085 0.00 1604U.25 6824,35 0.00 -'3.25 U.1764 3x!.1146 0.2164 J?. 7-11;
1268.900 474.34 472.36 6149.04 300.97 0.065 0.0 16119.21 6826.44 0.U0 -2.U9 0.2764 32.500 0.2764 32450n










SW. LN.	 4 lit tiGl.	 1LV • 	 (,n/7CC
FORLWARD	 8.9243E 01 4.7674E 02 4-7674E 02 6.1526E 03 7.1936E-01 1.6061F 04-3.9831E-02-2.2411E 00 2.777LE-01 5.6842E-01 1.6398E 01
AFT:	 1..1880E 02 .4.7674E 02 4.7674E 02 6.1526E 03 7.6799E-01 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 D,0	 O.tl	 1.750717 01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT'F-1.1085E 00
E	
FOREWARb	 3.E1061E 02 4.7657E 02 4.76311E 02 6.1523E 03 9.210E 01 1.6061E 04 1.3b44F 00 7.be20E 91 2.7766F-01 2.73139E-01 2.R984F 03
AFT.	 4 . 51b6E 02 4.7654E 0Z 4.7635E ' 02 6.1522E 03 9.2426E 01 1.6061E 04 1.5406E 01 9.2324E 02 2.77h5F-01 2 ► h13E1E-01 2.1053E 03
GAS BUILDUP, 1N SLOT9 OW/[1T =-6.8748E 00.
FORLWARp 	6 .6445E 02.4.7615E 02 4.7557E 02 6.1516E 03 1.6139E 02 1.6061E 04 1.9327F 00 .1.0880E 0?. 2.1755E-01 2.8 .13a-111 . 3.670aF 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 4.7607E 02 4.7549E 02 6.1514E 03 1.6157E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.1l	 3.674217 03
i GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, RW/UT =-3.5365E 00}
FUHEdRRU	 9.63u6E. 02,.4.7510E 02 4.7374E: 02 6.1500E 03 2.5382E 02 1.6. 061E 04 2.4759F 00 1 . 3951E 02 2 . 7730F	 2iBI04E-01 `.7.752IF 03 0
AFT	 1.0337E 03 4.7499E U2 4.7356E, 02 6.1497E 03
	 5421E 02 1.6061E 04 1.7151L O1 9.bh'a3E 02 2.77?7g--01 2-RIOT F-01 5.758(11 7 03 N
a(




IbNITI(JN	 TIME,	 TIME	 (SI	 117.00000
PROGRAM
PAkA'MkrkR DESCRIPTION 	 (UN115) NOMENCLATURE
MOTOR PAR4MEFL•RS:
TOTAL UELIVERED THRUST	 tN,LHF) FTUEL
E	 TOTAL VACUUM	 THRUST	 (N,LUF) FTVAC{	 IHKUSI	 CONIHIHUTION OF	 INERTS	 [NoLHF) FI
OELIVEHEU TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*SjLBF 9 S) SRMOTI
VACUUM TOTAL 1MPULSt	 IN*S,LxtF*S) SRM VTI
1HkUST CUFFFICIEN7 CF
BRAIN DISCHA++UE MASS FLOWRATE	 IKG/SrLHM/S) kpOT
FLOWHATE	 INTEGRAL	 (KG.LHM) SWDU TN
INERT MASS FLOwRATE	 (K(i/SrLHM/S) MIF













HAM OF SPECIFIC- r*.ATS GAMA
MOLECULAR WL16HT OF	 UAS	 (K(i/MOLE,LEIM/POLE) AMd
CHARACIEHISTIL FXHAuST VELOCITY	 (M/59FT/S) CSTAR
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACri NUMHEK AMPN
HEAD END PARAMEFERS:
TOTAL PRESnUKE	 (N/M 9 *2vLBF'/IN**2) PH
PRESSURF INTEUR AL CN*S/M**2.LHF*5/IN**2) SPHOT
m	 BURN AREA fP**2,IN"*21 AHH
-ro	 BURN RATE (M/S. IN/5) RUM
o	 DISTANCE BUNNED (M,IN) TAUZtl)
PROPELLANT VULUME	 CM**3,IN9Q 31 VFH
VAS VOLUME	 {ti 9 *3,1Na *31 VPH
6AS STATIC	 rLmpERATUkE	 I11E6 K,ULb R) PRNT1193)
LYLINURICAL $EC71(1N PARAMETERS:
kAUTAL UUFrN AREA	 (M**2,1N**21 ASCYL
SEGMENT FACE 13UkN A14E;A	 (M**2,IN*92) ABSLOT
PRUPLLLAN7 VOLUME	 ( M**3,IN"*3) VFCYL
UAS VOLUME
	
( M " 9 3x1N**3) VP
AFT END PARAMETERS:
TOTAL PRE56ukt	 (NOZ EMT)	 (N/M* 0 29LBF/1N**2) PON
PkLSSUHE
	
INTEGRAL	 (N4 S/M**2.Lbi *5/1N* a 2) SPONDT
BURN AREA	 (M 9*2,IN*"21 AA14
BURN RATE	 IM/S,IN/SECT RHZ(NI+1)
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN1 TAUZ(NI+11
PkUPLLLANT VULUME	 (M**3,IN4*3) VFN
UAS VOLUME	 (M**391N**3) VPN
GAS STATIC fLMPEPATURE 	 (DEG K,DEG R) PRNT(Ni,3)








ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS
INItKNATTONAL ENGLISH
0024906.0 135 4•+53. 0
1034657.0 1SB1454.0
:.11157.R79 11500.750
0.10142743E	 10 0.221401791E	 09

















































INCREMENT UIVIUING PLANE DATA:
MASS PO P T U M LP AP WOOT OWDOT 017/OT RH TAU WITO TAU7n
AUDITION
REGIONS PSIA PS1A DEG, k FT/SEC INCHES SO-	 IN * LB/SEC LH/SEC LB/SEC IN40 5EC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 428.75 42.8,75 6135,35 0.44 04000 0.0 16662.80 9.12 0.0E -9.12 U.2701 1 6 .2 t) 3 0.2701 16.257
30.000 428.75 428,75 6135.35 0,72 0.0 6.0 1606Z.B0 14.87 0.0 -5.7b U.2701 16.253 0.2701 1^?*253
60.000 428.75 4?,8.75 6135.35 1000 0.0 0.0 16062.81 20.62 0.11 -5.15 0.2701 16.253 0,2701 16.157
90.000 428.75 42B.75 6135.35 1.28 0.0 0.0 16062,82 26.37 0.0 -5.75 0.2701 lb.233 0.2701 lh.257
99.243 428,75 4?8.75 b135.35 1.37 000 0.0 16062.82 28.14 0.0 -1.77 0.2701 1 6 .2 5 3 0.2101 16.157
"	 1186800 428.75 4213.75' 6135.35 1.60 0.0 436.13 1513b.46 30,813 15.26 -2,77 0.2701 1 4 .313 0.2701 34,317
148.800 428.75 428.75 6135.34 13,49 0.004 437,97 15241.21 262.63 226.69 -5.07 U,2701 34.311 (1.2701 34..111
17B.800 42805 428.73 6135.32 25025 0.007 439.81 15344.3E 495.42 227.64 -5.15 0.2701 34.309 0.2'^1 34.301
208.800 428.73 428.11 6135.29 36.92 0.011 441.64 15445.97 729.24 22U.59 -5.23 0.2701 34.307 0.2101 34.307
Z36.1300 428972 428.67 6135.26 48.50 0.014 443.48 15545.91 964.OU 229.34 -5.3U 0.2701 14.-306 6.2701 34.304
268.800 428.70 428.63 6135.20 60.00 0.017 445.31 15644.39 1199,95 230.48 -5.39 0,?701 34 .302 0.2701 34.30;
298.800 428.67 428.57 6135.14 71_41 0.020 447.14 1514 1.22 1436.83 231.43 -5.46 0.2701 34.300 0.1701 34.3on
d28.600 420.64 428.51 6135.07 82.74 0.023 448.97 lb8d6,47 1674.73 232.37 -5.b3 0.2701 34.2`11 0.3701 34.297
;3311.800 428.62 4213.47 6135.04 8B.26 0.025 0.00 169-3 0.13 1796.75 116.42 -5.60 0.1701 14.041 t1.?7111 34.1147
380.614 428.61 428.44 b135.01 92.23 0.026 448.74 159')1.24 1885.47 44.61 -4.11 0.2701 3.3.75,3 U. 2 ,101 33.Vi3
461.835 428.60 426:41 6134.96 98.23 0.028 436.09 15243.20 1913.42 1.65 -12.67 0.2701 34.270 0.?701 34.27n N477,600 42B.56 428.33 6134.89 107.89 0.031 439.74 153.15.34 2113.76 195.48 -4.87 U.2701 34.20 0.2701 ?4,21.7
5U7,60.0 428.52 4211.23 6134,79 119.02 0.034 441.66 154-#1.01 2347.5? 228.53 -5.22 0.2701 34 .262 0.2701 34.26,
u,	 537.600 428.46 428.12 6134.68 130.09 0.037 443.58 15544.95 2502.34 229.52 -5.30 U.2701 34.261 0,27U1 34.257
5b7.600 42U.40 428.00 6134.56 141.06 0,040 445,50 15647.14 2818.22 230.50 -5.38 U.2701 34 .262 0.2701 34.25; oJ	 597.600 828.33 427.87. 6134.43 152.01 0.043 447.41 15747.60 3055.16 231.48 «5,4fi U.27n4 34.241 0.2100 14.147 .
b27.600 428.29 427.80 6134.37 157.09 0.044 0000 15846.32 3176.67 115.98 -5,53 0.2700 34.229 0.2700 34.221
b57.600 426.29 427.d0 613+.38 156.41 0,044 0.00 1594300 3182.27 0.00 -5.60 0.2700 33.919 0.2TOn 33.91'1
664.455 428026 427.79 6134.36 157.57 0.045 447.74 15905,21 3210.08 26452 -1.29 U.270n 33.609 U.P700 17.6U^
701.100 428.28 427.72 . 6134 * 24 167.14 0.047 435.47 1'6090.90 3218424 17.12 -6.51 U.2700 34.208 0.270') 34.204
7310100 428 9 20 427 * bt 6134,09 178.00 0.050 437.31 15193.40 3449.48 226.22 -5.03 0.2700 34.2n6 (1,271141 34.20+,
7610100 428.11 427,40 6133.94 188.80 0.053 439.11 15294,36 3681,74 227.15 -5.11 0.270n 3µ .149 .1.2700 34.1)0
791.100 428.0 .1 427.23 6133.77 199.54 0.056 440.92 Ib343.77 3914.99 22B.07 -5.18 0.2699 34.1 4 2 (J.2699 14.1-)?
B21.100 427.92 427.04 6133.60 210.23 0.059 442.72 154')1.64 4149.23 ?28098 -5.26 0.2F9a 3 4 .1 45 0.2694 34.166
851.100 427.81 426.84 6133,42 220.87 0.062 444.52 15507,97 4364,45 229.89 -5.33 0.2699 34 n 117 n * 269 1 ) 34.177
881.100 427,70 426.64 6133.23 231.47 0.065 446.33 15682.76 4620.65 230.80 -`3.40 0 * 2690 '34.170 O.?6g 9 34.110
91.1 n 100 427.59 426.43 6133.03 242602 0,068 44B.13 15716.00 4857.83 231.71 -5.41 0.2699 34.163 U.2696 34.161
941.100 42762 426,:31 6132.94 246 n 71 0*070 0.00 15861.71 4979.45 116.08 -5*64 0.2698 34.047 0.26911 34„047
9b3,063 427.47 42x,23 6132.87 250.13 0.071 448.75 15933.87 5068.62 65.09 -4009 0.21913 33.753 0.2698 33.753
1033.962 427,46 42b.OB 6132.59 263.85 0.075 437.9E 151 98 .19 5098.24 0.0 -12.50 0.2.699 34.094 0.?698 34.094
1059000 427 * 34 425.87 6132.41 272.35 0.077 440.41 15313,32 5299.75 196.67 -4.65 0.2699 34.090 U.2696 34.090
1089.900 427419 425.62 6132*20 282.13 0*080 443,20.15443.58 5533,73 228.81 -5.18 U.2697 34.083 0.2697 34.083
1119.900 427 * 03 425 * 35 6131.96 291.90 0.083 445.99 15510.73 5769.23 230.?2 -5.27 0.2697 34 .015 0.261)7 34.012
1149.900 426.HB 425.08 6131+75 301.68 0.085 448.79 156 1 4.76 6006.21 231.64 -5.36 0 n 269h 34.06U 0.2h9b 34406"
1179000 426.78 424,94 6131 n 6b 305053 0.086 0.00 15815.68 6127.82 116.17 -5,45 0 * 2A96 33.690 0.2696 33.69n
1209.900 426076 424.94 6131.70 303454 0*086 0900 15933.49 6133.35 0400 -5.53 0.2F9h 33.238 0.2696 33.23.E
12399900 426 * 74 424,94 6131.75 301.65 0.085 0000 16048.18 6138.96 0.00 -5.61 0.2696 32.786 0.2696 3?.7N6
1268.900 426.72 42404 6131.77 300.50 06OB5 0.0 16119.21 6142.55 0.00 -3.60 U.269 6 32.500 0.26db 3?.bnn
AFT 426.73 424 .94 6131 * 77 300.92 06065 ....* lbl19.21 6151 * 19 0.0 -0.64 0.2696 32. 1300 .... .....
i
1SLUT
INrLRFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 DWOOT	 AB	 PA	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCAFIuN	 IAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.	 LB/SEC	 Stl. IN.	 IN/SEC	 INN	 LH/tiEC
FUkkwARU
	
9.9243E 01 4.2875£ 02 4.2878E 02 6.1353E 03 1.3683E 00 L.606IE 04-3.H85BE-02-2.2411E 00 ?.7U g2F -nl 5.694?£-01 2.R1UaF 01
AFT
	 .1680E 02 4.21175E 02 4.2875E 02 6.1353E 03 1.5034E 00 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 U.0	 11.0	 3.11816F Ul
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/DT
	 2.774.1E 00
EDNEWAkD	 3.8061E 02 4.2861E 02 4.{2844£ 02 6.1350E 03 9.1922E 01 1.6061E 04 1.0992E DU 6.3346E 01 2.70R8E--01 2.6139E -111 1.8'1,6= 03
AFT	 4.5184E U2 4.285RE 02 4.2841E 02 6.1350E 03 9.2544E 01 166061L 04 1.4170E 01 8.1738E 02 2.70R1F-01 2.7765E-01 1.K9 1JAr 03
GAS 8UILUUP IH SLOT. DW/DT =-1.2675E 01
FONEWAHU	 h.6v45E 02 4.2828E 02 4.2779L 02:6.1344E 03 1.5671E 02 1.6U61F 04 1.65271: 00 9.536HE O1 2.707HE-11 2.8332E-01 3.?l:Tr 113
Arl	 7.0110E 02 4.2822E 02 4.2772E 02 6.1342E 03 1.570SE U2 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 U.0	 000	 U.0	 r3
6AS BUILUUP,IN SLOT. DW/DT =-6.506JF 00
FOkLWAND	 9.6306F 02 4.4r47L U2 4.2623E 02 6.1329E 03 2.4826E 02 1.0061E 04 2.1942F 00 1.2hj& 0?, e.705]F-01 2.e1U4E-U1 5.010AF 0s
AFT	 1.0.340E 03 4.2732E 02 4.260HF 02 6.1326E 03 2.4895E 02 1.6061E 04 1.4931F: 01 H.6240E 02 k.70,3F-01 2.7727E-01 S.hdd1F 03
rn
}	 m	 GAS HU1LIlUP IN SLOT. Dw/DT =-1.2497E.01 b
N
N.	 b1






fIGNITION TIME+	 TIME	 (S).	 llS.00ODO
PROGRAM
PARAMETER OF.SCRIPTION 	 (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INILRNATIONAL ENr,LISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS;
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N+LBF) FTDEL 5094418.0 1145271.0
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 IN+1-8F) FTVAC 0104169.0 137227290
THRUST CONTRIHUTIUN OF INERTS	 (NvLBF) FI 49994.965 11239.316
UELIVEREU TO1AL IMPULSE	 (N*S+LHF*S)- SRMDTI 0.1019B339E	 10 0.22926781E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S.LBF*S) SRMVTI D.1139R585E 10 0.25602560E 09
THRUST COEFFICIFNT CF 1.6132889 1.6132889
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOwRATE IKG/S n LBM/S1 WOO T 2423.5190 5342.9453
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL IKOiLHM) SWDOTN 447767.69 987158.88 .
INERT MASS FLOWRATE	 (KU/S+LBH/S) HIF eb.831924 59.154297
INERT MASS REMAINING	 (KG .tLt1M) MIR 1B6r22778 410.56201
TOTAL BURN AREA	 (M**2+IN**21 ABTOT 194.92093 302120.06
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME: 	 (M**39IN**3) VF b.4765978 395225.44
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING WG+L8M) WF 11473.375 ?5244.469
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG+LHM) WGTOT 093.34448 1969.4878
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT5 GAMA 1.1614780 1.16147130
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (Kb/MOLErLBM/MOLE1 AMW 12.814447 28.251022
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S+FT/S1 CSTAR 1S6i.2783 51ZP.3047
MAXIMUM CHAMUER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.86511791E-01 0.86511791E-01
HEAD END PARAMETERS: N
TOTAL PRESSURE:	 IN/M**2+L6F/IN**2) PH 0.25642030E 09 371.90625 Lin
PRESSURE INTEGRAL	 (N*5/M**ziLHF*S/IN R *2) SPHOT 0.494552721: 11 71728.813 O1
HUHN AKEA	 (M*+*2.IN**2) AHH 0.23105436E-03 0.35937500 0
bUttN . RATE	 (4/5+IN/5) RB2(1) 0.66362694E-02 0.2612705H ro
DISTANCE 8URNE0	 (M,IN) TAUZII) 0.41282398 16.252914 0
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3+IN**3) VFH 0.0 00 41
GAS VOLUME IM**3+IN**31 VPH 12.525938 764380.00




(M**2+IN**2} AOCYL 193.81133 3004U8.19
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**21IN* 4 21 ABSLOT 1.1093969 17119.5698
PROPELLANT VOLUME IM**3+IN**3) VFCYL 0.4550734 393912.94
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3+IN**3) VP e/2.54272 16631595.
AFT END PARAMETERSI
TOTAL PHLSSURE:(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M**2.LHF/IN**2) PON 0.25527146E 09 370.23999
PRESSURE INTEURAL (N*S/M4*2+L8F*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.48274371E	 11 70016.063
BURN AREA
	
(M**2.IN**2) AAN o.0 090
BURN RATE
	
(M/S+IN/SEC) R81(NI+I) 0.66228546E-02 0.26074237
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M+IN) TAUZ(NI+I) 0.02549989 32.500000
PROPELLANT VULUME (M**d+IN**3) VFN 0.21524068E-01 1313.4800
bAS VOLUME	 (M**3+IN**3) YPN 12.004153 732538.69
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K.UEG R) PRNT(NI13) 339349731 6109.152.3
PORT AREA (H**2+1N**2) AP 10.399472 16119.215
NOZZLE PARAMETERSI
THROAT AREA	 (M**2+IN**2) AT 1$4822178 2297.kk24
EXPANSION RATIO EPR b97214804 6.7214604
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.23386616E-01 0.23386616E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERSI
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 4.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-D1
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 3.0000000 3.0000000













































































































































FT/SEC INCHES S4.	 IN. LB/SEC
0.61 00000 0.0 160o2.80 10.$3
U099 0.0 0.0 16002.80 17.66
1.37 060 0.0 lbon2.ltl 24.44
1.75 000 0.0 16062.82 31.30
1.87 0.0 0.0 16ob2.82 33.41
2.18 0.0 437.83 152 m4.50 36.97
15.43 0.005 439.67 15344.43 263.25
28.59 0.008 441.51 15406.96 490.53
41.64 0.012 443.34 15540.11 718.81
54.62 0.016 445.17 15613.86 948.07
67.52 0019 447.00 157U0.22 1178.32
80.35 G.U23 448.84 157"5.19 1409.55
86,69 0.025 0.00 15868.77 1528.73
86.62 0.025 0.00 l59]0.96 1535.41
91.18 0.026 448.74 16009.84 1622.14
96.79 0.027 439.80 1b34b .61 1650.39
107.59 0.030 441.44 1542b.49 1843.90
120.22 0.034 443.36 15519.07 2072.11
132.77 0.038 445.28 15610.14 2301.34
145.27 0.041 447.1 9 15b,i9.68 ?531.60
157.71 0.045 449.11 157d7.70 2762.89
163.65 0.046 0.00 15814.20 .2U82.10
163.15 0.046 0.00 15959.17 2848.8n
164.50 0.047 447.74 15918.37 2915.98
173.39 0.049 437.17 152Ub.70 2925.27
185.76 0.053 439.00 152 98.40 3151.06
198.06 0.056 440.61 l%3ob.75 33T7.83
210.32 0.060 442.61 15413.T4 3605.55
222.54 0.063 444,42 15559.39 3834.23
234.11 00066 446.22 15643.69 4063.85
246.85 0.070 448.02 15716.64 4294.42
252.44 0.071 0.00 IbAUd.24 4413.24
251.54 0.011 0.00 158118.49 4419.(!8
255.63 0.072 448.75 1%94b.39 4507.06
260.28 0.076 439.70 162 99.89 4537.on
278.09 0.079 442.10 154ul.37 4731.66
289.52 0.082 444.90 15517.4I 49b0.O9
300.94 0.085 447.69 156.10.66 5189.94
305.76 0,087 o.00 1%74 1.1`) 53n8.5r,
304.06 0.086 0.00 15848.86 5315.09
302.44 0.086 0.00 15963.79 5321.71
300.90 0.085 0.00 16055.95 5328.40
299096 0.085 0.0 16119.21 5332.68
3n0.53 0.085 ..... ib119.21 5342.45
nwLlaI
	
111w/DT	 k.t	 TAU	 RRT_	 T4;;1,
Lh/5F.0
	
LH/SFC	 IN /SEC	 IN.	 I N/SEC
	 Jr..
	0,0
	 -10.d2 0.2613 16.253 0.2612 16.2ba
	
0.0	 -6.82 0.2613 16.253 0.2613 15.25'
060	 -6.82 0.?RIi l h .253 0.2613 Ih.251
	
0.0	
-6.R2 0.?613 16.253 n.?613 1x;.257
	




-3.60 U.2613 3 4 .bd.1 0.2613 34.%d7
	
?20.09	
-6.19 0.2613 34 .582 ().2613
	
221.02	 -6.26 0.2613 34 .5:10 0.?.61-1 34.54'1
	
221.93	 -6.34 U.2613 34.577 0.2813 34.577
	
222.85	 -6.41 0.2613 34.575 0.2613 34.57s
	
223.76	 -6.48 0.21,13 3•..512 11. ?613 34.51.3
	
224.68	 -6.55 0.2h1,^ 34.570 0.2612 34.-37n
	
112.57	 -6.62 0.2612 340 4 1 U.?_612 34.341
0000	 -6.611 0,2612 34.047 0.2612 34.047
	
81.83	 -4.911 0.261? 33,753 0.2612 33.151
	




-5.70 0.2612 34.537 0.2612 34.537
221988
	
-6.31 0.2x-12 34.532 0.2612 34.53?
	
22?. p 3	 -6.41 0.2112 34.527 0.2612 34.527
	




-6.55 U.2612 34.517 0.2612 34.517
	
112.60	 -6.62 0.2611 34.219 0.2611 34.?4Q
	
0.00	 -b.69 0.2611 33.919 0.2611 33.91.1
	
25.65	 -I.54 U.2611 33.609 0.2611 33.609
	
14.65	 -7.91 0.2611 34.478 0.2611 34.478
	
119.63	 -6.16 0.2611 34 .4 76 0.2611 34.•+7x•




-6.91 u.?hIl 34.4b1 0.2611 34.462
	
222.29	 -6.34 U.2A-11 34.455 0.26 10 34.4ii.
??.3.17
	
-6.45 0.2 1. 10 34.441 0.2610 34.4Y7
	
224.65	 -6.52 0.2610 34.440 0.?610 34.444
111.?4	 -6.511	 11.;J f U xl .14.341	 0.?1309 34.341
	
0.00	 -6.64 0.2609 34.047 0.2b09 34.047
132.?9	 -4.90 0.2x09 33.7%3 0.26U9 31.101
	
0.0	 -15.3n 0.2609 34.36 4 n.260 .1 34.364
	
108.95	 -5. 11	 U.?rr0 ,: 34.360 0.26114 J4.3PPll
	




-6.40 n.?601! 31.345 0.?608 34.3-45
	
112.09	 -6.48 0.?600 34.141 O.2bU+1 .34.141
	




-6.62	 U.26U 7 .1 3.2311 0.?6,i 7 i1.11 :-
n.0o
	
-6.69 U. 16U7 W.106 11.?b i) 7 W. 7.3+-
	
0.00	 -4.2-1	 _.1(,U1 I J.	 0 n.r16iI
	









PO	 A	 T	 U	 AP	 DWDOT	 Ara	 RH	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG, R	 FT/SEC	 50. IN.	 LH/SFr.	 Su. IN.	 1N/SEC	 IN.	 L13/SEr
FOkEWARD
	 9.9243E 01 3.7191E 02 3.7191E 02 6.1127E 03 1.8b86E OD 1.60b1F 04-3.7591F-02-2.2411E 00 2.6209F.-OL 5.6E{42F-01 3.13h9F 01
AFT	 I.IdSDE 02 3.7191E 92 3.7191E 02 6.1127E 03 2.G703E DD 1.6061E 04 0.0
	
0.0	 000	 0.0	 3.6971F D1
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT9 OW/DT =-3*6023E 00
FOREWARD	 3obU6IE 02 3.7179E 02 3.7165E 02 6.1124E 03 9.0944E 01 1,6061E 04 8.5097F-01 5.0740E Q1 2.h2n5F-aI 2.8139E-01 1.6230F 03
AFT	 4.5211E 02 3.7177E 02 3.7163E 02 6. . 1123E 03 9.1812E 01 1.6061E U4 1.1974E O1 7.1398E 02 2.6?DSE-01 1.7 .0117F-01 1.6364F 03
GAS BUILUUP IN 5LOTs OW/UT =-1.5425E 01
FOREWAkD
	
6 b445E 02 3.7I48E 02 3.7101E 02 6.1116E 03 1.6.373E 02 1.6061E 04 1.3782E OO S.P?12E Gl 2.610F-03 ?.83.3?E-01 2.91741 : 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 3.7142E 02 3.7096E 02 6.1115E 03 1.6420E 02 1.a061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.11	 0.0	 2.94HP, 03
GAS BUILDUP IN 5LOTs DW/OT =-7.9053E 00
FOREWAKD	 9.6306E 02 3.70791 02 3.6967E 02 6.1101E 03 2.5392E 02 1.6061F 04 1.9128F 00 1.1419E u2 2.6172F'-01 2.BIG 4E-01 u.$090F n3 N
AFT	 1.0.342E 03 3.7067E 02 3.69551:02 6.1099E 03 2.54B5E 02 1.6061(: 04 1.2743E 01 7.6069E 02 2.bl70E-0I,2.7G53E-01 4.5243E 03 1
w	 GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTI DW/07 . =-1.5296E 01	 a1	 NN	 O
cil	 w





a IUNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (5)	 119.000ou
PROGRAM
PARAMETER UESCRIPTION (UNIT5) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL FNr.LISH
MOTOR PARAMETERSt
TOTAL UELIVLRED THRUST
	 (NrLHF) FTUEL 3931844.0 BA3914.00
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST 	 (NtLHF) FTVAC 4941591.0 1110914.0
THRUST CON THIbUTION OF INERTS	 ( N,LBF) FI 4+1443.301 10840.48$
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*SvLHF*S) SRMDTI 0.10243469E
	 10 0.2302A240E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.11443812E 10 0.25726720E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.6142197 1.6142197
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S.LBM/5) WVOT 1963.3621 4329.4727
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL	 (KG,L8M) SWDOT N 449961.13 991994.56
INERT MA55 FLUWRATE (KG/S,LBM/S) MIF 2S.999161 57.3113359
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LdM) MIR 1bu.2?R61 353.24365
TOTAL BURN AREA
	
iM**2.iN**2} AHTOT 160.46628 248/ZJ.25
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3.1N**3) VF 5.5724020 340049.00
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,Lt1H) wF 9471.5820 21763.117
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG,LOM) WGTOT 126.68433 1602.0649
RA710 OF SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA 1.1614246 1.1614246
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,LBM/MOLE) AMW 12.192652 28.204972
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/S,FT/S) CSTAR 1559.3267 5115,9023
MAXIMUM CHAM8ER MACH NUMBER AMPN 0-863U6A70E-01 O.A6306870E-01
HEAU END PARAMETERS:
T07AL PRESSURE (N/M**2 ► LHF/IN**2) PH 0.20734786E 09 3(10.73267 rocn
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2 , LBF*S/IN**2) SPHOT 0.49687151E 11 72065.125 T
13URN AREA	 (M**2.IN**2) AHM 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500 0
ro	 dURN RATE (M/S,IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.63342106E-02 0.24A59101 cm
rn	 DISTANCE BURNED (M,1N) TAUZ(I) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (H**3,IN**3) VFM o.0 040 4'
GAS VULUME'(M**3,IN**3) VPti 129525938 764380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE
	
10EG K,OEG R) PRNT(1i31 3378.6499 6081.5703
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS(
kAUTAL BURN AREA (M**2jIW1* 2} AHCYL 159.508H2 247?351.19
5F(IMENT.FACE BURN AREA	 fN**2,I(v**2) ABSLOT U *95726079 1483.1573
PROPELLANT VOLUME
	
{M**3,IN**31 VFCYL n.5508776 338735.5Q
GAS VOLUMF
	
(M**3pIN**3) VP 273431030 166/8437.
.AFT END PARAMETERS:






(TURN AREA	 (M**2,IN**21 AAN 0.0 0.0
UUKN RATE
	
(M/S,1N/5EC) RHZ(NI*l) 0-03OI961HL-02 0.?4911880
DISTANCE BURNED	 (M•IN) TAUZ(N1*11 O.ad549489 32.9i0n00o
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M*#3,Ihi**3) VFN 0.d152406BE-01 1311.4400
6AS VOLUME	 {M**3,1W**3} VPN 12.004153 7325173.69
GAS STATIC TtMPERATURE	 (OEG K,UE(2 R) PRNT(h1931 .3376 n 6902 6078.0430
PGRT AREA	 IM**2.1N**2) AP 10.399472 16119.21`+
NUZZLE PARAMETERS%
THROAT AREA	 (H**29IN**2) AT 1.4825335 229/.9316
EXPANSION RATIO E:PR 6.7200489 F..72004H'1
PRESSURE RATIO
r	 ,
PEPO 0.23396164E-111 J.t339hIFyF-	 1
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS/
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKR9T o-65951407E-01 0.65451407E-01
NUMHEk OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOP5 ,i40000000 l.OnJ^i)O4
iPU P T U M LP AP WOOT OWDOT oW/f)T PR TAU POTO TAUTO.I	 MASS
AUDITION
RLGIONS PS1A PS1A DEG. H FT/SEC INCHES SO-	 IN. LR/5EC Lh/SEC LU/5EC IN/5EC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 300.73 300473 6081.57 0094- 0.000 0,0 16062.80 13.61 0.01 -13.60 0.2486 16.253 0.2484 115.253
304000 3U0.73 300.13 6081.57 1053 0.0 0.0 160b2.80 22.18 000 -8.57 0.2486 16.253 0.2486 16.257
60.000 30U.73 300.73 6081457 2.12 0.0 0.0 16062.81 30:75 D.a -8.51 0.2486 16.253 0.2486 16.253
98.000 300.73 300.73 b081.51 2c71 0003 0.0 16062,82 39.33 0.0 -8.57 0.2486 16.253 0,2486 16.253
99.243 3UO.73 300.73 6081.51 2.90 0.003 0.0 160b2.82 41.97 0.0 -2.b4 0.2486 16.253 0.2486 16.257
118.800 300.73 300.73. 6081.57 3 n 38 00003 439.47 153b9.11 46.84 10.40 -4.90 U.2486 34.844 U. ?486 34.844
148.800 300.71 300.11 6081.55 19,02 0.006 441.31 15448.58 265.01 210.20 -7.98 0.24+16 34.843 0.249h 34.»43
176.1900 3U0.11 300.69 6081.52 34.57 0.010 443.15 15526.84 484.14 211.01 -805 0.?486 34.1i41 0.?486 34.841
208.800 3U0.69 300.66 6081947 50.04 0.014 444.98 156U3.91 704.21 211.94 -8.12 0.?4H6 :14.H39 D.2486 34.H1c1
238..B00 300.68 JOU.62 6081.40 65.43 0.019 446.81 15619.77 925.21 2I2.81 -6.14 0.24"6 34.8J5 0.2486 34.63f,
268.800 300.65 3U0 * 56 6081.31 80,75 0,023 448.65 157'34.43 1147.15 213.68 -8.26 0.2486 34,834 0.2486 34.834
29B.80014 3UU.63 300.53 6081.26 88.47 0.025 8.00 15827.88 1262.53 187.06 -602 0.2486 34.635 0.2486 34.63;
328.800 300.63 300.53 (j081.26 88.66 04025 U.pU 15911U.13 1270.92 0.00 -6.3" U.?486 34.)41 0.1.4x36 34.341
358.808 300.63 3U0.03 6081.26 88.85 0.025 0.00 159 1 1.18 1279.36 0,00 -8.45 0.?486 34.047 0.2486 34.047
380.614 300.62 300.50 6081.22 94.39 8.027 448.74 16022.08 1363.40 7706 -6.18 0.$486 33.753 0.2486 ,31.161
452.3b8 3UO.62 308.48 6081.18 100.08 0.02B 441.46 141544. .77 1393.66 1.11 -19.84 U.24d5 34 . 8 01 0.24195 3k.bOl 
477.6(10 300.59 300.41 6081.07 112.87 0.032 443.08 15514.98 1578.23 177.5I -7.07 0.2485 34.798 0.2485 34.79n
"	 6U7.600 3110.54 300.31 6080.92 127.98 0.036 445.00 155'34.86 17919.?4 213.89 -8.12 0.2485 34.793 0.2485 34,197
537.600 300.49 300.20 4080.76 143.03 0.041 446.92 15613 0 43 2019.22 212.79 -8.19 0,24135 34,788 0,24735 34.188
567.680 300.43 300.08 6080.59 1511.04 0.045 448.83 15750.69 2241.16 213.69 -8.26 0.?4393 34.183 0.24AS 34.18-3
II	 N.	 597.600 3U0.40 300.91 6080,'3'3 165.41 0.047 0.00 15826,63 2356.55 107.07 -8,32 0.2489 34.539 11.2485 34+.517
'i	 627.600 3110.40 30U.01 6080.49 165.22 0.047 0.00 15901.26 2364.93 0.00 -808 0.2485 34.229 0.2485 34.2?9
657,600 30U.40 30U.01 6080.50 165.05 0.047 0.00 15914.56 2373.37 DOUG -8.44 0.2485 33. 9 19 0.2485 33.419
664.455 300.,39 30U.00 6080.47 166.72 0.047 447.74 159 9 1,14 2399.71 24.40 -1994 0.2485 33.609 0.2405 33.60'
701.1UD 3U0,J9 299.96 6080.36 174.82 0.050 438.81 15363.07 .2410.93 12.17 -10.11 0.2484 34.139 0.2484 34.1.3'4
731.100 300.3[ 299.81 6080.15 18903 0,054 440.64 15400.33 2628.62 ?09.75 -7.94 0.2484 34.731 0.248-. .34.137
7614100 300.c'3 299.65 6079.92 204.61 0.058 442,45 15416,44 2847,24 210.61 -6.01 0.?484 34.130 0.24114 34.1.!0
191.100 300.14 299.47 6079,67 219.44 0.062 444.25 15551.38 306605 211.44 -8.07 0.2484 34 .123 0.?4H•. .34.7?)
b21.100 300.05 299.28 6079,41 234.23 0.066 446.06 15625.16 3287.17 212.28 -19.14 0.2481 34 n 716 0.2443 34.1119
11510100 299 ° '35 299.08 6079.13 249 * 00 0,071 447.86 15697.78 3508.48 213.11 -8.21 0.2483 34 .708 0.24»3 34.111+
8819100 299.89 298098 6078498 256.09 0.073 0.00 15769.24 3623.51 106.76 -8.26 0.248.3 34.6.)9 ll.?493 34.639:
9114100 2'iV*89 298.98 6079.00 255.53 0.072 0.00 158J9,54 3631 0 82 0.00 -6.3? (1.2463 3'{.•)41 11.248:1 "34.x41
941.100 299.89 298.98 6079.01 255.01 00072 0.00 1590)3.67 3640.IQ 0.00 -8.37 0.2483 34.047 0.24x33 34.047
963.063 299.84 298.90 6078.90 260.18 0.074 448,75 15968.55 3724,66 78.30 -6.17 U.2483 33.753 0.2463 33.753
1034,494 299,134 298.81 6078.65 272.02 0.077 441.36 15 196.38 3756,49 0.0 -19.65 U.?492 34,624 0.2402 34.b24
1059.900 299.73 298.61 6078.39 284 * 01 0 n 081 443.74 154tW.86 3942.17 1713.61 -7.07 0.24112 34.620 0.2482 34.b2n
1089.900 29.9460 298.36 6070.07 298,14 0.085 446.54 155851 .08 4162.37 212.13 -8.07 0.248? 34.613 0.2482 34.613
1119 °940 299.53 298.24 6077.91 304051 0.086 0.00 15688.86 4276490 106.39 -8.15 0.2x,81 34.593 0.2441 34.591
1149.900 2951.52 298 4 24 6077995 303.22 0,086 0.00 157Mb.I8 4285.11 0.00 -8.21 0.?481 34.141 0.2481 34.141
117941900` 299,51 298.24 6077.98 301099 0,086 0.00 15881,07 4293.39 0.00 -8.28 0.2461 3.3.690 0.2481 33.69q
1209.900 299.50 298.24 6078.00 300.83 0.085 0.00 15913.50 4301.75 0.00 -8.36 0.2481 33.238 0.24x11 33.238
12399900 299.49 298..24 6078.03 29903 00085 0.00 16003.49 4310.19 0.00 -8.44 U.2481 32.786 0.24H1 3?.7iA
1258*900 299x48 298.24 6078.04 299.07 0.085 O.0 16119.21 4315.57 0.00 -5.38 0.2481 32.500 0.2481 32.bun








INTERFACE	 PO	 p	 T	 U	 Al,'	 37Wg0T	 Ali	 Rs'	 DELTA	 mSL 1'
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PS1A	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SO. IN.
	
L13/SEC	 SO. IN.	 IN/IEr	 1,4.	 Lo/SE"
FONEbAkp	9.9.243E 0i 3.0073E 02 3.0073E 02 h.0816E'03 2.9941E 00 1.6061E 04-3.5776E-02-2.2411E 00 2.4944F-01 5.6442E-01 4.1934C nl
AFT	 1.1880E 02 3.0073E 02 3.0073F 02 6.0816E 03 3.2325E 00 1.6061F. 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 4.6H37F 01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, Uw/OT =-4.9025E 00
.FUNEwANU
	 3.8061E 02 3.0062E 02 3.OU50E 02 6.0812E 03 9.4207E 01 1.6061E 04 6.1451E-01 3.8501E 03 2.4939F-01 P.8I39E-01 1.364nr 03
AFT	 4,5237E 02 3.006nE 02 3.0048E 02 6.Uti12E 03 9.5582E 01 1.6061E 04 9.7970E 00 6.1382E 02 2.4939E-n1 2.6205E-01 1.38.19F 03
GAS UU1LUUP IN.SLOT, OW/UT --1.9843F. O1
FUHEWAkU	 6.6445E 023.0039E 02 3.0000E 02 6.0805E 03 1.6607E 02 1.6061E 04 1.1079F 00 6.9439E.01 2.49?YF-01 2.8332E-01 2.40UdF 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 3.0035E 02 2.9996E 02-6.0804E 03 1.6679E 02 1.60611: 040.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 O.0	 2.410'4F 173
6A5 k1UILUUP 1N.SLOTv Uw/UT --1.0108E Ol
FOkE;WARU
	 9.6306E 02 2.9984E 02 2.9890E U2 ii.0789E 03 2.5864E 02 1.6061E 04 1.6265E 00 1.U203E 02 2.49UBE-01 P.8104E-01 3.72F3F 03
AFT	 1.0.345E 03 2.9975k 02 2.91491£ 02 . 6.0787E 03 2.6007E 02 1:6061E 04 1.nS56L 01 6.6221E 02 2.49W-01 2.6170k-01 3.7449E 03 cn'
m
a













IGNITION TIML9	 TIME	 (5)	 120..00000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PAkAMETERS:
TOTAL OELIVEkEO THRUST (NrLBF) FTOEL 4021771.0 679321.38
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	
(NiLOF) FTVAC .!90919640 878922.50
THRUST CONTRIUUTION OF INERTS
	 (N.LBF) FI 46174.809 10320.512
DELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE 	 (N*SrLUF*S) SRMOTI 0.10278236E 10 0.231D6402E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE
	
{N*SrLBF ll S) SRMVTI 0.1148BD61E	 10 0.25826206E U9
.THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.5963678 1.5963678
BRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/5 9 LBM/S) WOOT 1572.1733 3466.0491
FLOWRATE
	 INTEGRAL	 (KG.L(1M) SWDOTN 451726.86 995891.81
INERT MASS FLOWRATE	 (KG/S.LUM/S) MIF 24.781671 54.634277
INERT MASS RE=MAINING (KGrLdN) MIR 135.44693 298.60938
TOTAL bURN AREA
	
(M*+2rIN * *21 ABTOT 134.58403 208605.69
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME lM**3.1N**3) VF 4.7105513 287455.63
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 {K64LUM) WF 6344.8008 183914145
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (KG ► LBM) WGTOT 584.26367 128A.ull
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS GAMA 1.1613798 1.1613798
MOLECULAR WE16HT OF GAS (KG /MOLErLBM/MOLE) AMW 14.774200 26.162292
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/S+FT/S) CSTAR L5b7.6719 5110.4727




(N/M**2.L6F/IN**21 PH 0.16579443E 09 240.46451 m
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	 (NOS/M**24LUF+4 S/IN**2) SPHOT_ 0.49873695E 11 72335.688 °1
BURN AREA
	
(M**2rIN**2) AHH 0.23185436E--03 0.35937SOU c
HUHN RATE
	
(H/5.IN/S) RBZ(1) 0.b9920810E-02 0.23590887 °N
0I57ANCE BURNED
	
(M.IN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M O *39IN **3) VFH 0.0 0.0 4'
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3.]N **31 VPH 12 n 525938 7643BOoDO
GAS STATIC TEMPERATUNE	 (DEG .K,UEG R) PRNT(1*31 x364.0015 6055.2031
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2.1N **2) ABCYL 133.77158 207346.38
SEGMENT FACE HUHN AREA (M**2rIN * *2) ABSLOT 0.81226820 1259.0183
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3rIN**3) VFCYL 4.6890268 286142.13
GAS VOLUME
	
(MM*3rIN**31 VP 274.04224 16723099.
AFT LNU PARAMLIENSi
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)	 {N/M**2.L6F/lh 4 *21 PON 0416514862L 09 239.52785
PkLSSURE.INTEGRAL 	 (N PS/M**2rLBl*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.413691028E
	 11 10620.375
BURN AREA	 (M**2rIN*02) AAN 0.0 0.0
HUHN RATE	 (M/S.IN/SEC) RBZINI+1) 0.59807934E-02 0.23546445
DISTANCE BURNED	 (MrIN) TAUZ(N1+1) 0.82549989 32.500000
PROPELLANT VOLUME SM* *3.IN O*3) VFN 0.21524068E-01 1313.4800
GAS VOLUME
	 (4d**3rIN**3) VPN !2.004153 732538.69
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE	 {OEG KruEG k) . PRNT(Nlr3) 3362.0527 6051.6953
PORT AREA	 IM* *2rIN**2) AP 104399472 1611`1.215
NUZZLE PARAMETERSI
THROAT AREA tK**2rIN * O 2) AT 1.4827890 2298.3281
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 007188902 6.71BR902
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.27758652E-01 0.27754658E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMLTER5S
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.659514UTE-Ol





INCkLHENT UIVIUING PLANE DATA:
MASS PO P T U M LP AP WDOT DWOOT Ow/01 PFA TAU 8810 TAiiTn
AUDITION
Rt..41 ONS PbIA PS1A OEG, H FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. L8/SEC LB/SEC LO/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC Ili*
FORE 240.46 240.46 6055.20 0.99 0.000 0.0 1600480 11.56 0.01 -'11.55 0.2359 16 9 2SJ 0.2358 16.251
30.0u0 2411.46 240.46 6055.2U 1,62 0.0 U.0 16062.80 18.84 0.0 -1.28 0.2359 16.253 0.2359 lh-2t)1
60.000 240.46 240,46 6055920 2 n25 000 U.0 16062.81 26.1? 0.0 -7.18 0.235q 16.263 0.2359 16.251
90.ouu 240.46 240.46 6055.20 2.87 0.003 0.0 160b2.82 33.411 u.0 -7.214 0.235q 16.253 062359 16.251
99.243 240.46 240.46 6055.20 3.07 0.003 000 lbo b2.82 35.64 0.0 -2 n 24 0.2359 lb.2S3 U,2359 16.251
111"80n 240.46 240.41, 13055.20 3.55 0.003 44103 15418.55 39.80 8.26 -4.20 0.23'x9 35.092 0.2359 .3y.U9P
14H.SUO 240.45 240.44 6DS5.18 21095 0.006 442.87 15546.13 246.A3 200.18 -6.04 0.2339 35.n91 0.2359 35.u91
17H.8Un 240.44 240.42 6055.14 40.27 0.012 444.71 15612.68 - 454.74 201.111 -6.90 0..2359 35.089 0.2359 35.11»'4
208.800 240.43 240.39 6055.01 56.51 0.017 446.54 15618.21 663.52 201.114 -6.95 0.2359 35. Ott 1 0.235'1 35.1147
238.800 240.41 240.34 6054.91 76.70 0.022 448.38 15142.71 873018 202.66 -7.00 0.2.159 35.187 (.23;,9 3S.JW,
,26H.800 240.39 240.31 6054.91 85.90 06024 0.00 15Hub.19 981.77 101.54 -7.05 0.23 x`9 34 .9?-I 0.2.350 34.921
2911 .800 24U.39 240.31 6054.91 86.18 D.024 0.00 15808.65 988.86 0.00 -7.U9 (1.2359 34.6:15 11.2379 34.636
328.80n 24(1.40 240.31 6054.91 86.47 0.025 0.00 15930.08 995.99 0.00 -7.14 0.2359 34.341 0.2354 34.341
3514.800 240.40 240.31 6054.91 86.77 0.025 0.00 l5 yyu.49 1003.18 0.00 -1.18 0.2154 34 .047 0.2359 34.047
380.b14 240.36 240.29 6054-tab 93.37 0.027 448.74 160.13.77 1082.32 73.89 -8.25 0.2359 33.153 0.23b9 33.1bl
452.617 2µU.38 240.27 (3054.82 98457 0.028 443.04 15542.20 1107.52 0.87 -16.94 U.?359 35.050 0.2359 31).0931
477.608 240.35 240.21 6054.70 113.61 0.032 444.64 15599.48 1280.87 167.38 -5.97 0.2359 35.047 0,2359 35.047
bU7.600 24(1.31 240.12 6054.52 131.60 0.037 446.56 15647.23 1489.60 201.79 -6.94 0.2354 35.042 0.2359 35.042
537.600 240.26 240.U1' 6054.32 149.94 0.043 446.48 15733.88 1699.23 202.64 -6.99 0.215» 35.037 0.23'x8 35.037
567.600 24U.23 239.95 6054.21 158,47 0.045 4.00 157'19.40 1807,80 101053 -7.04 0.?355 34.849 0.2358 34.84.1
597.600 ?40.23 23'1.95 6054.21 158.45 0.045 0.D0 1586.1.81 1814088 0.00 -7.08 0.2353 3 4 .539 0.2358 34.53.1
627.600 240.23 239.95 6054.2i 158.44 0.045 0000 15927.11 182Z.n1 0900 -7.13 0.23501 34.229 0.235d 34.221
657.6:1n 240.23 239.95 6054.21 158.44 0 n 045 U.UD 159d9.29 1829.18 0.00 -7.17 0.2358 33.913 003501 33.918
6114.455 240.22 239.93 6054.19 160.46 D.046 447.74 160U3.34 1853.98 23.16 -1.65 0.2:3i k1 33.60y 11.?35d 33.61)(1
101.100 24U.22 239.91 0054.10 167.26 0047 440.!7 15432.2B 1863.44 9.97 -8.59 0.2358 3•+.987 0.2356 34.987
131.100 240.16 2:39.77 6053.85 185.11 0.053 442.21 15417.68 2070.nl 199.77 -6.80 0.2359 34.9A5 0.235:3 34.94°,
7b1.100 24U.09 239.62 bO53.58 202.94 n4058 444.01 155vk-09 2277.44 20n. ria -6085 0.296+4 3y .97H 00358 34.974
791.100 240.01 239.46 6053.29 220.74 0.063 445.81 15bZ5.52 2465,71 201.37 --6.90 0.2'357 34.911 (1.2357 34.971
b21.100 23102 239.2B 6052.96 238.52 0.068 447.62 15601,97 2694.81 202.16 -6.95 0.2757 34.964 0.2.!57 34.961.
b5l.lun 239.87 239.19 6052.86 247.23 0.070 0.00 15749,44 2803.07 101.27 -6.49 0.2758 34.92,4 0.2356 34.521
U81.100 239.87 239.19 b052.80 246,9n 0.070 0.00 35809.92 2810.10 0.00 -7.0? 0.235(, 3+.635 n.235h 34.6.35
911.100 239.d7 239.19 6052.81 246.59 0.070 U.aO I:UaK,'+'3 2817.1h 0.00 -7.06 U.2356 34.347 0.2356 34..34)
9410100 239.88. 239.19 6052.82 246.30 0,070 0.05 159c7.94 2824.27 O.nn -7,11 0.?356 34.047 n.235b 34.047
963.863 239.b3 423 y .11 6052.69 452.64 0.072 448.75 159 1 0.16 2903.81 74.31 -5.23 0.2356 33.753 0.2356 33.751
11134.743 239.82 239.05 b0b2 n 48 262.89 0.075 442.95 15492.18 2930.53 0.0 -16.75 0.?156 34.873 0.?35b 34.871
10596900 239.73 238.87 6052.18 277.37 0.079 445.30 I55ab,49 3104. +14 168.4b -9.95 0.2375 3%.Hh9 0.2356 3µ.»6e
lu89.900 239662 238.65 6051.79 294.61 0.084 448.09 15647.52 3313.»6 202.03 -b.BA 0.2355 14.1161 0.235'1 34.861
1119.900 239.55 238.53 60bl.b0 302.70 0.086 0.00 15744.42 3422.12 101.32 -6.94 u.27titi 3 4 .593 0.?3SS 3..591
1149.9un 235.54 238.53 b 0 5 1. 6 2 301.69 0.066 0.00 1b629.19 3429.13 0.00 -7.01 0. ?1511 34.1+1 8.2355 34.141
1179.900 239.64 238.53 6051,64 300.75 DOHS 0.00 15911.82 3436020 0.00 -7.01 0.?335 '3.1.1+90 8.2355 33.b4n
leO9.900 239.53 238.53 6o5;.66 299.a5 04085 0.00 15912.32 3443.3? 0.00 -7.12 0.275c, 31.216 0.2355 33.214
1239000 239,52 238.b3 6051.68 299.01 0.085 0.00 16010.68 3450.50 O.no -1.18 0.03 1i', 12.786 O.?354 3?.78j^
1288.900 239.52 238.53 6051.10 298.51 01065 0.0 1611 y .21 3455.08 U.00 -4.53 D.?35 1, 3x.500 0.?345 3?.b,ln














PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OWDOT	 AU	 Rf+	 UELTA	 W9LOT
LUCATION	 TAd
IN,	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 SQ. IN.




	 9.9243E 01 2,4046E 02 2.4046E 02 6.0552E 03 3.0647E 90 1.6061E 04-3.3960E-02-2.2411E OO 2.3671F -01 5.6842E-01 3. tj6ojF f11
AFT	 loIBB0E 02 2.4046E 02 2.4046E 02 6.0552E 03 3.4258E 00 1.6061L 04 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3-QhU5r 01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. DW/DT =-4sl9SBE 00
FORE,WARD
	
3.BU61E 02 2.4038E 02 2.4029E 02 6.0549E 03 9.3247E Ul 1.6061E 04 4.0624E-01 2.6813E DI 2.3673F-01 2+0139E-01 1.0827E 03
AFT
	
4.'b262E 02 2.40'37E 02 2.4027E 02.6.OS48E 03 9.4711E O1 1.6061E 04 7.6538E 00 5.1838E n2 2.3673F-111 2.4939F-01 I.0997F o3
GAS OU1LDUP IN SLOT• OW/UT =-1.6945E al
FOREwARD	 6.64451 02 2.4022E 02 2.3993E 02:6.0542E 03 1.5996E 02 1r6061E..04 8.6695L-01 5.7241L 01 2.16/,SF.-0j 2.8312E-01 1.Rb49F 03
AFT	 7.0110E 02 2.4020E 02 2.3991E 02 6.0541E 03 1.6072E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 O.f1	 U.0	 1.9634F 03
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, DW/DT
	 8.58YBF. 00
FOkEWARD	 9.6304E 02 2.3983E 02 2.3911E 02 6.0527E 03 2.5134E 02 1.6061E 04 1.3684E 00 9.0423E 01 2.3h4hF.-01 2.6104L-01 2. 4 052r 03 0
AFT
	 1.0347E 03 2.3976E 02 2.3905E 02 6.0525E 03 2.5285E.U2 196061L 04 8.6013E 00 5.6A40E 02 2.3645E-01 2.4906E-01 2. 921-1 1: 03 cNir
m









PARAV4 TEk DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MUTOR PARAK IF-1151
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N+LBF1
TOTAL VALIIUM THRUST (NrLdF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF INERTS (N,LUF)
DELIVEHEU TOTAL IMPULSE (N*SrLBF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LHF*ST
THRUST CUEFFICIENT
GRAIN UISCHAKGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S,LUM/S)
FLOWkATE INTEGRAL (KGrL8H)
INERT MASS FLOWRATE (KG/SrLHM/5)
iNLRT MASS REMAINING (KG,LH1•M)
TOTAL HURN AREA IM#o2+IN9*2J
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KV9L8M1
TOTAL GAS MASS (KGrLuM)
kATIO Of SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KU/.AOLE+L0M/MOLE)
CHAHACTERISTIL EXHAUST VE40CITY IM/S,FT/51
MAAIMUM CHAMdtR MACH NUMdLti
HEAD ENIl PARAH IE1iS$
TOTAL PRLSSUHE (N/Mq*2eLHF/IN*02)
PkkSSUHE INTEGRAL {N"S/H^*2+Li3FS/1N#*2)'





GAS STATIC TEMPER AZURE (DEG K,UEU R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS!
kAUTAL SUkN AT(EA (M0 *2,IN**2)
SEUMEN1 FACE BURN AREA (M9A2sjN**2)
PROPELLANT VOLUME iMw*3,IFT**3)
VAS VOLUME (H"*3.1N**r31
Ar T ENO PAkAMETEIIS t .






OAS VOLUME (MR '#3, IN*43)







ANISOTROPIL BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
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INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE DATA:
HASS PO P T u H LP AV WOOT OWDOT UW/I1T RR IA11 RBTO TAUI-t
AUDITION
R4GIONS PSIA PS1A DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SU.	 IN. LB/SEC LB/SEC LH/SFC IN/5EC IN. IN/SEC IN.
FORE 185.83 185 n 83 6031.3U 1.17 0,000 0,0 160b2.80 10.50 0.01 -10.50 0.2P21 16.253 0.2220 16.251
30.000 185.133 185.83 6031630 100 0.0 0.0 16062.80 17.12 U.0 -6.62 G.2?21 16.253 0.2221 16.253
60.000 185.83 185,83 6031.29 2.64 0.003 0.0 16052.81 23.74 0.0 -6.6? 0 n 2721 16.253 0.2221 16.251
90,000. 185.83 185.83 6031.29 3.37 6.003 0.0 16002.82 30.36 0.0 -6.62 O.c?21 16.253 0.2221 16.251
99.243 185.83 185.83 6031.29 3.60 00003 0.0 Ibo b2.82 32.40 0.0 -2.04 0.2?21 16.253 0.2?21 16.251
118,800 1d5,83 185.83' 6031.29 4.15 0.003 442,51.155 E}2.76 36.25 6.32 -J.A 0.?221 3ti.328 0.2221 35.328
148.800 185.81 185.81 6031.27 16.43 0.007 444.36 15639.01 231.64 189010 -6.29 0.2?2I 35.327 0.2221 35..327
178.BOO 185.81 185.79 6031,2U 48.64 0.014 446.19 15694.41 427.86 IH9.A8 -6.33 0.2221 35.325 0.2221 35.3eti
2U8.800 185480 185.75 (3031.10 70.81 04020 448.02 15748.96 624.88 1 9 0.66 -6.37 0.2?21 35..323 U.?221 35.321
238.800 185.78 165.72 6031.04 80.76 G.023 0.0 1bO60,57 726.66 95.52 -6.,'A U.eP21 35.224 0.2221 35.224
2b8.8OO 185,78 IH5.72 6031,03 82.51 0.024 0.00 15HS5.48 733.00 0.00 -b.31 0.?Pel 34.929 0.22'21 34.92,)
298.800 185.18 185.72 6031.02 82.97 0 n 024 0.00 159U7.47 739.47 0.00 -6,-fg 0.2?21 34.635 U.?221 34.635
3e8.B0G 1d5.18 185.72 6031.02 83943' 66024 0000 15958.60 745.99 0.00 -6.51 0.2?21 3 4 .3 4 1 0.2221 34.341
358.800 I85.79 185.72 6031.U2 83.90 0.024 0.00 16000.88 752.53 0.00 -6.5r, U.2P21 34.047 0.2221 34.047
380.614 1 85.7 8 185.70 6030.96 91.99 0.026 448.74 16044.90 82b.9H 69.56 -4,1+1 0.2P21 33.753 0.2221 33,153
452.854 185.77 185.69 6030.93 96.92 0,029 444.54 15632.69 848.74 0.65 -15.53 U.?221 35.286 6.2221 34.2114
477.600 145.75 185.63 6030.77 115.10 0.033 446.12 15619.95 1010.75 156.62 -5 ..19 U.PP21 35.282 0.2221 35.249
507.6(10 185.71 185.54 6030.56 137.10 0.039 448.04 157.36.15 1207,72 190.61 -6.36 0.2?20 35.2278 0.2220 35.e7R
b37,6UU 14b.68 185.49 bO30.43 148.19 01042 0.00 15791.43 1309.52 95.51 -6.40 0.2?20 35.159 0.2220 35.15v7
567,b00 185.68 185.49 6030.43 148.41 0.042 Bono 15845079 1316.05 0.00 -6.43 0.2220 34.849 0.2220 34.841
597.600 185.68 1115.49 6030.43 148.63 0.042 0.00 15899,2e 1322.51 0.00 -6,46 0.2?20 34.539 0,2220 34.531
627.600 ld5.68 185.49 6036.43 148.87 0.042 0.00 1b951072 1329.01 0.00 -6.50 0.2?20 34.229 0.2220 34.229
657.600 1d5,69 185.49 6030.42 149,12 0.042 0.00 1600.3.30 1335.55 U.00 -6,54 U.P.?20 33.919 0.2220 33,919
6641455 1d5.68 185.4B 603009 151.62 0.043 44704 16014.96 1358485 216710 -1.50 0.2?20 33.009 0.2220 33.hOQ
7u1,100 185.68 185.46 6030432 157.213 0.045 44.1.85 1553b.28 1367.35 7,96 -7485 0.2220 35.223 0.2220 35.e8l
131.100 185x62 185.35 6030.04 179.19 0.051 443.69 15590.38 1b62.33 I88.73 -6.25 u.a?2n 35.221 0. ?220 3s,ee1
761.100 185,56 185.21 6029.71 201410 0.057 445.49 156-&3.6b '1756.I0 189.49 -6.29 0.2P20 35.11 4 0.2226 39.214
1910100 185449 105.U6 b029.34 223.00 0.063 441.24 1569^,z13 1934.65 190.23 -6.33 0.2719 35.2U1 0.2219 31i.201
821s100 185.41 184.49 6028.94 244.92 0.070 449.10 15744,79 2151.97 190.96 -b.3b 0.2?I q 35.200 0 n 2219 35.20n
851.1OG 185.36 184.79 6028.72 255.83 0.073 0.00 15798,63 2254,03 95.66 -6940 0.2?19 3 4 .9?9 0.2218 34.y2Q
B616100 185.36 184,79 6028.73 255.75 0.073 0.00 15848.66 22bO.47 0.00 -6.43 0.2?1R 34.635 0.?218 34,b3S
9116100 185.36 184679 6028.73 255.69 0.073 0.00 15891.89 2266.93 0.00 -6.47 U.PPIR 14 .341 0.22111 34.341
941,1UO 1U5.36 184.79 6028.73 255.64 0.073 0.06 15946.29 2273.43 0.00 -6.50 O.PP1 E3 34.047 0.22113 34.047
963.063 1135..33 144.72 6028.57 263.56 0.075 448.75 15981.22 2348.17 69.96 -4,78 U.221K 3.3.753 U.221B 33.153
1034.979 185.32 184.67 6088.37 273.OB 0.078 444.45 15561.31 2371,54 G.0 -15.41 U.2?1 13 35.108 0.2218 35.168
1059000 385.24 184.50 6027.97 290.89 0.093 446.78 1564b,23 2534.56 157.62 -5.39 0.2?113 35.104 0.2218 35,104
10892900 185.18 184.39 bO27.73 301.24 0.086 0,00 157e2.71 2636.01 95012 -6.33 0.2?17 35.045 0.2217 35.045
11190900 185.17 184.39 6027.75 300.54 00085 O.00 15797,34 2642.38 0000 -6.36 0.2P17 3 4 6593 0.2217 34.591
1149.900 185017 104.39 6027.76 299.88 0.085 0.00 15810.15 2648.78 0.00 -6.40 0.2P1T 34.141 0,2217 34.141
1179.900 185.17 184.39 6027,78 299.28 0.085 0.00 15941.11 2655.23 0,00 -6.45 6.2717 33.690 0.2217 33.690
1209000 185.16 184.39 6027,79 298.71 0.085 0.00 1601U.25 2661.T2 0.00 -6.49 0.?P17 33.2311 11.2217 31.e3R
1239.900 IB5.16 184.39 6027.80 298.19 o,oBS 0.00 16017.54 2668.26 0.00 -6.54 0.2x17 32.1N6 0.2 217 32.1,14
1258.900 185,16 184.39 6027.81 297.89 0.085 0.0 16119.21 2672.42 0.30 -4.16 D.2P17 32.500 U.2211 32.bon












P5IA	 AEG. H	 FT/SEC	 SU. IN.	 LH/SEC	 till. IN.	 IN/SEC:	 I4.	 L"/SFr
FUkEWAHD	 9.9243E 01 1.8583E 02 1.8583E 02 6.0313E 03 3.5951E OD 1.6061E G4-3.19AOE-02-2.e4I1E OA 2.224IF-01 5.6H42F-01 z.?3h7 r Til
AFI
	
1.1880E 02 1.8583E 02 I.85H3E 02 6.0313E 03 4.0270E U0 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 3.i^r55F 01
GAS HUILDUP IN SLUT. Uw/UT	 3.8877E GO
FUkEwAHD	 3.80b1F 02 1.857SE 02 1.8570E 02 6.0310E 03 9.1926E 01 1.6061E 04 2.2377E-01 1.5684E: ill 2.2?93F.-01 2.8139E-01 8.2710 r 02
AFT	 4.52135E 02 1.8577E 02 1.8569E 02 6.0309E 03 9.3657E III 1.6061E 04 6.1023F 00 4.2770E 0? 2.22U3F-111 1.3673E-0I 8.4264 r R?
GAS BUILUUP IN SLOT* Uw/UT =-J .5532E O1
FUkEwAHD	 6.6445E U2 1.856BE 02 I.H5'4BE 02 6.U304E 03 1.5121E ill 1.6Ub1E 04 6.5080E-0l 4.9626E Oi r.12PlF-0l ?.833CE-U1 I.35 99r .rI
AFT	 7.0110E D2 1.d566E 02 1.8546E 02 b.0303E 03 1.5415E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0,0	 1.3673 1' .1 1
GAS HVILDUP IN SLOT, DW/UT =-7.H4bOF 00
FUkEwAHD	 9.bd06F 02 1.6533E 02 1.11472E 02 6.0286E 03 2.6239E 02 1.bObIE 04 1.1310E 00 7.93b5E 01 2.226bF-01 2.d10 4F-01 c?.3493F 03 0
AFT	 1.Ui50E 03 1.8528E 02 1.8467E 02 6.0284E 03 J .6417E 02 1.6061E 04 6.8293F 00 4.7927E OP 2.22751'-DL 2.3645E-01 2.3647F 03 Ln
rn
^-








IGNITION TIME,	 TIME	 (5)	 122.00000
PROGRAM
PARAMETER DESCR1PfION
	 (UN1TS1 NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
.MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST
	 (N,LHF) FTDEL 1550343.0 348531.06
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST
	 (N,LBFI FTVAC 2107110.0 473697.31
THRUST CUNTRIBUTION OF INERTS
	 (N,-BF) Fi 39901,E+37 8970.2461
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*S,LbF *S) SRMDTI 0*10323612E 10 0.23208406E 09
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE
	
(N*S,LBF*S) SRMVTI 0.11547860E.10 0,25960626E 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.15257282 1.5257282
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE
	 (KG/SvL,HM/S) WDOT 68B.36743 195A.5154
FLUWRATE INTEGRAL
	
(KG,LBM) SWDOTN 454175.88 1001286.4 -
INERT MASS FLOWRATE
	 (K(:/S.LBM/S) MIF 21.414917 47.211838
1NkRT MASS REMAINING Mill 6b.828049 191.42310
TOTAL BURN AREA
	
(M**2,IN * *Z.) ABTOT 84.5b4459 127959,69
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,1N**31 VF i.0196905 184212*94
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG,LbM) WF 5.34964219 11793.451
TOTAL GAS MASS	 (KCi,LHM) WGTOT 332.57001 733.19189
RATIO OF 5PECLFIC HEATS GAMA L41613DO7 1.161.107 ►
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (Ku/MOLE p LBM/MOLE1 AMW Iz.742058 7j1.a)y1431
CHARACTEHISTLL EXHAUST VELOCITY
	 IM/59FT/S) CSTAR 1554.7905 '21411.019+5
MAXIMUM CHAMbLR MACH NUMBER AMPN 0.d4968S07E-01 0.1149005U7F.-01
HERD END PARAMETERS!
tow- PRESS(;RE
	 (N/M **2,LHF/IN**2) PH 9.3408?72. 135.41f2b ro
PRESSURE
	 7'4TEbRAL
	 ( N *S/M**2,Lfi!*5/IN**2} 5PHDT O.SO1.31386L 1l 72700.438 m
BURN AREA	 , M**29IN**41 AHH 0.431'-'5436E-03 0.359.17500
BURN RA(L	 (M/b,IN/S) RHZ(1) 0.52'.wF_022E-02 0.2U6283`bT tiN DISTAK E BUR14LO
	 (M,IN) TAUZ(1) 0.41282398 16.232914 a
p1	 PROPELLANT VOLUME
	 IM**3,IN*"3) VFH 0.0 0.0 w
GAS VOLUME
	 IM**3,1N**3) VPH 12.525938 764380.00
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE





TM**2lIN**21 ABCYL 02.009781 121115.44 by
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA
	 (M*'!2,IN* *Z) ASSLOT 0.54451454 843.9+3921
PkOPELLANT VOLUME
	 (M**3,IN**3) VFCYL 2.9981661 182959.44
GAS VOLUME
	 (M**391N**3) VP 415.49341 16H1164H.
AFT END PARAMETERS: MC►
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT)
	
(N/M**2,LHF/IN**2) PON 03116090. 135.115341.
PRESSURE INTEGRAL
	
(N*S/M**Z,LBF *S/IN**Z) SPONOT 0.48947773E
	 11 70991.150
BURN AREA
	 (M**2*IN*02) AAN 0.0 0.0
BURN RATE	 IM/5,TN/SEC1 RBZINI+I) 0.SZ306E,52E-•02 0,20593172
015TANCE BURNED
	
(M,IN1 TAUZ(NI+1) 0.82549989 32.500000 }
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3rIN **31 VFN Dm2152406BE.-01 1313.4800
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**:3rIN *0 3) VPN L4.004153 732539.69
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE.{DEG K,UE(s R) PRNT(NIr3) .3336.5579 500b.8047
PORT AREA	 (M* *2*IN* *2) AP LO.399472 16119.215
NUZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 (M**2vIN**2) AT 1.4031505 2298.8887
EXPANSION RATIO EPR 0.717?518 6.7112518
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.52157644E-01 0.52157644E-01
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERSt
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.659bI407E•-01 0.65951407E-U1
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS .1.0000000 3.0000000
w^
INCREMLNT UIvIUING PLANE DATA:
MASS PU P T U M LA AP WDUT DwDUT 011/117 KP TAU R6TO TAUTn
AUUITIUN
RL61ONS PSIA FSIA DEG. H FT/SEC INCHES SO-	 IN. Ld/SLC LB/SEC Lt1/5EC IN/SEC IN. IN/SFC V4.
FORE 135.48 135.48 6009.27 1.47 0.000 0.0 160b2.80 9.70 000 -9.70 0.2n63 lb.253 0.2061 l b.15 7
30.000 135.48 135.48 6009-27 2.40 0.0 0.0 16002.80 15.82 0.0 -6.11 0.2+163 lb,253 0.2063 Ih.25z
60.000 135.48 135.48 6009.27 3.33 0.003 0.0 16041.81 21.93 0.0 -6.11 0.2P63 16.253 n.2O63 15.252
90.000 135.48 135.48 6009.27 4,26 0.003 0.0 16UO2.B2 28.D5 0.0 -6.11 U.2n63 16.253 0.21163 15.253
99.243 135.48 135.48 6009.27 4.55 0.003 0.0 160 6 4.82 29.93 11.0 -1.Hii 0.2p b3 16,253 0.206.3 I6.251
118.800 135.48 135.48 6009.21 5.23 o. n03 443.91 15661.20 33.57 4.60 -3.67 0.2063 35.550 0.21163 35,550
146.800 1.15.47 135,46 6n09.22 33.47 0.010 445.75 15726.75 215.64 176.18 -5.kB 0.2063 35.549 0.2063 3`3,549
178.800 135.46 135.44 6009.12 61.68 0.018 447.59 15711.61 398,45 176,91 -5.91 0.2067 35.'.,• 41 0.?063 35.47
2080,300 1.55.45 135.42 6009.04 76.12 0.022 0.00 15815678 49.1.03 Hi5.63 -5.94 0.2069 35.518 0.2U63 3ci.!)IA
43H."00 1.15.45 135.42 6009.04 75.88 0.022 U.0 16000.57 4419.06 D.DG -6.03 0.2nb3 35.714 11.2053 35.224
268.800 iJ5.45 135.42 6009.UJ 77.56 0.022 0.00 15901,04 505,11 0.00 -6. 0b 0.2063 34,929 0.206! 34.')x9
298.800 135.46 135.42 6009.03 78.28 0.022 0,00 15944.14 511.12 0,00 -6.U1 U.20 6 3 34.63`, 0.2063 34.535
328.dOO 1-15.46 135.42 6009.02 79,00 00023 0,00 15905.54 517.16 0.00 -6.04 0.2nb3 -34.3µl 0.206,! 34.341
358.800 1.55.46 135.42 6009.01 79.72 0.023 0.00 16016.25 523.23 0.00 -6.01 0.206'; 34.U41 0.?063 34.047
380,614 135.45 135.40 6008.45 90.09 0,026 448.74 IbObS,41 592.26 64.61 -4,43 U.Pohl 33.753 0.2063 31.757
453.077 135.4+5 1.55.39 b006.91 94.99 0.027 445.94 15718.37 611.35 0.46 -14.14R 0.2n63 3bobU8 0.2063 35.505 0
477.640 135,42 135.34 60118.72 117.99 (1.034 447.52 15755.95 760,90 144.61 -4,94 U.,-n63 35.504 0.?0b3 35.504 y
507.600 135.40 135.29 60UR.58 132.31 0,038 0.00 158ul.25 855.44 88.61 -5.93 0.2nb2 35.409 0.2062 39.46-- 41
^	 537.600 1-15.41 135.29 6006.51 132.85 00038 0.00 15647.60 661.36 0.00 -5,9ti 0.2064 35.159 0.?062 35.15'0 _'.0
567.6Un 1.!5.41 135.29 6008.51 133.41 0.039 0.00 15889.60 867.36 0.00 -5.97 0.2n62 34.849 0.?062 34.H44 N
rn	 597.600 135.41 135.29 6008.5b 133.97 0.036 0.00 159.12.66 813.35 0000 -6.00 0,206? 34.539 0.2062 34.537
6t7.600 135.41 135.29 6008056 134,53 0.038 0,00 15914 4 97 879.311 D.00 -6.03 0.2062 34.229 0,2062 34 n 12'7 w
657.600 135.41 1.15.29 CUUd.5b 135.11 0.039 0.00 16016.54 885.43 0.00 -6.01 0.2nb? 33.919 0.2U62 33.910
664.455 135,41 135.2d b008.S2 138.34 0,039 447.74 16045.93 907.07 20.25 -1..59 0.2062 33.639 0.2061 39.6uj
101.100 135.4.0 135.27 b008.46 143.02 0.041 44.3.25 1`563-4,53 914.13? 6.14 -7429 0.2D62 356445 0.?Obd J5.44%
731.100 1.35036 135.17 6008.12 171.07 0.049 44S.08 15611.94 1096.52 175.86 -5.8b o.2062 35.443 0.2042 35.447
761.100 135.31 135.05 6007.71 199.15 0.057 446.89 157dU.71 1278.96 116.56 -5.87 0.206? 35.436 0.2062 31.b.43A
791.100 135.24 134.91 6807.14 227.28 0.065 448.69 15702.82 1462.09 177.24 -5.90 C.Pnbl 35.449 0.2061 35,4>>
8210100 135.20 134.43 6006.98 241.50 0.069 0.00 15BJ4.29 1556.80 88.79 -5.92 0.2n61 35.224 0.2061 35.22•4
851.100 1.15.20 134.83 6006.97 241.74 0.069 0,00 158 45.1O 15b2.73 O.no -5.93 0.201 34.92`1 0,2051 34.921
681.1(10 13`0.21 134.83 6006.97 242.10 0.069 0,00 lb8dS.2b 1568.69 0.00 -5.95 0.2061 34.635 0.2061 J4.b35
911.100 135421 134.83 6006.96 442.42 0.069 0.00 15914.77 1574.66 00110 -5.98 0.2(161 34.341 0.2061 34.341
941.100 135.21 134.83 6006.96 242.75 0.069 0.00 159nJ.63 1580.66 0.00 -6.On 0.2n61 34.04l 0.2061 34.I1µ?
963.ob3 135.18 134.77 bOU6.7S 253.07 0.072 448.75 15971 n 66 1650.06 64.49 -4.41 U.?.061 31.753 0.2061 31.153
1035.202 135.18 134.74 6006.58 261.60 0.074 445,86 15665.30 1670.52 0.0 -14.31 U.2060 35.310 0.2060 35.330
.I-	 1059.900 135.10 134.59 6006.09 264.48 0.081 448.18 15719.66 1821.0? 145.57 -4.93 0.2n60 35.346 0.2U60 35.325
IU89.900 135.05 134.49 6005.78 29B.23 D.OdS 0.00 157d4 9 27 1915.54 811.64 -5.38 0.2060 35.045 0.2060 35.045
1119.900 135,U5 134.49 6005679 297.96 0.095 0.00 15847.33 1921.46 0.00 -5.91 0.2059 34.593 0.2059 34.517
1149.900 1.35.U5. 134.49 6005.79 297.73 0.089 0.00 159u8.83 1927.40 0.00 -5.95 0,2059 34.141 0.2059 34.141
1179.900 135005 134.49 6005.80 247.53 D,085 0.00 15908.18 1933.39 O.00 -5.98. 0.2n59 3.1.690 0.205y 33.69n
12U9.9U0 135,05 134.49 6005.80 297.37 0.085 0,00 16041.113 1939-40 0,00 -6.05? 0.?n5 ,) 33.2315 0,20S4 33.ell,
12390900 135.05 I34.49 60U5.80 497.24 O.OBS J.00 16004.02 1 1945.45 000 -6.35 U.4n r i9 32.7db 0.2059 37.784
1258.900 135.05 154.49 6005.dO 297.18 0.085 U.0 16119.21 1949.30 U.011 -3.85 If.ew) 31.530 0.2019 3?.bon
AFT IJ5105 134.49 6005.77 298.5,1 U.085 ..... 16119.21 1968.5? 0.0 -9.22 U,?Ob9 74.boa
r ,^
SLOT
'INTERFACE	 PP	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OWOOT	 AB	 RR	 DELTA	 WSLOT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN..	 PSIA	 ASIA	 DE6. R	 FT/SEC	 So. IN.
	
LU/SEC	 SE1. 1N.	 IN/SEC
	
IN.	 Lm/5Er
FUREWARD	 9.9243E 01 1.354RE 02 1.354BE 02 6.0093E 03 4.5442E 00 1.6061E 04-2.9710F-02-2.2411E 00 2.0714E-01 5.6H42E-01 2. g9UQF 01
AFT	 1.1d80E 02 1.354BE 02 1.3548E 02 6.0093E 03 5.1026E 00 7.6061F 04 060
	 0.0	 000	 n.n	 3.3574r 01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTS OW/UT =-3.6737E 00
FORE:WARD
	 3.8U61E 02 1.354SE 02 1.3540E 02 6.(:069E 03 9.0072E. 91 1.6061E 04 6,8549E-02 5.1715E pn 2.071IF-al 2.11139E-01 5.9233x' 02
AFT	 4.5306E 02 1.3544E 02 1.3539E 02 6.0089E 03 9.2278E 01 1.6U61E 04 4.5361F: 00 3.4222E 0? 2.11711F-nl 2.?.?93F-01 6.n6dlr 02
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT, OW/DT =-1.4478E 01
FOREWAHO
	 6.6445E 02 1.3541E 02 1.3528E 02 6.0085E 03 1.3811E 02 1.6:061E 04 4.5927E-01 3.4655E 01.2.0701E-01 20332E-01 9.nf53F 0?
AFT	 7.0110E 02 1.3540E 02 1.3527E 02 6.0085E 03 1.3923E 02 1.6.061E 04 0:o
	 0.0	 040	 0.0	 4.1482r U2
GAS dUILUUP IN SLOTP Ow/OT =-7.2902E 00
FUNEWAKU	 9.6306E 02 1.3510E 02 L.3477E 02 6.0066E 03 2.5213E 02 L.6061L 04 9.1256E-U1 6.8919E 01 2.06R9F.-01 2.H104E•-01 1. 6 510E 03
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PROGRAM
PAHAMt fLR oh.5CHIPTION	 (UNiTS) NOMENCLATURE IN I E.RNAT I UNAL FN(,I.I1,H
M070H VAHAMEIEHS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N.LRF) FTOEL 1019335.0 242644.19
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST	 (N,LHF) FTVAC 1514312.0 340431.Oh
THRUST CONTRIdUTION OF INERTS	 (N,LtJF) FI J6959.574 8308.8438
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE	 (N*5,L6F*S1 SRFDTI 0.10336760E	 10 O.?3237969F P9
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE
	
(N*S,LHF*51 SRMVTI 0.11565965E	 111 U.?bUU1331E	 09
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.4849663 1.4849661
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLDWRATE 	 (KG/S,LI,M/5) WOUT 6ne.47046 1447.2699
FLOWRATE
	
I(vTEbRAL	 (KG.LUM) SWDOTN 4n4948.25 10029039,3
INERT MASS FLUWRATE 	 (KG/S,LHM/S1 MIF 19.835938 43.730174
INERT MASS RLMAIN1N6	 (Kb,LOM) MIR 66.392096 147.69232
TOTAL BURN AREA	 (M**2.IN**2) AHTOT 65.9400922 102177.60
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (1-10 *30N**3) VF 2.3298397 142175.63
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING	 (KG p L8HJ WF ';121.3390 9097.?305
TOTAL t,AS MASS	 (K(„LHM) WGTOT 246.32?78 S43.U4HA3
RATIO OF
	
SPECIFIC HEATS LAMA 1.Ib12740 1.1612140
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS	 (KG/M(1Lk,LRM/MOLE) AMY 14.731148 26].667490
LHAkACTEklbTIC LXHAU5T VELOCITY	 (M/S.FT/5) CSTAR 1	 53.8154 5091.4203
MAXIMUM CHAMHER MACH NUMHER AMPN 0,d496719oE-01 0.94961196E-01
HLAU END VAkAMETEHSI
TOTAL PRESSUN E
	 (N/M**2,L8F/ 1N * 0 2) PH Od9S1984. 100.0064?
PRESSURE	 INTLURAL	 (N"5/M* Q2+LtsF*S/IrE**2) SPMDT 0.502125?8E	 11 72821.125
i ,	 MURN AREA	 (M**2,IN**2) AHH 0.23185436E-03 0.35937500
'	 )TURN RATE	 (M/S,TN/5) RHZ(1) 0.46805587k-02 0.19214809
m	 DISTANCE FIUkNED	 (M,I(41 TAUZI11 0•41282398 16.252914
PROPELLANT VOLUME.	 ( M * TM3,IN**3) VFH O.0 O.0
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3 +IN * 0 31 VPH 12.525938 1b43d0.00
GAS STATIC TEHPERATURE 	 (OEti K,UEb R1 PRNT(193) .1329.8608 b993.15U0
CYLIivpRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL EWkW AREA	 (M*02,IN**2) AHCYL t,S.496994 101`320.56
SEGMENT FALL BURN AREA	 ( M**2.TN* 0 21 AHSLOT 0.42365509 656.66675
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3+IN**3) VFCYL 2.308:3153 140R6?.13
GAS VOLUME
	
(M**3.LN tl03) VP 216.07AI3 16841329.
AFT ENU PAkAMETERS I
TOTAL PRLSSUHLENOZ ENT)
	
IN/M**2,L8F/IN**21 PON 68751104. 99.715057
PRESSURE	 INTEGRAL	 (N O S/14**29LbF*S/IN**2) 5PONOT 0.49028702E 11 11110.126
HUHN AREA(M* 42+IN**21 AAN D.0 0.0
BURN RATE (M/S,I]Y/5EC) RHZ(NI*I) 0.48724H60E-02 0.19163026
DISTANCE SUkNE0
	
(M,IN) TAUZ(NI+1) 0.62549989 3?.500000
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 IM**3 9 IN*43) VFN O.e'152406HE-01 1313.4800
GAS VOLUME	 (Ma*39IN**3) VPN 12.004653 7325iH.69
GA5 STATIC TLMPENATUHE (UFG K,DE6 RI PRNT(NI93) .!.!27.9402 5990.29JO
PONT AkEA	 (M**2,IN*921 AP 10.399472 16119.215
NUZZLE PARAMETERS]
TFIHOAT AREA
	 IM* *2,IN * *21 AT 1.4832659 2299.0674
EXPANSION RATIO EPR n ,7167292 607161292
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO 0.73719071E-01 D.7.i119071E-0I
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS:
ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIEN7 AKRST 0.65951407E-01 0.65951407E-01











INCREMENT UIVIUING PLANE UATA3
MASS	 PO	 P	 T	 U
ADDITIUN






























































































3B00614	 99.97	 99092 5993.28
453.284	 99.97	 99.91 599392)






537.600	 99.93	 99.81 5992073















6640455	 99092	 99.79 5992065
7010100	 99.93	 99.79 $992059




791.100	 99078	 99.46 5991.09
"21.100	 99.78	 99.46 599loOB
61510100	 99.78	 99446 5991007
8810100	 99078	 99.46 5991.07
911.I00	 99.763	 99,46 5991006
941.100	 99078	 99.46 5991.05
9630063	 99.75	 99.40 5990018
1035,409 99.75 99.37 5990.61
10596900 99071 99430 5990.29
1089.900 99071 99.30 5990029
1119.900 99.71 99..30 5990.29
1149.900 99.71 99.30 5990.29
1179.900 99.71 99.30 5990429
12U9.900 99.71 99.30 5990.29
1239.900 99471 990.30. 5990.29
1258000 99011 99430 5990.29
AFT 99.72 99.30 5990.26
_.	 _	 .,	 4444	 4444_	 -
H LP AP WOOT OW00T OW/0T RR IAU RIM TAUT^
INCHES SO.	 IN. LS/SEC LR/5EC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN. IN/SEC IN.
0.000 0,0 160b2.80 6.65 0.00 -6.84 0,1921 16.253 0.2063 16.293
0.0 0.0 160^2.80" 11.16 010 -4.31 0.1921 16.?53 001 921 16.25;
0.003 0. 0 1 60b2.81 15.48 0.0 -4.31 0.1921 ib.253 0.1 9 21 16.253
0.003 0.0 160b2.82 19.79 0.0 -4.31 0.1921 1 6 .263 0.1921 164253
0.003 040 160b2.82 21.12 060 -1.33 0.l y4l 1h-253 0.1921 16,251
0.003 445.21 15712.90 23.67 3.42 -2.59 0.1921 35.761 0.1921 3+.757
0.012 441.05 15808.49 192.44 164.59 -4.19 0.1421 35. 756 0.1921 35.15-
0.022 448.88 15843.54 361.89 165.26 -4.19 0.1921 35.754 041921 35.154
0.027 0.00 15818.04 448.90 82690 -4.21 U.1 021 35.518 11.1921 35.510
0.027 0.0 16000.51 453.17 O.nO -4.27 0,1921 3h. d24 0.1921 3'+.d?_s
0.027 0.00 15945.42 451.45 0.00 -4.29 0.1921 34.929 0.1921 .34.92•+
0.027 0.00 15918.30 461.71 O.00 -4,26 0.1921 34.6.35 0.1921 1'..63'+
0.027 0.00 lbOlU.63 465.99 0400 -4.21 0.1921 34.341 0.1921 34.341
04028 0600 16042.43 47042H 0.00 -4.29 06142] 34.047 0.1921 34.041
0.031 448.74 160b5.21 533.59 60.16 -3.13 0 4 1921 33.753 0.1921 33.757
0.033 447.25 15797.86 547.01 0.32 -10.24 0.1921 35.T14 0.1921 35.714
0.041 448.81 15826.76 684.44 133.94 -3.48 U.1921 35.711 0.1921 35.711
0.046 0.00 158bl.89 771.42 82.77 -4.21 0.1421 35.469 0.3921 35.469
0.046 0.00 15Hy6.44 775.65 0.00 -4.23 0.I421 35.159 0.1921 3`+.154
0.046 0.00 159 .30.42 779.99 0.00 -4.24 U.1921 34 .849 0.1921 34.840
0.046 0.00 159b3,81 764.15 0.00 -4.26 0.1421 34.539 0.1921 34.534
0046 O.UO 15996 4 63 788442 0.00 -4.28 0.192I 34.2,29 0.1921 34.229
0,047 0.00 160,2H.86 792.71 0.00 -4.29 0.1921 33019 0.1921 334910
0.048 447.74 160.36415 812.56 18.86 -0.98 0.1921 33.609 0.1 9 21 33.600
0.049 444,54 157d6.06 818401 4.49 -'3.15 0 9 192n 354651 0.1920 J').b'il
0.059 44608 15759,53 986.44 164.26 -4.17 0.1920 35.649 0.1920 35.64"
0.069 44H.18 15752.50 1155.53 164.91 -4.19 0.1n?n 35.642 0.192n 1l-.64^
0.074 0.00.158d4.96 1242,34 82.61 -4.20 001419 35.blB 0.1919 35.51w
0.014 0.00 158ob.93 1246.54 0.00 »4,21 0.1915 :35.,224 1t.1919 35.2.-4
0.074 0,00 158d8.39 1250.76 0.00 -4.22 U.1919 34.929 0.1919 34.920
0.075 0.00 15919.36 1254.99 0.00 -4.2.3 0.1914 34.635 0.1919.34.635
0.075 0.00 15949.82 1259424 0.00 -4.25 0.1919 34 .3 4 1 0.1919 34..341
0.075 0400 15919.78 1263.51 0.00 -4.26 0.1019 34.047 0.1919 34,047
0.078 448.75 16001.40 1327.16 60.52 -3.13 0.1919 33.753 0.1919 31.1'31
00061 447.18 15743.40 1341.97 000 -10.17 0.1019 35.536 0.1919 35.518
0,085 0.00 15708,08 1412.69 67.24 -3.46 U,1919 35.497 0.1919 35.497
04085 0 n 00 15841.64 1416.87 0.00 -4.18 0.1918 35.045 0.1918 35.045
0.085 0.00 15B)3.90 1421.06 0000 -4.19 0.1911 34.593 041918 34.541
0.085 0.00 15944.88 1425.27 0.00 -4.21 0.1418 34.141 0.1918 34.141
00085 0.00 15994.56, 1429.51 0.00 -4.24 0.1918 33.690 0.1918 33.69n
0.085 0.00 16042.95 1433.76 0.00 -4.26 0.19111 33.2JB 0.1918 31.2311
0.085 +7.00 16050.05_ 1436.04 O.00 -4.28 0.1919 32.786 0.19111 3?.73A
00085 0.0 161L9.21 1440.76 0.00 -2972 0.19111 12.500 0.1918 32.5un
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SLUT
INTERFACE	 PL)	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 nWDDT	 AH	 k4;,	 UELVA	 WsLur
LOCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 M-G. R	 FT /SEC	 S0. IN.	 LH/SEC	 SU. IN.	 IN/SET	 IN.	 LS/SE('
FOkEWAHU
	
9.9243E 01 1.0001E 02 1•0001E 02 5.9937E 03 4.3357E 00 1.6061E 04 .2.7681E-02-2.2411E (10 1.9.30OF-01 5.68429.-01 2.1095' : III
AFT	 l.labOE 02 1.0001E 02 1.0001E 02 5.9937E 03 4.8651E 00 1.6061E.04 0.0 	 0.0	 U.n	 0.0	 2.304r III
GASAJUILUUP IN SLOTP OW/UT =-2.5787E 00
F11kEWARD	 3.80b1E 02 9.9975E DI 9.9918E 01 5.99.33E 03 1.0974E 02 1.5061E 04-5.7075F-02-4.6217E On 1.92 1)hF-01 2.8139E-01 5.33'a39 02
AFT	 4.b3e.8E Oz 9.9969E 01 9.9913E 01 5.9932E 03 1.1186E 02 1.6061E '04 3.2444F. 00 2.6273E 02 1.'7205F-01 2.0711E -01 5.4377 r 02
GAS nlulLllUP IN SLUT, Ow/OT =-1.0242E 01
FukEWAkU
	
6.6445E 02 `1.9925E 01 9.979.1E 01 5.9926E 03 1.6139E 02 1.6061E 04 3.11165E-OI 2 .4434E 01 1. y29UE-01 2.8332E-01 H.128n 9 62
AFT	 7.0116E 02.9.9917E 01 9.9186E U1 5.99,26E 03 1.6841E 02 1.60b1F 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 O.p	 H.18U1G 6,2
GAS H1l1LUUP IN SLOT, DW/u3 =-5.1 5211: 00
FOREWARLI
	
9..6306E U2 9.9752E 01.9.9397E 01 5.9908E 03 2.7446E 02 1.6061E U4 7.31103E -01 5.9187E 01 1.9272E-01 P.HI04E -01 l.321vF 03 d
AFT	 1.U354E 03 21.9729E U! 9.9374E 01 5.9906E 03 2.7662E 02 1.60611. 04 3.9120E 00 3.1T111E 02 1.9?71F-01 24068RE-01 1.3381 9 03 "A,




















































































































































IGNITION TIME, TIME (S)
	 124,00000
: PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N*LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (N*.03F)
THRUST CONTkIOUTION OF INERTS (NrLBF)
VELIVEREU TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LbF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S*LBF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S*LBM/S)
FLUWHATE:TNTEGRAL (K69LBM)
INERT MASS FLUWRATE (KG/S*LBM/5)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG*LHM)
TOTAL. BURN AREA (M**2*IN**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3, IN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING (KG*LSM)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG*L8M)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF bAS (KG/MOLE*L3M/MOLE1
CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY (M/5tFT/S}




w	 (TURN AREA (M**2*IN**Z)
'	 bUHN RATE (M/S'*IN/S)ro	
DISTANCE BURNED (M,IN)
PRUPELLANT VOLUME (M*03rIN**3)
bAS VOLUME (M* *4p1N**3)
(GAS.STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K,DEG R)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS:
RADIAL BURN AREA (M**2lIN**2)
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M** 211N**21
PROPELLANT VUL(3ME (Me*3iIN*#3)
GAS VOLUME (M**3*IN• *3)
AFT ENO PARAMETERS1
TOTAL PRESSURE(NOZ ENT) (N/M0*2*LBF'lN**2)
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/M**2vLBf*S/IN**2)
bUHN AREA lM*#2,IN**21
BURW RATE (M/S*1N /SEC)
DISTANCE BURNED (M*IN)
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M*03*IN** 3)
6AS VOLUME (M**3*IN**3)







ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
k	 NUMBER OF PRLSSURL ITERATIONS





















































0.1 7 18 16.2'3
0.1118 3~.945






















11.1 71 T 35.124

























MASS PU P T U k LP AN WOOT rlwuoy
AUUITIUN
REGIONS PSIA PSIA DEG. R FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. LB/SEC LH/SEC
FORE 61.96 61.96 5977.11 2.44 0.001 0.0 16004.80 7.36 0.00
30.000 61.96 61.9h 5977.,10 3.97 .00003 0.0 16062.80 12.00 0.0
60.000 6.1..,96 61.96 59.77.10 5.51 0.003 0.0 16042.81 16.63 0.0
90.000 61.96 61.96 5977.10 7.04 0.003 0.0 16062.82 21.27 0.0
99.243 61.96 61,96 5977.10 7.52 0.003 0.0 16002.82 22.70 0.0
11H.800 6106 61.96 5977.10 8.57 0.003 446.41 15858.56 25.56 1.92
148.900 61.96 61.95 5976.96 59.49 0,017 448.25 15804.84 111.67 147.57
118,800 61.95 41.93 5976.82 85.65 0.024 0.00 15910.71 256.17 73.94
208.80o 61,95 61.93 5916.81 87.04 0,025 U.00 1`x9.16.19 260.73 0.00
238.800 61.95 61.93 5976.86 87.89 0.025 00 16060.57 265.33 0.06
268.8Uo 61.96 61.93 5976.79 89.84 0.026 0.00 199ob.93 269.94 0.00
298.800 61.96 61.93 5916.70 91.23 0.026 0.00 I6010.21 214.54 0.00
328.800 61.96 61.93 5916.77 92.62 0,026 0.00 16044.07 279.15 0.00
358.800 61.96 61.93 5976.76 94.01 0.027 0.00 16051.54 283.Th 0.00
380.614 61.95 61.91 5976.61 112.87 0.032 448.74 16014.36 340.95 53.8?,
453. 1+77 61.95 61.91 5976.55 118.70 0.034 448.47 158/107 354.01 0.16
477.600 61.94 61.88 55176.34 139.76 0.040 0.00 ISB92.89 417.1 11 59.47
507.600 61.94 61.88 5976.32 141.05 0.040 0.00 15918.54 421.73 0.00
537.600 01.94 61.88 5976.31 142.35 0.041 0.00 1594J.15 426.29 0.00
567.60n 61.94 61.89 5976.30 143966 0.041 0.00 15968.54 430.87 0.00
597.600 61..94 61.88 5976.20 144.96 0.041 0.00 13992.91 435.45 0.00
627.600 61.94 61.x8 `x976.27 146.27 0.042 0.00 16016.86 440.114 0.00
657.600 61.94 61.88 5976.25 147.59 0.042 0.00 1604U,3B 444.65 0.00
664.435 61.94 61.07 x976.10 153651 0.044 447.74 16045.70 462.57 16A7
701.1. 00 41.94 61:87 5976.13 157.72 0.045 445.15 15811.55 468.31 3.24
731.100 61.90 61.17 597E•,40 208,82 09060 447.58 15$35.73 620.13 147930
161.100
	
_ 61.87 61.71 5974.94 235.05 0.067 O.OU 15839.54 698.45 73.80
791.100 81.88 61 n 71 5974.92 236.22 0.067 0.00 158dJ.00 .702.97 0.00
1321.100 61.88 61.71 5974.90 237.40 0.068 0400 159 u6.10 707050 0.00
85i,100 61.01! 61.71 5974.88 238.58 11.066 0.00 15948.83 712.04 n.00
881.10.0 41.08 61.11. 5974,85 239.77 0.060 0.00 159ni.20 116.59 0000
911.100 6I.B8 61.71 5974.03 240.96 0.069 0000 159 13.21 721.16 0000
941.100 61088 61.71 5974.61 242.16 0.069 0.00 15994.86 725.72 0.00
963.063 61.861 61.66 5974.43 261.29 O,OTS 448.75 16010.48 71$3.21 54.14
1035.409 61.86 6i.65: 5974.27 269.36 0.077 447.18 15815.91 797.44 0.0
1059.900 61.83 61,58 5973.60 290.53 0.083 0.00 15851.98 861.26 60.15
1089.900 61.113 61.58 5973.78 291.26 0.083 0.00 158 95 n 21 665.7H 0.00
1119.900 61.83 61.56 5973.77 292.01 O.OB3 0.00 159.37.40 870.31 0.00
1149.900 61.83 61.5F1 59T3.75 292.78 0.083 0.00 1591d.54 874.86 0.00
I179.900 61.113 61.58 5973.73 293.57 0,084 0.00 16018.64 879.43 0.00
12U99900 61.94 61.58 5973.71 294.38 0.OB4 0.00 16051 n 68 884.01 0.00
1239.900 6I.84 61.51$ 5973.651 295.22 0.084 0.00 16095.69 898.61 0.00
1258.900 6104 61.58 5973.66 295.75 00084 0.0 16119,21 891.53 0000
AFT 61.04. 61.58. 5913,63 298.07 0.085 ..... 16119021 898,52 0.0
f
'SLUT
INTERFACE	 PO	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 OWDOT	 Ali	 PH	 DELTA	 ASWT
LOCATION	 TAU
IN,	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG, R	 FT/SEC	 50, IN.	 LB/SEC	 SU. IN,	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 LR/SF_('
FORE WARN	 9 .9243E . 01 6.1956E 01 6.1956E 01 5,9771E 03 7 . 5088E OU 1 . 6061E 04 -2.4759E-02-2:2411E 00 1.7262E-ol 5 . 6842E-01 2.2676F 01
AFT
	
1.1880E 02 6.1956E 01 6.1956E 01 5.97FIE 03 8.4624E 00 1,6061E 04 0.0 	 0.0	 010	 000	 2.555ic of
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. 'DW/UT =-2,8797E 00
FOHE:WARP	 3.8061E U2 6.1949E al 6.1912E 01 5.9766E 03 .1.1292E 021.6061E 04-1.521oE-01-1.3770E 01 1.72NW-01 2.8139E-01 3.4079F 0?
AFT	 4.5348E 02 6.1945E 01 6.1908E U1 5.9766E 03 1.1662E 02 1.6061E 04 2,0834E 00 1.8861E 02 1.7259F-01 I. 9295F.-01 '3.5192 P 02
GAS UUI^UUP IN SLOTI UW/ UT =-1.1130E 01
FUREWAHI] Fi,6445E 02 6.1939E al 6.1870E 01 5,9762E 03 1.5342E 02 1:6Ob1E 04 1.5442E-01 . 1.4H87E 01 1.T2 ci -01 2.8332E-U1 4.62ryF 01
AF1	 7.0110E 02 . 6.1935E 01 6.1866E 01 5.9761E 03 1.55 28E 02 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0,0	 4 . hN31F 02
GAS OUILUUP IN SLOT. Uw/UT.=-5.5744E 00
FUREvIARD
	
9,6.106E 02 6.1861E 01 6.1662L 01 5.9744E: 03 2.6066E 02 1.6061E U4 5.5297E-01 5.00981: 01 1.7r? li3F-01 2.13104E-U1 1.R31Tc 02 c
AFT	 1.0354E 03.6.1847E 01 6.1648E 01 5 , 9743E 03 2.6436E 02 1.6061E 04 2 . 700oF 00 2 . 4467E 02 1 . 7P42F-01 2.06BRE -01 7.9474- Od
In















































































































































EU14TTION r1 kt, rIML	 151	 125.00000
PARANtrL,t UE^'k1PTIW4 (UNIT51
Flu roN PAHAME TtH:r;
TOFAL OFLIVLHtU TH1411ST (N,Lr1F)
TOTAL VACUUM IHRU5T (N,LBF)
THkubT CUNEWINUT10N OF 1NERT5 (N*LHFI
UELIVEREU W fAL IMPULSE (N*SvLUF*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LHF*S)
THRUST COEFFICIENT
6RAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOwRATE (KG/S,LAM/S1
FLOWRATE INILGRAL (KG,LUM)
INERT NA55 FLOWRATF (KG/5.L8M/5)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG,LdM)
TOTAL BURN ARL A (M**2rIN**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,INp43)
FRUPFLLANT MA55 REMAINING (Kij,LBM)
TOTAL GAS MA55 (Kb,LdM).
!i	 kAr1O OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MOLE,Lr1M/M0LE)
CMARACTEkISTIC.EXHAUST-VELOCITY (M/S,FT/S)
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER
HEAD END PAQAMLIERS:
TOTAL PRESSURL IN/M**2,LHF/IN**2)
PRESSURE 119TL6RAL (N R5/M n *2.LHF*5/iN* *2]
i	 HUreN AREA (M**2,IN*112]
r	 bURW RATE (M/59IN/S)N
A	 ^O
-
`1	 DISTANCE HURN	 (M,1N)
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M*R3,IN**31
GAS VOLUME IMR*39IN**3)
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG K+Ut(2 R)
CYLINOkICAL SECTION PARAMETERS;
RAUTAL HUHN AkEA (M*112+IN**2)
SEGMENT FACE BURN AREA (M**2rIN#u?_)
PROPELLANT VOLUME (M*93,1N**3]
GAS .: VOLUME (M**3*1N**3)
AFT END PAkAMLIERS:















ANIS.UTROPIC OURN RATE COEFFICIENT	 AKRST	 0.b5951407E.-0I 	 0.65VbI 407E-01







INCREMENT UIVIUING PLANE DATA:
	
MASS	 PU	 P	 T
AUDITION
	
REGIONS	 PS1A	 PS1A	 DEG, H
FUME 41.77 41.77 5968.27
30.000 41.77 41.77 5968,27
(306000 41.77 41.77 5968.27
90.000 41.77 41.77 5968.27
99.243 41.T7 41.17 5968.27
118.800 41.77 41.77' 596B.27
148.800 41.77 41.77 5968.21
178.800 .41.77 41.77 5968.20
208.800 41.77 41.77 5968.2D
2386800 41.77 41.T7 5968,2U
268.800 41.77 41.77 5968.1.9
2980800 41.77 41.77 596H.19
328.80D 41.77 41,17 5968,1H
3580800 41..77 41.77 5968.18
380,614 41.77 41.76 596B.D6
453.477 41.17 41.16 5968.03
477.600 41.76 41.14 5967.83
507-600 41.76 41.74 5967.82.
537.600 41.76 41.74 5967.81
567,600 41.76 41.74 5967.80
597.600 41.76 4104 5967,00
627.600 41.77 41.14 5967.79
657.600 41177 41.74 5967.76
664.455 41,76 41.13 5967.71
701.100 41.76 41.73 5967.68
1311100 41..74 41.b7 5966,84
761..100 41.72 41.62 5966.27
191.100 41.72 41.62 5966.26
1121,100 41.72 41.62 5966.24
851.100 41.72 41.62 5966.22
881,100 41072 41.62 5966.20
911,100 41.72 41.b2 5966919
941-100 41.72 41.62 5966.17
963.063 41.70 41.57 5965.68
I035.409 41, 7D 41.56 5965655
1059.900 41.67 41.51 5964.94
1089.900 41.be 41.51 5964,93
1119.900 41,68 41.51 5964.91
1149000 4L.68 41.51 5964.90
11794900 41.68 41,51 5964.89
1209,900 41.66 41.51 5964,87
1239.9.00 1+1.68 41.51 5964,86
1258.900 41468 41.51 5964.85
AFT 41,68 41.51 59b4.80
it M LP AP WDOT OWDUT DW/DT RR TAU RUTD TAUTr1
FT/SEC INCHES 50-	 IN. LH/SEC LH/SEC L8/SEC IN/SE2: IN. IN/SEC IN.
1.92 0.001 0.0 16062.80 3.91 0.00 -3.91 0.1567 16.253 0.15b9 16.253
3613 00003 0.0 16062680 5.37 0.0 -2-46 041567 16.253 0.1567 16.25;
4.33 0.003 0.0 16002 1 81 8.93 O.0 -2.46 0.1,67 16.253 0.1567 16.253
5.54. 0003 0.0 16062.82 11.30 0 00 -2.46 U.1S67 1 6 .253 0.1567 1642bl
5.91 0.003 "	 0.0 160b2.82 12.05 0.0 -0.76 O.IS6 7 14.253 0.1567 16.251
6.70 0.003 447.49 15935636 13.54 1.01 -1051 0.1,67 36.141 0.1567 36.121
41914 0.012 0.00 15953.29 83.29 67.33 -2.42 0.1567 36.106 0.1567 36.105
42.29 0.012 0.00 15910.94 85.71 0.00 -2.43 0.1567 35.812 0.1567 35.+11?
43.45 0.012 0.00 15988.32 88.14 0.00 -2.43 11.1567 35.518 0.15b7 31,.51p
44.45 0.013 U.0 160 30.57 90.59 0.00 -2.45 0,1ti67 35.PO4 23.1561 31.2?.4
45.76 00013 0.00 16D22.26 93.04 0.00 -2.45 0.1567 34 . 9 29 0.1561 34.92.0
46.92 0.013 0.00 16DJ8.81 95,48 U.nO -2.44 U.1sb7 34.635 0.1567 34.635
48907 0.014 0.00 16055.09 97.93 0.00 -2,45 0.1567 14.341 0.1567 34.341
49.23 0.014 0,00 16011.09 100.39 O.UO -2.45 i1.1S h 7 34 .047 0.1567 34.041
74.14 04021 448.74 1b002.55 151.26 49.09 -1.79 0.1567 33.753 0.1567 33.153
78.23 0.022 4+48.47 159.18.21 158.17 0.06 -5.89 0.1467 35.90b 0.1567 35.904
105.96 04030 0.00 15952019 214.36 54.P5 -1.95 U.l e h7 35.780 0.1567 35.78n
107905 00031 0.00 15909,3? 216,79 0.00 -2.42 0.1567 35.469 0.16b7 35.469
108.13 0.031 0.00 15986.16 219.22 0.00 -2.43 0.3567 35.159 0.1561 35.154
109.22 0.031 0.00 16002.72 221.65 D.00 -2.43 U.1S67 34.849 0.1567 34.8441
110.31 04031 0.00 16019000 224.09 0.00 -2.44 0.1567 34,539 0.1561 34.539
111.40 0.032 U.00 16035.00 226.53 0.00 -2.44 U.1567 34,229 0.151)1 34.229
112950 0.032 0.00 16050.71 228.98 D.00 -2.45 O.1S67 33.919 0.1567 3'1.91'2
120.32 0.034 4+47.74 16034.2b 244.93 15.39 -0.56 0.1567 33.609 D.1561 33.600
123.OF1 0,035 446.83 I58d13.20 247.95 2123 -2.95 0.1 9,67 36.015 0.1567 36,015
191.22 0.055 448,66 159U4.05 385.05 134.70 -2.41 0.1 1;67 36.013 1).1661 34,011
225.96 0.064 0.00 15919.66 45405 67.49 -2.41 0.1566 3'i.dI2 4.1566 35.K1;
226.94 0,065 U.UO 15935.04 457.36 0.00 -2,41 0.1465 15.`318 0.1566 35.blQ
227.93 00065 000 15950.18 459.78 0.00 -2.42 0.1966 35.224 0.1566 35.224
228.91 0.065 O.DO 15905.09 462.21 0.00 -2.42 0.1565 34.929 0.1566 34.929
229.90 0.066 0.00 15979.75 464.63 0.00 -2.43 0.1566 34.635 0.1566 34.635
230.90 0.066 0400 15944,19 467.07 0.00 -2.43 0.1 1,66 34.341 0.1566 34.341
231.90 01066.. 0.00 16008.39 469.50 0.00 -2.44 0.1 1+66 34.047 0.156b 34.047
257.26 0.073 448,75 16018.64 520.68 49438 -1.79 0.1566 33.753 0.1566 33.753
263.55 0.075 447.18 15680.94 528.74 0.0 -5683 0.1565 35.536 0.1565 35.534
291.73 OaO83 0.00 159U9.29 585.56 54.86 -1.96 0.1+65 35.497 0.1565 35.497
292430 00083 0.00 15943.26 587,97 0.00 .-2.41 0.1 9345 35.045 0.1564 35.045
292690 0.084 0.00 15976.41 590.39 0.00 -2.42 0.1 9165 34.593 0.1565 34.593
293.51 0.084 0.00 16008.73 592.82 0.00 -2.43 U.1965 34.141 0.15b ri 34..141
294.14 04084 0.00 1604U.23 595.26 0000 -2.44 U.1S65 33.690 0.1565 33.6Yn
294.78 0.084 0.00 1601U.89 597.70 0.00 -2,44 0.146T, 33.238 0.1562 33,23,
295.44 0-084 0.00 161U0,74 600.15 0000 -2.45 0.1565 32.706 0.1565 32.784
295.86 0.084 00 16119.21 601.71 0.00 -•1.56 0.1565 32.500 U.156b 3?.5+)n








1NTLRFACE	 PO 	 P	 T	 U	 AP	 11WOOT	 Ad	 Ru	 OFLIA	 14.1LOT
LUCATION	 TAU
IN.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 DEG. R -	 FT/ SEC	 SU. IN.	 Li;/SEC	 S}1. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 Lu/SFr
F (IN EWAND 9 9443 01 4.1772E .01 4.1772E .01 5 .9683E 03 5.903dE 00 1.6061E 04 -?.7'JH6F-07»2.2411F 00 1.5747F 	 5.6842F.-01 I.PU3PV 01
AFT	 1:4:IB801F 02 4.1712E 01 4.17724. IQ 5.9683E 03 6.6437E 00 1:6U61F 04 0.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.17	 1.3541& 01
GAS IJUILUUP .III SLOT* UW/UT =- 1.50134E 00
FOREwARU
	 3.0061E 02 . 4.176'1E.01 4.I759F 01 5.960.1E 03 7.4131E 01 1.6061E 04-2.2141E-01-2.11)71E 01 1.574hF-01 2.111.19E-01 1.51u 4r 0l
A1T
	
4.5348E 02 4.17604 .01 4.1757E of 5.96110E 03 7.7024E Ul 1.60(31E 04 1.2332!•- 00'1.2?371 u2 1.5746F-01 1.92')SE-01 1.56Y3 ;- O2
GAS. bUILUUP IN SLOT. UW/UT =-S.0 096E 00,.
FOkhwAHD
	
6.6445E 02 4.1762E III 4.1734t0 1 5.9677E 03 1.2031E 02 I.bo61F 04 6,3764E-02 6,3282E 00 1.^744F- n1 ?.13331F-0I 2.4540E 02
AFT:	 1.0110E 02 4.1761E 01 4.]7331; 01-5.9677E 03 1.2176E 02 'L.6061E 04 U.0 	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 2.a74tiG :2
GAS`bUILUUP.. IN bLOTv UW/UT =-2.9522E 00
FOREWARD	 9.63U6F U2 4.170?E 01'4.15721:: . 01 5.9657E.03 2.5660E U2 i-6061E 04 4.2.230E-01 4.1948E 01 1 n 5730E-01 2.13104E-01 5.PlI O F U? o
AhT'	 1.0354E U3 4.1495E U1. 4.1564E 01.5.9656E 03 2.5971E 02 1.6061E U4 1.110114E 00 1.1965E 112 1.57?9F-01 2.Ob13AE-01 ti.?693' 02 y
rn








































































































































IGNITION TIME• TIME (S)	 1Z6.00000
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION (UNITS)
MOTOR PARAMETERS.:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LBF)
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST (NiLBF)
THRUST CONTRIBUTION OF.INERT5 (N,LBF1
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,Lbf*S)
VACUUM TOTAL IMPULSE (N*S,LBF*S)'
THRUST COEFFICIENT
GRAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (K6/SvL8M/S)
FLOWRATE INTEGRAL (KGrLHM)
INERT MASS.FLOWRATE (KG/59LHM/5)
INERT MASS REMAINING (KG#LSM)
TOTAL.HUHN AREA (M**2olN**2)
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3,IN**3)
PROPELLANT MASS REMAINING IKG,L8M)
TOTAL GAS MASS (KG#LBM)
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
MOLECULAR OEIGHT OF GAS (KG/MGLEILBM/MOLE)
CHARACTERISTIC FXHAUST.VELOCITY IM/59FT/S)







PROPELLANT VOLUME (M**3s IN**3)
GAS VOLUME (M4*3,1N**3)
GAS STATIC TEMPERATURE (DEG KvDEG R)
CYLINDRICAL. SECTION PARAMETERSI
kAUTAL BURN AREA (M**291N**2)









PROPELLANT VOLUME (M* *3i1N**3)
GAS VOLUME (H**3,IN**3)







ANISOTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT
NUMUER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS
INC RLMENT 1]TVI331NG PLANE DATAt
MASS Nu P T u H LP AP WDOT DWDUT DW/f7T HG TAU F1HT: iauT•:
AUDITION
HLGIONS PS1A PSIA DEG. k FT/SEC INCHES SO.	 IN. LH/5EC LH/5EC L8/SEC IN/SEC IN- IN/SEr Ira.
kURE 27.81 27.81 5962.Ib 1.99 0.001 0.0 16062.80 2.71 1.00 -2.10 401425 16.253 0.1425 160251
306000 27981 27.81 5962.1b 3.25 a.003 0.0 16002.84 4.41 0.0 -1.71 11.1425 1 6 .25 .1 0.1 425 16.251
604000 27,41 27.81 5962,16 4.51 0.003 0.0 160b2.81 (3012 0.0 -1.11 0.1425 16.2'43 0.1425 16.21)3
900000 .27.81 27.81 5962.16 5.76 09003 0.0 16402.82 7.82 0.0 -1.71 0.1425 16.253 0.1425 16.253
99,243 27.81 2701 5962.16 6,15 0,003 0.0 16042.82 8,35 0.11 -0.33 0.1425 I6.253 0.1425 15.251
1180800 27.81 27.81 5962 . 16 6.93 0,003 448.48 160175.56 9.37 0.3a -1.05 1141425 35.217 0.1425 34.?77
148.Boo 27.81 27.60 5962.05 53.51 0.015 0.00 16015 n 86 72.43 41,37 -1.69 0.1425 36.106 0.1425 36.106
178.800 27.81 27.B0 5962-OS 54.72 0.016 0.00 16046.00 74.12 0.00 -1.69 Do1425 35.812 0.1425 35.817
208.800 27.81 27.80 5962.04 55.93 0.016 4.00 16035.98 75.81 0.00 1.69 0.1425 35.518 0.1425 3`+.511
238.800 21.81 27.130 5962.04 57.10 0.416 0.0 lbObd,57 77.51 0.00 -1.70 0.1425 35.2+2•+ 0.1425 35.224
26H.80U 27.8.1 21.80 5962.03 58.37 0.017 0.00 lbUj5.46 79.21 0.00 -1.70 U. 142N 34.929 0.142ti 34.92.
298.800 27.81 27.80 59b2.U2 59459 0.017 0.00 16004.96 80.91 0.00 -1.70 0.1425 3'• .635 0.1 425 34.635
32B.HOO 27.731 21.80 . 3962.42 60,80 0.017 0.00 1.15014.30 82861 0.00 -1.111 0.1+.25 34 .341 0.14?y .14.341
35B.8un 21.I11 27.60 5962.01 62.02 00018 0.00 ;6(+433.411 H401 4.00 -1.11) 0.1425 34.047 4.14?5 34.047
380.614 2'7.110 27.79 59bl.ti0 95,77 0.027 448.74 16090.05 130.20 44.65 -1.24 0.1425 33.753 0.1425 31,751
453.477 27.80 27.19 7961.7? 99,57 0 n 029 448.47 159v8.78 134.50 -0.01 -4.09 001425 39 OU6 0.1425 35.9nfi
477.600 27.a0 27.77 5961.43 137.09 0.039 0.00 IbUU6,40 185.28 49.34 -1.3h 0,1425 35.780 0.1425 35.131
501.600 27.80 2.1.77 59bl.41 133,26 0.040 0600 16015.75 186.97 O.no -1.h9 0.1425 35.469 0.1429 35.469
w	 b37.6u0 27.80 27.77 5961.40 139.43 0,040 0.00 16024.94 186.66 0.00 -1.69 0.1425 35.159 0.1425 35.154
3	 Sb7.6n0 21.80 21.77 5961,39 140.61 0,040 0.00 16033.91 190.36 O.On -1.b9 0.1425 34.849 0.14241 34.444
397.600co 27.80 ?7.17 5961,34. 141.78 x.041 0.00 16042.85 192, OS 0.00 -1.70 0.1425 34.539 0.142!1 34.53n
627.600 21.tl0 27.17 5961.36 142.96 0.041 0.00 16151.5E 193.75 4010 -1010 0.1425 34.229 0,14?5 34,22's
6570600 21.80 27.77 5961.35 144.14 0.041 0.00 16U0a.14 195.46 0.00 -1.70 0.1425 33.919 0 6 1425 33.91=
664.455 21.19 27.76 5961.23 154.77 0.044 441.74 1bUb2.OB 209,84 14.00 -0.39 0.1425 33.609 8.1425 31.60n
-	 701.100 27479 27.76 5961.20 157,29 0.045 447.81 159 y B.29 211.BA 1.42 -2.05 0.1425 3b.172 0.1427 36.117
7310100 21.78 27.72 5960.53 204.16 0605E 0.00 15906.52 214.61 61.?6 -1.btN 0.142 si -16.1116 0.1425 36.1 aA
741,100 27.78 27.72 5960.52 205.30 0.059 0.00 159 14.63 276.49 0.00 -1.649 0.1424 35.812 0.1424 35.81P
191.100 27 n78 27.72 5960.SU 246.44 00059 0,00 15948,62 ?78,17 0.00 -1.68 0.1424 35.5171 (1.1424 35.514
8210100 27.18 21.72 5960.48 207.59 0.059 0.00 159`10.49 219.85 0.00 -1.64 0.1424 35.224 0.1424 361.424
851.100 27.78 27.72 5960,46 208.73 0.060 0.00 15998.23 281.53 0.00 -1.6H 0.1424 3 ,1.929 0.1424 34.9?v
881.100 27.78 27.72 5960.44 209.88 0.060 0.00 16005.86 293.21 0.00 -1.b8 0.1424 34.635 0.1424 34.635
911.100 27.78. 27.72. 5960.42 211.03 0.a6o 0.00 1601.3.37 284.90 0.00 -1.69 0.1+424 34.341 0.14?4 34.341
941.100 27.78. 27.72 5960.40 212.16 0.061 O.00 1ba20.76 286.59 0.00 -1.69 U.1424 34.047 0.1424 34.041
963.063 27.77 2709 5959.74 246 0 58 0.070 448.75 160Zb.09 332.75 4403 -1.24 0.1424 33.753 0.1424 33.753
1035.409 27.77 27.68 5959.68 252.00 0.072 447,18 15940.39 338.20 040 -4.03 0,1424 35.536 0.1424 3S.53A
1059.900 27.74 27.63 5958.87 290.29 0,083 0.00 15961.68 389.47 49.90 -1.36 0.1424 35.4-)7 0.142,4 35.417
1089.900 27.74 27.63 5958.85 291.08 0.683 0.00 15941.19 391.14 04110 -I.bB 0.1423 35.045 0.1424 35.045
1119.904 27.74 27.63 5958.83 291.87 0.083 0.00 16012,07 392.612 0.00 -1.68 U.1423 34 .593 0.1423 34.591
1149.900 27.75 27.63 5958.81 292.68 0.084 0400 160.16.33 394.50 11.0a -1.68 4.1423 34.141 U.1423 34.141
1179.900 27.75 .27.63 5958.79 293.50 O.U114 0.00 Iba59.96 396.19 0.00 -1.69 0.1423 330690 0.1423 31.b9n
12099990 27.75 27.63 5958,71 294.33 0.084 0.00 16082.518 397.8A 0.00 -1.69 0.1421 33,238 0.1423 31.23n
1239,900 27.75 27.63 595B.75 295.17 0.084 0.00 16105.36 399.58 0000 -1.70 0.1423 32,78b 0.142] 32.146
1258.900 27.75 27.63 5958.74 295.71 a0UB4 006 16119.2.1 400.61, O.00 -1.08 0.1423 32.500 0.1421 3?.50n












IN.	 PSIA	 P5IA	 DEG. R	 FT/SEC	 'iSU. IN.	 LH/SEC	 50. IN.	 IN/SEC	 IN.	 L(3/SEC
FOHEWARD	 9 . 9243E 01 2.7806E 01 2.7806E 01 5 . 9622E 03 6 . 1342}= 00 1.6061E 04-2.0543E - 02-2.2411E 00 1.43a3E - nl 5.6842E- 01 11.1211V OO
AFY	 1.Ir160E 02 2.7805E 01 2.7805E 01 5. 9622E 03 6.9055E 00 1.6061E 04 0.0	 0.0	 0 0 0	 0.0	 9.3748F 00
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTip DW/UT =-1.0471E 00
FOREWARD	 3.8U61E 022.7803E 01 2.7791E 01 5.9618E 03 9.5750E 01 1.6061E 04- 2.7009E -01-2.9438E 91 1.432IF-01 2.8139E-01 1. ?993F 02
AFT 	 4.53413E 02 2.78'02E 01 2.7790E 01 5.9618E 03 9.8765E 01 1.6061E 04 5.6649E-01 6.1807E 01 1.43?1F-01 1.92 gbE-01 !.3402 97 02
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOT. UW/UT =-4 . 0873E 00
Ff1kEWAHU
	
6.6445E 02 2.7794L 01 2.7763E 01 5.9612E . 03 1.547TE 02 1.6061E 04-1.3720E-02-1.4973E OO 1. 14318F-nl 2.H3.32E-o1 2.n9bTF u1
AFT	 7.0110E 02 2.17513E 01 2.7762E 01 5.9612E 03 1.5629E 02 1.6061F 04 O.0	 O.0	 0.0	 000	 n2
GAS BUILDUP IN SLUT. DW/DT =-2.0513E 00
FOREWARU	 9.63u6E 02 2.7767E UI 2.7687E 01 5.9598E 03 2.4629E 02 1.6061E 04 3.159nF - 01 3,4497£ 01 1.4309E -01'2.610 4 F-01 1.3306F 02 n
AFT	 1.0354E 03 2.7762E 01 2.7683E 01 5.9597E 03 2.4930E 02 1.6061E 04 1.I007F 00 3.2020E 02 1.4308P-Ol 2.06HHF-Dl 3.3710/ 02 Ln







I"ITION TIMt*	 TIME	 (5)	 127.00000
PROGRAM
PARAMLTLH DESCRIPTION (UNITS) NOMENCLATURE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
MOTOR PARAMETERS:
TOTAL DELIVERED THRUST (N,LHF) FTOEL 92423.625 2077/.672
TOTAL VACUUM THRUST 	 (NrLHF) FTVAC 242776.94 54b/fi.438
THHUST CONTRIHUTIUN OF INERTS 	 IN*LHF) FI 19966.793 4488.7148
DELIVERED TOTAL IMPULSE




	 10 0.26062243E OV
THRUST COEFFICIENT CF 1.358AR29 1.3588829
6RAIN DISCHARGE MASS FLOWRATE (KG/S/L8H/S) WDOT 115.16566 253.H968b
FLOWRATE
	 INTEGRAL	 (KGsLBM) SwDOTN 4b6199.13 1005747.0
IhE;RT MASS FLUWNATE	 (KG/5rLHM/Sl MIF 1U.716043 23.624832
INtRT MASS REMAINING (KbtLBM) MIR 1.1182585 15.693071
TOTAL BURN AREA	 (M**2 +IN**2) AHTOT 15.571316 24335.590
TOTAL PROPELLANT VOLUME (H**39IN**3) VF 0.24755752 15106*895
PROPELLANT HASS REr"iNING	 {KEirLHM} WF 438.55127 966.84033
TOTAL GAS MASS (KbtLVM) WGTOT 43.598663 96.1113607
RATIU OF SPECIFIC HEATS GANA 1.16121?0 1.1612120
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS	 (KG/MOLErLHM/MOLE".) AHW 12.705935 28.n11795
LHARACIEHISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY	 (M/SrFT/51 CSTAR 1551.5461 5n9O.3750
MAXIMUM CHAMBER MACH NUMBER AMPN C.d4922?54E-01 0.8492P254E-01
HEAD END PARAMETERSI o
TOTAL PRLSSUHE (N/M**2rL8F /IN**2) PH 12063751. 17.496994 w
PRLSSUkE
	 IIVTLbRAL	 (N*S/M**4iLHF*5/7'1**2) SPHOT 0.50343617E
	 11 73017.250 Q1
La	 BURN AREA	 (M*a2*I(J**2) AHH U.23185436E-03 0.35931500 c
iv	 BUR14 RATE	 IM/S.If,4S) RHZ (11 0..32501116E-02 0.12195117 r°v
DISTANCE f]UHNL[)	 Wt IN) TAU111) 0*41202398 16.2`52914
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3.IN**31 VF+3 0.0 0*0
UAS VOLUME
	
(H**3+1.4**3) VPH 12.52'5938 7643)30.00
GAS STATIC TEMPFRATURE	 IOE6 K,UI_(i R) PRNT(193) 3,309.8066 5957.6523
CYLINDRICAL SECTION PARAMETERS1
kAUTAL BURN AREA
	 (M**2+IN**21 AHCYL 15.3,145"0 24018.b64
SLbMENT FACE BURN AREA {M**2iIN**2) A13SLOT 0.164961811•- -01 56.Sb9199
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 (M**3jIN**31 VFCYL 0.22603345 13793.414
bAS VOLUME	 (M* *3rIN * 1Q1 VP 418*19775 16976688 n
AYT END PARAMLTERSi
TOTAL PRLSSU.IE(NOZ ENT)	 (N/M* *2rLHF /IN**2) PON 12043384. 17.467453
PRESSURE INTEGRAL (N*S/H**2rL8F*S/IN**2) SPONOT 0.49159528E 11 71299.875
BURN AREA
	
IH** ?,IN **2). AAN 0.0 0.0
BURN RATE (M/S9IN/SEC) R9Z(NI+1) 0.32456620E-A2 0.3277dl99
UISTA14CE BURNED
	
(MvIN) TAUZINI+1) 0.82549969 32.500000
PROPELLANT VOLUME	 0,**3rIN**3) VFN 0.2152406HL-01 1313.4d00
6AS VOLUME	 (14**3rIN**3) VPN 12.004153 73253H*69
GAS STATIC TLMPLRATURE
	
10E.G KrUL6 R1 PRNT(NI+31 JJ07.9121 5454.2422
PORT AREA	 IM**2.IN**1) AP 1UP399472 16119.215
NUZZLE PARAMETERS:
THROAT AREA	 ( M **2.IN**2) AT 1.4834n23 2290.3721
EXPANSION RATIO EPR o.715h394 4.7158394
PRESSURE RATIO PEPO U.b7212842 0.5721pa42
MISCELLA+3EUUS PARAMETERS(
ANISUTROPIC BURN RATE COEFFICIENT AKRST 0.6595140/E-01 0..95951407E-61
NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS ANLOPS 340000000 3.60UU000
















































































































































U M LP AP WDOT DWOOT Uw/DT Rp TAU RBT0 TAUTn
FT/SEC INCHES 5U.	 1N. LB/SEC LO/SEC LB/SEC 1N/SEC ]No IN/SEC IN.
2.34 0.001 0.0 lbob2.BU 2.00 0.00 -2.00 0.126n 16.253 0.127B 16.251
3.B1 00003 0,0 16062.80 3.26 0.0 -1.26 0.1 ?an 16053 0.1280 16.251
5.29 0.003 0.0 16o u?.81 4.52 0.0 -1.26 O.l?811 1 6. 253 0.1260 16.251
6.76 0.003 0.0 1b0b2.82 5.78 0.0 -1.26 U.1?8n 16.253 0.1260 16.253
7.21 0.003 0.0 1bob2.82 6417 0.0 -0.39 0,1?Hn 16.2b3 0.1260 16.251
8.12 0.003 0.0 160.!1.52 6.93 -0.22 -0.78 U.1?80 36.400 0.1280 36.4on
9658 0.003 0.0 16044.35 8.1B 0.0 -1.25 U.1?80 36.106 0.1230 3h.106
11.04 0.004 0.0 16031.07 9043 0.0 -1.25 O.1?130 35.812 0.1280 35.81P
12.51 0.004 0.0 lboa7.68 10.69 000 -1.25 0.1?8o 35.518 0.1280 313.51a
13.98 0.004 0.0 lbObO457 11695 000 -1,2fi O.1?80 35 .224 0.1280 3!3,44'+
15.44 00005 0.0 Ib010,58 13.20 0.0 -1.26 0.12BO 34.929 0.1280 34.42'1
16.90 0.005 0.0 16016.87 14.46 000 -1.26 0.1?BO 34.hJ5 0.1280 34,h35
18.37 0.006 D.0 16083.05 15,72 000 -1.26 0.1280 34 634 1 0.1280 34..341
19,83 0.006 0.0 16069612 16.98 0.0 -1.26 0.1280 34 .0 ,17 0.1280 34.047
?.0.09 0.006 0.0 16093.46 17.90 0.0 -0 n 92 0.178n 33.753 0.1280 33.153
24.23 0.007 -#48.47 1bOb3.98 20.70 -0.07 -3.02 0.1 28n 35.906 0.1290 35.901
77.26 0.022 0.00 lbobb.sl 66.0n 44.30 -1.00 0.1280 35.780 0.1280 35.78n
78.71 0.022 0.00 160 ,28.01 67 n 25 0.00 -1.25 O.1?19 35.469 0.1279 35.467
80616 0,023 0.00 lbObU.28 68.50 0.00 -1.25 U.1 ?79 35.199 0.1279 35.159
81.62 0.023 0.00 160b2.4b 69.75 0600 -1.25 U.1279 34.849 0.1279 34 n 1i4Q
113.07 0.024 0.00 16064.59 Mono 0.00 -1.25 0.1279 34.539 0.1279 34.530
84.52 0.024 0.00 lbobb.69 72,26 0.00 -1.25 0,1?79 34 .229 0.1279 34.229
85.98 (1.025 0.00 16068.75 73.51 0.00 - 1.c!b 0.1 ?79 33.919 0.1279 37.917
101.03 0.029 447.14 16069 6 21 86.36 12.57 -0.29 0.1279 33.609 0.1279 31.60r)
103.02 0,030 448.71 16044.16 87.81 0.77 -1.51 0.1719 36.314 U.1279 36.314
169633 0.048 0.00 lb043.45 144.1 6 55.11 -1.24 0.^'}7q 36-Lnh 0.1279 36.10h
170.71 0,049 U.UU 1bO44.72 145,411 0.00 -1.24 0.,	 19 35.812 n.1279 3%.H1s
172.22 0.049 0,00 16025,96 144.65 0600 - l.o34 0.1?79 33.518 0.1279 3N.51a
173.67 0.050 0.00 lbOC7.22 147.89 0.00 -1.25 0.1? 79 35.424 0.1279 J'..2?4
175,12 0.050 0.00 16028.45 149.14 0500 -1.25 0.1 ?7'1 34.929 0.1279 34.1310
176,5i 0.050 U.00 16049.66 150439 0600 -1.2b 0.1?79 34.b35 0.1279 J4.0.1r,
17	 ,02 0.051 0.00 16030,85 151.63 0.00 -1.25 0.1?79 34.341 0.1279 34.341
179.47 0,051 0.00 160J2.03 152.86 0.00 -1.25 0.1?79 34.047 0.1279 34.1147
228.23 0.065 448.75 160.14.88 194.14 4U.34 -0.91 0.1279 33.753 0.1279 33.751
233.23 0.067 447.18 15994.58 197.89 0.0 -2.98 0.1?79 35.536 0.1279 35.531
287.58 0..082 0,00 16009.43 243.71 44,81 -1,01 0.1?7'1 35.497 0.1279 35.497
288.73 04082 0.00 16047.23 244.95 0.00 -1.24 0.1274 35.045 0.1278 35,0V5
289.88 D,083 0.00 16044.58 246.20 0.00 -1.24 0.1?7 61 34.693 0.1278 34.593
291.04 O,UB3 0.00 lb0bl.49 247.45 0.00 -1.25 U.1?78 34.141 0.1278 34.141
292.21 O.OB3 0.00 16017.96 248.70 0.00 -1.25 0.1?IH 33.690 0.1276 33.69 n
293.38 0.064 0,00 16093,98 249.95 0600
-1.25 0.1?78 33,238 0.1278 31.231
294.57 0,084 0.00 161U9,57 251.20 0.00 -1625 0.1?79 32.786 0.12711 37.7PIA
295.32 0,084 0.0 16119.21 251.99 0.00 -0.79 0.1278 32.500 0.1278 32.bon







	 PA	 P	 r	 U	 AP	 1)wfl0T	 a 	 N11	 DL L FA	 HSLO'
LUCAIION	 TAU
l+d.	 PSIA	 PSIA	 OLG. N	 FT/SEC	 50. IN.	 LH/5EC	 SU. IN.	 IN/SEC
	 IN.	 LP/SEr
FUkEwAkU	 9.9243E O1 1.7497E 01 1.7497E 01 5 . 9576E: 03 7.191TE OU 1.6061E 04 -1. 8441E -42-2.241LE 00 1 . 285TF-01 5 . 6042E-01 6.1469r 00
AFT	 1.1080E 02 1.T497E 01 1,7497E 01 5.9576E 03 0.1046E 00 1.6061E 04 0 n 0	 0.0	 000	 0 0 0	 6.9211r 00
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTt Dw/UT =-7,8020E-01
FUkEWAkD	 3.8061E 02 1.7497E 01 1.1497E 01 5.9576E 03 2,0621E 01 1.6061F. 04-2.7057F-01-3.Z?661E 01 1-.2957E-01 2.BIJ9F-01 1.762 ya" 01
AFT	 4.534SE 02 1.7497E 01 1.7497E O1 5.9576E 03 2.4154E 01 1.6061F 04 5.4384E-02 6.6091E 00 1.2057E- 01 1.9295E-01 2.0644r 01
GAS BUILDUP IN SLOTi Uw/11T
	 3.0194E 00
FUkEWARtl
	 6.6445L 02 1.1497E U1 1.74AHF 01 5.9373E 03 1.0101E 02 1,6061E 04-7.10026-02-H.6295L 110 1.2856F,-01 2.A332L-01 ' 4 .6191 = Ui
AFT	 7.0110E. 02 1.1496E 01 1.748bE 01 5.9572E 03 1.0278L 02 1.6061E 04 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.(1	 8.rr406r 01
GAS HUILUUP IN SLOI+ llw/UT =-1.51266: 00
FOkEwAHD	 9.6306E 02 1.14d1L 01 1.7430E. 01 5.9556E 03 2.2810E 02 1.6061k o ,+ 2.27HIF-01 2.1706E GI 1.2847E- 111 2.81041:- 01 1.44JIF (•2 0
A F T	 1r0354E 03 1.7479E 01 1.7435E 01 5.9555E 03 2.316 .3E 02 1.60611. 04 5.4270E
-
01 6.61106E O1 1.284IF
-
01. 2.U688F-01 1. 97.1 15F 1)2 ^e
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